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EDITOE'S PKEFACE.

HE work, of which a translation is here offered to the public,

has passed through two editions in Germany ; the first of

which appeared in 1841-42, and the second in 1850. The

translation is made from the Second Edition, and con-

sequently presents the Author's more mature views on the subject of

which it treats. The object of this work, in the Author's ovm words,

is " to put into the hands of students and ministers a book in which

they can find information respecting the present position and the

history of the Criticism of the Gospels, and from which they can

supply themselves with the necessary weapons of defence against

the attacks upon the Holy Scriptures which are becoming more and

more noised abroad." It is only what was to be expected, that, in

carrying out this design, the Author should keep in view principally

the wants of his own counti-jTuen. Accordingly, the reader will find

that Strauss and Baur, and others belonging to their school, have

a very prominent place in the following pages. But he will also find,

if we mistake not, that the gi'eat bulk of the work is of general, and

not merely national interest and utihty.

The work, as stated in the Translator's Preface, has been to some

extent abridged in the translation. It is well that readers should

understand that the abridgment has been effected by omission of

less important portions, not by systematic condensation of the whole.

AVhat is omitted is chiefly matter of local or passing interest ; e.g.,

some of the foot-notes, which would only have encumbered the pages,

and elaborate refutations of the wild speculations of the more reckless

members of the Negative School. Some of these speculations, like

extravagant tales, have too little probability, and are too entirely desti-

tute of sobriety and common sense, to interest the mind. They are

dreary and tiresome, and one is impatient to get through them. The

reader's impatience has been consulted, especially where it was most

necessary to do so, viz., in the Second Part of the work, which deals
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with the Criticism of the Gospel Writings. The first chapter, particu-

larly, of that Part, which contains the negative hypotheses to account

for the origin of the Gospels, has been considerably abbreviated. How-

ever, what remains will give the reader a perfectly clear idea of the

nature of these hypotheses, and of the Author's mode of refuting

them. Speaking of the work as a whole, it is believed, in the words

of the Translator, that " nothing has been omitted which could possess

interest and importance to the reader."

It has been thought proper, in publishing this translation, to bring

under the notice of students the principal contributions to the literature

of the subject that have appeared since the publication of the original

work. This has been done in a few foot-notes inserted at the appro-

priate places.
^ ^ A.B. B.



TEANSLATOE'S PEEPACE,

["BRAED is already well known in this country from his

admirable Commentaries on the Epistle to the Hebrews,

and the Epistles of John. The present work is one of

the many vindications of the New Testament History,

and the groundwork of our faith, which the attacks of negative

theologians have called forth from men " valiant for the truth."

It would have been presented before this to English readers, but

for the feeling that it was undesirable to publish objections for the

purpose of showing how they could be, and had been met. But the

day for such caution is past; and the very same assaults are now
made on English ground, and by English theologians, which have been

both made and met in our sister Church in Germany. As Ebrard's

work was intended to be polemical, it might be supposed that to present,

as an antidote to English objections, replies to those of German critics,

would be simply "beating the air." But though writing with the

attacks of negative critics in his mind, and giving as he passes direct

answers to various objections, the plan which Ebrard has pursued, is

to examine and strengthen the defences of positive theology, so as to

present a critical bulwark to critical assaults, rather than to exhaust

his own strength and his readers' patience Avith minute replies to

trivial objectors. For this reason, as well as from the fact that the

negative criticism of England is for the most part a reproduction

of the cast-off criticism of Germany, the work, we hope, will have

the same worth here as in the land of its birth.

Ebrard's method, as described by himself, is the following :—" We
shall seek first of all to settle the question, in the case of each Evan-

gelist, whether the arrangement he adopted was based upon chrono-

logical sequence, or upon some topical classification. To this end we

shall look first at the form in which the Gospels are written, and

secondly at their contents. The latter will require a careful description

of the various incidents, a comparison of the synoptical accounts, and a
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notice of the objections of negative critics. We shall not commence,

however, with a refutation of individual objections, but with a posi-

tive statement of the case as it actually stands, which shall contain

within itself a reply to all objections. In every instance, therefore,

we shall begin with the facts themselves, as gathered from an exami-

nation of the different narratives ; and then, in support of the results

obtained, adduce both psychological and exegetical proofs that, assum-

ing the fact M to have occurred, it was possible for the different

accounts ^I', M", M'", to be written, without any one of them containing

an error.—-We shall then proceed to the refutation of special objec-

tions."

It has been thought desirable to condense, to some extent, in the

process of translation. But we believe that nothing has been omitted

Avhich could possess either interest or importance to the reader. The
work itself is essentially unaltered.

It is, doubtless, well for the Church, and above all for " ministers

and students," for whom this work is chiefly intended, that the foun-

dations of our faith should be often tried, whether by acknowledged
enemies, or by " false brethren unawares brought in ;" if only that

we may be compelled to test their strength for ourselves, and so " be
ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh a reason of

the hope that is in us." The result of such a season of trial in Ger-
many has been unquestionably to strengthen belief, to quicken spiritual

life, and to give an impulse to evangelical preaching. And it would
betray a want of faith in the Spirit of God and the Great Head of the

Church, to doubt that this will also be the effect of the fullest and
most unfettered inquiry here. This translation is offered, in the hope
that, in common with the works of English theologians aiming at the

same result, though occupying somewhat different ground, it may help

to lead back some who " have erred concerning the faith," and quell

the fears of others who have begun to " tremble for the ark of God."

J. M.
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INTRODUCTION.

§!

CRITICISM A NECESSITY.

HE very nature of Christianity involves the introduction of

criticism into the sphere of theology. For if it be truly

the redemption, ordained by God from all eternity, but

brought to completion at a certain time and in a certain

place ; though the need of redemption must exist in every man, and

therefore the postulate of redemption develop itself with more or less

purity apart from the historical fact, yet this fact could never be

made known to distant nations or succeeding ages in any other way

than through the ordinary channels,—viz., oral tradition or written

records. But those writings, together with their contents, necessarily

come within the scope of the same historical criticism as every other

monument of history. And the same questions must be asked and

answered respecting authenticity, credibility, integrity, and age.

These questions, we are told, should be investigated without lias.

The only meaning which we can attach to these words is, that there

should be an entire absence of critical and historical assumptions ; in

other words, that the point in question should not be treated as if it

were an axiom. But if it be really intended that tlie mind should be

kept free from religious bias, we rejjly, that such freedom as this is

impossible. Every man necessarily assumes a religious attitude of

some kind, either positive or negative. He either believes in a living

God, or in an unconscious process. He either feels a need of redemp-

tion based upon the fear of God ; or he has no such feeling, because

he does not charge himself with sin. Tertium nan datur. Now it is

nothing but superstition to pretend that a positive religious attitude

exerts a decisive influence upon criticism, but not a negative. It is

only to the man who feels his need of redemption that the fact of

2
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redemption can possibly be clear ; to every other man it will be sure

to present itself in a distorted form. Hence a proper religious bias

will tend rather to give freedom to the mind. And where, even

before entering upon any critical investigation whatever, there is an

intuitive religious certainty of the divine character of the biblical

books, there will be all the greater calmness and impartiality, and

consequently all the greater ability to maintain the desired freedom

from histoi-ical or critical prejudice. It is well known that, even in

cases where the materials at command have been insufficient, at least

for the time, to establish the authenticity of a biblical book, this

critical uncertainty has not in the least affected the religious certainty

which existed before. And as the Christian Church does not need to

suspend its calm believing use of the Holy Scriptures until critics have

brought their investigations into their genuineness to a close (in fact,

in a good sense they ought never to be closed), the Christian theologian

may pursue his critical labours without the least impatience. His

aim, therefore, so far as both kinds of impartiality are concerned,

should be,—first of all, instead of aftecting an impossible freedom

from religious bias to please the folly of the age, to confess openly

and honestly how far his views and interpretations of the sacred history

are conditioned and determined by his religious bearing ; and secondly,

in the critical operations themselves, to look closely and mark well

how far the process is carried on by purely historical and critical

methods, and at what point the religious or dogmatical bias necessarily

begins to exert an influence (and this in the case of the negative, quite

as much as of the positive critic).

In the older period of theology the genuineness of the biblical books

was not attacked ; there was therefore no special reason for defending

it (the hand of the apologetic critic wanted the requisite stimulus).

Hence religious-dogmatic presuppositions and critical proofs met in

immediate unity in the theological mind of that age. They were not

required to distinguish how much could be proved on purely historical

grounds, and how far religious bias influenced the process of proof.

Then wdth Semler and J. D. ^Michaelis arose a school which brought

to the task other religious and dogmatic presuppositions. This school,

with its broader culture, rightly discerned the weakness of the older

school ; but, with great ignorance of themselves, assumed that the re-

ligious and doctrinal position of the critic influenced criticism only in

these older theologians. The problem was only to cut away all in-

fluence of a positive religious point of view, and that they called being

free from bias. That they themselves were influenced by a religious

bias of a negative kind, they had not the least idea.
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CRITICAL PROBLEMS.

It is a matter of gi'eat importance to keep the two branches of

critical study perfectly distinct : viz., the criticism of the Gosj^el

icvitings ; and the criticism of the Gospel history. The fornjer is

occupied witli the origin and authenticity of the four Gospels. It is

the task of the latter to inquire Avhether the events recorded in the

Gospels can have occurred, and I'eally did occur.

Before noticing the course already pursued in relation to these

two branches of criticism, let us observe more particularly the prob-

lems which had to be solved.

Tlie criticism of the Gospel writings has to deal with the follow-

ing data.—1. With reference to the origin of the four Gospels, we
have different external accounts. Matthew, according to not a few

testimonies, is the Greek translation of a Hebrew work composed by

the Apostle ^Matthew. The authenticity of John is supported chiefly

by early quotations, the validity of which has sometimes been dis-

puted. Of the two apostolical Gospels, therefore, neither can be said

to be supported by undoubted external testimony.—2. With regard

to the internal relation of the four Gospels to one another, it is well

known that John coincides with the rest only in a few points. The
synoptical Gospels, on the contrary, have many incidents from Christ's

life, and many of His Avords, in common. Yet even they differ as to

the order and position of the same occurrences. The same incident is

also narrated with variations of more or less importance ; and words

which are placed in one connection by one Evangelist are introduced

by another on a totally different occasion. Nevertheless, there is very

often even a verbal agreement between Matthew and !Mark, not in-

frequently between Matthew and Luke, and in some passages between

Mark and Luke as well. What opinion, then, can we form as to the

origin of the Gospels ? Did one writer make use of another ? And
if so, did he do this from memory, or with the writing itself in his

hand ? In what order was it done ? And are the variations uninten-

tional ; or did they arise from a desire to colored ? Or had they all a

common source ? Or, lastly, did the writers all draw from a common
tradition, the stability of which in certain particulars is sufficient to

explain the verbal agreement ? These are the problems to be solved by

a criticism of the writings.

The criticism of the history is more simple. The influence of Jesus
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upon the world's history, and tlie formation and history of the Chris-

tian Church, are fully established by those Pauline Epistles alone, of

whose genuineness there can be no doubt. But from the middle of

the last century it has been the constant endeavour of certain theo-

logians to retain the moral influence of Jesus (which could not be

doubted, and the finest proof of which is to be found in the spirit of

the Gospels), and at the same time to sweep away the historical

character of the miraculous events which the Gospels record. At the

outset, therefore, the particular miracles alone were attacked, the

authenticity of the writings being left untouched. But ere long the

authenticity of the Gospels was disputed, though without any attempt

to question the moral character of their authors. At length, however,

it was clearly seen that the two were inseparable, and hence views

were propounded which involved the most unmeasured attacks upon

the m.oral character of the New Testament writers. At the same time

however a genuine critical work was being carried forward ; though

the question as to the possibility of reconciling the apparent or real

discrepancies that occur in the Gospels—the problem of harmony—was

variously answered according to the dogmatic tendency,—one party

attempting to remove the differences by artificial means, another

refusing assent to even the most natural solutions.

§3.

HISTORY OF MODERN CRITICISM.

The progressive development of criticism, particularly of negative

criticism, may be conveniently divided into the ioWoWmg four periods

:

I. First Period.—Separation of the criticism of the history itself

from that of the historical books.—The first effort of negative critics

was to eliminate miracles exegetically, by means of natural explanations

(Paulus, Venturini, Thiess). That is to say, it was either maintained

that the Evangelist never intended to relate a miracle (thus, in John
ix. 7, Paulus asserts that John simply intended to mention the occur-

rence as an ordinary hydropathic cure) ; or that the Evangelist mistook

a natural phenomenon for a miraculous one, in which case it is the

task of the expositor to separate the fact itself from the judgment of

the Evangelist with reference to the fact. So long as this was the

object in view, and the work was pursued with a well-meant purpose,

—viz., to rescue the honour of the Gospel history from the attacks of

English infidels, and to reconcile it with the views of subjective

rationalists,—it was of little doctrinal importance how the accounts
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contained in the Gospels were supposed to have originated. Various

liyj)otheses were started. Corrodi, Lessing, Weber, and others, re-

garded the so-called Gosj^el of the Ilehreios as the source of all the

rest. After Herder, Elchhorn and Marsh supposed the three synoptical

Gospels to liave arisen in different ways from some orirjinal Gospel in

Aramcean, which no longer exists. Eichhorn assumes a certain Ai-a-

raaean original Gospel to have undergone revision (this revised edition

he calls A), and so to have formed the foundation of Matthew.

Another revision forms the basis of Luke, B. A third, C, originat-

ing in a collation of A and B, formed the basis of Mark. Finally,

Mark and Luke used in addition a fourth revision, D, which was

unknown to Matthew.

But as, according to Eichhorn's assumption. A, B, C, D v;ere all

Aramcpan, the coincidence of the different Gospels in particular Greek

expressions remained unexplained. This difficulty Marsh sought to

get over by a hypothesis, in comparison with which the foregoing is

an innocent child. Marsh assumed, 1. an Aramaean original writing,

K ; 2. a Greek translation of it, ^ ; 3. a translation with additions

{^\-A + a)\ 4. another ditto (}^ -f B + /3) ; 5. a union of 3 and 4

as basis of Mark {^-{- A-{-B -\- a-\- j3) \ 6. No. 3 with other additions

{^-\-A-\-T-\-a-\-<f) as basis of Matthew ; 7. No. 4 with other addi-

tions (^-|-E +r-l-;8+ 7) as basis of Luke; 8. a supplementary writ-

ing 2 used by Matthew and Luke. But as this hypothesis was plainly

still far too simple, Eichhorn next elaborated his second one.

1. Aram, wi'iting.

2. Greek translation.

3. =A, revision of 1.—Matthew.

4. Greek translation of 3 and 2 used at same time.

5. =B, another revision of 1.—Luke.

6. = C, a ^vl'iting springing out of A and B.—Mark.

7. =D, third revision of 1.—Matthew and Luke.

8. Translation of D. 2 used at same time.

9. =E, Aram. Gospel of Matthew (A + D).

10. Greek Matthew sprung out of E, with addition of 4 and 8.

11. Mark out of C, with use of 4 and 5.

12. Luke out of B and 8.

Meanwhile the hypothesis of an original Gospel was soon exploded,

and the great majority of theologians agreed in thinking that the

points of resemblance in the Gospels were to be explained by the

authors knowing and using one another's writings, and the discre-

pancies were to be traced to the ei.d(;avour of each to correct his pre-

decessor. The question was, in what order they perused one another.
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Bv the law of permutations, 3x2x1 = 6 different positions are

possible, five of which were then actually maintained—the sixth being

reserved for the most recent time

:

1. Matt.,
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different Gospels may be explained on the simple, and by no means

improbable assumption, that during the first few years after the death

of Christ, when the Apostles were for the most part assembled in

Jerusalem, from the frecpient repetition of different incidents in the

life of Christ, many of the narratives would gradually assume a fixed

and definite shape ; and therefore that there was no necessity at all to

suppose that one Evangelist made use of the writings of another.

The only matters for dispute now were, whether Mark made use

of Matthew only (from memory, that is to say), and Luke (who

certainly had neither of them in his possession, though he may
possibly have read ^latthew) drew his mateiials from tradition alone

;

or whether Mark availed himself, from recollection, both of Matthew

and Luke. The latter opinion gradually gained the upper hand.

A tolerable agreement being thus arrived at, as to the concurrences

and divergences of the Gospels, the question arose, what was to be

done with their authenticity and historical credibility. The doctrinal

objections were still the same. The ^^ natural exegesis''^ was not satis-

factory; for De Wettes^ whole endeavour was to find out the exact

meaning which the Evangelists themselves attached to their words.

There remained no other course open, therefore, than to set down all

occurrences which were doctrinally objectionable as imhistorical,—as

myths in fact, which had grown up spontaneously out of the prevail-

ing desire to do honour to Jesus, and which, instead of being kept

distinct from the history, had been admitted into the Gospels them-

selves. This view was theoretically expanded by Gabler and others

;

and practically applied by Schleiermacher, Hase, and De Wette to

particular portions of the Gospel history.

It was impossible to sustain such a theory as this, however, by the

side of the fact that two of the Gospels had Apostles for their authors.

An attempt was therefore made, on the part of those who were neither

prepared to accept the resurrection of Jesus as a fact, nor to explain

it away as a vision of the disciples, and who were also at a loss to

know how to dispose of the other miracles recorded in John, to over-

throw the genuineness of the Gospel of John. The question in the

meantime was held in suspense. But with regard to Matthew, ever

since the investigations made by Michaelis, the opinion that Matthew's

Gospel was originally written in Aramsean, and that we possess merely

a version made at second hand, had met with increasing support.

One of the apostolical Gospels being thus set on one side, and the

other at any rate deprived of unconditional historical authority, all

^ "We mention De TVette, as being the head and representative of this school,

which numbers Lucke, RUckert, and Meyer among its members.
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that was still required, was to find a way of explaining the origin, not

of Marh, for this was regarded as resting on ]\Iatthew and Lnke, but

of LuJce, which contains so much of a distinctive and peculiar character.

The most important work on this subject was that of Schleiermacher,

who came to the conclusion, both from the pruoemium (Luke i. 1-4)

and from internal criticism of the Gospel itself, that Luke availed

himself of certain shorter accounts {Diegeses), which had come into

his possession, and having made some slight alterations in the style,

incorporated them in his own work. He thus stood so far from the

events, that myths might easily have found their way into his Gospel.

m. Third Period.—At such results as these had the criticism

of the Gospels arrived, when Strauss appeared, and erected upon the

vague conclusions of his predecessors his well-known hypothesis with

regard to the Gospel Idstory, of which the following is the general

drift. In the first score years after the death of the Rabbi Jesus,

who had made such an impression upon his disciples that they took

him for the Messiah, whose advent the Old Testament Scriptures had

led them to anticipate, and who had eventually formed the same

opinion of himself, a very natural desire arose to magnify their

departed master, by attributing to him all the characteristics ascribed

to the Messiah in the Old Testament ; and this was done with the

pious feeling " that they could not have been wanting in the case of

Jesus." They brought themselves to believe this ; and thus compact

circles of myths arose, some being pure inventions, and others growing

out of actual sayings or deeds of Jesus himself. Of these, some have

been preserved, with their natural divergences and convergences, by

the four Evangelists.

To sustain this daring positive result, with nothing in its favour

but the secret wish to get rid of the supernatural, and with the whole

aspect of the history against it, Strauss had recourse to internal

criticism alone. In his method we find the criticism of the history

completely isolated from that of the writings. The results at which

the latter had arrived he left in their conveniently indefinite state

;

but with regard to the former, his main endeavour was " to show that

the doctrinal difficulties are far from being the only difficulties in the

Gospels, but that there is such a mass of contradictions, anachronisms,

psychological incredibilities, etc., that even apart from any doctrinal

objections, it is impossible to accept the Gospels as authentic, and

their contents as history."

In carrying out this intention Strauss displays throughout an

unmistakeable //-iuoZiV^. Of the elevating, heart-stirring effect, which
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the Gospels produce in every pure mind, not the sh'ghtest trace is to

be found. Under the name of the " supernatural view" (by whicli he

always designates the only view which coincides with the Evangelists'

meaning) he assails the Evangelists themselves with more than the

ridicule of Voltaire, and finds in every line of every naiTative impossi-

bilities, and even absurdities, crowded together. Is thei'e anything in

the discourses of Jesus which surpasses the standpoint of the most

contracted Jew of that age, he pronounces it impossible that Jesus

could have uttered it. And by such means as these the Gospel narra-

tives are corroded by the acid of a heartless understanding, in order

that it may be impossible for the reader to return to the supernatural

view, and he may be compelled to throw himself into the arms of the

mythical hypothesis.

IV. Transition to the Fourth Period.—This did not long

continue to be the only loophole for such as had made up their minds

to flee from supernaturalism. By Strauss the criticism of the history

had been completely severed from that of the writings ; and his

mythical hypothesis, which rested solely upon historical uncertainty,

though it might have some plausibility in the hazy twilight in which

it was presented, vanished into thin air when the light increased, or

when more closely scrutinized. It was to be expected, therefore, that

fresh hypotheses would soon be sought, that the criticism of the history

would be brought again into connection with that of the writings, in

order that more definite results might be obtained in more definite

forms.

The criticism of the writings now entered the field with an unex-

pected result, especially in relation to the synoptical Gospels. Wilke

showed, in direct opposition to the opinion which had hitherto pre-

vailed, that Mark was the oldest of the Evangelists ; that Luke fol-

lowed Mark; and Matthew, Luke. With regard to John, Liitzelberger,

Weisse, B. Bauer, and Schweitzer endeavoured to prove from internal,

and partly from external grounds, that it was wanting in authenticity,

or at any rate in integrity.

With these results the criticism of the history was combined in

the following manner. Weisse sought to exalt the Synoptists at the

expense of John. His philosophically constructed Christ he could

only discover in the former. The latter, in his opinion, was com-

posed by the Ephesian presbyters, who wrote down after the death of

John such of the discourses of Christ as he had preserved, inter-

spersing, for the most part in an unskilful way, other memorials of

the life of Jesus; and then, feeling the defectiveness of their work,
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appended xxi. 24, 25, in order to increase the credibility of the

whole.

But it was impossible that cither the hypothesis itself, or such a

gentle u\^ie of treating with the Synoptists, could long hold its ground ;

and a fresh step was taken by Bruno Bauer. Starting from the assump-

tion that all the discrepancies discovered by Strauss, which rendered

H historical interpretation of the Gospels impossible, were thoroughly

established ; and that Wilkes hypothesis in reference to the Gospels

was unanswerable, ho yet maintained, in opposition to Strauss, that

his mythical hypothesis was a castle in the air resting on utter un-

certainty, and sure to vanish as soon as an attempt Avas made to

bring it out more distinctly to view. He also sought to demonstrate,

in opposition to Strauss''s distortions, that this or that synoptical

Gospel (Luke especially) was not a conglomerate of discordant frag-

ments carelessly thrown together, but a beautiful and harmoniotis

whole ; thus fully acknowledging the superior glory of the Gospels

at least from an asthetic point of view.—But just because there is

such poetic truth in everything contained in the Gospels, therefore,

he says, there can be no empirical reality.—Hence, as there is no

empirical reality in the Gospel history, and yet it does not consist of

myths, Bruno Bauer undertakes to explain its origin by showing that

the Evangelists composed (invented) their Gospels "with free con-

sciousness" (init Jreiein Bewusstserjn). That this is psychologically

conceivable, without the writers themselves being impostors, he tries

to ])rove from the so-called Hegelian philosophy, that is to say, from

the form which this philosophy had assumed in himself.

V. FouiiTii Period.— Weisse, Gfrorer, Wilke, nxxd Bruno Bauer

had merely prepared the way for a new phase of criticism. Their

groping, and one might say, clumsy efforts, merely betrayed a con-

sciousness that a criticism of the Gospel history a la Strauss was

impossible, without some regard being paid to the criticism of the

writings tiiemselves. It was very soon demonstrated (in the first

edition of the present work among others) that the results of Strauss's

criticism could not be sustained, so long as we had, on the one hand,

the fact that the four canonical Gospels were written in the first century,

and on the other, the early history of the Christian Church, as handed
down in the Acts of the Apostles, and other sources which have

liitherto been undisputed. There was a fatal necessity, therefore,

that the school which had sent out Strauss as a kind of pioneer,

should diligently take both these points in hand. It was, at the same
time, also a fatal necessity, that the desired task could never be ac-
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complished, that is to say, that it could not be proved that the Gospels

and several others of the New Testament writings were composed in

the second century, without the authors of some of these writings

being condemned, as men who purposely and with calm, reflection

gave themselves out as other than they really were, and wrote of

things as having occurred, which to their own knowledge never did

occur,—in other words, as simple impostors. In our first edition we
expressed our conviction, that this would be the course taken ; and

luhingen soon verified our prediction.

The course which negative criticism was obliged to take to reach

its goal was the following :

—

First of all, the Gospels had to be removed to the second century.

In the case of Mark and Luke no great difficulty was experienced.

^lark was allowed to pass as being relatively the earliest canonical

Gospel ; since one must necessarily be the oldest, and it was most

convenient to fix upon Mark ; more especially because Wilke had

given an appearance of scientific importance to this view. Luke was

assigned to the second century, and said to have had its source in

the Gospel of Marcion. The age of the Greek translation of the

Aramaean Matthew, which rests so firmly on the testimony of Papias,

is passed over in perfect silence.—John gives the greatest trouble.

And one portion of the critical work is concentrated entirely upon

this Gospel. To be able to dismiss it as the production of a pious

impostor of the second century, it is not sufficient to take the many
passages and quotations which unite to prove its genuineness, and

with indescribable pains to rob them one by one of all their force.

This would not effect the desired object. The most that could be

done in this N^ay, would be to show, that these quotations do not fur-

nish a mathematical demonstration of the age of the Gospel of John,

but that in the case of every quotation there is still a loophole to be

found. It would contribute nothing, therefore, towards a convincing

or mathematical proof of the later origin of the fourth Gospel, which

was so confidently maintained. The attempt to diminish the weight

of the testimony to the Gospel of John by taking them piecemeal did

not answer ; and nothing was left, but to seek for some positive evi-

dence of the manner in which this Gospel came into existence as a

spurious work.

But it is far easier to demolish than to build. To obtain the

required evidence, a second task had to be undertaken, viz., to recon-

struct tlie whole of the.earhj history of the Church. This work fell to

Schwegler.^ But no basis could possibly be found for such an under-

^ Uobcr den Montanismus und die cLristlicLe Kirche dcs 2ter Jalirbunderts.
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taking, so long as the Acts of the Aj)Ostles continued to be accepted as

a historical document. Consequently, the third task to be taken in

hand, was to overthrow the autlienticity and credibility of the Acts of

the Apostles, partly by a purely internal criticism of its contents, and

partly by comparing it with the Epistle to the Galatians and other

Pauline Epistles ; whilst the a priori construction of the post-apostolic

era needed to be accompanied with a reconstruction of the apostolic

age as well. It was but right that it should be left to Baur, the father

and founder of the whole school, to set this top-stone upon the work.

Thus at length the result was happily attained, that Christianity is

a purely human jirocess of development, which is nothing more than

the doctrinal assumption with which the inquiry was commenced.

AVe must here look somewhat more minutt.'ly at the second and third

of the three leading divisions of the Tubingen criticism, especially

as our proposal to give mainly a criticism of the Gospels will not per-

mit us afterwards to go into these matters at any length (with the

exception of a digression on the Acts of the Apostles).

AVe shall exhibit Schwegler's construction of the history in its

opposition to the historical results which are derived from the Acts of

the Apostles and the oldest of the Fathers.

According to the Acts of the Apostles, the twelve Apostles at first

embraced the N. T. revelation in its immediate identity with that of

the Old, regarding Christianity as the fulfilment of the Old Testa-

ment prophecy, and Christ as the promised Messi'ah. They under-

stood from the O. T. that all nations of the earth would flow to the

Messianic kingdom, and submit to the Messiah of Israel. But the

form of submission was supposed to be that of circumcision. Chris-

tianity was regarded as given for the sake of the promises, and con-

sequently as the peculiar prerogative of Israel ; and reception into

the national community of Israel, into the covenant of circumcision,

was thought to be the necessary condition of all participation in the

King of Israel and His salvation. It followed as a matter of course,

that the first Christian Church still observed the law and adhered to

the temple.—This was evidently the natural standpoint from which to

commence, and remained so as long as the Sadducees alone opposed

the Christians, and their hostility was simply directed against the re-

surrection of Christ.—Differences which arose between the Jewish

Christians who were born in Palestine and spoke Aramaean (E/SpaloL),

and the Jewish Christians who were born in the Diaspora (mostly in

Alexandria and the surrounding countries) and spoke in Greek (EX-
\T)vicrat,), led to the appointment of deacons, and furthered the de-

velopment of Christian doctrine in the mind of the deacon Stephen.
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In his discussions Avith the Alexandrians, it became more and more
obvious to him, tliat there was a phase of Christianity wliich was in

marked contrast with the O. T. revelation. He boldly affirmed that

the law was indeed a revelation of the Father of Jesus Christ, but

neither the earliest nor the highest and the last ; and that the temple

was a place chosen by God in which to reveal Himself, but that

it also was neither the earliest nor the highest and only one. As
yet, indeed, there was no indication in this of a practical separa-

tion from the temple and the law, but merely a recognition of the

relative character of the two as compared with the absolute revela-

tion in Christ. But whilst the promise was the earliest and highest

form of the O. T. revelation, the conclusion was a simple one, that

the promise existed for the sake of the fulfilment, and not vice versa.

When the Pharisees united with the Sadducees for the first time in

opposition to Stephen, and the first persecution broke out, it could

scarcely fail that this aspect of the distinction between the Old and

New Testament revelations would be brought out with great clear-

ness, and especially that the contrast between the atoning sacrifice

of Christ and the sacrifices of the Old Testament would be more
prominently brought out to view. This was not a new and second

doctrine, but the expansion of a germ which had existed from the

very beginning (Acts ii. 38, iii. 18). But the Lord had selected Saul

as the real representative of this advance, a man who, in the midst of

a restless and fanatical conflict between irresistible truth and old un-

truth with which he was loth to part, had grown ripe for conversion

through such testimony of the risen Saviour as he could not withstand,

and now at length, in the clearest and most decided way, had inwardly

conquered Phariseeisra.

To all the Apostles it became increasingly clear (Acts x.), that

Judaism existed for the sake of Christianity, aud this for the sake of

all sinners ; that Christ, therefore, belonged to all ; that repentance

aud faith alone were necessary for the enjoyment of the N. T. salva-

tion ; and that there was no necessity for first of all becoming a Jew.

But at different times there were not wanting false teachers, and
^^ false hretliren unawares crept in" (Gal. ii. 4), who had not passed

through the same inward conflict as Paul, and had brought over in

their hearts the pharisaic righteousness of works. These Avished to

impose upon the Gentile Christians the necessity of first becoming

Jews, by circumcision and the observance of the law. But Paul con-

ferred with the Christians at Jerusalem (Acts xv. ; Gal. ii. 2), and

"privately with them which were of reputation" (Gal. ii. 2 and 7 sqq.);

and it was agreed that nothing should be imposed upon the Gentile
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Christians, except the observance of particular measures adapted to

facilitate fraternal intercourse and hospitality between Jewish and

Gentile Cliristians. There was perfect agreement in doctrine, there-

fore, between Paul and Peter (as Gal. ii. 11 shows, where Paul calls

it hjpocrian in Peter not to eat with Gentile Christians), and be-

tween the Jewish and Gentile Christians. But the former continued

to observe the law and the temple worship, because these institutions,

which God first gave to the nation of Israel, had not yet been abro-

gated by God Himself.

But it was not long before this took place. Judaism assumed a

growingly hostile attitude. The Jews excommunicated the Christians

from tiie temple (cf. Acts xxi. 28 and Ileb. xiii. 13) ; and in the

Epistle to the IJelreics (a work written by a man whose standpoint,

as well as that of his readers, was the inmiediate unity of the New
Testament and the Old, and Christ the Messiah given to the seed of

Abraham and the \a6<i) an appeal is made not to take this exclusion

to heart. Shortly afterwards, God Himself, by a terrible judgment,

swept both temple and law away. But the Epistle to the Hebrews

presupposes a deep-rooted love to the ancient mode of life in the

hearts of Jewish Christians ; which is quite in accordance with the

scattered notices in Justin and Epiphanius, that after Judaism had

been actually abolished by the destruction of Jerusalem, a number of

chui'ches clung with their former zeal to the Aramaean language, the

use of the Aramaean ^latthew, and the now purely voluntary, or

rather wilful, observance of the law ; and that this self-willed isola-

tion of -the " Nazarenes " from the rest of the Christians exercised a

petrifying influence upon them, inasmuch as what was arbitrarily

retained had to be defended against the censure of others, so that

dogmatic degeneracy ensued ; and the Aramaean Matthew, or " Gos-

pel of the Hebrews," was gradually corrupted into the Gospel of the

Nazarenes or Ebionites, and in the "Ebionitism" of the second cen-

tury this doctrinal declension attained its fullest development in the

denial of the divinity of Christ.

But whilst on the side of Jewish CJiristianity a series of Judaizing

errors crept in, such as a relapse to the standpoint of the law, and the

denial of Christian liberty,—errors the first germs of which were

overcome by I'aul and cast out of the Church ;—on the side of Gentile

Christianity an analogous but much more injurious influence was

exerted by Heathenism, which Paul anticipated with fear, and John
had especially to encounter. Tiie peculiar combination of speculative

ideas with magic and idolatry, Avhich was so prevalent in Heathenism

at that time, found its way into Cin-istianity, perverting the truths of
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salvation by means of unbridled speculation, and undermim'ng the

true vocation of the Christian Church by equally unbridled libertin-

ism. It was by no means strange that it should be just in these

spheres in which I'aul laboured that these excrescences flourished

most; viz., in the sphere of Gentile Christianity, where no yoke of

Levitical legality stood in the way, and the prominence given to sub-

jective belief seemed to invite deceitful hearts to such antinomian

perversions. And as in the apostolic age God built up His Church

by supernatural gifts, it was also to be expected that the kingdom of

darkness would support the pretensions of falsehood by extraordinary

dcemoniacal influences. The energy of John and his coadjutors was

successful in expelling Gnosticism from the Church
; just as Ebionitism

had been diiven, though with less violence, into its state of isolation.

It was ordained in the counsels of God that supernatural powers

should only be granted while the foundations of the Church were

being laid, and that the Church should then by simply natural de-

velopment proceed in her world-conquering career. And it naturally

followed, that God henceforth restrained these daemoniacal inliuences

also. In the post-apostolic age we find the system of Gnosticism,

which had ah*eady been expelled from the Church, split up into

various systems of human theor}-. In Marcion we find most of the

original Gnosticism. By a gross perversion of the Pauline doctrine

of the abolition of the law, he teaches that the God Avho gave the

law was a different being from the Father of the Redeemer, and in-

troduces the Manichean dualism, by declaring the God of the law to

be the Creator of the world, the Demiurgus. With the Ophites this

dualism becomes a perfectly unmeaning caricature. The Valentinians

attempt to resolve all antitheses into the unity of an allegorico-specu-

lative process of thought. Now we cannot be surprised that, in

opposition to these anti-j\Iosaic systems, there rose up systems of

Judaistic gnosis, that the relics of a decrepit Jewish Christianity be-

came infected here and there (especially in its Alexandrian forms)

with the gnostic spirit, and, as we find in the Pseudo-Clementines,

sought by a Judaizing gnosis to encounter that of Pleathenisni—thus

meeting lie with lie. An Ebionitism of Alexandrian hue throws the

blame of the Marcionite gnosis upon Paulinism, and under the name
of ^larcion attacks not only the libertinism of Marcion, but the

Pauline doctrine of freedom from the law, and even the person and

authority of the Apostle of the Gentiles.

Gnosticism, when left to itself, gradually lost all interest in such

Christian elements as it had still preserved, and in the third century

iell back entirely upon its heathen basis

—

Maniclieeism. Ihus dj-
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livered from the two grossest excrescences, the Church held firmly to

the apostolic tradition, and presented in times of the fiercest perse-

cution an edifying spectacle of internal union and purity. The few-

inward differences which arose, were mostly of a local nature, and had

reference to practical questions of Church government, occasioned by

the persecutions themselves {e.g., the Novatian Schism, dispute about

heretical baptism). How far the unthinking assumption, that out-

ward fellowship with the Church necessarily involved inward fellow-

ship with Christ, led gradually to an erroneous over-estimate of the

Cliurch itself, and so prepared the way for the hierarchical institutions

of a future age, is a question which does not come within the range

of our present subject. It is more important to notice, that already

doctrinal problems of essential importance were discussed, and dif-

ferent views expressed, without disturbing the peaceable unity of

the Church. The Alexandrian theology existed side by side with

that of Antioch, Monarchianism with Subordinationism ; whilst only

such evident excrescences as the doctrines of Noetus, Sabellius, and

others were cut off, and that without disturbance, by the simple

exercise of Church discipline. This noiseless exclusion of Sabellian-

ism by the persecuted Church of the third century forms an instruc-

tive contrast to the noisy agitation caused by the exclusion of Arianism

from the proud and worldly Church of the fourth, and is one of the

most brilliant illustrations of the spirit of order and love which united

the persecuted pastors and churches together in, the time of their

fiery baptism. Nothing, therefore, could be more absurd, than to

represent the persecuted Church of the second and third centuries

as filled with a bitter party spirit, and engaged in interminable dis-

putes ; in a condition, in short, which could only be produced by the

corrupt luxuriousness of an indolent and peaceful time.

The opposition of the Church to Montanism makes no exception

in this respect. It was natural that the extinction of the extra-

ordinary gifts in the second century should be a source of bitter

lamentation to many Christians. Among the inhabitants of Phrygia,

who were naturally predisposed to soothsaying, ecstasy, and magnetic

phenomena, the gift of prophecy may have been continued longer

than elsewhere ; or natural ecstasy may have been substituted for the

miraculous ; or there may have been an attempt made, by forcible

effort, to produce these effects. It is certain, at any rate, that the

Montanists attached excessive value to the existence of these miracu-

lous gifts, and maintained the possibility of perpetuating the prophetic

ecstasy. There is not the same certainty in the statements made by
later writers, that Montanus regarded the communication of the
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Holy Spirit to himself as a special fulfilment of the prediction in

John xvi. 13. In the course of time this aspect of Montanism was

quite lost sight of ; and it merely retained its practical importance,

through its peculiar severity in the administration of Church dis-

cipline, and in its views of marriage.—Yet this whole movement,

which was widely spread even in Africa, by no means produced a

conflict. Church Fathers of note—Tertullian, for example—adopted

Montanistic views, without being regarded as heterodox. The con-

troversy with Montanism was purely literary. Apollonius, Miltiades,

Apolinarius, Caius, and others, wrote polemical writings against

Montanism, especially against its incipient enthusiastic manifesta-

tion. Apolinarius and Sotas attempted to procure its condemnation

by a council, that is, to remove it, like Sabellianism, by an act of

Church discipline ; but in vain. Even in the fifth century there

were congregations in the bosom of the Church which were firmly

attached to Montanism.

Such was the course of the early histoiy of the Christian Church,

according to the Acts of the Ajyostles and the j^ositive accounts of the

Fathers. We toi'n now to the early histoiy as constructed by Schwegler.

—We must allow him to entertain his opinion, that the words of Paul

in 1 Cor. i. 12, iycb Be Xpiarov, refer to a fourth party—the Christ

parfi/, and are not to be regarded as the parenthetical exclamation of

Paul himself, since he shares this exegetical mistake with many
others. But there is no foundation for the view that this party was
" Ebionitish," or, as others would say, the Jewish-Christian party.

Schwegler, however, maintains still further, that it is no other than

this " Ebionitish " or Christ party which Paul opposes in his rebuke

of the exaggerated importance attached to speaking with tongues.

Then this Christ party is so dressed up as to present a striking simi-

larity to the Montanists ! One might indeed think it strange that the

Montanists attached importance to Prophecy (commended by Paul),

rather than to speaking with tongues ; but Schwegler silences our

doubt, by reminding us that " Tongues " and Prophecy are both re-

lated to the Pythonic and the Ecstatic.

The relationship of ISIontanism to the Jewish- Christian anti-

Pauline party of the apostolic age is already proved. Who can doubt

it? Both tendencies attached importance to extraordinary charis-

mata. Paul himself does indeed (1 Cor. xiv. 5 and 39) ; but of

course that is a mere rhetorical artifice.

Schwegler goes further. The ^Montanists taught—this he as-

sumes as certain, undoubted truth

—

a successive Trinity, according to

which the Holy Ghost was revealed first, not at Pentecost, but in

s
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Montanus. The doctrine of the Logos which sprung out of Alex-

andrian Judaism he ascribes to the Montanists of this Jewish-

Christian tendency as its inventors. This successive trinity of re-

velation he regards as the natural prelude to the Church doctrine of

the essential Trinity ; and then, of course, it follows that the essential

Trinity, as it is taught in John's Gospel, is post-Montanistic. One

miglit liere again make the objection, that in the Gospel of John

(chap. xvi. 13) the Trinity does appear as successive ; and only at the

end of the fourth century did a conscious definite doctrine of an eternal

trinity in the one Divine Essence make its appearance. But we pass

this, to follow the course of Schwegler's speculations.

It was of the greatest importance to him to prove that the contest

between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, instead of terminating with

the Hfetime of Paul, continued throughout the whole of the second

century, and split the Christian Church into two great parties. He
therefore sets aside as untrue, all tliat the Fathers say of the Nazarenes

and Ebionites as a small isolated sect. He maintains that what they

call Ebionitism was the original Christianity of the twelve Apostles,

summed up in the doctrine, that Jesus was the Messiah sent to the

Jews, and that circumcision and the keeping of the law were essential

to a participation in His kingdom. Paul opposed this primitive

Christianity, with a bold effort to expand this Messianic sect into a

universal religion for Jews and Gentiles ; and in order to unite both

in freedom from the law, he declared that the death of Christ Avas the

abolition of the law. There naturally arose a severe controversy ;

and Christendom, without having ever been united^ consisted of two
hostile camps, simply maintaining a certain appearance of union to-

wards those who were without. In the second century the balance

gradually inclined to the side of Paulinism. Two clever men, Praxeas

and Marcion, secured for it the upper hand ; for Marcion agreed essen-

tially with Paul. All that later Fathers say against him rests upon
a distortion of his system. An important point was secured when
the lloman See, towards the end of the second century (under Victor),

declared its adhesion to Paulinism ; then for the first time Montanism,
i.e., Ebionitism, was pronounced a sect. An attempt was now made
by the latter, in tiie Pseudo-Clementines, to maintain its ground by
assuming a freer form, in which it opposed ]\Iarciou, or in his person
the Apostle Paul. A mediation, which had been already prepared by
Tcrtullian, was now carried out by an intelligent Gnostic, who, under
the skilfully assumed iniusk of the Apostle John, and in the so-called
" Gospel of John," replied to the must im])ortant questions in dispute,

by inventing a history of Jesus and His discourses, into which these
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replies are most artistically woven. So far from the fraud being

noticed, this convenient patch-work was welcomed with eagerness

and placed in the canon.

13aur, the father of the system, has taken up the thread here, and

carried it out in different directions. He had already prepared the

way by declaring the Pastoral Epistles spurious on internal grounds,

and thus conveniently getting rid of the Gnostics of the first century.

He first of all took up the Gospel of John, and endeavoured to show

how the fraudulent writer had carried out this mediating intention

in the different sections. But a main pillar of this system would

always be in danger, so long as the Acts of the Apostles could assert

the least claim to historical authority.

This brings us to the third stage of the Tubingen criticism. A
preparatory process was needful here also. As the Gospel of Luke

is not only closely related to the Acts, but was undoubtedly written by

the same author, it was necessary to inquire, first of all, whether this

Gospel could not be conveniently placed in the second centuiy.

Zeller was keen-sighted enough to find out that, like the Gospel of

John, it too was written in the second century with a mediating ten-

dency. Christ is the Messiah of the Jews ; but His salvation, rejected

by Jews, is destined to pass over to the Gentiles. This view Baur has

carried out and modified ; endeavouring to show that, instead of the

Gospel which Marcion used being a corruption of the Gospel of Luke,

as has generally been supposed, the latter is an expansion of the for-

mer. In the meantime Baui^ attacked the Acts of the Apiostles also.

Two things had to be done. The first was, to show that the work

could not contain historical truth. This he does, so far as the earlier

chapters are concerned, by a style of criticism analogous to that of

Strauss ; and so far as the life of Paul is concerned, he declares, with-

out any proof, the Epistles of Paul to the Eomans, Corinthians, and

Galatians to be genuine, and seeks to prove that the apparent dis-

crepancies between Acts xv. and Gal. i. ii. are irreconcilable con-

tradictions. In the second place, as Baur is obliged to devise some

origin for the book, he naturally assigns it to the mediaiion-\)ev\o(\., and

affirms that it was written to equalize the fame and authority of the

two party-Apostles, Peter and Paul. To this end the author, with con-

scious reflection, and frequently with the distinct intention to deceive

and to lie ^ (so little is now said of the natural formation of myths !),

invented accounts just as he might need them. Did Paul boast in

his Epistles that he had seen Christ, Avho sent him to the Gentiles ?

The author did not suppress this, but invented a vision for Peter, in

1 Paulus, pp. 77, 78, 100, 102.
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which he was also commissioned to convert the Gentiles (Acts x.).

Did Peter meet with Simon the magician? Paul mflst also meet

with Elymas the magician. Did Peter cure a lame man (Acts iii.) ?

Paul must do the same (Acts xiv.), etc. etc. In short, if we can only

imagine the two Christian parties of the second century to have con-

sisted of the most childish individuals, seeking the renown of their

apostolic leaders in the most trivial puerilities that could possibly

enter the brain of a German book-worm, the author of the Acts may

have written for the purpose which Baur attributes to him.

We are now at the end. The Tubingen critics, possibly in conse-

quence of their boasted freedom from all assumptions, have reached

that doctrinal end and religioso-historical result which constituted their

very first assumption. Not the miracles alone, nor the authenticity of the

writings alone, nor the supernatural origin of Christianity alone, but the

moral character of Christianity and its records are now swept out of

the way. Who was Paul ? A man who wanted to give to a Jewish

sect a universalistic character, which was not only foreign but opposed

to its nature and belief, and disturbing to the consciences of its mem-
bers—who quarrelled with the apostles of the Jews, sought to under-

mine their authority (Gal. ii. !), represented his opponents as false

teachers, and in the lowest sense opposed party to party {Baur, p. 254) ;

—a man who declared a religion, which " derived its historical reality

primarily from himself," to be a revelation from heaven, and pro-

nounced an anathema upon all who taught differently !—Who were

the Twelve ? Men who were convinced in their own minds, that it

was sacrilege to admit the uncircumcised into the kinodom of the

Messiah, but who, instead of boldly maintaining their principles,

which were strenuously defended by subordinate members of the

Church in Jerusalem and Galatia, rather than disagree with Paul, who
was highly esteemed in other circles, accommodated themselves to

circumstances, and allowed him to do what they would have thought

it sin to do themselves.—What were the Christians of the centuries of

persecution? Two parties who were never united, who were always

contending ; but wdio at last were outwitted by cunning deceivers,

and induced to make mutual concessions, in which the party which
was strengthened by the gnosticism of the Pseudo-John so completely

overreached its opponent, that eventually nothing was left of the

latter but an "indigestible remnant," which was easily excluded in

the form of Montanism.—What were most of the writers of the sacred

books of the New Testament? Impostors!—In brief, the result of

the whole is this: Christianity arose at the commencement of the

third century as the result of a merely human, nay more, of a merely
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intellectual development, which had no concern with moral interests.

Thus w^e are happily arrived at the Hegelian Process by w^hicli the

momenta of ethics are resolved into those of logic—at that mechani-

cal necessaiy world-development, in which they speak, indeed, of ethics

and ethical interests, and enounce the pleasant-sounding proposition

that the truly moral man wills the Good for its own sake, but in which

all is " good," and " commanded by God within the breast," and to be

justified with fine sophistical dialectics which in any way appears to

belong to the process of development. The morality of the primitive

Christianity constnicted by Baur is the expressive counterpart of

that of his own school. For " the Saints of Herr Professor Baur,"

as Thiersch aptly names them, the Professor himself has sat as the

original. The Tubingen primitive Christianity, in a word, is such a

Christianity as is practised there.—To this result the Tubingen school

wished to come, and therefore did come. But it reached at the same

time other results, at which it had no desire to arrive, viz., absurda.

Thiersch has pointed out one absurdity. Nothing can be more strik-

ino; than the immense contrast between the canonical wTitings of the

New Testament, and the writings of the so-called apostolical Fathers.

In the former there is an indescribable fulness and depth—a soui'ce of

edification for the most diverse men, nations, tribes, ages, and grades

of culture—a lake in which a child can wade and an elephant swim

—

the subject of the most earnest and repeated theological investigations,

yet unexhausted still. In the latter we find a clear, thin, watery

substance, which you can see through at the very first glance, provid-

ing but little to edify the reader, and nothing for the commentator to

explain. Let the attempt be made to write such commentaries on the

Epistles of Ignatius, as have been written upon the different books of

the New Testament. Nothing brings out with greater certainty the

truth of inspiration, than to turn from the New Testament to the

apostolic Fathers. What a fearful descent from the living divine

fountain, to the first weak results of human development! But

according to Baurs classification, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, the

Acts, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Timothy,

Titus, Philemon, 1st and 2d Peter, 1st, 2d, and 3d John, James, and

Jude, were all written in the post-apostolic age, and all the works of

impostors. So that we are brought to this absurd result, that in the

second century all honest men were weak-minded and easily deceived,

and all thinking and gifted men Jesuits ; a caricature of primitive Chris-

tianity, which can only have originated in a combination of the two

evil qualities just named, and in opposition to which the attested history

of the persecutions of the early Christians, and the fact of the world-
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conquering power of Christianity, must raise the flaming sword of

divine derision over the insanity of men.

The Baur school is brought to another equally unwelcome result.

By assigning nearly all the N. T. writings to a post-apostolic age,

and pronouncing the most important of them attempts to mediate

between Paulinism and Ebionitism, they confess of their own accord

that in the most important of the N. T. writings there is no trace

of that oj)position which they maintain to have existed. Where is

their authority for this opposition ? In the Epistles to the llomans,

the Corinthians, and the Galatians ? In three of these there is no

opposition to an Ebionitish pai'ty, at least not in Baurs sense of the

word; and Gal. ii. 13, 14, contains the most thorough refutation of

Baurs views of Peter {vide the expressions, (po^ovfievo^, vTreareWev,

a-vvvireKpiOrjcrav). The lievelation, which Tubingen critics accept as

John's, contains no opposition to Paulinism, but the most thorough

agreement with the Pauline doctrine of the sacrificial death of Christ.

The Fathers make no allusion to any such opposition in the second

century, no hint of such a connection between Montanism and

Ebionitism appears ; and the Pseudo-Clementines, although they can

be Jilted into the hypothesis of such a division, contain no proof of its

existence, but, as we have seen, quite as readily fall into their place in

the actual histoiy. In fact, the whole romance from the second century

has no other foundation than the brain of a critic alienated from God,

who, with his associates and understrappers, was determined to try

whether history could not be made to square with his pantheistic

assumptions/

§4.

APOLOGETICS (hISTOKY AND METHOD).

We have hitherto confined ourselves to a certain line of criticism,

without alluding to those theologians who, from the standing-point of

personal faith, have all along opposed these negative results. In the

first two periods no works appeared, which either entered minutely

into particulars, or embraced the whole scope of criticism. Next to

Koppens " Bibel" and Hesss " Leben Jesu," the most important work

1 [The author concludes this section with a paragraph on the repute in which
this negative school is at present (1850) held in Germany. He represents it as
isolatcil

:
older theologians keeping silence, the younger theologians attacking it,

and no one defending ; on the point of splitting into parties, in danger of soon
having no readers; but fighting on these accounts all the more passionately, as is the
wont of persons driven to desperation.—En.j
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on the criticism of the writings was Olshausens " Genuineness of the

Gospels." The criticism of the history was always interwoven with

exegesis. In the first period there were a few works specially devoted

to criticism, partly in the style of the so-called " Old Harmonists,"

partly initiating a new period of a more penetrating character. In the

second, on the contrary, the critical remarks on each section were

mostly connected with an exposition. And in this department, again,

Olshauseiis Commentaries are by far the most valuable. But the

chief defect in these is, that the distinction is not sufficiently marked

between the results that are arrived at by a critical process of a purely

historical character, and those points in which religious and doctrinal

opinions have exerted a certain influence. If anything is to be effected

by criticism, the examination of purely historical discrepancies must

be kept as distinct as possible from a doctrinal investigation of the

history itself. If our opponents maintain that, " even apart from

doctrinal difficulties, there are so many purely historical difficulties in

the way, that on their account alone the Gospel history would appear

unhistorical, even if there were no doctrinal considerations which led

to the same conclusion ;" our first task must be, not to refute doctrinal

doubts, but to undertake a thorough and honest examination, whether

these historical difficulties are really to be found. And if on a searching

investigation the very opposite is found to be the case, the negative

critics will be forced to the confession, "that doctrinal considerations

alone have led them to question the Gospel history, and that historical

probabilities are all in its favour."

But how should such an investigation be carried on ? If we pass

on to the third period, we find a considerable number of writings,

specially directed against Strauss^s " Leben Jesu." The most important

of these are Tholuck's "Credibility of the Gospel History" (1837), which

is restricted to a general examination of Strauss's method and prin-

ciples ; Harlesss " Life of Jesus," which describes the negative results

attained by Strauss in their relation to the doctrine of the Church

;

Hoffman's Priifung des Lebens Jesu von Strauss—" Examination of

the Life of Jesus by Strauss" (1836); with Osiander's, Kern's, and

Lange's works, containing refutations in special details.

Now, whatever may have been the worth of these books as replies

to one particular work, their importance was merely relative, so far as

the further development of criticism itself was concerned. They were

merely remonstrances, and did not succeed in breaking the force of

the negative criticism. It is important to understand the cause of

this ; and it lay here. Every one of them followed his own opponent

step hy step; and this has great disadvantages. In the first place,
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only one critic is overthrown by this method, and his assertions alone

are refuted. But tliis builds no dam against wliat three or four

others may afterwards say. Moreover, the apologist too often simply

meets the fate of an unskilful chess-player, who is forced by his oppo-

nent to every move he makes, and just because he can never assume

the offensive, is hurried on to a checkmate, which all his exertions can

only delay.

And again, in reality, neither a passing nor a conclusive victory

is to be hoped for, if we merely content ourselves with refuting one

by one the assertions of such men as Strauss, and trying to weaken

by counter-arguments whatever arguments they may please to bring.

Nothing is gained thereby but the sorry spectacle, that when Strauss

or some one else has brought forward a new discovery, and put forth

all his strength and skill to demonstrate some discrepancy that he has

found, his opponent carps and haggles—pronounces this argument

"by no means unanswerable," that " in some points assailable," and his

own positions "not altogether untenable;" by which means a negative

plus is changed into a positive minus, and we resemble a warrior beat-

ing a reti'eat, but turning his face to the foe, that he may look as if

he were still advancing.

No ; the object to be aimed at is to give a decided negation to the

entire standpoint from which the opponent directs his assaults. For
example, if Strauss maintains that in the Gospel of John there is a

constant tendency to put Peter behind John, and four or five very

plausible data are adduced in support of the assertion, what good does

it do to say, " This or the other datum is not a convincing proof of

this?" It is not in the particular argument that the fallacy lies, so

much as in the whole manner in which the view arose.

When negative critics disregard history, and look with one-sided

mental activity into the Gospels, for the purpose not of viewing their

contents as a whole, but of fixing upon certain points and looking

out for contradictions, this is a course which could be adopted with

every other writer, and with just the same results. Now, if we just

follow a negative critic step by step, and like him confine ourselves to

single points selected here and there, we shall in like manner see nothino-

but fragments, and therefore never be able in any particular case to

overthrow an opponent by proving the opposite.

We propose to adopt a totally different plan. Apart altogether

from the criticism of the history and the criticism of the writings, we
shall look carefully into the entire contents of the four Gos])cls, and
see whether there is an internal unity in each Gospel taken by itself,

and in such of the contents as are common to them all. Of course
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we do not mean merely a vague unity in the moral or religious spirit,

which equally pervades them all ; but (1) unitT/ of plan in each parti-

cular Gospel; (2) formal, that is, chronological unity in all the four;

(3) material unity in the accounts they contain ; and (4) the possibility

of constructing a perfectly consistent history from the whole.

The position which we assume in relation to criticism, is that which

Beck has laid down in reference to doctrine. " We seek for truth,

])ure unadulterated truth—truth which shall instruct and improve,

which shall direct and educate—sovereign truth, which shall exercise

dominion over us. What is wisdom everywhere else, must be wisdom

in relation to the Scriptures also : first to digest well what can be or

has been partaken of, that food which was once unpalatable to our

general taste may become familiar, and increase our strength ; to work

faithfully at what has once commended itself to our understanding and

conscience ; and to make it so thoroughly a part of ourselves that we
shall become assimilated to the Scriptures^

We approach the Gospel history, therefoi'e, not with a spy-glass in

our hands, that we may gain renown by the discovery of fresh dis-

crepancies and follies, but with a clear and open eye, prepared to do

honour to the good, the beautiful, the glorious, wherever we may find

them ; and intending not to lay aside good opinions till Ave are con-

vinced of the opposite. We shall yield oi*rselves up to the moulding

influence of the Gospels, live in them, and, by a thorough personal

appropriation, shall command a more perfect insight into the unity,

the beauty, and the depth of the Gospel history.

We shall go about our task after the following method.

For the sake of chronology (to settle the preliminary question

whether this or that Evangelist has adopted a chronological or topical

principle of arrangement), a consideration of the whole course of each

Gospel will be necessary. We shall include both (chronology and

plan of Gospels) under the head of " The Gospel History considei'ed

according to its Form." After this will follow "The Consideration

of the Gospel History according to its Contents;" that is, the exact

representation of particular occurrences,—under which, of course, the

question of synoptical connection will come up, and a review will be

required of the negative criticism ; only, in this latter department we

shall not start with refutation of objections, but from the positive

exhibition of the true state of the facts, which will contain in itself all

necessary refutations.

We begin then always with a representation of the fact as derived

from the various accounts, and (as justification of the harmony thus

gained) show, psychologically and exegetically, that on the supposition
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that the Fact M happened, it was possible that the account M' M" M'"

should arise without either of them containing error. Then we shall

give the i-efutation of special objections.

Method of the Second Part.

When the work of the First Part has been accomplished—the

exact consideration of the object to be criticised—we shall then be in a

position to go on, in the Second Part, to the refutation of the various

negative hypotheses concerning the origin of the Gospels, and the

positive criticism of the writings and the history.

In the former of these tasks apologists have hitherto failed as

against Strauss. They took too much trouble to show, in this and that

particular case, that such and such a myth could not have arisen.

This proceeding can never succeed. One can never show, in reference

to an isolated section of the history, that it could not have been formed

mythically : we must take the lohole; we must put together minutely,

and in his own words, Strauss' s view ; and then the refutation, the

demonstration of the sheer impossibility of it will be easy. In this

way we shall first examine Strauss's hypothesis, then Bauer's ; and

then conclude the First Division of the Second Part with a historical

inquiry concerning the " Hope of the Messiah," Avhich Strauss affirms

to have existed, and Bauer denies. The examination of the Tubingen

hypothesis goes along with the positive inquiries concerning the Acts

of the Apostles.

Under the second head, the positive criticism of the writings and

the history, we shall have to examine the leading branches of the mass

of hypotheses on that subject. The old hypothesis of an original

Gospel will not trouble us much. But in the present condition of

criticism it will be a more difficult question, whether the Evangelists

knew and used one another's writings, or whether all simply drew from

a common tradition.

The fri'adition hypothesis supported by Gieseler requires as a basis

of fact that the Apostles should be assembled for a number of years

in one place. According to the Acts of the Apostles, they were so.

And in general the Acts present a mass of sj)ccial data which deserve

more attention in connection with the question respecting the origin

of the Gospels than they have received. To get a sure historical

foundation on which to build our criticism, it will be necessary to

undertake a minute criticism of the Acts of the Apostles.

Thus we have as the plan of the whole work :—Part I. Consider-

ation of the object to be criticised (the Gospels, and the History

contained therein). Division I. Consideration of the Form. (Plan
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of the different Evangelists. How far did they mean to write in

chronological order? Are there any chronological contradictions?)

Division II. Consideration of the Contents. (Exhibition of the

separate occurrences in their inner unity.)—Part II. Criticism.

Division I. Criticism of the Negative Hypotheses concerning the

Origin of the Gospels. Division II. Origin of the Four Gospels.

(Acts of the Apostles. Atteu.pta to txpfain the convergences and

divergences in the different Gospels Positive Result.)



PAET I.

EXAMINATION OF THE CONTENTS OF THE
FOUR GOSPELS.

DIVISION I.

THE GOSPELS CONSIDERED AS TO THEIR FOEif.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

§5.

PECULIARITIES OF AUTnORSHIP. STYLE ; PLAN ; CHRONOLOGl:.

nn ERE any historical -work of antiquity, which liad either

vwM '^^^^ altogether unknown or long regarded as lost, to be

unexpectedly placed in our hands, our first impulse would

be to glance rapidly through tlie whole, that we might

obtain a general idea of the historical information it contained. We
should then proceed, in a second perusal, to examine more closely the

author's peculiarities. And not till this had been done, should we

proceed to criticise the historical facts which he narrated.

In the present instance, we have not one only, but four authors

before us, all treating of the same subject. Jesus, His life. His

teaching, His death, these are, in the most general terms, the well-

known topics which present themselves on the very surface of the

four Gospels. But, as we have four different sources from which to

gather our history, there arises an intermediate inquiry, viz., whether

they can all be combined into one, or whether the accounts which

they contain are irreconcilable. To this we shall reply in the Second
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Division of this First Part. We have now, in the First Division, to go

through what we have called the "second perusal"—to examine, i.e.,

the peculiarities of authorship. As the known results of criticism, we
shall have to repeat what is generally said as to the style of each

Avriter, and the general character of the composition. On the other

hand, fresh investigations will have to be made, as to the extremely-

important question, viz., " what it was that each Evangelist intended

to give : whether an account of the life of the Lord ; or a collection of

memorials without arrangement ; or a pragmatico-historical treatise
;

or, lastly, a doctrinal work."—Another inquiry is closely connected

with this, viz., as to the chronological character of each Gospel. For
us, to whom the inquiiy as to the style of the Gospels is only a means

to an end, this is the point of greatest importance. It conducts to

what is, strictly speaking, the design of our whole work, namely, to

inquire whether the four EvangeHsts have written such accounts,

and in such a way that a consistent history can be collected from the

whole.

§6.

CHRONOLOGY AND ORDER OF SEQUENCE.

By chronology two things may be understood. A man writes

chronologically, when he not only relates the events themselves, but

the time when they occurred, applying the measure of an absolute

Era to all the special events related. In this sense Luke writes chro-

nologically, when he fixes the date of the birth of Christ by a reference

to the taxing, with which his readers are supposed to be acquainted
;

and determines the time of the appearance of John the Baptist by a

particular year in the reign of Tiberius.—A historian also writes chro-

nologically, when, without describing the precise epoch, he arranges

the particular facts in the order in which they occurred. In this

sense John writes chronologically, when he notices one after another

the journeys of Christ to the various festivals, and describes other

events in their relation to these.

With regard to the former, the matter is a very simple one : there

are extremely few allusions in the Gospels to the general history of

the world ; and all we have to do, is to ascertain whether these few

contain internal discrepancies, or whether they contradict general

chronology.^ Besides, this point is of less consequence, and only so far

' Points which the Gospels have left untouched, as in what year Christ was

born, and the like, do not concern us. They belong to Church History, not to

Criticism.
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important as it affects the credibility and carefulness of an Evangelist.

—Tlie other question is of far greater importance ; viz., In what order

did the events occur ?—a question which the present position of criti-

cism requires us to resolve into tAvo : Did this or the other Evangelist

intend to write chronologically in the sense alluded to ? and, Can we

determine, from the Gospels taken together, the chronological order

of the facts ?

§7.

SEQUENCE AND SYNOPSIS—HAEMONT.

In the history of the infancy of Christ, as well as in that of

His death and resurrection, there can be no difficulty in fixing the

sequence of most of the events, as their relative position is fixed by

the nature of the case. All that has to be done, is to reconcile dis-

crei)ancies in reference to sequence in the different accounts. But

with the puhlic life of the Lord this is not the case. We find here, in

all four Gospels, a number of accounts which are obviously identical

{e.g.^ the feeding of the five thousand) ; there are also many which

are peculiar to some one Evangelist ; and, thirdly, there are not a few

discourses and narratives common to two or more of the Evangelists,

but differently related in each. Thus the first three Evangelists relate

the healing of a centurion's servant ; John gives a similar account of

the healing of the son of a ^aaCkiKO'^. Luke records the anointing of

Jesus by a woman that was a sinner ; the other Evangelists mention a

similar anointing at Bethany ; and these accounts, again, do not occur

in the same order in the different Gospels. But before attempting to

settle anything as to the order of events, it is absolutely necessary to

decide which of the accounts relate to the same occurrences.

E.g. If the healing of the centurion's servant were identical with

that of the son of the ySatrtXt/co?, it would follow that the Sermon on

the Mount, the healing of Peter's mother-in-law, etc.—facts which are

connected by definite formulae of sequence in the Synoptists—occurred

after the Passover mentioned John ii. 23. In the opposite case, on

the other hand, a quite different position would be possible. We
cannot attempt to determine the sequence, therefore, until we have

considered the question of synopsis; i.e.., which of the apparently

parallel accounts are really identical.

Before proceeding, however, to the construction of a method, it

will not be out of place to consider the course of a discipline which
has embraced both the departments of Sequence and Synopsis—viz.,

the construction of Harmonies. The " old harmony" is the bugbear
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with which Straiiss endeavours to frighten the modern apologists in

their attempts to bring the divergent parallel accounts into agreement.

But it is as childish to be frightened by a bugbear as it is senseless to

threaten with one. Better to look the matter straight in the face. A
consideration of the course of development through which " Harmony'''

lias passed, must in any case lead to this—to help us to understand its

defects, and so to avoid them ; and further, teach us to discriminate

true attempts to unite parallel accounts from false ones, so as not

summarily and uncritically to condemn the one with the other.

HISTORY or HARIMONT.

From the natm'e of the case, the thought was sure to suggest itself

of forming into a single biography the four parallel accounts of the

life, death, and resurrection of the Lord. At first it was purely a

practical aim which dictated the construction of harmonies, viz., the

convenience of readers in search of edification. We see it begin in

this way in Tatian's well-known evar/jeXiov Bia tcov reaadpcov (about

A.D. 170).^ The next to undertake' a similar work was TheopJiilus of

Antioch, about 181. He was followed by Ammonius (about 230)

with his ap/MovLa. These works are both but little known. It may

be conjectured, however, with considerable probability, that so far as

synopsis and sequence are concerned, the treatment of the subject was

arbitrary and unscientific. Ammonius did not trouble himself about

the true sequence at all. He merely wrote out the text of Matthew,

and noted in the margin the synoptical passages of Mark, Luke,

and John. Tatian, on the other hand, merely endeavoured to retain

as far as possible all the words of all the Evangelists ; whether accord-

ing to any principle of sequence, or if so, with what success, we are

not informed.

In the course of time, mere synopses gradually gave place to har-

monies. We meet with no more works like that of Ammonius. And
the endeavour to harmonize naturally led to a discovery of the necessity

that some principles on the subject of sequence should take the place

of the caprice which had hitherto prevailed. Epiphanius had already

occupied himself, partly with a chronological classification of the events

according to the years in which they occurred, and partly with their

sequence. Much more acuteness was displayed in the rules laid

1 The work itself is lost. See Epiphanius, liser. 46 ; Eusehiux, 4, 20 ;
Theodo-e'..

fabb. haer. 1, 20.—The Diatessaron discovered by Viktor Capuanus about 450, and

several others attributed to Tatiau, are not authentic.
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down by A ugiistine (de consensu evangelistarum), which, though long

neglected, were rescued from the dust by Gerson, and applied in his

"Concordia Evangelistarum or Monotessaron" (0pp. ed. Antw.

torn. iv.

Gerson started with the true principle, that it was not the inten-

tion of the Evangehsts to write in chronological order. But true as

this principle is, his application of it to particular events was a very

arbitrary one ; so that Harmony made through him but the one small

step in advance, that single groups out of the manifold occurrences

began to be arranged in order (such, viz., as are connected in the

Gospels with the most definite formuljE, and are placed in the same

order in all the Synoptists ; e.g., Sermon on Mount, the leper, the

centurion's servant, stilling of the storm, Gadarenes, etc.). Of more

importance, however, was the recognition of the fact, that the Evan-

gelists did not intend to write in order of sequence. But what pro-

gress was thus indicated ? The latter proposition should have been

proved by an investigation of the question, whether any of the Evan-

gelists had followed a real principle of arrangement, and if so, what

it was ; and secondly, how far any of them arranged the materials in

each division in chronological order. (For example, the plan adopted

by an Evangelist might be, to give all the miracles first, then all the

parables, and so forth ; but this would not prevent him from arranging

the miracles in their proper order of sequence.) In this way the system

of harmonies would have led to some definite result. But such was

not the path pursued. And the event from which the greatest progress

might have been anticipated, viz., the Reformation, was followed by
the most decided retrograde movement ; and it has only been of late

years that there has been any indication of a return, and that by a

very circuitous route.

The only Reformer who took up the subject in a genial spirit, and
advanced inquiry a step, was Calvin. The discovery of a sequence

was, indeed, not his real design. On the contrary, he troubles him-

self but little about the sequence, and arranges the materials of the

Gospel history rather according to their subject-matter. But his

thorough freedom from every kind of littleness enabled him to find

what he was hardly seeking. By a skilful use of the formulee indi-

cative of sequence which are scattered throughout the Gospels, he
brought out certain sections, or chains of occurrences, which are evi-

dently linked together. These separate portions, which have a fixed

internal coherence, stand out from the general mass in which no de-

finite sequence is discernible, though their relation to one another has

still to be determined. Thus, from a careful and minute examination
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of the Gospels themselves, Calvin obtains a tacit answer to the ques-

tion : Did this or the other Evangelist Avrite in chronological order?

For it follows from the results at which he arrived, that in ^latthew

the greatest attention is paid to sequence, in Luke the least ; a con-

clusion which Bengel confirms, and which we shall find of importance

for our own purposes.—So much was accomplished by Calvin. lie

broke ground on the subject of sequence without being distinctly

aware of it. More still remained to be done ; and his conclusions may
not unfrequently be most gravely questioned. But he was the first

to show that the proper course is, not to come with preconceived

notions as to the method by which we are to obtain from the Gospels

the exact order of the events, but first of all to interrogate the Gospels

themselves, and observe to what extent it was the purpose of the

writers to record the events in the order of historical sequence.

Calvin remained almost alone, very few of the Reformed theologians

following him.^ Osiander, who was unfortunately regarded for a long

time as a model, took the very opposite course in his Harmonia Evan-

geliorum (Bale 1537). His dogmatic assumption was this, that as the

Evangelists were inspired, and therefore wrote truth, the discourses of

Jesus must be reported word for word, and His acts and words must

all be narrated in the exact order in which they occurred. This

conclusion from the doctrinal notion of inspiration was evidently

founded upon a second philosophical assumption, viz., that there can

be no higher truth than that of chronological sequence and verbal

accuracy. Osiander could not see that an author may arrange his

materials according to their subject rather than their sequence, and

yet write with historical fidelity and truth.

The result to which this assumption led, was a very remarkable

one. Since every one of the four Evangelists wrote in chronological

order, and yet the same narratives are given in very different positions,

there was nothing to be done but to affirm that events, which are

evidently one and the same, are not identical, and to assume that the

same occurrence was repeated again and again, with precisely the same

attendant circumstances. There were two incidents, however (the

rubbing of the ears of com, and the withered hand), which, notwith-

standing the different positions in which they occur, even Osiander

^ The Reformed Church occupied itself, in general, less than the Lutheran with

harmonistic inquiries. In the latter, from the time of Osiander, prevailed tha

desire to justify, in reference to the Gospels, the most literal view of the doctrine

of inspiration. In the Reformed Church, neither that interest nor the critical

interest of our time predominated. Harmony was regarded as res utilis, not aa ra

necessaria.
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pronounced identical. But this was a dangerous inconsistency. For

the same natural feeling which revolted in this instance against the

pscudo-harmonistic restraints, might offer similar opposition in other

instances, and so the entire system be endangered. His successors,

MoUnceus (Collatio et unio quat. evv., Paris 1565) and Codomanus

(Ilarmonia evv., Niirnb. 15G8), saw this, and maintained therefore,

with perfect consistency, that these occurrences were also both of

them repeated two or three times.

Calvin and Osiander are the two extremes.

Between the two stands Jansenius (Corn. Jansenius Cone. Evang.

in qua, praiterquam quod suo loco ponuntur. quse evangelistae non

servato recenset ordine, etiam nuUius verbum aliquod omittitur. Antw.

1554). He prepared a concordance after the manner of Gerson. He
did not assume a regard to sequence as a characteristic of the Gos-

pels ; but he is somewhat petty in his effort to defend all the ivords

used by the Evangelists.

The untenableness of Osiander's method was perceived by Bugen-

hagen, who applied Gerson's principles to the history of the Passion

and Resurrection, and was prevented by his death from publishing a

complete Harmony. But Paul Crell made use (so he himself declares)

of Bugenhagen's preparatory labours in his Monotessaron Evang.

Historise (published in German and Latin 1566, and in German
alone 1571). This work did not avail to put a stop to the further

progress of Osiander's method of procedure.

Only at the commencement of the seventeenth century was a

decided reaction produced by Chemnitz, and those who carried on his

work. Chemnitz gave a most decided conge to the Osiandrian method,

and adopted that of Gerson and Crell. The leading features which

characterize his gigantic work are the following :

1. He starts with the correct assumption that the Evangelists did

not intend to write in chronological order ;^ though with him it is

merely an assumption. He does not prove it.

2. He sets before himself a triple object : chronology, sequence, and
synoptical relation.

' lie will, he says Cprooem. cp. i.), "nequaquam id agere, ut in ipsa liistoria

IV. Evangclistarum aliquid yel mutelur^ vel addatur, vel detrahatnr f but he also

Bays, referring to John xx. 31, that the evangelists, " IIujus iustituti potius quani

ordinis ct tewporis axiam rationem habueruut. Atque inde factum est, quod
EvangelistjB, licet in concionum ct rerura gcstarnm veritate summum et sanctis-

Bimuni servent conseiisum, in contextu tameu et serie historiarum quisque proprium
suum ordinem et pecidiarem rationem . . . prout proposito scopo, de quo dictum
est, 8ini])licissime convenire quisque judicavit, seauatur.''
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3. With reference to chronology, he Is not satisfied with bringing

out such of the most important chi'onological data as are to be found

in the Gospels themselves, but he gives himself useless trouble in

trying to classify as nearly as possible the whole mass of events ac-

cording to years and days.

4. With regard to seguencBj Chemnitz was the first to put into

words the fundamental rule, that an a priori arrangement is not to be

arbitrarily constructed and introduced into the Gospels, but that the

first thing to be done is to gather together the few scattered data

which are supplied in the Gospels themselves. For example, an Evan-

gelist fi'equently relates nine or ten incidents in succession. But this

does not decide the question Avhether they really happened one after

the other ; or whether the Evangelist himself arranged them in this

order, either from some peculiarity in the narratives themselves, or

because this was the order in which they occurred to his mind. But

in the midst of all this indefiniteness, two or more of the accounts are

often accompanied by the most distinct notices that the events followed

one another {e.g., " But when Jesus came down from the mountain,"

etc.). When this is the case, it is obvious that the sequence was

known to the historian, and that it was his intention to point it out.^

Now, if attention be paid to all such data, it ^all be found that

the Evangelists supplemented one another in some such way as this,

that where a connected chain of events terminates in one Gospel,

another connected chain commences in another ; and with this aid

important results are secured.

Chemnitz does not neglect to lay down certain principles in refer-

ence to this part of the subject, which we certainly cannot call

perfect, but to which we must at least award the praise of great

acuteness. Even in theory, much still remained to be desired. And
the practical application was a perfect failiu'e. When he could give

nothing certain, he set down probabilities ; the conscientious inquiry

into the data found in the Gospels passed into the background, and

the result in consequence was perfectly untenable.

5. With regard to synopsis, he did not trouble himself much about

definite rules, but trusted more to tact. He very properly assumes,

that where the accounts are similar, but the time mentioned different,

the accounts are not to be regarded as identical ; and so, again, where

the leading circumstances, the place, or the persons engaged, are

* Prooem. cp. 5. Manifestum est, quasdam historias describi, additis hujusmodi

notationibus, quae consequentiam historiarurn liquido et certo ostendunt: quasdam

vero describi aliis locutionibus, quse non certo vel necessaxio ordinis conseij^ueiitiam

sigaificant.
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evidently described as altogether different (e.g., in the case of the

^aai\cK6<i and ceyitumoii).

After Chemnitz, the whole question of harmonies remained for a

considerable time in the indefinite state in which he left it, and even

the flashes of light in his theory seem to have shone out in vain.

The search for sequence, yv\\'\c\\ had been thrown into confusion by the

numerous attempts that had been made, gave place to the search for

chronology, which was undertaken by Calixt, Meuschius, and in a still

more extravagant form by Bernh. Lamy, who undertook to arrange

the words and acts of Christ according to particular months and

days. The labours of the Reformed theologians, Lightfoot (Harm.,

1644), de Bruin (Harm, evv., 1690), and the Arminian Le Clerc

(Harm, evv., 1699), were for the most part synoptical.

Such was the state of matters when the great Bengel appeared,

and, standing almost on the border of a destructive time, addressed

himself to the preparation of a scientific harmony in his " True View

of the Gospel" (Tiib. 1736). There was this marked difference

between him and Chemnitz, that he not merely laid down general

principles, but kept to them, and constantly reviewed what he had

done. But if in this respect he is superior to Chemnitz, in the prin-

ciples laid down Chemnitz unquestionably bears the palm. The
different theorems of the latter, Bengel has not noticed ; and though

in certain cases he perceives that something depends on the particular

character and relative precision of the formula by which an Evan-

gelist connects two different accounts, yet he does not build his

whole system upon this. His method, original enough in its way,

is rather the following. He observes that certain series and pericopce

occur in just the same order in all three Synoptists; so that, whilst

between these pericopce certain others are introduced, which are diffe-

rent in each Gospel, the order in which these stand to one another

remains the same in all three Gospels.

Suppose, for example, that the following is the order in which a

certain number of distinct sections (pericopce) are found in tlie three

synoptic Gospels:

Matthew,
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and tlie centurion before the arrival of messengers from John ; though

other accounts intervene, which are not always alike. Now, what do

we gain from this observation ? No reliable result. If we take any

number of elements, and mix them up together so as to form three

distinct permutations, it is not only probable, but unavoidable, that,

notwithstanding the fact that they are mixed without design, some of

the elements will occupy a similar relative position. This could only

be avoided by having but two permutations, and making one the very

opposite of tlie other {e.g., a, b, c, d, and d, c, h, a) ; or, if there are

three permutations, by making one exactly the opposite of one of the

other two. But if the result is sure to be obtained, even with the

most arbitrary arrangement, that some of the scattered elements wuU

retain the same relative position ; one cannot, from the mere occur-

rence of this phenomenon, infer inteyitional arrangement. But Bengel

does this. As he infers transpositions from dissimilar positions of par-

ticular sections, so he infers from that relatively similar position of

other sections (scattered among dissimilarly placed ones) that they

really happened in this order ; hence his special results are mei'e indi-

vidual opinions, and even he has not saved us the trouble of a new
independent and critical inquiry.

After Bengel' s time, the flood of negative criticism set in. First

of all, the last glimmer of a recognition of inspiration, which had

still liglited up with a faint evening twilight the Osiandrian method,

now fallen into contempt, faded entirely away. Then, with the

opinion that the Evangelists might have erred, either in direct state-

ments or questions where memory was at fault, there grew up also

the inclination, instead of trying diligently to harmonize the differ-

ences in the parallel accounts, to set them down as contradictions.

And when, at length, after so many attempts to settle the order of

sequence, all interest in the matter had ceased, the thought of its

possibility was entirely given up. It was assumed that the Evan-

gelists had no intention of writing in chronological order, and there-

fore that it was impossible to discover the order in which the events

occurred. Hence harmonies^ became more rare, and synopses took

their place.

From this time forth the course of criticism lay in the direction

already described. As soon as doubt had been tin-own upon the Gospel

^ Outside the general line stand Toinard, Ev. harm. gr. lat., Paris 1707 ; Fr.

Bitrmann, de harmonie, Amst. 1712 and 39 ; A Harmony of the Gospels, Dubhn
1778; While, Diatessaron, Oxford 1800. In Germany, Eb. Dav. Ilauher ; Can-

stein ; Petersen, etc. The Scottish theologian Macknight wrote a harmony of the

Gospels in 1756.
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history, every nerve was strained to explain the origin of the Gospel

lontings and their contents out of uncertain and unhistorical elements.

As soon as this endeavour had reached its climax in Strauss, and

every historical germ had been removed from the Gospels,—as soon

as criticism came to feel the greatest interest in proving that they

contained hundreds of contradictions, both in form and in substance,

—the assumption with which the negative critics set out, that the

Evangelists never intended to write in chonological order, was

chano-ed into the very opposite, that the Evangelists imagined that

they were writing in chronological order. Strauss has stated this

clearly and openly: "The writers flattered themselves that they were

giving a chronological narrative." The evidence which he adduces in

support of this assertion, that here and there this is indicated by a

distinct formula, such as Kara^dvTi airo rod opowi, etc., may suffice

to dazzle dilettanti, who cannot see to the bottom of the matter.

There are two or three accounts to be found which are connected by

such formulas, and therefore it follows that the Evangelists " flattered

themselves that they were giving a chronological narrative " through-

out ! And so it must needs be inconceivable, that an author should

select certain incidents from tlie life of a man, and arrange them ac-

cording to some particular association of ideas, or according to the

character of the occurrences themselves ; and yet occasionally con-

nect two or more incidents together, which he knew to have occurred

in immediate succession, and indicate their sequence by some parti-

cular formula !—But Strauss had his own reason for resorting to this

sophism. For, unless it be assumed that the Evangelists intended to

write in chronological order, it is impossible to establish a considerable

number of the desired chronological discrepancies. Remove the dis-

crepancies, and the Gospels will then appear historically credible ; and
if they are historically credible, there will be no hope of proving the

assertion, that they teem, not only with dogmatic, but also with histo-

rical difficulties.

No, the assumption that the Gospels furnish no data for the con-

struction of a consecutive arrangement is as false as the other, that

they were written throughout in chronological order. We base our

criticism not upon assumptions, but upon proofs. We begin, there-

fore, by inquiring of each Evangelist, What he intended to supply?

On what principle he arranged his materials? And what indications

he has given of chronological sequence ?

The only assumption with which we set out is the unanswerable
proposition, that there is nothing inconceivable in the fact, that a

biographer, who did not intend to write throughout in chronological
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order, may here and there have called to mind the chronological con-

nection of particular occurrences, and may have pointed this out.

§9.

METHOD.

We have already observed, that the synoptic results ought to be

thoroughly established before it is possible to enter upon any inquiry

as to chronological sequence. But the former presuppose a careful

examination of the contents of the Gospels. It might appear, there-

fore, as if we could not proceed to investigate the sequence and other

peculiarities of form, until we had completed our examination of the

subject-matter ; and therefore, as if the latter should occupy the first

part, the former the second. But this is precluded by the fact, that,

on the other hand, a thorough examination of the contents of the

Gospels in their unity cannot possibly take place until we have estab-

lished a tolerably trustworthy result as to their chronological sequence.

When chronological discrepancies are adduced, and employed in

support of charges of material discrepancies, we can never hope to

refute such arguments as these, unless we have first obtained an

answer to the question, "Did the Evangelists intend to write in

chronological order ?
"

What then is to be done, in connection with those parallel peri-

copce, whose synoptical relation must be discussed before the question

of sequence is taken in hand ? The course appears to me to be

simple enough. For example, there are certain synoptical principles,

which are so self-evident, and can be so clearly pointed out, that from

these alone a tolerably safe opinion can be formed whether a certain

account in one Evangelist, and a similar account in another Evangelist,

really relate to one and the same occurrence. These opinions we
assume to be correct whilst investigating the question of chronological

sequence ; but in the Second Division, which relates to the substance

of the accounts themselves, the synoptical inquiries will be taken up

anew, and the opinions formed at the outset will be tested by an exe-

getico-critical examination of the contents. Should these be sustained

by an unprejudiced internal criticism (without any petitiones principii),

the possibility will have been demonstrated, that the same event might

be narrated by different writers in the precise manner in which they

are related in the Gospels, and with all the varieties which they con-

tain. And we require no more, as the proof that no impossibilities,

no improbabilities, no contradictions can really be discovered.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the synoptical piinciplcr.,
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there is a point of some importance on wliich it is necessary that we

should come to some understanding at the outset, as we want to con-

duct the investigation with all the accuracy of a process at law. We
have just spoken of our intention to inquire whether the same fact is

alluded to in any two or three similar accounts, related by different

Evangelists. This might lead to the supposition, that we already

assume that it is necessarily with facts that we have to do. But this

'«« by no means our intention. We do not blindly assume that the

Gospel narratives must rest on facts ; on the contrary, we engage in

a controversy in which it is regarded as problematical whether the

Gospel narratives are based upon historical facts or not. Now, nega-

tive critics have laid down the following theorem :
" From the manner

in which the Gospel narratives are told, it is evident that they cannot

be founded on facts." And this is their chain of argument :
" If a

fact really occurred, and is reported by different writers, then, either

they will know but little of the circumstances, and therefore differ

from one another (from which it would follow that the occurrence

may have taken place, but the inaccuracy of the accounts destroys all

claim to credibility), or they v/ill be well acquainted with the circum-

stances, and relate them without any contradictions either in sub-

stance or form. But the Evangelists relate the Gospel history not

without, but ivith, contradictions in both substance and form." Con-

sequently, either the event really occurred, but the account in its

present form is not trustworthy (as the earlier Rationalists maintain,

and Strauss also in many places), or the accounts have no foundation

in fact at all (which the modern school affirms).

Granting the major, it rests with us now to examine the minor

carefully. The inquiiy may be divided into two parts : 1. Are there

any contradictions in form f and 2. Are there any contradictions in

substance? The former, in reference to the matter of sequence,

divides itself into these two questions : 1. Did the Evangelists intend

to write in chronological order? 2. If they did not, do their writings

produce this impression, that at all events the accounts they narrate

are not thrown together without any order at all f In the case of a

writer so intimately associated with his history as the Evangelists

must have been with their histoiy of Jesus, unless their accounts are

utterly incredible, we should naturally look for him to give some indi-

cations here and there that he was not only acquainted with the indi-

vidual facts, but knew something more about them, and was at least

to some extent acquainted with the order in which they occurred.

In short, if the Evangelists were disci})les of Jesus, or wrote under
apostolical influence (as apologists seek to prove), the critic will be
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warranted in expecting, not that the Evangehsts should always have

adopted a chronological arrangement, but that some marks should be

found, to indicate that the writers were at least partially acquainted

with the chronological sequence, and at all events that they should

not fall into positive contradictions (which would be the case, not

indeed if the different Evangelists arranged their productions on dif-

ferent plans, but if one of them mentioned a particular time as that

at which a certain event occun-ed, whilst another mentioned, in con-

nection with the very same event, an equally definite, but entirely

different time).

This, then, is our second question : If the fact should be estab-

lished, that the Evangelists did not intend to write in chi'onological

order,—is it also a fact, that whenever they wished, they show here

and there traces of acquaintance with the order of sequence, and that

they do not at least positively contradict themselves ?

We therefore inquire whether there are any traces of chrono-

logical sequence, and what they are. And in this inquiry we assume,

provisionally, in apparently parallel accounts, that the fact did really

so happen, and ask, whether, on this assumption—in case the fact

happened so—the accounts could have been formed so variously as

we find in the particular case ? If a certain measure of diversity in

the reports of one and the same fact is historically explicable, we have

then slioicn that one cannot, from a diversity in the reports, infer a

diversity of the facts, and then, from the improbabilit}'^ of two or

three facts on the whole so similar occurring, infer the impossibiUty

of any fact of the kind. On the other hand, when the diversity of

the accounts is too great to be explicable on the assumption of identity

in the fact recorded, the only question that remains is, whether the

residuum of resemblance is still so great that such a repetition of a

similar fact is inconceivable.

This and nothing else is our intention when we propose to inquire

whether one and the same fact forms the basis of two similar accounts.

§10.

PRINCIPLES OF SYNOPSIS.

Up to the present time, two diametrically opposite methods have

been adopted in the treatment of synopsis. The Osiander school

(which includes Storr and Strauss) has adopted this as its leading

principle : If two accounts differ to any extent in the attendant circum-

stances, they must he founded upon two distinct facts

;

—a principle which

leads, either to the improbable conclusion of Storr, that an event which
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had once occiiri'ed, took place again with no difference whatever

except in a few of the attendant circumstances/ or to the following

conclusions of Strauss. "It is impossible," he argues, "that two

writers narrating the same event, should differ so widely as to the

attendant circumstances. But M and E do so differ. Consequently

they do not describe the same event. From this it would follow,

however, that two totally different events occurred containing innu-

merable points of resemblance. But as an event could not be repeated

in this way with nearly all the attendant circumstances precisely the

same, the two accounts are not founded upon any fact at all."

A sound liistorical judgment, however, though ready to admit

the improbability of a fact being thus repeated, would never assert

the impossibility of such divergences in the accounts of the same

fact.2

Accordingly, to this principle of the Osiander school another has

been opposed, which is adopted not only by ScJdeiermacher and De
Wette, but also (though not with the same thoroughness) by Tholuck,

Olshausen, and others, viz.: '^ Similar accounts are, wherever it is pos-

sible, to be regarded as identical; and the divergences are either to be

attributed to inaccuracy or forgetfulness, or else to be softened down

by interpretation.'" This principle, too, if universally applied to all

^ Osiander's principle would require us, e.g., to admit three different healings

of blind persons at Jericho : one at the entering into Jericho (Luke) ; one on

going out (Mark) ; and a third, of tivo blind men, when Jesus entered into Jericho,

on another occasion (Matthew). Excellent is the naive remark of Bengel against

Osiandrisra :
—" The good deed done to Peter's mother-in-law when suffering

from fever was much more glorious, if it was succeeded by permanent health,

than if she had experienced one or two relapses."

- From the nature of the task we have undertaken, we cannot enter into the

question, how far the possibility of such divergences affects the doctrine of inspira-

tion, and the freedom of the Evangelists from the liability to error. The question

naturally divides itself into two others. (1.) Could the Evangelists err (even in

purely historical points, and matters where memory was concerned) ? The deci-

sion of this question belongs to Dogmatics. AVe merely observe here, that the

assumption of this dogmatic position as a settled axiom, and as the basis on which
to found conclusions as to the particular cases of synopsis that come under our
notice, would very properly destroy our credit with all who do not agree with this

assumption. The express object of our inquiry is to ascertain whether, apart from
all doctrinal views, the Gospels, regarded merely as historical books, do contain
historical diiriculties.—(2.) 7s every divergence necessarily an error f May not
synoptical divergences be explained on the supposition that one Evangehst was in

the habit of exhibiting one aspect, and another a different one ; that one liked to

group similar events togctlier in the form of a summary, and another didn't, and
so forth? This question is purely exegetical, and will be answered in its proper
place.
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accounts that are in any degree similar, leads to results against which

sound historical sense protests.

We propose to adopt a course, opposed to both these extremes,

which no one would object to if the Evangelists were profane authors,

and their subject the Second Punic War. We commence by laying

down these two general principles

:

1. It is very possible that when several writers narrate the same

occurrence, they may differ in several points from one another ; in

fact, it is most probable that they will do so.

2. It is quite possible for two different occurrences, happening

within the same sphere, and amidst the same cii'cumstances, to re-

semble each other in several particulars.

On these two principles but little need be said. The former is

confirmed in a hundred ways every day. We have only, for an experi-

ment, to obtain the report of a sermon from two different persons, both

qualified to give it. The arrangement, the leading thoughts, and the

most striking passages wall perhaps be given word for word by both
;

but the filling up will certainly differ widely in the two reports. Or
take some such accident as that a man has broken his leg, or been

run over by a carriage. Apart from all exaggerations, with which

accounts of such things are so fi-equently accompanied, just listen to

two of the coolest and most intelligent bystanders, and see whether

one will not give prominence to this point and the other to that, one

laying emphasis on what the other passes over altogether, without

there being anything false in either of the reports. This is perfectly

natural. Each one, besides what is necessary to explain the course of

the event, states what struck him most, what is most deeply impressed

on his memory, and what comes readiest through the association of

ideas. And thus divergences arise ; and the only question in refer-

ence to these is, can they be explained by the free mode in which the

narrators have treated the subject ?

It is equally natural, on the other hand, that such accounts should

contain apparent discrepancies. I notice some very interesting pi-oofs

of this in the oral communications which I received at one time in

Zurich with reference to the well-known affair of September 1839,

and that in cases where the eye-witnesses Avere intelligent and trust-

worthy men. I may be allowed to cite one of the instances. The
report that troops had been sent for to Berne to overawe the people,

and that they might arrive at any moment, had produced the greatest

excitement. The people armed on every hand, and were ready at the

shortest notice to march to Zurich or meet the Bernese forces. On
the evening of the 5th September, information was received by the
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leaders of tlie popular movement that there was no foundation for

the report. They immediately caused several hundred letters to be

written and despatched in all directions, for the purpose of quieting

the people. Now, one person informed me that late in the evening

N. was sent with a letter to Pfiiffikon ; another told me that N. was

sent in the evening to Pfaffikon, but, after going a short distance,

returned with the report that the alarm-bell had already been rung

in Pfaffikon ; a third related, that two messengers had been sent on

horseback to Pfaffikon ; and a fourth, that N. had sent two men on

horseback to Pfaffikon. If any four accounts ever seemed irrecon-

cilable, these did. And if a harmonist had attempted to reconcile

the whole on the supposition that N. was sent, but met two messen-

gers from Pfaffikon, who reported the outbreak of the riot ; that he

turned back with them to Zurich, where he immediately procured

horses, and sent them back in all speed to quiet the people,—it would

be rejected as a most improbable and artificial conjecture. Yet this

was the simple explanation which I received from N. himself, when I

asked him what the facts of the case really were. We see from this

example that there is much greater fear of being too timid than too

bold, in resorting to hypotheses for the solution of apparent discre-

pancies.

So far as the second principle is concerned, we may obtain even

ocular demonstration. We might appeal to our own surgeons, and

ask, whether, in the course of their practice, they have not met with

cases exactly resembling one another. We might go still further, and

obtain proofs from history. Was not Jung Stilling twice in danger of

his life, in the Binger-Loch ? And what are we to say of the fact,

that Cromwell's principal battles, on more than two occasions, were

fought upon his birthday ? Does any one venture to dispute these

facts ? Yet there is no necessity even to adduce such illustrations as

these. For it is still easier to explain the instances of repetition in

the Gospel history. What shall we say, e.g., when Strauss finds it

impossible that a " cure at a distance," as in the case of the child of

the nobleman, could be repeated in the case of the servant of the cen-

turion ? That a servant can be sick as well as a child, will be ad-

mitted. That a centurion, when he heard of Jesus, could ask Him to

heal as well as a ^aaiXiKpf, there is also no great difficulty in believ-

ing. The only surprising thing would have been, their asking Him
both in the same way, with the same words. This, however, is not the

case. The centurion asks full of faith, and takes for granted Jesus
can heal in the distance, and is praised on that account. The ^aat-
XiAco? brings on himself a reproof for the weakness of his faith. But
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Still one thing remains the same—the fact of healing at a distance.

Strauss thinks such an occurrence could not be so repeated. He
here falls again into the old confusion of ideas. On his dogmatic

assumption, the fact could certainly not be 7'epeated ; but neither could

it happen at all even once. But if one treats the Gospel history with

a view to ascertain whether, apart from dogma, it contains purely his-

torical impossibilities (which is the only scientific way of proceeding),

it results, that if Jesus had the power to heal once at a distance. He
had it at another time, and that He could use this power as often as

the power to give sight to the blind. Strauss twists the proposition,

" healings at a distance are impossible," after his usual fashion, into

" healings at a distance are something extraordinarily difficult and

strange," and infers from thence the impossibility of repetition.

In this example we believe we have shown by anticipation how it

stands in general with the abstract thesis, that similar facts cannot

be repeated. But if we look more closely at the second thesis, another

point of importance, already adverted to by Tholuck in his Introduc-

tion to the Sennon on the Blount, presents itself, namely, that so far

as the facility for repetition is concerned, there is a vast difference

between ico7'ds and events. The remarks which we have to make on

this topic may be presented in the shape of two further propositions :

3. There is less probability that events should happen two or three

times, with the leading features exactly the same.

4. It is not only quite possible, but probable, that the same words,

whether in the shape of a proverb, simile, or in any other form, should

be repeated by a person on several different occasions.

The third proposition cannot well be misunderstood, after what

has been already said under the second. The point in question is,

whether two accounts coincide, not in certain attendant circumstances,

or in the general features, but in those very points which give to the

narrative its definite form. In the case of the nobleman and the cen-

turion, the leading features are the ^ceak faith of the one and the great

faith of the other, together with their respective utterances.

The fourth has never been sufficiently considered. But we only

need to pay close attention to our own words in order to perceive its

truth. Accustomed though we are to more abstract thought, yet, if ever

a proposition, no matter whether philosophical or historical, becomes

perfectly clear to our own minds or seems to possess peculiar importance,

we are sure to repeat it on different occasions; and the more frequently

this is done, the more certainly shall we acquire the habit of adopt-

ing some particular form of words as serving to convey the thought

most accurately. Especially will those, whose calling it is to seek to
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benefit the souls of others, be sure to adopt certain fixed turns of ex-

pression, figures, and similes, which they continually use when enforc-

ing the same moral or doctrinal truths. How much more must this

have been the case among the Israelites, whose discourses partook so

much of the form of gnomes, and who so rarely resorted to abstract

modes of speech ! Hence we need not be surprised to meet with re-

petitions, not only in the case of actual gnomes, but in longer pas-

sages as well; and it is useless to take the trouble to try and ascertain

which Evangelist has placed some particular words in their proper

connection.

This point, the probable repetition of the same sayings, leads to

another thesis affecting the words of Jesus. (The 3d and 4th pro-

positions served to illustrate the 2d ; in the following we refer back

to No. 1.)

5. It is not at all a natural thing for one person to repeat word

for word the discourses of another ; it is natural, on the other hand,

to repeat the leading thoughts and principal divisions.

Criticism, which thirsts for discrepancies, has treated the discourses

of Jesus, precisely as if they had been reported by a shorthand writer.

Strauss discovers a number of disconnected sentences in the discourses

of Jesus as reported by Luke. He assumes (unfortunately, we are

obliged to add, in common with many of the more recent commenta-

tors^), that each verse ought to be connected with the preceding one

with the most logical precision. And where this strict logical con-

nection cannot be discovered, he at once concludes that the words

cannot have been spoken in the order in which they are reported, but

must" have been strung together by the Evangelist himself ; one saying

being possibly suggested by a similar word in another. But the very

reverse is actually the case : a writer is not usually induced by

similarity of words to introduce a narrative which has no bearing

whatever upon the topic in hand ; but if ever he departs from the

chronological sequence (and it will be shown, as we proceed, that the

Evangelists do this), we naturally assume that with the leisure he

possesses for reflection and arrangement, he will be guided by the

subject in the order he adopts. In daily life, on the contrary, nothing

is more frequent than for the sound of a Avord, or some altogether

subordinate thought, to divert the mind to a new subject, and give a

com])lete turn to the conversation.

Or let any one try, on returning from a walk with some friends,

to write down the conversation that has taken place by the way. It

^ Ohhamen is an exception. In such cases as these he seeks for a psychological

oonnection, to be explained by the laws which regulate the association of ideas.
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will be impossible to remember every little word, or phrase ; but

the leading thoughts and most important expressions, the general drift

of the conversation, and the transition from one topic to another,

will be all impressed upon the memory. Yet if we try to w^-ite down

the whole, just because the slight circumstances, which caused the

change from one subject to another, are most quickly forgotten, there

will be apparently an incoherence and want of harmony between

the separate parts which make up the whole. And if more than one

should attempt to commit the same conversation to writing, one will

have forgotten this, another that ; to one this will appear important,

to another that; so that, whatever similarity there may be on the

whole, the reports will present essential divergences, in which an

advanced criticism might discover without difficulty the greatest con-

tradictions, and exegesis most serious difficulties. The result, in

short, would resemble in all essential points the discourses of Jesus as

preserved in our Gospels.

§ 11.

PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO SEQUENCE.

The plans adopted by the earlier harmonists, and by Chemnitz

especially, for the purpose of determining the general principles of

sequence, have been already explained. When not only the erroneous

assumption, that the Evangelists intended throughout to write in

chronological order, but also the correct observation, that here and

there proofs of such order may be discovered, were given up, the

whole question was brought into a peculiar position. Instead of no-

ticing and employing such data as we really possess, critics preferred

to base their conclusions upon proofs which they supposed to be

reliable, that a certain Evangelist had given the words or acts of

Jesus in their original connection ; from which they inferred, that

although a particular Evangelist might not write throughout in

chronological order, yet greater confidence could be placed in him

than in any other. They would say: "Luke has this saying or

occurrence in a different connection from Matthew ; the former has

certainly placed it in its proper position." In this way, whilst there

was no hope of arranging the whole of the life of Jesus in chrono-

logical order, an attempt was made to determine the true position of

many of the separate parts, and even to award to one particular

Evangelist the credit of greater fidelity to the exact chronological

order.

But the basis on which these systems were built was not a safe
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one. Everything turned upon "which of the Evangehsts had placed

the largest number of passages in their proper connection;" and in

deciding this question the erroneous views were adopted, which-we have

just endeavoured to refute (see No. 4, § 10). Nor w^ere the results

themselves very satisfactory. The leading theologians extended their

protection to different Evangelists ; Schleiermacher to Luke, and De

Weite to Matthew. And among those who adopted Schleiermacher s

liypothesis, that, from chap. ix. 51 onwards, Luke gives an account

of a journey, the opinion was very generally entertained, that the

chronolocrical sequence is preserved most steadily by Matthew at the

commencement, and by Luke towards the close. (This is, on the

whole, Olshausen s view.)

Going still further back, w^e find Hug in his Introduction defending

the hypothesis, that the three Synoptists all intended to give accounts

of four separate journeys of Jesus. But one fact is fatal to this hypo-

thesis, namely, that many of the incidents which Mark places in the

third journey, are placed by Matthew in the first; not to mention

several other discrepancies. Now, when Hug meets this difficulty

by saying, " If we take this or that out of the position in which it

stands in Matthew, and remove it to the place assigned to it by Mark,

the accounts of the first journey will agree," this is a very simple

method, no doubt ; the only question is, why did not Matthew himself

adopt the plan suggested, and thus save the critic from the necessity

of drawing the conclusion, that the Evangelist must have erred ? As
a matter of fact, the error does not appear to have been on the part of

the Evangelist, but on that of the critic. A closer investigation will

show that neither Matthew, nor Mark, nor Luke, says anything about

four journeys.

But leaving the mazes of uncertain hypotheses, we shall proceed to

inquire what and how much can be demonstrated with evident cer-

tainty from the Evangelists. That is to say, we shall examine, first,

whether an Evangelist intended to write in chronological sequence.

To ascertain this, it will be necessary to notice, a. his plan ; h. whether

he obviously classifies according to subjects ; and c. whether he makes
any remark himself as to tlie manner in which he intends to treat his

materials {vide the prooemium to Luke). Secondly, if w^e are satisfied

that the Evangelists did not intend to write in consecutive order, we
shall still perceive that here and there events are strung together by
particular formulas, sometimes in one Gospel only, and at other times

in more than one. As it is most natural, even if the writers did not

intend to confine tliemselvcs to chronological order, that, recollecting

the relative position of certain events (I do not say they remembered
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the order of succession in all cases), they should give them in their

connection, when this suited, or did not interfere with, their main pur-

pose, we shall inquii'e in each particular instance, jirsty whether the

formula adopted here indicates the chronological relation in which the

second pericope stands to the first ; secondly (if this be the case),

whether it shows how long a time elapsed between the first and second

(this may be done in two ways: either by fixing the precise period,

e.g., " the same day," " after six days," or by describing its relation

to other events—" as Jesus departed thence") ; and thirdlx/, whether

it necessarily follows from the statement as to time, that one event

followed so immediately upon the other, that there was no room for a

third between them {e.g., "and while He was thus speaking"), or

whether it leaves space enough for a third to have intervened {e.g.,

" on the self-same day," " after six days," " when He came to the

house," " on the way") ?—Accordingly there result, 1. generalforms of

conclusion, which break off the connection both as to time and subject

;

2, connecting links, which neither indicate pi^ecedence nor sequence

in time : loose connections ; 3. indications of the order of time, with-

out any intimation of the length of time which intervened : indefinite

connections; 4. indications of 7?iecZwYg succession: mediate connections

;

5. indications of immediate succession : immediate connections.

All such conjectures as those of Chemnitz, that such a fact most

probably occurred after such another, we leave out of sight. We
confine ourselves simply to what is definitely stated. As we examine

each Evangelist by himself, we shall find (longer or shorter) series of

events linked together in their distinct order of occurrence ; these we
shall call Chains (Synechieen). But on comparing different Evangelists

together, the following cases may arise :

—

In the first place, it may happen that in one Evangelist certain

passages, 7n, n, . . . q, r, form a chain, whilst another Evangelist either

omits these passages altogether, or gives them in an unconnected form

;

whilst, on the other hand, the latter forms a new chain, commencing

with r (say r, h, i) ; and then, again, either the first or a third Evan-

gelist supplies a third chain, i, b, c. In this case several shorter chains

woidd combine to form a still longer one {m, n, . . . q, r, h, i, b, c).

These we shall call Syndesms (Syndesmen).

In the second place, it may happen that one Evangelist connects a

and b together by an indirect or indefinite formula of succession,

whilst a second connects a directly with r. This would show that r

must be placed between a and b.

In neither of the cases supposed is there any contradiction. But

in the third place, the question arises, whether it is not the fact that
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one Evangelist narrates certain facts in a definite order, which differs

entirely from that adopted by another ; Matthew^ for example, forming

a chain, m, n, o, p, whilst Luke's arrangement is m, o, p, n ? In that

case there would be a discrepancy in the sequence.

We shall now proceed to examine each Evangelist by himself.

CHAPTER 11.

MATTHEW.

§12.

PLAN OF MATTHEW.

What did Matthew^ intend to write?—On this point he speaks quite as

plainly as Luke. From the character of the book, it is indeed known

and generally admitted, that Matthew must have intended it for

readers of Israelitish descent, since Jewish customs and speciahties

are alluded to without further explanation ; and, on the other hand,

parallels are constantly drawn between the Gospel history and Old

Testament prophecy, for the evident purpose of proving that Jesus

is the " Messiah " or " King " promised in the Old Testament. And
this intention is also expressed clearly enough in chap. i. 1.

But here, first of all, the question comes up, whether " The book

of the generation" is the title of the whole work, or merely of the

genealogy. So far as the expression /3i/3Xo9 ryeveaeoi'i itself is con-

cerned, it could stand for either. For it is confessedly a translation of

the Hebrew nn?in "iDD, which is applied by the writers of Israelitish

history, both to genealogies in the stricter sense, and also to historical

narratives,^ since the ancient theocratic histories consisted simply in

the expansion of genealogies. De Wette and others admit, that one

might be inclined to assume that Matthew employs the expression,

" book of the generation," in a purely Hebrew sense, with reference

not to the genealogy only, but to the entire book. But Meyer, Bleek,

and JDe Wette are of opinion, that such an assumption is precluded

by the circumstance, that Matthew connects the title, " book of the

generation of Jesus Christ," directly with the words, "the son of

^ "We have no intention of prejudging the authenticity of the first Gospel. We
merely use the names Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, for the sake of brevity,

instead of saying, the author of the first, second, third, and fourth Gospels.

2 Cf. LXX. Gen. ii. 4, v. 1, vi 9, etc.
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David, the son of Abraham;" by which, in their opinion, he evi-

dently shows, that what he is about to introduce as /3i/3Xo9 yevea-eco^ is

a simple genealogy.

The opinion rests, however, upon an evident misunderstanding.

Unquestionably, Matthew describes what he is about to write as a

genealogy, and actually gives a genealogy. The only question is,

whether chaps, ii.-xxviii. contain a series of sections attached to the

genealogy, which forms the first section; or whether they are not

rather the expansion of the genealogy which forms the trunk of the

whole, so that the title of the genealogy furnishes at the same time

a description of the contents of the entire book. I am decidedly of

opinion that the latter is the case. In the first place, it is exegetically

certain, that in using the expression, " the book of the generation,"

Matthew alludes to the O. T. nnhn 12D. And it is not difficult to

decide, whether he merely thought to please and attract Israelitish

readers by the accustomed sound, or whether he did not rather make

use of the words for the purpose of indicating Avhat it was his inten-

tion to do, namely, to folloiv out entirely the old theocratical method of

writing liistory, and to treat the history of Jesus as an expansion of his

genealogy. If this be correct, it is evident, secondly, that whilst in the

words, " the son of David, the son of Abraham," the salient points in

the genealogy itself are named, he intends thereby to indicate that the

expansion of the genealogy will also turn for the most part upon these

two points ; in other words, that the whole book is intended to fur-

nish a proof that Jesus is the son of David and of Abraham.

With the name Jesus, Matthew associates no mystic meaning

;

he merely employs it as the name of the historical person who is

already known to his readers, or with whom he is about to make them

acquainted. The name Christ, on the contrary, which he never

uses anywhere else in this connection, is most important, and serves

to confirm what has already been said respecting the " book of the

generation." Xpiaro^ is confessedly a simple translation of the O. T.

n^t>'lDn or Nrr^'k^'D. And it is Matthew's intention to trace the genea-

logy of the historical person Jesus, who was the Anointed One. Now
it was as the son of David and so7i of Abraham that He was the

Anointed One, the promised and expected Messiah.

In the Old Testament we find throughout, that on every fresh

turn in the history of Israel, whether prosperous or adverse, the people

and the propliets looked forward to a future, in which they would

receive deliverance, and something still more glorious than they

already possessed. And as the Old Testament Codex lay open before

the Evangelist, he found in it such promises as these : That in the
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seed of Abraham all nations of the earth should be blessed ; and that

a King should sit upon the throne of David, who should reign in

righteousness and peace, and whom all the ends of the earth should

serve (Gen. xii. 3, xv. 5, xvii. 7 sqq. ; 2 Sam. vii. 12 sqq.). That

Jesus was this seed of Abraham, this heir and successor to the throne

of David, is what Matthew sets himself to prove.

The conclusion of his book confirms us in this opinion ; for the

first Gospel is brought to a close by Jesus declaring, that " to Him
all power in heaven and earth is given," and thus claiming to be the

Second David ; by His also giving commandment that by baptism

His kingdom was to be established on earth ; and by His promising

protection to His kingdom to tlie end of the world, thus announcing

Himself as the promised Seed of Abraham in whom all nations

were to be blessed.—All that lies between the commencement and the

close, therefore, must be regarded as furnishing proofs, first, that

Jesus was really the Messiah promised in the Old Testament, the theo-

cratically legitimate successor to the throne of Davdd ; and, secondly,

that in this capacity Jesus had founded a kingdom, not circumscribed

by the contracted forms of the ancient theocracy, but a kingdom of

faith and of the Spirit, comprehending all nations, and fulfilling the

promise given to Abraham. The agreement with the Old Testament

prophecy, and the breaking down of the limits of the Israelitish nation

in accordance with this prophecy, had both to be exhibited.

Hence, at the very outset, what we have reason to expect, is not

a hiography, with the events of Jesus' life recorded day by day in

chronological order, but a doctrinal treatise rather ;—not purely doc-

trinal indeed, but historically doctrinal. For, looking more parti-

cularly at the second point, the new form of the kingdom of Christ,

by which it is distinguished from the O. T. prophecies and types, it

was necessary to show in what way Jesus proceeded step by step to

make this manifest : how lie wove the new into the old ; how He
introduced the former to His followers, and accustomed them to it

;

and w^e naturally expect, therefore, not indeed that the events should

all be narrated in their actual sequence, but that some regard should

be paid to chronology.

§13.

ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIALS.

If we take a general survey of the order in which the different

mcidents are arranged, we neither find a logical, abstract classification,

with the different portions bearing upon some one particular doctrine
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classed together in a scholastic form, nor a continuous narrative. But
the whole is divided into sections in a manner the most simple and

unconstrained.

1. T\\(i early history (chaps, i.-ii.) relates how Joseph, to whom the

right of Davidic descent belonged, and who was therefore either the

lawful successor, or at least eligible to the throne of the theocracy,

acknowledged Jesus as his son and heir, notwithstanding His super-

natural conception ; and then, how Jesus, on the occasion of the visit

of the Magi, was brought in the most innocent way into conflict with

the ruling dynasty, which placed Ilis life in the most imminent danger.

Here we see at once, on the one hand, the theocratic rights of the

Anointed one of the N. T., and, on the other, the great difference

between His situation and that of the kings of the Old.

2. Chaps, iii.—iv. relate to us how Jesus had a forerunner in John

the Baptist, who proclaimed Him to the people as the promised King,

and at the same time declared that lineal descent from Abraham ivas in

itself of no u'orth at all. (The same antithesis as before.) Jesus, by

submitting to baptism, placed Himself on the same level with those

who had tran.sgressed the Old Testament law, but was declared by

God to be His beloved Son.—Then follows the history of the tempta-

tion. In this also Jesus is presented first of all as a man, the son of

David ; but the son of David proves Himself to be also the Son of God
by overcoming the temptation.

In this section, again, the prominent feature is the contrast be-

tween the son of David, as the Son of God, and David himself, as well

as the rest of the Old Testament saints.

3. In chap. iv. 12-25 we have a general description of the place

and mode in which Jesus commenced his public ministry, and of the

manner in which He gathered some followers about Him. In accord-

ance with the Old Testament prophecies. He laboured in despised

Galilee. But in the mighty, soul-penetrating, irresistible call, with

which He collected His disciples, He appeared in all His majesty as

the Son of God.

4. The Sermon on the Mount (chaps, v.-vii.) is, strictly speaking, a

comparison drawn by Jesus Himself between the Old Covenant and the

New, and an explanation of the difference between them, and also of

the manner in which the former is fulfilled in the latter.

5. In chaps, viii.-ix. thQ first miracles of Jesus are related in chro-

nological order, and this section is closed with a general formula (chap.

ix. 35).

6. Then follows a section, which is introduced with a reflection on

the necessity for disciples, and in which the names of the disciples, and
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other matters connected with them, are introduced (chaps, x.-xl.).

Among other things, we find a comparison drawn between the dis-

ciples of Jesus and those of John ; and in this, again, another contrast

between the Old and New Testaments. The section is closed by a

praifer of Jesus for His disciples.

7. liitherto the disciples of Jesus alone have been considered

;

henceforth the narrative passes to another circle. The relation in

which Jesus stood to the sect of the Pharisees is more minutely de-

scribed (in separate conversations, chaps, xii.-xiii.). Hitherto the dif-

ferent features of the Old and New Testaments had been exhibited

theoretically only, and therefore in perfect harmony. Now, we have

a desci-iption of the manner in which an active conflict gradually arose,

until the events which occurred at length compelled the disciples of

Jesus to a separation from the Old Testament form.

8. Jesus unfolds the positive doctrine of His kingdom to the dis-

ciples in a number of similitudes (parables, chap. xiii.).

9. After a notice of the beheading of John the Baptist (chap, xiv.),

we have an account of the rising and ever-increasing conflict between

Jesus and the authorities at Jerusalem (chaps, xv.-xxi.), arranged in the

order of sequence ; namely,

—

a. the first collisions (chaps, xv.-xvi. 12)

;

b. a notice of the fact that although Jesus is acknowledged by His

disciples as the Messiah and Son of God, He will not declare Himself

openly to be so, but rather proceeds to make known to them the depth

of His approaching humiliation ; whilst, again. He is rewarded for His

resolution to give Himself up to suffering,

—

i.e., is transfigured by the

Father (chaps, xvi. 13-xvii. 9) ; c. His last acts and words on the way
to Jerusalem (chaps, xvii. 10-xx.) ; d. His entrance (chap. xxi.).

10. We have the final catastrophe itself.

11. The resuri'ection of Jesus, and the founding of the Church.

We can see from this how far Matthew writes in the order of

sequence.

The sections 1-5 belong to the earliest period of the public works

of Jesus; 9—11 to their close. With regard to the sections 6-8, on

the contrary, since they are distinguished from one another purely by

their subject-matter, it is to be assumed that the chronological sequence

is disturbed for the sake of the classification. In other words, it is not

at all probable that Jesus, in the first place, spent a certain time ex-

clusively with His disciples, then occupied a second period in conver-

sations with the Pharisees, and so forth ; but here, if anywhere, we are

xoarranted in adopting the method formerly announced, viz., to assxime

a chronological sequence onhj in cases where it is distinctly indicated by

clear and definite data.
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§14.

DATA RELATIVE TO SEQUENCE.

A tabular statement will present the matter in the clearest light.

In one column (second in the table) we give the titles of the different

incidents or conversations {Pericopce). In another (fourth in table)

we place the formula by which one pericope is linked to the next.

In a third column we indicate by general signs w^hat the nature of the

connection is. Thus, immediate connection {yid. § 11) is indicated by ) ;

mediate connection by ]] ; indefinite by ] ; loose by — ; and a general

concluding formula by =. In the first and fifth columns we show the

numerical order, contents, and length of the chains thus formed.

Chains- Titles of the Pericopse. Connecting Formulas. Chapters.

Call of Peter, Andrew,
James, and John.

Sermon on the Mount.

Centurion's servant.

Peter'smother-in-law.

]]

]]

(General introductory state-

ment. After the imprison-

ment of John the Baptist,

Jesus went into Galilee, and
took up His abode not in Na-
zareth, but in Capernaum.
From that time forth He began
to preach.)

irepiTTctTcoi/ oi.

" And walking by the sea."

Vers. 23-25. General notices.

loau OS roil; 6'x,'>^ovg.

" And seeing the multitudes."

Kxroifioivri Ze ctiirZ, x.r.'h.

" When He was come down from
the mountain, great multi-

tudes followed Him, and be-

hold."

tiasT^dovTi Bs uvTU it; Kx-Trep-

vetoiifi -Trpoar/T^dev.

" And when Jesus was entered

into Capernaum, there came
unto Him a centurion."

Kxl eXduu^ K.r.'K.

" And when Jesus was come
into Peter's house."

ihuu "hi 6 ' Imoi; Tro'K'hov; oyif^ov;

TTtpl xin-ou.

Ver. 18. " Now when Jesus saw
great multitudes alx)ut Him."

IV.

(ver. 12.)
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Chains. Titles of the Pericopae.

Jesus crosses the lake.

Scribe Avishing to

follow. Also another

disciple.

Jesus stills the tem-

pest.

Gergesenes.

One sick of the palsy

brought in a bed.
" "Whether is easier?"

Call of Matthew.

Question why Jesus

eats with publicans.

(The question was
not asked during the

nioal, but in all

probability directly

after, as Jesus was
leaving the house with
His disciples.

Question putbyJohn's
disciples, why the

disciples of Jesus did

not fast.

The ruler's daughter,

Connecting Formulae.

(This cannot have been in the

evening referred to in ver. 16
;

it must, therefore, have been

at some other time: conse-

quently the connection is in-

definite.)

,ccl i/xlixvl diiru iii to Tr'Ko'iov.

'And when He was entered

into the ship."

'.ot,\ I'hdovTi ai/ra ilg to Tripxv.

' And when He was come to

the other side."

',»! ifi/ictg . . . "hti-TVipxai. Kul

?l7^6iv . . . Kxl iZov.

' And He entered into a ship,

and passed over, and came into

His own city, and behold."

" And as Jesus passed forth from
thence."

;ocl syiuSTO xurov

rn qIkix.

•.VCtmil^iVOV iU

' And it came to pass, as Jesus

sat at meat in the house" (ac-

cording to Mark and Luke, in

Matthew's house).

Then."

Tcaka. etvTOv XotXoDi/TO? «yTO?;,

ioov.

" While He spake these things

unto them, behold."

Chapters.
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Chains. Titles of the Pericopse.

and woman -with

issue of blood.

Two blind men (Jesus

goes home, ver. 28).

Dumb man possessed

with a devil. (Ac-
cusation, " He cast-

eth out devils through

the prince of the

devils.")

Call of the disciples
;

their names ; their

commission.

John sends his dis-

ciples to Christ.
" Woe unto thee, Cho-
razin."

Prayer : "I thank
Thee, Father."

Rubbing the ears of

corn. Discourse on
the Sabbath.

"Withered hand. (Plot

of the Pharisees.)

Blind and dumb.
Fresh charge of cast-

Connectinp: Formulae.

'And when Jesus departed

thence."

etiiruv Is i^ipxo,uhu!/, ilou.

" As they went out, behold."

Ver. 35. General statement.

Ver. 36. Jesus laments the want
of shepherds.

xxl iyivsTO ore IrtMaiv . . .

fcsTS/^Yi iiciiSiv . . . (o Ss ' laoiv-

"Hf.)
" And it came to pass, when
Jesus had made an end of

commanding His twelve dis-

ciples, He departed thence to

teach and to preach in their

cities.

"Now, when John had heard

... he sent."

iv sxstuu ra Kxiptj.

" At that time."

IV (KSIVU TU KCttpU.

" At that time."

Kctl ff,irx(ioi; ty-ukv ^'hhv.

" And when He was departed

thence. He went into their

synagogue."

Vers. 15-21. General descrip-

tion.

ToV£. " Then."

Chapters.

XI. 1.

XI. 2.
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Chains. Titles of the Pericopse.

10.

ing out devils by-

Beelzebub. Christ's

reply.

Pharisees desire a sign.

The mother and bre-

tliren of Jesus want
to see Him.

Jesus goes to the sea-

side. Parable of the

Parable of the tares.

Parable of leaven. Hid-

den treasure. Net.

Explanation of the
parable of the tares.

" Is this not the car-

pcnter'a son ?"

Connecting Formulae.

]]

TOTS dTrtXpld/KTXU,

" Then certain . . . answered."

STI Bs XVTOU XstXoSl/TOJ . . . iZoV.

" While He yet talked to the

people, behold."

" The same day."

oL'K'hyiu 'Tra.pxlioh.Viv TTctpi^^KSi/ ai/-

TOif, Xiyvv.
" Another parable put He forth

unto them, saying" (according

to ver. 3, apparently on the

same day).

" Another parable put He forth

unto them."^

ire cKpeig roi/g oxhovg ^'hdiv tig

ZVjU olx,ixv.

' Then J esus sent the multitude

away, and went into the

house" (inn).

x,x\ lyiviTO on Irk'Kiaiu . . . fce-

rvipsu IKsWlV Kxl iXduv iU T^"

" And it came to pass, that

when Jesus had finished these

parables, He departed thence.

And when He was come into

His own country (Nazareth)."

Here follows a general descrip-

tion of the relation in which
Jesus stood to His coimtry-

men.

" At that time."

Chapters.

• Whether Matthew has grouped together here several little parables spoken at different

times, or whether Jesus spoke them one after another, is of no importance for sequence.
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Titles of the Pericopre. Connecting Formulas. Chapters.

12.

Herod's anxiety. (Sup-
plementary : execu-

tion of John.)

Jesus goes into the

desert. Feeding of

the five thousand.

Jesus returns. He
walks upon the sea.

Scribes and Pharisees

come from Jeru-

salem. Discourses of

Jesus.

Jesus goes to Phoe-

nicia. "\Toman of

Canaan.

Jesus goes to the Sea

of Galilee. Feeding

of four thousand.

Jesus comes to Mag-
dala. Pharisees and
Sadducees seek a

sign. " Leaven of

the Pharisees."

Peter's confession.

First words of Jesus

concerning His suf-

ferings and what
would follow.

]]

]]

>ansfiguration.

]]

Kxl ocKOtitTx; 6 ' l/iaovg.

" And when Jesus heard"
(either how Herod watched
Hira, or how John had been

put to death, or both).

" And straightway.'

Jesus goes into the land of

Gennesaret. General descrip-

tion.

TOTS. "Then."

x«2 i^iK^uv ixSiSiv.

" Then Jesus went thence."

Kx) f*irx(ixs ix,ei6iv.

"And Jesus departed

thence."

from

>cx] x-TTo'hviTxg rov; o^^Xot/; luifin

tig TO tt'aoIou XXI.

" And He sent the multitude

away, and took ship, and
came," etc.

eX^iji/ Be 'Irjffot/j ilg rii /^epn

YLxiaxpilxg.
" When Jesus came into the

coasts of Csesarea PMlippi.

Kxl [z,iS iifiipxg 'i^.

" And after six days.'
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Chains.

13.

Titles of the PericopsB.

Lunatic boy.

Jesus' second allusion

to His sufferings.

Tribute money.

Dispute -who should

be the greatest.

Words of Jesus about
offences ; the hun-
dred sheep ; the

power of the keys
;

forgiveness ; the un-
merciful servant.^

Jesus goes into the

border country of

Judaea and Persea.

Conversation on di-

vorce.

Little childrenbrought.

' Good I^raster." " We
have forsaken all."

Labourers in thp

vineyard.

Connecting Formulae.

aal i>,96vTuv avTuv vpos rov

"And when they were come

down to the multitude."

" And while they abode {dua-

crpsipofjt.ivuv') in Galilee."

" And when they were come to

Capernaum " (evidently re-

ferring to their return, after

the stay in GaUlee).

iv ex.sivf] rfi upx.
" At the same time."

KCt] iyiViTO OTB iri'hiiJiV . . . fiS-

T^piV.

" And it came to pass, that,

when Jesus had finished these

sayings, He departed from
Galilee."

The general formula, ver. 2,

points to R prolonged.stay there.

At all events, the occurrence

related in ver. 3 sqq. did not

happen previously, but while

He was there ; consequently

after His journey thither.

to't6. "Then."

ivopevSn iKiiS-i/, Kxl /Soy.

" And He departed thence.

And, behold."

• From chap. xix. 1, it is evident that Matthew intends to represent these words of Jesus

as following one another in direct succession.
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Chains.
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CHAPTER III.

MARK.

§ 15.

PLAN AND AERANGEMENT.

Here, again, we look first of all at the work itself, to see what

it purports to be. The superscription reads thus :

—

ap^V '^ov euay-

yeXiov 'Irjaov Xptcnov, vlov rov ©eov (" Beginning of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ, the Son of Goer). Commentators have again raised

the question, whether these words are merely the heading to the

account contained in vers. 4—8 (the appearance of John), and to be

construed with iyevero, ver. 4, as Lachmann maintains ; or whether

they are the superscription to the whole book, as Erasmus supposed.

The former view is untenable, both grammatically and from the very

nature of the case. Lachmamis construction is monstrous. Who
would ever think of commencing a book with a sentence broken up

by so long a parenthesis ? JDe Wette completes the sentence by insert-

ing the words "is as follows ;" but he forgets that if this were

understood, the article would stand before ap')(r]. Both, however, are

0})posed to the meaning of evayyeXiov, which can be proved to be

neither announcement nor Gospel history, but good (joyful) tidings.

It is evident, on the central y, that ver. 1 is the superscription to the

whole book. But what does ap-^rj mean ? Wh}^ not simply evayyiXcov

^Irjaov Xpiarov ? This may be explained on the supposition that

Mark does not intend it as an ordinary title, descriptive of the plan

and contents of the work ; but throws it rhetorically into the form

of a proclamation, so as to make ver. 1 an integral part of the work
itself. ^^ Here begin the good tidings of Jesus Christ, the Son of
God:^^ with these concise, pithy, comprehensive words, he introduces

his subject, and at once presents to his readers, as a richly suggestive

whole, the undeveloped fulness of what he is about to unfold.

Here, then, we have before us at the very outset the most import-

ant element in Mark's ^Zan. He commences with a rhetorical ai^peal;

and so he continues. The whole work evidently bears the same
character. He has to deliver a message ; he preaches with the voice

of a messenger. We neither expect, nor find, the calm logfcal dis-

position of Matthew, who undertook, as a writer living in Israel, to
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draw up in the form of a treatise a proof of tlie harmony between the

New Covenant and the Old. We have before us, on tlie contrary,

the assistant of Apostles, accustomed to stand in the market-places of

cities, to arouse the unexpecting heathen with appeals that bore with

them the power of a God, producing first amazement, then attention,

from this alarm, and lastly conviction.

His purpose is to set forth Jesus as the So7i of God. Not as the

son of Abraham and David, who must of necessity, in order to realize

absolutely such a relationship, be also the Son of God ; but simply

and solely as the Son of God. In this way he at once confronted the

heathen loith their sons of God (for it is acknowledged that Mark
wrote for Gentiles). But how is he to bring his proofs ? The Greeks

saw in their gods the noble, the exalted. It was necessary, therefore,

that at the very outset they should receive a direct impression of some-

thing glorious and sublime. They had no Old Testament in their

possession to which Mark could appeal.^ Hence he causes the ajy-

pearance of Jesus to pass before them. The whole Gospel is dramatic.

This thoroughly expresses its true character.

To justify what has been said, we appeal not merely to the well-

known peculiarity of Mark, who depicts much more fully than the

others the details of events connected with the life of Christ, and even

aims to present them to the eye, but to the manner in which he proceeds

in the second and following verses of the first chapter. After the

announcement, " A beginning of the good tidings of Jesus Christ, the

Son of God" he adds, " as it is written in the prophets," and cites two

passages, Mai. iii. 1, and Isa. xl. 3. The words co? 'yi'ypainai (" as it is

written") are connected with the preceding verse with the greatest

rhetorical freedom. The entire quotation is evidently introduced with

the double purpose, first, to show how the preparatory call was uttered

centuries before, and secondly, to give expression to the thought that

the coming one was himself " the Lord."

Again, in a most abrupt manner, he introduces the description of

John the Baptist. One picture embraces both the Baptist and his

ministry (vers. 4, 5, and so on to ver. 8). You see him standing by

the Jordan, preaching and baptizing in his haiiy garment. At the

same time he announces one [la-'^vpoTepo';) mightier than himself.

A fresh scene is then opened. Jesus comes to the Jordan. Who
He is, when and where He was born, we are not told. His supernatural

^ Not that the Gentile Christians, to whom he wrote, knew nothing at all of the

Old Testament. The second and following verses of the very first chapter prove

the contrary. But they had received it for the first time u-illi Christianity, and in

its train. For them, therefore, it was not, as for the Jews, the higher appall.
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birth would have furnished a most important demonstration of His

divinity ; but demonstrations he has no intention to give. It is not

by reflection, but by direct impressions, that the reader is to be con-

vinced of the divinity of Christ. And how could Mark attain this

object better, than by making Jesus appear suddenly and be baptized,

and then describing how the heavens were opened, and the Holy

Spirit descended, and the voice of the Father sounded down upon the

Son from heaven? Even the refusal of John to baptize Jesus is

passed silently by ; and the Evangelist hastens on to the loftiest and

most glorious scenes that he has to depict, or describe.

With the same haste he now proceeds to another picture. Jesus

is " driven " (to irvevfjia avTov eK/daXkei,) into the wilderness. He is

there forty days among the beasts, tempted by Satan ; and after the

temptation, angels come and serve Him.

'Jliis may suffice to explain the plan and method of Mark. We
might proceed to dissect the wdiole of the Gospel in the same manner.

For we find, from beginning to end, the same peculiarity—the same

liking for pictures, detached tableaux, rather than a continuous history

spun out by reflection, or a line of argument well thought out and

carefully arranged. Hence this delineation of details; hence also

all the other minute peculiarities, by which, as we shall afterwards

see, Mark is distinguished from Matthew and Luke in the different

synoptical accounts. Any artistic disposition of the materials, or

classification into sections,—in a word, any such arrangement accord-

ing to subjects as we find in Matthew, we cannot, with the greatest

care, discover. It is true, we sometimes meet with general descriptions

(e.g., i. 39, iii. 10, 11, vi. 6 and 56, ix. 30) of the same kind as we so

frequently meet with in Matthew, at the close of a section devoted to

some special subject (viz., the parables, conversations with the Phari-

sees, the account of the disciple-circle, etc.). But in Mark they seem

to have no such connection. He proceeds in the same unvaried

course with a series of separate accounts, which do not admit of

classification. Picture follows picture; and as we should naturally

expect, with this absence of arrangement according to subjects, and
with his general plan of describing the appearance of Jesus, that Mark
would keep to the chronological order of events, so far as it was known
to him, so we actually find that he not unfrequently links passages

together in their order of sequence;^ and that in cases where he intro-

^ Chaps, ii.-iii. are exceptions. Compare the following table. When we come
to the history of tlie Pas.^ion, we shall see, on comparing Matthew and Mark, that

the latter is frequently most careful to give exact notices as to time, in cases where
the former passes them by altogether.
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duces the general formulae, to which reference has just been made, it

is rather from the loant of definite data, than for the purpose of bring-

ing particular sections to a close.

§16.

DATA RELATIVE TO SEQUENCE.

Chains.
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Titles of the Pericopse. Connecting Formulse.

Call of Levi.

Jesus blamed for eat-

ing -with publicans

and sinners.

Discourse on fastinar.

Rubbing the ears of

corn.

The withered hand.

Jesus goes to the sea.

Choice of the twelve
disciples.

The friends of Jesus
want to lay hands
on Him.

"And He went forth again by
the sea-side."^

xccl eyiusro iv tu KctrctKUadott h
Trj o'lKIX CCVTOV.

"And it came to pass, that as

Jesus sat at meat in the house."

(Evidently afterwards, though
it is not stated Jiow long after-

wards.)

xxl ijaxv of.

" And the disciples of John . . .

come and say unto Him."

Kctl iyivtro 7rcipx7iropsi'S(T6cii etii-

TOV.

"And it came to pass, that He
went through the corn-fields."

y.x\ stavi'hh TTx'Kiv.

"And He entered again into

the synagogue."

" And Jesus withdrew Himself
... to the sea."

General statement, vers. 10-12,
but merely parenthetical. Ver.

7, " He withdrew;" ver. 9,
" And He spake ;" and ver.

13, "And He goeth up," are
evidently closely connected.

Ver. 19. XXI spxo'JTXt d; oTkov.

" And they went into a house."

Ver. 22. Kxi. "And the scribes

said." (The following inci-

dent appears to be introduced
here, on account of the subject

to which it alludes, for the

purpose of embracing in one
picture all the accusations

brought against Jesus.)

' This formula, too, can only be regarded as a loose connection, although from Matthew
it certainly appears that the events did so follow one another.
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Chains. Titles of the Pericop®. Couuocting Formulas. Chapters.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Jesiis accused of hav-

ing Beelzebub.

His mother and bre-

thren come.

Parables : the sower,

the candlestick, the

corn-field, the mus-
tard-seed.

Sail to Persea. Still-

ing the tempest.

The Gadarenes.

Daughter of Jairus,

and woman with

issue of blood.

' Is not this the car-

penter?"

The Twelve sent out.

Herod's alarm (John
was already behead-

ed).

Jesus goes into the

desert. Feeding of

the five thousand.

Jesus walks upon the

sea.

Ver. 31. "There came {olu^ in

like manner)."

" And He began again to teach.

Ver. 35. Iv tKshij rri i]f/,ipx.

" And the same day." (Vers.

33, 34 are parenthetical.)

Kxl yiT^Sov ilg to "Trspxv.

"And they came over unto the

other side."

Kxl OiocTspxaxvTo;, k.t.'K.

" And when Jesus was
over again by ship."

rviv TTctTpiOoc uuTOV . . . Kccl yi-

vofiivciv actfiiSuTOv.

' And He went out from thence,

and came into His own coun-

try. . . . And when the Sab-

bath-day was come."

>cxt -TrepiYiys . . . 'hihxax.uu.

"And He went round about

the villages teaching, and . . .

Ver. 14. Kxl '/jKovoiv 6, x.t.A.

"And king Herod heard of

Him" (afterwards, therefore,

and in consequence of what has

just been narrated).

Return of the disciples, ver. 30.

x.x\ ivdiug. "And straightway."

Ver. 5G. General description.

—
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Chains. Titles of the Pericopae. Connecting Formula.

Pharisees and scribes

from Jerusalem. Dis-

course on traditions.

Jesus goes to the Phoe-

nician frontier. Ca-

naanitish woman.

Jesus goes to Decapo-

lis. The dumb man.

Feeding of the 4000.

Jesus goes to Dalma-
nutha. The Phari-

sees seek a sign.

Conversation on the

leaven of the Phari-

Man born blind.

Peter's confession. Je-

sus foretells His suf-

ferings.

Transfiguration. Boy
possessed. ,

Chapter

"Then came together unto

Him." >cxl avvxyouToci 'vpog

xvrou.

X.XI SKsldei/ dvxaroig dvyfkSiv.

"And from thence He arose

and went."

"And again departing from

the coasts of Tyre and Sidon,

He came."

iv SKtivciig ruig ti/xepxig.

"In those days the multitude

being very great " (evidently

on the same journey).

KMi svdiu; ijufixs ilg to '7r7\oh»

. . . ^A^£J/.

" And straightway He entered

into a ship with His disciples,

and came."

" And He left them, and, enter-

ing into the ship again, de-

parted to the other side."

not,] 'ipxiTctt £(? 'Rn^aoi'i^xu.

" And He cometh to Bethsaida."

x,a.\ t^iiK6iv 6 . . . ilg roig KUfiXS

. . . >Ccil iU Tfi o'S^.

" And Jesus went out and His

disciples into the towns of

Caesarea PhiUppi ; and by the

way."

[4,i$ il/nipct; s'|.

" And after six days."

Ver. 30. Koti tKsUiv il^^oWfj
vctfi'TiropivovTO B<» T^f VctK.
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Chains.

15.

Titles of the Pericopse.

Second announcement
of His sufferings.

Conversation among
the disciples who
should be the great-

est.

Child placed in the

midst of the disci-

ples.—One who was
casting out devils iu

the name of Jesus.

Conversation on of-

fences.

Jesus goes to the fron-

tier between Judgea

and Peraea. Con-
versation on divorce.

Children brought.

'Good Master." "We
have left all."

Third announcement
of His sufferings.

Request of the sons of

Zebedee.

Blind Bartimeus.

Entry into Jerusalem.

Connecting FormulsB.

'And they departed thence,

and passed through Galilee."

" And He came to Capernaum."

xxxsiOiv ctvxarxg sp^STXi.

"And He arose from thence,

and cometh."

Kccl iv rri oiKict . . . Ver. 13.

Kxi vrpoffiipepov.

"And inthe house" (ver. 10) . . .

"And they brought" (ver. 13).

K»i iKVopsvo/nivov otvrov ilg ohou.

" And when He was gone forth

into the way."

l^aotv Ss iv cho) dvoc^ctivovng ilg

'isp.

" And they were in the way
going up to Jerusalem."

"And James and John . . .

come to Him" (evidently in

close connection).

x.ct\ 'ipxirxi tli 'lipi^u' Kx\ iK,-

TTOpeVOfAiVOV.

"And they came to Jericho;

and as He went out."

Kxl ere iyyi^ovaiv.

"And when they came nigh to

Jerusalem."

CLaptei-8.
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§17.

SYNOPTICAL COMPAKISON OF MATTHEW AND MARK.

We regard as synoptical (i.e., as accounts of the same event),

—

1. Tlie call of Peter, Andrew, James, and John (Matthew No. 1

;

Mark No, 1^), both because the names are the same, and also on ac-

count of the perfect agreement in the occurrence itself.

2. The healing of Peters mother-in-law : Matt. No. 2 ; Mark No.

2. For the same reasons,

3. The stilling of the tempest : Matt. No. 3 ; Mark No. 12. On
the same ground,

4. The Gergesenes : Matt. 3 ; Mark 12.—Decisive on this point

are the close connection with the stilling of the tempest, and the

agreement in other leading circumstances. The differences are, that

Matthew mentions two men possessed, Mark one, and that the former

speaks of Gergesenes (Gerasenes ?), the latter of Gadarenes. We
shall show by and by how these and other minor differences are to be

explained. In the meantime, we assume that the two accounts are

identical.

5. ^lan sick of the palsy upon a bed : Matt. 3 ; Mark 4 ; on

account of the sameness in the circumstances and in the words of

Jesus.—Difference : Matthew does not mention that he was let down
through the roof.

6. Call of Matthew (Levi) : Matt. 3; Mark 5. Similarity in the cir-

cumstances, including the following meal, and the conversation there.

7. Jairus' daughter, and the woman with the issue of blood. The
harmon}'- of the two narratives. The question about fasting in Matt.

4, we also regard as identical with that in Mark 6. The reasons we
shall give by and by.

8. The call of the disciples : Matt. 5 ; Mark 9.

9. Their mission : Matt. 5 ; Mark 13.

10. The ears of corn : Matt. 8 ; Mark 7.

11. The withered hand : Matt. 8 ; Mark 8.

12. Accusation respecting Beelzebub : Matt. 9 ; Mark 10. Same-
ness in the answer given by Christ.—Difference: Mark does not men-
tion any particular occasion. This of course is not a difference in the

event, but simply in the manner of narrating it. (The similai' charge

in Matt. No. 4 was made on a different occasion.)

13. The mother and brethren of Jesus come to seek Him : Matt.

9 ; Mark 11. The events and the words spoken are the same.

^ These numbers relate to the different chains.
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U. The parables : Matt. 9 ; :Mark 12.

15. Herod's alarm : Matt. 10 ; Mark 13. The occasion just the

same.

16. Feeding of the five thousand. Walking on the sea : ]Matt. 10
;

Mark 13. The circumstances and the relative position are the same.

17. The Pharisees from Jerusalem. Journey to Phoenicia and

back. Feeding of the four thousand. Pharisees seek a sign : Matt. 11

;

Mark 14. (The Pharisees who seek a sign in Matt. 9 are different

persons altogether.)

—

Idem.

18. Peter's confession. First announcement of suffering. Trans-

figuration. The boy possessed : Matt. 12 ; Mark 14.

—

Idem.

19. Second announcement of suffering : Matt. 13; Mark 15.

—

Similarity in the place and words.

20. Conversation on offences : Matt. 14 ; Mark 15.

21. Journey to the Peraean frontier of Judaea : conversation on

divorce. Children brought. " Good Master," " We have forsaken

all." Third announcement of suffering. Petition of the sons of

Zebedee: Matt. 14 ; Mark 15. Obviously.

22. Blind man (men) of Jericho.—Similarity in the relative posi-

tion and leading circumstances. The difference, that Matthew men-

tions two, and Mark only one.

On comparing the two, we find that on more than one occasion

Matthew mentions hco persons, when ]\Iark has but one. This prac-

tice of Matthew, viz., his grouping similar events in classes or pairs,

will be explained afterwards, when we consider how he speaks of the

thieves.

We find also, that from the feeding of the five thousand onwards,

the identity in the different narratives is demonstrated, not only by the

internal resemblance in the events narrated, but by their occupying

the same relative position.

§18.

COMPARISION OF THE SEQUENCE IN MATTHEW AND MARK.

On account of the circumstance just mentioned, we shall do well

to commence our comparison at the end, so as at the very outset to

gain a good starting-point, from which we may direct our course

upwards.

The fifteenth chain in Mark is parallel to the thirteenth in Mat-

thew. But whereas Matthew merely says, that " at the same time"

in which the second announcement of the sufferings occurred and the

ti-ibute money was paid, the dispute " xcho should be the greatest" also
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took place ; Mark says that this dispute happened on the road to Caj

pernaum, and that the words of Jesus in rehation to this dispute were

spoken after their arrival in Capernaum (no doubt immediately after).

The affair of the tribute money, on the other hand, which took place,

according to Matthew, iXdovTav ek Kairepvaovfi, happened on the

way into the city, but while they were still by the sea-shore.

From this point to the entrance into Jerusalem, the two histories

perfectly agree, except that Matthew introduces the parable of the

labourers in the vineyard, which is not given by Mark.

Hence we have already a series, of tolerable length, in the order of

historical sequence. And this series may be traced still further up.

For it is most distinctly evident from the formulas in Mark ix. 30,

Matt. xvii. 22, that the twelfth chain in Matthew comes before, and

in fact a very short time before, the thirteenth ; and in the same way,

that in Mark the 14th preceded the 15th. From which we obtain

the following result :

—

The transfiguration and the circumstances connected with it hap-

pened before Matt. 13 and Mark 15. Before the transfiguration,

again, came the events under Mark No. 14 (bringing us up to the

time when the Pharisees and scribes came from Jerusalem). These

events coincide with Matthew No. 12 and the last part of No. 11.

That is to say, we find from Mark that Peter s confession followed

almost immediately upon the conversation on the leaven of the Phari-

sees (only the healing of the man born blind coming in between ; and

that precisely at the place where Matthew has a general formula;

without the least contradiction therefore).

The chain is here broken at both ends ; and we call the series of

events thus obtained Syndesm T. (from the transfiguration).

Matthew.

Chain 11.

Chain 12.

Syndesm T.

Scribes from Jerusalem. Discourses"

of Jesus. Jesus goes to Phoenicia.

Canaanitish woman. Jesus goes to De-

capolis. (Dumb man, in Mark.) Feed-

ing of the four thousand.

Pharisees seek a sign. Conversation on

leaven. (Man born blind, in Mark.)

Peter's confession. First announcement
of suffering.

Six days after. Transfiguration. Boy

Mark.

Chain 14.
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Matthew.

Chain 13. \

Followed by

Journey through Galilee. Second an-

nouncement of suffering.

Dispute who was the greatest. (Tribute

money, in Matthew).

Discourses on ambition, offences, etc.

Jesus goes to Penea.

Divorce.

Children brought.

" Good Master." " Forsaken all."

Labourers in the vineyard.

Third announcement of suffering.

Bequest of the sons of Zebedee.

Blind man (men) of Jericho.

Entrance into Jerusalem.

Mark,

Chain 15.

But we may ascend still further. The 10th chain in Matthew,

which reaches as far as Herod's alarm, corresponds to the latter (and

larger) half of the 13th chain in Mark. But in Mark this chain

extends as far up as the mission of the disciples. And this answers

to the 5th chain in Matthew.—That is to say, we learn from !Mark

that Ilerod^s alarm followed the mission of the disciples ; and this we

should not discover from ^Matthew, who introduces the latter without

any clue to the period at which it occurred.

At this point the chains are broken off in both the Evangelists, so

that the order of occurrence cannot be traced any further. We have

a second Syndesm therefore, which we will call D. (from the mission

of the disciples).

Matthew.

Chain 5.

Chain 10.

Syndesm D.

Mission of the disciples,

r Herod's alarm.

J
Jesus goes into the desert.

I
the five thousand.

[^Walking on the sea.

Feedin XT of

Mark.

Chain 13.

Thus far, then, we have succeeded in linking together several chains

from Matthew, with others taken from Mark. That is to say, where

one is silent as to the historical sequence, the other comes to our aid.'^

^ Strauss would probably ask, whether it was probable that the Evangelists

would divide the labour of preserving the succession, just as if it had been a pre-
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Having thus obtained, in a manner both reliable and unconstrained,

the order of the events which occurred in the latter part of the

public Irfe of Jesus, we now proceed to the earlier part; and in

doing so, shall first of all select as our starting-point some striking

event which is common to the Evangelists. Let us fix, then, upon the

stilling of the tempest ; which occurs in the 3d chain of events in

Matthew, and in the 12th in Mark.

Matthew states that this was preceded by the " scribe who would

follow Jesus," and was followed by the " Gergesenes," the " mail sich of

the pals I/," the call of Matthew, and the meal in Matthew s house.—Let

us look first of all at the events which followed the stilling of the

tempest. They correspond to Mark's 12th chain. But Mark only

mentions the stilling of the tempest, and the Gadarenes; and then states

definitely, that on their return from this particular journey, there

occurred the raising of Jairus daughter, the healing of the woman

with the issue of blood, and the talk about "the carpenters son."—
Now Matthew has placed these in the 4th chain ; and mentions the

fact, that immediately before Jairus came to Jesus, the question Avas

raised by the disciples of John, why the disciples of Jesus did not

fast.—Matthew still further informs us, that immediately after the

raising of Jairus' daughter, etc., there followed the healing of the

two blind men, and the dumb man possessed with a devil.

Now, although Mark connects the question, " Is not this the car-

penter's son?" with the raising of Jairus' daughter by a copulative

formula, there is no discrepancy whatever ; for the formula in his

case is an a mediate one (Jesus came into His own country ; and when

the Sabbath-day was come), whereas in Matthew's case it is immediate

("And when Jesus departed thence"). Here, then, we have an in-

stance in which one Evangelist (Mark) links two facts together by a

mediate formula, and another (Matthew) supplies a third fact (or

rather, two or three facts), which must be introduced between the two.

It must be observed here, that although Mark does not place the

" healing of the paralytic," " the call of Matthew," and " the meal in

his house," in his 12th chain after the Gadarenes, yet there is no dis-

crepancy between him and Matthew. For Matthew furnishes the

following mediate data :
—

•

a. The healing of the man sick of the palsy occurred after Jesus

concerted plan. But it is a very probaMe thing, that if two men communicate

different facts from the life of a third, the one will have recollected the relative

position of cortain incidents, and the other of others ; whilst it is very improbable,

that when relating the same facts, neither of them will say anything as to the

period of their occurrence.
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liacl returned home from the journey to the Gadarenes ; but wlicther

on the same day or not, we are not informed.

h. The call of Levi took place in one of the excursions ^ which

Jesus made during His stay in Capernavim. The meal occurred

shortly after.

c, Matthew does not state when the dmigliter of Jairus was re-

stored. He merely introduces the fact with a loose " then " (rore,

chap. ix. 14).

d. On the other hand, he says that the healing of the two blind

men was performed directly after the restoration of Jairus daiigJiter,

on His return home ; and that, as they went out of the house, the dumb
man possessed was brought in.

Mark, on the other hand, states that the restoration of Jairus'

daughter occurred on the return from Gadara. Matthew's 4th

chain, therefore, must stand within his own 3d. The entrance into

the house (Matt. ix. 28) took place on the return " into His own city
"

(chap. ix. 1).

Jairus' daughter and the two blind men come between the Ger-

gesenes and the man sick of the palsy. The order, therefore, is the

followincf

:

Occasion.
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ready placed these in liis 4th chain, connecting them together as oc-

curring in one after the other, but not noticing their relation to the

other events. There is nothing surprising in this. It must be borne

in mind, that both events occurred during a prolonged stay which Jesus

made in His native place. Now it is natural enough to remember the

order and connection of things which happen upon a journey, as the

mind in this case associates events with localities ; whereas the precise

order of evei-.ts which occur at home, in the very same place, is scarcely

ever remembered. Thus Mark knew very well that tlie healing of

the man with the palsy, and the call of Matthew, took place when

Jesus was in Capernaum. But whether before or after a particular

journey, had not been impressed upon his mind.

If we proceed upwards from the stilling of the tempest, we find

from IMark (No. 12), that immediately before the stormy voyage, Jesus

delivered i\\e parables of the sower, etc., and. from Matthew (No. 3),

that it was on the way to the lake that the scribe came to Jesus and ex-

pressed a wish to follow Him.

From ]\Iatthew, again (No. 9), we learn that before Jesus prepared

for the journey with which these parables are connected. He healed a

man who was blind and dumb, and was accused of doing this through

Beelzebub ; that some Pharisees sought a sign ; and that His mother and

brethren came and desired to speak loith Him. We also find, that at

the close of this journey the question was raised, whether Jesus was

not the carpenters son. But according to Mark, the journey on wdiich

the parables of the sower, etc., were delivered, was no other than the

journey to Gadara ; so that we have here a coincidence unlooked for,

but "just on that account the more important. Matthew says nothing

about the parables of the sower, etc., being delivered on the way to

Gadara (this we learn from Mark), but he remembers that the question

about the carpenter' s son was asked shortly after the delivery of the

parables ; and Mark records the fact, that the question was asked on

the return of Jesus from the Gadarene journey.

We will now sum up the whole, and complete the third Syndesm

(which wo will call G., from the journey to Gadara) :

—

Syndesm G.

No. 4.
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places the healing of the leper (:Mark No. 3).—Going dowmoards, the

chain ends, in both the Evangelists, immediately after the healing of

Peter's mother-in-law. ^latthew uses a formula, which we found was

merely a loose link of connection, just serving to introduce the Gada-

rene Syndesm. ^lark says, that the next morning, early, Jesus went

into the desert, and was there sought by the people. He then concludes

with a general formula. This syndesm, then, which we call S. on ac-

count of the Sermon on the Mount, is as follows :

—

Matthew. Mark.

Removal to Galilee and entrance into

No. 1. -l Capernaum. V- No. 1.

Call of the four disciples.

Sermon on the Mount.

Healing the leper.

No. 2.
-I

The centurion's servant.

Man possessed in the synagogue. "^

Peter's mother-in-law. > No. 2.

Jesus in the desert. )

There are still four smaller pieces left, which can hardly be as-

signed to their proper position.

a. Mark No. 9.—Jesus goes to the sea. Choice of the disciples,

The friends of Jesus want to take Him.

h. Matthew No. 7.—Prayer : " I thank Thee, Father." This

is quite indefinite.

c. Matthew No. 8, Mark Nos. 7, 8.

—

Rubbing the ears of corn.

TJie withered hand (evidently after the choice of the disciples).

d. Matthew No. 6.—The disciples of John sent (after the choice

of the disciples, but before the death of John, therefore before D,

vide p. 89).

We shall find from Luke No. 6 that a belongs to the middle of

S. ; that is to say, that the choice of the disciples occurred im-

mediately before the Sermon on the Mount, and consequently that

the events took place in the following order :

—

Choice of the four dis-

ciples ; choice of the tivelve and Sermon on the Mount ; healing the leper

(on coming down from the mountain) ; the people xoant to take Jesus (in

an inn) ; the centurion (on the return to Capernaum), and so forth. The
relative position of the syndesms, therefore, would be the following

:

S. and a together form the commencement. G. stands before

D., because in D. all the twelve are sent out, and the call of Levi,

occurs in G. But according to the notice in Luke, that Jesus chose

the twelve before the Sermon on the Mount, G. should stand before

the Sermon on the Mount, and therefore before the greater part of S.
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To this, however, we shall come below. In any case the series ends

with T. And the following is the result at present obtained :

—

S., a, G., h, D., c, d, T.

CHAPTER IV.

LUKE.

§19.

In an elaborate prooemium, Luke gives us a more precise account of

his plan than any other Evangelist (chap i. 1-4). Our first task,

therefore, would properly be, to enter into a minute exegesis of this

prooemium. But as it contains, in addition to many allusions to Luke's

own work, a reference to Gospel Avritings already in existence, which

some regard as laudatory, others as depreciatory ; as, consequently,

the confusion in the exegesis of the prooemium is great, and that in

regard to points which do not concern us here ; we shall postpone our

examination till the Second Part, with the exception of two questions,

which are of some importance at this stage.

In the Jii'st place, Luke informs us ivhat he proposes to write,

viz., Trepl twv '7reTr\ripo(^opnf]fjLevu>v iv i)fuv irpaj/xdroyv. Now, whether

TreTrXrjp. means " ivhich have been fulfilled (i.e., have happened),"—

a

rendering which seems to be precluded by the fact, that Luke does not

reckon himself among the eye-witnesses,—or " which have become

matters of complete certainty in us" (vid. Rom. iv. 12 ; xiv. 5, and

De Wetle on the passage),—in either case the TrpdyfiaTa are precisely

the same. But there is something vague in this description of the

contents of the Gospel as Trpdyfiara ireifX.rjp., the exact meaning of

which can only be learned from the Gospel itself. So that in this

direction nothing is gained.

But in the second place, the Evangelist tells us how he intends to

write. Now, whether he means vers. 3, 4 as a tacit reproof of the

earlier efforts mentioned in the first verse or not, it is enough for us,

that so far as he himself is concerned, he promises to write Ka6e^?]<;.

Here, then, everything depends upon the meaning of the critical

word Kad€^P]<i. Osiander found in this word a leading proof that

Luke wrote in chronological order. In the interpretation of this par-

ticular word he has been followed by the latest chronologist, Wie-icler.
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Chemnitz,^ on the contrary, maintained that KaOe^'? was merely the

opposite of "in disorder," and therefore simply meant m order, with-

out showing whether the principle of division or arrangement was

chronological or topical.

A closer examination of the meaning of KaOe^rj^i convinces us, that

the view held by Chemnitz is correct. Etymologically considered (as

an intensified form of k^rj<;, from efo), €')((£>), Kade^rj<; can only refer to

that style of composition, in which one member is linhed to another,

where there is a close connection therefore, a definite order of succession

in the different sections or members. Thus, a writer on philosophy,

for example, who follows out a logical train of thought, and deduces

one idea from another, writes /ca^ef^9, in contrast with one who intro-

duces new thoughts abruptly, and without any connection. The
author of a biography or monograph, again, writes Ka6e^rj<i, when he

arranges his materials according to some definite plan, taking care

that there there is a connecting link of some kind, whether he traces

the life of his hero day by day, or puts together under one head all

materials which relate to the same topic.—And common usage is in

perfect accordance with the etymology of the word. The simple e^rjq

is applied by Attic writers quite as freely to position (in a series) as to

time ; and Demosthenes employs it even with reference to causal

connection, in the expression tovtwv €^rj<;. Grammarians use ro ef^9

to denote the grammatical arrangement of words. Attic writers make
the same use of ec^ef^? (for which the Hellenists usually write Kade^<;),

and employ it more frequently to indicate logical than chronological

connection. If we turn to the New Testament use of the word, we
find both e^^<? and /ca^efJ79 employed by Luke alone. 'E^rj<; is written

with 0, in the expression 6 e^^9 vMp<^} ^^^ ^^^^ ^^V (Luke vii. 11

;

Acts xxi. 1) ; but here it must be observed, that k^rjf; indicates simply

the fact of connection, it is the word rjfMepa which introduces the idea

of time. Kade^rj'i occurs three times. In Acts iii. 24 it is connected

like e|379 with the article, to indicate the line of prophets. But Acts
xi. 4 is perfectly analogous to the passage before us. Peter is there

explaining the reason why circumcision is no longer necessary, and
describing the vision which he saw in Joppa (ap^d/j,evo<; Se 6 neTpo<;

i^eriOeTo avrot<; KaOe^rj'i, \e<ya)v). Now Ka6e^ri<i is certainly not

introduced here simply for the purpose of saying that Peter did

not begin with the baptism of Cornelius, then go back to his jour-

* Chemiiilz. Harm, evv., prooem. cap. 6. Adverbium x«^s|^? non significat

prjecise e.xactum ordinem in omnibus, sed quod altius ordiri et historiam ab initio

repetere ac dcinceps continua narratione, distincte et distribute quasi per gradus,
reliqua velit addere.
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ney to Cornelius, and then still further back to his vision in Joppa

;

for eveiy one would understand, as a matter of course, that he would

relate the whole in the natural order of its occurrence. But Kade^i]'^

i^erldero rather means, he placed the whole question in order before

them, told them fully his reasons for no lono;er regarding circum-

cision as necessary. The antithesis is not to a narration of events

without regard to consecutive order ; for eKTideuat does not mean to

narrate. Moreover, ver. 4 does not say that Peter narrated anvthinc;

:

we learn this first of all from what follows. All that is stated in ver.

4 is, that he explained the matter Ka6e^rj<:;. The opposition, therefore,

is to short and unconnected assertions. Peter—the meaning is—ex-

plained to them ex professo, and in order, how he had been brought to

his present opinion.—I have said enough, I think, to show that zca^e^^?

literally means, in consecutive order, and that it is only from the context

that we can gather whether the order is logical or chronological.

Wieseler, however, maintains, that from the context of this very pas-

sage, viz., from the connection between avwdev and Kade^i)<i, it is evi-

dent that Luke intended to write in chronological order. But, even

granting that Kad€^f]<i really is related to avwdev, nothing can be

inferred from this, at variance with my views. For example : Oberlin

is dead. Many persons have taken it in hand to write mejnorials of

his life. Here and there accounts are met with of different portions

of his life. But the whole of them are fragmentary and without

system, dependent upon individual reminiscences, most of them taken

from particular periods of his life, none of them embracing the whole.

An author now appears, and professes his intention " to write in order

the whole life, from the very commencement." Certainly he cannot

do this without including the youthful days of his hero, his early train-

ing, and the development of his character ; for he intends to write his

history from the commencement. And a mere conglomerate of chance

anecdotes would not answer this description, for his life is to be written

in order. But would his professed intention hinder him from dividing

his ample materials into chapters, according to different topics, and

writing first of his youthful culture, then of Oberlin as Pastor, next

of Oberlin as Preacher, after that of his personal character, and so

forth ^^ But apart from this, there is no immediate connection of any

kind, either logical or grammatical, between avadev and Ka6e^ri<i.

^ Wieseler fancies that I may probably have been leil " by chronological despair
"

to accept the views I have expressed as to the Gospel of Luke. But I can give

him my word for it, that I commenced my preparatory studies for the present

work with the investigation into the prooemium, and plan of Luke, and the other

Synoptists, and that my conclusions on these points were all comjilete before I pro-

7
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All we wish at present is, that it should be acknowledged as a

possible thing, that by the term KaOe^rj^ Luke intended to represent

the plan of his work as orderly, not in confusion ; and on that account

distinguished from those of the ttoWoI} From what has been said,

therefore, we can neither assume that Luke did, nor that he did not,

intend to write in chronological order. So much, however, we must

grant, according to our own principles, that if Luke was acquainted with

the exact order of succession, he would not link the events together

with definite formulce, in a different order from that which he knew to

be the true one. Let us now look for light in another direction.

There are two things conceivable as to the authorship. Either

the tradition is reliable, and the third Gospel, as well as the Acts of

ceeded to compare the Gospels one with another. And is it really so daring an act,

that nothing short of despair will explain it, to infer that a writer, who gives in

one place four whole chapters of nothing but discourses, and in another two chap-

ters of nothing but parables, must have arranged his materials according to their

subject-matter, and not in chronological order ? So far as chronology in the strict

sense of the word is concerned, I have the greatest respect for Wieseler''s learning

and acuteness, and congratulate myself that, notwithstanding some differences of

opinion, in essential points my conclusions coincide with his. But with regard to

chronological order, Wieseler's opinions appear to me to be as far beside the mark

as mine appear to him. He starts from the mere icords xxde^iis and oivuSiv, and,

without any inquiry as to the plan of the different Evangelists, authoritatively

pronounces Luke the chronologist among the Synoptists. Consequently, whenever

Matthew and Mark differ in their arrangement from Luke, we are at once assured,

notwithstanding any connecting formula that may be employed, that Matthew and

Mark, either intentionally or unintentionally, have transposed the events. With

regard to Matthew, Wieseler adopts most implicitly the hypothesis maintained by

Lachmaim as to the 'Koytot of Matthew, mentioned by Papias, from which we
entirely dissent, for reasons to be afterwards explained.

' I may be allowed a word in passing on one disputed point in the exegesis of the

prooemium. Hug and others regard the word xadug, in ver. 2, as decidedly lauda-

tory of the " many ;

" inasmuch as it represents them as having written their diegeses

(oiYiymtv, Engl. Ver. declaration) just as the eye-witnesses handed them down.

Others, again, for the purpose of escaping this conclusion, and in direct violation

of all natural feeling, say that KxSa; commences the apodosis. But where does

Luke say that "the many" wrote what the eye-witnesses had delivered? He
Bays they endeavoured to prepare diegeses .... according to the manner in which

the eye-witnesses had handed them down. (For it is obviously most arbitrary to refer

Kctdus to oivu.Tti.S,ctadcit only, and not to the whole clause, iTrix^lpviaciv a,va,Ta.^oiadoi,i.)

It appears to me, therefore, to be very evident that Luke describes the " many" as

countrymen of Theophilus, who, as soon as the Apostles had taken their departure,

endeavoured to commit to writing what they had taught by word of mouth. In

contrast with these incomplete and faulty attempts, where one remembered this

and another that, he is about to prepare a carefully arranged and comprehensive

work. This exegesis of Luke i. 1-4, which will be more thoroughly argued and
vindicated in Part II., serves to confirm the non-chronological rendering of x-xdi^^;.
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the Apostles, was composed by the Lucanus mentioned by Clemens

xVlex., IrenaQus, and Tertullian, and also in Col. iv. 14, Philem. 24,

and 2 Tim. iv. 11, which Lucanus was a physician (Col. iv. 14, cf.

Luke iv. 38, xiii. 11) ; or the tradition is false, and the author un-

known. If the latter be true, and the author was far removed from

the events he narrates, it could only be from a careful examination

of the writings themselves that we should be warranted in drawing

the conclusion, that he arranged his materials in chronological order.

-AYe should then have no outward historical grounds for such an

assumption, taken either from his person or his relation to the Apostles.

But supposing the former to be the case, and the author to have been

the Lucanus who was so closely associated with the Apostle Paul,

and, according to Acts xvi. 10 sqq., took several journeys in his

company ; shall we not then be obliged to assume that he wrote in

chronological order '? By no means ; for Paul himself was not an

eye-witness of the life of Jesus. What he knew had been derived

from the reports of the other Apostles. And certain as it is, that on

all single points he will have taken care to procure the most exact

and reliable information, yet it is very far from probable that the

man whose labours were so overwhelming that he bore the whole

heathen world in his heart, should have occupied his time with the

task of finding out " on what day this or the other occurred, and

which of two events may have happened first,"—points of no impor-

tance whatever, either to an Apostle or to any ordinary Christian,

though of great importance to a theologian who has negative critics

to deal with. For the very same reasons, it is by no means probable

that Lucanus himself extended his investigations (ver. 3) to the

precise order in which the events occurred. Let us form, therefore,

what opinion we may as to the origin of the third Gospel, we have

no ground for the assumption that it was written in chronological

order. Consequently, we are thrown back upon the book itself ; and

must seek for answers to the following questions :—1. Did Luke adopt

a topical arrangement ? 2. Does he furnish data of chronological

sequence f

§20.

ARRANGEMENT.

In the prooemium to the Gospel, we can discover no information

as to the writer's plan. But as we read on, we meet with a great

abundance of delicate traits. In pursuing our examination, we natu-

rally commence with the unquestioned decision of criticism, that the
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Acts of the Apostles were written by the same author as the third

Gospel ; a conclusion supported by both internal and external evidence.

Luke opens his history in the temiyle at Jerusalem, and finishes at

Rome. The first part, the Gospel, commences with an account of

the appearance of an angel in the holy place, to prepare the way for

the testimony to be borne to the Messiah by John, the last of the

prophets. As we advance, a parallel is drawn between the prophet

John and Christ, which brings out more and more the universal

character, of the Gospel mission, as contrasted with that of the Law.

After a full account of the death and resurrection of Jesus, the book

ends with the command to the disciples to continue in Jerusalem, and

the statement, that they were continually in the temple. The first part

having thus shown in its true essence the spiritual establishment of

the New Covenant, which was destined for all nations, and the transi

tion from the Old Testament to the New ; the second part, the Acts

of the Apostles, is occupied with an account of the manner in which

the Christian Church was first of all founded and attested by God in

Jerusalem, on theocratically holy ground, and in the very presence

of the older Covenant, by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit; and

then, after the Apostle Peter had demonstrated in a set oration its

perfect accordance with Old Testament prophecy, spread far beyond

the one nation of the Jews, to Samaria, to Antioch, and lastly to

Borne, the very centre of the heathen world.

It is this great contrast, Judaism and Heathenism, which continually

presents itself to the author's mind. In this, there is an evident

difference between his plan and those of Matthew and Mark. The

former exhibits Christianity in its contrast with Judaism ; the second,

Christianity in contrast with Heathenism. But Luke rather shows us

the attitude which the Jew on the one hand, and the Gentile on the

other, assumed towards Christianity, and how both were united thereby.

He shows (1) how salvation in Christ was not designed for the whole

of Israel, or for Israel alone ; and (2) how Israel itself, by the hard-

ness of its heart, was the cause of Christianity passing over to the

heathen world. The former is shown, of course, chiefly in the Gospel;

the latter, in the Acts of the Apostles. Before proceeding to trace

his plan through some of its finer lines, I would just call attention to

Luke ii. 1 and iii. 1. This is not the time to examine the chronological

accuracy of the two passages ; but it is worthy of observation, how
the Evangelist draws a parallel between the advancing ruin of the

outwardly thcocratical state, and the onward progress of spiritual re-

demption.

" It came to pass," he says, " in those days, that there went out a
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decree from Cffisar Augu.stus, that the whole empu-e should bo taxed

;

and this taxing was made as the first (the first, unparalleled disgrace

of this kind), when, etc." The words in the parenthesis show in what

sense, in our opinion, Luke used the enigmatical Trpcorrj. With this

explanation, the conjecture that it stands for irporepa is unnecessary,

and we obtain a good, clear, simple meaning. What Luke would

point out is, that the very period when the first step was taken to

annihilate Jewish independence, was that at which the spiritual De-
liverer was born. Similarly, in chap. iii. 1, he shows how John (and

Jesus) commenced their public ministry, just when Judgea was about

to be reduced to the condition of a lloman province, and parcelled

out into tetrarchies.

Let us now proceed to trace the course of the historical narrative

in detail.

1. In the finest part (chap, i.-iv. 15), Luke describes the person of

Jesus and His relation to the sacred institutions of the Old Testament.

He commences with a parallel between Jesus and the Baptist, in

Avhom the prophetic nature of the Old Covenant was concentrated

(both as regarded the legal preaching of repentance, and also as hold-

ing forth promises of salvation), and who spx'ang from the pj'iesthood,

and belonged to the pnestly tribe. In the time of Herod, king of

Judaea, there lived a priest, who saw a vision in the temple ; to him a

prophet was born, whose mission it was to convert many of the children

of Israel to the Lord, who was about to come.—To the angelic vision

of Zacharias there is a parallel in that of Mary. Jesus is to be King

over the house of Israel, and to reign loithoiit end (ver. 33).—The
mothers of the two men then meet together (vers. 39-56).—The birth

of John, again (vers. 57 seq.), is parallel to that of the Lord (chap. ii.

1 seq.).—Hitherto 6 Xao9 alone has been spoken of ; but on the p)re-

sentation in the temple, the unbelief of Israel (chap. ii. 34) and the

destination of the Saviour for all nations are foretold (ver. 31).

Then follows a parallel between the works of John and the works

of Jesus. The preaching of the former, therefore, is described with

singular exactness in its O. T. legal peculiai'itics (chap. i. 3, 7 sqq.).

It is then shown how he, who by his preaching of repentance pre-

pared the minds of the people for the Messiah, pointed expressly to

Christ (iii. 15 sqq.). And lastly, the reward is stated, which the last

of the O. T. prophets received (ver. 19) : how his hard preaching of

the Law struck upon hard hearts ; and the preacher himself had to

suffer in consequence.

Of Jesus it is now related, how He submitted to the legal form

of John's baptism ; and the Holy Ghost came down upon Him. His
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human pedigree is then traced back to Adam ; an unmistakeable evi-

dence that the writer had Gentile readers in his mind. In Matthew,

Jesus appears as Son of David and Son of God ; in Luke, as Son of

man^ and Son of God.

Now follows the Temptation. It is true that this is introduced

as an episode into the parallel with John. But it could not well be

passed over, since it showed in what manner Christ submitted to the

Father; how, though superior to John, He was not one to exalt Him-

self and obtain dominion over the heathen at the Father's cost ; and,

above all, how Jesus was free from those caomal ideas of a Messiah

which characterized the more carnal portion of Israel, and was Him-

self the true spiritual Israelite, and a type of the spiritvial Israel.

And, unless it was entirely passed over, this was the place to introduce

it, viz., before proceeding to the public ministry of Christ.—Lastly

(chap, iv.), in contrast to the obduracy which John encountered, we

have a description of the success which attended the works of Jesus.

The most striking passage in this connection is chap. iv. 15, "And
He taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all"

Jesus differed from John in the consolatory character of His preach-

ing, and the joy which He awakened in the hearts of the theocratic

people (chap. iv. 22, "And all bare Him witness, and wondered at

the gracious words which proceeded out of His mouth ") ; but He
resembled him in the fact, that He also met with resistance (ver.

29). The salvation which He proclaimed could only be appropriated

through repentance ; and the preaching of repentance was a virtual

acknowledgment of the labours of John. Hence the preaching of

Jesus, though consolatory, acted, so to speak, as a ferment. It pro-

duced among the people of the theocracy a division into those who
believed, and those who compelled the Lord to remove farther and

farther from them, until at length He passed with His salvation over

to the Gentiles.

2. The second part (chap. iv. 16-vi. 49) traces this division of the

nation into those who received Jesus, and those who drove Him from

place to place ; and thus shows the attitude lohich the people of Israel

assumed toioards Jesus.—Examples are given of this division. The
two sides—the reception of Jesus on the part of believers, and the more
and more determined rejection on the part of unbelievers—are noticed

alternately. Compare, in reference to the second side, chap. iv. 30,

42, 43 ; chap. v. 16. Jesus leaves Nazareth, goes to Capernaum, re-

We use the word in its ordinary sense, not in the historico-exegetical sense

in which it occurs in Daniel and the Gospels. For in the latter Matthew and
Mark speak of Jesus as " the Son of man " quite as much as Luke does.
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moves to the desert, wanders among other towns, again goes to the

desert.

Peculiar stress is laid in this section upon the impression produced

by the works of Christ. At the healing of the possessed man (iv. 33

sqq.), they were "all amazed" (ver. 36) ; Peter's mother-in-law, when
delivered from the fever, ministered to them, and a crowd of such

as believed on Jesus came to Him to be healed (ver. 40). Another

^a/i/8o9, of a believing character indeed, was produced by Peter's

draught of fishes (chap. v.). And the leper is introduced (vers.

12 sqq.) to show how believing minds turned to Jesus for help.

Then follow various occurrences which clearly indicate the groiotli

of the opposition. When the man with the palsy is cured, the scribes

and Pharisees accuse Jesus of blasphemy (vers. 18 sqq.). On the

occasion of the call of Levi, they murmur at His eating with publi-

cans and sinners (vers. 27 sqq.). They then condemn Him for not

fasting ; whereupon Jesus points out the difference between the Old

and New Testaments, and foretells that there must eventually be a

breach between His followers and those who misunderstand the Old

Covenant, and adhere tenaciously, not to the law, but simply to legality.

Then come reproaches on account of the Sabbath (chap. vi. 1 sqq.,

6 sqq.) ; and the hostile feeling reaches such a height, that they come

to the resolution that Jesus shall be destroyed (chap. vi. 11).

After the process of fermentation and separation has been thus

exhibited in definite facts, and, on the other hand, it has been clearly

shown in the choice of the disciples, that, as the opposition increased,

the kingdom of Jesus also gained greater power and consolidation
;

then follow those discourses of Jesus (the Sermon on the Mount, vers.

20 sqq.), in which He clearly shows, that His kingdom is not a worldly,

but a spiritual kingdom, to be established in the midst of suffering,

privation, and opposition from the Israelites according to the flesh,

and in which He also pronounces curses on the opposition thus aroused.^

Chap. vii. forms a kind of appendix to the second part of the

Gospel ; showing, on the one hand, how the first Gentile came into im-

mediate contact with Jesus, and on the other, how difficult it was for the

Israelite to break away from the legal standpoint.—Peculiar promi-

nence is given to the centurion's spirit of yearning after salvation (in

this he is a type of the heathen world, so far as it was well disposed

towards Christianity), as well as to the significant saying of Jesus, " I

have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel." But this first move-

^ Here note in passing, that Luke had thus good reason for introducing the

"woes" passed over by ^Matthew, and passing over many things which Mattliow

reports, inasmuch as his design was simply to relate what bore upon the opposition.
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ment of Christ beyond the limits of Israel is followed in a striking

manner by an evident proof that God had " visited His people^'' in

the resurrection of the widow's son at Nain. Jesus had come for

believers among the Gentiles, and for believers in Israel. But the

difficulty experienced by the Israelite in breaking away from the

legality in which he had been trained, so as to look upon all the Old

Testament forms as nothing more than preparations for Christ, and to

embrace in spirit the spiritual Saviour, is now exhibited in the striking

instance of John the Baptist (chap. vii. 18-23). Even he was begin-

ning to be of little faith. The last of the prophets, the nearest of all

to the Saviour, was still standing within the Old Covenant, unable to

cross its boundary ; and even in this respect he is excused by Jesus.

This lamentable example of the strong prophet, unable, in spite of

all his strength, to give himself wholly to Jesus, is then followed by

the example of a loeak looman, who comes to Jesus and washes His

feet with her penitential tears (chap. vii. 36 sqq.). Could the truth,

that the Lord came not for the healthy, but to succour such as were of

a broken heart, be set forth in a more impressive manner than it is in

these two examples ? " It is not a strict observance of the law, but an

acknowledgment of having broken the law, which makes fit for the

kingdom of God." This is expressly taught by Jesus in His address

to the Pharisee (chap. vii. 40 sqq.).

Henceforth Luke makes no further allusion to John. The
parallel between Jesus and John is entirely closed. . Now, if we cast a

glance backward, we shall see that Luke does not arrange his narra-

tives in classes, but prefers to place in parallels facts of an opposite

character. There are certain contrasts perpetually recurring, a. be-

tween the Old Testament prophet, and the New Testament Messiah
;

b. between Israel's political humiliation, and her spiritual visitation

;

c. between the carnal Israel relying upon its legality and rejecting

Jesus, and the spiritual Israel confessing its sins and welcoming sal-

vation ; d. between the self-righteous Israelite, and the heathen longing

for salvation.

But from this point onward Luke introduces no more such con-

trasts. He confines himself to Christ alone, and pictures to us the

manner of the Saviour's life, and the circle of believers among wbom
He lived.

3. Chap. viii. introduces a third part of the Gospel of Luke, in

which we are shown the quiet inner sanctuary of the Lord's intimate

society, the relation of the band of believers to Christ forming the

central point. First of all the different grades of belief are set forth

in a parable, which contains at the same time a kind of programme of
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the Saviom''s mode of teacliing. The words with which chap. viii. 1

sqq. are introduced, "And it came to pass afterward, that lie went

throughout every city and viUage, preaching and showing the ghid

tichngs," appear to indicate that the Evangelist is about to allude to

Christ's method of instruction. Accordingly, there follows the par-

able of the sower, which exhibits the various effects produced by the

Saviour's teaching. This parable is followed by four incidentSj the

last three of which are connected together' by Luke as occurring

in succession. All four are so connected by Matthew and Mark.

Why should Luke have introduced them in this particular place?

Three of them are closely related to one another as examples of the

miraculous power of Christ, and are also adapted to form a counter-

part of the picture of the wisdom of Christ as a teacher. But if we
look more closely at their contents, we cannot but be struck with the

fact, that the second describes a great trouble and danger ; and the

third, a man who had been brought by his oion carnal lusts under

bodily subjection to Satan ; wliilst the fourth introduces two examples

of decided and extraordinary faith. May not Luke have placed the

four narratives here as illustrations of the parable of the sower, and

examples of the different grades of faith ? This is all the more prob-

able that the narratives follow one another in the order of sequence,

and the order of sequence was known to Luke, at least, in the case of

the last three.^ 1. TJiose by the loay-side are those who hear the

word, but out of whose hearts the devil takes it away (chap. viii. 12).

—Li vers. 19-21, the mother and brethren of Jesus come to see Him,
and Jesus says, " My mother and ^ly brethren are these which hear

the word of God, and do it." Not that Jesus Himself, any more than

Luke, thought of applying to Mary and His brethren the words of

ver. 12, " lest they should believe and be saved." I hope to show

that the discourses of Jesus contained no charge whatever against

His mother and brethren ; but notwithstanding this, Luke could very

well introduce the narrative here, as showing how Jesus, even when
His own nearest relations were concerned, enforced the demand that

hearing should be accompanied by doing.—2. Those upon the rock are

those Avho " for a while believe, and in time of temptation fall away."

Compare ver. 23, which contains an account of the tempest; and ver.

25 with the complaint of Jesus, "Where is your faith?"—3. Those

among thorns are they which " are clioked with cares and riches, and

pleasures of this life." Compare with this the possessed Gadarene,

^ I cannot see why Bleek should regard it as unnatural that Lute should have

placed those otherwise historically connected events intentionally after the parable

of tlie sower, as they were so well adapted to illustrate it.
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whose whole condition proves that sins of the fiesh had been the

original cause, and on the other hand the Gadarenes (ver. 37), who

preferred their riches to eternal salvation.—4. The double example of

strong faith, vers. 40-56, which closes the list, serves fully to illustrate

the seed on good ground. In the one case there is faith, which re-

mains as firm as a rock in the midst of tribulation ; in the other, faith

which draws from Christ the words, " Daughter, be of good cheer, thy

faith hath made thee whole."

A desci-iption then follows of the smaller and larger circles which

had been formed around the Lord. Chap. ix. is occupied exclusively

with the tivelve, showing among other things their spiritual condition

;

and chap. x. with the seventy. At the opening of the former, we have

an account of the installing of the twelve. Then follows a reference

to the impression made by the new and growing spiritual kingdom

upon the eyes of those who could not comprehend it. After the

return of the twelve, there follows in direct succession the feeding of

the five thousand; which seems, however, to be introduced by Luke
chiefly as serving to illustrate the spiritual position of the twelve and

the measure of their maturity (vers. 12, 13) ; and this is followed im-

mediately by the question, put by Jesus, "Whom say ye that I am?"
and the confession of Peter in reply. We are then shown how the

disciples were prepared for the approaching end, partly by the an-

nouncement of the Saviour's sufferings (vers. 21 sqq.), and partly by

His transfiguration (vers. 28 sqq.) ; and how, on the other hand, they

prove themselves to be weak in faith (vers. 37-43 : the lunatic boy),

are unable to understand a second announcement of the Saviour's

sufferings (ver. 45), contend with one another and with another man
about the question of pre-eminence (vers. 46-50), and by their conduct

in Samaria (vers. 51-56) show to how little an extent they had as

yet entered into the spirit and kingdom of Jesus. In direct contrast

with the spirit manifested by the disciples, the spiritual, self-denying

disposition is then pointed out, which the Lord required of those who
wished to follow Him.—The address to the seventy commences the next

chapter (chap. x. 1—20) ; and a few verses then follow, which are

adapted, and e\adently intended, to bring tlie section relating to the

disciples to a close (vers. 21—24).

4. From this point onwards the topical division becomes 'perfectly

unmistakeable. For a fourth part (chap. x. 25-xiv. inclusive) con-

tains nothing but short sayings, or discourses of Jesus ; some of them,

indeed, occasioned by facts which occurred, but the facts themselves

are described as briefly as possible, and evidently introduced for the sake

of the sayings ; and these, again, are classified according to subjects.

—
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On the subject of love to God, and complete absorption in Ilim, as the

liighest duty of man, we have in chap. x. the ivords of Jesus (" the

good Samaritan"), and 2i practical illustration (Mary and Martha).

—

The subject of prayer is next in order (chap. xi. 1-13). With this

is connected, by way of contra.st (for Luke still indulges his liking

for contrasts), the accusation brought against Jesus of being allied

not with God, but with Beelzebub (vers. 14 sqq.).—This leads by a

natural association of ideas to the polemical discourses of Jesus (chap,

xi. 37-xii. 53) : e.g., those directed against the Pharisees ; the demand

for decision (chap. xi. 23, xii. 4-12) ; against the love of riches (chap,

xii. 13-21) ; and as a contrast, the exhortation to trust in God (chap,

xii. 22-29). Then follow (from the lips of Jesus Himself) an an-

nouncement of the approaching conflicts, and exhortation to fidelity and

loatchfulness.—Chap. xii. 54-xiii. 9 contain addresses condemnatory

of the people generally.

And these are followed by a dispute about His healing on the Sab-

bath (vers. 10-17). Thus the theoretical and actual contrast between

the spiritual and carnal Israel begins again to stand out in ever in-

creasing prominence. Chap. xiii. 18-21 contain an assurance of the

growth of the kingdom of God ; vers. 22-30, the stem dilemma of the

broad and narrow gates ; and vers. 31-35, a solemn renunciation of

Jerusalem.

Some words of reproof, occasioned by a cure effected on the

Sabbath (chap. xiv. 1-6), introduce a collection of parables. The
first of these (to chap, xv.) are evidently intended to exhibit with the

greatest distinctness the fact, that a feeling of want and misery are

indispensably necessary to those who would belong to Christ, and

that the sin of pride and self-righteousness is diametrically opposed

to faith in Jesus. ("The great supper;" "the hundred sheep;"

"the prodigal son :" chap. xiv. 15-xv. 32.)—The perplexing parable

of the unjust steward comes next ; and a short address is attached to

the parable. We will not discuss its meaning at present ; but it

appears certain that chap. xvi. contains a demand for decision on the

one hand, and passes from the docti-inal to the moral on the other.

Hence, in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus (chap. xvi. 19

sqq.), hardness of heart towards others is reproved, and an exhorta-

tion is given to a decisive rending of the heart from ^Mammon, on the

ground of the absolute character of the verdict and the separation

after death.—In chap. xvii. 1-xviii. 30 we have a collection of shorter

discourses, of a moral, prophetical, and generally hortatory character.

So far as the latter are concerned, they contain a brief summary of

all the loading points embraced in the teaching of Jesus, as contained
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in the Gospel of Luke ; viz., the exhortation to repentance (publican

and Pharisee) ; the demand for a childlike spirit (children brought to

Him); the necessity for self-denial (" Sell all that thou hast"); and

lastly, the touching, earnest words of Peter, " Lord, we have left all

and followed Thee."—After this retrospective glance at the life of

Jesus with His disciples, Luke proceeds to the fifth part, the History

of the Passion, which he introduces with the third announcement on

the part of Jesus of the sufferings He was about to endure.

§2L

DATA RELATIVE TO SEQUENCE.

Luke, as we have seen, adopts a topical classi/icatio7i, which he

carries out even in minute particulars. In the first place, there are

certain larger sections ; e.g., the collection of parables, chaps, xiv.-xvi.

;

the collection of shorter sayings, chaps, x.-xiv. ; the descriptive account

of the circle of disciples, chaps, ix.-xiv. And then, again, within these

sections, the separate portions are arranged according to their subjects

—

things contrasted, rather than things similar, being placed together.

And where such regard is paid to the contents, it naturally follows

that we cannot expect minute attention to chronological order.

Now if we look more closely into Luke, we shall find that he

scarcely ever arranges his accounts in the strict order of their occur-

rence. The only cases in which he indicates by distinct formulge that

two or more occurrences happened in direct succession, are those in

which the events also suited his topical divisions. For example, after

describing the mission of the twelve, he proceeds at once to the feeding

of the five thousand, as a welcome illustration of the degree of maturity

attained by the disciples at that time. In this instance the subject and

the succession went hand in hand. In a similar manner he follows

up the CONFESSION OF Peter, on the one hand with the announce-

ment of Christ's sufferings, on the other with the transfiguration (show-

ing the effect produced in the two cases upon the faith of the disciples),

and lastly with the account of the lunatic hoy (as a proof how much
they stood in need of greater strength),—occurrences which suited his

topical arrangement in the precise order in which they happened. In
the same way, as we saw above, he placed in their successive order the

stilling of the tempest, the healing of the Gadarene, and the raising of

Jairus' daughter, because they served as illustrations of the j^arable of
the sower, in the precise order in which he both knew, and has dis-

tinctly indicated, that they occurred.

The following facts, then, it is important to observe. First,
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-svlierever Luke connects several facts together in the order of their

occurrence, they agree with his topical arrangement ; at the same time,

the topical relation between them is not so striking as to render it at

all probable that Luke classed them together on this account alone,

and without regard to the order of their occurrence, which was not

only known to him, but which he has clearly indicated by definite

formulai.

—

Secondly, whenever there is no such direct connection in

order of time, the topical connection (whether consisting of an evident

contrast, or an evident resemblance) is so obvious, that this alone will

explain the arrangement.— Thirdhj, most of the sections wliich are

connected together by Luke in chronological order, are so connected

by Matthew and Mark as well.—And fonrthhj, wherever Luke intro-

duces two or more occurrences which Matthew and Mark have already

given in their chronological sequence, but arranges them in a different

manner, the formula which he employs is a loose one, without any

mark of immediate sequence. There is not the slightest contradiction,

therefore, between Luke's arrangement or the connecting formula?

which he employs, and those which we meet with in Matthew and

Mark.

In (jonfirmation of this, we shall now give a tabic as before. From
the extraordinary number of loosely connected data, however, we shall

merely reckon chains, where two or more pericopce are really linked

together. A few of the leading occurrences will be found without

numbers in the first column.

Chains
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ChainB.
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5.^

Titles of PericopaB.

Parable of the sower.

Mother and brethren.

Stilling the tempest.

Gadarenes.

Jairus' daughter.

Mission of the Twelve.

Herod's alarm.

Jesus in the desert

near Bethsaida.

Feeding of the 6000.

Peter's confession.

FormulsB of Connection.

Transfiguration.

Boy possessed.

Dispute who should bo
greatest.

]]

]]

CLap.

wards." (General formula.)
" And when much people were

gathered together." . . .

06. " And."

aetl iyivero kv fii» ruv iif^-epuv.

" Now it came to pass on a cer-

tain day."

Kdl KXTt'TrT^svtTXu e!g . . .

" And they arrived at the coun-

try" . . .

iyiviro §i ill Tu v'7roarpi-\pxi.

" And it came to pass that when
Jesus was returned."

"Then He called His twelve

disciples together."

«5XOV(7£ Zi . . . TO. yiuofiivx . . .

"Now Herod the tetrarch

heard."

Kxl vTToarpiipxvreg o/ xToaroT^ot.

" And the Apostles, when they

Avere returned."

'Tirpoaivy^ii/.ivou x,ot,T0LiA.6vot.;.

"And it came to pass, as He
was alone praying."

iyiviro Gi /asToi tov; 'hoyovg tov-

rovg udil Vjf^iput oktu.

"And it came to pass, about

eight days after these say-

ings."

Koci iyiviro Be ev tTi £|ijf ijf^ipx.

" And it came to pass that, on

the next day, when they were

come down from the hill."

IL • Then."

iyiuiTo'hi iUTwavff.'z'hnpoiKjSxiTXg

il^ipxg TJjf dux'A^ypioy; oti/TOV.

" And it came to pass, when
the time was come that He
should be received up."
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Titles of Pericopae.

Samaritans refuse to

receive Him.

The scribe, who wishes

to follow.

Mission and return of

the Seventy.

Lawyer ("What must
I do ? ")—Parable of

the good Samaritan.

Mary and Martha.

The Lord's prayer.

Discourse on prayer.

Charge of connection
with Beelzebub.

Exclamations of a wo-
man :

" Blessed is

the Avomb that bare
Thee."

FormulaB of Conuection.

iyivero di xoptvof^iuuu ctvzuv tv

" And it came to pass that as

they went in the way." ^

f<,£roc rxvrcc.
" After these things" (i. e., after

the mission of the Twelve,

chap. ix. 1, not after what
is related in chap. ix. 57-62,

as the words x,xi i-ripovs clearly

prove).

Kul /Soy . . . dviarri.

"And behold a certain lawyer
stood up."

x,cii lyivsro sv rZ TropsviaSat otv-

Toiig.

" Now it came to pass as they

went."

x,»\ iyiviro iu ru fJvxi ui/Tov iv

rOTTU Tivl.

" And it came to pass that as

He was praying in a certain

place."

Kul ijv ix./ixT^'Kav . . . iysviTO ^£

Tov "hxif/,. i^i'hdovTOg.

"And He was casting out a
devil, and it was dumb."

iyhiro'hi Ivtu "hiynv xvtovtxvtx.
" And it came to pass as He
spake these things."

• This apparently refers to tbo same journey. But the topical arrangement, the subse-

quent account of tlie mission of the seventy, wliich certainly cannot have occurred on a

journey from Samaria to Jerusalem, and the number of unconnected incidents which follow

(cf. xi. 1), load decidedly to ihe conclusion that in this place, as in so many others, all that

Luke intends to say is, " On one occasion, when they were on their way." It is particularly

worthy of observation, that in chap. xvii. 11 we iind the statement again, " It came to pass,

&a He went to Jerusalem, that Ho passed through Samaria."
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Chains.
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Chains. Titles of PericopsB.

Dropsy cured. Dis-

courses.

Discourse : "If any
man come to Me and

hate not."

Parables of the hun-

dred sheep; the pieces

of silver ; and prodi-

gal son.

Parable of the unjust

steward. Addresses

to the Pharisees. Pa-
rable of the rich man
and Lazarus.

Discourse on offences.

Ten lepers.

Discourse on the latter

days.

Unjust judge.

Pharisee and publicaii.

Children brought.

Formulge of Connection.

avuivapivovro Bs avru oy^'Koi -koX-

"And there went great multi-

tudes with Him."

"Then drew near to Him all

the pubUcans and sinners."

(General description.)

'i'hsys hi xxl vpog rovg (Axdnroig

eivTov.

"And He said also unto His

disciples."

sT'TTS "hi 'TToog rovg p(.a.dnToc,g eci/rov.

" Then said He unto the dis-

ciples."

Kdi lyeviro h ru s-ope^sadxi ccv-

rov i'l; ' lipovaot'h^fA, kxI otvros

ottipxiro hix. jLciaov loifixpilot;.

" And it came to pass, as He
went to Jerusalem, that He
passed through the midst of

Samaria."

svspurridsi; hs . . .

" And when He was demanded."

iMys Se . . .

" And He spake a parable unto
them."

sT'^e hi Kccl . . .

" And He spake this parable."

'^poai(pepou hi otvrto icxl.

" And they brought to Him in-

fants."

KCtt fWnpUTYidi Tl; . . .

"And a certain ruler asked

Him."
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Chains.
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a ground for the conclusion, that the life of Jesus may possibly have

included one more Passover than we find mentioned in the Gospel of

John. (See § 28.)

§22.

SYNOPTICAL COMPARISON OF THE GOSPEL OF LUKE WITH THOSE

OF MATTHEW AND MARK.

Luke has much which is found in his Gospel alone. With regard

to the remainder, all that we would assume at the outset may be

briefly summed up as follows :

—

1. The following accounts are unquestionably identical, both from

the coincidence in all their leading features, and also from the simi-

larity in their chronological position : The casting out of the devil in

Capernaum, and healing of Peter's mother-in-law. The man let down

through the roof, and the call of Levi and meal in his house. The
Sermon on the Mount, and centurion's servant. The stilling of the

tempest, the Gadarenes, and raising of Jairus' daughter. The mission

of the twelve, Herod's alarm, and the feeding of the five thousand.

Peter's confession, the transfiguration, and the boy possessed.

2. The following are identical on account of the agreement in the

leading circumstances : The man sick of the palsy (Luke v., Matt, viii.,

Mark i.) ; the rubbing of the ears of corn, and the withered hand ;

the mission of the disciples of John ; the parable of the sower ; the

arrival of the mother and brethren of Jesus ; the contention who
should be the greatest (Luke ix.. Matt, xviii., Mark ix.) ; the scribe

who wishes to follow Jesus (Luke ix. 57-62, Matt, viii.) ; the charge

of being in league with Beelzebub, and the subsequent discourse in

Luke xi. 29 sqq. and Matt. xii. 38 sqq. (not Matt. v. 15, 16, for the pro-

verbial saying about the candlestick was of a nature to be frequently

repeated) ; the simile of the hundred sheep (Luke xv. 1 sqq.. Matt,

xviii. 12 sqq.) ; the children coming to Jesus ;
" Good Master." Also

the draught of fishes, and call of Peter.

3. The following are not identical, in spite of similarities in the

attendant circumstances : (1) The scribe who asks what he must do to

obtain eternal life (Luke x.) ; and the Pharisee who asks which is the

great commandment, for the purpose of tempting Jesus (Matt, xxii.,

Mark xii.).—(2) The discourse at the Pharisee's meal, and the similar

discourse. Matt, xxiii. For the leading points in such a discourse

are very likely to have been repeated, and the time and place are both

different : the one was at a meal, the other in the temple ; the latter

during the Passion week, which was certainly not the time of the
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Pliai'isee's entertainment.—(3) The warning to beware of the lca\en

of the Pharisees (Luke xii. 1), and the similar warning (Matt. xvi. G,

Mark viii. 15). The occasions were different, tliough both were per-

fectly appropriate ; and the saying itself was well fitted for repetition.

—(4) The words of Jesus in Luke xii. 2, 3, and the similar words in

Matt. X. 26 sqq.—And lastly, (5) certain gnomic sentences in the dis-

course contained in Luke xiii. 22 sqq., which ai'e also found in the

Sermon on the Mount (Matt. vii. 13 and 21, viii. 11, etc.).

4. The words, " O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, etc.," do not seem likely

to have been repeated ; and as Matthew gives the precise time and

occasion, w^e may conclude that Luke attached them to the previous

discourse on account of the subject-matter alone.

§23.

COMPAEISON OF THE SEQUENCE IN LUKE ^VITH THAT OF

MATTHEW AND MARK.

As Luke gives very little information respecting the order of oc-

currence, and what he gives is also found in Matthew and Mark, we

learn but little new from him. His 1st and 3d chains belong to the

Syndesm S., his 2d, 4th, and 8th to G., his 5th to D., his Gth to T.

;

his 7th, 9th, and 10th remaining unattached. From the addition of

the 1st and 3d to S. we obtain the following results :

—

1. The occurrence in the synagogxie at Nazareth took place before

Jesus removed to Capernaum.

2. The raising of the young man at Nain occurred the day after the

healing of the ruler's servant (probably on the way to the desert).

3. The choice of the disciples preceded the Sermon on the Mount

;

and the short section a (vide p. 94) is therefore to be added to the

Syndesm S.

4. The short section d (mission of the disciples of John) comes

after the raising of the young man at Nain, and closes the Syn-

desm S.

The Syndesm S. will therefore assume the following form :

—

Jesus in the synagogue at Xazareth.

Removal to Capernaum.

Call of four disciples.

Choice of the twelve. Sermon on the Mount.

Man with the palsy healed on descending from the Mount.

The housemates of Jesus try to take Him (Mark—in the inn).

Jesus goes to Capernaum. The centurion's servant.

The man possessed in the synagogue.
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Peter's mother-in-law.

Joiirney into the desert the following day. The young man of

Nain (on the road).

Shortly afterwards, the mission of John's disciples.

But the Synclesm G. must come before the Sermon on the Mount

and the selection of the twelve, since it contains the call of Levi

;

consequently, S. and G. together form but one syndesm. This we will

call A., viz. :

—

Syndesm A.

S. Jesus goes to Nazareth.

Removes to Capernaum. (Call of the four.)

G. His stay there. (Blind and dumb. Charge of league with

Beelzebub. Pharisees ask for signs. Mother and brethren.)

Journey to Gadara. (Scribe, who wishes to follow. Parables.

Tempest. Gadarenes. Discourse on fasting. Jairus'

daughter, etc. Blind men. Dumb man possessed.)

F7'esh stay in Capernaum. (Man with palsy. Call of Levi.

"Is not this the carpenter's son I")

S. Sermon on the Mount, preceded by the selection of the twelve

disciples.^ (Leper. Centurion's servant. Man possessed.

Peter's mother-in-law. Jesus goes into the desert.)

There is also the mass of unconnected passages, peculiar to Luke,

which we call L.

CHAPTER V.

GOSPEL OF JOHN.

§ 24.

PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT.

In John too we seek for a plan. There is an excellent earlier work
treating of this subject by Fromraann (on the Genuineness and In-

^ There ia nothing surprising in the fact that previous to the choice of the

twelve, viz., at the stilling of the tempest, and the meal in Levi's house, " His dis-

ciples" should be referred to. There must naturally have been disciples, before

Jesus could select the more intimate circle of twelve from their number. The call

of six different disciples (John i. and Matt, iv.) actually took place before the still-

ing of the storm.—The expression, " the twelve," does not occur in any one of the
accounts which, according to our conclusion, jyrecede the selection of the twelve.
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tegi'ity of the Gospel of John, in Ullm. Stud, und Krit. 40-4).

Frommann properly starts with the supposition that the 1st Epistle

of John accompanied the Gospel and introduced it to the readers.

In fact, if we once admit that the Gospel and the 1st Epistle were

the productions of the same author, it is much more natural to inter-

pret the first three verses of the Epistle as relating to the account

which the Gospel contains of what the writer had " seen and heard

and handled," than to regard them as relating to the (doctrinal) contents

of the 1st Epistle itself. We may gather, then, from this Epistle, that

John wi'ote to churches in which the true faith did not universally

exist,^ but which he was desirous of leading to the faith in the same

manner in which he had himself been brought to it, namely, by

looking at the "Word made flesh.

We obtain essentially the same result if we look altogether away
from the question, wdiether the Gospel and the 1st Epistle of John
liad the same author, and confine ourselves to the Gospel alone. For
in chap. xx. 31 the circle of readers is described as one to which the

author writes, that they might believe, and believing, might have life ; and

hence the right faith did not yet exist among them. The manner in

which he hopes to excite the faith, which he knew to be wanting, is

evident from chap. i. 1-18, and especially from vers. 14-16. He speaks

of the Logos, which was with God and was God, through whom all

things were made, who was from the beginning the life of men and

the light of men, but was not comprehended (accepted) by the darkness

into which it shone. Of this Logos he says, that it had become flesh,

and had been seen by him, as one in whom the Sofa of the Father had

appeared, full of grace and truth. He also says (ver. 16), that he had

felt in himself the life-giving power of the Logos. He then (vers.

17, 18) finishes the paragraph with two parallel clauses :

—

(1.) The laio was given by Moses : grace and truth became

(geworden, iyevero) through Christ.

(2.) God (as He is directly contrasted with man, on the footing of

the law, in which the light was thoroughly kept back by the

darkness) is invisible. " No man hath seen God at any

^ The arguments are confessedly directed chiefly against Docetism and Gnos-

ticism on the one hand, and against the want of love (which is so often connected

with fruitless speculation) on the other. The writer has evidently Docetism in

view in John i. 14 and xix. 34. It cannot be proved that he alluded to any par-

ticular Gnostics, such as those of the second century, with their elaborate systems.

Thiersch has shown that the writings of John are unquestionably directed against

the first wild, demoniac, form of Gnosticism, such as we find alluded to in the 2d

Epistle of Peter, the Epistle of Jude, the pastoral Epistles, and the Revelation,—

a

form which is only conceivable in the first century.
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time:" the Son has for the first time revealed His essential

nature.

The design of the Evangelist, then, can have been no other than

this : to set before his hearers the incarnate Logos, the illuminating,

quickening light, just as He had appeared to him, that they also might

receive Him (cf. ver. 12) ; in other words, to set Jesus forth, as the

manifestation of the 86^a of the Father.

Here lies, then, the essential distinction between John and the

Synoptists. The latter had to do with opponents outside the Church,

the former with those within. Matthew exhibits the New Testament

revelation in its identity with the Old ; Mark, in its simple exalted

contrast with the follies of Heathenism. Luke, indeed, appears to

have had in view the conflict between apostolical Christianity (Acts

XV.) and the false teachers among the Jewish Christians, or, at all

events, the form of Christian doctrine as developed by the Apostle

Paul. John, on the other hand, in opposition to the unbridled sub-

jectivity and antinomianism of the first Gnostics, upholds the ob-

jective reality of the incarnation of God in Christ. He has conse-

quently a more artistic and conscious plan than the Synoptists. He
not merely places the figure of Christ in His ho^a before the view of

his readers, as Mark has done ; but carries through the conception

and idea of the eternal So^a made truly visible in the historical Jesus

in conscious opposition to the erroneous ideas of the Gnostics with

regard to the relation between the eternal Logos and the temporal

appearance of Jesus. To him the glory of Christ is not an object of

phantasy, but of speculation. And since the object to be set forth by

him "is the relation between the history of Jesus Christ and the eter-

nal existence of the Logos with the Father, he passes beyond the his-

torical appearance, and introduces the super-terrestrial and super-

historical opposition between the Father and kingdom of light, and

the father and kingdom of darkness. He sets out, therefore, with de-

finite speculative momenta ; and by these his arrangement is consciously

determined.

What are these momenta f In the prooemium we find three leading

thoughts : a. In Jesus the So^a of the Father, or Jesus the Logos ; b.

The conflict between the light and the darkness ; c. The testimony of

John.^ In carrying this out, the testimony of John had naturally to

' The last appears to stand in a very isolated position by the side of the other

two ; a purely historical element in association with others of a speculative cha-

racter. But ver. 8 must not bo overlooked. John the Baptist was not the light,

but simply bore ivitness of the light. Compare ver. 17, and it becomes perfectly

obvious that the author has in his mind the contrast between the standpoint of the
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be placed first, on account of its position in the order of time. In the

subsequent course of the actual life of Jesus, the two other points (the

manifestation of the glory, and the conflict) might be brought out side

by side. Only so much is evident, that John would necessarily select

such events as served to illustrate clearly some one of these points.

Frommann is, therefore, perfectly correct, when he assigns as the

reason why John chiefly confined himself to the visits to Jeru-

salem and the journeys thither, the fact that his design was to depict

the conflict between Jesus and the ''darkness," and His ultimate

victory through apparent defeat. It was in Jerusalem that the power

of the darkness was concentrated ; and the appearance of Jesus there

had ten times the importance that it had in Galilee. In Jerusalem

all was at stake. The three journeys to the Passover, especially, form

three leading epochs in the advancing conflict.

We know, therefore, at the outset, what we have to expect in

relation to chronological order. From John's design alone it is clear

enough, that he intended the different journeys to the feasts to be

regarded as occurring in succession. And this is also apparent from

the manner in which occurrences are linked together. For example,

we do not find in John a number of short, loosely connected, and

separable incidents ; he gives for the most part long and elaborate

accounts. He never omits to mention the place {e.g., " He remained

in Galilee ; " " But when His brethren w^ere gone up, then went He
also up to the feast

;

" " In the midst of the feast, Jesus went up into

the temple;" "Jesus went to the Mount of Olives;" "He came again

into the temple ;" "He went out of the temple." Chap. vii. 9, 10, 14
;

viii. 1, 2, 59). Thus all the events which occmTcdupon one particular

journey are linked together by distinct notices of the way in which Jesus

proceeded from place to place.—The simple question, therefore, is.

Law and that of the Gospel. John, the Israelitish prophet, like Moses, the Israelitish

lawgiver, had merely the commission to bear witness of the light. The Old Testa-

ment theocracy was merely preliminary, not an essential part. (The same thought

occurs in Gal. iii. 24, in another form ; in Paul psychological, in John speculative

and historical.) The connection between vers. 5 and 6 is now perfectly clear.

Ver. 5 relates to a time before the Logos became flesh. It shone in the darkness,

but as something altogether distinct and foreign. The Logos, therefore, was present

in the Old Covenant : the truth was there, but as something rigid, foreign, un-

attained, as laiv only ; whilst the hope of future mediation was given in prophecij.

John passes, therefore, quite naturally from ver. 5 to the crowning point of tlic

Old Testament development, viz., to John the IJaptist : to his person and testi-

mony.—Vers. 9 sqq. contain a totally different thought from ver. 5. In ver. 5

we have the shining of the light into darkness, which rejects it ; in vers. 9 sqq., the

coming of the light into the world, tig tx i'hct, by which it is 7wt received.
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whether the different journeys are arranged without regard to chrono-

logical order, and Avhether some journeys may not be omitted altogether.

Both are improbable ; first, because John is accustomed to notice

the time and place with such great exactness ; and again, because he

gives not only links of connection, but chronological data also. The

different journeys too are hnked together by marks of their consecu-

tive order (cf. v. 1, " After this ;
" vi. 1, " After these things ;" vii. 1,

"After these things." Vide also the close connection ; John x. 39, after

which follows the last catastrophe). The most decisive, however, are

such passages as chaps, iv. 46, vii. 1, where John notices changes of

place without recording any particular events. From this it is obvious

that local and chronological data were regarded by him as possessing an

importance of their own ; and that his design was to write in the order

of sequence. These two questions, therefore, only remain : 1. Is the

chronological order, as given by John, at variance with that of the

Synoptists ? 2. Can the latter be dovetailed into the former ?

There is no necessity, here, for us to construct a table similar to

that which we have drawn up in the case of each of the Synoptists,

as there are no loose chains to be found in John. At the same time,

for convenience in comparing them, we shall give a chronological

table of the contents of the Gospel.

Chap.
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can take the similar uKoXovdec fxoi in another sense." We reply:

it is surprising that a man who writes a life of Jesus has never read

the 40th verse. For there it stands plainly written : These disciples

remained that Avhole day with Jesus ; from which any ordinary under-

standing would conclude that they went away the next day again, and

that the uKoXovdelv is here used only of a momentary following.

We shall defer to the Second Division the discussion of the ques-

tion, whether a repetition of the cleansing of the temple was probable.

We have already shown the non-identity of the nobleman (John iv.)

with the centurion and that the occurrence of both events involves

nothing impossible {vide pp. 60-61).

The anointing by Mary we regard as identical with the anointing

recorded by Matthew and Mark, specially on account of the time

when it is said to have occurred. The justification of this view will

be found in Division Second.

The feeding of the five thousand, and the walking on the sea, appear

to us identical with the similar occurrences in the Synoptists, because

of the connection of events.

§26.

SYNOPTICAL COMPARISON OF JOHN AND THE SYNOPTISTS WITH

REGAED TO SEQUENCE.

(The first Syndesm.—The Journeys to Feasts. The Feast, John v. 1.)

The syndesms already obtained from the Synoptists may be fitted

into John's arrangement in the following manner, with perfect ease

and without distortion :

—

1. The Syndesm A. conmiences after the imprisonment of John the

Baptist, and shows, that after a short stay in Nazareth (Luke), Jesus

removed to Capernaum.—Now, where can this be placed in John ?

Evidently not after chap. i. 43 ; for, in the first place, we find from

chap. iii. 24* that John was not yet cast into prison ; and we also

learn from chap ii. 12, that, although Jesus did go to Capernaum for

a short time before the first Passover, it was only for a short time.

—

The removal to Galilee, related in Matt. iv. etc., is rather identical

with the journey described in John iv. 3 and 45, which happened

after the first Passover.—This will explain the statement of John, that

the miracle at Cana and the healing of the nobleman's servant were

tlie first two miracles that Jesus performed (John ii. 11, iv. 54).

The course of events, therefore, was the following. After the

temptation (which occurred, according to the Synoptists, immediately

after His baptism), Jesus went into Galilee with two disciples, Philip
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and Nathanael, and remained at first for a short time with Ilis

mother (John ii. 1 and 12). On the Jiy'st Passover He returned

to Judffia, and travelled about there for some time (chap. iii. 22

sqq.). After that, He removed first of all to Nazareth, and then to

Capernaum.^

The first brief sojourn of Jesus in Galilee (John i. 43-ii. 13) is

passed over by the Synoptists. But when they relate (Matt. iv. 12,

etc.), that after John was cast into prison, Jesus went into Galilee,

since the time of his imprisonment is evidently adduced as a fixed

point, assumed to be familiar to their readers, they give us to under-

stand that, up to that time, Jesus must have been living in Judcea.

Consequently, they hint as distinctly as John at a stay which Jesus

made in Judcea, but which was baiTen of remarkable events (John iii.

22 sqq.).

John, on his side, evidently keeps the Synoptists in view, and

takes care to avoid even apparent discrepancies. Thus, in chap. ii.

12, when relating the fact that Jesus Avent down to Capernaum, lie

expressly mentions that He did not stay there long, lest the reader

should confound this brief visit with the longer stay narrated in ^fatt.

iv. 12 and the parallel passages, and the journey noticed in chap. i.

43 with that described by Matthews For the same reason, he states

in chap. iii. 24, " John was not yet cast into prison," which says in

other words, the facts mentioned in chaps, ii. iii. occurred before the

imprisonment of John.

But many critics, instead of inferring from the difference in the

times a difference in the journeys mentioned in Matt. iv. 12 and

John i. 43, take for granted that the journeys are the same, and then

from the discrepancies as to time infer contradictions. They even go

so far as to attribute to John a distinct intention to contradict the

Synoptists (yid. De Wette, p. 54).

The only apparent groimd for such an assertion is that adduced

by De Wette, and adopted by Strmiss, Bruno Bauer, GfrOrer, and

Bleel',— viz., that, " according to John ii., Jesus commenced His

public ministry in Judoaa, whereas ^Matthew (iv. 12) says that He
commenced it in Capernaum." It is not ajffirmed, however, in Matt.

^ The healing of the nobleman's son must have taken place while Jesus was

living at Nazareth. Jesus went over from Nazareth to Cana (John iv. 46), and

there the nobleman, who may have become acquainted with Him during His first

stay there (ii. 12), came and presented his request. It can hardly have taken

place after Jesus had taken up His fixed abode at Capernaum ; in wliich case the

nobleman would have merely sent after Him to Cana. The former is sujiported

by the expression, " when he heard," etc. (ver. 47), and especially by the words,

" after two days," in ver. 43.
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iv. 12 tliat Jesus commenced His ministry after the imprisonment of

the Baptist, but merely that He then removed to Galilee and Caper-

naum. Bleek appeals to Matt. iv. 17 ; but even there it is not stated

that Jesus began to preach for the first time in Capernaum, but that

He then began in Capernaum " to jyreach, and to say, Repent, for the

kingdom of heaven is at hand" With this kind of preaching, therefore,

—viz., a direct announcement that the fulfilment of the prophecies of

the establishment of the kingdom of Jehovah was close at hand, and a

direct appeal to rally round Himself as the founder of this kingdom,

—

Jesus certainly cannot previously have commenced in Judaea. That

is to say. He cannot have appeared in Judsea as a Rahhi, collecting

a circle of disciples publicly and expressly for such a purpose as this.

But even John says nothing about any public ministry of this kind

in Judaea. A public ministry in another sense, John certainly does

say that Jesus had already commenced in Judsea. It is true, the

first sign which Jesus gave, occurred in a family circle ; and even

the disciples that He gathered round Him (John i. 37 sqq.) were

attracted in the unpretending form of private friendship; they did

not remain constantly with Him, but merely accompanied Him from

time to time, particularly on the two journeys mentioned in John ii.

1 and iii. 22. But on the second of these journeys, Jesus did step

forward publicly in Jerusalem, when He purified the temple ; though

even then not with a public ministry as Rabbi, calling men to enter

into the kingdom of God, and commencing an independent Messianic

work ; but with an act of zeal, such as any unofficial individual might

have performed. And we need nothing more than this one act, to

explain how it was that the attention of the ruler Nicodemus had

been attracted to Jesus. Nothing further remains, therefore, than

the two passages, John iii. 22, and iv. 1 sqq., where Jesus is said to

have collected a large circle of disciples. Yet even this public mini-

stry at the Jordan (not in Jerusalem) undoubtedly bore the same rela-

tion to that which Matthew says He commenced at Capernaum, as

the call of the first disciples in Judaea (John i.) to that of the same

disciples in Galilee (Matt. iv.). A sufficient clue to this is given in

John iv. 2 : " Jesus Himself baptized not, but His disciples," It was

the disciples of Jesus, who had formerly been John the Baptist's dis-

ciples, who here began to baptize in the neighbourhood of the Baptist

himself. They evidently considered it their duty to work for their

Lord in the same manner as he did. At all events, they worked in

the same form as the Baptist. And as those whom the latter baptized

returned to their homes, and did not continue with him ; so, no doubt,

did those whom the disciples of Jesus baptized go back to their homes.
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And, like the Baptist, the disciples of Jesus also contented themselves

\vith pointing once for all to the Lamb of God. Even here, therefore,

no allusion is made to a public ministry of the same kind as that whicli

Jesus is said by Matthew to have commenced in Capernaum. The
disciples followed implicitly the Baptist's form, and Jcsns suffered

this for a while, but only till it was in danger of growing into a positive

public ministry, in the full sense of the word, independent of John
(John iv. 1 sqq.). Such a ministry it was His purpose to commence
in His own loay, and first of all in Galilee; and He had no wish to

be drawn into a publicity at variance with His plans, by the well

intended zeal of His disciples.—Thus John iv. 1 sqq. and Matt. iv. 17

are in perfect harmony with each other. The Synoptists pass over

these earlier events, and commence their narrative at the point where

Jesus enters upon His independent public ministry in Capernaum

;

that is to say, when He comes forward as Kabbi, having collected

around Him a permanent circle of disciples, who live entirely with

Him, and making a direct appeal to the people to connect themselves

with His work.—The conclusion, therefore, is firmly established, that

Matt. iv. 12 is parallel to John iv. 3 and 45.

De Wette is inconsistent when he regards John ii. 12 as identical

with Matt. iv. 12, and yet as involving no contradiction. He should

by right find hei-e also a discrepancy between the sliort stay in Caper-

naum and the permanent settlement.—De Wette pronounces it arbi-

traiy in Kuinol to find in this diversity a new proof that John ii. 12,

like John i. 43, cannot be identical with Matt. iv. 12. But is it not

arbitrary, when one historian says the fact A happened before the

point of time m, and another says the fact B happened after m,

for a critic to say A and B are one, therefore the two authors contra-

dict one another in respect of the time ?—The observation in John
ii. 12, as also in iii. 24, is at least as luell explained from a desire

to avoid contradiction with the Synoptists, as from an intention to

" correct" them. The manner in which Jesus calls the four disciples,

Matt. iv. 18, is explained by the earlier brief acquaintance noticed in

John i. The " contradiction" that the Synoptists knew nothing of

Jesus being at Jerusalem disappears, so far as the beginning of the

life of Jesus is concerned, when we observe that by the words, ^^ after

John was put in prison, Jesus went to stay in Galilee," the Synoptists

hint that before that time He had been in Judsea.

2. To settle this latter question,—whether the Synoptists knew of

Christ's journeys to the feasts,—we shall (before proceeding to the

remaining syndesms) recall to mind the following passages, already

noticed in part by De Wette and Tholuck.
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a. Matt, xxiii. 37, and Luke xiii. 34 :
" O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

how often would I have gathered thy children !"

b. Matt, xxvii. 57 ; Luke xix. 38 : Joseph of Arimathea, who

lived at Jerusalem (for he had a sepulchre there), was a disciple of

Jesus.

c. Luke X. 38 sqq. : Jesus is on the most intimate terms with a

family residing at Bethany, near to Jerusalem.

d. Matt. iv. 25; Mark iii. 7: "Then followed Him great multi-

tudes from Galilee, and Decapolis, and Jerusalem, and Judaea." How
came the inhabitants of Judasa and Jerusalem to follow Jesus, if He
never came to Judaea and Jerusalem ? Is it probable that the mere

rumour induced a great multitude to set out on a pilgrimage to Gali-

lee, without knowing where He might be found, first to seek Him out

and then to follow Him farther ? Or, do not the general formulae

employed by Matthew and Mark much rather imply, that Jesus

occasionally passed through the places mentioned ?

e. Luke occasionally gives as vague indication of time, "It came

to pass, as He went to Jerusalem" (compare chap. ix. 51 with xvii. 11).

In the former passage, the journey is expressly referred to as the last.

In the latter, on the other hand, the "going to Jerusalem" is alluded

to in an indefinite manner, and without fiarther explanation, as some-

thing that was altogether a matter of course.

3. The most important question is, whether in John v. 1, eo/or?; tmv

"'lovhalwv denotes a feast of the Passover. This was the opinion ol

Calovius, Lightfoot, Chemnitz, and others, after the example of Iren-

aeus and Luther. It is now almost antiquated. In chap. iv. 35 we
read,- that when Jesus was on His way to Galilee, there wanted four

months to the harvest. The first question that arises here is, Avhether

the harvest intended is that of the winter or the summer fruits. The
former began in May, the latter in September. Three cases may be

supposed, a. We may imagine that the harvest intended is that of the

winter fruits in the same year in which the first Passover, mentioned

in chap. ii. 13, occurred. But this is altogether out of the question.

However early the Passover may have fallen, the journey cannot pos-

sibly have taken place before the end of March. What becomes, then,

of the four months between the journey and the beginning of May?

—

h. The harvest of summer fruits in the same year may be the one

alluded to. Four months before that time would be the end of April.

But we find from chap. iii. 22, that Jesus went to Judaea, tarried

there and baptized. And according to John iv. 1, He remained there

long enough to baptize "more disciples than John." What becomes

of all this time, if He returned at the end of April or beginning of
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May? Moreover, at tliat time the harvest of winter fruits would liave

just commenced ; and would it have been a natural thing to pass this

over altogether, and say with reference to the later harvest of summer
fruits, "There are yet four months, and then cometh {the) harvest?"

And would it have been possible for Jesus to add, with any hope of

effect, " Lift up your eyes and look on the fields, for they are white

already to harvest,"—a paradox to be understood of the spiritual har-

vest, and which had no meaning except as a paradox ?—c. The harvest

referred to might have been the harvest of winter fruits which fell in

t\\Q foUoxoinrj spring (the time of the second Passover). Jesus must

in this case have remained in Jerusalem (Judaea ?) till the end of

December or beginning of January. In January He would have

come into Galilee ; and in that month the healing of the nobleman's

son would have occurred. The feast, therefore, which followed shortly

after might have been either a Passover or a feast of Purim, but not

a feast of Dedication.

Against the supposition that it was a feast of the Passover, we mav
adduce not merely the fact that another feast of the Passover is men-

tioned directly^ afterward (chap. vi. 4), but the term applied to it,

koprrj Ttov 'lovSaicov, without the article. Not the slightest reason can

be given wdiy a Passover should ever have been spoken of in this way,

and especially why John should have departed from his usual mode
of speaking of it in this particular place. ^ The most probable con-

clusion, then, is, that the feast referred to was the feast of Purim,

which happened about a month before the Passover ; not, however,

for the reason assigned by Hug, that eopr^ tS)v ^lovBaicov means the

feast of the Jews, the one feast which peculiarly affected the Jews

and their deliverance, but because no other feast occurred between

January and March of comparatively minor importance.

Still a second question has to be disposed of : Does John iv. 35

furnish a chronological datum at all ? Krafft refers to the analogous

\eyeT€ in Matt. xvi. 2, and maintains the possibility, and probability,

that the words quoted by Jesus may have been a common proverbial

f;aying, which could only be used in ordinary cases at seed-time {^^ yet

four months"), but which Jesus might apply in a figurative sense to

any other time of the year. The common saying ran thus :
" There

are four months from seed-time to harvest;" Jesus says (alluding to

the rapid conversion of the Samaritans), " In My spiritual field there

^ Though it would be by no means impossible that John, who passes over tho

events which happened in Galilee almost without exception, should have passed

hv a whole year spent in Galilee.

* Vid. John ii. 13, 23, vi. 4, xi. 55, xii. 1, xiii.

9
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is a far shorter interval between the seed-time and the harvest." In

this case it still remains a possible thing, that the feast alluded to may

have been a feast of Tabernacles ; a conclusion which Krafft defends

on internal grounds that are well deserving of consideration. The

feast of Tabernacles was a humiliating memorial of the thirty-eight

years spent as a punishment in the desert. There was certainly a

typical parallel between the thirty-eight years' disease wdiich sin had

brought upon the impotent man (chap. v. 14) and the thirty-eight

years of punishment in the desert, even as between the deliverer

Joshua and the deliverer Jesus. And the vparning given by Jesus

in chap. v. 14 was a warning addressed to the whole of Israel, not to

reject Him, the true Joshua, lest a worse judgment should come upon

them.

But if the feast mentioned in chap. v. 1 was the feast of Taber-

nacles, it could not have been the one which followed i\\Q first Pass-

over (John ii. 13) ; for the large Syndesm A. cannot possibly be placed

between the Passover and feast of Tabernacles of the same year.

It embraces a lengthened stay in Judaea, a journey to Galilee, a

sojourn in Nazareth, a removal to Capernaum, and a prolonged stay

there broken up by several journeys. There must, therefore, have

been another feast of the Passover, betw^een the two mentioned in

John ii. 13 and John vi. 4. And in Luke vi. 1 there is an evident

allusion to such a feast {yid. p. 115).

§ 27.

THE REMAINING SYNDESMS.

The Syndesm A., then, is to be placed immediately after the return

of Jesus from the first Passover. If we call the year in which this

Passover occurred (taking the year in our sense, from January to

December) the first year, the Syndesm A. will occupy from January

to September of the second year.—(Jesus, having returned to Galilee,

lives in Nazareth. When paying a visit to Cana, the nobleman comes

to him with his petition. The occurrence in the synagogue, related

by Luke, induces Him to go to Capernaum. Thence He takes a

journey to Gadara, and, after travelling about, delivers the Sermon
on the Mount.)

2. The Syndesm D. comes after the feast of Purim, and embraces

the Passover of the third year (John the Baptist had been beheaded

before this).—(Jesus sends out His disciples, awaits their return, goes

into the desert, feeds the 5000, walks upon the sea.)

3. This is followed in a short time by the journey to the feast oi
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Tabernacles, and the journey to the feast of Dedication in the Decem-

ber of the same year. After this, as we learn from John, Jesus

went no more into Galilee, but to Peraa, where He remained (with

the solitary exception of His journey to Bethany to the raising of

Lazarus) till the fourth and last Passover. From the Synoptists also

(Syndesm T.) we learn, that before His last sufferings, Jesus went

to that part of Pera3a which borders upon the land of Judaea, and

there remained.

In this way, then, the two would harmonize most perfectly, were

it not that, according to John, Jesus went to Peraea from Jerusalem

(from the feast of Dedication), and according to the Synoptists, from

Galilee. There are two ways of solving this difficulty. "We may
assume either that John omits to state that Jesus went first into

Galilee once more, or that the Synoptists omit the journey to tlie feast

of Dedication between the discourses on ambition, etc., and the journey

to Persea. The former assumption appears at the very first sight to

be extremely forced. Is it likely that John, who is accustomed to

describe so minutely the places which Jesus visited, and how often

He returned to Galilee, should have completely passed over so long a

stay as that which occupies the first half of the Syndesm T. ?

But is the second assumption less constrained?—It is true,

Matthews says (chap. xix. 1), " When Jesus had finished these sayings.

He departed from Galilee, and came into the coasts of Judaea beyond

Jordan." But the apparent harshness and constraint vanish when

we look into the matter more closely. It is evident from John, that

after the feast of Dedication Jesus did not return any more to Galilee,

but spent the whole of the last four months previous to His sufferings

in the border country between Peraea and Judaea (John x. 40, xi. 54).

Is it so very incredible that Matthew and the rest of the Synoptists,

who have not mentioned any of the journeys up to Jerusalem to the

feasts, should have omitted also to notice the fact, that on His journey

to the northern extremity of the Dead Sea, Jesus passed through

Jerusalem, for the purpose of being present at the feast of Dedication ?

Is it strange, that he should simply have stated generally, that Jesus

left Galilee, went to the border country between Judaea and Peraea,

and there remained ?—The joui'ney to Phoenicia, then, the journey to

Decapolis, with the feeding of the 4000, the transfiguration, and the

last tour through Galilee, occui'red in the autumn of the third year.

Thus we see that, notwithstanding all the freedom with which the

Evangelists treat the subordinate question of the time when the events

occurred, so many separate notices are found, indicative of the order

in which different occurrences took place, that whoever applies him-
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self to the task with an honest mind, interpolating nothing, but con-

fining himself simply to the definite data which lie before him, may

arrive at a perfectly satisfactory result, as to the course of the life

of Jesus. And whoever is not ashamed to believe m a living God,

^Adll also not be ashamed to acknowledge the finger of God Himself

in this feature of the Gospels, in the possibility of restoring so com-

pletely the true order in which the events occurred. And even with

reo-ard to the j^ureli/ historical credibility of the Gospels, important

conclusions may be drawn from this fact. Strauss had his dreams

about four writers, every one of whom " flattered himself " that he was

writincT in chronological order, and who nevertheless fell into innumer-

able contradictions of one another. But we have found four writers,

three of whom had no intention of writing in chronological order,

but yet who have put us in a position, by means of the perfectly

natural and unconnected notices which they have scattered here and

there, to restore the proper order : an order whose correctness can be

thoroughly discerned by the scrutinizing glance of internal criticism

alone. And in making this assertion, we fearlessly challenge those

leaders in scepticism, who affirm that the facts narrated by the Synop-

tists cannot possibly be made to harmonize with the order of events

given by John, and who have made no attempt whatever to accom-

plish this result, to point out a single instance in which we have failed

to adhere closely to the chronological data which the text supplies, or

in which we have introduced data that are not to be found in the text

itself.

§28.

COLLECTIVE RESULT OF THE INVESTIGATION RELATIVE TO ORDER
OF SEQUENCE.

The following is the collective result of our investigation, and

shows the order in which the whole will be arranged in the Second

Division :

Time and Place.
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1

Time and Tlace.
|
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Time and Place.
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Before passing from this subject, we must just call attention to

the internal fitness of this result, the order and unity which it gives

to the work of Christ. From His removal to Capei-naum onwards,

the whole may be divided into three periods. In the first period (from

the autumn of the second year to the autumn of the third), Jesus

manifests Himself in Galilee as Rabbi, announces that the kingdom
of God has come, and seeks to make men disciples, or members of that

kingdom. He invites them, by their own conversion (ixeTdvota), to

render the establishment of the long-promised kingdom of God a

possible event. This has its culminating point (not its starting point^

in the Sermon on the Mount. Jesus did not commence in this

majestic manner, with His royal edict, without further preparation.

He waited till His unassuming ministry had collected a large numbec
round Him, and then promulgated the fundamental law of His king-

dom. Then also, when a separation between those who had been

converted and those who had not, could no longer be delayed. He
iovin3i\\y organized His attendants and His labours, by selecting tioelvc

from the whole number of His followers, to be His special messengers.

—From this point we enter the second period of His ministry, which

extends to the autumn of the fourth year. He now comes forward

with power and energy among the people, and enters thoroughly into

the spiritual ivar with the nation. He formally sends out His disciples

into the towns ; He repeatedly appears in Jerusalem, and proclaims

Himself as Messiah. By a series of the most stupendous miracles. He
seeks to arouse the people. In a word. He endeavours to win by con-

quest the conversion of Israel. But Israel hardens itself en masse

;

and its opposition is concentrated and organized. This second period

is concluded with the transfiguration, in which the lawgiver and the

prophet offer to Him the homage and the recognition which the hard-

ened nation has refused.—In the third period, from the harvest of the

fourth year till the Passover of the fifth, He retires into solitude (with

the single exception of the feast of Dedication, at which He makes a

last attempt to convert the people), and directs all His energies to the

preparation of His disciples for their future calling as witnesses to

Israel. His hour being now come. He places Himself freely in the

hands of His enemies.

We now pass to the Chronology of the Gospels, from which we
shall gain a significant confirmation of the results at which we have

arrived on the subject of Sequence.
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CHAPTER VI.

CHROXOLOGY OF THE GOSPELS.

§29.

THE TAXING OF QUIRINIUS.

The first chronological datum furnished in the New Testament (for

the purpose of determining the time when Christ was born), is the

taxing of Qidrlnlus (Luke ii. 1 sqq.). The second and more compli-

cated one serves to indicate the year in which John the Baptist com-

menced his ministry. The difficulties raised from time immemorial

respecting the taxing of Quirinius, and lately revived by Strauss and

Bruno Bauer, may be resolved into the four following questions

:

1. Did Augustus ever issue an a7roypa(f)7] embracing the whole

empire ?

2. Could Judaea be taxed under Herod?

3. Has Luke confounded the taxing under Herod with the later

one by Quii'inius ?

4. How did it happen that Joseph and Mary had to travel to their

native place on account of the taxing I

The first question has reference to the fact, that no contempora-

neous author gives any account of an edict issued by Augustus for the

taxation of the whole empire. The second relates to the circumstance,

that in countries not yet reduced in formam provincice, but governed

by regibus sociis (as Judaea was under Herod the Great), the right of

taxation belonged to these regibus sociis, and not to the Romans. The

third difficulty arises from the fact, that, according to Josephus (Ant.

18, 1, 1, cf. Acts v. 37), Quirinius did not take a census in Judasa till

the year 11 of the Dionysian era,^ after the banishment of Archelaus

;

whereas in the passage in question Luke evidently intends to say,

that the census took place in the year 5 B.C. according to the same era.

The fourth rests upon the fact, that, according to the Roman custom,

it was neither necessary for men to travel to their native place, nor for

women to appear in person at all.

Before proceeding to examine these difficulties more minutely, w?
would make two preliminary remarks. The first is, that Luke wa».

very well acquainted with the Quirinian census {vid. Acts v. 37) .

the second, that aTroypdcjieadai, is used both for taking a census (i.f

,

[' T7(/. note 1, p. 147—Ed.]
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au account of the different inhabitants and their property) and for

imposing a tax (on the basis of such a census). For the latter, the

Greeks also used the word d7roTi/jbr)(n<;.

So far as the Jirst question is concenied, we will neither evade it

by the forced exegesis still retained by Bug, that Trdaa t) olKovfievq

means the land of Judoea, nor by Lange's view, that "as the taxino-

edicts, though issued to different provinces at different times, were

essentially one and the same, Luke may have had in his mind the

taxing which took place at that period here and there throughout the

Roman empire;" for Luke speaks too distinctly of a 807/ia which was

issued in those days, enjoining one single uTroypacpt] for the whole orhis.

We are also willing to grant to Strauss and Bruno Bauer, that the

traces of a general census of the empire, which Savigny thought he

had discovered in Cassiodorus and Suidas, furnish no certain historical

basis ; since it is but too probable that the accounts on which the allu-

sions referred to were based, were originally drawn from Luke ii. itself.

Nevertheless, we maintain that there is nothing in the way of

the assumption, that Augustus did issue a command to take a census

of the whole orhis. In support of this, we appeal to nothing but the

hreviaHum imperii spoken of in Tacitus (Ann. 1, 11) and Suetonius

(Octav. 101), and so often adduced in this discussion. After the

death of Augustus, Tiberius ordered a Uhellus to be read to the Senate,

in which opes puhliccB cojitinebantur, quantum civium SOCIORUMQUE
in armis ; quot classes, regno, provincial, tributa aut vectigalia et

necessitates ac largitiones QU^ cuncta sua manu perscripsekat

Augustus.—Strauss thinks, indeed, that "Augustus might have as-

certained the number of troops and the amount of money which the

Jewish princes had to contribute, without a Roman census." But who
says anything about a Roman census? When the question arises.

Why was Joseph obliged to go to Bethlehem ? Strauss says, no reason

can be discovered ; for it was not required by the Roman form of

taking a census. So that in one place he says that a Roman census

was unnecessary in Palestine, and in another that it was incredible.

Very good ; the census was 7Wt a Roman one, so far as Judaea was

concerned, but a Jewish one, enjoined by the Emperor iipon the rex

socius. For some kind of census must have been taken in the different

provinces and social states of the Roman empire, if Augustus was to

ascertain the tributa aut vectigalia and the quantum sociorum

in armis. ^ But when Strauss says, " For Juda3a, Augustus had the

^ Cf. Winer, Realwbrterbuch ii. p. 470 seq. " The Emperor Augustus pos-

Fpssed a breviarium imp., in which was stated quantum sociorum in armis, and

Palestine can hardly have been omitted." It is against Winer, then, that Bkek
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later Quirinian census in his possession," we simply ask, whetlier an

emperor who attached such importance to the order with which the

affairs of the empire were administered, and particularly to this

Ubellus, that he wrote out the latter with his own hand, would be

likely to wait till one state after another had been reduced in formam

provincice f or whether it is probable that, so far as Judsea especially

was concerned, he contented himself to govern for two and forty

years without a census, until in the 43d year an Archelaus happened

to be banished ? It is certainly far more probable, that if Augustus

wished to know the number of the cives and socii in armis, etc., he

immediately made his wishes known to the proconsuls and allied

kings throughout the empire. And this is what Luke says he did in

the year 5 B.C. of the Dionysian era, i.e., in the 27th or 28th yean of

his reign.

" But no contemporaneous author makes any allusion to the fact."

The reason why Joseplius is silent, has been satisfactorily explained by

Hug. Apart from him, with the exception of Suetonius, who writes

with the utmost brevity, we have no other history of this particular

period ; since there is a gap in Dio Cassius at this very point, of no

less than ten years. But without laying stress upon this, is it so

general a custom with historians to record such purely administrative

proceedings,—we might almost say, such police regulations? If it

liad been the imposition of a tax, this might also have had a political

aspect ; it would have been an important step towards the annihilation

of a social state ; but we know that airoypa^r] may, and does mean a

census. A command to draw up an account of the population, and

the" persons liable to taxation, could be issued with a stroke of the pen.

It would cause so little excitement, and appear to a Roman author a

matter of such trifling importance, that the silence of ten authors

would not be surprising, much less that of one compendious bio-

grapher.

The foregoing remarks also furnish a reply to the second question,

whether Augustus could take such a census in the country of a rex

socius ? We have already answered the objection that a Roman taxa-

tion was impossible in the country of a rex socius, by the repeated

remark, that nothing in the world compels us to think of taxation, but

that it is to a simple census that reference is made. Moreover, as

Winer has said, " the institution of such an a7ro<ypaj>r) was by no

means at variance with the political relation in which Herod stood to

should direct his remark, that " it was not necessary to number the whole of the

inhabitants in order to ascertain quantum civium in armis.'''' But what does Bleek

do with the tributa el vecti(jaUa ? Was it the soldiers only who paid taxes?
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the empire ;" and even if the census had hccn ordered for the purpose

of a future Roman taxation, " the possibility of such a census could

not be absolutely denied." '—But lastly, we remark that the journey of

Joseph to Bethlehem is sufficient of itself to prove that the census was

taken in the Jeioish form.

This also sets at rest one part of the foiirtli difficulty, viz., that

Joseph went to Bethlehem, which was not necessary according to the

Koman custom. The difficulties are all solved by the same assump-

tion, that so far as Judsea was concerned, the census was taken in the

Jewish form. This explains both how such a census could be taken

in Herod's country and yet by order of Augustus, and also why
Joseph should go to Bethlehem.—Passing on to the second part of the

foxirth question, viz., why Marij was obliged to go xoith Joseph to Beth-

lehem, it seems strange that, after Tholuck has defended the Jewish

form as explanatory of Joseph's journey, he should explain Marys
journey by conceding to his opponents the Roman form, " which

required the attendance of women." ^ For only one of the two forms

can have been adopted ; not the Jewish for Joseph, and the Roman
for Mary. Let us keep, therefore, to the Jewish. And so far as

Mary's journey is concerned, all necessity for conjecture is removed,

if we simply read what Luke has so plainly written. After assigning

the reason for Joseph's journey, " because he was of the house and

lineage of David," he adds, that he went with Mary ovar) ijKva).

It was not on account of the census, therefore, that Mary went ; but

Joseph went to Bethlehem, and took Mary with him, because she

was with child. No explanation, certainly, is needed of the fact, that

in such agitated times, in the midst of a census, when confusion and

disturbance might well be apprehended, Joseph should prefer to tak&

Mary with him, rather than leave her among strangers when so near

to her confinement ; especially as he could not know beforehand that

he should find no lodgings in Bethlehem.

The third difficulty only remains. Luke says, " This census was

taken, as the first, when Quirinius was proconsul of Syria," and yet

the well-known taxation under Quirinius did not take place till a.d. 11.

Now, it is evident from Acts v. 37, as compared with Josephus, Ant.

^ Among the passages cited by Wi7>er (Josephus, Ant. 16, 4, 1 ; 17, 5, 8

;

17, 2, 4; 16, 9, 3), see especially the last. Augustus ypx(pu ^rpos t6u 'llpuo/}",

oV/ vecy^xt xP^f^ii/o; xi/Tu (pi'hoi vX>-j vttyikou ^pyiffirxi. (Wrote to Herod that whcrei^s

of old he had used him as a friend he should now use him as a subject.)

2 Winer has correctly pointed out, that from what Dionysius Halic. has said

(Ant. Rom. 4, 15), it merely follows that the women icere included^ not that they

had to appear in person.
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18, 1, 1 ; 20, 5, 2 ; B. J. 2, 9, 1, that Luke was not only acquainted

with this latter taxation, but knew all the circumstances attending

it ; and it is perfectly inconceivable, therefore, that he should have

been ignorant of the tinie, especially as in Acts v. 37 he calls it 17

aiTO'ypa^r], " the taxing,"—the one, notorious taxing, the taxing /car'

For this reason, Winer assumes, as Casaubon, Grotius, and others

had done, that Quirinius, who was at that very time (5 B.C.) in the

East as a magistratus extraordinarius (Tac. Ann. 3, 48), took a

census in Judsea by the express command of Augustus. But he

guards himself against the false exegesis of his predecessors, who have

endeavoured to explain 'q'yejioveveiv, as indicating an extraordinary

magistracy of this description. "
'Hye/jioveveLv rr]<; ^vp/a?," he says,

" can only mean to rule over Syria, not to hold a superior office in

Syria;"—and we might add, how is it credible that Luke, who was

acquainted with the later census taken under the proconsulate of

Quirinius, should have failed to distinguish it from a former one taken

by Quirinius, but not as proconsul ; and still more, that he should have

used the ambiguous misleading word rjyefioveveLv'^. Winer, therefore,

is not disinchned to adopt the conclusion, that Quirinius had already

taken a census as magistratus extraordinarius; but he also assumes

that Luke was mistaken as to the r/yefxavevecv, and thought that Quiri-

nius was proconsul when he took the earlier census.-^

But it is still as inconceivable as ever that Luke, who was so

thoroughly acquainted with the minute details of the later taxing,

should have been ignorant of the time when Quirinius was proconsul,

and should have added nothing to distinguish the first unknown and

fruitless census from the later and more celebrated taxing. And had he

really thought that Quirinius was proconsul when the first diroypatf^t]

was made, he would have written axjrr] 97 aTrcypacjir] r}v r] Trpcorr] rev

Kvprjviov rov T179 ^vpta<; riyefMevevovTa. Winer's supposition, therefore,

does not meet the difficulty. The contradiction would still remain,

that in Acts v. 37 Luke shows that he was acquainted with the

"taxing" by Quirinius in the year 11 A.D., and therefore ought to

make some distinction between this and the census taken before

;

^ [There is good reason to believe that Quirinius really was proconsul at the

time of our Saviour's birth as well as at the subsequent period. The reader will

find a full discussion of the point in a work by Aug. Wilhelm Zumpt, Commenta-

tionum Epir/raphicarum ad antiqidtates Romanas pertinentium., vol. ii., Berolini 1854.

It is there shown (pp. 88-107) that there occurs a blank in the succession of Syrian

proconsuls at that period, and a variety of proofs are adduced that the blank

should be filled up by the name of Quirinius.

—

Ed.]
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and nevertheless he speaks in the Gospel, chap. ii. 2, of the census

taken 5 B.C. as happening in the , proconsulate of Quirinius, as if the

two were perfectly identical.

We do not stop to discuss the various perversions of the text, by

which it has been attempted to bring a different sense out of Luke
ii. 2, such as taking Trpoorrj rjy€fjLov€vovTo<; for tt/oo tov rjye/jLoveveiv, etc.,

etc. They are quite unnecessary, as the simplest and easiest solution

lies close at hand. We have already pointed out (p. 100, 101) that

Luke added the word irpdiri], for the purpose of showing that at the

very time when Christ "svas born, the first steps were taken towards a

7ieiv and unheard-of humiliation of the people of the theocracy. " The
census took place (and that as i\\Q first) when Quirinius," etc.

If TrpcoTT] is disposed of in this manner, the question arises. How
are we to explain the rest? Two inferences may be drawn, as we
have seen, from Acts v. 37 : first, that since the third Gospel and the

Acts were written by the same author, it is certain that Luke cannot

have fallen into an anachronism, and ante-dated the Quirinian census

taken in 11 a.d. ; and secondly, that when Luke speaks of a census

which was taken at the time of Christ's birth, he must have made a

distinction between this and the later Quirinian census, which he calls

in Acts V. 37 r] airoypa^rj, the census Kar e^oyr^v. The true explana-

tion must be one which is in harmony with these two propositions.

Paulus has given it already. He does not " alter " avTi] into avT-q, as

Winer says,—for there was no alteration required, since Luke's auto-

graph read, not aim} or avrrj, but ATTH ; but he accentuates the

indefinite ATTH as avrrj :
" The taxing itself took place when Quiri-

nius," etc. In this way, then, Luke indicates the relation between the

u7roypa(J37j in Luke ii. 1 and the Quirinian census.

The following was the simple state of the case. Augustus issued

an edict (affecting the administration), that throughout the whole

empire, and in the allied states, accounts should be taken of the num-
ber of the inhabitants, and (what might easily be connected with

them) of the property and liability to taxation. Although in allied

states like Judjea the accounts were taken by the allied rulers ac-

cording to the national custom, the simplest politician could easily

foresee, that Augustus was keeping quietly in the background an

intention to reduce these states gradually, as occasion might offer,

into the condition of provinces, and to enforce the Roman taxation.

In Judaea, as is well known, this was accomplished through Quirinius,

on the banishment of Archelaus.^

^ There were three distinct events, therefore : 1. The publication of the edict,

that a census should be taken by degrees throughout the entire orhis terrarum; 2.
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The design of Luke was to show how the birth of the Messiah

and the spiritual deliverance of Israel coincided with the time of

their political bondage. And he had certainly a perfect right to

regard the census as essentially one with the Quirinian taxation

(which was unquestionably based upon the census), and to treat the

census as the first step towards the taxation. It was only in this light

that the census, which was taken according to the Jewish form, could

be regarded as the commencement of the bondage of Israel. But he

wishes the reader to look at it in the same light. Hence he adds a

parenthesis to the notice of " the Emperor's dogma," to the effect that

"the uTToypacpTj itself took place—as the first—under the proconsulate

of Quirinius." In Luke's view, therefore, the Quirinian taxation bore

the same relation to the census of Augustus, as " the occurrence of the

airoypa^i] itself" to the "issuing of the edict for an aTroypacj)')].'"

Now an a'7ro'ypd<^ea6ai (in the form of a census) occurred at the

time of Jesus' birth. But as airoypacj)^ has also the fuller meaning

of a tax, Luke could employ it in this double sense, to show that the

aTroypa^r} which commenced in the census of Augustus was completed

in the Quirinian taxation. And for the very same reason, it would

not have done to use the word dTroTifjbrjaif;, since his direct intention

was to show, that the census was one and the same act with the sub-

sequent taxation.—In this way Trpwrrj receives a meaning ; the con-

struction becomes clear ; the whole design of the passage is obvious

;

the lexicon signification of the words and the grammatical construc-

tion are retained ; the history is perfectly harmonious ; and, above all,

the discrepancy which Strauss and others point out, viz., that what

Luke knew perfectly well when he wrote Acts v. 37, he did not know
when he wrote Luke ii. 1 sqq., is entirely removed.'^

the taking of this census in Judaea under Herod; 3. the enforcement of a tax

throughout the whole empire (in Judssa, about the year 11), for which the edict

had prepared the way.—In ver. 2, Luke merely distinguishes the third (not the

second) from the first.—The objection brought against me by Wieseler may easily

be disposed of. The edict mentioned in ver. 1 I regard as one affecting the entire

orbis ten-arum. But there is nothing at variance with this, in the fact that Luke
should regard the subsequent and gradual enforcement of a Roman tax as the final

result of the edict previously issued, enjoining a census alone ; and it seems to me
perfectly natural that, in stating the time when the tax was enforced, he should

mention Judaea alone.

^ If ver. 1 does not refer to a census taken under Herod the Great, Joseph's

journey to Bethlehem is simply incomprehensible. A Galilean, living under the

Galilean tetrarch Herod Antipas, even though Bethlehem were his native place,

would certainly not have been required to travel into the land of Judaea, which

was under another ruler.
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§30.

LYSANIAS OF ABILENE.

The time in which John the Baptist commenced his ministry is

described very minutely in Luke iii. 1, viz. :

—

1. AVhen Pontius Pilate was governor in Judaea.

2. During the tetrarchy of Ilerod (Antipas) in Galilee.

3. During the tetrarchy of Philip in Itura'a and Trachonitis.

4. During the tetrarchy of Lysanias in Abilene.

5. Dui'ing the high-priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas.

6. In the loth year of Tiberius.

Apart from No. 4, it is admitted that all these data perfectly coin-

cide. Pontius Pilate was governor of Judaja fi'om about the year a.d.

25 to 36/ i.e., from the 12th to the 23d year of Tiberius. Herod
Antipas' was tetrarch of Galilee from the year 1 (Dionysian era) to

the death of the Emperor Tiberius (i.e., during the whole of his i-eign

and some time previously). Philip reigned from the year 1 (Diony-

sian era) to the 19th year of Tiberius (a.d. 33).—On account of his

influence, Annas was regarded as high priest, as well as Caiaphas,

even after his deposition.^ Caiaphas had been created high priest by

Valerius Gratus, A.D. 25 (the 11th year of Tiberius'*), and con-

tinued so till the year 36, when he was deposed by the proconsul

Vitellius.^

So far, the data all agree. But this does not appear to be the

case with iysa?«'as of Abilene. Strauss informs us that "Josephus

speaks of an 'A^lXa r) Avaavtov ; and mentions a Lysanias, who was

governor of Chalcis in the Lebanon, in the vicinity of which the dis-

trict of Abila is to be sought, and who was therefore ivithout doubt the

governor of Abila also. But this Lysanias was put to death by com-

mand of Cleopatra 34 years before Christ. No other Lysanias is

mentioned by Josephus, or by any other writer of that age." In

proof of all this, he cites a number of passages from Josephus and Bio

Cassius^ most of which are to be found in Winers Realworterbuch, pp.

9, 10. We will look closely at these citations.

1. From the Antiquities (14, 7, 4) we learn that a Ptolemy, son

of Mennoius, I'uled over Chalcis (in the Lebanon) : " Ptolemy the

' Vide Josephus, Ant. 18, 4, 1, and 2 and 3.

2 Cf. the passages from Josephus in Kaumer's Palastina, pp. 290 sqq. lilem for

Philip.

^ Cf. John xviii. 13 ; Acts iv. 6. * Josephus, Ant. 18, 2, 2.

« Josephus, Ant. 18, 4, 3.
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son of ]\rennreus, who was the ruler of Chalcis, under Mount Li-

banus." ^

2. From the Wars of the Jews (1, 13, 1) we learn that the son

and successor of this Ptolemy the son of Mennseus was named

Lysanias : " Lysanias had already succeeded to the government, upon

the death of his father (and he was Ptolemy the son of Mennseus)."

3. In Ant. 15, 4, 1, we read that this veiy Lysanias of Chalcis

was put to death by Antony (34 B.C.), at the request of Cleopatra

:

" She hurried Antony on perpetually to deprive others of their pos-

sessions and give them to her. And, as she went over Syria with

him, she contrived to get it into her possession ; so he slew Lysanias

the son of Ptolemy, accusing him of his bringing the Parthians

upon those countries. She also petitioned Antony to give her

Judaea."

4. In Ant. 19, 5, 1, Josephus states that, 75 years afterwards

(viz., 41 A.D.), Agrippa L was reinstated by Claudius in his ancestral

kingdom, and received in addition an " Abila of Lysanias." " Now
when Claudius had taken out of the way all those soldiers whom he

suspected, which he did immediately, lie published an edict, and

therein confirmed that kingdom to Agrippa which Canis had given

him, and therein commended the king highly. He also made an

addition to it of all that country over which Herod, who was his

grandfather, had reigned, that is, Juda3a and Samaria. This he re-

stored to him as due to his family. But for Abila of Lysanias, and

all that lay at Mount Libanus, he bestowed them upon him, as out of

his own territories." Also in the Wars of the Jews (2, 11, 5) :

" Moreover he bestowed on Agrippa his whole paternal kingdom im-

mediately, and added to it, besides those countries that had been

given by Augustus to Herod, Trachonitis and Auranitis; and still

besides these, that kingdom which was called the kingdom of Lysanias."

Compare the similar gift conferred upon Agrippa II. (Wars of the

Jews, 2, 12, 8). Caesar "removed Agrippa from Chalcis unto a

greater kingdom ; for he gave him the tetrarchy which had belonc;ed

to Philip, which contained Batanea, Trachonitis, and Gaulonitis : he
added to it the kingdom of Lysanias, and that province which Varus
had governed."

Let us now examine Strauss's positions. If we had not the im-

portant passage from the Wars of the Jews (2, 12, 8), and another,

to Avhich we shall refer presently, from Antiq. 20, 5, 2, the matter

^ [Our author always quotes Josephus in the original Greek. For the conveni-
ence of general readers, his quotations are given in this translation in English
(rid. Whiston's Josephus).

—

Ed.]
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would stand as Winer and Tholuck put it. Wi7iers conjecture would

be a possible one, that " the Lysanias mentioned in No. 4 is the same

l>erson as the son of Ptolemy mentioned in Nos. 2 and 3." But what

would follow from this ? Nothing else than what Winer infers

:

Josephus mentions an earlier Lysanias, who died 34 B.C. ; Luke a

later on6 : there must therefore have been tico men of that name.

Or, more exactly,—it is very possible that Augustus gave back to the

descendants of the old Lysanias a part of his possessions ; against which,

the silence of Josephus, who gives only occasional notices of this extra-

Palestine district, is not a valid argument. Therefore, Winer's con-

jecture, that although the Lysanias in 2 and 3 be identical with the

one mentioned in 4, yet a later Lysanias may have existed, is not re-

futed thereby, that Josephus in No. 4 does not give express notice,

that when he names that district /SaaiXeia tov Avaaviov, he does not

do it on account of Lysanias, son of Ptolemy, who died 34 B.C., but

in reference to a certain later Lysanias.

But on closer examination, the identity imagined by Wine?' turns

out to be very improbable. In the first place, the conclusion is far too

rashly draA\'n, that " because Chalcis, over which Lysanias the son of

Ptolemy ruled,- was in the Lebanon, and according to Josephus (Ant.

19, 5, 1), Abila, which was called in his time the kingdom of Lysanias,

was there also, therefore the kingdoms were the same, and the princes

also." In Ant. 19, 5, 1, Abila is distinguished by a koX from the

oTToaa iv tm Al^clvw opei, so that it may have been far away from

Lebanon, and at all events distinct from Abilene. There is another

circumstance also which makes us suspicious of TFz«^?''s conjecture.

Does not Josephus, in the Wars of the Jews (2, 12, 8), speak without

reserve of the kinsdom of Lvsanias alono; with Trachonitis and

Gaulonitis, as if he intended to say that the '^kingdom of Lysanias"

was in existence still? Who in the world would think of calling a

province, that for 70 years had had no ruler of the name of Lysanias,

and before these 70 years, only for six years, "the kingdom of

Lysanias"? Tholuck, therefore, is not wrong when he says that

Josephus himself, in the passages cited under No. 4, refers to a second

Lysanias ; for, though he does not expressly call him second, it fol-

lows as a matter of course that he could not be the one alluded to in

the passages quoted in Nos. 2, 3.

But there is no necessity even for this conjecture. Thank God,

we need no possibilities, and no probabilities, where we have certainty.

Agrippa 11. ruled over Chalcis, before Claudius enlarged his territoiy-

In the Wars of the Jews (2, 12, 8) we read tnat Ca3sar "removed

Agrippa from Chalcis unto a greater kingdom, for he gave him the

10
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tetrarcliy ... he added to it the kingdom of Lysanias ;" and in Antiq.

20, 5, 2, " Herod, king of Chalcis," is mentioned in connection with

an event which occurred when the procurator Tiberius Alexander

entered upon his office in the year 48 A.D. Agrippa, therefore, must-

have ruled over Chalcis from 47 A.D. onwards. Now it was not till

the year 52 that he exchanged Chalcis for the tetrarchy of Philip,

and received in addition the kingdom of Lysanias, or Abila of

Lysanias} But the kingdom of the earlier Lysanias, whom Cleopatra

put to death, consisted of Chalcis. Consequently, if the Lysanias

referred to by Josephus in the passages quoted in No. 4 was the ruler

of Chalcis slain by Cleopatra, he would say in so many words, Agrippa

lost Chalcis, and received in the place of it, Batanea, Trachonitis,

and Chalcis also.

Strauss may now decide for himself, whether Josephus meant the

kingdom of the Lysanias of Cleopatra's time, when he spoke of that

of the Lysanias of the time of Christ; whether, that is, he can have

been thinking of one Lysanias when speaking of another. At the

same time, we would advise him, in future, to read his quotations

before writing them down.

The result to which we are brovight is this. Even Josephus was

aware of the existence of a later Lysanias. The chronological state-

ments of Luke are perfectly correct and extremely exact, and exhibit

a remarkable acquaintance with the history of Judaea, which was at

that time extremely involved.

§ 3L
i

CHRONOLOGY OF GOSPEL HISTORY.

The datum furnished in Luke iii. 1, and already discussed in the

preceding section, gives us a safe starting point in our attempt to

discover the exact position which the Gospel history occupied in rela-

tion to the general history of the world.^ John the Baptist com-

menced his ministry in the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius, which

^ As a passing remark, we may be allowed to observe, tliat Abila of Lysaniaa is

distinguished by this very epithet from"A/3/A« x«t« t^j/ JJipxixu (Wars of the Jews,

2, 13, 2), which Agrippa first received in the year 54, along with Julias, Taricbaa,

and Tiberias.

* The reason why we cannot start from the year of Christ's birth is very obvi-

ous. The length of time which intervened between the birth of Jesus and His

public appearance is nowhere given with chronological exactness. At the same
time, we shall see as we proceed, that it is possible to arrive at a tolerably proba-

ble result even with regard to the year of Christ's birth.
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was the year 28-29 of the Dionysian era^ (August 781 to August

782 ; cf. Wiesele7', chron. Syii. p. 172). We are therefore justified in

placing the public appearance of the Baptist in the summer of 29.

For John is hardly likely to have commenced his baptismal work in

the September of 28, just before the season of the early rain ; much
less in winter. In all probability, he waited till after the latter rain

(March and April).

Another chronological link is the imprisonment- of the Baptist.

With reference to this, Wieseler has conclusively demonstrated,— 1.

that the war between Herod Antipas and his father-in-law, the elder

Aretas, was not immediately connected with the divorce of the daugh-

ter of Aretas, and therefore furaishes no chronological datum avail-

able for our purpose.—2. Antipas was married to Herodias before

Agrippa I. returned from Rome to Palestine (Josephus, Ant. 18, 6, 1

sqq.). But Agrippa returned after Tiberius had heard of the murder

of his son Drusus by Sejanus, which took place in the year 23 of the

Dionysian era,' and the tidings of which were received a few days

after the execution of Sejanus by the widow, in Nov. 31.^ Shortly

after this, though hardly during the stormy season of the latter end of

the autumn, but in all probability in the commencement of 32, Agrippa

I. returned to Palestine. In the beginning of 32, therefore, Antipas

was already married to Herodias.—3. According to Josephus (Ant.

18, 5, 1), it was when on a journey to Rome that Antipas planned

his marriage with Herodias ; and before his return, his first wife, the

daughter of Aretas, heard of it and fled. This journey cannot have

taken place after the death of Sejanus (in the autumn of 31), for it

was on his return that Antipas was accused of having concluded

a secret treaty with Sejanus {Jos. Ant. 18, 7, 2). Wieseler has

shown that it was very probably the death of Livia (29) which was

the occasion of the journey. In this case, the return of Antipas may
be placed in the spring of the year 30. In the summer of the year

30, the marriage with Herodias took place ; and shortly after this,

John was imprisoned. This imprisonment lasted for some considerable

time. It must have been about Easter of the year 32, therefore, that

his death took place. Wieseler^ in fact, has shown that the yeveaia of

^ [The Dionysian era is the common Christian era : so called after Dionysius

Exiguus, a Roman abbot of the sixth century, who was the first to propose that

Christians should use the time of Christ's birth as their era. In this era the birth

of Christ is fixed from three to five years too late.

—

Ed.]

2 "With Suetonius, Tib. 52, and Tacitus, Ann. 4, 8 and 13, compare Dio Cassins

58, 11, and Suetonius, Tib. 62.

3 Tacitus 4, 8 ; 6, 25.
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Herod was in all probability the commemoration of his ascent of the

throne, and was held shortly before the Passover.

3. This chronological result is in perfect harmony with tho results

of our inquiries on the subject of sequence. The appearance ot John

occurred in the summer of 29. The baptism and temptation of Jesus,

and His first meeting with His future disciples, must also have taken

place during the same summer; so that Jesus went to Capernaum before

the commencement of the early rain (i.e., before November). At the

Passover of 30, He went up to the feast at Jerusalem, purified the

temple, and remained for some time in Judsea. His retm-n to Galilee

came after the imprisonment of the Baptist, which took place in the

course of the year 30 (certainly not before the autumn, since Jesus had

met with John in the summei', when baptizing in the Jordan). The

sojourn of Jesus in Nazareth will fall in the autumn or winter.

Jesus went thence to Capernaum, and we gain for the Syndesm A.

the interval between the commencement of the year 31 and the feast

of Tabernacles of the same year. (During this time the Baptist Avas

in prison.) Before the Passover of 32, after an imprisonment of about

a year and a half, John was beheaded. It was in this year 32 that

the feeding of the 5000, the (second) journey to the feast of Taber-

nacles, the last stay in Galilee, and the feast of Dedication, occurred.

The death of Christ took place at the Passover of the year 33.

The last result is confirmed by the fact, that in the year 33 of the

Dionysian era, the 15th of Nisan fell upon a Saturday (Wieseler, chr.

Syn. p. 446). At the proper time, we shall be able to show that the

Friday on which Jesus died, was really the day before the 15th of Nisan.

The following, therefore, is the result of our chronological inquiries,

viz. : that tho first year was the year 29 ; the second, the year 30 ; the

third, the year 31 ; the fourth, the year 32 ; the fifth, the year 33, of

the Dionysian era. According to this chronology, more ample room
is provided for the ministry of the Baptist, which lasted, according to

the Gospels, a considerable time, and also for his imprisonment, than

is given by Wieseler, who refers Luke iii. 1 to the appearance of Christ

instead of the Baptist, that he may gain a longer time for the ministry

of the latter, and leaves only three weeks—viz., from March 19th, 29,

to April 11th of the same year—for his imprisonment. How does

Mark vi. 20 agree with this 1 And how does it harmonize with the

mission of the disciples of John ? It can hardly have been less than a

week before his death that the disciples were sent ; and if he had

been only a fortnight in prison, can it possibly have been such sur-

prising news, that Jesus was working miracles and teaching?

How much more completely is all this in harmony with the result
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at which we have anived ? according to wliich Jesus did not enter

upon His peculiar and perfectly independent ministry till after the

imprisonment of John, whereas all the events of the second and third

years (includinfr the whole of the Syndesm A.) occurred between the

imprisonment of John and the mission of his disciples.

DIVISION 11.

THE CONTENTS OF THE GOSPELS, CONSIDERED IN RELATION
TO THEIR IklATTER.

CHAPTER I.

THE YOUTH OF CHRIST.

§32.

THE GENEALOGIES.

Matthew.
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commences with Abraham; from the stress laid upon " King David ;"

from the frequent reference made to persons or events of theocratic

importance; and lastly, from the division into three periods, the central

one being that of the theocratic line of kings,—we may clearly discern

the intention of the author : not to give the natural pedigree of Jesus,

but to prove that lie had a light to claim the theocratic crown^—an

intention in perfect harmony with the general character of tlie Gospel.

We have here also the true key to all the supposed difficulties.

The principal questions to be answered are the following: 1. What
did Matthew mean by the 3 X 14 members ?—2. How are they to be

reckoned?—3. How are the omissions (e.g., Ahaziah, Joash, Amaziah,

—Jehoiakim and Zedekiah) to be explained ?

A very common assumption is, that the author thought he had

given a complete genealogy ; and that he either made mistakes when

compiling it, or found the genealogy, and placed it in his Gospel with-

out observing the errors it contained (e.g., either Matthew or the ori-

ginal genealogist is supposed to have confounded Ahaziah with Uzziah,

and Jehoiakim with Jehoiachin). But this is impossible. He has

prepared the genealogy with such care (as we may see from the intro-

duction of Thamar, Rahab, etc.), and has taken so much trouble to

compare one part with another (as the three distinct series of fourteen

sufficiently prove), that we cannot imagine it possible for a man so

well versed in the Old Testament to leave out five kings without no-

ticing the omission. (Fancy any one confounding Charlemagne with

Charles le Gros!) Moreover, a work which betrayed such ignorance

at the very outset would never have commended itself to Jewish

Christians, or obtained any currency among them.

Others suppose that he wished to bring out 3 times 14, and there-

fore moulded the genealogy to suit his purpose. But why should he

attach so much value to 3 X 14 ? And even if he really did wish to

make the reader believe that the three series, from Abraham to

David, from David to Jechonias, and from him to Jesus, were (strange

to say) exactly equal, how could he even hope that a curiosity which

rested upon a simple perversion would be accepted without examina-

tion?—The only conclusion to which we can come, therefore, is, that

the three series, of fourteen each, were not the end the author sought,

but means which he employed. Undoubtedly he intentionally made

the three periods equal: not, however, for the purpose of having 6X7
names, or of conveying to the readers the idea that these periods were

really all of the same length ; but to invite the reader to a closer and

more careful examination of the genealogy, and to help him to the dis-

covery of all thehiddcn references, and allusive hints which it contained.
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What would be the questions of chief importance to the reader ?

In the first place, he would examine whether there really were 3 X 14

members. And if he did so, he would discover that in the third period

there were only 13, unless Maty xoas reckoned as one. But how could

Mary and Joseph both reckon as members ? For this simple reason,

that the pedigree is juridical, and not strictly genealogical. The title

to the theocratic throne was inherited by Jesus, not directly from

Joseph, but through the marriage of Joseph to His mother Mary.

Secondly, when the reader had discovered the theocratic nature of

the genealogy, he would be sure, on further reading, to be struck with

the fact that five kings were omitted, and so be led to consider the

cause. A reader versed in the Mosaic law could not be long in

ignorance as to the reason why Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah were

left out. According to Deut. vii. 2-4, it was so great a sin to marry

a heathen wife, that the penalty of destruction was attached to it.

And as the Decalogue expressly declared that the sins of the fathers

should be visited upon the children to the fourth generation, we need

not be surprised—considering that Joram,who had married the daughter

of Jezebel (2 Kings viii. 18), and " walked in the way of the kings of

Israel, as did the house of Ahab," deserved to be punished to the fourth

generation, and Judah was spared " for David's sake" alone (ver. 19)

—

to find that the author has regarded this as a sufficient reason for

leaving out the descendants of the heathen Jezebel to the fourth genera-

tion, and thus declaring them unworthy to pccupy the theocratic

throne.—A similar reason may be assigned for the omission of Jehoia-

kim. It was under him that the land passed completely under foreign

dominion (2 Kings xxiv. 1-4), and under him, therefore, that the

theocratic sovereignty became virtually extinct. But for this reason

Jehoiachin has, strictly speaking, no proper place in the theocratic

line of succession. He and Jehoiakim together form one link in the

chain. The fact that the second, Jehoiachin, is selected as the repre-

sentative of this link, may be explained on the ground that Jehoiakim

was the more umoortliy of the two. He who had thoroughly forfeited

the royal office by his guilt—he under whom sin had reached the

unpardonable point—he of whom it is said, " He filled Jerusalem with

innocent blood, which the Lord would not pardon" (2 Kings xxiv. 4),

was, compared with Jechoniah, manifestly the more unworthy to stand

as ancestor to Him who shed His own innocent blood for others, not

the innocent blood of others for Himself.—Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin

shared between them, as it were, the guilt and punishment of the loss

of the national throne ; and the one who had to bear the punishment—
Jeehonias—required to be named, on account of the theocratically
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important event, the Babylonish captivity, the main part of which

look place under him.

(3.) An attentive reader would also hardly fail to be struck with the

parallelism between " Judah and his brethren," and " Jechoniah and

his brethren." In both cases, a migration into a foreign land along

with all the brethren, i.e., with the ichole theocratic family. This is

sufficient of itself to explain the much controverted expression, brethren

of Jechoniah. They w^ere " brethren" in a theocratic sense = relations,

fellow-countrymen. (In this use of the word in both the Old and

New Testaments, cf. Exod. ii. 11, iv. 18; Num. xx. 3; Acts iii. 22,

vii. 23.)—At the same time, there is no foundation whatever for the

assertion, that " Jechoniah had no brethren in the strict sense of the

word." De Wette says, that "in 1 Chron. iii. 16 Zedekiah is called a

son of Jechoniah, and in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10 a brother; whereas it is

evident from 2 Kings xxiv. 17, and Jer. xxxvii. 1, that he was neither

brother nor son, but tcncle to Jechoniah, and a son of Josiah."

Let us look first at 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10. It is there stated that

Nebuchadnezzar " made Zedekiah, his (Jechoniah's) brother, king over

Judah." The reference, therefore, is to King Zedekiah, of whom it is

expressly stated in 2 Kings xxiv. 17, that he was Jechoniah's uncle.

According, therefore, to the w^ell-known wide sense of the word ns,

he is here called his brother.

But what is the case with 1 Chron. iii. 16 ? According to De \Yette,

Zedekiah is there called a son of Jechoniah. The words run thus : \33i

iJ3 7\'>p^)i iJ2 n>:D> D^p>in>._Now who would ever think of referring the

suffix in the last word to Jechoniah ? The sons of Jechoniah are named

in ver. 17, and introduced as sons of Jechoniah. The suffix refers in

both instances to Jehoiakim, and therefore Zedekiah and Jechoniah are

brothers.—But we must not allow ourselves to take 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10

as a proof that the writer imagined that Zedekiah was a brother of

Jechoniah, and was ignorant of the fact that he had an uncle of the

same name. For in ver. 15 we actually find a Zedekiah mentioned

among Josiah's sons. He knew of two Zedekiahs therefore,—the more

celebrated one (son of Josiah, brother of Jehoiakim, and uncle of

Jechoniah, ver. 15, called ns in the wider sense in 2 Chron. xxxvi.

10), and one less known (son of Jehoiakim, and brother of Jechoniah,

ver. 16). Jechoniah therefore had a brother}

1 This is not the only instance in which De Wette has cited the very passages, in

which ^fatthew exhibits the moxt remarknhle accuracy, as proofs of carelessness and

error. For example, at ver. 12 he says, Phadaiah is omitted between Salathiel and

Zorobabel, and appeals to 1 Chron. iii. 19. But he has evidently overlooked the

fact, that in Ezra v. 2. and Hag. i. 1, Zerubbabel is called a " son of Shealticl
;

" and
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(4.) The three series have also another important signification.

The liistory of Israel shaped itself into three periods. It was revealed

to Abraham (Gen. xv.) that his seed should be in bondage in a

foreign land, and should be set free in the fourth generation. The
descendants of Abraham were actually kept in servitude in Egypt,

and were set free by Moses ; but only partially : Moses did not bring

them into the promised land. Joshua brought them in, but did not

completely conquer the land. After another period of servitude (Judg.

xiii. 1 cf. 1 Sam. iv. 2, vii. 2, 13), Israel aroused itself, and hoped to

strengthen and secure its position by the choice of a king. But Saul

did not realize its hopes. It was David who first secured the triumph

and glory foretold to Abraham, for which the nation had ever longed.

From Abraham to David the history of Israel moves downivards for a

time, and then ascends.—The vision of Abraham was fulfilled. Through
humiliation (from the time of Abraham to that of Aram, the 7th mem-
ber) it had passed onwards to eminence (from Aminadab to David).

But in the counsel of God this was not its true exaltation. What had

taken place in the earthly sphere was to be repeated in the spiritual.

This first period, therefore, was followed by two others, which were

analogous to the two halves of the first. The outward glory of the

kingdom of David fell into ruin. The kingdom was divided. The
fear of God fled more and more, and carried prosperity with it.

During this period (from Solomon to the captivity) the prophets fore-

told with ever increasing clearness, on the one hand, a new period of

servitude (the captivity), on the other, a second David (Micah iv.; Isa.

xi., etc.), who should rescue the nation from its bondage.

—

Seventy

years afterwards, Israel was delivered from the captivity, but not from
the servitude. It was not till after seventy weeks of years that the

latter was to be secured. There followed, therefore, a third leading

period, at the end of which, though outwardly the nation was as power-

less as ever, yet inwardly the " election (eKXoyr]) " prepared for the

reception of the spiritual Redeemer was fully mature.—It is to this

internal development of the revelation of God in the Old Testament
that Matthew chiefly points. This is his ultimate purpose. To attain

because, in the passage cited from Chronicles, Zerubbabel is called a son of Pedaiah,

he concludes that Pedaiah came between the two. It appears, therefore, as though
he supposed Pedaiah to be a son of Shealtiel. But can he have been ignorant of

the fact that Pedaiah was a brother of Shealtiel (cf. 1 Chron. iii. 17, 18, with ver.

19), and consequently that Shealtiel and Malchiram must have died without chil-

dren ? The position of Zerubbabel as the iiephew and next male heir of Shealtiel

is a sufficient explanation of Matt. i. 12. It is a very natural inference, however,

which Hug draws from Hag. i. 1 and Ezra v. 2, that Zerubbabel was begotten by
Pedaiah to the deceased Shealtiel in a Levirate marriage.
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this end, he adopts the simple method of constructing three numeri-

cally equal sei'ies, and forming them in such a way that even the

intentional omissions in the second series contain delicate suggestions

of various subordinate thoughts.

(5.) Among other points {e.g., the fact that David alone is called

^acnXev<;, " the king"), a very striking feature is the introduction of

Thamar, Bahab, Ruth, and Bathsheba. It is certainly not for the pur-

pose of defending Jesus from the Jewish reproach of illegitimacy, that

they are mentioned, as Wetstein supposes. This would have been the

strangest method that could have been thought of. Besides, it is not

till a late period that this reproach can be proved to have been cast

upon Christians.^ De Wette's is certainly the correct view: "These

women were types of Mary, through the distinguished position assigned

them in the Old Test, history." The constant rule in the theocracy

was, that the Lord showed Himself mighty in those that were weak.

And it was certainly the writer's intention, to prepare the reader

beforehand to fix his attention upon the peculiar position of Mary in

ver. 16.—Thus the whole genealogy is a well devised and carefully

executed work of art. We shall now see how thoroughly the hypo-

thesis, which lies at the basis of our interpretation (viz., that the

author's object was not to show the lineal descent of Jesus, but to

demonstrate His title to the throne), is confirmed by a comparison of

the genealogy of Matthew, with that which we find in Luke.

2. Genealogy given by Luke.—When the author of the third

Gospel commences his genealogy with the statement, that Jesus was,

as was supposed, the son of Joseph, and immediately adds tov 'H\l, it

cannot have been his meaning or intention to give Joseph's genealogy.*

In the Gospel of Luke there is no theocratic interest to be discovered

at all. Writing as he did for Gentile Christians, he traced the descent

of Jesus from the common father of all nations ; and therefore, even

* Vide Matt. xiii. 55, and Nitzsch's treatise on the " Son of the Virgin," in the

Studien und Kriliken, 1840.

2 Modern critics (Gfrorer, for example) have drawn very remarkable conclu-

sions. "Who would give seventy-six successive links in a pedigree," he says, "and

then finish up (!) by saying, this all rests upon a mistake ?" Consequently, as he

thinks, the author of the genealogy supposed Jesus to be the son of Joseph ; but

when Luke adopted the genealogy which was already drawn up, he inserted the

words 0); ivof/,ii^iTo, " as was supposed." (Bleek takes the same view.)—In my
opinion, it would be much more logical to take the fact of Luke having distinctly

stated at the bef/inninr/ (not at the close) of the genealogy, that Jesus was not the

son of Joseph, as a proof that the genealogy which he gives, after making this

statement, is introduced as that of Mary and not of Jose^^h.
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if lie had found the genealogy already prepared, as that of Joseph,

he could not have introduced it, after such a statement as &)9

ivo/M^eTO, without giving his readers good reason to think that it

was both superfluous and unmeaning. There is evidently a pre-

sumption, therefore, that the author intended to give the genealogy of

Mary.

No internal difficulties had been observed in the genealogy given by

Luke, till Bruno Bauer made the desperate discovery, that four of the

names of the sons of Jacob (Joseph, Judah, Simeon, and Levi) occur

in succession, and that the names of the prophets Nahum and Amos

are introduced, from which he infers, with his usual readiness, that the

genealofry is fabricated.—I should like to look into the mind of the

man, who thought it possible to do Jesus honour by numbering among

His ancestors sons of Jacob in the time of Joram and Uzziah, and the

prophets Nahum and Amos, twelve generations after the captivity, or

by merely repeating the echo of their names among the ancestors of

Jesus. Which is the more probable, that there should have been such

a man as this before the days of Bruno Bauer, or that in the compara-

tively small number of Hebrew names, a Judah, Joseph, Simeon, and

Levi should actually have followed one another? In Jewish families

of the present day, you might find a dozen instances in which four of

the patriarchs' names follow one after the other.—Another happy

discovery has also forced itself upon B. Bauer. Matthew mentions

Ahiud, and Luke Rlieza, as sons of Zerubbabel ; whereas the Chroni-

cles notice neither one nor the other, but give totally different names.

" That is the fact," says B. Bauer : " the author has never even thought

of the account in the Chronicles of the descendants of Zerubbabel, and

hence the marvellous result, that Luke and Matthew, each in his own

way, provide a posterity for Zerubbabel, of which the Chronicles have

not the most remote idea."

For a second time, it would have been as well if modern critics had

examined the passage in the Chronicles a little more carefully. Let

us do it for them. In 1 Chron. iii. 19 sqq. we read :

—

" And son of Zerubbabel : Meshullam, and Hananiah, and Shelo-

mith, their sister " (we need not be surprised to find p instead

of '•jn ; it recurs in the case of Hananiah and Neariah), " and

Hashuha, and Ohel, and Berechiah, and Hasadiah jushab

chesed, five.

" And son of Hananiah : Pelatiah and Jesaiah.

" Sons of Rephaiah, sons of Arnan, sons of Obadiah, sons of

Shechaniah.

" And sons of Shechaniah : Shemaiah.
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" And sons of Shemaiali : Ilaftiish, and Igeal, and Bariah, and

Neariah, and Shaphat, six.

" And son of Ncarlah : Elioenai, and Ilezehiah, and Azrikam, three.

"And sons of Elioenai : llodaiah and Eliashib, etc., seven."

In the first place, nothing is more remarkable than the passage

"sons of Rephaiah," etc. (ver. 21). Is this in apposition to Pelatiali

and Jesaiali? But they were sons of Hananiah. It would in that case

be necessary to assume that there was a Levirate marriage (Rephaiah

being the physical father) ; from which, we may remark in passing, it

would follow that the mention of the physical father would not be

without example. Or we might assume that Rephaiah was named as

the maternal grandfather. But what then? " Sonsoi Arnan" would

then be in apposition to Rephaiah (sing.), and thus the line would

ascend to Shechaniah. From this point it would move downwards

again by a different line. The following would then be the pedigree :

—

Shechaniah.

Zerubbabel.

Hananiah.
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with the sole exception of Shechaniah. And he gave them just in the

fragmentary state in which he found them.

If this be admitted, we need not be surprised to find the Hst of

Zerubbabers sons incomplete and confused. These are said to he five.

But we cannot tell how they are to be counted. It is very evident that

it will not be correct to commence with Hashubah. And the absence

of Vav is just as clear a proof that Jushab-chezed is merely a cognomen

of Hasadiah.

But even then there are six sons left'instead of five, unless we take

Hashubah, which is evidently the same name as we meet with in Ezra

viii. 24 and Neh. iii. 17, to be the name of a daughter, notwithstand-

ing its occurring without qualification among the names of men. We
may see, therefore, that at this very point there was some obscurity in

the mind of the chronicler himself. He had an account of five sons.

Among them were unquestionably Meshullam and Hananiah. But

the other names, which are separated from them by the sister Shelo-

mith, are very likely those of near relations.

To this we may add, that Ahiud was very probably a cognomen, as

its formation with Abi seems to indicate. Hofmann has also pointed

out the probability, that the Hananiah of the Chronicles may be the

same person as the Joanna the son of Rheza mentioned by Luke. In

any case so much as this is certain, that after Zerubbabel, the gene-

alogies of the Chronicles are defective and obscure ; and there is not

the slightest difficulty in the supposition, that a more complete gene-

alogy may have been handed down as the private heirloom of some

particular family.

3. Comparison of the two Genealogies.—That Luke has

six more names than Matthew between David and Salathiel, is ex-

plained by the simple fact, that Matthew has left out four names : the

remaining difference of two in a period of 370 years is not of the

slightest importance. From Salathiel to Jesus, again, Matthew gives 12

links (Mary must not be counted as one generation) ; Luke, on the con-

trary, 21. But 12 links are obviously not enough to fill up 600 years

;

and it is evident that Matthew has omitted several names for the pur-

pose of keeping to the convenient form of fourteens, which he adopted

as an index to the illusions obscurely hinted at in the genealogy itself.

The divergences observable as we ascend from Joseph to Zerub-

babel, may be very simply explained from the fact, that Luke is giving

the pedigree of Mary, and Matthew that of Joseph. Consequently,

both Joseph and Mary sprang from Zerubbabel. The further diver-

gence as we ascend from Salathiel to David, may be explained by a
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Levirate marriage, which we should be obliged to assume, apart alto-

getherfrom the genealogies, after Jechoniah's early captivity.^ Matthew,

who was only concerned with the succession to the throne, mentions

the legal father of Salathiel ; Luke, on the other hand, his natural

progenitor. And here again we have a fresh confirmation of the

conclusion to which we have already been brought as to the character

of the two genealogies.

Many weak objections have been offered to the hypothesis, that

LnJce gives the pedigree of Mary. De Wette, for example, opposes it

on the ground, that " in Jewish genealogies no account was taken of

the female line." As if Mary's father was a female ! Her father

must certainly have had a pedigree.

—

Strauss again objects, that " as

rov throughout the entire series invariably denotes the relation of

son, it cannot in this particular instance be applied to that of a son-in-

law." In reply to this, Hoffmann pleads the possibility of other sons-

in-law, step-sons, etc., being included, unknown to us, in this list of

55. But there is no need to speak of possibilities, when we have at

least one proof. Zerubbabel is called rov SaTuiOirjX, and yet he was

Salathiel's nephew.—Lastly, the hypothesis, supported by Schleier-

macher (Luke, p. 26), that Mary was of the tribe of Levi, and there-

fore could not belong to David's line, cannot be founded upon Luke
i. 36, where Elisabeth is called 77 avjyevT]^ aov. For even if it should

be maintained that in this passage something more than mere affinity

must be understood, notwithstanding such passages as Luke i. 61 and

Acts vii. 14, where avjyeveia is evidently not restricted to blood-rela-

tions, and notwithstanding the etymology and the usage elsewhere

;

yet Mary may have been a relation of Elisabeth's on the mother's

side, and on the father's side have belonged to the tribe of Judah.

Moreover, the words of Heb. vii. 13, 14, absolutely preclude the pos-

Bibility of Mary being a Levite.

Assuming, tlien, that there is no reason why the genealogy given

by Luke should not be accepted as that of Mary, a second question

of importance suggests itself. Are the Salathiel and Zerubbabel

mentioned here the same as those in the genealogy in Matthew ? The
supposition is a very natural one, as they stand in both instances mid-

way between David and Jesus." No objection can be brought against

^ Ilug himself perceived the general fact, though he connected with it some

untenable hypotheses (vid. his Introduction to the New Testament, ii. 268 sqq.).

* Olshavsen (in loco) has completely overlooked this. He confines himself to

the fact, that in Luke tliere are 17 links between Zerubbabel and Joseph, and in

JIatthew 9 ; but overlooks the analogy in the two genealogies between David and

Zerubbabel.
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it ; and the explanation of the divergence between David and Sala-

thiel (which has hitherto been generally regarded as a difficulty)

establishes the identity.

In 2 Kings xxiv. 8, we read that " Jehoiachin was eighteen years

old when he began to reign, and he reigned in Jerusalem three months."

Now a king of eighteen years of age, who only reigned three months,

and, according to ver. 15, had already a harem, is not likely to have been

blessed witli chiklren. And even if the dissolute youth really had had

chiklren, it must have been a matter of importance both to Nebuchad-

nezzar and Zedekiah, either to put them to death, or conceal them

as dangerous pretenders,—a matter of no great difficulty at so tender

an age as theirs. But, as Hug has already inferred from the fact

that no children are mentioned in 2 Kings xxiv. 12 sqq. along with

the mother and wives, in all probability there were no chiklren at all.

Now, accoi'ding to ver. 12, Jehoiachin was taken away into captivity

along with his mother, his servants, his princes, and his eunuchs.

After Jehoiachin was taken prisoner, Nebuchadnezzar carried away

to Babylon all his treasures and those of the temple, all the princes,

the mighty men, and the artificers ; and, lastly (ver. 17), " he carried

into captivity from Jerusalem to Babylon" the king's mother (men-

tioned here again), the mighty men, the wives, and the eunuchs.

Now it is very certain that he would not allow the dethroned king to

retain his court, and still less his harem.—From chap. xxv. 27, it

appears that Jechoniah was thrown into a prison, where he jnned, in

the strict sense of the word, for 37 years ; and from a comparison

of 1 Kings xxii. 27, Jer. xxxvii. 15 (cf. ver. 15, the exegetical

inn n''3), and more especially from Isa. xlii. 7, it is evident that

lib:> r\''2, the prison in which he was confined, was of the worst de-

scription—a black hole. Now, if ever occasion arose for a Levirate

marriage, surely it was in such a case as this, when the line of suc-

cession to the theocratic throne was in danger of extinction, and when

the captivity had excited to the utmost the theocratic feelings of the

nation. A close relation of Jechoniah could not have been selected

without awakening suspicion. Nor was there one at hand (vide Hug)
;

but it was necessary that it should be some one belonging to the family

of David, and that he should take one of the wives who had been

separated from the king.

In 1 Chron. iii. 17, 18, we actually find, in the first place, that

Jechoniah had seve7i children. It is impossible that they should have

been born during the three months of his reign. They are, in fact, de-

scribed as the sons of Jechoniah-Assir (Jechoniah a prisoner) ; so that

they cannot have been begotten towards the end of his life, after
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Evil-Merodach had taken him out of the dungeon, when 5G years old,

and placed him in circumstances of greater comfort ; to say nothing of

the improbability of liis having seven sons during the short time that

he lived after this (for he does not appear to have outlived Evil-

-Merodach, who only reigned two years : vid. Hdvertiiclc, Introduction).

On the other hand, the assumption of Hoffmann is altogether unten-

able, that it was "as a prisoner" that Jechoniah begat these sons.

The expression N73 n^3 precludes this idea, and also the entire pas-

sage 2 Kings XXV. 27, from which it is obvious that Jechoniah was

kept in close confinement during the whole of the 37 years.

We also find, in the second place, that the genealogies receive as

much light as they throw. The Levirate marriage was effected

through a certain Neri, a descendant of David in the hne of Nathan,

the nearest related to the royal line (Hug I.e.). We can also explain

the difficulty pointed out by He Wette, that " it was contrary to the

legally established custom of the Jews for the natural father to be

mentioned in the genealogy." In this case it was of importance that

Xeri and his descendants should constantly give themselves out as

Nathanidce, partly on account of their lower rank, and partly to

avert attention ; and it was also of especial importance that they

should not lose sight of the proofs of their descent from Nathan,

that they might afterwards be able to establish the legitimacy of

the Levirate marriage, which was of such great theocratic import-

ance. We are thus eventually brought to a conclusion in perfect

accordance with the character of the first and third Gospels, that

Matthew gives the theocratic ancestors of Salathiel, Luke his natural

progenitors.

It is hardly necessary to say a word on the other hA^potheses for

the solution of the difficulty.^ The assumption of two Levii'ate mar-

riages (Joseph and Sealthiel) in a space of 600 years is not impos-

sible ; but that both times these mamages should be contracted by

men who were not brothers is difficult. In the case of Jechoniah there

' The various attempts at solution may be thus classified :

—

A. Sealth. and Zerub. not identical in Matt, and Luke.
• 1. Luke gives the gen. of Mary. 2. In case of Jacob, a Lev. mar. by a cousin

or step-brother. 3. Do., an adoption.

B. Sealth. and Zerub. identical in Matt, and Luke.

1. Diverg. at Jacob solved by assumption that Luke gives Mary's genealogy,

that at Jechoniah by a Lev. mar. ; or 2. former as above, latter through adoption
;

.'). both through Lev. mar. ; 4. both by adoption ; 5. former, Lev. mar., latter, adoj)-

tion
; 6. reverse of 5. A. seems to me untenable ; B. 2, 4, 5, untenable ; 1, 6, con-

ceivable.

11
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either assume here (with ISIichaehs, Mos. Recht) a step-brother, or a

cousin on the mother's side, in order to explain the divergences in

the forefathers of Jacob and Eli. The assumption of two cases of

adoption is in itself less likely, and adoption in the case of Jechoniah

is impossible. On the other hand, the assumption of the non-identity

of Sealthiel and Zerubbabel in Matthew and Luke appears to me veiy

forced. But what is the use of resorting to hypotheses, when we have

sure data for theses ?

By our investigation we have succeeded not only in removing all

the difficulties, but also in proving the careful and artistic construc-

tion of the genealogy in Matthew, and the perfect harmony of the

divergence in the two genealogies with the facts of history. By these

means we have obtained a convincing proof that there is no founda-

tion for the hypothesis of Strauss and Bruno Bauer, that the genealo-

gies were constructed at a time when it was generally believed that

Joseph was the father of Jesus, and that Matthew and Luke inserted

the clauses, " the husband of Mary," etc., and " being as was supposed
;"

a hyiJothesis that has no other support than the pium desiderium of

negative critics to overthrow the supernatural conception on historical

grounds.

The following, we maintain, are the just conclusions of criticism

:

In the first place, it is in the higliest degree improbable that two

Christians of the first century, who believed in the supernatural con-

ception of Jesus, should each have discovered a genealogy in which

He was represented as the son of Joseph, without being stimulated

by such a discovery to honest, historical research. If there had been

Josephites and non-Josephites, the former would certainly have been

condemned by the latter as heretics : the 1st Epistle of John is proof

enough of this. But the former would also, as the more honest of

the two, and as those who really possessed the truth, have brought all

the power of truth to bear upon the others ; and it is just as in-

credible, that in such a conflict fanaticism should triumph over modest

faith, as that all the New Testament writers, whose (wn-fanatical)

works are in our possession, should have taken their stand on the side

of the former.—And in the second place, the belief that the genealogies

are strictly historical (i.e., that they were composed from the chroni-

cles, family pedigrees, etc., by ]\Iatthew and Luke themselves ; that

the words, " the husband of Mary," and " being as was supposed,"

were always there, and consequently furnish no evidence of the pre-

vious supremacy of Josephism), is not affected hy a single historical

difficulty. On the contrary, the abundant traces of extreme care

and exactness which are to be found in the genealogies, furnish a
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very powerful proof of the diligence and historical fidelity of their

authors
^

§33.

bieth of john.

Luke i.

In the reigu of King Ilerod there was a devout priest, named
Zacharias, of the order of Abia, who had passed a long life with his

wife Elisabeth, of the family of Aaron, but hithei'to without children.

One day, however, when the lot fell to him to offer incense, while the

people were standing outside praying, there appeared to him in the

holy place an angel of the Lord, who announced to him that he

would have a son, and instructed him to call him John. His birth

would cause joy to him and to the people ; for, being full of the Holy

Ghost from his mother's womb, and living as a Nazarite, with the

power of an Elias he would turn the people of Israel to God, and

prepare a people for the Lord. When Zacharias, unmindful of

similar O. T. occurrences, and unconvinced by the appearance of the

angel, asked for a sign, it was gi-anted. But, as a just and yet gentle

chastisement, and at the same time to excite the attention of the

people, the sign granted was dumbness, which was to continue till

the prophecy was fulfilled. It took place immediately, and did not

cease till the child was bom. On the day of circumcision, the mother,

to whom Zacharias must have communicated in writing both what

had occurred and the name prescribed, expressed her wish that the

child should be called John. Zacharias supported her. wish; and

immediately his tongue was loosed, and he gave utterance to a song

of praise to the Lord, who had visited once more His long-forsaken

people, and sent to tliem a jyrojyhet.

^ [The subject of the genealogies has been discussed, in a very elaborate manner

recently in this country, by Mill (^on the Descent and Parentage of the Saviour,

forming the second chapter of a work entitled, On the Mythical Interpretation of

the Gospels, Cambridge 1861), and by Lord Arthur Hcrvey (The Genealogies of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, Cambridge 1853). It would be impossible here

to give an account of the views of these authors, who are agreed on all leading

points. Suffice it to say, that they both differ from Ebrard's view, that one genea-

logy is that of Joseph, the other (Luke's) that of Mary. They hold both genea-

logies are those of Joseph ; the one (Matthew's) being intended to exhibit the legal

descent of Christ from David and Solomon, the other (tliat of Luke), His natural

descent through Nathan ; and the object of their works is to show how the genea-

logies can be reconciled on that assumption. Both the works referred to will be

found well worthy of perusal by the student.

—

Ed.]
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1. The preservation of the account of the appearance of the angel

is the more easily explained, since the dumbness of Zacharias compelled

him to communicate it to the priests in writing ; and, according to vers,

60 sqq., he had made a communication in this manner to Elisabeth.^

And not only was the hymn, which is so truly full of originality and

point, notwithstanding its natural Old Testament ring, of a nature to

be retained by the hearers, and, through the inspiration which filled

him, by Zacharias himself ; but the reality of the occurrence was a

sufficient reason, and the previous record of the appearance of the

ano-el furnished a fitting occasion, for committing it at once to writing,

2. In this instance negative criticism finds itself without any his-

torical means of attack whatever. The objections are entirely limited

to doctrinal doubts. In accordance with our principle, therefore, of

confining ourselves to the proof that doctrinal doubts find no support

in historical difiiculties, we might declare the question settled. At
any rate, we need do nothing more than give a brief resume of the

objections that have been expressed.

a. That there are no angels, and, consequent!}^, that angels cannot

appear, is a conclusion sometimes drawn {e.g., by Schleiermacher) from

the premiss, that nothing is a dogma which cannot be shown to be an

element of Christian consciousness ;—a false conclusion, apart alto-

gether from the correctness or incorrectness of the premiss, since a

thing may be historically true without forming part of a system of

Christian doctrine ;—at other times, from the fact that angels, if they

do exist, are supersensual beings, and therefore unable to appear.

To this we reply, first, that the category of sensual and supersensual

is uhphilosophical and unmeaning—that the simple distinction should

be between corporeal and incorporeal ; and secondly, that it is unphilo-

sophical to conceive of a finite object as absolutely incorporeal.

—

Another objection is, that we cannot think of any purpose which the

angels can fulfil. They are not required for the production of natural

phenomena, since "we are now able to account for all these from

natural causes." To this Hofi'maim replies, that God certainly does

not require the angels, unless it be in the same sense as He requires

the rain to moisten the earth, and husbandmen to till it. There is a

great difference between uti and indigere.—Nor are they needed, it is

said, for the education of humanity ; otherwise the angels would be

"just as busy now on the smallest occasions," as they were in the old

world. But when education has to be carried on, different appliances

are needed at different stages, not for the tutor, but for the scholar

1 Previous to the birth, to Elisabeth, ver. 60 ; as well as after the birth, to the

friends, ver. G3.
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(vide Hoffmann, 129 ; Olshausen, ad loc.)-—Lastly, we are told, tliat

as God is immanent, they cannot be needed in connection with His

operations in the world. But this says nothing ; for, according to

the thoroughly philosophical doctrine of believers themselves, it is not

supposed that there was a chasm between God and the world, across

which God Himself could not come, and that this was the reason why
He sent His angels as messengers. We admit most fully, in agree-

ment with all true philosophers, that the course of the world, which

consists partly of the regular course of nature, and partly of the

spontaneous action of free subjects,^ is willed, and therefore arranged

and determined, in its beginning, its development, and its results, so

far as both its laws and particular events are concerned, by the eternal

(immanent) will of a personal God ; but we do not restrict the course

of the world to the mere surface of the planet Tellus. And as the

limits of the course of the world have not yet been discovered, we

find no difficulty in regarding it as j^ossible, that unusual orders of

intelligent creatures should sometimes appear. To pretend to decide

that such an appearance was unnecessary for the development of our

race, and in the history of our planet, and therefore, that even if

tliere are angels, God cannot have sent them, is nothing less than

attempting to determine, with the presumption of a priori intuition,

all that is necessary for the course of the world. And to say, that

"if God be immanent in the world. He needs no intervention of

angels," is just as wise as saying, " He needed no Columbus to en-

sure the discovery of America." If God be immanent. He works both

in and through His creatures. And it has yet to be proved that there

can be no such creatures as angels. The possibility of angels must

be granted.

3. It is also argued that the name Gabriel (ver. 19) was derived

from the Parsic angelology; and therefore, that either the Parsees

preceded the Israelites in the discovery of religious truths, or the angel

is chargeable with accommodation to an error. But this rests upon

the assumption that the book of Daniel, in which Gabriel is mentioned,

is not genuine. The charge of spuriousness, however, rests upon no

other foundation than doctrinal objections to the possibility of prophecy

in genei'al, and so special a prophecy in particular. The historical and

philological arguments have been sufficiently refuted by Hengstenberg

and Ildcernick. A thorough examination of the history of the cap-

tivity must establish the genuineness of the book of Daniel. Such

greatness of character as Daniel himself possessed, the Maccabean age

^ The latter is either ignored in Schleiermacher's " Glaubcuslehre " when the

"connection of nature" is spoken of, or this exj^rossion is a very unsuitable one.
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could neither have invented nor understood. So noble a combination

of the most unfettered accommodation to heathen customs, in every-

thing that did not affect the conscience ; of warm affection and close

attachment to heathen kings (Dan. iv. 16); and, on the other hand,

of firm and energetic resistance to everything heathen that did violence

to the conscience, is the very opposite of that fanatical hatred to the

heathen which prevailed in the Maccabean age.—This is not the place

to follow out the evidence of the purely Israelitish origin of the belief

in the existence of angels.

4. In reply to the objection of Paulus and Strauss, which is re-

peated with jocular scurrility by Bruno Bauer, that the infliction of

dumbness as a punishment was severe, not angelic, and, when com-

pared with the impunity of Abraham and Sarah in similar circum-

stances, unjust, there is no necessity to take so much trouble as Hess

and Olshausen have taken, to prove that it was needed for the moral

training of Zacharias (this was just as much needed in the case of

Abraham and Sarah), nor to argue, as Calvin does, that God can look

into the heart, and may have discovered greater sin in Zacharias'

heart than in those of Abraham and Sarah. Nor should I like to

adopt Hoffmanns suggestion, that the greater sin may be attributable

to the fact that Zacharias was a younger man. The whole objection

may certainly be completely neutralized by the simple argument, that

if, in the ordinary course of the world, God may sometimes inflict

chastisement for faults, and at other times leave the same faults un-

punished. He must possess the right to do the same where miraculous

events are concerned. Whether the particular temporal chastisement

be effected in the course of nature or by a miracle, is a question of

as little moment as, in the former case, would be the question, whether

it was effected by a fire or by disease.^ To attempt to explain why

God should have inflicted the punishment of dumbness in one instance

and not in the other, is as foolish as to attempt to explain why God
should have caused the heathen A^ero to be put to death by violence,

when Duke Alba, whose guilt was- so much greater, died a natural

death.

In this account, then, there are no historical difficulties whatever

;

and it stands harmonious thi'oughout, exposed only to feeble and futile

objections on the ground of doctrinal scruples.'^

^ Lange has some excellent observations on this subject in his Lehen Jesu, ii.

pp. 63 sqq.

2 The Old Testament style of the hymn, on which Strauss lays stress, is, even

on the supposition of the liistorical reality of tlie account, so natural, that no ob-

jections can be drawn therefrom ayaihst its historical reality.
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§34.

ANNUNCIATION OF THE BIRTH OF CHRIST.

Luke i. 35-56 ; Matt. i. 20 sqq.

Six months after Elisabeth's conception, the angel Gabriel was sent

to Nazareth, to a virgin named ^lary, who was betrothed to a carpenter

named Joseph, of the house of David. Startled at the angel's greet-

ing, "Blessed art thou among women" (for such a sight and such a

greeting were enough to fill a humble maiden with astonishment and

alarm), she asked what it could mean. And the angel told her she

had found favour with God, and should conceive and bear a son,

" Jeshua," " Saviour," who should be called " Son of the Highest

(Eljon)," and God would give Him a title to the throne of David,

and eternal dominion upon that throne. The clearer it became to

^lary loho the Jesus to be born would be, the more incomprehensi-

ble it became, how she, a poor and obscure maiden, should be selected

as His mother. It was evident to her mind who w^as intended ; for

(1) the name Jesus, (2) the title " -Son of the Highest," (3) the evi-

dent allusion to the successor anticipated by David in the Psalms,

whose dominion should be boundless, and to the shoot of David pre-

dicted with ever increasing distinctness by the prophets, and (4) the

fact that, whilst it was declared that God would give to Him to sit

upon the throne of David, she was actually betrothed to a descendant

of David (possibly the oldest representative of the royal line), and

consequently that, through her expected marriage with Joseph, a son

born to her would possess a title to the throne, could hardly fail to

present the truth with sufficient clearness to her mind.

But just on that account was it the more incomprehensible to her,

that she should have been selected for such an honour. .It is true,

the angel had as yet said nothing about her bearing a son before her

marriage with Joseph, but had simply spoken of it as an event that

would one day occur. Yet Mary felt directly that he was not speak-

ing of a child of which Joseph was to be the father. Holding

firmly to this on the one hand, and yet on the other hand having no

clear idea of a miraculous conception of the Son of God (of one not

begotten, but simply passing from eternity into the limits of time), and

in her humility being utterly unable to soar to such a height as this,

she gave utterance to the words which we find in Luke i. 34,—words

indicative of her inward perplexity, whose psychological truth can

hardly be sufficiently recognised. It is not by Joseph—she feels—that
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the child was to be begotten. But is it to be by another man ? As a

proof that she has no such thought as this, she takes for granted, not

that the child will be begotten by another, but that the child, of whose

conception she can form no more definite idea, must be conceived

already. This is the direction taken by her thoughts ; but here again

she is at a loss, " for she knows not a man." The angel now comes

to her help with the explanation, that the Holy Ghost will come upon

her, and the poiver of the Most High will overshadow her. Is it, then,

a work of the Holy Ghost that is announced, all anxiety necessarily

vanishes. Through the Holy Ghost her virgin purity and innocence

can receive no injury. Rather is she thereby summoned to, and

strengthened, in the purest modesty of thought and feeling. And so

with the devotion of the most childlike, yet the firmest faith, she

replies, " Be it unto me according to thy word."

As a sign of the omnipotence of God, she is told by the angel,

that her relative Elisabeth, notwithstanding her age, is with child.

The announcement induces her to set off from Nazareth to a city of

Judgea, where Zacharias and Elisabeth dwell. As she entered their

house, the babe leapt in Elisabeth's womb, and she herself, filled with

the Holy Ghost, greeted Mary as " blessed among women ;" and

expressed her surprise that the mother of her Lord should come to

her, telling her at the same time how the babe has leapt in her womb.

Mary then gives utterance to her feelings of gratitude, humility, and

faith. She pours forth a song of praise, the leading topics of which

are, that God, with His grace and strong delivering aid, is near to

those who, conscious of their poverty, put all their trust in Him, and

that "in this way the promises given to the patriarchs will now be all

fulfilled.

After a stay of three months in Judaea, ISIary returned to

Nazareth. When her pregnancy began to be apparent (even before

her journey to Elisabeth), Joseph had resolved to leave her secretly,

and not to expose her by openly putting her away. But an angel of

the Lord appeared to him in a dream, and enlightened him as to the

cause of Mary's pregnancy, and as to the name and future prospects

of the child, reminding him also of the ancient prophecy in Isa. vii.,

that the Messiah should be born of a virgin.

1. Let us for the present assume, that the facts really occurred

as related here, and inquire whether, if this were the case, it woukl

be possible for two Evangelists, in loriting the history, so to " divide"

themselves (as modern critics call it), that the one should give only

the annunciation to Mary, the other Joseph's dream. Strauss and
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Bruno Bauer not only take for granted the impossibility of this, hut

even maintain that the account in Matthew excludes that given by

Luke.

Matthew's intention was to furnish a proof that Jesus was the

son of Abraham and David, i.e., the seed of Abraham in whom all

nations were to be blessed, and the successor to David's throne. At
the close of the genealogy, he had already traced the title to the

throne, from Joseph through Mary to Christ. The words, " the hus-

band of Mary, of whom was born Jesus," in the place of the words

they would naturally expect, " and Joseph begat Jesus," would strike

every reader. They therefore needed an explanation. In the history

itself there were two incidents that would serve to explain them

—

GahrieVs anmmciation, and JoseplUs dream. In both the matter was

explained, but each in a different way. The fact that Jesus was

supernatu rally conceived, and the manner in which this took place,

were shown with peculiar clearness in the annunciation ; and the

account of ]\Iary's doubts would be sufficient to banish from the mind

of any reader whatever doubts lie might himself have had as to the

possibility of conception through the power of God. But this simply

brings out the general, doctrinal point, " Christ is the So7i of God."

The relation in which Joseph, from whom Jesus inherited the title

to the theocratic throne, stood to the whole affair, is only shown in

the explanation of the manner in which Joseph was brought to take

]\lary as his lawful wife, after her pregnancy had commenced, and to

acknowledge Jesus before the world as his own child. This point,

the mai7i point in Mattheiv, could be most clearly exhibited by a simple

narration of Joseph's dream.—If this really was the case, and if the

assurance of the supernatural conception of Jesus was hereby im-

plicitly given, any further or more special account of the way in

which ^Mary received the first annunciation, would appear super-

fluous to a writer whose intention was not to relate all the details and

specialities Avith which he was acquainted, but only what might enter

as a necessary element into his own plan.

While we have here a sufficient reason why Matthew should select

and content himself Avith the account of Joseph's dream, it is also easy

to see why Luke should have selected the two other events. If we

simply consider the history itself, the annunciation of the birth of

Jesus to the woman who was to be His mother was evidently a more

important point than the discoveiy made to Joseph on the subject.

It A\*as on special grounds alone that Joseph's actions Avere the more

important to ^latthew. Luke, on the other hand, who Avrote for

Gentiles, paid far less regard to the theocratical relation ; though he
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naturally reported the words of the angel, that God would give to

Jesus to sit upon the throne of David, and showed in the simplest and

clearest manner that it was not unknown to him (the writer) that the

right was given, through adoption on the part of Joseph, by the fact,

that in ver. 27 it is of Joseph that he states first of all that he was of

the house of David.^ But to Luke the main point was the miraculous

hirth of Jesus, apart from theocratic considerations altogether. Since

Heathenism had thought to satisfy its need of redemption by imagi-

nary sons of the gods, there was already existing (in the minds of the

Gentile readers of Luke) a receptivity, as well as a need, for the

doctrine of the Son of God.—The parallel which Luke draws be-

tween Jesus and John the Baptist, naturally furnished an occasion

for introducing the account of this visit paid by Mary to Elisabeth.

2. Let us now examine the position that the narrative in Luke
excludes that of Matthew. Strauss sees in the conduct of the angel

that appeared to Joseph a contradiction to that of the angel that

appeared to Mary, as the angel in Matthew speaks as if his appear-

ance were the first in this matter. This is not the case, however.

The angel only speaks as if the message brought by him to Joseph

was the first which Joseph for his part had received ; in other words,

as if Joseph knew nothing of the appearance of the angel to Mary.

Bauer accordingly gives up this objection, and only insists on the other

objection made by Strauss, founded on the conduct of the two betrothed

persons towards one another. To the two critics mentioned, it seems

inconceivable that Mary made no communication to Joseph respecting

the cause of her pregnancy.

But Mary's conduct is easily explained by the nature of the case.

She was not required to speak of the matter in the way of confession,

for she had nothing to confess. She could not in propriety speak of

it in a tone of triumph. But, more particularly, speaking of it to

Joseph would not serve the purpose of satisfying him. Such a wonder

as the miraculous conception of the Son of God could only be ac-

credited by a miracle. Mary saw that her testimony alone could not

satisfy Joseph's mind. It was at once a necessity and her duti/ to

trust in God for that. As God had chosen her without any action

^ In this way, in conjunction with the results already obtained, § 32, we arrive

at a solution of this verse which Strauss regards as a demonstrative proof, that

Luke knew nothing of the descent of Mary from David, and therefore had no
intention to give the genealogy of Manj in chap. iii.—On the similar verse in chap.

ii. 4, vid. p. 139. Mary's descent from David coidd not be mentioned there, since

this was not the reason for the journey. Neither as a descendant of David, nor on

account of the census, did Mary travel with Joseph, but because she was with

child.
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on her part to be the mother of the Messias, it was not her part by
forethouo;lit and manao;enient to brinfif other thino-s into am-eement

with that divine act. And she could not but expect that God would

undertake to make the matter known to Joseph. And we shall find

that she did not require to keep the secret long.

Thus we see that, dogmatic difficulties in reference to miracles

apart, the history is perfectly self-consistent and harmonious.

3. Two great difficulties have been discovered by negative critics,

in connection with Mary's visit to Elisabeth : the leaping of the babe

in the womb, and the songs of praise. The former, however, has

tirst of all to be distorted and magnified, before any difficulty can be

made apparent. The simple statement of the Gospel narrative is, that

when Mary entered and saluted Elisabeth, as soon as the latter heard

the salutation of Mary, the babe leaped in her womb ; and Elisabeth,

who was already informed of the approaching birth of a Messiah, was

now " filled with the Holy Ghost " (that is, in scriptural phraseology,

thrown into a, prophetic state), and having saluted Mary as the mother

of the Saviour, mentioned the leaping of the babe as something

surprising to herself.—It is certainly wrong to resort to the ex-

planation given by Hoffmann, that the leaping of the babe was simply

the physical consequence of the mother's excitement, and attributable

to some peculiarity in the salutation which is unknown to us. The
meaning of the Gospel narration is evidently, that the same ope-

ration, proceeding direct from God, which called forth the prophetic

vision in Elisabeth's soul, produced this shock in her bodily organism

—

a spontaneous movement of the unconscious embryo. It is a natural

suggestion to explain this movement of the embryo, symholically, as a

salutation of the unborn infant Jesus. But there is no need of

symbolical interpretation, when we have the simple fact, that the

Spirit of the Lord produced this aKiprdv, with distinct reference

to the arrival of the mother of Christ. There is nothing more un-

reasonable in the thought, that an organism, as yet unconscious,

should contain or receive in almost indistinguishable o;erms those hiah

impulses which are afterwards to waken into consciousness, than in

the impulse of the plant to seek the light, or the preformation of dis-

tinct moral failings inherited from parents.— There is nothing to

create offence, therefore, in the Gospel account. Strauss may call it

'' fabulous," and " purposeless," for the " Holy Spirit to be com-

municated directly to a being without spirit.'' But not a word is

said about any communication of the Holy Spirit, much less about any

direct communication. We have simply an account of an ecstatic

operation upon the bodily organism.
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The songs, or more correctly, song, of praise (for vers. 42-46 are

simply a brief salutation), are objected to on the ground, that such

poetical utterances are to be regarded as the consequence of being filled

with the Holy Spirit ; and the Holy Spirit would not have suggested

so many reminiscences of the Old Testament.—But are we to lay down

laws for the Holy Spirit ? We need only call to mind, how in the Old

Testament Micah links his prophecy to the words of the earlier jSIicah

(cf. Micah i. 2, c. 1 Kings xxii. 28) ; how the benedictions of the patri-

archs seem to be spun, as it were, the one out of the other ; how in the

New Testament also the Revelation is full of reminiscences of Old

Testament prophecies ; and how in this instance the scattered elements

of the ^lessianic hopes naturally coalesced, since this song of praise

is, strictly speaking, the closing psalm of the Old Testament. The
Hebrew language adapted itself most easily to the form of hymns

;

the limits between prose and poetry being less rigid than elsewhere.

Given short pregnant sentences, the natural movement of parallelism,

an abundance of Old Testament types, and the ecstatic condition pro-

duced by the Holy Spirit,—and the hymn is explained ; so that there

is not left the slightest residuum of physical, psychological, or historical

difficulty.

But there still remains a chronological objection, which Schleier-

macJie?', I believe, was the first to offer. It was not till after the fifth

month of Elisabeth's pregnancy that Mary visited her ; and it is " very

improbable," he says, that notwithstanding her own approaching mar-

riage, she should have stayed with her three months.

—

Hug has refuted

this objection with his accustomed thoroughness. He shows how (ac-

cording to Fhilo, de legg. spec. ii. p. 550, and Mischna Ketuboth, c. vii.

sel. 6) virgins were never allowed to travel ; so that it must have been

after her marriage that the journey was made. The order of events

was as follows :—As betrothed, Mary lived entirely secluded from

Joseph, and could only correspond with him through the medium of

nim^ty (pronuhas). The angel then appeared to her. She waited in

silence to see what else the Lord would do. But as soon as the first

symptoms of her pregnancy appeared, these women, with natural sur-

prise and suspicion, brought word to Joseph. The angel then appeared

to him, and he immediately took Mary to his home. A period of

fourteen days at the most would be amply sufficient for all this to

occur. And immediately after her marriage, Mary set out on her

journey with Joseph's consent (cf. Matt. i. 25).—Now, according to

Luke i. 26, the annunciation to Mary took place at the commencement
of the sixth month after Elisabeth's conception ; and if Mary's visit was

paid " in those days," say fourteen days after

—

i.e., before the end of
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the sixth montli—her return home, reckoninrr three full months, would
occur before the birth of John. Every part, therefore, hangs together

in the best possible manner.—The critics, who reckon three months
exactly from the sixth month to the ninth, and find no time for the rest,

have forgotten that, from the beginning of the sixth month to the end
of the ninth, there are not three months, but four.

§ 35.

the birth of the lord.

Luke ii. 1-20.

The appointment of a census by Augustus having rendered it

necessaiT that Joseph should travel to Bethlehem, his ancestral town,'

he took Maiy with him. During her stay in Bethlehem the time for

her delivery arrived. As there was no other place in the house, they

had to lay the infant in a manger. But whilst the new-boni infant,

Jesus, was thus brought to so low a stage of humiliation ; outside, in

the darkness, the Lord sent His angel to announce to the shepherds

in the fields, that in the city of David the Saviour, the Messiah, was

born. The shepherds came, and found the child, and told Mary all

that had occurred ; and she kept the words in her heart.

1. There is scarcely any other portion of sacred history that

abounds more richly in religious and aesthetic truth than the section

before us. Luke is an eminent artist in the delicate arrangement of con-

trasts ; and here he has set forth in more than classic, in truly heavenly

simplicity, this the most striking of all contrasts,—which is speculatively

developed in the 1st chapter of John, and which contained in the germ
all the further developments of the life of Jesus, of His sufferings, His

victory, and the essential characteristics of His Church. The Son of

God is born ; and His very first bed is a trough, a manger from which

cattle fed. The Evangelist does not tell us hoio it liajijjened that there

was no other place to put the child: whether Mary was taken so suddenly

ill that she was obliged to find refuge in the nearest stable; or whether

^ Ilnffmann accounts for Joseph's journey on the ground that he was either born

in Bethlehem, or a citizen there. And yet Luke says so clearly, Itx to iluxi uvtov

i% oi'kov x,xi 'xxrptcis A»vt'o. The right of ciiizenship is by no means needed as an

explanation. Joseph certainly seems to have been born in Bethleiiem, since he is

said to have been ix, vxTpix; (croXewj) Aocvio. But from the Jewish mode of taking

the census, the fact that he was of the oho; (gens) rendered it necessary that he

should go to Bethlehem.
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the house at wliich she was lodging was completely filled with other

strangers ; or, what seems the most proBable and natural, whether it

was with very poor people that Joseph and Mary (who were them-

selves poor, of. Luke ii. 24) were staying, so that, having no super-

abundance of furniture, they brought out the best trough which was

nearest hand, that the infant might not have to be laid upon the

ground. And this infant, of which no emperor or king takes notice,

lying out there in a hut on the outskirts of the village, is the Son of

God. But whilst hidden from the eyes of the world. He is revealed

to those who fear the Lord and wait for His salvation. Israelitish

shepherds, who took no part in the bustle of the town, were that same

night in the field with their flocks. And there appeared to them the

glory of the Lord, and an angel of the Lo7xl ; the mediators of all the

Old Testament, theocratic revelation. The substance of their angelic

message is, that the Saviour, the Messiah, is born, and horn in the city

of David. And immediately there is heard the jubilant song of the

heavenly hosts.

One question now arises : Are there internal discrepancies and

incongruities, even on the assumption that Jesus was the Son of God,

or are there not ? For when Strauss asks for an object, and concludes

that it was to announce the birth of Jesus, or to reward the piety of

the shepherds, being unable to think of any higher object than such

external ones as these ; it is evident that he starts with the assumption,

that Jesus was not the Son of God, and that these things could not

have taken place in his honour.^ For if Christ was the Son of God,

what other object could be desired than that which the event contains

within itself, the sacredness of divine fitness? Is there any truth in

Sophocles or Goethe ? What is all their aesthetic truth when compared

with this (even regarding it from an cesthetic point of view alone),

that the incarnate Son of God, who lay there in the manger, was pro-

claimed in the night by the angels of God to pious shepherds watching

in the fields ? Such beauty as this,—the glory of God hiding itself

in such quiet seclusion, and yet revealing itself in spite of external

humiliation,—would be object enough, even though there had been

beauty only, and not truth and necessity as well.

^ Perverse as it is to try and find out an external object for every act of the

divine power, and every resolution of the divine will
;
yet there are many cases in

which, besides that free divine necessity which has its object in itself alone, a special

purpose may be discerned in special consequences. Thus, just when IMary with

her natural maternal feelings was looking doicn upon the child to which she had

given birth, and could therefore so easily be led into error thi'ough the weakness of

the flesh, and forget the Son of God, there came as the necessary counterpoise the

intelhgence brought by the shepherds.
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For the supernatural standpoint of the New Testament, thehistoiy

is perfectly harmonious. Only against this dogmatic standpoint can

scepticism be directed.

§ 36.

presentation in the temple.

Luke ii. 21-40.

When the infant was eight days old, it was circumcised, and the

name Jesus given to it, as the angel had commanded. Forty days

after His birth, the legal close of the period of purification, Mary and

Joseph took Him to the temple, as He was the first-born, to dedicate

Him to the Lord (Exod. xiii. 2 ; Num. viii. 16), and to present the offer-

ings prescribed in the law. When the Son of God was thus presented

for the first time in His Father's house, as one consecrated to the

Lord, it came to pass that a devout old man, named Simeon, to whom
the Lord had given an inward revelation that he should live till the

New Covenant was introduced, and see the Anointed of the Lord with

his own eyes, entered the temple full of the Spirit, and recognising

the child by prophetic intuition, took it in his arms as soon as it caught

his eye, and declared who the child was, and what conflicts it would

have to endure. Here, in the temple at Jerusalem, was Christ for

the first time called the Saviour of the Gentiles. And here too, in

the temple at Jerusalem, was the first announcement made in myste-

rious words, of a division of the Old Testament covenant nation into

two parts, of the hostility of Israel according to the flesh, and of the

conflict and death which awaited the Son of God from the servants

of the Lord's house.—A prophetess also, named Anna, came in, and

spoke of the child to all those who were truly and in spirit waiting

for Him.

1. These accounts are so simple and clear, that even Strauss and

Bruno Bauer can find no discrepancies or difficulties in them. The
former, therefore, takes refuge in his teleology. " Apart altogether,"

he says, " from the general objections to the admissibility of any

miracles whatever, it is peculiarly difficult to admit that there Avas any

miracle in this case, seeing that no sufficient end can be imagined."

Either, he says, it was to spread faith in that child, " of which there is

no trace" (vide ver. 38), or it was for the sake of Simeon and Anna
alone, which would be unworthy of Providence. He again twists the

assertion " miracles are impjossihle^'' into another, mii'acles are very
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difficult, and give "Providence" amazing trouble. But either they

are altogether inadmissible, and then it is superfluous and absurd to

say that " it is peculiarly difficult " to admit them in this instance ; or

they are possible,—that is to say, above the natural and psychological

laws that are known to regulate both our earth and our nature, Avhich

have been disturbed by sin, there exists a kingdom of greater free-

dom and ghuy. And if this be the case, the streams of grace that

emanate from that kingdom do not flow down with difficulty, in the

most indispensable cases alone ; but, on the contrary, wherever it is

j)ossihle, and no determined resistance is offered on the part of sinful

humanity. At such a time as that of Christ, when a neio work

was about to commence, which was to be historical on the one hand,

and yet on the other of eternal importance for every age, these streams

of grace shaped themselves into gifts of prophecy and miracle ; but

when the end to be realized is the preservation and further develop-

ment of something already given, they appear as the ordinary gifts of

the Spirit.

2. The cause of Mary's astonishment at Simeon's words has been

disputed. " His statement as to the sword," says Strauss, " could not

have been the occasion, for Mary had already been amazed ; nor his

allusion to the relation of Jesus to the heathen, for that had been pre-

dicted in the Old Testament. There remains, therefore, only the

Messiahship of the child, that could have been a ground of amaze-

ment ; but if this was the case, it follows that the earlier communications

of the angels to Joseph and Mary could not have taken place." But

S. had evidently no wish to think of another and far simpler explana-

tion of her amazement. Mary was astonished that Simeon should so

immediately recognise as the Messiah, a child of which he had never

lieard before ; and that the words of the old man should consequently

agree wdth those of the angel, and thus so thoroughly confirm them.

This was the caiise of her joyous amazement.

The account, therefore, is free from any historical difficulties; and

nothing can be said against it, unless "prophecy and prophetic intuition

are absolutely impossible."

§37.

THE WISE MEN FROM THE EAST.

]\Iatt. II.

Some time after the birth of Jesus, there came Chaldeans (Astro-

logers) from the East to Jerusalem, and asked for a " King of the
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Jews" who was to be bom ; because they had seen " Ilis star" rise.^

Not only Herod, who, as a tyrant, had good reason to tremble on

every occasion, but all the inhabitants of the capital, who were as

much afraid of new revolutions as of the wrath of the kiiiij^ were

alarmed at this amazing account. Herod immediately called together

the priests and scribes, to inqnire of them where, according to pro-

phecy, the Messiah was to be born ; and was told that, according to

the prophecy of !Micah, Bethlehem was the place. He then sent

quietly for the Chaldeans, and elicited from them the most precise

information as to the whole sidereal phenomenon, and chiefly as to

the time of its appearance. When the man, who had in all probability

resolved that if such a child should be found it should be put to death,

had thus informed himself as to its age and the place where it was

to be sought for, he ordered the Chaldeans to search for the child in

Bethlehem, and on their return to bring him word, that he might go

and " worship Plim also." The wise men went to Bethlehem, and

again the star stood before them the whole way. When they had

found the child, they worshipped Him, and presented Plim with royal

gifts. But God warned them in a dream not to return by Jerusalem.

Herod was enraged that they did not come, and lost no time in using

the little information he had already received, as to the age and

dwelling-place of the child, for' the purpose of executing a plan by

which he hoped with certainty to accomplish his design. He there-

fore issued the barbarous command, that all the children in Bethlehem

who were under two years of age should be put to death. But Joseph

had been warned by an angel in a dream ; and was already on his

way to Egypt with Mary and her child.

1. There is no other account whose credibility is attested by such

remarkable and convincing proofs as this. We will place all the data

side by side.

a. On the 20th May 747 u.C. (the year in which, according to

Idelers thorough and unquestionable calculations, Christ was born),

the two largest of the superior planets, Jupiter and Saturn, came so

nearly into conjunction in the sign of Pisces, that they would be seen

^ 'Ev rri ecvxToXyj (rendered "in the East") would probably be correctly ren-

dered " in the rising," or " we saw it rise." For in ver. 1 " the East" is described

as «/ dvccroT^cci in the plural. According to Mejer and Kuincil, h rf, «w«toXw is

opposed to iTrxua in ver. 9,—its rising in opposition to its culmination. The point

of importance was evidently that a new star had risen or ascended. A mere burst-

ing forth, high up in the heavens, would have been meteoric and unimportant.

Beside this, the explanation of eiyxTo^vj is of no consequence whatever for tlie

further understanding of the event itself.
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in the morning sky not more than one degree asunder. On the 27th

of October they were again not more than one degree from absolute

conjunction in the 16th degree of Pisces, and would be seen at mid-

night in the southern sky. On the 12th of November a third con-

junction took place in the 15th degree of Pisces; and, according to

Kepler, this time Mars was also near.

b. The Jew Abarbanel, who knew notJnng of such a conjunction

in the year 747 U.C, states that there was a tradition, that no con-

junction of the planets had been of greater importance than that of

Jupiter and Saturn, which occurred in Pisces in the year 2365, three

years before the birth of Moses. He also states that the sign of Pisces

was the most important of the signs of the Zodiac for the Israelites

;

and draws the conclusion from the fact that a similar conjunction had

taken place in his own day (1463 aer. Dion.), that the birth of the

Messiah must be near at hand.—From all this it may at all events

be safely concluded, tliat from time immemorial the Jews had regarded

conjunctions in the sign of Pisces as possessing peculiar importance.^

And as the Israelites were not the inventors of astrology, but received

it from the Chaldeans, the latter must also have recognised the signi-

ficance of such a conjunction.

c. On the 17th Dec. 1603, Kepler first observed a conjunction of

Jupiter and Saturn in the sign of Capricornus (the constellation Ser-

pentarius), to which there was added in the spring of 1604 the planet

Mars, and in the autumn an entirely new star, resembling in brilliancy

a star of t\\Q first magnitude, which disappeared again in 1605.

From all these data we may draw the following conclusions. Though
it cannot be regarded as a fixed law, that new stars appear in con-

nection with the conjunction of great planets ; it cannot, on the other

hand, be denied that there was something very remarkable in the fact,

that the new star which ai^peared in 1604 coincided with the con-

junction of Jupiter and Saturn, and the close approximation of Mars.

Without attempting to explain it either optically or cosmically, we
simply ask, whether it is not a very significant fact, that we should

hear of another new star just at a time when, according to astronomi-

cal reckoning, another perfectly similar conjunction occurred? More-

over, the new star appeared twice; first in the eastern sky, then

some months later (after its heliacal setting) in the southern sky; and

this agi'ees most remarkably with the calculations of Ideler, that there

were two conjunctions, first in the eastern, then in the southern sky.

—

According to Ideler ii. p. 401-2, and Kepler (de stella nova 1606), to later astro-

logers also. The reason is to be found in the regular periodical return of the

" conjunctions—the fiery Trigon," which occur about every 794 years.
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It will be obvious that by acm'jp I understaiul not the conjunction itself

j

though even that is not grammatically impossible, but (with Kepler) a

new star, which may have appeared at that time along with the con-

junction, as it certainly did in 1604.

The following objections to my argument arc to be found in

Zellers Jahrhuch (1847). a. "If, notwithstanding Kabbi Abarbauel,

there is no peculiar cosmical connection between the sign of Pisces

and Israel, what appears in that sign can have no actual reference to

the nation of Israel." Nor do we maintain that it has any such refer-

ence. We merely appeal to the tradition of Abarbauel as a proof

that the Chaldean and Jewish astrologers nmst have assumed in their

astrology that there was some connection between this constellation

and the Israelitish nation ; and from this we have explained how the

Chaldeans might arrive at the conclusion, that the phenomenon in ques-

tion had reference to au Israelitish king. In addition to this, however,

they were unquestionably also influenced by tlie prophecies of Balaam

and Daniel, which were well known in the East.

—

b. " If such a con-

junction of the superior planets recurs at certain intervals (and was

not merely an event that took place at that particular time), without a

Christ being born each time, then the conjunction at that time could not

really have signified the birth of Christ." But what are we to under-

stand by the words "really have signified'"? I have given no occasion

to saddle me with the foolish opinion, that such a conjunction in objec-

tive reality draws after it always the birth of a distinguished man, or

that that particular conjunction was the cause of the birth of Christ.

All that I have said is, that according to the views which prevailed at

that time among the Chaldeans, a phenomenon of this kind might

have appeared to them to be a sign that the birth of a king of Israel,

which they were anticipating according to the prophecies of Balaam

and Daniel, was now about to take place. Whether it was a thing

worthy of God to turn to account the erroneous opinions which were

current at any particular time in order to accomplish Ilis purposes, is

a question which we shall consider by and by.

—

c. " If Kepler, in 1G04,

saw a new fixed star appear in the same constellation, but this time in

the sign of Capricornus, and the star subsequently disappeared, why
should not the Magi have seen it also, and have regarded this parti-

cular star as that of the Messiah also ?" But my argument does not

run thus: " In 1604 a new star appeared in connection with the con-

junction of the planets, ergo (apart from the account given by Mat-

thew) there is reason to suppose that in 747 u.C. a new star also

appeared in connection with a similar conjunction ; but a new star

denotes the Messiah, therefore the Messiah must have been born in
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747." I merely say, INIatthew gives an account of a new star which

appeared at the time of Christ's birth ; and astronomical calculations

show that at the time when, according to Luke i. and Matt, ii., Jesus

was actually born, an unusual conjunction of the planets occurred,

and one in connection with the recui-rence of which in 1604 a new

star again appeared. And from this unsought coincidence between

the account in Matthew and the facts connected with the two conjunc-

tions of 747 U.C. and 1604 a.d., I draw the conclusion, that what

Matthew says of the new star cannot be a myth, since it would be

utterly incredible that the account of a new star appearing along with

a conjunction which really did take place in 747 U.C, should so re-

markably coincide with an analogous Fact of the year 1604, and yet

be nothing but a myth after all.

Now, if we bear in mind the prophecy of Balaam, which, whether

the negative critic accepts it as historical or not, was at any rate

in existence along with the Pentateuch at the time of the captivity,

and had penetrated into the countries of the East ; if we remember,

again, that, whether the book of Daniel be regarded as genuine or

not, it proves most conclusively that an attachment on the part of the

Jewish exiles to the Chaldean astrology must have been conceivable,

or rather certain ; and if, lastly, we keep in mind the fact that there

were thousands of Jews still living in Chaldea '} it will be easy

enough to understand, how Chaldean Magi, to whom a conjunction

of the planets in the sign of Pisces would in itself be a memorable

event, who regarded this sign as specially connected with Judaea, and

who were acquainted with the prophecy of a star that was to rise out

of Jacob, and to rule and conquer, should have been led, by this

remarkable phenomenon of a conjunction of two planets in the sign

of Pisces, with a third planet close by, and an entirely new star by

their side, to adopt the conclusion, that a King must be born, a King
of Judcea, and in fact the long-promised Kiiig? Is it probable that an

^ Vide Josephus, Ant. 15, 3, 1. The kings of the Ilimyarides (from 100 B.C.),

and those of Adiabene, Northern Chaldea, were Jews. I am hardly prepared to

agree with Kepler and Hoffmann, that the wise men themselves were Jews. In

ver. 2 they speak of " the Jews " in the third person ; and throughout ajjpear as

foretf;ne7-s.

2 They did not understand the prophecy of Balaam to refer to a literal star (as

Bleek erroneously supposes), but to a King. It was not from reading Num. xxiv.,

but from the Chaldean astrology, that they derived the view that a real star would

be the forerunner of the King. Hug's opinion (Gutachtcn, p. 114), that the Magi
set out upon their journey on speculation, to see whether anything important really

had occurred, and therefore whether the phenomenon they had observed denoted

anything or not, does not appear to me to be either natural or supernatural.
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account, wliicli agrees so remarkably with the results of the most modern

astronomical science, is an invention or a myth ? It must have been a

singularly " clairvoyant " myth, which could shape itself so perfectly

to the discoveries which would be made eighteen centuries afterwards

!

2 The account of the manner in which the star appeared to the

wise men, and the service it did them, has been exposed to two classes

of objections,—first exegetical, and secondly doctrinal.

Yet if we read the narrative given by Matthew, just as we have

it, hardly a difficulty is to be found. "What the Chaldeans saw was

an d(TT7]p, i.e., a star like any other,—no meteor or falling star, but

belonging either to the fixed stars, or the comets, or the new stars.

That it was a new star, is evident from the fact that they call it the

" star of the Messiah." It was in itself prophetic of the Messiah
;

and did not merely become so, through its position among the rest of

the stars.—In their own country they had seen it in the east. It was

not by its position in the heavens, therefore, that they were led to-

wards the west ; so that we cannot think of it as o;oinff before them.

It was, on the contrary, as we have said, its appearance in a certain

sign of the Zodiac, which in their astrology represented Judaea, and

possibly also Balaam's prophecy, which moved them to visit the capital

of Judaea.^ From Jerusalem they went to Bethlehem, not because the

star moved along in front of them (for, as Lange correctly observes,

it was not till they were on the road that the star appeared), but

because Herod himself had directed them to go to Bethlehem (vide

ver. 8). On the way, they saw the star again ; and this time it stood

in the south, not merely moving by cosmical motion from north to south,

or in the oi'dinary way from east to west, but, according to the well-

known optical laio, which any one may observe on a clear evening,

appearing to go with them or before them. And when ^latthew says

it " went before them (Trpoijyev) till it came and stood (earr]) over

where the young child was," the going and the standing are to be

regarded, not as the cause, but as the consequence of their going and

of their arrival. The intention of the writer is to desciibe how, when

they had reached at length the desired end of their journey, and stood

upon the edge of the table land which separates Jerusalem from the

valley of Bethlehem, high up above the village they saw the star shin-

ing and twinkling in the heavens. That this is the meaning of ver.

0, and not that the star is described as a guide, is very clearly shown

in ver. 10, where, instead of reading that they entered the house, we

read that they rejoiced exceedingly on account of the star. That they

^ It is hardly necessary to recall the well-known fact, that people in the East

prefer travelling in the night, especially on short journeys.
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then made some inquiry (cf. ver. 8) respecting tlie child and its present

abode, is such a matter of course, that it would have been as unmean-

ing on the part of Matthew to mention it, as it is on the part of Strauss

to expect it.

We know, therefore, what opinion to form of the exposition, which

forces upon the text the absurdity of saying that the star " danced

along the road in front of the Chaldeans, and then planted itself

firmly over the roof of the house." And yet even Bleek (p. 21) says

that in our explanation the text is put upon the rack in the old ration-

alistic fashion. I think not. In Matthew's whole account, there is

not the slightest trace of any topographical difficulty on the part of the

Magi in finding the high road to Bethlehem. The intention of Matthew,

therefore, cannot have been to represent the star as a topographical

guide; but rather to exhibit it as a sign from God, that the Magi

(when on the road to Bethlehem) were in the right way to the Messiah,

whereas previously, when seeking Him in Jerusalem, they had been in

the wrong. Therefore they rejoice on account of the star ; and not be-

cause it went before them like a lantern, keeping a few steps in ad-

vance. At least I can find no trace of anything of this kind in the text.

One remark may be allowed as to the time of year at which the

star appeared. According to Idelers reckoning, it is probable that it

was seen the first time in the spring of 747, and that the arrival of

the Chaldeans took place in October. Herod, assuming that the first

appearance of the star coincided with the birth of the child, and in

order to make quite sure, gave orders that every child under two years

of age should be killed.

• 3. Before passing on to the dogmatic objections, we will just briefly

notice one or two historical objections with reference to Herod's con-

duct.—The first question started is, why did Herod make his inquiry

secretly ; and why such minute inquiries ? The answer is this : Secretly,

that the inhabitants of Jerusalem might not know that the matter

disturbed his mind ; for were they once to know this, they might warn

the Chaldeans not to betray the child to a king who was sure to have

mischief in his mind. Moreover, Herod wanted to put the child out

of the way before it was known, and therefoi-e dangerous. Possibly, if

Bauer had been in Herod's place, he would have made a proclama-

tion, " This afternoon, at three o'clock, I shall examine the Chaldean

strangers as to the infant Messiah."—The inquiry was minute, because

it is customaiy to inquire minutely about so important a matter as

the existence of a pretender was to Herod. Hoffmanns remark ap-

pears to me to be well founded, that Herod inquired about the time

when the star appeared, not merely for the purpose of learning the age
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of the child, but also with the intention of asking his o^^^^ astrologers,

whcthei- such a stai* really had appeai-ed, so as to find out whether the

visit of the Chaldeans might not be, after all, merely one part of a plot.

This serves to remove another objection, viz., " As Ilerod did not

determine upon his murderous plan till he found that the Chaldeans

were not returning, why did he ask them about the age of the child?"

—It is true that Herod did not determine to kill all the children in

Bethlehem till he found that the Chaldeans were not returning, and

it was impossible, therefore, to make any further inquiry about this

particular child ; but from the very first, he had evidently had in his

mind the design of killing this child, or making away with it in some

other way. {Vide Satirin, disc, histor. critiq. etc., torn. ix. p. 225.)

Does Strauss think Herod really meant to loorsldp the child (ver. 8)?

Saurin (p. 226) also suggests, what is quite possible, that when Herod

considered the suspicious natux'e of the whole affair, and the failure of

the !Magi to return, he may easily have imagined that there was some

plot against him on the part of the inhabitants of Bethlehem ;—

a

thought, wdiich would be still more likely to lead him to the deter-

mination to murder all the children in Bethlehem.

The objection, that no allusion is made by other historians to the

horrors of the infant-murder at Bethlehem, is sufficiently met by simply

calling to mind how small the number would be of children under

two years of age, in a little place like Bethlehem. The murder of a

few children vanished like a drop in the ocean, amidst the other far

greater cruelties of Herod.^

^ Compare, among others, Hoffmann, 262, and Josephiis, "Wars of the Jews, 1,

33, 6. Before he died, Herod had the most distinguished men of the whole nation

shut up in the race-course, and gave orders that they should all be murdered at the

moment of his death, " that all Judaea and every house may weep, though involun-

tarily, for me."—See also the complaint of the Jewish ambassadors to Rome, in

Josej^hus, Ant. 17, 11,2: " There were a great many who perished by that destruc-

tion he brought upon them,—so many, indeed, as no other history relates ; and they

that survived were far more miserable than those that suffered under him. . . .

They would say nothing of the corruption of their virgins, and reproach brought

upon their wives, and those things acted after an insolent and inhuman manner.

.... Herod had put such abuses upon them as a wild beast would not have put

upon them, if he had power given him to rule."—A still more detailed account is

given in Hurfs Gutachten, p. Ill :
" Confessions forced out by torture ; executions,

including those of his own two sons, who were perhaps the best men in his whole

family ; the punishment of death inflicted upon such of the Pharisees as had not

taken the oath ; the buriiing alive of the youths who pulled down the golden eagle

in the temple, along witli their leaders : and, immediately after, the assa-ssination

of the nominated successor to the throne This string of murders at the

court were enough to lead any historian to overlook the slaugiiter of a few infanta

in a little country town."
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Stress has also been laid upon the fact, that Matthew does not say

a single word about the Chaldeans having expressed astonishment at

finding the King so poor. But from the time when they learned that

the child was neither the son of Herod, nor of a prince, but was to be

found in a village, they must have been prepared to find him poor.

And this was not too great a demand upon the faith which had under-

taken so long a journey.

4. We pass on now to the doctrinal objections. To many it is

inconceivable that God should have supported the erroneous opinion,

that the birth of great men is attended by signs in the heavens. But

both the biblical history and daily experience afford convincing evi-

dence, that the providence of God makes not error only, but even sin,

subservient to the accomplishment of its designs. It would have

been incomprehensible, if God had occasioned the rise of the Chaldean

astrology througli the appearance of this star. But the Chaldean

astrology was in existence before. And, in addition to this, there was

also a well-known prediction of the coming of a celebrated King of the

Jews. Now, if the overruling providence of God did so order events,

that, according to the previous premises of the Chaldean astrology, the

conjunction and the appearance of the star led the Magi to seek at the

right moment the new-born King of the Jews, this would be in perfect

analogy to the standing law of divine revelation, that God mercifully

stoops to the weakness of men, that He may lead them onward step by

step. Thus the first revelations of a coming Messiah were linked on

to the political desires of Israel, and it was not till a later period that

they were more clearly explained ; whilst the full explanation was

reserved for Christ Himself. Thus Paul, again, took as his starting

point the altar and worship of the unknown God. Ought God to

have given the Chaldeans a revelation, attested by signs and wonders,

and thus to have refuted their astrological hypotheses, whilst He sent

them direct information of the birth of Jesus ? Negative critics would

justly enough have taken offence at this. In the case of the shep-

herds, God used the Israelitish form—the Shechinah and vision of

angels ; and with the Chaldeans a Chaldean form—astrology. This

was the true method, and one worthy of divine wisdom, to cure the

Chaldeans of their astrology, by leading them, through their astrology,

to Christianity, which bore within itself the power to conquer astro-

logy.—But (it may perhaps be asked) was this really the case ? Do
we not meet with astrology in connection with Christianity, and did it

not take its stand upon this very passage ? Had not the star, there-

fore, this injurious effect, of confirming men in their astrological errors,

and thus of increasing the difficulty of effecting the overthrow of
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astrology? No doubt the star has really produced this effect in the

case of persons who have taken the same view of the whole occurrence

as the negative critics themselves do, namely, without regard to the

law of true divine accommodation. But God is not responsible for this

abuse. It was only amidst the corrupt Christianity of the ^Middle Ages

that it took its rise, and it was soon swept away again by the Refor-

mation. Moreover, if any one maintains that it would have been im-

proper for God to allow this star to appear, when it was sure to be so

abused, I go still further, and maintain that we have an equal right to

say that it was improper for God to allow the account of the star to be

written, since it was hy this ijrimarily that the astrology of the Middle

Ages was occasioned or confirmed. And if, even with the danger of

such abuses, it was right for the providence of God to allow the

account to be written, it was equally right for the providence of God
to let the star itself coincide with the erroneous opinions of the Chal-

deans, so as to lead them to the source from which the power to

conquer all such errors was henceforth to flow.

It was a great mistake, in Strauss s opinion, for God to permit the

murder of the infants, as [Matthew says He did. He even goes so far

as to explain how it might have been avoided.—But if we were to ask

Strauss why God permitted Bartholomew's night, he would not keep

us waiting for an answer. He would show, that whatever suffering

occurs in the ordinary course of things, is the result of necessary

development, of an iron necessity ; in other words, that he has no wish

whatever to believe in the determination of the ordinary course of

things by the will of a personal God. In contrast with this machinery

of the universe, the sphere of miraculous interference is regarded by

him as a sphere in which God acts as a single individual, and therefore

has all the responsibility of a single individual. Consequently God is

not responsible for St Bartholomew's night, because, in his opinion,

this was not connected with the will of a personal God ; but for the

murders at Bethlehem He is, because they were occasioned by Him,

as much as a conflagration by a careless boy.— We come to a totally

different conclusion.

We also believe in an "immanence" of God in the Avorld. And
in the course of events, which is determined partly by a prearranged

necessity of nature, and partly by a permitted freedom of finite crea-

tures, we see the working out of the eternal, but free and self-con-

scious will of God. But for that very reason we maintain that this

will possesses the right of concursus ad malum ; the right, that is to

say, of causing moral evil—which exists independently of God and

through the caprice of man—to result in physical ill (which leads again
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to good as its ultimate result). And to us it makes no difference by

what means this realization of evil in physical ill is effected, whether

through the ordinary course of events, or by the intervention of higher

laws. In the latter case, as in the former, God is not an individual

responsible to a presumptuous man ; but in both,—Bethlehem, as well

as St Bartholomew's night,—God is the eternal, personal Lord, who

causes evil to work itself out, when, and where, and how He Mall, in

order that the evil may thereby destroy itself, and good, the absolute

purpose of God, be thereby secured.—But it would be folly to attempt

to prove, in any particular instance, that this end had been secured,

whether in Bethlehem, the destruction of Magdeburg, or the massacre

of St Bartholomew.

§ 38.

Joseph's dwelling-place.

It cannot be inferred with certainty, from the words " into his own

city" (Luke ii. 3), that Joseph was born in Bethlehem, or even

descended from the Bethlehemites ; since we find in ver. 4 his descent

from David assigned as the special reason why he went to Bethlehem.

So much is certain, at any rate, that he was not settled at Bethlehem

(cf. Luke ii. 7).—If the census did not oblige him to go to Bethlehem,

yet, as a member of the family of David, he certainly would wish to go

there. And this having once furnished an occasion for his leaving

Nazareth, there were reasons enough why he should remain at Beth-

lehem: viz., Mary's approaching confinement, which rendered it neces-

sary that he should stay there for some time ; the peculiar relation in

which he stood to Mary, of which both Matthew and Luke have

given an account ; and lastly, his poverty, which rendered it easy for

him to settle wherever he could find work, whilst neither property nor

business called him back to Nazareth. Consequently, in Matt. ii. 11,

we find him in a "house" (oiKia).—But his stay in Bethlehem was

speedily interrupted by the flight into Egypt ; and on their return

from Egypt, though Herod was no longer alive, the reign of his cruel
^

' Josephus, Ant. 17, 11, 2: " (Archelaus) seemed to be afraid lest he should

not be deemed Herod's own son ; and so, without any delay, he let the nation

understand his meaning, and this before his dominion was well established, since

the power of disposing of it belonged to Caesar, who could either give it to him or

not, as he pleased. He had given a specimen of his future virtue to his subjects,

and with what kind of moderation and good administration he would govern them,

by that his first action, which concerned them, his own citizens, and God also,

when he made the slawjhter of three thousaml of his own countrymen at the temple."
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son Archelaus was a sufficient reason for their preferrinfr to wend
their way back to Nazareth.

1. Assuming all this, the question arises, 7s it probable that two

writers would so diverge from one another, that one would describe

Nazareth as the actual abode, and the stay in Bethlehem as merely

transitory, and therefore, treating the return to Nazareth as a matter

of course, merely record it without giving any further motive, while

the other speaks as if Bethlehem was the original dwelling-place, and

so assigns special reasons for the removal to Nazareth ? In my opinion

it is ; and even on the supposition that the authors of the first and third

Gospels were fully acquainted with the entire objective course of the

history, an unconditional answer ought not to be given in the negative .

Even in this case it would neither be unnatural nor impossible for each

of the authors to write as he has written. We must not forget that

such a question as, Which was Joseph's real home? cannot have had

any very marked importance either for the Evangelists or their readers.

Their attention was directed to totally different things. And if it can

be shown that each of the two writers may have been naturally led by

his own peculiar standpoint to narrate the account as he has, the rela-

tive inaccuracy or incompleteness of the two accounts is fully explained.

Now this can really be shown, and without forcing the narratives.

Lxike had already mentioned Nazareth as Clary's dwelling-place, when

describing the preliminary preparations for the birth of Jesus (chap, i.),

and therefore was naturally induced to state (what appeared almost

inevitably to follow from chap, i.) that Josej^h also had lived in

Nazareth previous to the journey mentioned in chap. ii. 1 sqq.—Now,

as the stay in Bethlehem cannot have continued more than a few

months, and Luke does not relate the account of the Chaldeans^ and

the ensuing journey to Egypt, which was only a brief interlude,

as Herod died a few months after, nothing was more natural than

that he should just give in a formula, which bears the impress of a

general utatement, the brief notice, that Joseph and Mary did not

remain in Bethlehem, but returned again to Galilee.

Matthew, on the contrary, to whom the birth in Bethlehem was

unquestionably of impoi'tance, as the fulfilment of a prophecy (chap,

ii. 5, 6), and who saw no reason for mentioning the circumstances

which occasioned the jouraey thither, represents Joseph (and, as we

have seen, rightly so) as living in Bethlehem (chap. ii. 11); and not

naving made any previous allusion to Nazareth at all, he cannot speak

of the journey to Nazareth simply as a "return." On the other hand,

' It bore no necessary relation to his plan.
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the more important it appeared to him to record the fact, that by the

residence of Jesus in despised Gahlee a prophecy was fulfilled (chap,

ii. 23), the more occasion had he to describe the peculiar leadings of

God by which the removal to Nazareth was occasioned. And though

he simply mentions the fact, that Joseph chose Nazareth as his dwelling-

place, it is certainly implied that he must have had some special reason

for going to that particular place ; all which is in perfect harmony

with Luke's account, that Joseph had lived there before.

The following, then, are the results which we obtain :—1. The stay

in Bethlehem was something more than 2i journey. Joseph would have

settled there but for the circumstance related in ]\Iatt. ii. 22. Matthew

is correct, therefore, in speaking of a dioelling (oIklo) in Bethlehem.

—

2. The stay in Bethlehem was actually so short and transitory, that Luke

was perfectly right in describing the removal to Nazareth as a return.

In the manner, therefore, in which Matthew and Luke relate the

occurrences, there is not the slightest contradiction. If the tioo events

occurred as described, it is perfectly conceivable that two writers,

giving prominence to different facts, and concerned more about the

suhstayice of the narrative than about topographical notices, should

have such divergences as these in their accounts. The possibility of

this must be conceded by any negative critic, even assuming that the

authors of the Gospels were fully acquainted with every point in the

objective course of events. Even then, the fact of Matthew having so

written that, if we had not Luke as well, we should necessarily regard

Bethlehem as Joseph's original abode, and Luke so, that if we had not

Matthew, we should have no suspicion of any lengthened stay in

Bethlehem, does not by any means show that the two accounts are

founded upon a variable myth, and not upon one real objective fact.

But the supposition itself is by no means necessary. Luke was

not an eye-witness of the life of Jesus ; and Matthew was, at all

events, not an eye-witness of His infancy. Both must have derived

their knowledge from oral or written accounts. And as their inform-

ants were, from the very nature of the case, not concerned to relate

historical investigations into Joseph's abode, but particular occurrences

connected with the infancy of Jesus, it is perfectly conceivable that

the different accounts should be imperfect, so that Matthew should not

hear of Joseph's original residence in Nazareth, nor Luke of Joseph's

determination to remain in Bethlehem until peculiar circumstances

decided him to return to his first abode. There is nothing, therefore,

in the apparent discrepancy which affords the slightest evidence of

there being anything mythical in the two accounts ; whilst, on the

other hand, the fact that the Aramean Matthew, even in the time of
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Jerome, contained the sections coiTesponding to tlie two first chapters

of ^Matthew, and therefore that tlic Apostle Matthew did write this

account, is proof enough of the utter fallacy of any such hypothesis.

§39.

jesus in the temple.

Luke ii. 41-52.

When Jesus was twelve years old, He was taken by Joseph and Mary
for the first time to the feast of the Passover ; and on their return,

He remained behind in Jerusalem, without the knowledge of His

parents, who were already on their way back. They had no doubt

that Jesus had joined the caravan ; and therefore the first ground of

uneasiness arose, when they encamped for the night, and found that

He was, not there, and had not been seen by any of their fellow-

travellers for the whole day. With well-founded anxiety for the child,

who was left behind in the capital alone, they returned the following

day to Jerusalem, and sought for Him the whole evening of this

second day, and the whole of the third day, among all their acquaint-

ances, in all the inns, and in all the streets ; until at last they found

Him, where they least expected, in a room of the temple, sitting in

the midst of a circle of teachers, listening to them, asking them ques-

tions, and, when questions were addressed to Him, exciting astonishment

through the answers which He gave. To the natural inquir}' of His

mother, " Son, why hast Thou thus dealt with us?" He replied, with a

feeling of the purest innocence (since it seemed to Him for His part

quite as natural, and as much a matter of course), that He belonged

to the house of Him, whom in the fulness of His own immediate

consciousness He recognised as His Father. Into this feeling Joseph

and Mary were unable to enter ; and therefore they could not under-

stand His reply. But Maiy kept the occun-ence in her heart.

1. Critics have proved, in their treatment of this account, what

mastery in distortion can do. In the first place, this dilemma is pre-

sented to us : Either the parents of Jesus must have had so much
confidence in Him, that they could pass a whole day without looking

for Him, and in that case it is difficult to understand why they should

have been anxious in the evening ; or, if there was cause for the

latter, it is incredible that they should have remained calm all day.

—

But if the parents of Jesus had always been accustomed to the most

strict obedience from their child, it is conceivable that, travelling as
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they did with " kinsfolk and acquaintances," and having told Jesus of

the time of their departure, they liad every reason to suppose that

Jesus would start along with them ; and though He was not in their

company, they naturally thought that He was with some of their

relations. But when evening came, and they found that no one had

seen Him, the very fact that they were so accustomed to obedience

from Him would cause them the greater anxiety, as they would feel

sure that some misfortune must have occurred to detain Him. And
this natural parental feeling would not be suppressed by the reflection

that " the Messianic career had been ensured by angels to the child."

(Zeller's Jahrb. 1847.) What contradiction there can be between those

promises and the present anxiety, I cannot imagine. The thought

that the child was dead, would unquestionably have been irreconcil-

able with the angels' words, were it not the very nature of anxiety

to leave no time for reflection, or for calm meditation upon consolatory

truths. Though even granting that Mary remembered those words,

might she not still be afraid lest some other accident had befallen Him,
lest perchance He had been waylaid ; and would she not regard it as

the most sacred duty imposed upon her, to rescue a child whose

destiny she knew from possible danger, and to devote herself to the

task with the greatest energy and care ? Every attack of this kind,

that may be made upon the sacred history, however wise in its own
esteem, turns out to be the most glaring folly.

2. Several objections rest upon studiously false exegesis. Strauss

mentions the custom, that the scholars of the Rabbis in the consessus

were wont to stand. But this notice is doubly worthless ; as, in the

first place, Strauss himself is obliged to admit that the sources from

which he (or rather his vade-mecum Lightfoot) has taken the notice

are doubtful ; and, in the second place, it is not a regular consessus,

a constituted assembly of doctors, that is referred to in the passage.

Jesus sits not along with other scholars beside one or more teachers,

but as a single scholar in the midst of the doctors. The boy has not

forced Himself into a constituted consessus, but through occasional

confidential intercourse with single doctors, He has led more and still

more of them to gather about Him.
When Strauss finds in the words ev fxeao) rwv . . . the meaning

that Jesus sat at least on equal terms with, if not in a place of honour
among, the teachers, we must bear with him in this idiosyncrasy. To
us the expression simply points to the remarkable circumstance, that a

boy of twelve years old should be found, not among other boys, but

among grave elderly persons.

The sharp-witted man has made much also out of the "asking
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and answering questions." He calls to mind, in a most unnecessary

way, the account of some apocrypha, in which Jesus is said to have
" taught in all the faculties." Yet he admits that, according to Luke's

meaning, the questions spoken of may have been, not questions ad-

dressed by a catechist to his pupils, but questions, on the contrary,

addressed by an inquiring pupil to his instructors. But though he has

no objection to offer, he tries to throw obstacles in the way of this

natural explanation of the text (" hearing and asking them questions "),

by adducing a peculiar opinion from Olshausen, and the view held by

Hess, that Jesus gradually and indirectly brought the Eabbins to

see how untenable were the views they held. But what in the world

could lead to the conclusion, that the conversation turned upon rab-

binical opinions, and had for its object the conversion of the Rabbins

to Christianity? Surely a dispute about rabbinical eccentricities would

not have chained Jesus to the spot, or have given Him such inward

peace and joy as to make Him feel that " He was in His Father's

(home)." What if, on the contrary, Jesus had just heard some pas-

sages from the prophets read, had asked for an explanation, put some

questions, and from the fulness of His own innate knowledge had

given answers Himself, which were so striking as to leave eveiything

that the teachers said far behind, and therefore to excite the greatest

astonishment ! Thus deeply absorbed in the Old Testament revelation,

and in everything that He heard read, and recognising Avith joy His

Father's holy nature and His own ; not only could He forget the

journey home, but feel, this absorption in the eternal wisdom is my
own element, and every other employment is as nothing compared

with this, the necessaiy occupation of my soul.

When His parents came in, Jesus said to them, " How is it that ye

sought Me ? wist ye not that I must be iv Tol<i rov Trarpoq /xov ? Here
also have Strauss and B. Bauer shown what false exegesis can do.

Strauss regards the words of Jesus as a dogmatic dictum concerning

His Messiahship ; Bauer as an unmistakeable rejection of a father

who is no father. According to the latter explanation, Jesus, with

malicious pride, repels the adch'ess of Mary, which proceeded from

motherly love (" he there is not My father ; I have a better "). B.

Bauer has got these representations from his own heart. According

to the text, there is no reproof in the reply of Jesus. It contains

nothing but the most thorough and affecting sincerity. In His in-

most soul He had (not thought out by reflection, but) felt so deeply and

fully that the one end of His Avhole nature and existence was to be

engaged in to, tov 7raTp6<;, that He could only think of this as a perfect

matter of course, and naturally wondered that ^lary should not have
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known it as well. But for that very reason Joseph and Mary did not

understand His answer. They could not enter into His point of view,

or His feelino-s. Though Mary knew well enough that "that which

was born of her was the Son of God," yet she had no inward percep-

tion that tlie word of the Father could be such sufficient comfort to

the soul, and that even to a boy. But whilst unable to understand her

own son, she kept all this, in quiet, devout humility, within her heart.

CHAPTER II.

CHRIST AND JOHN THE BAPTIST.

§40.

preaching and baptism of john.

Matt. hi. 1-12 ; Mark i. 1-5 ; Luke hi. 1-15.

In the thirtieth year after the birth of Jesus, John, the son of

Zacharias and Elisabeth, made his appearance in the waste districts

which stretch along the western side of the Dead Sea to its junction

with the Jordan, preaching, and haptizing tliose who attended behev-

ingly to his word, as a symbol of their confession that they were

worthy of death. The substance of his discourses, as given in a gene-

ral way by Matthew (iii. 2) and Mark (i. 4), was twofold : a summons

to repent, and an announcement that the time had come for the forgive-

ness of sins in the kingdom of heaven. John lived in the desert like

the Old Testament prophets, with the strictest abstinence from all

enjoyments, crucifying the flesh. The fame of his preaching attracted

people in all directions, from the smaller towns in Judaea, and also

from the capital itself. Every one wanted to see the new prophet

;

even the leading men of the world, whose haughty nihilistic tendency

was generally described by the name Sadduceeism, as well as the

humble classes, who, with the exception of a few of genuine piety, were

characterized by a pharisaic spirit of pride, on account of their ex-

ternal, trivial fulfilment of the law. Without giving the preference to

either class, Jolni addressed to both descriptions of men, who were

flocking to him with curiosity, cutting words that went to the heart,

of which both Matthew and Luke have furnished specimens (Matt,

iii. 7-10; Luke iii. 7-9). He called them a generation of vipers;

denied to them tlie hope of escaping the wrath of God, if they con-

tinued to boast of their lineal descent from Abraham ; and set before
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them the coming ^Messiah as the judge and destroyer of the ps^eiulo-

.Te-\\'ish, or carnally Jewish, power,

—

the coming One who, according

to Mai. iii., was to subject Israel to a refining process, and to separate

the pure ore from the dross (the new, and New-Testament, Israel

from the old, carnal seed of Israel). But to those who asked sincerely

what they Avere to do, the Baptist, according to their diiferent circum-

stances, gave special commands to deny themselves (Luke iii. 10-14).

When the opinion was expressed that lie was really the Messiah, he

gave it the firmest denial, humbly acknowledging his own inferiority

to the coming Messiah, and that of the baptism by water to the bap-

tism of the Spirit.

1. The spot in which John baptized has given the critics gi'eat

trouble. It is true the whole matter is very simple. Matthew de-

scribes it in the most general terms :
" in the wilderness of Judaea,"

which means the piece of barren, rocky land enclosing the western

shore of the Dead Sea, and stretching uninterruptedly to the neigh-

bourhood of Jericho.^ Luke, on the contraiy, gives the more detailed

information, that John did not stay all the time in one place, but moved

about in the " country about Jordan." Now, even if the narrow

valley of the Jordan was cultivated, this would not prevent those who

went out to him, and who had to travel through uncultivated, rocky,

barren regions before they could reach the southern extremity of the

fertile plain of Jericho, which is very narrow here, from saying,

" John is away in the desert."^

It is therefore useless trouble which Strauss gives himself, when

he remarks that the wilderness of Judsea lay farther south, and refers

to Winer (Realw. s. v. Wiiste), wdien it is said that " the wilderness

of Judoja appears to have stretched from the right bank of the Kidron

to near the south-west end of the Dead Sea," since to all those w^ho

^ See Schubert's Travels ; especially the description of the lower part of the

valley of the Kidron, and the excursion from Jerusalem to Jericho.—Also Jose-

phus ("Wars of the Jews, 4, 8, 2): "They also found the city (Jericho) desolate.

It is situated in a plain ; but a naked and barren mountain of a very great length

hangs over it, which extends itself to the land about Scythopolis northward, but

as far as the country of Sodom and the utmost limits of the Lake Asphaltitis south-

ward. This mountain is all of it very uneven and uninhabited, by reason of its

barrenness." Also, 4, 8, 3 :
" The country as far as Jerusalem is desert and stony ;

but that as far as the Jordan and the Lake Asphaltitis lies lower indeed, though

it be equally desert and barren."—See also Maundrell (A Journey from Aleppo to

Jerusalem).

2 It is therefore not necessary, with Hug (Gutachten), to understand by the

" wildernes^s," the few hundred paces breadth of sandy tract which is left dry in

summer by the retreating Jordan, though this would be a wilderness of Judse:i.
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have visited the neighbourhood, not only the right, southern, but also

the left, northern, bank of the Kidron, nay, the whole region to

Jericho, appears to be one continued waste ; and this most northern

section can hardly be changed into a fruitful land by Strauss's asser-

tion ; so that, after all, the Evangelist is right.

2. The suggestion that the rite of baptism may possibly have been

adopted by John, in consequence of such passages as Isa. i. 16, " Wash
you, make you clean;" Ezek. xxxvi. 25, "Then will I sprinkle clean

water upon you, and ye shall be clean ;" and Jer. ii. 22, " Though

thou wash thee with nitre, and take thee much soap,"—we might ad-

mit so far as this, that the Holy Ghost and the special communica-

tions, which directed the conduct of John, may certainly have linked

themselves on to certain Old Testament passages that were present

to his mind. But even if there were no other circumstance which

rendered it impossible that there should be any connection between

these passages and John's baptism, such an assumption is, from a

biblical point of view, not necessary.

Apart from all this, the notion that the rite of baptism was a sym-

bol of purification, is utterly inadmissible. The symbol of pm'ification

was washing^ (Matt. xv. 2 ; Mark vii. 2). John must have had some

reason for regarding the rite already existing as insufficient. The
O. T. idea of washing was, at any rate, so far intensified, that John

the Baptist declared the whole nation as such unclean. But the mode

of the symbol itself was of pre-eminent importance. In the place

of simple washing, he introduced immersion. Every one who passed

through this new rite of being dipped by John completely under the

water, was led at once to seek the meaning of the rite in something

more than simple purification. And since what John required was

not mere "improvement," but the most thorough confession of sin

(cf. Mai. iii. 7 sqq.) and change of heart (fierdvoia), the most natural

interpretation of this immersion in the waves would be, that it was

a symbol of their confession of utter unworthiness and condemnation.

The baptism of John was a sign, that the man was deserving of death.^

^ Weisse (i. 255) admits the difference between baptism and washing. Though
the only difference he sees, is that the latter were repeated, whilst the former took

place once only in the whole life. But there was a meaning in the new form of

immersion, and not merely in the fact that it was performed once for all.

2 Consult my Dogma v. h. Abendmahle, p. 38. Planck says the reasons assigned

by me are not decisive "against the general explanation handed down from time

immemorial." And if he likes to hold the modern rationalistic explanation as

"the general one handed down from time immemorial," no one can prevent him.

He may ignore if he will the apostolic view (Rom. vi. ; 1 Cor. x. ; 1 Pet. iii.);

ZwingU's Comm., p. 132 : "iVi/Ho istu nihil aliud facie, quani ut rudes rerum cosies-
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So mucli lias the baptism of Jolin iu common ^vith Christian baptism,

Rom. vi. 4. The difference is, that in the latter penitential sul)mis-

sion to death is followed by the communication of new life, the coming

forth of a new man ; the latter, tlierefore, is more than a mere symbol.

—This signification of the rite of baptism is in perfect harmony with

the word /SaTrri^o), which embodies simply the notion of immersion,

not of xoasldng away.—So far the baptism of John was something

entirely new; and was introduced in consequence of divine revela-

tion, i.e., of a command from God,—a fact that presents no historical

difficulties, whatever dogmatical difficulties it may present for Strauss.

3. A supposed contradiction has been pointed out in the fact, that

according to Matthew, the reproaches of John were confined to the

Pharisees and Sadducees ; whereas according to Luke they were ad-

ch-essed to the multitudes (o;^Xot). Perhaps Bruno Bauer, who thinks

this a contradiction, still holds the antiquated notion, that the Pharisees

and Sadducees were two organized sects, distinct from the rest of the

nation. But a very slight acquaintance with the New Testament

and Joseplms is sufficient to show that at the time of Jesus the whole

nation was divided into these two parts (cf. Acts xxiii. 6). The one

part firmly opposed the gi'owing Romanism and Hellenism, and en-

forced the most stringent observance of everything Jewish ; the other

played the enh'ghtened man of the world, and sought to exhibit to the

Romans its nihilistic cosmopolitanism. Thus, in various degrees, the

whole nation was embraced by these two extremes,—the Pharisees on

the one hand, who really were an organized sect, so far as they pos-

sessed a distinct ceremonial, and the Sadducees on the other; and

there remained but a very small handful of such as adhered to neither

of these morally false tendencies, but were waiting in the truest sense

for the redemption of Israel.—In this respect, therefore, there is not

the least contradiction between ^latthew and Luke, in the fact that

Luke represents John as addressing reproaches to the whole multi-

tude, and then in vers. 10 sqq. gives an account of his addresses to such

tium doceam vos posthac, si modo salvi esse ciipitis, aliara omnino vitatn induere

oportere. Ul quemadmodum qui ahluuntur^ tanquam novi prodeunt, sic vos pri-

mum actione visihili in abstersionem anteactae vital inducam ;''''
Luther''s Smaller

Catechism, " that our old Adam may be drowned (crs'auft), and a new man come

forth;" Calvhi's Mortijicatio (Inst. iv. 15,5); and the analogous doctrines of all

evangelical theologians. The old saying is in point here, " When the eyes are shut,

the man cannot see." In Planck's opinion, complete immersion is to be explained

on mathematical principles : partial washing of the body signifies purification for a

portion of our life ; the washing of the whole body, purification for the whole

life : the proportion of the body washed being a measure of the proportion of time

purified I
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as were honourably disposed ; whereas Matthew simply speaks of the

reproaches as addressed respectively to the Pharisees and Sadducees.

§41.

the baptism of jesus.

Matt. hi. 13-17 ; Mark i. 9-11 ; Luke hi. 20-22 ; John i. 32-34.

As John the Baptist lived in Judaea, and withdrew into the desert

to prepare himself in solitude for the calling he had received, he was

not personally acquainted with Jesus. But when the time for the

public appearance of Jesus drew nigh, John received from the Holy

Ghost a revelation to the effect, that Jesus would come to him, and that,

as an attestation of the fact that it was He, he should see the Holy

Ghost descend upon Him in a visible form. Jesus came from Galilee

to the Jordan, and went to John with a request to be baptized. But

even before the promised sign was given, at the very sight of the holy

Jesus, John knew immediately who was standing before him ; and

since he could not comprehend how the sinless one could submit to

the symbol of guilt and death, he gave expression to his amazement.

But when Jesus declared His determination to fulfil all righteousness,

he baptized Him. And now the promise was fulfilled. The Holy

Ghost descended in a visible form ; and a voice from heaven said,

" This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased."—Thus did

Jesus declare His determination to take upon Himself the impurity of

the nation in the midst of ichich He lived, and of which He ivas a m.ember,

and, though guiltless, to devote Himself to death ; and to Him as well as

to John came this testimony from the Father, that He was the right

person, and that this was the right way, to deliver the world from sin,

and to baptize with the Holy Ghost.

1. A historical diffi^culty has been discovered in the statement that

John did not know Jesus (John i. 31). In explanation of this fact,

I am neither disposed to appeal, as Liicke does, to the distance between

Galilee and Judaea ; nor to lay the principal stress, as Hug has done,

upon the circumstance, that although there were special reasons for

Mary to visit Elisabeth, there were no such reasons in the case of the

boy Jesus. For this is just the question in dispute ; and Jesus, at

any rate, had been at least once in Jerusalem. But it is sufficient to

note the simple circumstance, that according to Luke i. 80, a peculiar

impulse of the Spirit led John at a very early age to seek the solitude

of the desert ; and his parents neither opposed this impulse, nor even
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apart from it would have sought by any laanan arrangement to bring

about a meeting between the two, unless urged to do so by some evi-

dent direction from God.

2. There is no greater difficulty in the revelation which was made
to John, according to John i. 33 ; nor in the fact that he recognised

Jesus at the vei'y first glance^ even before the descent of the Spirit. For

the latter was unquestionably psychologically possible, even without

any special revelation. The man who looked so deeply into the hearts

of the hundreds of all kinds who flocked around him, and could so

completely unmask the sanctimonious face of the hypocrite, could not

fail to be struck, and most powerfully impressed, by the sinless, holy,

gentle, and exalted aspect of Jesus. And whether his words, " I

have need to be baptized of Thee, and comest Thou to me?" expressed

nothing more than an indefinite consciousness that he was in the pre-

sence of one who was holier than himself ; or whether the Spirit pro-

duced a definite conviction that it was really Jesus the Messiah ; in

either case it was by no means unnecessary or superfluous that the

promised sign, the descent of the Holy Spirit, should also be granted,

and thus that truth be sealed, which was of such importance to John

himself, and of greater still in relation to the office he sustained.

—

It was perfectly natural, therefore, that when, on a subsequent occa-

sion, he wished to convince his disciples that he knew for certain that

Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah (John i. 32 sqq.), he should appeal

not to the inward certainty which he felt at the first sight of Jesus,

but to the outward sign, which was granted to him by the Lord.

It is evident, therefore, that to explain the discrepancy which

Strauss and Baiir find in the fact that, according to ^latthew, Jesus

was known to John before His baptism, whereas John himself states

that he did not know Him till afterwards, we need not have recourse

to the plausible solution of Semler, Planck, and Winer,^ that " in John

i. 33 the Baptist means to say, it was not till then he knew Jesus as

the Messiah, though he had known Him personally before ;" nor even

to Neanders exposition of John i. 33,^ " In comparison with what I

now discovered, all my previous knowledge of Jesus appeared like not

knowing Him at all;" nor, in fact, to any artistic solution whatever.

3. Many contradictions between the different Evangelists are

found in the occurrence at the baptism. First of all, the fourtii

Evangelist omits the voice from heaven. But the fourth Evangelist

docs not relate the baptism itself; he relates only how John the

Baptist refers to the special point of the descent of the Spirit as a

proof that this man is the born deliverer, Jesus. Then the Evangc-

^ RealwSrterbucli, Job. d. Taufcr. - Lcben Jcsu, p. G8.
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lists are said to differ in their statements as to who saw the appear-

ance. According to John, as Strauss thinks, it was " specially the Bap-

tist" who saw it; according to Mark, Jesus; according to Matthew,

the Baptist; according to Luke, who simply says the Holy Ghost

descended, without indicating who saw Him, " a still greater public
"

appears to have beheld it.

I saw the eclipse of the moon ; my cousin saw the eclipse of the

moon ; everybody saw the eclipse of the moon. What a contradiction I

Since the Spirit of God descended awfiariKM etSei, it was not a

subjective vision, but an objective theophany. That John the Baptist

could only appeal to his own sight, is obvious. Matthew says, " The

heavens were opened unto Him {avrw, Jesus), and he (the Baptist)

saw the Spirit of God descending . . . upon Him (eV avTov)." {Avtm

and avTov must both relate to the same subject.) For when it has once

been stated that "the heavens were opened unto Him,'^ the reader is

placed in the natural position of a spectator, with Jesus as the object

of his regard ; and the whole scene becomes still more distinct, when

the spectator is permitted to see what else occurred. This is also the

case in the account given by Mark ; for there too it is most natural

on account of eV avTov to understand John the Baptist as the sub-

ject of eiSe.

4. There still remains an internal difficulty. The appearance of the

Holy Spirit is regarded as altogether imaginary. The opening of the

heavens is a subjective conception peculiar to the age. And " the

Holy Spirit," we are told, " cannot move from one place to another."

Allied to this also is the doctrinal objection, that if Jesus was the Son

of God, He could not need the descent of the Holy Spirit.

We will commence with the last point. That Jesus as the Son

of God must have possessed thft Holy Spirit in every respect, is an

opinion which only those will hold who do not admit that there is a

distinct hypostasis (personality) of the Holy Spirit. The Son is essen-

tially one with the Holy Spirit, as He is with the Father ; but for

that very reason, as a personal suhject (eigenes SubjeJct) He is distinct

from both. Now, on the occasion of Christ's baptism, the object was

not to make holy one who was holy already ; but as the same Holy

Spirit who, according to the decided testimony of the Scriptures, had

already worked under the Old Testament economy, both in the com-

munication of miraculous powers or official gifts, and also as a spirit

of repentance and faith,—as this same Spirit nevertheless entered

with visible phenomena into a fresh relation to the Church as such on

the day of Pentecost ; so on the occasion of the baptism of Jesus did

this Spirit, with a similar visible phenomenon, enter into a 7iew relation
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to Jesus and His icork of redemjotion. By His submission to baptism,

Jesus declared His solemn purpose to give Himself up to death, not

as guilty, but for others ; and the Father at the same time declared

that this was the true method of redemption, and Jesus the true

Redeemer, who from this time forth would possess the power and the

authority to " baptize with the Spirit," i.e., to impart the Spirit in the

New Testament form. This He proclaimed in the presence of the

man who, as the crowning point of the Old Testament economy, had

concentrated in himself the whole spirit of that economy, to baptize

with water; i.e., by the preaching of the law, to produce repentance

and an earnest desire for salvation. Even under the Old Covenant, it

is true, the Holy Spirit had already worked ; but only in a preparatory

foiTO, sustaining the law in the conscience, chastising, educating, and

pointing forwards to the future. It was Christ who first baptized with

the Spirit in the full sense of the term ; and by communicating tlie

fulness of the Spirit, absolutely united God and man. The commence-
ment of this absolute union was the day of Pentecost (compare John
xvi. 7 with Acts ii.). The appearance at the hap)tism of Jesus was a

solemn declaration, that the vicarious submission of Jesus to death

was the true way to ensure the possibility of this union of God and

Jiumanity through the Spirit.—This phenomenon, therefore, was pri-

marily a declaration on the part of God; and it is in this light that it

is represented in the Gospels (cf. John i. 32 sqq.).

At the same time, it had unquestionably an objective significance for

Jesus Himself, which any one may comprehend who has learned how
to distinguish the substance of a man's soul from his conscious life.^

In substance, Jesus was the eternal Son of God; but through the

simple act of His incarnation. He had, by voluntary self-limitation,

made the human form of existence, both in time and space, entirely

His own, and therefore reduced His conscious life within the limits of

a human sphere. In the development of His conscious7iess, He had

just reached that point in which He clearly apprehended the vocation

given to Him by the Father ; and at this very point the fulness of

the Spirit is assured and granted to the conscious life (Beivusstseyns-

leben, lit. life of consciousness) within Him.

^ No man is conscious here on earth, at one and the same moment, of all that

he z5, or of all that he possesses, as the substance of pneumatico-psychical being.

A somnambulist, when waking up from magnetic sleep, will continue the clause

which was broken off (sometimes in the middle of a word) as he fell asleep.

Consciousness was suspended, the substance remained unchanged. A man who has

been insane, or delirious with fever, knows, when he recovers, all that he knew

before ; though during his illness it has all be n withdrawn from his consciousness-
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The (love flew down, and it remained over Him ; i.e., it did not fly

up again, but remained till the whole phenomenon passed away.

The opening of the heavens is criticised by Strauss as if it meant a

rent in the brazen, Homeric vault of heaven. An allowable criticism,

if the Israelites, who were acquainted with " the armies of heaven,"

and the " captains of the heavenly hosts," had held any such notion I

For ourselves, we are content to understand by the opening of the

heavens, as in Acts vii. 55, a visible manifestation of the " glory of

God " (Shechinah), which may be nonsense from a negative point of

view, but from the standpoint of the Bible is unquestionable truth.

5. One question still remains :
" Why should Jesus have come to be

baptized?"^ Bruno Bauer, like a good Hegelian, finds no difficulty

in the idea of Jesus letting Himself be baptized with a personal feel-

ing of sinfulness, because, forsooth, " the greater a spirit is, so much

the more must he be sensible of the contrast." Strauss, on the other

hand, starting from the supposition that Jesus had no need to be

baptized for personal sin, cannot conceive why He should want to

be baptized. The meaning of baptism, he says, was partly to point

to "the coming one;" and Jesus, who was Himself "the coming

one," could not be pointed to Himself. It was also partly to stimu-

late to departure from sin and improvement of life. But apart from

the impossibility of one man performing a representative repentance

for others, John appears, according to Matt. iii. 6, to have required a

kind of confession before he baptized any one ; and Jesus certainly

can have made no such confession.—Now, one would naturally sup-

pose that, according to Matt. iii. 14, John appears not only to have

asked Jesus for no such confession, but, on the contrary, to have

declared himself ready rather to make one to Him. But our acute

critic helps us over this scruple. He gravely conjectures that the

strife between Jesus and John might have arisen thus, that the latter

asked a confession which the former refused, and that then the latter

absolutely declined to baptize Him.

All this nonsense is unnecessary. No doubt the substance of

Johns preaching was to exhort to repentance, and to point to Jesus.

But how both of these (the latter especially) can have been expressed

symbolically in the rite of baptism, I find it impossible to explain.

The idea exhibited in the rite was not that of washing away, or of

sanctijication ; but it was a manifestation on the part of Jesus of His

desire to take upon Himself the sin of the people, and therefore to de-

clare Himself liable to death.

^ Hoffmann and Osiander see in the baptism of Jesus a profession of willingness

to keep the law ; Kern, a proof of respect for John's baptism.
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§'12.

THE TEMPTATION OF JESUS.

:Matt. IV. 1-11 ; Luke iv. 1-13; :Mark t. 12, 13,

In His baptism, Jesus had made a positive and solemn declaration

of His willingness, though innocent, to suffer death itself, and all the

consequences of sin. With this resolution. He was now about to

enter upon His public ministry. But previous to His appearance in

the towns and before the world, the Spirit of God, which was His

own Spirit, impelled Him to go into the desert, and to spend forty

days there in fasting and prayer. Now to the understanding of Jesus

two courses presented themselves : either to carry out the work pre-

scribed by the Father, which would inevitably involve this conse-

quence, that He, the Holy One, would not only have to bear the pain

of looking upon the sins of other men, but would have to bear the

hatred of sinners, and to endure in His own person the culmination

of malignity ; or to withdraw, partially or entirely, from such suffer-

ing, which He could not do, however, without prejudice to His work,

that is to say, without acting contrary to the will of God. As the

fulness of the divine essence was in Jesus, His will always decided

for the former ; but as the divinity within Him was in the form of

humanity, the mode in which His holy will acted was with Him, as

with all men, that of choice between the different possibilities pre-

sented to Him by His understanding. The possibihty of His being

tempted, arose from the fact, that His self-determination to the right

never took place in any other way than under the form of choice;

and, therefore, that in every case the possibility of sin was to Him a

reality, so that His holiness consisted not in an inability to sin, but in

an invariable, yet thoroughly human and perfectly free, determination

on the side of good. For as Satan, when the possibility of being either

good or evil first presented itself to the understanding of our first

parents, approached them with the enticements of evil in a concrete

form, so was it with Jesus now. Satan (at first, possibly, without

appearing visibly) knew how to arrange, on the one hand, the suffer-

ings and pains to which humanity is subject, to be felt by Jesus in

the desert in their most alarming forms, and, on the other hand,

visions of earthly, and therefore sensual, gratification, to present them-

selves either to His eye or mind. But Jesus, continuing fasting and

praying, constantly resisted the temptation. At length Satan as-

sumed a visible form. The temptations of Jesus, as the second
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Adam, must be in all respects as decided as those of the first. But

such disguise as the serpent offered (which was well adapted to the

weak and childlike condition of the first Adam) would have been ill

adapted for Jesus. The dignity of Jesus demanded that the prince

of this world should approach Him without a mask, coming neither

as a deceptive "juggler," nor as a "spectre," nor as an "angel of

light," but in the form of the fallen archangel. What this form was,

I do not know, and it would be foolish to wish to know. So much,

however, may be determined: 1. negatively, that it was no cloven-

footed caricature taken from German mythology, but a form resem-

bling the human body (just as all the angels appeared to men in a

form analogous to their own) ; and 2. affirmatively, that all the Belial

friendliness, and at the same time all the repulsiveness of satanic

malignity, were expressed in this form,—the former enticing, the lat-

ter full of threatening, in case the former failed. Satan urged upon

Jesus, that after His forty days' fast He should procure Himself

bread from the stones ; thus interrupting the fast, which was salutary

to His spirit, and applying His miraculous power to His own personal

gratification ;—in a word, escaping from the first suffering which His

work required, and that by a sin. But Jesus replied, that to do His

Father's will was more precious food to Him than the mere nourish-

ment of the body. Satan then led Him to a pinnacle of the temple,

and told Him to cast Himself down without being hurt; and thus

secure, by means of an act that would gratify carnal curiosity, the

influence which He ought to obtain by spiritual power over the con-

science alone, and at the same time to appeal to the help of the

Lord, and to His miraculous power, to preserve Him in an unne-

cessary danger. But one who refused to escape from sufferings by

sin would not presumptuously brave them ; an act which would really

be tempting God. Lastly, Satan led the Lord to a high moun-

tain, showed Him all the kingdoms of the world, and called upon

Him to acquire dominion over the world by devoting Himself to

his service, and openly renouncing obedience to God. The two roads

now lay befoi-e Him ; and as at His baptism, so here, the Lord decided

for the service of God. The angels then came and ministered to

Him.

L In the treatment of this narrative, as may well be imagined,

the most diverse expedients have been resorted to by those who, on

account of dogmatic disabilities, have been unable to fathom the

deep truth within it. Some have regarded it as a parable, containing

a general truth applicable to all men ; viz., a lesson how to act in
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temptation.^ But if so, we must assume that Jesus related tlie whole

as a parable to His disciples, and they most strangely mistook it for

history. Now Jesus never takes Himself as the subject of a parable,

and least of all would He have done so here. But if fie took another

imaginary person as the subject, it is utterly impossible to conceive

how the disciples could have made so gross a mistake as to substitute

their Master for a totally different subject. Others, again, who accept

the account of the temptation as a historical fact taken from the life

and experience of Jesus, hold widely different opinions. According

to one explanation, the whole was a purely accidental occurrence, a

dream which Jesus once dreamt.^ But the same question may be

asked here again. How is it conceivable that, if this were the case,

the disciples should have made the mistake of thinking it history?

!Most writers, therefore, are agi'eed that the temptation was a substantive

ei'e7it in Christ's life.—But now, as regards the nature of the event, it

is certainly wrong, and a departure from the biblical standpoint, to

regard it as in such a sense purely internal, that the evil pruritus

arose from the mind of Jesus Himself. In this sense, the tempta-

tion must at all events have been entirely external. The material

of the temptation must be sought in the outward circumstances of

the age, the existence of false Messianic hopes, and the possibility

of taking two different roads ; and the temptation itself, whatever

we may suppose its form to have been, so far as its essential cha-

racter is concerned, can only have consisted in the fact, that these

two roads consciously presented themselves to the mind of the Lord.

Very different opinions, again, have been entertained as to the

form of the temptation. The furthest extreme on the one hand we

find in the so-called ^^ natural explanation^^^ which supposes Satan to

have been a Pharisee, who came to Jesus with proposals in accordance

with the merely carnal expectations of a Messiah. But how can we

conceive it possible that Jesus should have clothed such an occurrence

in so strange a foi*m ? A Pharisee would scarcely have proposed to

Jesus to cast Himself down from the pinnacle of the temple. Others,

again, have assumed,^ that the history of the temptation is a symbolical

account of a decision which took place in the mind of Jesus between

the two roads which lay before Him. But how could Jesus clothe

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Bibl. Theol. § 40. Schleiermacher on the "Writings of

Luke, pp. 54 sqq. See, on the other hand, Ullmann on tlie Sinlessness of Jesus.

2 Meyer, Studien u. Kritiken, 1831, 2, pp. 319 sqq.

» Tuhinger Quartalschrift, 1828.

* Hase, Leben Je.su, § 55. Ullmann, Sinlessness of Jesus. Neander's Life of

Jesus. Compare Olshausen, commentary on the pas-sage ; and Weisse, ii. 18 sqq.
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such an occurrence in such a form ? As it has been correctly ob-

served, " this would have been to give a turbid mixture of truth and

fiction." No other course is open, than to conclude that we have here

a real temptation by a personal tempter, a necessary counterpart to the

temptation of the first Adam ; and the only question that can present

itself is, luhether the lohole occurrence took place in a perfectly leaking

condition, or in the form of ecstasy and vision. For the incredulous,

the latter may certainly be an allowable refuge. A visionary condition

does not exclude personal action or the decision of the will {vide Isa. vi.

5 and 9). If this hypothesis be correct, the body of Jesus continued

in one place ; and it was in the spirit, in eKcrraai^, that He felt Him-
self taken to the pinnacle of the temple, and to the top of the moun-

tain ; whilst the Satan who appeared to Him was not merely subjective,

existing in His own fancy, any more than Jehovah or the angels in the

Old Testament visions. The occurrence would still be a real one.

—

But there is much to be said against this explanation. First of all,

internal decorum seems to demand, that the second Adam, like the

first, should make His great decision in a perfectly calm and waking

condition. And, secondly, in such an ecstasy the temptations, with

the exception of the third (Matt.), would have been no real tempta-

tions at all. The first connected itself closely with the actual bodily

fasting. The second would never have had the character of an actual

temptation, unless there was really a crowd of spectators present, before

whom Jesus might make an effective appearance by performing the

striking miracle of casting Himself down. In an ecstasy, we must

necessarily think of Jesus as conscious that it was an ecstasy. But

the thought of casting Himself down in the presence of a crowd, of

which He knew that it existed merely in an ecstatic vision, could have

nothing in it of the true nature of a temptation.—To me, therefore,

it is evident, that no other course is open, than to regard the occur-

rence as objectively and outwardly real. We shall now proceed to

examine the difficulties to which such an opinion is said to be exposed.

We shall commence with the historical ones.

2. The first is connected with the locality. Jesus is said to have

gone away from John into the desert. But John was in the desert

already. How, then, could Jesus go from the desert into the desert ?

We have already seen, that undoubtedly the scene of John's labours

was for the most part the barren region to the north-west of the Dead

Sea ; but when baptizing, he was in the narrow, fertile strip of land

on the banks of the Jordan. From this point Jesus ascended to the

actual desert.

The time has also caused difficulty. According to Mark and Luke,
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Cliri.st was tempted forty clays ; according to ^Matthew, " the temptation

commenced at the end of the forty days." But where does Matthew

say this? As I read it, he merely says, that the three particular

temptations took place at the end of that time. And what discrepancy

can there be in such statements as these : a. Caius was four weeks in

Rome, and at the end of the four weeks was shown St Peter's ; h.

Caius was four weeks in Home, and saw the city during that time ; c.

Caius was four weeks in Home, during which time he saw the city,

and at the end of the four weeks he was shown St Peter's Church ?

The remaining objections all reduce themselves to dogmatic ones.

Why did the Spirit lead Jesus into the wilderness ? What was the

object of the temptation ? Such questions deserve no answer. To a

man who neither believes in fallen angels nor a living God, there can

be no temptation. But if in Christ there really was the divine essence

in human form, then, as we have sufficiently shown above, His holiness

necessarily manifested itself in a constant choice of good ; the possi-

bility, or ratlier the constant reality, of a state of temptation was the

necessary consequence of the incarnation of the Son of God; and,

lastly, it was a part of the internal development of the work of Christ,

that before entering upon His public ministry, in which temptation

would constantly present itself in innumerable, concrete, and compli-

cated circumstances, He should once for all distinctly place before His

mind the roads which it was possible to take, and having calmly

examined them, decide for the right. For this reason, Satan, who had

attempted to undermine the kingdom of Christ in its germ, was per-

mitted to tempt Christ, as he had tempted the first Adam. And for

this reason also, it was the Holy Spirit itself Avhich led the Lord to

meet this necessary temptation, and while the temptation lasted enabled

Him, not to avoid, but to overcome it.^

3. Hitherto the dogmatic objections have related chiefly to the

person and history of Jesus. Criticism turns now to Satan as well.

Strauss says in the most positive terms that there is no devil, and appeals

partly to Schleiermacher (Glaubenslehre i., sec. 44, 1), and partly to

the Babylonian origin of the doctrine of the devil. Schleiermacher

considers "determined wickedness" irreconcilable with superlative

insight. But we find nothing about the " superlative insight" of

Satan. Superior natural endowments and powers belong to the nature

and substance of the angels, even since their fall. Consequently,

Satan may not be so restricted to particular spots as men, may have

1 This supplies the answer to the question of an excellent theologian : Whether

Jesus can have followed the devil willingly f Whether this would not have been to

place Himself in (he devil's hands f
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greater powers of locomotion, and may know more than they. He
may also be superior to man in cleverness and cunning. But there is

an immense leap from refined cleverness, which is perfectly compatible

with wickedness, to insight into the truth. The fact that Satan pos-

sesses only the former, is the reason why he is so constantly thwarted

in his attacks upon the kingdom of God. So far as the Babylonian

origin of the doctrine of the devil is concerned, we have not space here

to develop our views with regard to the existence of the book of Job

previous to the Babylonian captivity, and the genuineness of Isa. xxvii.

This we must reserve for another occasion.

4. Insignificant are the following points. The different position

of the three temptations in Matthew and Luke is explained by the

remark, that only the former gives definite data (jore, ttoXlv) for deter-

mining the sequence. To the question put both by Strauss and Ullmann,

" In what way did Satan conduct Jesus from one place to another ?" it

is sufficient to reply : We cannot know, and do not need to know.

Undoubtedly, by higher powers than those of ordinary locomotion.

Even Bleek admits that both Matthew and Luke imply this. And no

doubt, in such a case, Jesus was " in the power of Satan ;" a fact which

presents as little doctrinal difficulty, as His being at a later period,

through equally voluntary humiliation, in the power of the children of

Belial, of the Sanhedrim, of the Eoman soldiers, etc. The Spirit

of the Father impelled Him to submit quietly to the temptation.

In the endurance of temptation He was perfectly passive ; but the

more determined was His activity in resisting it. When Ullmann

asks, how it could be possible to see all the kingdoms of the world at

once ; we would remind him that in the passage in question the whole

context shows, that it was a matter of no consequence whether " alV

could be seen in the numerical sense, i.e., whether not one was wanting.

For, even if the Evangelist had really entertained the idea that the

earth was a disc, he could not have intended to say that every single

kingdom in the whole world was optically visible from this one moun-

tain. The expression " all the kingdoms" is used here, as it so

frequently is, in an indefinite and more general sense. Whoever

ascends to the summit of one of the Alps, and, as he looks over Ger-

many, Italy, Switzerland, and France, sees how on every side there is

no boundary discernible, but the prospect sweeps away into infinity,

may receive something like the deep and elevating impression which

Jesus must have received upon the mountain, and which Satan in-

tended that He should receive, of the grandeur and glory of the world.

At the same time, the expression " in a moment of time" certainly

denotes the application of higher powers ; a circumstance which
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involves no historical difficulty, whatever doctrinal objections may be

offered.

There is no foundation whatever for the remark, that the tempta-

tions become more and more romantic, and that when the first sugijes-

tion, which was somewhat reasonable, had been rejected, the de\'il

would hardly have proceeded wnth the second and third. For let us

once imagine the mind of Jesus to have been fixed upon the false way

(that of eartlili/ glory associated with sin) ; and the plan suggested, of

throwing Himself down from the pinnacle before the eyes of all, would

have been by no means " romantic," but perfectly suitable. It would

have been a dangerous risk, only on the doctrinal hypothesis, that

Jesus did not possess miraculous power. So far as the demand for

" worship" is concerned, the matter ought not to be summarily dis-

missed as a " blunder." Undoubtedly, Satan advances here no longer

in disguise, but in his true character ; whilst the choice is presented

to Jesus in all its most glaring contrasts. But when Satan offers the

whole world to Jesus, he reminds Him of the power which he exercises

over this world of sinners. The promise which he makes, if He will

but worship him, involves, therefore, the tacit threat, that he will let

loose the whole terrible force of sin to resist His progress, if this irpocr-

Kvv7]aL<i is refused. This threat on the one hand, and on the other the

possibility of ruling over the whole of this glorious earth in carnal

secui'ity and ease, were calculated to render the choice so dijicult, that

only one in whom the fulness of absolute holiness put forth fresh

energy from moment to moment, could have been in a condition to

resist the temptation.

5. We have, further, only two perversions to set aside in a sen-

tence or two.

The sojourn "with the toild beasts" (Mark i. 13) is evidently

mentioned, on account of there being something awful in the thought

of spending a long time in such a manner, cut off entirely from human
intercourse. Weisse and Bruno Bauer understand by the beasts, the

" passions and desires, which sought to force an entrance into Jesus."

The " ministering of the angels " w^as not the relief of His hunger

by bodili/food, as Strauss and B. Bauer will have it, but the communi-

cation of spintual strength, and a fresh token from God to His Son

that He was truly " well pleased."
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§43.

the testimony of john to the person and work of jesus.

John i. 19-34.

In the meantime, John continued to preach and to baptize. At
length we find him at Bethania,^ on the left bank of the Jordan. With
the attention which he attracted ; the severity with which he reproved

the Pharisees; and the decisive manner in wliich, having first spoken

of the " coming one," he now pointed to Jesus ; it was to be expected

tliat the college of priests would make use of the authority they pos-

sessed to test all such as professed to be prophets. With the inten-

tion of finding some charge against this inconvenient man, who
showed every sign of undermining the influence of the priests over

the people, and in the hope of undoing his work with a good grace,

a deputation of priests and Levites set out to visit him. John had,

no doubt, already described himself as " the prophet in the wilderness

(Isa. xl.) who was to make ready the way of the Lord." Such expres-

sions had passed from mouth to mouth, and may have been so dis-

torted as to create tiie impression that John had called himself the

Prophet Kar i^o-x/jv, who was promised in Deut. xviii. 5.^ John may
also have stated (according to the words of the angel, Luke i. 17),

that he went before the Messiah, as the Elias predicted by Malachi

(iv. 5) ; or this association may have suggested itself to the people.

EnQugh, the priests hoped to catch him by the Question, whether he

was Elias (in the literal or historical sense), or tne Prophet (the one

promised by Moses), or the Messiah Himself. But John answered

all these questions in the negative, and declared that he was the

" preacher in the wilderness " predicted by Isaiah ; and when asked

about his right to baptize, he called himself the forerunner and

servant of Him, who loas before him (from whom he had received

his commission through Isaiah), aiid who was infinitely greater than

he. The next day John saw Jesus in the distance coming towards

them. He immediately pointed Him out to his disciples as the

Lamb of God, which beareth the sin of the world, the Saviour to

whom he himself had hitherto pointed ; and as the surest proof of

» Vide Hug, Gutaclitcn, rT'JK JT'n, ^Muse ofships (a different place from ""JTI n^3,

near Jerusalem) ; no doubt a ferry, at which therp was considerable traflBc.

2 Ckrysostom, Cyril, Theophylact, and Eiithymius, among early writers, and

Liicke, Bleek, De Wette, of the more modern, all agree that the article necessarily

suggests this passage to the mind. See John vi. 1i.
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this, described tlie phenomenon which he had seen at the baptism of

Jesus.

1. With reference to the question of the priests : it is asked, " how

it can have been possible to offer to any one honour after honour,

without there being any wish that one of them should be accepted?"

To this Schiveizer has aptly replied, that there was nothing the priests

more sincerely desired, than that John might declare himself the Mes-

siah, or something of the same kind, and thus give them a j)lea for

punishing and arresting him.—The negative reply has also been objected

to. Such a reply would have been appropriate, we are told, if the

priests had really held the " romantic " idea, that John was the historical

Elias risen from the dead. In that case he might have replied, " I am
not." But as the priests held no such notion, but simply regarded

him as an Elias (in an official sense), he ought to have answered in

the affirmative. Decidedly not. The priests neither thought that

John was the historical Elias, nor that he was an Elias (in an official

sense) ; they merely thought and hoped, that John might declare him-

self to be the I'isen Elias, and so furnish them with the materials for

a charge of blasphemy.—But how, it is asked, could the priests dis-

tinguish the Prophet from the Messiah ? How, we ask in reply, should

they know that the prophet promised in Deut. xviii. 15 was the Mes-

siah ? We see very clearly, if we compare John vi. 14 with Matt,

xvi. 14, that the Jewish nation at that time regarded the Prophet

who" was to come as a different person from the Messiah (probably

as Jeremiah, for example).

2. It is regarded by Strauss, Weisse, and Bruno Bauer as imj)os-

sible that John the Baptist should know anything of the pre-existence

of Jesus, and of His vicarious sufferings. Gahler, Paulus, and Hug
endeavour to soften down the meaning of the words, alpeiv rrjv

dfxapriav. Hoffmann tries to explain the matter psychologically as a

sudden flash of light. But this is quite unnecessary. Apart from

the fact that, according to the sci'iptural account, the Baptist must

have learned the nature and pre-existence of Jesus through his parents,

and the detemnination of Jesus to submit to death, through His

coming to be baptized ;^ the fact that the Baptist was a prophet, and

enlightened by the Lord, is sufficient to set all such questions at rest

as " how he can have obtained a foresight of the sufferings of Jesus."

The difficulty is again not historical, but purely dogmatical.

1 The question, -where John obtained the figure of a Lamb, is easily answered bj

referring to Isa. liii. 7.

14
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§44.

jesus goes into galilee.

John i. 35-52.

The next day John the Baptist was standing with two of his dis-

ciples, Andi^ew and John, and as Jesus passed by, he said, " Behold the

Lamb of God !" At these words, which pointed Jesus out as " the

coming one" proclaimed by the Baptist, the disciples followed Jesus,who

turned round, and when He saw that they were following Him, asked,

" What seek ye ? " They acknowledged plainly, and full of confidence,

that they had followed Him with the intention of visiting Him in

His own home. He then invited them to go with Him at once. And
they remained with Him the whole day (it was then ten o'clock in

the morning).^ When Andrew found his brother Simon (either on

the following day, or a day or two afterwards), he told him that they

had found the Messiah, and brought him to Jesus. Jesus fixed His

eyes upon him, and looking into his heart, said to him, " Thou art now
named Simon, and art the son of Jonas ; but (henceforth) thou shalt

be named Cephas (rock)." The day after this, when Jesus was about

to return to Galilee, He met with Philip^ a young man from Bethsaida,

the home of Peter and Andrew (he was probably acquainted with

them, therefore, and had heard through them of Jesus). Jesus invited

him to accompany Him on His journey. Philip found his brother

Nathanael, and, full of joy, announced to him, that in the person of

Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph, he had found the Messiah

predicted by the prophets. Nathanael could not comprehend how the

Messiah could come from a city in their distant and despised province

of Galilee. He obeyed the summons, however, and went with him

to Jesus. When Jesus saw him come, He greeted him as a true and

genuine Israelite, who was seeking for salvation, and without guile.

To Nathanael's astonished inquiry, how He knew him. He replied that,

before Philip called him, when he was under the fig-tree. He had seen

him ;—a reply at which Nathanael was so amazed, and which so

1 I see no reason for adopting any other reckoning here than the Roman, which

is the one usually adopted by John. In the other case (which De Wette supports),

the disciples would only have stayed from four o'clock in the afternoon till the

evening. But a visit of few hoiu-s would not have been remarkable enough to be

so expressly mentioned. On the other hand, it was a fact well worthy of notice,

that the disciples were so riveted by their emotions of reverence and love, that they

remained from ten o'clock till the evening, and could not tear themselves away.
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thoroughly convinced him of the Messiahship of Jesus, that we are

necessarily brought to the conclusion, that not only was the seeing in

question an evidence of miraculous power, but that Jesus adduced the

fact of his being under the fig-tree as a proof that He knew Nathanael

to be an Israelite indeed. When under the fig-tree, therefore, he

must either have been absorbed in earnest prayer^ or have been

occupied in some other way with questions relating to the salvation of

his soul. Nathanael's confession was followed by a promise on the

part of Jesus, of greater manifestations still.

1. Many commentators have discovered an irreconcilable discre-

pancy between the first interview of Jesus with John, Andrew, and

Peter, and the subsequent call of John, James, Peter, and Andrew
to the apostolic office. In spite of John i. 40, " they abode with Him
that day," and notwithstanding the fact that in ver. 38 (6eaaafX€vo<;

avTOvt aKoXovdovvras:) the following is represented as a passing occur-

rence, it is maintained that Andrew and John became from that time

forth followers of Jesus. Bazir asks, in a tone of confidence, " Where
is there the slightest evidence that the Evangelist intended to narrate

something general and casual?" We reply, in the words, " they abode

with Him that day." It is true that in Credners opinion the meaning

is, " they remained with Him that very day, i.e., at once, from that day

forward." But (1) the expression employed in such a case would be,

not TTjv rjjMepav eKelvrjv, but rr]v avrrjv rjfiepav. Credner appeals to

John XX. 19 ; but without any ground, for eKelvo<i is used there in the

ordinary sense, and not in that of o avTo<;. (2) Even tt]v avrrjv

T)/j,epav could only be rendered by a very forced construction, " from

that day forwards ;" we should rather expect avr' iK€Lvr]<i rf? iqfiepa';,

as in chap. xix. 27. (3) The expression, " it was about the tenth

hour," would be perfectly unmeaning. According to the true gram-

matical rendering of the preceding paragraph, it has a meaning.

When the writer had mentioned the fact that they stayed with Jesus

all that day, it was important to add that it was not merely in the

evening, but early in the morning that they came to Jesus. On the

other hand, with Credner s explanation such a notice is uselessly mi-

nute. For when it is stated that the disciples continued with Jesus

from that day forward, it would be ridiculous, in comparison with their

whole future life, to mention the hour at which they came to Jesus.

And if John had actually intended to say that they stayed with Jesus

" from that hour," the natural expression for him to use would have

been air' €K€tvr)<; 7779 a>pa<i. (4) But the most decisive point in oppo-

sition to Credner s ex[)lanation is the circumstance, that John so evi-
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dently refers to three successive days, a first, second, and third (John

i. 43, ii. 1). In this position, therefore, Tr]v 'qfiepav eKeivqv can only

mean that single day, the first of the three. (5) nrap auTM is shown

by the context (ver. 39) to refer to the abode of Jesus, an abode which

He left the next day (ver. 43). Their " abiding with Him," therefore,

must have been restricted both locally and temporally.—As to the

consistency between the synoptical accounts of the calling of the dis-

ciples and the supposition of a previous acquaintance, vide § 51.

2. In reference to the introduction of Andrew and John to the

acquaintance of Jesus, Strauss says that nothing would be less accept-

able to John than to send any one away from himself to Jesus. There

are certainly common souls who can neither recognise and commend
one more highly gifted, nor even conceive how such modesty and in-

tegrity can exist. Yet I could myself bring forward examples of the

contrary from common life. How if the old Haydn, when he saw the

first quartett of the young Mozart, exclaimed :
" Now I know for the

first time what a quartett is." John the Baptist, therefore, required

only to be a nohle man. From a scriptural point of view he was more

;

he was a prophet, and his office was to point to Jesus.

3. No one ought to find a difficulty in Christ's address to Peter,

when he was introduced to Him :
" Thou art Simon, son of Jonas."

Strauss will have it that the Evangelist relates these words in the

sense that Jesus in a miraculous way knew the name and surname

of Peter, without Andrew telling Him. There is no reason for sup-

posing this. The words mean, " So your more common name is

Simon ; but," etc.

Tioo discrepancies have been pointed out between the account here

given by John and that given by the Synoptists. According to the

latter, it is said Simon first received the name Peter on the occasion

mentioned in Matt. xvi. 18. But if so, Matthew, who throughout the

entire Gospel calls the Apostle 6 JTer/Jo? {e.g., chap. viii. 14, xiv. 28 ;

and the list of Apostles, x. 2), would certainly, when relating in this

place how Peter came by the nanie, have softened down, what must

appear so strange to every reader, the fact that the name by which he

had always known the Apostle was now given to him for the first time,

by stating that " Peter formerly went by a different name." But not

only does he introduce no such notice ; he does not even intimate that

any change of name is intended here. The reader has known the

Apostle throughout by the name " Peter ;" and Christ now says,

" Thou art a Peter, and upon this irerpa will I build My Church"

(i.e., it is not without reason that thou art called Peter ; the name has

a meaning). Who would think here of a change of name?
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Another discrepancy is said to exist in tlie fact, that Andrew at

once speaks of Jesus as tlie Messiah ; whereas, according to Mattliew,

the first confession that Jesus was the Christ was made on tlie occa-

sion described in Matt. xvi. 13 sqq.—But it is a remarkable fact, that

Matthew states in chap. xiv. 33, that all the disciples fell down before

Jesus, and said, " Of a truth Thou art the Son of God." It cannot,

therefore, have been the Evangelist's intention to give an account in

chap. xvi. of the first dawning of the knowledge of the ISIessiahship

of Jesus. Nor is there anything in chap. xvi. 13 sqq. to suggest such

an intention. Peter is pronounced blessed on account of his firm

faith, which cannot be shaken by the different opinions of others, not

for any neio idea. The words, " for flesh and blood hath not revealed

it," might be used to-day to every believer, though he might have

been grounded in the faith for years.

4. The words of Nathanael, " Can there any good thing come out

of Nazareth?" are a great stumblingblock to Strauss. He finds no

trace of Nazareth being specially despised. But Nathanael does not

speak of Nazareth in particular, but only as a little town of the poor

district of Galilee. " But if we take the words as if Nathanael meant

what he said of Nazareth, of all Galilee, it is difficult to imagine how

a Galilean would despise his own land." But of despising there is no

mention : Nathanael only cannot understand how the Messiah should

come out of that poor, distant, and by the Jews despised, province.

The way in which Jesus looks into the heart of Peter and Na-

thanael, Strauss calls an odorando judicare, and B. Bauer finds in it a

new proof of the " artificial manner" of John. We do not appeal to the

deep psychological insight which even common men not seldom have

;

still less, with Weisse, to a magical power of vision ; but simply to

the Bible doctrine of the person of Christ. We do not therefore need

the explanation, that Jesus saw Nathanael with the bodily eye under

the fig-tree ; nor the observation that, according to rabbinical accounts,

the Israelites usually chose fig-trees, that they mitj;ht study the law

beneath them.—The fact that Andrew immediately recognised Jesus

as the Messiah, presents difficulty only to one to whom it is impossible

that Jesus should have been the Messiah. Under the Bible assump-

tion, that Jesus was the Son of God, and John the Baptist a prophet,

these discrepancies all vanish, and the whole history is in perfect har-

mony.
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CHAPTER III.

JESUS IN HIS PARENTS' HOME.

§45.

the marriage at cana.

John ii. 1-11.

Jesus had now arrived at Nazareth with His two disciples. And
after what Mary had already experienced, as well as the extraordi-

nary occurrences which took place at His baptism, and the things

which the disciples had heard from the mouths of both John and

Jesus, all of which were, no doubt, reported to Mary, there can be

no question that she was looking with firm expectation for Jesus to

manifest Himself before long in miraculous splendour.—On the third

day (reckoning from the last occurrence, the call of Nathanael) there

was a wedding in the small neighbouring town of Cana, in a family

with which Mary was intimately acquainted, and which cannot there-

fore have been very rich (cf. John iii. 1, 2, 3, and the relation in

which Mary stood to the servants, ver. 5). Mary was there, to help

;

and Jesus was also invited, along with the two disciples, who had con-

tinued with Him ever since their journey. As there was a want of

wine, Mary turned to Jesus, with a feeling of impatience, which could

hardly wait for the first fitting opportunity of exhibiting the divinity

of her Son ; and by merely informing Him of the want (with a firm

expectation, therefore, that as a matter of course He would supply

the deficiency), solicited Him to display the heavenly power which

stood at His command (John i. 52).—Jesus, by way of evincing His

astonishment at, and His disapproval of, her maternal vanity and her

false expectation of an outward display of pomp and glory, addressed

to her the affectionate, yet serious words, " Woman, why dost thou

mix thyself up with My affairs ? My hour (to appear in glory) is

not yet come." Mary saw, however, whether from His looks, or from

the fact that He went out, instead of returning to the guests, that He
intended, though perhaps not in the way she expected, to supply the

want. She therefore told the servants (who did not yet know Him)
to do whatever He should bid them.—Jesus directed them to fill with

water six large stone pitchers, which were intended for the purpose

of religious purification ; and then to draw some out immediately, and
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take it to the governor of the feast. When the governor tasted, he

found it excellent wine. This was Jesus' first miracle. And thus

He revealed His glory.

1. Let us examine in the first place the exegeiical or internal diffi-

culties which the history contains. And, first of all, a difficulty is

pointed out in the fact, that although Mary had never seen Jesus

work a miracle (John ii. 11), she should have assumed in so unhesi-

tating a manner that He was possessed of miraculous powers. To
Strauss, indeed, it presents a difficulty, only so far as he hopes that

the mythical character of the history of the childhood of Jesus mav
be conceded. But without making any such concession, we simplv

point (as Lampe has done) to the account which Mary must have

heard from Philip and Nathanael.

On superficial consideration, the two following points appear real

difficulties : (1) that so modest an intimation, " they have no wine,"

should have called forth so severe an answer; and (2) that after

receiving apparently so distinct a denial, Mary should still take for

granted that Jesus would render assistance.

Of those who admit that a miracle was wrought (we pass by the

so-called "natural" explanation without remark), some have attempted

to find something wrong in the words, " they have no wine ;" whilst

they exaggerate the force of the reply, t\ ifxol koX croi, and change

the meaning of the words, " My hour is not yet come." This is the

case with Chemnitz. Mary is represented as abusing her maternal

authority over one who, in His character of Messiah, no longer needed

to follow her, by directing Him to work a miracle.—The words, " My
hour is not yet come," on the other hand, are explained as meaning,

that Jesus would work a miracle, but not just when the wine was

beginning to run short {pcnepeLv = "lOn diminui) ; He would wait till

the want was more apparent, and more generally felt.—But all this

is neither in harmony with the text, nor with the character of Jcsias.

It would be far better to adopt BengeVs explanation, that Mary
did not ask for a miracle at all, but simply observed that there wao

no more wine, by way of reminding Jesus that it was time to go

:

whilst the reply of Jesus, " My hour (for going) is not yet come," led

her to conclude that He intended to provide for the deficiency. But

what does rt e^ol koL aoi mean ? And are not the words, " My hour

is not yet come," far too emphatic? Besides, why should John have

preserved a conversation so unimportant as this would have been ?

The only way to obtain a natural explanation, in perfect accord-

ance with the text, is to compare the section before us with the pro-
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ceding chapter. Mary's words undoubtedly involve a very decided

expectation that Jesus would render assistance; and the very fact,

that she thought it quite sufficient just to mention the want, and felt

it to be unnecessary to make any request, is a proof that this was the

case. They do not involve a command, or any other stretch of her

authority; though they certainly deserve reproof, as indicating an

expectation, mingled with some amount of vanity, that Jesus would

make some display of outward pomp (vid. Saurin ix. 324). The word

yvvaL (woman) is the Aramgean nnJK (not nK'''X), the ordinary mode

of adch'ess, both respectful and affectionate (yid. John xix. 21) ; and

therefore is by no means indicative of estrangement. On the other

hand, the words "[h '•^ nn unquestionably contain a reproof, though

not in the harsh, unkindly form suggested by the rendering, " what

have I to do with thee?" The literal rendering of the words is,

"what is to Me, and (what) to thee?" and the meaning, "that is My
affair," or, " leave that to Me," are words which any son might address

to his mother on a similar occasion, without any want of affection, or

any violation of filial obedience and regard.—Still further, it is evi-

dent from ver. 5, that He must have given occasion to Mary to address

the servants as she did. What could have put it into her mind to

tell the servants to follow her Son's directions, if Jesus had not gone

either to the servants themselves, or into the place where they were ?

And if He did this, there is no further ground for the question, how
Mary could expect Jesus to provide for the emergency, after the an-

swer He had given.

It is a mere perversion of the narrative to suppose the twelve or

eighteen firkins of wine to have been all drunk. There is nothing

inconceivable in the thought, that Jesus may not merely have relieved

the necessities of the moment, but also have made a welcome present

to the (probably needy) family, and thus have brought a blessing

into their house. Such a blessing would certainly have been no
" dangerously large quantity" for the friends of the devout Mary, or

for a company which Jesus joined. It is only a proof of a diseased

mind, to imagine that 1/he guests gave themselves up to sensual indul-

gence when the wine arrived. If it was thus that Jesus " manifested

forth His glory" as the Son of God, the joy of the company at the

present received must have been mingled with a general feeling of

reverence for the Son of God ; and thus the miracle would furnish

an occasion for Jesus to speak of His office and work.

The superfluous question as to the purpose of the miracle also falls

away. It was not wrought to gratify the flesh. Nor was it merely

to prove that Jesus did not desire the asceticism of John ; for He had
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already proved this by coming to the marriage. The simple purpose

was the one mentioned by the Evangelist, to manifest Himself as the

Son of God ; and the way selected was one in which He could at the

same time confer a welcome favour upon a worthy family.^

Lastly, so far as the dogmatical possibility of such a change is

concerned, Strauss thought he had set the question at rest, by proving

satisfactorily that it could not be explained—as Olshausen maintains

that it can—as an " accelerated process of nature." But this merely

overthrows the semi-natural explanation of the miracle. For our part,

we regard it as a creative act, which Bruno Bauer has correctly de-

clared to be the only possible interpretation, and which has no diffi-

culty whatever, except to the utterly unbelieving.

. §46.

first journey to the passover. jesus purifies the temple.

John it. 12-25.

From Cana Jesus went down for a few days to Capernaum, with

His mother, His brethren, and His disciples ; and as the feast of

Passover was at hand. He proceeded thence to Jerusalem. There

He found in the fore-court of the temple the money-changers and

dealers in cattle, carrying on their profitable trade in the holy place.

With holy zeal, and the warrant of His office. He made a whip of

cords, drove out both cattle and dealers, overturned the tables of the

money-changers, ordered the sellers of doves to remove their cages,

and commanded that His Father's house should not be made a house

of trade. No one was able to withstand His divine power ; but after-

wards the Jews demanded that one who could in so special a manner

call God His Father, should attest by a miracle His claim to be a

prophet. Jesus reproached their disposition to desecrate and persecute

everything holy, and at the same time exhibited Himself as possess-

ing in His own person the absolute authority of the founder of the

temple, and perfectly free from every obligation to produce credentials

as a (mere) prophet. " Destroy this temple," He said, " and in three

^ [The apologist has no interest to make out a great motive for the miracle,

—

greater, e.g., than the furnishing of a gift that would be a comfort to the family

—

a sort of marriage present.—Taking the first use of miraculous power in connection

with the temptation in the wilderness, the moral glory of the first miracle hes in

the comparative insignificance of its occasion. The moral of it is this : See ! He

who would not use His power for Ilimaelf^ even in a case of extreme need (Matt,

iv. 2, 3), uses it for others, even for increase of their comfurt, and to express friend-

ship and goodwill.—Ed.]
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days I will. raise it up." Whilst He thus threw back upon the Jews

alone the charge of having acted against the temple which was founded

by the command of God, He attributed to Himself not only the divine

power to establish a temple and worship, but the fixed determination

to do so; presupposing at the same time, as possible and probable,

that the hardness of the Jews would issue in the casting down of the

temple of Jehovah. By this, Jesus no more intended an outward

casting down of the stone temple, than the Jews had hitherto in-

curred the guilt of such an act, or of an outward desecration. He
rather referred to the ultimate issue of that resistance to Himself, the

Son of God, which had already begun. To bring animals into the

temple, was in itself no desecration ; for they had to be brought into

the temple for the purpose of sacrifice. The desecration had been

an internal one : the place of the covenant and of the manifestation of

God had been abused to carnal purposes. The throwing down, there-

fore, must be understood symbolically, namely, as denoting a com-

plete frustration of the purpose for which the temple existed. In

Christ there had appeared the personal covenant of God with men,

and the absolute m.anifestation of the Father. When the Jews re-

jected Christ ; when Judas betrayed Him, and the Jews cast the price

of blood—the money for which they had purchased the last liostia—
out of the temple, that it might not he made unclean

;

—then was the

temple inwardly thrown down ; then was the end for which it existed

frustrated ; then the living temple was driven out of the stone one,

the soul out of the body; then the temple ceased to be theocratic,

and the honour of being the dwelling-place of God passed over to the

Christian Church. In the same way, by the rebuilding of the temple,

Christ meant the establishment of a new covenant through His resur-

rection, and prophetically announced " three days" as the time.—The

Jews, who were neither able, nor intended, to understand the meaning

of these words, were repelled by the reproach involved in the expres-

sion, " Destroy this temple," and cooled their warmth by an interpre-

tration, the shallow falseness of which must have been apparent to

themselves. But the disciples of Jesus retained the deep and marvel-

lous words in their heart, and after the resurrection of Jesus undei'-

stood perfectly what He meant.

1. We shall postpone the question, whether this purification of

the temple is identical with the one described in Matt, xxi., or

whether such an action could be well repeated, till we come to consider

the latter account ; and proceed at once to the internal difficulties.

How Jesus should be impelled by the sight of this dishonourable
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trading in the sanctuary to act as He did, is too obvious for us to

need the supposition of Gfrurer, that Jesus drove out the traders,

because in the Targum of Jonathan, at Zech. xiv. 21, the clause,

" there shall be no more the Canaanite," is rendered, " there shall be

no more a trade?' in the house of the Lord." To Bruno Bauer the

means employed by Jesus, the whip, appear to be very unsuitable ;^

whilst he ridicules as sentimental the opinion expressed by De Wette,

that it was perfectly natural for the sellers of doves to be sent away

unpunished.—But, for our part, we can neither find in the innocence

of the doves a proof that the sellers of them were less to blame than

the others ; nor can we agree with Neander^ that the whip was merely

a symhol of the judgment which awaited them. But of a fight all

round, such as B. Bauer seems to suppose, there is no trace in the

narrative. The Lord employs the whip primarily upon the cattle. Mere
words, such as Bauer seems to have thought most fitting, would have

been of little avail with sheep and bullocks ; and the sellers would

certainly have made sport of Christ, rather than drive them out of

their own accord. It was necessary in this case to act as frivolous

scorners always deserve. When the cattle were driven out, the owners

followed of course. The sellers of doves were not treated more mildly

than the rest: He commanded them instead of driving, simply because,

whilst sheep and oxen may be driven with whips, cages must be carried.

Strauss assures us, that so many people would naturally not have

allowed themselves or their cattle to be driven out by one man. And
it is contrary to bon ton to suppose that a miracle was wrought. From
his doctrinal standpoint, this is an insoluble difficulty.

—

Schioeizer,

again, thinks that ver. 18, where the Jews demand a sign, prevents

us from assuming that a miracle was wrought. But it may have been

effected by divine poicer, though the striking feature was not this

power, but the success, and the authority which Jesus claimed. To
support the latter, Jesus was required to produce a sign in the stricter

sense of the word, in which greater prominence should be given to

the miraculous.

2. The consideration of the quotation in ver. 17, from Ps. Ixix.

10, we shall postpone to the Second Part, and pass on at once to the

words of Jesus in ver. 19. Liicke and others interpret these words

as meaning, that Jesus would sweep away the whole Jewish religion,

and possessed the spiritual power to establish in the shortest time a

new and more spiritual religion. In support of this explanation, they

1 " The people," he says, " would in that case have had to do, not with holy

zeal and displeasure, or with a spiritual greatness which they could not withstand,

but with au opponent for whom they were quite a nuitch."
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appeal to Acts vi. 13, where Stephen is accused of having spoken
blaspliemous words against tlie holy place. This accusation,—which
Stephen proves to be false, by showing that he regards the temple
as unquestionably divine, though neither primitive nor destined to

perpetual duration, but forming part of a period of preparation,

—

some of these writers consider so true, that it furnishes evidence not
only with regard to Stephen, but with regard to Jesus Himself, that

He expressed the intention, without reserve, to put the finishing stroke

to the Mosaic institutions. How admirably do the words, " My
Fathers house,'' and the zeal for His sanctuary, accord with such an
explanation

!

If Jesus had really said. Herein consists My authority to purify the

temple, that I am able in the shortest time to substitute a spiritual

worship for the Mosaic ceremonial, it would undoubtedly have been
" useless trifling," " an unworthy caprice," to express in the very same
words the i:>erfectly heterogeneous thought, " Slay Me, and in three

days I will rise again." But as Jesus neither can have given utter-

ance to the thought thus forced upon Him, that He would abolish the

ceremonial law (what He was now contending for was, that it should
be maintained in its purity ; and what He contended against was, not
the ceremonial law, but the traffic in cattle), nor was speaking of

Himself at all (for He brings an accusation against the Jews, that they

are destroying the temple through their frivolity) ; and as such an
explanation of the words, " in three days," is utterly untenable ; we
adhere to the explanation which we have given above, as the only one
which is in perfect accordance with the text. Jesus accused the Jews,
that they were inwardly desecrating the temple, and would soon com-
pletely destroy it. At the same time, He told them that He could,

and would raise it up again in three days. In making the latter

announcement. He had in mind a mode of destroying and raising up
again, with which the Jews were as yet utterly unacquainted. He
was not trifling with them therefore, as Gfrorer supposes, but telling

them sometliing which should serve as a subject of constant thought,

and an occasion of immediate reperdance, and which became after

His resurrection an important witness for Himself. This enigma,
therefore, was the reply of Jesus to their request for a sign ; and bore
precisely the same relation to that request as Isa. vii. 14 sqq. to ver.

11 ; Ex. iii. 12 to ver. 11 ; and Matt. xii. 39 to ver. 38 (cf. Matt,
xvi. 4 and Luke xi. 29). To those who desired an immediate miracu-
lous sign, there was given instead an obscure, enigmatical prediction,

pointing to a distant future. Even Baur acknowledges this.
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§47.

conversation with nicodemus.

John hi. 1-21.

Jesus remained in Jerusalem till the feast was over, and worked

miracles there. And many believed on Him, though only externally,

on account of the miracles. There came to Him on one occasion, a

Pharisee, named Nicodemus, a member of the Sanhedrim, on whom
Jesus had made a deep impression. His heart was divided between

the pharisaic disposition to seek righteousness before God and distinc-

tion among men through outward actions, and an inward voice which

compelled him to recognise something divine in Jesus. That he

might not lower himself in the estimation of the people, he came Z>y

night, and sought to commence a conversation by an evidently rather

flattering acknowledgment of His miraculous power and divine calling.

He certainly was desirous of learning something from Jesus, of which

he stood in need ; though he did not know himself either ivhat or

how. Jesus, taking no notice of the compliment, proceeded at once

to meet the want, and commenced by showing him what it really was.

" Thou canst not enter into the kingdom of heaven, unless thou art bora

again." Thus He attacked severely the whole pharisaic trust in

righteousness by works, and demanded a new heart ,- couching the de-

mand, however, in a most expressive figure. Nicodemus was puzzled

by these few brief words. He knew well that something was intended

by being bora again, but he could not tell ichat. In such cases, one

naturally begins to speak about the words in their immediate and literal

sense, if only to show how unsuitable this is, and thus indirectly to

induce the other to explain its deeper meaning. This is what Nico-

demus does in John iii. 4. " A new birth," he says, " is surely impossible

in a physical sense." Jesus then reminds him of the baptism of John,

which cannot have been unknown to Nicodemus, and at the same

time of the demand for repentance which was associated with it, and

the promise of one who was to baptize witli the Spirit (ver. 5). He
shows him that the time for the baptism of the Spirit has arrived, and

that the latter, the new birth of a man by the Spirit, is essential to sal-

vation (vei-. 6) ; at the same time, He tells him that this new birth is

not like the natural birth, outward and visible, but like the blowing of

the earthly rrn, the wind, irresistible in its effects, yet in its coming

and going quiet, unnoticeable, and sudden.

Nicodemus, who now perceives to what Christ refers, but does not
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know by what means this spiritual renovation is to be secured, in-

quires how this can take place—how it is possible to attain to such a

result. The Lord does not describe the means, but employs them.

He does not tell him he must repent, but brings him to repentance.

For He condemns without reserve a mind decided only to what is

earthly, which neither will (ver. 11) nor can (ver. 12) embrace the

heavenly ; and yet only a heavenly mind, which springs from heaven,

is fitted to come to heaven (ver. 13). At the same time, He points out

the positive means of escaping from the acknowledged misery. Men
are all born of the flesh ; one only, the Son, has sprung from heaven.

He has come down from heaven (ver. 13), and has been set forth and

exalted by God as the deliverer of man, in the same way as the brazen

serpent was exhibited for the deliverance of the Jews, namely, that

men may put confidence in Him, that they may no longer seek salva-

tion in themselves, but in Him only, and for His sake alone hope to

be saved.^—Jesus could not have selected a more striking illustration

by which to explain to a Jew the thoroughly inward nature of the

New Testament redemption, through faith (vers. 15, 16).—Once more

(vers. 17, 18), Jesus expressly opposes the fundamental characteristic

of Pharisaism, which asks to be judged, not saved ; and then proceeds

to show (vers. 19-21) what is the real essence and criterioii of true

judgment, viz., the question, whether a man loves or hates Jesus, the

light that has come into the world ; whether he yields himself up to

Him to be chastened and sanctified, or hardens his heart. He then

finishes by pointing to that internal Kpicn<; which results from faith,

and to the necessity for that decision, which does not shun the light

(of day).

1. With this exposition we can only pity those who " can find no

connection," and must pronounce it a complete perversion, to say that

" the Evangelist intentionally makes Nicodemus talk foolishly, for the

purpose of exalting by the contrast the wisdom of Jesus." The
foolishness is all introduced by Strauss himself.

In Baurs opinion, as the Synoptists do not mention Nicodemus

either here or in connection with the burial of Jesus, the whole is an

invention of the fourth Evangelist. Such arguments are not worth

refuting.

^ The brazen serpent was Ajif/ure of the poisonous serpents, and yet was not

itself poisonous but healing. And so the Lord on the cross was a, figure of a trans-

gressor and ill-doer, and yet was the Saviour. In this respect also, the words of

Jesus contained a deep enigmatical sense, which could not till a later period become
perfectly clear to the hearer's mind.
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§48.

jesus and john the baptist at the jordan.

John hi. 22-36.

After the feast of Passover Jesus still remained in Judfea, and let

His disciples baptize (John iv. 2) ; thus continuing, like John, to sum-

mon those who heard to give the old life up to death, and to commence

a new life. John the Baptist was baptizing at the same time in .^non,

near to Salem (not in Judaea, therefore, but higher up, probably on

the Samaritan border). About this time, as some of the Jews began

to dispute with some disciples of John nrepl KaOapiafiov (probably

declaring their OAvn washings quite sufficient, and John's baptism

unnecessary), the latter imagined that Jesus might be the cause of

the diminution in the respect entertained by the people for John, and

complained to their master that all were flocking to Jesus. But John

replied to this complaint in words, which the Evangelist interprets.

In his own diminution, and the increase of Jesus, he recognises the

leading of God, which is in perfect accordance with their respective

personality and work. He even expresses his joy at the increasing

activity of Jesus, acknowledges once more the divinity of Christ, and

points to the necessity of faith in Him.

1. Chronological difficulties are said to exist in the fact, that in so

short a time so many disciples should have gathered round John the

Baptist. Some time must have elapsed before it was known that a John

had appeared in the desert ; still more, before any had gone out to

him ; still more, before his doctrine was embraced ; and a very long

time before he had gained any notoriety. Hug has met these objec-

tions successfully (Gutachten, p. 137 sqq.). In the first place, several

months had passed since John first appeared (vide § 31) ; and there

still remained a whole year for him to collect disciples. In the second

place, as Hug has shown, it is not true that John baptized " in a dis-

tant and unknown place." Thirdly, according to the account in the

Gospels, and from the very nature of the case, it was not gradually,

but suddenly, that the rush to John took place. His appearance at-

tracted all the world to the Jordan so long as it was new. And lastly,

his doctrine was not a complicated system, which required a triennial

course to comprehend, but a simple, convincing demand, " Repent''

This was done at once, or not at all. Penitent disciples, deeply im-

pressed by the preaching and personal character of John, attached
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themselves immediately to him. The objection, therefore, is tin grand

rien.

Nor is there any greater force in the difficulty discovered in the

fact, that John should have continued to baptize after the appearance

of Jesus. Bruno Bauer objects that " he should have baptized with

reference to Jesus" (did he baptize, then, with reference to himself?),

and " ought to have submitted immediately to Him." But could he

have done this in any better way than by continuing to call fresh

disciples to repentance, and so preparing them for Jesus ? Baur

repeats the question. Why did the Baptist "not lay down his herald's

office after so distinctly recognising the pre-emMjence of Christ ?
"

Because the teachers in a gymnasium do not lay down their office as

soon as a new university is founded.

2. The words of John the Baptist (vers. 27-36) are adduced as a

leading proof that the discourses contained in the fourth Gospel are

not historical, but composed by the Evangelist, on account of their

similarity in form and train of thought to his own.—Now, we might

say without hesitation, unquestionably the Evangelist reproduces the

thoughts of the Baptist (and the same might be said of discourses of

Jesus) ; and as he did not remember the whole, word for word, he

gave them, in the most free and open manner, in his own style. If

the Baptist had said, " I am nothing but a man, but Christ is the Son

of God, and came to declare the counsel of God,", the Evangelist might

have expressed the same thought in his own way thus :
" He that is

of the earth is of the earth, and speaketh of the earth ; but he that

Cometh from heaven is above all." Or if the Baptist had said, "Jesus

is mightier than I ; He has the Spirit of God, and will give it to you;

but ye are not willing. And God has given a fan into His hand, and

He will cleanse His floor,"—the Evangelist might have expressed the

same thought by saying: " And what he hath seen and heard, that he

testifieth, and no man receiveth his testimony. . . . The Father loveth

the Son, and hath given all things into His hand. He that believeth,"

etc. Now, as the Evangelists were concerned, not about documentary

literality, but about the thoughts and subject-matter, such an assump-

tion might be admitted without the slightest difficulty, and without

impugning the credibility of John. But ice refuse even this help.

We will come closer, and look the spectre in the face.

Whence did John derive the distinctive peculiarities of his style,

and forms of thought ? What if it was from John the Baptist him-

self! He had been his disciple.^ In this light, therefore, it was quite

1 We are assuming for the present that John the Apostle was the author of the

fourth Gospel.
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possible. But we will look more closely at these peculiarities. It is

admitted that in the wi'itings of John no trace can be found of those Jlne

dialectic links, by which the Indo-Germanijc languages, especially the

Hellenic branch, are so peculiarly distinguished, and which we find

not only in the writings of Luke and Paul, but in a far higher degree

even in those of Matthew and Mark. In this respect the style of John

has a thoroxigldy Semitic colouring. The thoughts stand like arrows,

side by side, without links, and easily separable. Look, too, at his

peculiar modes of thought and expression. With regard to the \0709,

it is well known that the Evangelist does not put this term into the

mouth of any one whom he introduces as speaking. The distinction

of light and darkness is also a philosophical one, to which his mind

may have been led by a speculative road, though it occurs elsewhere

{e.g., Acts xxvi. 18; 2 Cor. vi. 14; Eph. v. 8 and 13), is eveJi to be

met with in the Old Testament (Eccl. ii. 13), and on a fitting occasion

was used by Christ Himself (John iii. 20, 21). So far as the ex-

pressions on which Strauss lays such stress are concerned,

—

e.g.,

(T(f)pap/L^€iv, /xapTvpia, avcodev, eK T7]<i 7^9,—they are all genuine Old

Testament terms (Isa. viii. 16; Num. i. 50; Deut. iv. 45; Ps. xix.

8, Ixxviii. 5G, xcix. 7, cxix. 2, 24, and 99,—p5<0—C^t^'O—Dn»o).

They cannot have been met with by John for the first time when

he was suri'ounded by Hellenic culture, but are of true Hebraic

origin. The one difficulty, which might lead many to shrink from

adopting the opinion that the peculiarities of John were derived to

a considerable extent from the Baptist, is, that in that case one of

the highest and most glorious features in the New Testament would

be traceable to one, of whom it was said, that " the least in the king-

dom of heaven was greater than he," This is not what we mean.

It must be admitted that the last of the prophets, the forerunner of

Christ, who so violently aroused the hearts of sleepers, must have

resembled the earlier prophets, an Ezekiel, a Joel, an Isaiah, in the

genuine Old Testament force and pregnancy of his imagery. To
this man the Evangelist John attached himself from the bottom of

his soul. What he saw and heard was heard and seen in the broad

dimensions of rich and massive ideas. Now, as Jesus Himself ex-

pressed His thoughts in a Hebrew form, John grasped most firmly

and thoroughly those portions of His discourses which were most in

harmony with the bent of a mind already prepared by intercourse

with the Baptist, namely, the prophetically grand, and majestically

rich and sublime ; in other words, those in which Jesus most fully

expressed the plenitude of His divinity. Thus, what the Baptist had

commenced and the Lord completed, had grown up within him

15
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into a living and enduring unity, which was now thoroughly his

own.^

In the case before us, he gives the last testimony borne by the

Baptist to Jesus m its original form.

§ 49.

conversation with the woman of samaria.

John iv. 1-42.

When the Pharisees learned that a much larger number of follow-

ers had assembled round Jesus than round John, it was naturally to

be expected that they would place impediments in His way, and form

plots against Him, as they had previously done in the case of John.

Now John had been just cast into prison (compare § 31, Mark i. 14

and Matt. iv. 12, with John iii. 24 and iv. 1-3). To avoid similar

persecution, lest the still feeble band of believers should be bewildered

or crushed, Jesus left the Jordan for Galilee. On His way through

Samaria, He came one evening^ to Jacob's well, near Sichem, and,

being fatigued, sat down there, while the disciples went into the city

for provisions. There came a woman to draw water. The request

of Jesus, that she would give Him some water, astonished her, since

the Jews were accustomed to avoid any intercourse with Samaritans.

But Jesus desired to make use of the opportunity for the purpose of

calling the woman to conversion and salvation, and said to her, " If

thou knewest Me, thou wouldest ask Me for living water." By this

He meant to intimate that He was more than a mere ^IovSalo<; ; whilst

the enigmatical words compelled the woman to continue the conversa-

tion. She could not possibly know what Jesus meant, and said to

' I am obliged to maintain the direct contrary of the position taken up by
Weisse and others, that John, the Jewish Apostle, represents Jesus in a foreign, Greek

speculative dress. Speculative he is, indeed, throughout; but if I wished to imagine

a genuine Hebrew speculation, I could not fancy it other than that of John.
2 Schweizer Siudi Bruno Bauer would reckon "the sixth hour," according to

Jewish calculation, as at mid-day. And the former discovers an impropriety in the

fact, that the woman should come to the well at so unusual an hour. But, apart

from John's usual custom of reckoning the hours after the Roman style, it must
be borne in mind, that in Palestine the time chosen for travelling would hardly be

the middle of the day, but the morning and evening, or even the night. And the

woman's coming is another proof. For even if she had really come for some other

purpose than " to draw water," she would not have visited the well at a time when
the burning heat would be sure to keep every one else away.
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deep well. Thoxi wouldst have to produce another well therefore (a

spring, perhaps, where no bucket was needed, and the water of which

was not standing but running

—

^cov). But how could that be done?

Art thou greater than Jacob?" Jesus then explained that by vBwp

t^wv He meant not running water in contrast with standing, but water

which would quench the thirst for ever. This was no real explana-

tion, however ; but merely served to fix attention, and still further

excite curiosity. The woman, hoping for a miracle, and one which

might secure a considerable material benefit, asked for some of this

water. TJie Lord now led her thoughts away from bodily wants to

spiritual, that He might prepare her mind to understand His words.

He showed that He was acquainted with the whole of her evil mode

of life. The woman, thoroughly ashamed, and brought to a confession

of her sin, tried, in her natural confusion, to turn the subject. She

called Jesus a prophet, and asked Him whether Zion or Gerlzim was

the proper place to worship God, hoping that this question would

sufficiently interest an inhabitant of Judgea to turn his attention away

from herself. But Jesus, just briefly assei-ting the superiority of Zion

(ver. 22), soon brought her thoughts back again to the subject of

greatest importance. He tells her that even Jerusalem will soon be

no longer the seat of God ; that a new time is approaching, and that

everything depends upon how God is worshipped,—not in words, but

in spirit (with the whole heart) and in truth (the heart being truly

engaged). Going back again to the opening part of the words (the

announcement of a new " hour"), she asks about the Messiah ; and the

Lord distinctly tells her " I am He."—Upon this, the disciples came

back from the town and offered Him food. But He was too deeply

moved and refreshed with the expectation of finding access to the

woman and her countrymen, and told them tlrat His food was to finish

His Father's work. The spiritual field Avas already ripe for the

harvest, and they themselves would one day reap what He had sown.

In the meantime the woman had gone into the town, and by her

assurance that Jesus had told her all that she had done, the Samari-

tans were induced to come out and invite Jesus to remain with them.

And very many believed, not merely as at first, with their understand-

ing, on account of His wonderful knowledge, but with their hearts

they turned to Him, the Saviour.

1. A discrepancy is said to exist in the fact, that the woman ex-

pects Jesus to draw from that very well (ver. 11), and yet supposes

that the water will be better (ver. 15). But in ver. 11 the woman

shows clearly enough that she does not expect Jesus to draw from
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that well. Slie even mentions the reason, namely, because Jesus has

no bucket, and it is too far down to the water for it to be reached

without one. But Bruno Bauer waxes bolder and bolder. On ver. 15

he says, No man who is not silly would misunderstand so clear a con-

trast (as that in ver. 14—water which lays thirst for ever, and com-

mon water: this contrast the woman did understand; but that the

former was to be understood spiritually, she had not understood).

And yet B. B. himself has misunderstood ver. 11 still more grossly

!

Strauss and B. Bauer cannot understand why Jesus should tell

the woman to fetch her husband. The former spends a long time in

considering the questions, whether Jesus seriously wished to speak to

the man, and also whether it was wise of Jesus to ask for something

which, if He were really omniscient, He must know could not be ful-

filled. At length he seems to understand, that the intention of Jesus

could only have been to prepare the way for the humiliating disco-

very, and therefore for the woman s repentance. But this does not

suffice. From the result (ver. 19), he says, it is evident that the

intention of Jesus was simply to bring the woman to the admission

that He was a prophet. But we repeat, the intention of Jesus was to

lead the woman's mind away from earthly wants to those of her soul

;

in other words, to awaken her to a consciousness of her sins. From
the manner in which the woman shrinks away, we see that this inten-

tion loas fully realized. She felt convicted and ashamed.

" In the same forced manner," he says, " is the conversation turned

to a.point, which serves to bring out the Messiahship of Jesus;" and

he cannot conceive how, if the conversation had been real, the woman
could have put the question she did. Baxir also asks with astonish-

ment, " how the Samaritan woman came to consult Jesus about the

religious question in dispute between the two nations;" and Strauss

says, "It is inconceivable that, with the narrowness of mind which

she displayed, she can have put such a question seriously ; and if she

did not, how could Jesus reply to an unmeaning inquiry"?" No doubt

the woman meant it seriously ; for, with all earnestness, she wanted to

draw Jesus away from an unwelcome topic. And for this purpose

that question presented itself, which was by no means too high for

her. She may have been unable to comprehend the words of Jesus,

which were really obscure, and yet have been just as able to put such

a question about the two temples—which was the common point in

dispute between the two nations,—as the most uneducated peasant

girl residing in a villao;e of a mixed confession would be able now to
t> i3 o
ask who were right, the Catholics or the Protestants. On the other

hand, it is equallj^ true, that the question, however seriously meant.
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was put, not so much for its own sake, as for the purpose of giving a

different turn to the conversation. And so Ave see that, after a brief

rej)ly (ver. 22), Jesus returned directly to the leading topic again,

2. In the conversation of Jesus with Ilis disciples, ver. 31, Bauer

finds fault with the " indefiniteness with which people speak who think

themselves wise and elevated above others, and talk with an air of

mystery from their higher position." To Strauss, on the other hand,

the words of Jesus appear so definite, that he sees in the answer of

the disciples, again, an incomprehensible misunderstanding. It seems

never to have occurred to either, that a man speaks of a matter which

inwardly fills him with that inward joy that does not prosaically ex-

press its full contents, but first gently hints at it, and lets the hearer

know a little, and puts him in a state of expectancy, in order to com-

municate to him gradually more and still more, and so lead him stej)

by step to an ever increasing sympathy with his fulness of joy. In

this way Jesus prepared the disciples—vers. 32-38—till that which

rejoiced Jesus met them as a surprise.

THE nobleman's SON. JESUS IN THE SYNAGOGUE AT NAZAllETH.

John iv. 43-54; Luke iv. 16-31 ; :Matt. iv. 12-17
;

^Iark 1. 14, 15.

Two days afterwards, Jesus returned from Samaria to Galilee,

and was heartily welcomed by His countrymen, who had seen His

public appearance in Jerusalem (the purification of the temple).

During a visit which Jesus paid to Cana (probably to the family

already mentioned), an officer of the court, who resided in Capernaum,

and had no doubt hitherto lived, like the rest of the courtiers, without

troubling himself about either John the Baptist or the carpenter's

son, was brought to Christ by bitter sorrow, in which no one could

render him the slightest aid. His son was lying ill Avith an incurable

disease. When the father heard of Jesus, and liis return to Galilee,

he came to Cana to seek for Him, and when he had found Him,

entreated Him to come down to Capernaum and restore his son. In

order that he might not merely rejoice in the bodily cure of his child,

and then forget Christ again, but that this occurrence might lead to

a change of heart in the man himself, Jesus at first answered him

reprovingly :
" Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not believe."'

These words of the Lord, with which He blamed the former indiffer-

ence of the courtier, who was first induced to come to Him by the
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want of a miraculous cure, and by which He sought to prevent him

from resting in the simple recognition of the benefactor, and to lead

him to acknowledge in Jesus one in whom, apart from miracles, it

was necessary to believe, were listened to with humility, and a silent

acknowledgment of their truth. But the new faith which was born

of affliction still pressed forward, and uttered itself in the simple repe-

tition of the earnest entreaty, " Lord, come with me, before my child

dies." The Lord granted his request; but, in doing so. He put his

faith once more to the test. He did not go with him, but said to him,

" Thy son liveth." The nobleman believed this word of Jesus, and

went away. (Such faith in a word naturally presupposed that he

had previously yielded himself up in a believing manner to the im-

pression made by the person of Jesus, and formed the point of transi-

tion from belief on account of miracles seen, to belief in Jesus " be-

cause of His word," ver. 41.) As he was returning to Capernaum,

his servants met him to announce the child's recovery ; and, on mak-

ing inquiry into all the circumstances, especially as to the time of his

recovery, he found that it took place in the very moment at which

Jesus had spoken the word.

Jesus then travelled about Galilee, preaching on the Sabbaths in

the synagogues. One Sabbath, when He was in the synagogue in

Nazareth, and stood up to read, the prophecies of Isaiah were handed

to Him ; and He opened them at chap. Ixi. 1, which was fulfilled, He
told them, in Himself. Listead of taking this discourse to heart, the

hearers looked only at His outward descent, and were astonished that

the carpenter's son should preach in such a way as that. This injuri-

ous habit of evading the point of a discourse, and making it merely

the subject of an everyday conversation (a practice of weekly occur-

rence even among ourselves), was reproved by Jesus, who told them

that the only good they looked for from Him was, that He should

glorify their town, or contribute to their temporal advantage, by

working many miracles ; whilst it never occurred to them to acknow-

ledge His divine commission. This had been the case with all the

prophets : strangers had welcomed them gladly, whilst their own

countrymen had failed to discern their divine and sacred character.

Embittered by this repi'oof, they forced Him out of the town to a

precipitous place in the hill on which Nazareth stood, for the purpose

of stoning Him (or throwing Him over). But He passed through the

midst of them, and came to Capernaum, where He henceforth took up

His abode. (In the meantime, John the Baptist had been put in prison.)

1. If we cast a cursory glance at the chronological and topographi-
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cal notices, we find that Matthew, who has ah'eady mentioned Nazareth

as the dweUing-place of Jesus (chap, ii. 23), states, in chap. iv. 12, that

after John had been cast into prison, Jesus returned to Gahlee ; and

tiiat He went this time and dwelt, not in Nazareth, but in Capernaum,

^[ark also says that, after John loas put in prison, Jesus came into

Galilee. Now, though John says nothing about the imprisonment of

the Baptist, but simply assigns the danger that had arisen as the

motive for the departure of Jesus to Galilee, there is no discrepancy

in this. The Evangelist John, who was well acquainted with the fact

of the Baptist's imprisonment {vid. ch. iii. 24), and took for granted

that his readers were the same, and who seems to intimate in this very

passage that it took place shortly after the occurrences described in

chap. iii. 22-36, saw no necessity for giving another circumstantial

account of his arrest, but thought it better to point out as clearly as

possible the precise reason for Christ's removal to Galilee. As the

Synoptists had mentioned in a general way that the arrest of John

the Baptist was the cause, the question put by modern critics would

\QYy naturally suggest itself, why should Jesus go straight into the

territory of his persecutor ? John therefore explains the real connec-

tion between the arrest of the Baptist and the removal of Jesus to

Galilee. (We assume John kneio the Synoptists. This will be proved

in Part II.) He points out the middle term. Was John taken pri-

soner by Herod because he baptized at JEnoyi, and, as it appeared, had

collected a dangerous band of followers *? ^ Jesus was exposed to the

very same danger on the part of the Sanhedrim, for He was baptizing

in Judaea, and had " made more disciples than John."

2. We will now look at the different passages which mention the

journey ofJesus to Galilee. It is very commonly regarded as a diffi-

culty, that in John iv. 44 the motive assigned for the journey is,

that " Jesus Himself testified that a prophet hath no honour in his

own country" (iv ttj Ihla. TrarplSi). The majority of commentators

express no doubt that by 7raTpi<; is to be understood Nazareth, or

Galilee in general. But what could this possibly mean : Jesus went

to Galilee because He had no honour there ? To meet this difficulty,

Gfrorer thinks it would be necessary to supply one or two " covered"

clauses, e.g., Jesus went to Galilee, but very sloioly, for, etc. ; Krafft

and others supply, Jesus went to Galilee, though not to Nazareth, but

to the other parts of Galilee, for, etc. In TholucJcs opinion, ver. 44

does not point back to ver. 43, but forward to ver. 45 :
" The Gali-

^ TVe shall show, at § G4, that one of the principal reasons for his imprisonment

vvas the apparent danger arising from any political infiuence that might be exerted

by John, who did not spare the nnbridled licentiousness of any rank.
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leans, namely, had given Jesus at other times a bad reception ; but

now, when He came, they received Him well." De Wette makes very

simple work of it ; the 7ap, he says, is "merely introductory," though

we cannot tell what it is intended to introduce. Amidst all these

disputes, Bnmo Bauer is perfectly right when he says that the passage

can have no meaning, so long as hy iraTpl'; loe understand anytliing hut

Judcea. Jesus is persecuted in His native country, therefore He flies

to Galilee. {Liiche gives the same explanation.)

But Bruno Bauer himself will not allow that Judaea is called the

7raTpi<i of Jesus, because He loas born in Betldehem. If this had been

the case, he says, " the Evangelist would have stated it distinctly, since

he has hitherto, from chap. i. 46 onwards, left it to appear as if Jesus

had been born in Nazareth." No doubt he would have stated it dis-

tinctly if he had supposed that his readers were not acquainted with

the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem. It would then have been necessary

to inform them, and to enter fully into all the cir-cumstances, of His
birth. But as John took for granted that his readers were historically

acquainted with the supernatural generation of Jesus (chap. i. 1 sqq.),

and always assumed an acquaintance with the Synoptists (vid. Part

II.), there was no necessity to introduce a clause to the effect that

" Jesus was not born in Galilee, but in Bethlehem of Judaea." On
the contrary, he could write the words of ver. 44 with the certain con-

viction that every reader would know how they were to be understood.

There is said to be a discrepancy, however, between John and
the Synoptists, arising from the fact that in the former the proverb,

" a prophet hath no honour in his oion country," is applied to Judaea ;

whereas, according to the Synoptists (Luke iv. 24), Jesus applied

them to Nazareth. But it is evident, in the first place, that both

Bethlehem, the birthplace of Jesus, and Nazareth, the place where
His early years were passed, might be called His Trarpi? ; and in the

second place, that the proverb was therefore applicable both to the

Jews, in the midst of whom the Lord was born and had lived by no

means in obscurity, and also to the Nazarenes, among whom He had
been brought up. Luke informs us that Jesus quoted the proverb on

one particular occasion in the synagogue at Nazareth ; John, on the

other hand, simply says that Jesus ivas in the habit of quoting it, and
it is the Evangelist himself who applies it on another equally appro-

priate occasion. Where, then, is the discrepancy to be found ? The
parallel account of the journey of Jesus, which we find in the Synop-
tists, has been exposed to the same attacks as those of John. Among
other things, it is said to be very strange that Matthew should state

(chap. iv. 13) that Jesus left Nazareth, without having anywhere
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mentioned His arrival there. But any cliild has comprehension enough

to see that " leaving Nazareth" (KaraXiTrcov ttjv Na^aper) does not

refer to the mere act of departure, as distinguished from the act of

arrival, but to a permanent removal (cf. KaTMKrjaev) from the town,

mentioned in Matt. ii. 23, which had been His dwelling-place till now.

3. The supposed identity of the courtier and the centurion we

shall examine when we come to the account of the latter. In that of

the courtier no other difficulty has been found than that the words in

ver. 48 are " much too severe," " undeserved," or " a passionate re-

proof." But the difficulty is caused by the fact that the words are

entirely misunderstood. They are interpreted as condemning the

same seeking after signs as that referred to in Matt. xii. 38 and xvi. 1

;

and then it is objected that the courtier evidently came, not to seek

after signs, but from actual need. What Jesus blamed the courtier

for, however, was not that he asked for a miracle, but that he did not

believe tintil he was placed in such circumstances that he was obliged

to ask for a miracle.—John tells us nothing, it is true, about the man's

previous unbelief ; and in all probability there was nothing peculiar

about it. But the mere fact that he was an officer of the court is suffi-

cient of itself to lead to the conclusion, that he had hitherto participated

in the religious indifference by which the higher classes were distin-

guished.^

^ In ver. 54 John says, " This is again the second miracle which Jesus did when

He was come out of Judaea into Galilee (iT^Suv U t^j 'lovlxi'oii)." The words may
either mean, that this was the second miracle that Jesus had ever wrought; in

which case Jx^wv K.r.T^. is merely introduced to point out the time : or they may be

rendered, this was the second miracle wrought by Christ on His arrival in Galilee.—
In neither case would any discrepancy arise ; for, according to what we have shown

to be the correct order of succession, this was really His second miracle. (The

purification of the temple, though explicable only through the divine power of

Jesus, was not really a ani/,iiov, cf. John ii. 18 ; and in John iv. 45 allusion is made,

not to miracles wrought by Jesus in Jerusalem, but only to what He did there,

Trdiinx « i-Tor/idiu.') In Luke iv. 23 the primary reference is to the healing of the

courtier's son in Capernaum. The word oox does not necessarily denote a plurality

of miracles. (" Do here as much as Thou hast done there.") Still, Jesus may
have wrought other miracles in Capernaum in the meantime, of which we have no

account.
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CHAPTER IV.

JESUS IN CAPERNAUM.

§51.

call of two pair of brothers.

Matt. iv. 18-22 ; Mark i. 16-20; Luke v. 1-11.

Jesus was in the habit of walking about in the neighbourhood of

Capernaum, as formerly in that of Nazareth, and preaching. On one

occasion He was standing thus on the shore of the Lake of Genne-

sareth, not far from Bethsaida, with a large number of people gathered

round Him to hear His word. Two empty boats were standing on

the shore, one of which belonged to Peter, whom He had already

met with by the Jordan. Peter himself had gone witli the other

fishermen to some distance off, to wash their nets. Jesus stepped into

his boat. In the meantime Peter returned, and Jesus requested him

to push out a little way from the land. Tlius, still seated in the boat,

He taught the crowd assembled on the shore. As soon as He had

finished teaching. He told Peter to go farther out into the lake, and

drop his nets. Peter replied, " Master, we have been fishing all night,

and have taken nothing ; nevertheless at Thy word I will let down

the net." He now caught so many, that the net began to break as he

drew it in, and he was obliged to beckon to his companions in the other

boat to come and lend a hand. They came, and the quantity was so

great that both the boats were wanted to bring them to the shore.

Peter then fell upon his knees, and said, " Depart from me, for I am
a sinful man, O Lord ;" for the thought of the omnipotence which

manifested itself in Jesus filled him, and also his companions from the

other ship, with alarm. But Jesus said, " Fear not ; from henceforth

thou shalt be a fisher of men." He then called the two brethren,

Peter, and Andrew his brother, to relinquish their occupation of

fishermen and follow Him ; and they immediately left their nets and

followed Him. In like manner He called their companions in the

other boat, the sons of Zebedee, John and his brother James, who
also left the fishing to their father, and thenceforth followed Jesus.

1. With regard to the question, whether the event narrated in

Luke V. 1-11 is identical with that in Matt. iv. 18 and Mark i. 16 sqq..
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we observe, first of all. that in Luke, and also in the two other E\an-

gelists, the point in question is not a momentary act of followiruj^ but

the giving zip of their occupation offsMng (for the task of fishing men).

And as these disciples, after having once given it up, could not give it

up a second time, it follows from this alone that the incident described

by Luke must be the same as that related by Matthew and Mark.

The different opinion entertained by Krafft rests, a. upon the assump-

tion that Luke writes in chronological order ; h. upon the supposition

that the disciples could hardly have understood the first call of Jesu.s,

mentioned in Matt. iv. and Mark i., " as implying the complete aban-

donment of their previous calling." But in Mark i. 18 it is distinctly

stated that '•' straightway they forsook their nets and followed Him ;"

and in ver. 20, that " they left their father Zebedee in the ship with

the hired servants, and went after Him ; and they loent into Cajjernaum;

and straightway on the Sabbath He entered into the synagogue and

taught." In Matt. iv. 22 also, the words, " they left the ship and

their father, and followed Him," are immediately connected with the

statement that " Jesus went about all Galilee teaching in the syna-

gogues." The impression produced by all this is certainly that

Matthew and Mark meant to say that these four disciples from this

time forth were the constant companions of Jesus.

The question arises, however, whether internally these two accounts

do not entirely differ,—in fact, contradict each other. In Luke, the

disciples are said to follow the Lord in consequence of a miraculous

draught of fishes ; and in Matthew and Mark they do so as the result

of a simple appeal. In the former, nothing is said of Andrew ; in the

latter, he also is named as associated with the others. Accordino; to

the former, the call was given upon the lake ; according to the latter,

upon the shore.

We will put the question in the only form which it ought to

assume. Granting that miracles are possible, ayid that this particular

occurrence did take place in the form described above, is it conceivable

that the occurrence may have been related in two such different ways,

icithout either of them containing statements that are untrue ?

We reply in the affirmative.—It is a matter of no importance that

Andrew is not particularly mentioned by Luke. For, as we have

shown in § 19, the design of Luke is to bring into especial prominence

the impression produced by Jesus ; and this impression is most strik-

ingly manifested in Peter's words. Moreover, the readers of Luke
were already well aware that Andrew was the brother of Peter, and

that he was one of the twelve ; both of which facts are also distinctly

recorded in chap. vi. 14.—The apparent difference, arising from the
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fact that according to Luke tlie call was given upon the lake, also

vanishes away. For the definite summons to forsake their nets would

undoubtedly be first addressed to them when it was possible for them

to obey it, i.e., after they had landed (Luke v. 11). First of all, He
appealed to Peter and Andrew ; and then proceeding to the other boat,

addressed the same call to the sons of Zebedee.

But how are we to explain the silence of Matthew and Mark as to

the draught of fishes ?—Simply from the fact, that the calling of the

disciples appeared to them a far more important matter than the

miracle which attended it. No doubt, to a man looking from Strauss^

s

standpoint, each particular miracle would occasion so much amaze-

ment, that not one would be left out. But, assuming that Jesus did

really work miracles, and indeed many miracles, we cannot see why
every Evangelist should necessarily relate eveiy miracle. The primary

intention of Matthew and Mark was to show that from the period of

His removal to Capernaum onwards, Jesus chose several disciples to

be His constant companions. They might, no doubt, have mentioned

the miracle which accompanied the choice, as well as Luke. But they

could just as well omit it, for their readers believed in the miraculous

power of Jesus without this additional proof.

In the whole of this account the two Evangelists are brief and

summary. They make no special allusion to the place and circum-

stances ; but merely state, after having mentioned the habit of Jesus

to travel about, that this particular event occurred as He was walking

by the lake (jrepcTraTcov irapa rrjv dakacraav), where Peter and Andrew
were engaged in fishhig (Matt. iv. 18 ; Mark i. 16), and the sons of

Zebedee in mending their nets (Matt. iv. 21 ; Mark i. 19). Luke goes

more into detail, and states that at first they were all engaged in clean-

ing and repairing the nets ; that Peter then went out with his boat

CAndrew, no doubt, being with him at the time), and netted a great

draught of fishes. The sons of Zebedee in the meantime continued

their occupation on the shore until Peter called them to lend a hand
(Luke V. 6), when they immediately rowed out to his help.—Who in

the world, that has the least discernment, could think it impossible for

two accounts of this one occurrence to assume these various forms ?

2. We have still to adduce the promised proof, that the calling of

the four disciples at the lake does not shut out the account contained

in John i. 41 sqq. The first objection, founded upon the foolish as-

sumption that John is speaking there of something more than the fol-

lowing at the time, has been already disposed of. But we are met by
another. " According to the Synoptists," we are told, " Jesus com-

mences the acquaintance entirely afresh. And nothing can be further
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from the intention of the first two Evangelists, tlian to assume that an

acquaintance had ah'eady existed between Jesus and the brothers

whom he now called to follow Him." Corisequently the interview

which John describes between Jesus and Andrew, Peter and John,

is entirely precluded by this account.

But is it really true that the account given by the Synoptists pro-

duces the impression that Jesus was now forming an acquaintance with

tlie four for the very first time ?—We will not appeal to the fact, that

Luke, who does not write in chronological order, introduces the inci-

dent here referred to, after having described the healing of Peter's

mother-in-law, which did not take place till afterwards ; and therefore,

in ver. 3, speaks of Simon as a person already known. For he refers

to him as a man known to his readers ; and the words do not imply

that he was already known to Jesus. We attach far greater import-

ance to the manner in which Jesus and Peter act towards each other.

Jesus in the simplest manner requests of Peter, as of a person already

known to Him, that he will push off from the land, and Peter does so.

He then tells him to pull out into the lake, and directs him to let down

his net. Peter calls Him eTncrrdra, and says, " At Thy word I will

let down the net." Does this look like the first commencement of an

acquaintance ? But we will leave Luke out altogether. Even the

account given by Matthew and Mark shows that Jesus must have been

already known to the disciples. The spot to which Jesus had gone

must have been very near to Capernaum, since the word employed

(irepLiraTelv) shows that it was merely a walk, not a journey, that

Jesus had taken. Now, it is evident from Matt. iv. 18, that Peter

and Andrew lived somewhere in the neighbourhood. John says that

they lived in Bethsaida (chap. i. 45), a place which was situated, like

Capernaum, on the western shore of the lake, and must in any case

(though we cannot determine its exact situation) have been very near

to Capernaum. In all probability Peter and Andrew had removed

to Capernaum itself {vid. § 60). Now Jesus lived, taught, worked

miracles in Capernaum, and was very widely known. Wei'e the four

fishermen the only persons who knew nothing about Him ? Jesus had

proclaimed that the kingdom of heaven was at hand (Matt. iv. 17 ;

Mark i. 15), that the time of the glad tidings had come (in other

words, that He was the Messiah) ; and therefore, even from the state-

ments of the first two Evangelists, it follows that the four must have

known in other ways quite as much of Jesus as they would have

learned from the incidents recorded in John. And yet we are told

that tlieir account implies the formation of a first acquaintance, and

therefore precludes the account given by John ! " The intention of
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the Synoptists was to represent the readiness with which the disciples

followed Jesus as a miracle, which it certainly was not, if the men had

already been His followers." There is not a word of truth in this.

The men had not been "His followers," even according to John's

account. But three quarters of a year before, they paid Him a visit

and remained with Him several hours. Nor is it the intention of

Matthew and Mark to record a miracle. At the same time, it is cer-

tainly true, that notwithstanding the incident recorded by John, and
the fact that, even according to the account of Matthew and Mark,
Jesus was already known to the four men, it is impossible to under-

stand the strength of character which could induce them to relinquish

their profitable trade, apart from the whole impression produced by

the true God who had here appeared as a true man.

3. Passing to the details of the narrative, we remark that Strauss

and B. Bauer have found out many incongruities in it. In the first

place, we are assured by B. B., that the most unskilful writer would

not, after already naming the hvo dhe\j)om, after Andrew again

add, 70V dSeXcfiov avrou. Bruno Bauer regards it as unpardonable

that " the two pair of brothers, at the very moment when they were

called, should have been washing their nets instead of listening to

the word of God." A sound understanding would probably prompt

the reply, that the brothers had received no previous intimation of

the call which they were about to receive, and did not go away when
Jesus came to the place where their boats were lying. On the

contrary, they were away at the time, and returned as soon as they

saw Jesus enter into one of the boats. But such trifless cannot stop

the eagle's fl.ight of the man who presently afterwards informs us, that

" in life as we know it, a circle of disciples is formed in a very different

manner from this, namely by degrees, through the steady increase in

the attractive power exerted by a man,—for example, by the gradual

development, on the part of a teacher, of the principles which he

inculcates, and so forth." No doubt there are two kinds of teachers,

pupils, and systems

—

artificial and real}

' We may be allowed, however, to call to mind the formation oi friendship in

" life as we know it." There are many men with whom we become acquainted by
degrees, and whom we come in the same manner to value and esteem. But far

deeper and more inward, as a rule, are the roots of the friendship which springs up
quickly and surely at the very first meeting. Two young men meet for the first

time, say at the university. They know but little of each other. But the mutual
impression is immediate and marked. They feel that they are made for each other

and this inwar.l certainty has for them far more reality than any outward cir-

cumstances, and constrains them to seek each other's society more and more, until

the first searching glance has grown into a warm and lasting friendship. We do
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Let US now turn from tlie idiosyncrasies of Bruno to the remain-

ing objections of Strmiss. His description of the discernment of the

spirit of the disciples on the part of Jesus, as an " odorando judicare,"

reduces itself to a dogmatic objection. Even so, the miracle of the

draught of fishes is a mountain before which he stands, partly be-

cause he cannot imagine any supremacy of Jesus over nature, or

discover any object in the miracle, supposing it to have been a

miracle of potcer ; and partly, because, if it was a miracle of knowledge,

it seems to him very inconsistent "that Jesus, when crossing the

water, should have spent His time in observing the habits of the fish,

—

an occupation which would be quite sufficient to shut out more im-

portant thoughts from his mind." How sad, that thoughts of love

and beneficence should block out thoughts of greater importance!

Truly Fenelon's stores of theological lore must have suffered irrepar-

able injury, when with his own hand he drove back for five miles

the poor peasant's cow.—There is a kind of knowledge, to which love is

the highest of all things, and which penetrates all the deeper in actuai,

insight and experience into its true nature and fulness, the smaller

and humbler the services to which love constrains it to stoop. There

is another kind of knowledge, which is disturbed by actual life.

It buries itself in itself, and with inflated pride orders all that " dis-

turbs" away. It neither finds nor seeks a place in the heart; all

little things it tramples coldly under foot, and rejoices in a result of

which the adept, when thousands have been robbed of their peace of

mind, haughtily boasts, as exalting him above such as are not adepts

like him, but simply men. If Dr Strauss could but once be brought

to see that this acquaintance on the part of Jesus with the fishes in

the lake, and this resolution to do a pleasure to the disciples, were

among the important thoughts of the Lord, and not His unimportant

ones, he would have made far greater progress in divine wisdom than

he will ever make in the proud Avisdom of this world, by means of his

" Life of Jesus."

not intend this as a natural explanation of the event here recorded, but as a proof,

that even in common life the power of individuality is greater than the influence of

reflection and artistic construction.
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§52.

FIRST ACCUSATION OF A LEAGUE WITH BEELZEBUB. THE WOMAN's

EXCLAMATION. FIRST DEMAND FOR A SIGN. HIS MOTHER AND
BRETHREN DESIRE TO SEE HIM.

Matt. xii. 22-50 ; Mark hi. 23-35 ; Luke xi. 14-28, viii. 19-21.

In this early part of Jesus' stay in Capernaum, a man whom a

devil had rendered blind and dumb was healed by Him in His house.

Some Pharisees, who had come along with the rest of the crowd,

accused Him of driving out devils tlirough the help of the devil. Jesus

showed them first of all the folly of supposing that Satan would fight

against his own kingdom ; and told them rather to recognise in these

victories over the kingdom of Satan the entrance of the kingdom of

God, since a strong one could only be driven out by a stronger. And
having thus shown them the absohite opposition between the kingdom

of God and that of Satan, He pointed out the necessity of their de-

ciding for either the one or the other ; and declared to them, that

whoever should harden himself against the Holy Ghost, by i-esisting

the kingdom of God, and the grace brought near to them there, would

fall in consequence into the absolute power of the kingdom of Satan,

and commit that sin for which there is no possible forgiveness. He
then concluded with severe words, the substance of which was, that a

godless mind could produce only godless fruits. They had in their

fruits displayed this hardened, godless spirit; and now judgment

awaited them.—Affected by these words, a woman in the crowd ex-

claimed. How blessed must she have been who gave Thee bu'th ! But

Jesus answered (not blaming the woman's spirit, but correcting her

words), " Blessed are they who hear My word, and keep it " (Luke xi.

27, 28).—Some of the Pharisees who were standing round, as though

also desirous of recognising the divine power and mission of Jesus,

expressed, with feigned allegiance, the wish to see Him work a miracle.

But Jesus reproved a wicked and spiritually adulterous generation,

and told them that the sign of Jonah, who was three days in the

whale's belly, would be given to them, namely. His own resurrection.

And the time would come when the Ninevites, who hearkened to

Jonah, and the Queen of Sheba, who came from afar to Solomon

with a sincere desire for eternal wisdom, would put to shame their

unbelief, after seeing so much greater things. In their case, even

when punished for one outbreak of sin, they were not aroused, but

fell into sevenfold greater guilt.—Whilst Jesus was speaking in this
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manner, His mother and brethren, who had come from Nazareth,

stood without, and desired to speak to Him. And one of the com-

pany, extremely glad of this opportunity of interrupting so severe

and painful a discourse, said to Him, " Thy mother and Thy brethren

desire to speak to Thee." But the Lord, pointing to His disciples,

replied, " My mother and brethren are they who do the will of My
Father in heaven."

1. With regard to the form of the narrative, the only difference is,

that Luke places the occasion of the second address, namely, the

demand for a sign, immediately after that of the first, the charge of

alliance with Beelzebub ; and then gives the two addresses together.

The critics have discovered a difficulty in the fact, that in another

passage (chap. ix. 32) Matthew repeats the accusation (" He casts

out devils through the prince of the devils"). Strauss, indeed, admits

tliat "it is perfectly credible " that such accusations may have been

brought against Jesus more than once, but thinks it strange that on

both occasions the man should have been dumb. " There were so

many kinds of demoniacs ; why should not the accusation have been

brought when the man restored was possessed in a different way ?"

I confess that it would cause me no astonishment if the second accu-

sation had been brought when the man restored " was possessed in a

different way." But possibility is not necessity. Why should not

the same accusation have been brought in connection with the healinfj

of two dumb demoniacs? Ought the Pharisees to have reflected the

second time, when they were disposed to bring this accusation, " We
have already brought the accusation once when a dumb man was

healed ; we must wait, therefore, for the sake of variety, till another

kind of possession presents itself ? " But there really was a difference

;

one of the men was blind as well as dumb ; so that the variatio delec-

tans is not wanting.

There is another difficulty, however. In the passage before us,

Matthew connects the address with the healing of a bli?id and dumb

man, and in chap. ix. relates the healing of one who was merely dumb

without any address. Luke, on the other hand, connects the same

address with the healing of one who is merely dumb.—Bruno Bauer

knows how to explain the " confusion." The account in INfatthew has

arisen from an unskilful combination of Luke xi. 14 and Matt. ix. 32

with Mark viii. 22. But there is a much simpler explanation. For

example, either Luke is relating the same occurrence as that described

in Matt, ix., where a dumb man is healed without any discourse fol-

lowing, and has connected with this tiie discourse which he found
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detaclied among his original sources,—a thing which might easily occur,

since it was a matter of not the slightest importance on which occa-

sion the address was delivered ; or he did not find in his accounts the

utterly unimportant statement that the dumb man was blind as well.

Therefore, the conclusion of Strauss, that Jesus must have spoken the

same things on these two successive occasions (although there is no

impossibiHty even in that), is not justified.

2. We have already sufficiently exhibited the deep internal con-

nection between the answer given by Jesus, and the charge which

occasioned it ;—a connection which certainly does not exist in any

close external linking of the different passages by means of causal or

final particles, but in the adaptation of the different dicta to the events

which occasioned them.

3. With reference to the request for a sign, both Schleiermacher and

Schneckenburger ask how it was possible that men, who had evoked

such a reproof by their accusation, could bring themselves to desire a

sign ? If it were a bare demand, I confess that I should also be un-

able to conceive of it as psychologically possible, after such a repulse.

But just look attentively at the words of Matt. xii. 38. They do not

demand: they express their wish, their willingness ; in other words,

they put on the appearance of friendliness and recognition. Only
thus, but thus most completely, can the stern repellent answer of the

Lord be understood ; thus, too, the comparison of their spiritual hypo-

crisy and equivocation to literal adultery ; and thus also the allusion

to the sign of the resurrection, which they did not ask for, but which

would surely come, to their own vexation and judgment.

4. The visit of the mother and brethren of Jesus lias been com-

pletely misunderstood by many expositors and critics. All three

Evangelists, after reporting their arrival, state expressly that one of

the bystanders announced to Jesus that they were there. Why is this,

unless the announcement itself was of importance ? It was not to His

mother and brethren that Jesus made the reply given here, for they

were not yet present ; but to the man who so quickly availed himself

of the opportunity furnished by their coming, to 2^ut an end to a dis-

tasteful discourse. There is not a word in the text, either expressed or

implied, about His sending them back to Nazareth with their inten-

tion frustrated. On the contrary, every impartial reader of the

Gospels who was acquainted with Jesus, would so naturally conclude

that Jesus afterwards admitted them, that there was no necessity to

mention this more particularly. But it was necessary to notice, how
this last artifice was overturned by Jesus ; and this is evidently the

Evancelists' desiirn.
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The "harsh repulse," and "the unbelief of the mother of Jesus,"

therefore, of which not a syllable is to be found in the words of Jesus,

both fall to the ground. Strauss and Bruno Bauer, it is true, regard

this visit of the relations as identical with the thoroughly heterogeneous

occurrence which took place on a journey (Mark iii. 20, 21), when the

people attempted to take Jesus in an inn. But that is their fault.

AVhy do they show such culpable levity as thus to ignr>re all the

chronological data which the Evangelists have supplied ?

§53.

DEPARTURE TO GADARA.

(The Scribe who wishes to follow. Similitudes. The Tempest stilled.)

Matt. viii. 18-22, xiii. 1-53, viii. 23-27 ; Mark iv. 35-40, 1-20,

30-34; Luke ix. 57-60, viii. 22-25 and 1-15, xiii. 18-21. '

The same day Jesus went down to the shore of the lake, with the

intention of crossing over to the opposite side. On the way there

came a scribe, who offered to follow Him wherever He went. Jesus

told him that this was no light matter, for the Son of man had not

where to lay His head. To another man Jesus said, " Follow Me."

He was quite willing, but wanted first of all to bury his father. Jesus

did not permit this, but said, "Let the dead bury their dead;" come

thou and help to preach the kingdom of God.—A crowd of people

was collected together on the sea-shore ; Jesus therefore sat down in

a ship which was lying close to the shore, and taught them in parables.

He commenced with the parable of the sower, in which He showed in

what different w^ays the preaching of the kingdom of God may be

received. When He had finished this parable, the disciples came and

asked Him why He taught in parables. In reply, He explained to

them that the whole nation was not yet in a condition to understand

the doctrine of the kingdom of God ; and that He selected the form

of parables, that His preaching might be unintelligible to those who

were not yet mature, and so act as a stimulus and provocative to

further inquiry ; whilst to the disciples, to whom He explained the

parables, it was a revelation of saving truth.—The design of preach-

ing (He continued in loosely connected sentences, Mark iv. 21 sqq.)

was to make things clear. But in every case the clearness depended

upon the measure of the capacity and willingness possessed. To him

that hath some inward point of attachment, more is given. But from

him that hath not this point within, even that which he hath is taken

away (what he has received in the form of parables is perfectly uuin-
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telligible). Jesus then explained to the disciples the parable of the

sower. He also added other parables, in which Pie compared the

progress of the kingdom of God to the growth of a field of corn, and

to a grain of mustard-seed (Mark iv. 26 sqq.),

(Matthew, whose plan led him to group together all the parables

respecting the kingdom of God, and who has taken the parables

already mentioned entirely out of their connection with the Gadarene

journey, introduces some others, which were no doubt uttered on

different occasions :^ viz., the parable of the enemy who sows tares,

which tares the master of the field will not have removed until the

harvest ; the parable of the leaven which leavens the whole lump ; the

explanation of the former of these ; and the comparison of the king-

dom of heaven to a treasure and a pearl, and of the final separation

between the true and false members of that kingdom to a net cast

into the sea.)

After these discourses, Jesus directed the disciples to proceed

across the lake. During the passage, there arose so violent a storm

that the waves beat over the little ship. But Jesus was sleeping.

The disciples then came and awoke Him, saying, " Lord, save us : we
perish." But Jesus blamed them for their little faith, and rebuked

the tempest and the sea, and there followed a complete calm. At
this they were amazed, and said, " What manner of man is this ; for

He commandeth even the winds and water, and they obey Him ?"

1. The expression applied by Matthew (viii. 21) to the second of

the men, " another of the disciples," is an example of a very common
construction, which we even meet vnth in Homer, and which does not

necessarily imply that the scribe was also a disciple of Jesus. The
narrative itself does not show whether he followed Jesus after all,

or was deterred by His words. The event is recorded as an illustra-

tion of the conscientiousness with which Jesus at the very outset laid

before any who were disposed to follow Him, the difficulties which

they would have to encounter.—The second might be described as a

^ Mark says that Jesus crossed the lake immediately after the parable of the

grain of mustard-seed. And Matthew states (chap. xiii. 36) that Jesus explained

the parable of the tares when He went home. But this parable, and the parables

of the treasure^ the pearl, and the net, which are connected with it in a summary
form, were evidently spoken on a different occasion from that referred to in Matt.

xiii. 1, as we may see from the venj chapter itself, where Matthew speaks of Jesus

returning to His own country (dg rv\v vocTpllx) after finishing these parables (ver.

53) ;
evidently showing that the expression in ver. 36, Jesus " went ii; tviu oUlxu,"

relates to the parable of the tares alone, and therefore that it must have been

spoken on a different occasion.
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" disciple," called by Jesus Himself, if lie obeyed the words of Jesus

(Luke ix. 60), and immediately followed Ilim. That he did this, may
be inferred from the fact, that he made his going to bury his father

dependent upon Jesus' permission.

The demand that he should henceforth go and preach the king-

dom of God (Luke ix. GO), is regarded by Bruno Bauer as denoting

an immediate mission, and therefore as inappropriate. All that Jesus

says, liowever, is that the preaching of the kingdom of God is more

important and necessary than burying a corpse. But according to

Bauer, this is " a collision of abstract cruelty ;" and even Weisse con-

siders the occurrence " more than doubtful." As if it could have

hurt the deceased father to be buried by other hands than those of

his son. But what sentimentality ! Grief for his father's death had

just prepared the son for listening to the preaching of the Lord. His

broken heart was open to the seed of grace, and this was the very

moment to decide for Jesus. Therefore Jesus called him just now
;

therefore, too, the moment must not be allowed to pass by, lest inter-

course with other acquaintances should divert his attention, and draw

the young man away. In all probability his mind was pained for the

moment, at the thought that he could not bury his father. But this

was the way in which he was called to show immediate decision, and

his passing grief was quieted by eternal consolation.

2. It has been thought unnatural that so many parables should be

spoken at one time. Think only : first, the parable of the sower

about the various ways of receiving the word of God, then a con-

versation, then an explanation of the parable, then a comparison of

tlie growth of the kingdom to seed in a field, and then to a grain of

mustard; and for all that, only three or four hours!—Strauss is un-

certain whether the parable of the seed-field (Mark) and of the tares

(Matt.) are identical or not. The state of the case appears to be

simply this : On the journey to Gadara, Jesus spake the parable of

the seed-field ; later, and on another occasion, He altered this parable

into that of the tairs, by giving it a new point and introducing a new-

thought. ^Matthew, who here gives all the parables spoken at dif-

ferent times concerning the kingdom of heaven (and among the rest

that of the tares), did not feel it necessary to give the simpler form of

the latter, as the thought contained in tlie simpler form was already

given in the parable of the grain of mustard-seed.—The statement

in Matt. xiii. 34, that Jesus spake not to the multitude %ft)/3t? irapa-

^oXrj^, is said to contradict Matt, v.-vii. This alleged contradiction,

liowever, arises from overlooking the fact, that that statement has re-

ference only to that day. Christ's words that day were parabolical.
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Any other sense would imply a forgetfulness, on the part of the writer,

of the contents of the chapter immediately preceding.

3. With regard to the stilling of the tempest, we might expect at

the outset to find Strauss asking what was the object of this miracle.

—

We need not look far. The object was to save all that were in the

ship from danger and from death. It might indeed be said, that if

at the present time a ship were in danger, we could only hope, and

therefore pray for deliverance in a natural way. That is veiy true.

But if it be correct, that with our ordinary powers we must still trust

in the help and blessing of God, this is no reason why Jesus could

not, or should not, make use of the higher powers which He possessed.

It is the duty of every one to trust in God ; but it is also the duty of

every one to make use of whatever means he has at his command.

Now this ship contained the Christian Church ; i.e., its corner-stone

and future pillars.—But did Jesus really possess such powers? To

Strauss, the control over nature which we obtain by means of a

thorough study of mechanics, control by " the compass and steamer,"

is something far worthier than " the magical power which costs only

a word." With his view of the universe, which recognises no other

relation of spirit to matter than that of servitude, in which we now

stand, and which discerns the highest works of the purely immanent

so-called " God" in the ever increasing activity of the human mind, in

logarithms, the differential calculus, steam-engin-e establishments, and

railway stations, this is perfectly correct. But we still reserve to our-

selves the doctrinal standpoint of the Bible ; and from this standpoint

there are no internal difficulties whatever. And here again objectors

must acknowledge that, apart from doctrinal questions, there are no

historical difficulties which lead to the conclusion, that the account

before us is mythical.

In his notes on Matt. viii. 27, and the parallel passages, Bauer

asks the following questions. _
According to Matthew, it was the men

who inquired "What manner of man is this?" but where did these

men come from ? According to ISIark, it was the disciples ; but was

not Jesus already known to them as the Messiah?—It is evident from

Matt. viii. 23, where the disciples are said to \\n,v& folloioed Jesus into

the ship, and also from Mark iv. 36, where Jesus is described as sail-

ing away in the same ship into which He had casually entered, that

the ship did not belong to ariy one of the disciples. At least there is

nothing to show that it did. In any case, therefore, it must be ad-

mitted that there may have been other men in the ship besides the

disciples. Perhaps Matthew ought in this case to have drawn up a

list of the crew (intended expressly for critics).—The exclamation,
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" Who (what manner of man) is this?" is a burst of astonishment, not

an inquiry of uncertainty. That the disciples knew Jesus before as

the Son of God, and believed in His power to help, is obvioiis from

the fact, that they cried to Him, "Lord, save us." Nevertheless

they also might exclaim with the other men, " What manner of man is

this, that even the winds and the sea obey Him ?

"

§54.

the demoniac of gadara.

Matt. viii. 28-34; Mark v. 1-20; Luke viii. 26-39.

When Jesus landed at the south-east end of Gennesareth, in the

country of the so-called Decapolis, there was a man there possessed of

devils, perfectly raving, who lived in the tombs, would wear no clothes,

and had burst the strongest fetters, and whom no one durst approach

on account of his ferocity. As soon as he saw Jesus, he rushed to-

wards Him with his usual vehemence. But Jesus went to meet him,

and said, " Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit." The man
then fell down before Jesus, and the unclean spirit cried out of him
with a loud voice, " What have I to do with Thee, Jesus, Thou Son of

the Most High God? I adjure Thee by God that Thou torment me
not." Jesus asked, "What is thy name?" He answered, "Legion;
for we are many." The unclean spirit then entreated not to be sent

away from the earth into the abyss, but to be allow^ed to enter into a

herd of swine, wdiich was feeding at some distance off. Jesus gave

permission ; the devils entered into the swine, and the whole herd

rushed into the lake. The swine-herds then fled, and reported in the

city what had occurred. The people immediately came out, and saw

the demoniac sitting by Jesus, clothed and cured. When they had
heard further particulars, they requested Jesus to leave their country.

The man that was healed, however, entreated to be allowed to follow

Him ; but Jesus told him to return to his own tow^n, and there to

make known what good had been done to him. He went away, there-

fore, and published it throughout all Decapolis.

1. According to Ids usual custom, Matthew groups together two

similar incidents, so as to form a pair ; namely, the healing of the man
with a devil in Gadara, and a later one, possibly the similar^ occur-

rence in the synagogue at Capernaum, the time of which is given by

* There, too, the man with a devil cries out ; and there, too, he knows Jesus as

the Holy One of God, and s:iys, l«, ri ijfitv kxI aoi.
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Mark (viz., immediately before the healing of Peter's mother-in-law).

—

It would be presumptuous to attempt to explain the statement in

Matthew, that there were two men possessed, Avere it not that on two

other occasions we find Matthew grouping two similar occurrences

together so as to form a pair. An " inaccuracy," as Bleek calls it, no

doubt this is ; but the simple explanation is, that Matthew occupied

himself, not with the details of each particular event, but with the most

essential of the leading characteristics of the life of Jesus.

2. So far as regards i\\Q place at which the event occurred, De Weite

has not improperly called attention to the fact, that Matthew not only

differs from Mark and Luke in calling it the " country of the Ger-

gesenes," but speaks of a place which we meet with nowhere else.

For, among the " ten cities," Pliny and Ptolemy mention Gadara, and

also a Gerasa, but no Gergesa. According to tlie result of BleeKs

inquiries, however, FepaarjvMV is the original reading in Matthew
(hardly in Luke and Mark) ; and Origen, who may probably have

known something about a place called Gergesa, was the first to correct

Fepaarjvcov into repyearjvcop. Luke and Mark have Gadara instead.

{Bleek supposes that Gerasa was also the original reading here ; but

this appears to me extremely improbable. Can we imagine that

Origen altered this Gerasa on one occasion into Gergesa, and on

another into Gadara?)—But even the account given by Mark and

Luke, both of whom mention Gadara, is regarded by De Wette as not

without difficulty. " According to ver. 34, the city is alluded to as

being close at hand, certainly nearer than Gadara appears to be upon

the maps." But that is the fault of the maps themselves.—Even
Haumer, it is true, follows Seetzen and Burhhardt in their conjecture,

that the present Om Keis, which is situated upon a limestone rock

two or three miles to the south of Hieromax, is the same as the ancient

Gadara. But how is this to be reconciled with Plhii/s statement

(v. 15): ^^ Gadava llieromace prceterjlueiite ;'^ and with that of Jijromg,

"Gadara urbs trans Jordanem contra Scythopolin et TiheriademV^

For Scythopolis, which may still be distinguished by the ruins of a

theatre, was only four hours' journey from Tiberias. Tiberias, which

is still known by its hot sulphur springs, was a few hours' journey to

the north of the southern extremity of the lake. Gadara, therefore,

which was opposite to tlie two, must have been about the same distance

from the southern end of the lake. But it was also situated on the

Hieromax, which flows into the Jordan about an hour's journey to the

south of the lake. The situation may therefore be pretty accurately

determined. The Mandhur, which winds through the mountains,

flows, for some distance before it enters the Jordan, from north-east to
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south-west, and approaches so near to tlie shore of the lake, that on

an average it is not more than an liour's journey away. Now Gadara

must liave been situated upon tlie mountain range which separates

the two, and compels the Mandhur to empty its waters to the south of

the lake. The distance between the lake and Gadara, therefore, can-

not have been more than an hour's journey.

One difficulty is thus removed. Mark and Luke relate nothing

impossible. But how does it stand with Matthew? The notion that

the rending Tahaprjvwv, which we find in certain codices and versions

(of which B, C, M, and Ital. are the most important), is genuine, has

been very properly given up. For it is impossible to conceive how
the reading repaaTqvMv, which substitutes an unknown place for one

well known, can })ossibly have originated;^ whereas the introduction

of the reading Tahaprjvwv in the place of TepaaT)vwv may easily be

explained as an attempt to bring Matthew into harmony with the other

two.—The diflficulty still remains, therefore, that Matthew mentions

one place, Mark and Luke another.

But this difficulty may easily be solved. Matthew, who wrote for

Jewish readers, to whom the country was well known, mentions the

less known place Gerasa, which stood close by, upon the coast. Luke
and Mark, on the other hand, mention the "metropolis of Persea,"^

of world-wide notoriety, which was a little farther away. Now, if the

readers of ^latthew were acquainted with Gerasa as a village situated

in the vicinity of Gadara, they would also understand that the TroXt?

mentioned in Matt. viii. 33 was Gadara itself. Or if that seem too

" precarious" (as Bleek says), we may admit that by the TroXt? Matthew
sim])ly means Gerasa. This involves no contradiction ; for, according

to Mark and Luke, the swine-herds proclaim the occurrence not merely

in Gadara, but also eh tov<; dypov^, in the places round about.

3. Further contradictions are said to lie in the occurrence itself.

Matthew, says Strauss, describes " a terrified resistance to Jesus, whose

coming was undesired ;" Luke, " a supplicatory approach to Him;"
Mark, " haste to seek Him while He was still in the distance." We
congratulate the man who, after reading the description of raging

madness given by Mark (vers. 3-5), can find in the word eBpufie,

" haste to seek Jesus." The three Evangelists give just the same

' The .luthority of Oriycu, who defends " Gergcseue.s," would not be sufficient,

.-us Cvieshach correctly observes, to alter a text which was generally received before.

"We might also ask, how it happens that li, C, and M, the very codices which, were

most under the influences of tlie Egypto-Syriau churches, should not have adopted

an emendation which originated in Alexandria? For they all read YciCicipn-j^t).

'^ Josfj^Jms, B. J. 4, 7, 3.
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account. The moment the madman saw Jesus, he screamed wildly

(Luke), and rushed upon Jesus (Mark). (Matthew gives a summary
of the whole, and merely relates briefly the words which he uttered,

without minutely describing the whole affair.) Mark and Luke then

relate how he threw himself down before Jesus, complaining bitterly

;

and they explain the change in his demeanour as caused by the

command given by Jesus to the devil to come out of him.—Strauss

says there is no place for this command, and conjectures that Jesus

must have addressed the madman in the words reported by Mark
(ver. 8), while he was still at a distance off, and before he ran to meet

Him,—an act which he very justly pronounces unsuitable. But if we
only look at the matter naturally, we shall find that it took place in a

much simpler way. When the madman rushed upon Jesus, the latter

met him in His divine power with the command, " Come out of the

man, thou unclean spirit," and immediately the man fell down. It is

simply to bring out the whole proceeding in the most striking form,

that ]\Iark and Luke first group together the running (the shouting)

and the falling down, and then describe the cause of the sudden change.

The first command must have been " ineffective," says Bruno
Bauer ; for the devils did not come out directly, notwithstanding.

Ineffective it was not ; for they tremble and are afraid, and take for

granted that they ivill be compelled.—The words spoken by the possessed

ma,n, as related by the three Synoptists, are said not to agree ; but I

cannot see this. Mark and Luke give them verbatim, as an adjuration

that Jesus will not torment them; Matthew, as a complaiid : why
should He torment them ? The meaning is the same ; the form as

given by Mark and Luke, is no doubt the more exact of the two. But
was this a matter of importance for any Christian reader ? For Strauss

and Bruno Bauer it is. The former says that a devil could not have

adjured Jesus " by God." But where has he found this fable ? He
seems to be particularly well acquainted with what a devil can, and

what he cannot do. It is true, the devils in our children's tales run

away as soon as they hear the name of God ; but the fallen angels of

the Bible take both the name and word of God with impious daring

into their mouths. Would these demons have expected to effect any-

tliing by petitioning Jesus "for Satan's sake?"

The devils wish not to be driven "ouf of the country^' (Mark v.

10), simply because they still hope to do some harm there. They do

not want to go into the abyss, or into a desert. In this Bauer finds

the notion, that " beings of this kind are sometimes confined to certain

localities as spirits of the place." But if they had been from their

very nature confined to these districts, tliey could not have been driven
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away. !Mark seems to take for granted, therefore, that they were 7iot

confined to the locality, but had a wish to do still more injury there,

and for that reason did not want to be banished into either a desert or

the abyss.—" How did Mark ascertain the number of the swine ?
"

It is not very difficult to estimate the number of a herd at a simple

glance. Moreover, when the swine-herds complained of their loss,

they may have mentioned the number.— Gfrorer objects that the com-

mand which ISIark and Luke represent Jesus as giving to the man, to

go and proclaim his recovery in Gadara, was contrary to His usual

habit. But Jesus had no "habit." He had definite reasons for

every act that He performed. In Galilee and Judsea He frequently

prohibited attempts to attract attention ; because in both these parts

there was very great danger of confirming the people in their carnal

expectations of the Messiah, and even of producing disorder. In Peraja,

on the contrary, which Jesus left immediately afterwards, there was

no such danger, but rather a reason why the people should be made

acquainted in some degree with the person of Jesus, and their atten-

tion called to His coming.

4. There still remain half a dozen dogmatic objections : (1) There

are no possessed persons
; (2) if there were, they could not have been

acquainted with the divinity of Jesus ; (3) there could not be several

devils in the same man
; (4) they could not enter into beasts (at least

not into swine, though Bruno Bauer thinks they might into horses)
; (5)

they would have been very foolish to drive the beasts at once into the

sea ; and (6) it was an immoral act to deprive the Gadarenes of their

swine.

Two arguments are adduced in support of the first objection.

(1.) It is said to be a pHori inconceivable, that the connection between

soul and body should be so loose, that a foreign self-consciousness

should be able to force itself between them. (2.) It is also said to be

historically established, that on the one hand the symptoms of the pos-

session mentioned in the New Testament bear a remarkable resem-

blance to those of certain psychical or nervous maladies (insanity and

epilepsy, for example), and on the other we find similar descriptions

to those described in the New Testament in other Jewish works

of that age {e.g., Jos. Wars of the Jews, 7, 63, Ant. 6, 11, 2), whilst

the science of medicine Avas very low ; from which it may be inferred

that these diseases were just the same as are met with now, and that

Jesus simply shared the opinions of His contemporaries. " Certainly,"

says Strauss, " the Apostles would call many of the insane persons of

the present day 'possessed,' according to the mode of thinking that

prevailed in their time and country, so that they would be liable to
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correction from the professional man." Well spoken, indeed !—Let

no one imagine that I would explain all similar diseases occurring at

present as cases of possession. On the contrary, I maintain the fol-

lowing points :—
a. There are, no doubt, many of the outward symptoms of posses-

sion, as described in the New Testament, which correspond to those

of insanity and epilepsy ; but there are also other symptoms connected

with possession, which we no longer meet with at the present day.

Those who were possessed (thus far they resembled madmen^), knew
and said tliat there was a devil within them, and distinguished between

the devil and themselves ; and a mere ordinary madman may also

have some such fixed idea (cases of this kind have occurred here and

there, chiefly occasioned, however, by a mistaken and fanatical inter-

pretation of the New Testament, so-called dcemonomayiia) ; but how
can we conceive of all the madmen in a country having one fixed

idea, however different the other symptoms might be ?—The p)ossessed

recognised Jesus as the Son of God ; madmen display no such theo-

logical knowledge.—So much remains true therefore : possession, as

described in the New Testament, bears so far a resemblance to modern
psychical and nervous affections, that it was also accompanied (as it

inevitably must be) by disturbances of the nerve-life which manifested

themselves in a variety of symptoms ; but it was also accompanied by

other things, which are not found in the case of modern diseases.

h. So far as the so-called mental disorders are concerned, modern

psychiatry has arrived at a result which finds increasing acceptance,

that such disorders are not diseases of the mind or of the soul, but of

the body (the brain, the spine, the bowels, etc.),—in other words,

diseases of tlie bodily organs of the souTs life. A reflex action takes

place of the bodily organs upon the conscious life within. Intoxication,

fever, etc., produce a temporary disturbance of consciousness ; other

causes produce a permanent disturbance. These disturbances manifest

themselves in various ways, as delirium, monomania, madness, idiocy,

melancholy, and so forth. The efficient cause is always bodily. Moral

offences and sins may certainly induce such " diseases of the soul,"

but only in the same way as they produce other (ordinary) diseases of

the body. Sins, that is to say, never produce madness in a directly

spiritual way, but certain excesses do lead at times to disorders of the

brain and other bodily diseases connected with a disturbance of the

^ Even in the case of the dumb, the dumbness must have manifested itself in

some way as a psychical mahvdy ; for the Jews by no means regarded all the dumb
as possessed, but distinguished those who had organic defects from such as were

possessed. Cf. Matt. ix. 32 with Mark vii. 32.
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consciousness ; and even these, only when there are signs of natural

])redisposition.

—

Possession, then, as described in the N. T., bears un-

doubtedly a certain analogy to other so-called '* diseases of the soul."

It had nothing to do with " making oneself the subject of self-con-

sciousness," or with a possession of the spirit or the Ego by a foreign

subject.^ This would be the most absurd idea that could possibly be

conceived. Nor did it result from a naturally crippled condition of

the faculties of the mind. It proceeded from a pernicious influence

exerted by fallen angels upon the nerve-and-hrain-life of certain indi-

viduals, which issued in a distiu'bance of the bodily organs of con-

sciousness, analogous to insanity. It was not his spirit, but his

nerve-life, which the demoniac felt to be in the grasp of another.

c. That one subject can exert upon the nerve-life of another an in-

fluence of which ice can give no further explanation, is a fact to which

an analogon presents itself in another department of nature with which

we are acquainted, namely, in the sphere of animal magnetism. Think,

for example, of the rapport, in which two individuals stand. This may
also explain the fact, that in the case of the demoniacs of the N. T.,

we meet not only with symptoms of mania and insanity, but even with

symptoms of clairvoyance {e.g., the perception of the Messiahship of

Jesus).

d. The possibility of possession being thus in general established,

it can by no means be denied that certain previous conditions were

necessary to render it possible in the case of any particular individual.

Individual predisposition, which exists in the case of both insanity and

magnetism, was certainly also a preliminary to possession. And as in

cases where predisposition is found, immorality may cause the out-

break of that disease of the brain to which there was simply a tendency

before, there were, no doubt, instances in Avhich immoral conduct first

opened the way for a foreign pernicious influence to be exerted upon

a nerve-life, in which this general predisposition existed already.

(This furnishes a better explanation of Matt. xii. 43 sqq. than Langes

supposition, that the possession referi'ed to there is merely a similitude of

moral possession by the devil.) But just as we can never conclude, in

any particular case of insanity, that it resulted from immoral conduct,

inasmuch as it may have originated in p>urely bodily causes (e.g., a

wound in the head, checked perspiration, milk fever) ; so possession

may have occurred without being induced by immorality or irreligion

(cf. Mark ix. 21).

^ In an ethico-religious sense, i.e., so far as his spirit was concerned, Judas was

possessed by Satan (John xiii. 27). Rut that is altogether different from the de-

moniacs of the New Testament.
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e. The analogy presented to clairvoyance accounts for the possessed

being acquainted with the number of fallen angels which were at

work upon their nerve-life within. And from what has been observed

under letter b, there is no difficulty whatever in supposing that many
might operate upon the same organism.

/. To adduce conclusive evidence that the demoniacs of the N. T.

were really demoniacs, and not persons merely diseased in their minds,

is impossible, in spite of the remarks made under letter a, so long as

the attempt is made to furnish such evidence apart from the rest of the

Gospel history. When Jesus is once proved to have been the Sou of

God, and His word to have been okiqQua 6e6'Kvevcno<i, we have in what
the New Testament says of demoniacs something more than exploded

opinions of a past age. We have memorials of the exacerbation of the

conflict between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of darkness.

—

Apart from the fundamental thought of the entire Gospel history, the

evidence cannot be produced. But it is sufficient for us to have

proved, that when the doctrinal postulates of the biblical theology are

once admitted, there is nothing either absurd or impossible in the

demoniacal possession recorded in the New Testament.

5. According to Strauss, it was a very irrational act on the part

of the demons to destroy their new abode so soon. No doubt it

would have been a good thing for them to have had so prudent an

adviser by their side. But it is also a very irrational act, when
thousands of our contemporaries, through intemperance in sensual and
even forbidden enjoyments, through drink, unchastity, and even rage

and passion, shorten the period of their enjoyment and rush headlong

to an abyss of despair. But do they do it any the less on that account ?

This is the very nature of a devil, to possess great cunning and clever-

ness when wicked deeds are to be performed, but very little when evil

desires need to be restrained. In the kingdom of the wicked one, skill

is the servant of lust.

According to the Gospel narrative, the Gadarenes did not utter a

single word of murmuring or complaint about their swine. They no
doubt lamented the loss, and therefore came to the Lord and cour-

teously entreated Him that He woidd remove to another country. No
joy is uttered on account of the healing of the demoniac ; the onl}'-

expression is that oi fear (Mark v. 15 ; Luke viii. 35). But while full

of fear in the presence of One who was able to perform such miirhty

acts, in this divine power they recognised His rujld, and therefore

submitted to His will.

Some Christian theologians have taken up the cause of the swine,

and offered themselves as advocates invitis Gadarenis. '' Jesus," says
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Strauss, " was raised above the standard of humanity, even witli reo-ard

to His moral acts." Does he wish to preclude us, then, from recognis-

ing, even in moral respects, the divinity of Jesus ? This was to be

seen not merely in passive sinlessness, and active benevolence ; but

also in the absolute authority which the incarnate Son of God, the

absolutely sinless Son of man, possessed over all sinners, and in the

power to exert this authority both in the purifying of the temple,

and also on the occasion before us.

Should the object of this act be asked for : the principal object

may have been to punish the Gadarenes, who were acting in opposition

to the command of God, by keeping swine, for the sake of gain, for

the Gentiles who abounded there.^ By so smart a punishment, care

was taken that they should not forget the occurrence so quickly ; as

a simple act of beneficence is generally forgotten.

RETURN FROM GADARA.

(Question about Fasting ; Jairus' Daughter ; and Woman with

Issue of Blood.)

Matt. ix. 14-26 ; Mark it. 18-22, v. 22-43

;

Luke v. 33-38, viii. 41-56.

Jesus now crossed the lake again. On His way up to Capernaum,

some men who had been disciples of John, and were still fettered by
legal notions, came round Him, and asked Him why He and His disci-

ples did not follow, as they did, the traditional rules for fasting ? Jesus

then pointed out to them, that that alone is a true fast which proceeds

from inward impulse and living grief. As the people assembled at

a marriage rejoice as long as the bridegroom is with them, so the

present Avas for His disciples a time of rejoicing. But the days would

certainly come, when He, who was the bridegroom (the cause of joy)

to His disciples, would be taken from them ; and then would be the

time for them to fast from an impulse from within. But to make fasting

info an outward law, was not in, harmony loith the spirit of His new
kingdom. Things that are heterogeneous can no more be outwardly

united together, than an old garment be mended with new patches ; a

1 From Josephus, Ant. 17, 7, 3, Yd^cc (ripx(7»7) ydp kxi Tccoxox xal "l-Trr.a;

"EXKmvioii dul vo'Kii;^ I can hardly draw the conclusion that Gadara was entirely

"peopled by Gentiles," as Winer has done (Realworterbuch i. 4-17). Such cases of

possession as we meet with in Matt. viii. and the parallel passages, are hardly con-

ceivable except among the Jews.
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new, fermenting, foaming wine be poured into rotten skins. Most men,

it is true, are so constituted, that tliey prefer the old, flat wine, because

it is sweet, to the sharper new wine, liowever fresh and sparkhng it

may be ; in other words, prefer the old which sits with ease, to the

new, which is uncomfortable, as well as strong.—While Jesus was

speaking in this way, a ruler of the synagogue, named Jairus, came to

meet Him, fell at His feet, and entreated Him to come to his house, for

his only daughter (a child twelve years old) was lying at tiie point of

death. As Jesus was going witli him to his house, along with His dis-

ciples, a crowd of people gathered round Him. Among them was a

woman, who had had for twelve years an issue of blood, and had spent

all she possessed upon physicians, without obtaining relief. She was

too timid to speak to Jesus, but had a firm belief that if she could only

touch the hem of His garment, she should be cured. She therefore

came behind Him, touched His garment, and immediately felt that she

was cured. Jesus, who knew that power had gone out of Him., and

knew also how, and to whom, turned round and inquired who had

touched Him. The disciples reminded Him of the crowd, and could

not comprehend the question. But the woman saw that all was known
to Jesus, and fell trembling at His feet. He said to her, however, " Be
of good comfort. My daughter ; thy faith hath made thee whole."—In

the meantime, there came people from Jairus' house, who announced

that his daughter was already dead, and told him. not to trouble Jesus

further. But Jesus said to him, " Fear not, only believe." He then

left the rest of the disciples outside, taking only three, Peter, James,

and John, with Him into the house. The mourning women who were

in the house, He told at once to leave,—the child was only sleeping.

They laughed at Him, however ; for they knew that the child was dead.

He therefore drove them away out of the house, and going with His

three disciples and the parents of the child into the room where the

corpse was lying, took her by the hand and called out, " Talitha kumi."

The child at once rose up, and went about perfectly restored. Jesus

then gave orders that they should make no noise, but go at once and

provide food for the child, who had tasted nothing during her long ill-

ness.—Yet the report of this occurrence was quickly spread throughout

the whole country.

1. We have explained at § 18 how it follows from the definite

datum contained in Matt. ix. 18, compared with the equally definite

datum in Mark v. 21, that the question about fasting arose on the

return from Gadara, after Jesus had landed, and not far from Caper-

naum. We have also shown, that during the same days, possibly only
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two days afterwards, occurred the feast in ^Matthew's liouse. Now, as

the Evangehsts for the most part did not write their Gospels in chrono-

logical order, as we have sufficiently demonstrated in Divis. L; there

is nothing surprising in the fact, that both ]\Iatthew and Mark intro-

duce the question about fasting after this feast. They were led to this

by the subject itself, and the association of ideas. The question whicli

arose during the meal, tvlit; Jesus ate tvith publicans, called to mind the

question about fasting. The two questions, however, are by no means

chronologically connected. Matthew merely says, " Then came to

Him," etc.; which is quite correct, since the two events occurred during

the same week. And Mark merely introduces the question of fasting

with a loose preparatory explanation (chap. ii. 18).—The fact that

Luke (v. 33) places the two conversations side by side, without any

perceptible thread, is not of the slightest importance, as we have shown

at § 19-20.

2. With regard to the question itself, Bruno Bauer is in no little

uncertainty, whether it proceeded from the disciples of John or the

Pharisees. Matthew and Luke, we are told, do not agree. Matthew
says plaiidy, that it was some disciples of John who asked the ques-

tion ; and in doing so, they classed themselves with those who fol-

lowed the pharisaic rule, as " fasting." ]\Iark relates that the Pharisees,

and those who followed John, both fasted ; and then proceeds to say,

" they came and asked." Luke, as we have seen, merely gives the sub-

stance of the conversation, without stating more minutely who asked

the question, or that it originated at all with the disciples of John.

—

B. Bauer sees in the Pharisees an exclusive sect ; and in the disciples

of John, another closed circle, analogous to that of the twelve disciples

of Jesus. He even finds it " at variance," that so exclusive a sect

as John's disciples should here ally themselves, if only in Avord.s, with

the sect of the Pharisees, and that Pharisees should speak of Pharisees

in the third person. But just look at the real circumstances. A
pharisaic tendency (cf. Mark ii. 18) co-existed with the cosmopolito-

sadducean, and prevailed among the poor inhabitants of Galilee.

These people made it a matter of conscience to observe the customs

which they had received from the Pharisees of Judah, who were

already formed into a more organized body. John also, when bap-

tizing at ^non, had acquired gi*eat influence ; and as no such oppo-

sition was offered by the priests as he had met with in other places,

the ascetic element instilled by John entered the more easily into

combination with the legality of Phariseeism, in the case of the vast

multitude who could not comprehend the deepest principles of John's

character. Two currents were now to be found in the nation,—one
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purely pliarisaic, uninfluenced by John the Baptist, the other tinged

by John.^ The two needed not, however, to be urged on by " hostility

to Jesus" into a momentary alliance; but were already internally

related, because rooted in the same soil of legality.—That the disciples

of John and the Pharisees should speak of themselves in the third

person, is just as possible as that a Lutheran should say to a Catholic:
'' Lutherans and Keformed Christians do not keep Corpus Christi

day."

Matt. ix. 15 is said to be at variance with vers. 16, 17. Bruno
Bauer has very properly and aptly pointed out the impossibility of

understanding by the acr«ot9 7raKaLol<i the " old nature of man," as

Neander does; and has shown that "the old form of legality" is

intended, which is broken through by the new spirit of sonship.

But it is clear, that in vers. 16, 17, Jesus prohibits fasting merely as

a legal custom^ and permits it in ver. 15 only when it proceeds from
inward impidse and life.

The word airapdri is said to " have been unintelligible."—In the

simile, it denotes primarily the separation of the bridegroom from

the bridal party at the close of the marriage feast ; and the verb

aTralpofiai, by no means necessarily expresses the idea of a violent

separation. But it is evident that Christ alluded to His own death,

and therefore selected the passive form; and it mattered not that this,

like so many other sayings of Christ, was not understood by His own
disciples till a year and a half had gone by. The fact that the

Evangelists have handed down this expression, is a proof that it was

not forgotten, but that the disciples afterwards recalled it to mind.

De Wetie and others say, that there is no connection between Luke
V. vers. 38 and 39, " all the less," as De Wette say, " because the

old wine is really better."—For " is," read " tastes," and the whole

becomes clear. But we refer to the paraphrase given above.

3. Jairus daughter.—As we may see at the first glance, Matthew
merely gives a summary here, as in the case of the Gadarenes. He
does not give the name of the man, or mention the age of the child.

^ Particular attention should be paid to the article, oi (/.udnrxl ^laxvvov, both
in Matthew and Mark. The people who lived in Capernaum came, and were fol-

lowers of John. If the definite article had any other meaning, if it were not used

to indicate the disciples of John in that place, it must refer to the disciples of John
in their totality ; oi in distinction from Ttvig. But how could the Evangelists intend

to say that the disciples of John universally came to Jesus ? It need hardly be

mentioned, that even in Galilee, especially in the upper classes, the pharisaic

tendency had assumed in certain individuals the same outward extreme form as

in Judaea, when it offered to the Saviour such determined hostility (e.g., Matt.

ix. 30).
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He does not describe how the father first of all reported to Jesus the

mortal illness of the child, and the subsequent death was made known

a few minutes later by some persons from the house ; but commences

with the report that the child was dead. To Strauss these are nothing

but contradictions. Now, it. is undoubtedly true, that if a writer, who

is generally in the habit of describing very minutely, omits on any

particular occasion certain important circumstances, it warrants the

conjecture, that " if these circumstances did occur, they would have

been related by a writer who on other occasions describes so minutely

;

and that, as he has not done this, they did not occur, and other writers

by whom they are related must be in error." But we know that

Matthew's custom was the very opposite ; that it is his habit through-

out, to relate merely the main features of an event, and never to descnbe

minute particulars. What ground is there, therefore, for such a

charge ?

Strauss wishes to know why Jesus took only three disciples with

Him ; and why these three ? He might be asked in reply, why Jesus

should have taken all the rest of the disciples. (The twelve had not

yet been selected ; but the company consisted of a much larger number,

having no fixed limits, and ranging from the most intimate associates

to persons but little known.)—Moreover, the accounts of the trans-

figuration and the agony in Gethsemane, show that these three con-

tinued to be the most intimate even after the choice of the twelve.

According to Mark and Luke, Jesus commanded that no one

should be told; whereas, according to Matthew, the report spread

in all directions. But every one must perceive, that when once the

mourning women had known for a certainty that the child was dead

(Matt. ix. 24; Mark v. 40; Luke viii. 53), it must have been im-

possible to conceal from them, either her restoration to life, or the fact

that Jesus had restored her ; and therefore, that when Jesus said,

" Let no man know this," He cannot have intended that the whole

matter should be kept secret from everybody. What He really de-

sired, is perfectly clear. The parents would naturally be disposed and

tempted to relate the act of Jesus to all their acquaintance. But if

they did, great excitement would ensue. This, Jesus did not wish for.

From the mouth of the parents, therefore, no one was to hear of the

occurrence. But the Lord could not, and did not wish to prevent

those who had seen the child dead, from concluding that He must

have awakened her, or from spreading the intelligence in a quieter

and more indefinite way.

We now proceed to the dogmatic objections.

4. "It is impossible that the dead should be restored to life.'' So
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much, undoubtedly, has been established by Strauss, that a magnetic

influence can only be exerted upon those who are suffering from

nervous complaints, and not upon the blind or dumb, much less upon

an organism whose destruction is complete. This we gi'ant. But if

there be an omnipotent God, through whose eternal will all organisms,

in fact, everything, exists ; and if this absolute dominion of will over

being appeared in a temporal form in Christ ; we cannot see why this

omnipotence should not be as fully competent to reorganize a shattered

organism as to perform any act of creation whatsoever.—Another,

more important difficulty is this :
" Was the restoration to life a

benefit to those who had died, so far as their everlasting salvation was

concerned ? " or, putting the question in a still stronger form, " Can
it have been the case, that persons already perfected were brought

again into the midst of conflict and the possibility of falling T' We
have not the slightest necessity here to appeal to a gratia irresistibilis.

If there be such a thing at all as omniscience and prescience on the part

of God ; and if the incarnate Son of God participated so far in this

prescience, that the power of prophetic intuition was possessed by
Him in the highest possible degree, even in matters of temporal

history ; then every difficulty falls to the ground.

The third difficulty is one of much greater importance. " Was it

not a cruel thing to bring back to the sorrows of time a soul that had

already entered into eternal blessedness V—Unquestionably. But, in

the first place, it might be replied, that previous to the death of Christ,

the souls of the dead entered, not into heaven, but into Sheol. This

would not apply, however, to the cases recorded in Acts ix. 40 and

XX. 10. Dorcas and Eutychus were certainly called back from blessed-

ness—from eternal life into the life of earth. But another feature

must be noticed. The substance of the soul is to be distinguished

from consciousness. The latter, the memoria, may be broken off for

any length of time, and the substance of the soul remain unchanged.

When a person mesmerized falls asleep, he often breaks off abruptly a

sentence that he had begun ; and when, perhaps, an hour after, he

wakes up out of sleep, he continues the sentence at the very word
and syllable at which he had broken off, and knows nothing of the

more unfettered condition of the soul in the meantime ; whereas in

the more unrestrained state of magnetic sleep, he knew it all, and
much more than in the ordinary waking state. And the condition of

a completely disembodied soul probably bears a similar relation to

that of the soul in its union with the body. From the former state

the soul can view the latter ; but not vice versa. Regarded from this

life, disembodiment, because we cannot comprehend it, appears like
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falling asleep (the KeKoi/xijTat, of Jesus is not without its meaning)

;

just as the mesmeric state, in which thei'e is a comparative loosening

of the soul from the condition of ordinary life, is called " magnetic

sleep" although the sleeper may at the very time be conversing and

walking about.

5. The looman loith issue of blood.—The negative critics make a

great deal of the "pureli/ p/n/sical" communication of strength on the

part of Jesus.^ Strauss and Bauer both maintain that the question,

" Wlio touched Me ?" was put seriously ; that Jesus did not know that

it was the woman till she confessed it herself. They appeal superflu-

ously to the words in Mark, " 6 'It/o-oO? iiri'yvov'i iv eavru) ti-jv ef avrov

hvvafXLv i^eXdovaav,'^ which they render (after De Wette), ^'When

Jesus felt that power had gone from Him." Unfortunately, we must

raise objections to this rendering. In the first place, we should like to

have a single passage in the New Testament pointed out, in which

iTTiyivcoaKeiv is applied to bodily sensations. In the Epistles, and in

Matt. xi. 27, it denotes the purely intellectual apprehension of Christian

truth ; and similarly, in Matt. xvii. 12, it is used with reference to the

Jews, who did not recognise Elias in John the Baptist. In Acts

xxvii. 39, Luke i. 4, Acts xxii. 24, xxiv. 8, it is used to denote the

perception of ordinaiy objects with the understanding ; so also in Acts

xii. 14. In Acts xxv. 10, it is applied to an intelligent insight into the

affairs of life; and in Mark ii. 8 and Luke v. 22, to the piercing

glance of omniscience. But I have nowhere met with i-jrijLvcoa-Kecv in

connection with an involuntary sensation in the nerves.—We might also

ask what iv ainu) implies, if iTrtyivcocrKeiv really means to feel. ^E^

avTou follow^s immediately after. The rendering which we should

give to the passage is this :
" But when Jesus knew within Himself of

the power that had gone out of Him." Moreover, we believe that the

words of Luke viii. 47, " When the woman saw that she was not hid,"

warrant the conclusion that, according to tlie meaning of this Evan-

gelist, Jesus unquestionably kneio the woman ; and we would appeal to

any impartial i-eader, whether the whole narrative creates the impres-

sion that Jesus felt a bodily loss of strength, and continued inquiring

until at last He elicited who the person that occasioned it had been

;

whether, on the contrary, the impression produced is not, that Jesus

not only knew the person, but looked deep into her heart, and merely

asked for the purpose of inducing her to come forward of her own
accord, and to show that it was her faith which had healed her, and

not a magic power,

^ According to Strauss, Jesus is represented as "a highly charged electric

battery, which could be discharged by a touch."
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§56,

OCCURRENCES AFTER THE RETURN OF JESUS.

(Two Blind Men. The Dumb Man possessed. The Paralytic let

down through the roof.)

]\Iatt. IX. 27-34 and 1-8 ; Mark ii. 1-12 ; Luke v. 17-26.

As Jesus was returning from Jairus' house, tiuo blind men followed

Him till He reached His home, exclaiming, " Thou Son of David,

have mercy on us!" He then asked them, '•^Believe ye that I am
able to do this?" On their answering in the affirmative, He touched

their eyes, saying, " Be it unto you according to your faith." Their

eyes were then opened ; and Jesus charged them to tell no one ; but

they published it in every direction.—When they had gone, there was

brought a man who was possessed of a devil which had rendered him

dumb. Jesus cast out the devil, and the man spake. The people

were astonished, and said, "It was never so seen in Israel;" but the

Pharisees, according to their usual custom, declared that He cast out

devils through the prince of the devils.—Jesus was now in His own

house ; and while He was teaching the people, who crowded around

Him, four men brought one who was paralytic upon a bed. As they

could not bring him up to Jesus on account of the crowd, they ascended

(by the staircase, which was built on the outside of the house) up to

the flat roof, and, having removed the tiles just at the spot under which

they had seen Jesus standing, let the sick man down at His feet.

When Jesus saw this faith. He said, " Thy sins are forgiven thee."

But some scribes who were present, thought in their hearts, " Who
can forgive sins, but God only?" Jesus, wdio knew their thoughts,

said, " Wherefore think ye evil in your hearts ? " and showed them

that by His miraculous power they ought to have recognised His

divinity ; for one was quite as easy as the other, to forgive sins and to

work miracles. As a fresh proof that He possessed the power and

right to do either of these. He said to the sick man, " Arise, take up

tiiy bed, and go unto thy house." And he arose, and carried out his

bed, glorifying God. And they who saw it were overcome with

sacred awe, and joined in praising God.

1. Strauss has conclusively proved that the curing of the blind

could not be effected by magnetism. In Bruno Bauer s opinion,

Matthew has evidently copied the account of the healing of the blind

man at Jericho, which he found in Mark and Luke, and doubled the
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number ; and a little further on, has done precisely the same thing

again. A very likely supposition ! It is true the men before us are

blind, and the man at Jericho was the same. And, of course, in Bauer's

opinion, there could only be one blind man in the world at a time

;

or, if there were more, Jesus could not have healed more than one.

2. It is objected that a man could not well become dumb in conse-

quence of possession. But in reply to this, I would simply point to

the fact, that a man may become dumb through disease of the mind,

and therefore through other disturbances of the nervous system. How
this was affected by possession, we have already shown in § 54.

3. In the history of the palsied man^ those of us who know Strauss

will expect, as a matter of course, that he will find a contradiction in

the fact that Matthew does not describe how the sick man was let

down through the roof, as Mark and Luke have done. And the latter

also " contradict" one another. For example, as there was a trap-

door in every roof, which led down into the house, " we can hardly

understand Sia twv Kepaficov as referring to anything else than this

trap-door ;^' whereas Mark speaks of their breaking ojjen the roof.—But
did these trap-doors open into the air, so that people who used them
had to jump down the height of a floor from the roof ; or were they

connected with the staircase ? If the latter, then this staircase will

hardly have led down into the room, but into some ante-chamber. If

they had carried the sick man through the trap-door, therefore, they

would have brought him no farther than if they had carried him
through the front door into the courtyard ; the crowd in the room
would have separated him from Jesus as much as before. By K6pdfj.oi,<;,

therefore, Luke cannot have meant the trap-door. Besides, how could

he ever have thought of using the words Blo, twv Kepd/xcov to denote

that " he was let down through the door" with which everybody was

acquainted ?

But to break up the roof, we are told, would have been dangerous

to those who were underneath. " Such an act," says Bruno Bauer,
" must have been most dangerous, unless merely ideally performed."

But notwithstanding the fact that he has convinced us that ideally

the most breakneck operations and salti mortali can be performed

without the slightest danger, and many other things beside roofs be

broken up, we are still of opinion that even in reality the removal of

a few flat tiles, joined together with a little mortar, might take place

without endangering the lives of those below. Cf. Winer, Kealwor-

terbuch, i. 284.

The words, "Thy sins are forgiven thee," are spoken by the New
Testament Christ, partly from the knowledge that all men are sinners.
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partly from His knowledge of tins particular man. The Straussian

Christ, who was neither acquainted with the general sinfulness of

human nature, nor possessed a " supernatural knowledge " of the

condition and life of individual men, could only have spoken them in

accommodation to the Jewish notion, which He Himself condemns

elsewhere, that every suffering is the punishment of some particular

sin (vid. John ix.; Luke xiii.; cf. Hoffmann 365).

§57.

FURTHER INCIDENTS OCCURRING ABOUT THIS TIME.

(Call of Levi, and meal at his house. The question, " Is not this the

Carpenter's Son ? ")

Matt. ix. 9-13, xiii. 53-58; Mark ii. 13-17, vi. 1-6; Luke v.

27-32.

When going out to the lake, Jesus saw a man named Matthew

(Levi) sitting at the custom-house, and said to him, " Follow Me."
Matthew immediately obeyed the summons. Shortly afterwards, Levi

prepared a great feast for the Lord, to which he invited many of his

confederates and acquaintances, all of them people who were despised

as " sinners." When the scribes and Pharisees perceived that Jesus

went to dine with publicans and sinners, they complained to His dis-

ciples. But Jesus, who heard them, said, " The whole need not the

physician, but they that are sick. Learn what this means: God
desires mercy, and not sacrifice. I have come to call sinners to re-

pentance, and not the righteous."—Shortly after this, Jesus went to

Nazareth, and taught in the synagogue on a Sabbath-day. They
were all amazed at Him ; but what perplexed them most was, the

mere fact that the carpenter s son should sjjeak in such a way as this.

Believing hearts and confidence in His divine power Jesus did not

meet with ; so that He found occasion to heal but few sick persons,

and said to his countrymen, " A prophet has nowhere less honour than

at home." Jesus then left the town, and made a tour in Galilee.

1. From the fact that the jipostle Matthew is called " the publi-

can " in the list of Apostles given in the first Gospel (chap. x. 3), it

is perfectly evident that, in the account before us, the " man named
Matthew, sitting at the receipt of custom," must be the Apostle

Matthew, and not another person of the same name. So much the

greater appears the difficulty, that Mark and Luke introduce a Levi

in the place of MattJiew ; and even though it must be admitted as a
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possible thing that Levi had a second name (Matthew), yet this diffi-

culty remains, that Mark and Luke never indicate in any way, that

they regard Levi as identical with the Matthew who is mentioned

by themselves under the latter name in the list of the Apostles (Mark

iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ; Acts i. 13).

Sieffert therefore concludes, that it must have been with Levi that

the incident occurred ; and as it was well known that Matthew also

had been formerly a publican, the Greek translator of the first Gospel

transferred it to the latter,—an assumption which involves no slight

difficulty, as it is impossible to conceive how the translator could have

transferred anything in this summary way, without finding anything

to warrant it in his Aramrean original, in which, Matthew himself

being the author, he w^ould naturally expect to find the earliest ac-

count. Bruno Bauer cuts the matter much shorter. The call of a

disciple named Levi had been recorded. But among the twelve there

was no Levi. Yet (so thought the compiler of the first Gospel) the

disciple referred to must have been one of the twelve. Straightway,

therefore, he looked down the list, selected the first best name that

offered, and put it in the place of Levi.

Would it not be a much more simple explanation, to say that the

twelve Apostles, wdio were so important to the Christian Church, were

so well known to the readers of the second and third Gospels through

the continual intercourse between the first Christian churches (cf.

Acts xi. 29, and the conclusions to the apostolical Epistles, e.g., Rom.

xvi., 1 Cor. xvi.), that there was no necessity to state that Levi was

the same as Matthew, since they all knew that Matthew was also

named Levi?—The fact that Mark and Luke do not append to

^latthew's name the epithet " the publican," is easily explained. They

were not in the habit of adding predicates or second names, unless

they were required to distinguish different persons of the same name.

The suddenness of the summons to Matthew to leave his post, is

" inconceivable," say Strauss and Bauer. It is true the former is

obliged to admit, that Jesus and Levi, who both lived in Capernaum,

cordd not have been unknown to one another. But this causes a

difficulty: "the longer Jesus observed him, the easier would it have

been for Him to find an opportunity of drawing him gradually and

quietly into Plis train, instead of summoning him away when engaged

in his ordinary occupation." Who does not see this ? Jesus might

have waited till Levi was not engaged at the custom-house ; He
might have accustomed him "gradually" to stay in His company, by

keeping him first one hour, then two, and so forth ; He might have

induced him, instead of sitting as heretofore at the receipt of custom
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from 7 o'clock till 12, to go from 8 to 12, then from 9 to 12, until

at length he was altogether weaned. It is true that, to an unintel-

ligent, uncritical man, it might appear that very little would have

been gained by this. When Jesus had determined that Levi should

give up the occupation of collector of customs, with which so much
dishonesty was associated, the best and shortest way was to bring him

at once to a firm decision. There can be no doubt that Levi would

afterwards report this decision to his superior ; but there was no

necessity for the Evangelists to mention this, as they were not custom-

house clerks. No doubt, too, the office would soon be let to some one

else ; and if this did not occur for a week afterwards, the loss would

fall upon Levi, not upon the government. For it is well known that

the customs were farmed.

2. Matthew (ver. 10) and Mark (ver. 15) say, "And it came to

pass, as Jesus sat at meat in the house." From this, the inference is

drawn, that the meal occurred, according to the representation of both

Evangelists, immediately after the call.—Matthew (ver. 11) and Mark
(ver. 16; also say, "When the scribes and Pharisees saw Him eat

with publicans and sinners." According to Strauss and B. Bauer,

this was impossible ; for the meal took place in the house, and the

scribes would hardly wait outside till Jesus came out.—Certainly

not ; but as the Evangelists' meaning is neither that the scribes could

see through the wall, nor that they waited outside, the simple mean-

ing of iS6vTe<; must be, that some scribes who were passing saw Jesus

and His disciples come out of the publican's house, along with the

rest of the guests.

Bruno Bauer has correctly perceived that the expression, " the

righteous," is used ironically, inasmuch as Jesus speaks of the scribes,

not as being truly righteous, but as imagining that they were so.

The discovery is not a new one.—The connection of ver. 13, which

he cannot see, is perfectly clear. Jesus says, " The whole need not

a physician. Granting that you are whole, would you prevent Me
from welcoming the poor sick people who come to Me, because you

do not need Me yourselves?" Thus He points out to them how un-

merciful they are ; and thus, also, in reality proves that they are by no

means sound, by no means righteous. And having urged them to learn

that true righteousness does not consist in sacrifices, but in that love

which they lack so much, He adds, " (Learn this ; for) I am not come

to call (pretended) righteous men, but sinners, to repentance."
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§58.

choice of the disciples, and sermon on the mount.

Matt, v.-vii. ; Mark hi. 13-19; Luke vi. 12-49.

In one of His journeys about this time, Jesus had spent a ni^ht

in prayer upon the top of a mountain. As soon as the day broke,

He called His disciples to Him, and chose tioelve of them to fill in

future the office of Apostles. He then went down with them to a

plain (table-land), where a large crowd of people from all Galilee had

assembled, and many sick persons, wishing to be cured. Jesus availed

Himself of this opportunity, after the selection of His disciples, to

explain, fully and distinctly, to them and to the people, what was the

nature of His kingdom, the specific character of His teaching and la-

bours, the purpose of all He did.—Looking at the crowds of sufferers

encamped before Him, who had come primarily, indeed, with purely

earthly desires and hopes. He began (Matt. v. 3-6 ; Luke vi. 20-23)

to speak of a blessedness enjoyed by those whose lot is one of earthly

adversity, and thus to direct their minds beyond the care about tem-

poral things to an eternal goal,—a blessedness which temporal suffer-

ings rather aid than interrupt. On the other hand (Luke vi. 24—26),

He also spoke of the misery of those who were absorbed in earthly

enjoyments and possessions, and knew of no other satisfaction for

their souls {irapdKkrjcn'i) than their carnal glory ; having first of all,

however, demanded a pure heart, fixed upon eternal things, and loving

above all else God and the brethren (Matt. v. 7-12).—After this in-

troduction, in which He directed their attention away from the tem-

poral to that eternal glory which no sufferings could take away. He
spoke of the position which His followers, whose hearts were directed

to the eternal alone, would occupy in relation to the world and its

history (Matt. v. 13-16).^ As the salt is used for salting food, and

the light to give light in the house, so they (the members of His king-

dom) were here, that, like salt, they might pervade the world. There

was, consequently, an internal, inevitable necessity, that the strength

of the salt should not be lost, and that they should let their light shine

in good works.—For He was not come to abolish the law (to absolve

without reserve from the fulfilment of its demands), but to fulfil it

^ Many commentators have formed the mistaken idea, that He is speaking here

of the twelve disciples alone. But this is neither hinted at in the text, nor in liar-

mony with the context. Christ requires of all, that they behave themselves as

salt, because all are called to be the salt of the earth.
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(to cause it to be truly fulfilled). He then proceeded to show what

%oas really the WILL OF GoD which the different precepts of the law

contained, and which was to be more perfectly fulfilled than by the

literal observance of the outward precepts of the Mosaic law (Matt.

V. 21-48, cf. Luke v. 27 sqq.). To their forefathers God had merely

prohibited, through Moses, distinct acts of sin ; but the command-
ments were truly kept, only when the heart was free from sin. It

was not only murder tliat was opposed to the will of God, but want

of love in every form ; not only adultery, but every form of carnal

lust ; not only perjury, but all untruthfulness of heart, from which

alone the necessity for swearing springs ;^ not only injustice, but a

heartless demand for justice also.—Having thus explained what the

law contains, what is the eternal will of God concerning us, or (as

Tholuck has M'ell expressed it) " what it is to fulfil the law of God in

its whole extent," Jesus proceeded to show how we must fulfil the law

(Matt. vi. 1-18). Having first exhibited the good as it manifests

itself objectively in moral relations, in the form of duty, He proceeded

to point out how it manifests itself subjectively within ourselves, in the

form of motive. Not for selfish purposes is good to be done—not for

the sake of appearance, but for its own sake—from an inward impulse

to what is good, and with regard to God alone. He illustrates this

by the examples of almsgiving, praying, and fasting.—Being thus

brought back, by the demand to do all ivith the eye fixed on God, to

His opening and leading theme (Matt. v. 3 sqq.), He proceeded to

speak of the determination with which toe must direct the will to eternal

things. Our longing is not to be for earthly treasures. As the eye,

^ We may here observe in passing, that this supplies a solution to the important

problems, whether divorce is lawful on any other grounds than adultery^ whether

an oath is permissible, etc. Jesus is not giving institutions to the Church ; but

merely stating what is essential to perfect holiness, and what, on the other hand, is

still sinful. "Want of chastity in any form is sinful ; and every kind of insincerity

that gives occasion to an oath. In a future state of perfection, every word will

be an oath, and all distinction between an oath, and words whose truthfulness

cannot be relied upon, for ever fall away.—With regard to the other question,

there can be no doubt whatever, that the words of Jesus in Matt. v. 32 distinctly

teach, that to marry a woman who has been divorced on other grounds than adul-

tery, is sinftd and opposed to the will of God. From this, two simple practical con-

clusions may be drawn: 1. The State, which cannot (/ire the spirit of Christian

holiness, is not in a position to demand it ; and therefore may grant divorce on

other grounds than that of adultery. 2. The Church cannot bless, in the name of

the Triune God, an act which the liOrd has pronounced sinfid, without being guilty

of the most wicked blasphemy.—The reconciliation of this tolerance of the laws of
the State with the discipline of the Church, is to be found in the institution of civil

marriage.
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tbe light of the body, must not be dim, so tlie eye of the mind must

not be dimmed by looking at that which is dark ; but, with firm de-

termination, not serving two masters, we must look away from the

dark mammon of earth to that which is eternal. So, too, we are not

to exhaust ourselves with earthly cares, but to look up to the Lord,

who careth for us.—These general demands for determination of mind

and strictness towards ourselves are followed (Matt. vii. 1-11, cf.

Luke vi. 27-40) by particular requirements, the foundation of which

is the thought, that tt'ue severity towards ourselves is comiected in-

separahhj ivith mildness towards others. We are not to judge ; he

who sees the mote in the eye of another, forgets the beam in his own.

This uncalled-for judging of others (necessarily connected with un-

conscientiousness towards ourselves) is the death of true spiritual life

—of the spiritual knowledge and power that have been vouchsafed

to us, which in that case are abused to the service of sin (unchari-

tableness, vanity, selfishness), like pearls thrown to the swine.—The

truth which underlies these words,—that he who truly desires to do

God's wall, will be conscious of his own weakness,— led Christ next

to speak of prayer for the Spirit of God, and the certainty that such

prayer will be heard.—He then summed up, in a brief conclusion

(Matt. vii. 12-17 ; Luke vi. 43-49), with the necessity for love to one's

neighbour, the difficidty of the right ivay ("the strait gate"), and the

necessity for hinging forth fruit; and closed with the parable of the

house built upon sand, and the house built upon a rock, in which

He urged the importance of not letting what this whole discourse

was designed to build, pass away and perish like a house upon sand,

but of preserving it carefully as a house built upon a rock.

1. The scene of the Sermon on the Mount presents no important

difficulties. For though Bruno Bauer cannot comprehend how

Matthew can append to the general description, contained in chap, iv

23-25, the words, "And seeing the multitude," which relate to a par-

ticular occurrence, we simply ask, in what better way Matthew could

have stated that :
" there (generally) followed Him a crowd of people.

And seeing (on one occasion) the great multitude," etc.—And when,

again, he served up as his own the discovery already made by Gfrorer,

that we never read of more than one mountain in the Gospels, and

that always the same one, which is described as to 6po<;, this discovery

looks as if it proceeded from some Berlin man, who knows of no other

hill than the Kreuz-berg. For if he had given more attention to the

geography of Palestine, he would know, that you do not find there
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(as you do among volcanic and many primary rocks) a plain with

mountains rising out of it, but a jylain loith valleys intersecting it, such

as you have in the Jura formation. From the Mediterranean Sea,

along the coast of which run the low-lying plains of Sharon and

Shephelah, the land gradually rises. A tract of table-land then

stretches across the country to the Jordan, into which it precipitously

falls. Deep, abrupt, and narrow valleys are cut into the table-land

by several streams, of which the Kishon is the most important. A
person ascending, therefore, from the valley or the Lake of Gen-
nesareth, cannot be said to go up " any particular mountain ;" for he

is going up to a pkin which extends for many miles. And when
Jesus, on the occasion of the miracle of the loaves, went up from the

Lake of Galilee, the contrast was simply between above and below.

If He did not remain by the lake. He must ascend ro 6po<;, the well-

known heights by which the lake is enclosed.—There are, indeed, a

few peaks, which rise either from the table-land, or from plains on a

lower level, and which, like Tabor, have distinct names. But in those

passages of the Gospels in which Jesus is said to have gone up " the

mountain " (to opa), either it is not to any of these that the writer

refers, or his intention is not to point out the precise locality, but to

distinguish generally between above and below, just as any High-
lander would do.

This also removes the difficulty caused by the fact, that, according

to Matthew (v. 1), Jesus went up the mountain, and according to

Luke (vi. 16), came down the mountain, to deliver the Sermon on the

Mount. Matthew simply informs us that the scene of the Sermon
was on the mountain,—that is, so to speak, in the upper story of the

country, in the region of the table-land, not in that of the valleys.

Luke describes more minutely how Jesus went up the mountain to

pray, and then came down to a tract of level ground (which was ex-

tensive enough to hold the crowd ; not, as Tholuck says, " a portion of

the slope which was not so steep as the rest "). Now, as the valleys

of the calcareous mountains, especially those of Palestine, contain no
such level tracts (if only because in the well-watered valleys every

spot is cultivated), we cannot imagine the plain as being anywhere
else than upon the mountain. Jesus had previously ascended a lime-

stone peak which overhung this plain, and then came down upon the

table-land. If, then, we assume that the situation was that of an

elevated plain (Lange), there is no ground whatever, so far as the

locality is concerned, to regard the discourse given in Luke vi. as

different from that in Matt. v,-vii.

2. Luke describes (vi. 13) the first selection of the twelve. Mark
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also (iii. 14) describes the cJioice of the disciples, and mentions once

for all the office to which they were appointed, and the powers with

which, they were endowed. IMatthew, on the other hand, does not

relate the fact of the selection, but merely describes the first missioti,

which was incomparably more important in its consequences ; and not

having mentioned the previous choice, was obliged to give their names

now, if he would not omit them altogether.—There is no " confusion
"

in the different accounts.

Schleiermacher s question (Luke, p. 88), whether there was "a
formal call and appointment of all the twelve Apostles ? " or whether
" the peculiar relation between the twelve and Jesus did not grow up

gradually and spontaneously V^ may be answered partly by the obser-

vation, that the twelve were assuredly chosen from the circle of those

who had "gradually," and perhaps in different degrees, come to

stand nearest to the Lord, and partly by a reference to the signifi-

cance of the number twelve, and to such passages as Matt. xix. 28,

X. 6, XV. 24,

Two questions arise with reference to the names of the disciples.

In t\iQ first place, it has been thought that we are warranted in

concluding, from John i. 46 and xxi. 2, that Nathanael must have

been one of the twelve. And as no Nathanael occurs in the lists of

the Apostles, it is supposed that Nathanael and Bartholomew are the

same, as he is first introduced as an acquaintance of Philip's (John

i, 46), and in all three lists Bartholomew and Philip are placed side

by side. Kow Bartholomew (•'d^d in) is only a surname denoting the

filial relation, so that this is very possible ; at the same time, the pas-

sages alluded to by no means suffice to prove that Nathanael must have

been one of the twelve. It is doubly absurd, therefore, when we are

told that there is a discrepancy between John and the Synoptists, seeing

that the former nowhere says that Nathanael was one of the twelve,

and there is nothing in the latter to show that Bartholomew was not

the same person as Nathanael.

In the second place, Matthew (chap. x. 3) mentions a Lebbsus
(with the critically suspicious addition, "who is surnamed Thaddaeus ")

;

whereas Mark (iii. 18) introduces a Thaddaeus in his place, and

Luke (vi. 16 ; Acts i. 13) a Judas Jacohi. Now, even if the addition

in Matthew be spurious (a supposition by no means demonstrated,

seeing that the number of MSS. which omit it is so small), it is

nevertheless true that the two names of Lebbasus (from 2h) and

Thaddaeus (from in = IK' mamma) have at least a similar meaning.

Thaddseus, however, may just as well be derived from ^^K', potens :

and in this case it perfectly agrees with Lebbaeus, the great-heart.
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(On this signification of 2^, consult especially Num. xxxii. 7 and 9

;

Deut. XX. 3 and 8; Josh. vii. 5; Isa. xiii. 7 ; Ps. xl. 13.)^—Not the

slightest objection could be adduced, therefore, against the identity of

Lebbgeus and Thaddseus. And so far as the Judas of Luke is con-

cerned, we see at the outset, from John xiv. 22, that there was a

second Judas among the twelve. Now, if we consider that both

Lebbseus and Thaddseus are surnames; and that the fact of there

being another Judas would sufficiently explain why Judas Lebbseus,

for greater convenience, should generally be called by his surname
;

we can easily understand how Matthew and Mark should give the

latter as the name with which they were most familiar ; whilst Luke,

who founded his Gospel upon existing sources, adopted the proper

name which he discovered there. Lastly, we observe that Matthew

and Mark connect Lebbseus (Thaddseus) with Jacohis Alphcei, and

Luke describes him as Judas Jacobi. But as such a genitive is cer-

tainly used by no means unfrequently to denote the frafertial relation,

we find in this combination an additional proof of the identity of the

" person with three names."

3. We now pass on to the Seemon on the Mount itself. We
yield an unconditional assent to the opinion, that the discourse contained

in Luke vi. is identical with that in Matt, v.-vii.; in other words, that,

although Jesus no doubt repeated on different occasions some of the

shorter sayings, He is not likely to have commenced two distinct dis-

courses with the same benedictions, and closed them with the same

similitude. We would also point out the fact, that Luke, as well as

Matthew, introduces the discourse as one of peculiar importance

(chap. vi. 17 sqq.). There simply remains the question, therefore,

Avhether we have it in the original form in Matthew or in Luke ; that

is to say, whether Matthew has connected together passages from

different discourses which were delivered on different occasions. (So

Calvin and many modern expositors. Vide Tholiick, Sermon on the

Mount.) In itself this is neither an impossible nor an improbable

opinion. When considering the parables of the kingdom of heaven,

we came to the conclusion that Matthew did not give them in the

order in which they were delivered. And here (chap. iv. 23-25) he

introduces the discourse, just as if he intended (quite in accordance

with his plan) to give the essential features of the Saviour's mode of

teaching. And there are some of the verses (Matt, vi. 7 sqq.), of

which we see at once that it is by no means impossible that they may
have been delivered on a different occasion.

^ If it was by this Judas that the Epistle of Judo was written, the style of that

Epistle, with its overwhelming polemics, are quite in harmony with this surname.
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Nevertheless, there is notliing to warrant the unreserved assertion,

that the discourse is given by Luke in its original form. For example,

when every saying that occurs in Matt. A\-vii., but is reported by

Luke as uttered on a different occasion, is set down at once as not

belonging to the Sermon on the Mount, this is a false use of the false

dictum, that Jesus can never have repeated any of His sayings.—The
discourse in ^Matthew, as a whole, has the appearance of internal-

organization. It is by no means distributed according to any abstract

classification. We do not find everything of a like character placed

together. If that were the case, we certainly might believe that it

was the production of the Evangelist himself, who had worked up

diverse materials into one discourse. But the veiy opposite is the

case. The discoui'se presents just the appearance that would actualbj

be presented by one freely delivered. After speaking of something

else, Jesus returns to the opening thought again (cf. IMatt. vi. 19 sqo

with V. 3 sqq.) ; and, without regard to arrangement, moves to and

fro with perfect freedom. We even see passages arranged side by

side apparently without connection (especially in Matt. vii.). With the

whole discourse before us, however, we can easily supply the inward

train of thought which probably led Jesus from one point to the

other; whilst Matthew merely gives the different points as they fol-

lowed one another, without the transitions, which he had forgotten.

All this leads to the conclusion, that, in the main, the discourse is

given by Matthew in the form in which it was delivered. If it were

for the most pai't worked up freely by the Evangelist, it would assume

a very different form. We should find no recurrence to points already

disposed of, nor introduction of clauses without connection.

But it is very easy to see why negative critics contend so eagerly

against the adoption of the Sermon on the Mount in the form given

by Matthew. Their tacit aim is to remove characteristic points from

the life of Jesus, so as to leave nothing but indefinite fragments from

the life of an ordinary Rabbi, out of which oral myths or written trans-

formations might easily be formed. In this way also must be got rid

of the inaugural discourse of the new kingdom, in the form given by

^latthew, which contains so much that is important with reference to

the connection between the Old and New Covenants. In opposition

to which view, every one must admit, that, on the assumption that the

course of Jesus' life, so far as ice have traced it, is historical, the Sermon

on the Mount not only contains nothing that is out of place, but is, on

the contrary, a necessary link, which would be greatly missed if it had

been omitted.

For instance, it was certainly requisite, that when Jesus had

18
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gradually attracted so large a retinue, and aroused so much attention,

and after He had excited by His parables the expectation of His

hearers, He should distinctly explain to them what His meaning really

was. All that He had hitherto done was to be regarded as means ; the

ultimate design was not yet apparent. The sick had been cured, the

dead raised. He had spoken in enigmatical figures of a " kingdom of

God," which He had come to establish ; and in enigmatical words, of

the acceptable year of the Lord, which had appeared with His coming.

The people had opened their ears. With more or less clearness, they

had all cherished the hope that Jesus was the promised Messiah.

They followed Him about, desirous of taking part in His kingdom.

Was it right that He should keep silence any longer ? Ought He
not to afford the means of certainty to this perplexed and halting

crowd, by saying, " Such and such is the nature of My kingdom ; such

its form ; such the proper state of mind ; and such are My demands ?"

—This definite statement He does not make in Luke,^ but only in

Matthew ; where He says that the great matter is not temporal, but

eternal blessedness, and speaks of the position of His kingdom in the

world, of the demands which God makes of us, of the manner in which

they are to be fulfilled, of the necessity for firm decision, and also for

prayer for the help and Spirit of God.

4. We now pass on from these general remarks to particulars.

It is very evident that proverbial sayings such as we have in Matt. v.

13, vii. 13, vi. 22^ and 24, might be frequently repeated and in dif-

ferent forms (as in Mark ix. 50 ; Luke xi. 34, xvi. 13, xiii. 24 : vid.

Tholuch, Sermon on the Mount). The same remark applies to the

saying in Matt. v. 18 (cf. Luke xvi. 17), and such short moral precepts

as Matt. V. 25 (Luke xii. 58), v. 32 (Luke xvi. 18), vi. 19, 20 (Luke

xii. 33). So far as Matt. vi. 25-34 is concerned, which is given again

in Luke xii. ^22 sqq., it cannot even be said that Luke gives this " on

a different occasion," for he really gives it without any occasion at all.

He has introduced it into the collection of discourses (chap, xii.) with

the perfectly indefinite formula, " And He said to His disciples."

This is also true of Matt. vii. 7-11, which we find again in Luke
xi. 9-13.

There is only one passage left about which we might entertain

^ Either because Luke found only this short extract in his sources, or because

he made it himself, in conformity with his plan.

2 Matt. vi. 22 is much more closely related to what precedes than Luke xi.

33, 34, where it is most loosely attached to ver. 32. Hence, if this gnome was not

repeated, it stands in its original position in Matthew rather than in Luke. The

same remark applies to Matt. v. 32 and Luke xvi. 18.
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some doubt, whctlier it was first spoken by Jesus in connection with

the Sermon on the Mount, or was introduced by Matthew hiuisclf.

We refer to the Lord's Prayer (^Matt. vi. 7 sqq.). Not that any stress

can be L^id upon the fact that Luke (xi. 1 sqq.) " introduces it on u

different occasion." For Luke does not mention either a particular

occasion or a definite time ;^ he merely says, that "after Jesus had once

spent some time in a certain place praying {elvat irpocrev^ofMevov), the

disciples asked Him to teach them to pray, and Jesus then gave them

this pi'ayer." Now this is not at variance, but harmonizes perfectly,

with Matthew's account. For Luke himself relates, in chap, vi., that

before delivering the discourse, which is evidently identical with the

Sermon on the Mount related by Matthew, the Lord spent the night

upon the summit of the mountain in prayer. Consequently, even

according to Matthew's account, the Lord's Prayer was taught to His

disciples after a period of solitary prayer ; and the only difference that

remains is, that according to Matthew, Jesus simply taught the dis-

ciples this prayer; whereas, according to Luke, the disciples first re-

quested Jesus to teach them to pray. It might, indeed, be said that

in the midst of the Sermon, neither the question, nor the form of

prayer taught to the disciples, is in its proper place. But we must not

allow ourselves to be so carried away by the name Sermon on the

]Mount, as to imagine that Jesus delivered it in the stiff and formal

Avay in which one of our ministers would preach a sermon from a

pulpit. He delivered it in a manner perfectly free and unconstrained ;^

and as Matthew merely gives us the kernel of the different sayings,

omitting some of the intermediate links, and Jesus therefore may have

said many things between, which are not reported, and certainly did

not deliver the whole discourse (chap, v.-vii.) straight on {imo tenore),

1 Even Tholuck speaks of a " later period in the life of Christ," mentioned in

Luke xi. Quite properly, if Luke had -written in chronological order. There ap-

pears to me to be something thoroughly unnatural in his supposition, that the

disciples, or at least some disciples, did not look upon the Pater-noster as a /orm of

prayer, and therefore at a subsequent period asked for aform^ and that Jesus then

told them they had only to call to mind this form (which He repeated to them

again) ; but that Luke omitted the correction of their mistake, and merely inserted

the more essential part, viz., the repetition of the formula (AYas this the essential

part?). Either it was Luke's simple intention to give the Lord's Prayer ;
and if

60, why should he pass over the first occasion in which Christ taught it, and intro-

duce it on a second occasion, when it was merely repeated ? Or his principal de-

sign was to narrate the later occurrence, the request of the disciples for a form of

prayer ; and in that case, why does he not say a single word to indicate that the

question was a mistaken one, and the answer corrective ?

2 Tiiis also serves to reconcile the important difference between Matthew and

Luke ; the former describing Jesus as sitting, the latter as standing.
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we may very well imagine it possible that breaks and pauses inter-

vened (similar to Matt. xiii. 10), during one of which the disciples

came up to Him, and, incited partly by the continued, earnest prayer

of the Lord in the night, partly by the words of Matt. vi. 5, 6, asked

Him to teach them how to pray.

The only thing which presents a difficulty, is that Jesus follows

the prayer with a few words on forgiveness (Matt. vi. 14, 15), and

then proceeds, in vers. 16, 17, with the totally different subject which

had been dropped at ver. 6. ConseqiTently, so far at least as the

meaning is concerned, vers. 7—15 are really parenthetical ; and it

seems by no means improbable that, even if they were spoken on the

same day, it was either before the sermon began or after it was ended.

Thus the objections offered by Strauss and B. Bauer may easily

be answered. When the former says, that from Matt. vi. 19 the con-

nection ceases, we grant this so far as an external, logical connection

is concerned ; but we would remind him of the internal connection

already alluded to, according to which the different passages, though

heterogeneous in outward form, all proceed from a distinct pastoral

intention on the part of Jesus, and also of the fact that Matthew com-

municates merely the separate points, and not the links of connection.

From the circumstance that Luke does not add " in spirit," but

merely says " the poor," and also from the " woes" which he gives,

many commentators conclude, that from an Ebionitish point of view

Luke describes the poor as such as blessed, and the rich as such as

cursed. So far as this opinion is supported by the Parable of Lazarus,

we refer to § 72, and to Neander^s Life of Jesus. But with reference

to the Sermon on the Mount, let it be borne in mind that Jesus is not

delivering an abstract lectm'e on Christian ethics, in which case it

would certainly have created a difficulty, that without reserve the poor

should be pronounced blessed and the rich accursed. Pie is speaking

with reference simply to distinct concrete relations. At that time the

broken and impressible hearts were really to be found among the poor

;

and the rich, almost without exception, had forgotten God.—The first

sure traces of Ebionitism, in the form of a fully developed doctrine

and sect, are met with in the second century. And the unhesitating

manner in which the writings of Luke were received by the orthodox

Church is a proof that such passages as these were regarded as con-

taining, not Ebionitism, but a harmless thought, which did not need

to be more fully expressed, because it was understood as a matter of

course.—Moreover, it would still be necessary to explain how Ebion-

itism could possibly have amalgamated with the Pauline spirit, so

marked and prominent in Luke.
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§59.

CURE OF A LEPER. JESUS IN A FRIEND's HOUSE.

IMatt. VIII. 1-4 ; Mark i. 40-45, in. 20, 21 ; Luke v. 12-16.

When Jesus came down from the mountain, many of the people

followed Him. And then came a leper, who fell down before Him
and said, " Lord, if Thou wilt, Thou canst make me clean." Jesus

touched him, saying, " I will, be thou clean ;" and immediately he was

cleansed. Jesus then commanded him to tell no one, but simply to

show himself to the priests, and to present the offering of purification

" for a testimony unto them." He did not obey, however, but told of

his cure in every direction.—Now, when Jesus was in a house (at a

friend's), there came so many people to Him with all their troubles,

that He stood healing and teaching in front of the house, and could

not go in to dine. The people in the house, hearing Him teach with

such ardour, thought He was out of His mind, carried away with

fanaticism, and beside Himself; and went out, therefore, to bring

Him in by force.

1. As Luke does not mention the precise period of the cure (" And
it came to pass, when He was in a certain city, ev fita rcov iroXewv"),

he is said to have " thrown the plan of the journey into confusion."

And B. Bauer asks, why in one particular instance Jesus should have

prohibited the cure from being made known, when the very same

evening, as soon as He had returned to Peter's house, a great number
of sick persons came to be healed '?—This is a mistake. The cure of

Peter's mother-in-law took place, not the same evening, but the even-

ing after His return from His journey ; and further, when Jesus was

once in Capernaum, He could not escape the pressure of the crowd
;

but when on a journey. He had good reason for taking precautions

against being follow^ed by the people from place to place. Still, we
grant that the very same evening many sick persons came to Him. And
why ? Just because the leper did not obey. A clear proof, therefore,

how necessary the prohibition was. The motive of Jesus was simply

this, that He always desired and sought to prevent every kind of out-

ivard display, which was likely to excite carnal hopes in reference to

the INIessiah.—There is no discrepancy between Matthew and Luke
as to the scene of the cure. The former does not say that the leper

was cured as they were coming down ; but, " when they came down,

many people followed Him," and then (he docs not say where) the leper
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came. It may, therefore, have been in a small town.—At the same

time, as Luke so obviously shows that he Avas not acquainted with the

precise order of the occurrence, the question may be asked, whether

stress should be laid upon the words, " in one of the cities" or whether

he may not perhaps simply intend to say that it was not in Capernaum,

but upon a journey.

2. In § 18 we came to the conclusion, that on the day on whicli

Jesus entered Capernaum, after delivering the Sermon on the Mount,

He lodged at the house of Peter's mother-in-law. Hence the house,

to which He went immediately after the choice of the disciples and the

Sermon on the Mount (Mark iii. 20), can neither have been His own

home in Capernaum, nor that of Peter's mother-in-law, nor any other

house in that city. The words themselves are simply, " And they

came into a housed This was either a 'Travho')(elov, a public inn, or

the house of a friendly host. The latter is the more probable, as

public inns were rare in Jesus' time, and as a rule to be met with

only in desert places (vide Winer, Realw. i. 563).

But in spite of the sequence, which is against the supposition, some

(Strauss, and also Bleek) Avill have this occurrence to be the same

with the visit of the mother and brethren of Jesus. The only thing

that seems in favour of this view is the expression ol irap avrov,

which frequently means " his descendants," and can also mean " his

relations." Supposing the latter to be the meaning, how is the occur-

rence to be explained t The narrative in Mark makes the impression

that. 01 Trap' avrov came out of the house (in which Jesus was, vide

ver. 21). In that case Jesus must have been in Nazareth. But it

is not likely He would so soon go back to a place He had left because

He was not received by them. Therefore Jesus is supposed to be in

Capernaum ; and ver. 21 is thus explained :
" When His relatives

heard of this, they went out (from Nazareth and came to Capernaum)

to apprehend Him." Apart from the fact that Jesus was not in

Capernaum, and that His parents would therefore have to rove about

in Galilee till they found Him (which they would have had to do even

if Jesus had been in Capernaum, for how could they know that Jesus,

who wandered about so much, was there?), there is certainly nothing

more wonderful than that the brethren of Jesus in Nazareth should

have heard that, in Capernaum or somewhere else, He (Jesus) could

not come in to eat, from the pressure of the crowd ; and from this

should have concluded, on i^earr)—that He was " beside Himself
!"

Moreover, who would speak of the arrival of a person at one town,

coming from another, as an i^eXOeiv ? Consequently, we must suppose

that they did not arrive at the place where He was, and that they did
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not find Him, but that tliey only tceiit out.—But still the difficulty

remains, how it should enter into their heads that He was beside Him-

self, and so to set out for the purpose of laying hold of Him. As oi

Trap avTov is a very general expression, used to denote any relation or

connection, we cannot see why in this particular instance it should

not refer to the family at whose house He was staying, and whicli

consisted either of friends, or possibly of relatives. It is perfectly con-

ceivable that they may only have known Him as the carpenter's son

from Nazareth ; and therefore may have been bewildered by the first

aspect of His inspired teaching, and have come to the conclusion that

He was carried away by fanaticism, and so was not right in His mind.^

(The Evangelists do not state that Jesus was not really " laid hold

of;" for there was no necessity for them to mention this. As soon

as the people had come out of the house, they were convinced of their

mistake.) But even if we must understand by ol Trap' avrov the

Nazarene relations of Jesus, the identity of the occurrence in Mark
iii. 20, 21, with the visit would not in the least follow. In the be-

ginning of His stay in Capernaum, his mother and brethren had

visited Plim. Now, long after, went out "His own people" to take

Him. Least of all could one conclude that Maiy was present the second

time.

The expression, " They could not so much as eat bread," is pro-

nounced by Strauss " an evident exaggeration." Indeed ! Is it so

impossible a thing, when the soup is on the table, for a person to be

kept away from it by a few sick persons, or by people anxious to be

taught the way of salvation ?

^ The expression dx.ovaa.vTig is literal, and perfectly accurate ; for after the

captivity the houses in Palestine were undoubtedly, for the most part, built with-

out windows looking upon the street ; and where there were windows, they were

lattice-work, through which one might look by putting his head close, though

one would not otherwise observe what was passing outside (Winer
.^
Realworterbuch

i. 550, and 431).
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§60.

RETUEN TO CAPERNAUM.

(The Centurion's Servant. The Possessed Man in the Synagogue.

Peter's Mother-in-law.)

IMatt. VIII. 5-17 ; Mark i. 21-31 ; Luke vii. 1-10, iv. 38-41.

When the Lord had returned from this journey, the principal

feature in which was the Sermon on the Mount, and had reached

Capernaum again, a Roman centurion, who had a favourite servant

lying dangerously ill with paralysis, sent some of the elders of the

Jews to Him, to ask Him to come and cure his servant. The elders

supported the petition by their own recommendation :
" The centurion

loved their people, and had built them their synagogue." Jesus set

off at once with them. But as He was approaching the house, the

centurion, filled with holy awe, sent some friends to meet Him, and

beg Him not to trouble Himself; for, as he did not think himself

worthy to come himself and speak to Jesus, so he was also not worthy

that Jesus should come under his roof. " Only speak a word," was

the message he sent, " and my servant shall be made whole ;" appeal-

ing at the same time to the authority which he, a mere man, was able

to exercise in his own sphere. When Jesus heard that, He said, "I
have not found such faith even in Israel.'' And He bade them return

home, where they found the servant restored.—Jesus then went into

the synagogue ; and there was a possessed man there, who cried out,

" Let us alone ! What dost Thou want with me, Jesus of Nazareth ?

Art Thou come to destroy us ? I know who Thou art. Holy One of

God." But Jesus rebuked him, and said, " Be still, and come out."

The devil then threw the man down in the midst of the synagogue, and

came out. And they were all amazed.—And Jesus proceeded thence

to Peter's house, whose mother-in-law was lying very ill with fever

;

and He went up to her, and took her by the hand, and the fever left

her. In the evening many sick persons, and others that were possessed,

were brought to Him, and He healed them all.

1. Either—so argues Strauss—the /3aai\tK6<i is identical with the

centurio, or tlie centurion of Matthew is different from that of Luke

;

in which case one of the most impossible " repetitions " would take

place.—That a ^a<Ti\,iK6<i is not a centurio, is not thereby refuted that,

according to Gfrorer, the French officers in the time when perukes

were in fashion bore the title, gens du roi. Also, Cana is not Caper-
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naum ; also, a son is not a slave ; and in general there is nothing

common to the two narratives but the healing at a distance. On the

possibility of that occurring more than once, see p. 59. The only

question, therefore, remaining is. Is the narrative in Matt. viii. 5—13

different from that in Luke vii. 1—10 "?

The differences are said to be "great." First of all, the sick

person in Luke is a S0OX09, in Matt, a 7rai9, which may mean a son

as well as a servant. Therefox'e it does mean son, otherwise we
should have no contradiction ? ! Pity only Strauss has overlooked the

Trat? fiov in Luke ver. 7.

Another contradiction is, that Matthew describes the disease as

palsy, whilst Luke does not describe it at all. To those readers who
cannot see the point of this contradiction, Schleiermacher's unhappy

remark will be of use, that a TrapaXvriKo^;, although Becvw^i l3a<Tavi^6-

fj,evo<;, was still not so sick that there was periculum in mora. But it

matters not whether palsy kills quickly or slowly : enough that it does

kill ; and so it may have been, that at last it had brought the sufferer

to the point that rj[ieWe reXevTuv, he was ready to die (Luke \ai. 2) ;

and after all there was danger in delay.

The only real difference that remains is, that Matthew, according

to his usual custom, abbreviates as much as possible. He does not say

a syllable about the persons whom the centurion sent to Jesus. He
merely mentions the message which was to be delivered to Him, and

gives t as if it had been the centurion himself who delivei'ed it.

Uncritical men might indeed be led to think, that the words were in

any case the centurion's own words, and not invented by the mes-

sengers. Moreover, far more importance was attached to the words

themselves, than to the circumstance that messengers were employed

to carry them ; consequently a writer accustomed to epitomize might

very naturally omit the latter.

2. A discrepancy has been pointed out between the Synoptists'

accounts of Peter's mother-in-law (Matt. viii. 14 ; Mark i. 29 ; Luke
iv. 38), where Peter and Andrew are represented as possessing a

house in Capernaum, and John i. 45, where Bethsaida is called " the

city of Simon and Andrew."—But the matter is very simple. Beth-

saida was the birth-place of Peter and Andrew. Their father lived

there, and they lived there also. Whether the marriage of the latter

took place before he was with John the Baptist at the Jordan (which

is certainly improbable), or in the interval between his first meeting

with Jesus (in the February of the first year) and his subsequent call

(in the January of the second year), is a question of no importance

;

for since, as a rule, it is the bride who goes to the bridegroom, not
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the bridegroom to the bride, Peter would still remain in Bethsaida

after his marriage; and there we find him, at the time of his call, still

pursuing his occupation. But when he gave this up, and became a

constant attendant of Jesus, as a matter of course he would have

ceased to reside in " his city," and gone to live in Capernaum, where

Jesus was residing, even if he had not had a mother-in-law there.

But if he had a mother-in-law settled there, what was more natural

than that he should take up his abode at her house ? And as Andrew
had also become a disciple of Jesus, it was equally natural that he

should live in the same house. In this case, Mark might very properly

describe the house as 97 olKia ^LiJio)vo<; koI 'AvSpeov, "the house where

Simon and Andrew lived;" and there is nothing to lead to the con-

clusion, that " as the house belonged to both sons (the genitive does

not involve this), it must have been inherited from the father,^'

§61.

THE widow's son AT NAIN.

Luke vii. 11—17.

The next day Jesus went to Nain, accompanied by His disciples

and many of the people. As He drew near to the gate of the town,

they were just carrying the only son of a widow to the grave. The
pity of the Lord was excited, and He said to the widow, " Weep not."

He then went up to the bier, and the bearers stood still. And He
said, " Young man, I say unto thee. Arise." The youth then rose up,

and began to speak ; and Jesus restored him to his mother.

The dogmatic objections offered to this occurrence have already

been answered at § 55. Woolston thinks it a suspicious circumstance,

that Jairus' daughter was raised in her bed, the youth at Nain on the

bier, and Lazarus from the grave. You have here a climax. Ought
Jesus, then, to have waited a few hours, till Jairus' daughter was also

on the bier, for the purpose of avoiding this climax? How differently

He would have acted, if He had had more regard to the critics of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

!
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§62.

JOHN SENDS HIS DISCIPLES.

:NLvtt. XI. 1-aO ; Luke yii. 18-35.

John the Baptist had now been imprisoned for a year.^ Though

not prevented from seeing his disciples, it must still have been painful

to him to be no longer able to preach openly. He heard from his

disciples of the manner in which Jesus had entered, in the meantime,

upon His public and independent labours. He was told of the outward

acts which Jesus performed—how He healed the sick and raised the

dead; but he heard nothing, either of the formation of a compact

" kingdom of Christ ;" or, of any such distinctly marked transition /Vo??i

the world into such a kingdom, as he imagined that he had paved the

way for by his baptism ; or, of any conflict between the new kingdom

and the old. The more assured he was of the prophetic character of

his former preaching of repentance, as having been commanded by

God; and the more firmly he was convinced, through a distinct

revelation from God, that in the person of Jesus he had seen the

Messiah ; the more incomprehensible must it have been to him, that

this Jesus, instead of building upon the foundation which he had laid,

of a broad division of the nation, should let this building fall to pieces,

and wander about, ivorking icithoiit plan, and without producing any

visible result; that He should continue simply doing good, without

requiring beforehand any distinct and complete conversion. In short,

he in whom the essential principle of the Old Testament, the laic,

and the need of redemption, were once more united through divine

inspiration, could not understand the essential principle of the New
Testament, the Gospel, which appeared, not in an outward form, first

demanding, and then giving, but working inwardly through free gifts

of grace ; and as this lay beyond the range of his office, he received

no revelation from God on this matter, but was left to his own con-

clusions. At length, in his impatience, he felt that he could not any

longer quietly look on. Without exactly wishing to instruct, or throw

blame upon the Lord, he could not help throwing into his question

an expression of dissatisfaction as well as surprise. He sent two of

his disciples to Jesus with the question, " Art Thou the promised One ?

or ai*e we to wait for another?" Whilst he himself clearly showed,

by the second question, that another could not be expected, he laid

1 Cf. §§ 28 and 31. He was put iu prison in January 31. His disciples were

sent to Jesus not long before his death, about December 31, or January 32.
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thereby the stronger emphasis upon the astonishment impHecl in the

first question, that Jesus should nevertheless act in such a way, that

it was hardly possible to recognise Him.—In reply to this question,

Jesus gave no explanation as to the mode of His work, which sprang

from the very nature of the New Testament, and was therefore un-

intelligible to John, but merely pointed to His loorh itself, especially

to the miraculous aspect of it, that John might believe what he could

not understand, and not take offence.—But in order that the people

who stood round might not be led by what had passed to form a wrong

opinion of John the Baptist, and thus indirectly of Himself, Jesus

reminded them, first of all, of the impression wdiich John the Baptist

had made upon them at the time of his prophetic activity. They had

surely not streamed out to see a reed, like the other reeds of the

desert ; nor a man in soft clothing ; but in reality to hear a prophet

sent by God. And, in truth (Jesus proceeded to say, that He might

show how it was possible for such a man to be mistaken), John the

Baptist was more than a prophet ; nevertheless the least in the king-

dom of heaven was greater (in insight) than this forerunner of the

kingdom. For, since the days of John, the kingdom of heaven had

broken out with violence, and the spirit of burning desire, which strove

to "take it by force," burst through all bonds (of Old Testament

form). The era of prophecy had continued until John the Baptist,

w^ho was the promised Elias. From that time forth would be the era

oi fulfilment. Having set aside one part of the complaint contained

in the message of the Baptist (that of want of p)lan), He proceeded

to show that, as a matter of fact, the other (that of not preaching re-

pentance) did not affect Him ; but that, as the prophets and John the

Baptist had met with hard hearts, He also had done the same (Luke

vii. 29 sqq. ; Matt. xi. 16 sqq.) : an evil will can harden itself in op-

position to the most diverse forms of divine revelation. Jesus then

gave utterance to the "woe" impending over the cities which had

been especially favoured with His presence, and yet (as a whole) could

not be aroused out of their sleep.—He then thanked His Father in

prayer, that He liad hidden divine wisdom from such as were humanly

wise, and revealed it to humble hearts ; and added, by way of explana-

tion, that it was the Father, who had committed all to Him, and by Him
that the hearts had been opened ; that the Father only fully knew

the Son, and the Son alone the Father. Hence it Avas only tlirough

the Son that men could come to the Father. He then ended with

those glorious words :
" Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are heavy

laden, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you, and ye shall

find rest to your souls ; for My yoke is easy, and My bui'den is light."
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1. If we look at the outward circumstances connected with the

message sent by John, the question arises, " How could John, when in

prison, hold such unrestricted communication with his disciples ?" And

this Question cannot be disposed of by Gfrorers remark, that "gold,

or even enthusiasm for a higldy venerated man, can find secret ways

into the deepest cells;" for John did not wait to see whether, by

chance, one or more such enthusiasts could find a secret entrance, but

when " his disciples showed him of all these things," he chose at once

two of their number, and sent them away, having no doubt that on

their return they would be able to come to him without difhculty. On
the other hand, the question is not " absolutely insoluble," as B. Bauer

says. Gfrvrer himself says, that there is no difficulty connected with

the assumption that John the Baptist had received permission from

Herod to see certain of his disciples ; and to om* mind this is the more

probable, because Herod's purpose was not to put down his teaching

{vide Mark vi. 20), but to suppress his Savonarola-like influence, which

appeared to him politically dangerous. In the fact of his being visited

in the prison by a few disciples, who chose to devote themselves to

this, there was nothing to alarm. They could be watched with as

little trouble as their master himself.

There is greater difficulty in connection with the question which

was addressed to Jesus by John the Baptist. Three explanations

have been given Some regard it as a proof that John the Baptist had

fallen into a state of uncertainty, or doubt, whether Jesus xoas really the

Messiah. But such uncertainty, we are told, is "not only psychologically

inconceivable, after what had occurred at the baptism of Jesus (which

we grant with all our heart), but at variance with Matt. xi. 7." For,

says Strauss, Jesus there declares that John was not like a shaking

reed ; which he would have been if he had entertained such doubts as

these. On the other hand, however, w^e say, that John the Baptist

must have appeared like a shaking reed, and therefore Jesus felt it

necessary to guard them against thinking that he really was so.

—

Apart from this, however, we grant that, after what occurred at the

baptism, it is inconceivable that doctrinal doubts should have taken

possession of his mind.

Cabins solution, that John sent to ask the question simply for the

sake of his disciples, is evidently forced, unnatural, and untenable.

A third explanation, which most modern commentators accept, is,

that it was not from xinhelief, but from impatience, that the question

was asked ; and that John expected to he set at liberty either by the

miraculous power of Jesus, or by His public ministry in general.—

•

Strauss cannot overthrow this explanation by the objection, that.
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according to Matthew and Luke, it Avas the report of tne mi?'acles

lorought by Jesus which led the Baptist to send the messengers ; whereas

such a report ought to have strengthened his faith, rather than have

led him to unbelief. But when John heard of many miracles being

wrought in other ways, if he had any expectation at all that at length

something would be done for him, such reports would be very likely

to increase his impatience.

It is no answer to this explanation to say, that John the Baptist

" would not have presented in the form of a clouht a request which was

dictated by faith." For, in the first place, it is not a request but a

reproof that is spoken of ; and, secondly, whilst this reproof presup-

posed the belief that Jesus could work miracles, it was dictated, not by

this belief, but by dissatisfaction and impatience. Lastly, the question

does not necessarily express a doidd, but is quite as fitted to convey a

reproof. An anxious passenger, who sees the captain of the vessel

standing apparently indifferent and unconcerned w^hen a storm is evi-

dently coming on, might naturally say, " Are you really the captain, or

is there another? " meaning thereby that it was impossible to recognise

him as the captain by what he did. And who would imagine that he

was expressing a doubt as to the person of the captain himself?

For all that, however, the explanation appears to me to be quite

untenable. Strauss himself has very appropriately remarked, that

one who had once discerned in Jesus the patient Lamb of God, could

never have expected the kingdom of God to be introduced with ex-

ternal pomp. And still fui'ther, we question whether any man who
had given utterance to the words, " He must increase, but I must

decrease," could ever have so thoroughly expected and assumed that

he should be miraculously released from prison, as to ventiu-e to send

a message to Jesus because this had not been effected.

The explanations already attempted having failed, it is by no

means strange that Strauss should not take the trouble to search for

another, but should pi'opose not only a conjecture which is intended

to be a joke, viz., to read "had not heard," instead of " had heard
;"

but another, which is a joke, though a very bad one. We have here,

he says, the only reliable information as to the relation between John

and Jesus, viz., that before this time John did not know Jesus at all,

but heard of Him for the first time during his imprisonment, when

the thought entered his mind that Jesus miglit possibly be the Messiah.

—

Bruno Bauer is much more consistent, when he pronounces this account

an invention, in common with all the rest. We will not deny him the

gratification to " tear up the rags of theology, and throw them at its

professors." We simply content ourselves with referring to the ex-
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planation which we have given above. John the Baptist had no doubt

about the person of Jesus ; but His manner of working, the absence of

such a decided preaching of repentance as would draw a Hue, in a

strictly methodical, Old Testament form, between converted and

unconverted, seemed to him to threaten to overthrow what he had

already built. And this, as we have said, must have appeared to him

the more surprising, because of the certainty which he felt that Jesus

was really " the Coming One." And the ansiver of Jesus is in perfect

harmony with this. He speaks of John as an able and divinely appointed

minister of the Old Testament, but unable to comprehend the A'^ew.

2. De Wette has given an interpi'etation of the much canvassed

verse, Matt. xi. 12, as correct as it is simple. And Weisse has pointed

out the real connection with what goes before. Gfrorer, indeed, thinks

that a contemporary of John the Baptist could no more say, " from

the days of John the Baptist," than Castor could have said, " from

the days of Pollux until now the sons of Leda live and die alternately
:"

he therefore infers that the verse was interpolated by a later hand, and

treats of the revolutions which preceded the destruction of Jerusalem.

But one need be neither a Castor nor a Pollux to see that " the days of

a man" may denote, not the period of his life, but also the period of

his labour. For instance, we might speak even now of " the time of

Guizot," meaning the period of his influence, though he is still alive.

And Jesus could also speak of the time then gone by, when John bap-

tized at the Jordan, and the people flocked out to him, as " the days of

John the Baptist."

3. The question is a very unimportant one, wdiether the Avords,

" Woe unto thee, Chorazin," etc., were spoken after the return of the

seventy (Luke), or after the visit of John's disciples (Matthew), or

on both occasions. According to Strauss, such a saying would be

more fitting at the close of the ministry of Jesus than so early as this.

But it is not to be supposed that these cities were at first believing,

and afterwards fell away : on the contrary, their subsequent unbelief

presupposes unbelief from the very first ; and therefore Jesus had

already ground enough for such an exclamation. He may, however,

very probably have uttered it more than once ; for as the cause of the

feelings which dictated it remained unchanged, why should not the

feelings themselves have frequently found an utterance? But as

Matthew, in chaps, x. and xi., classes everything together that had

reference to the disciples, it is equally possible that he has placed words

here which were really uttered when the seventy returned. Lastly,

it is also possible that Luke, who cared so little for chronological

order, may have inserted them freely and incidentally.
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B. Bauer Is surprised that we hear nothing of the unbelief of Ca-

pernaum. But he has heard of the hostihty of the whole pharisaic

portion of the community, and therefore of all the higher classes.

And was the mere fact of crowds following Jesus with sick persons,

and a poor man now and then joining Him with all his heart, all the

thanks that His nation owed Him ?—The words contained in Matt. xi.

25-27 are given by Luke in their proper position, after the return of

the seventy. But Matthew cannot be said to assign them any posi-

tion. He merely attaches them loosely, at the close of the section

relating to the disciples.

CHAPTEE V.

TWO JOURNEYS TO JERUSALEM.

§63.

the feast of tabernacles in the third teae. the sick man
at the pool of bethesda.

John v.

When the feast of Tabernacles drew near, Jesus went to Jerusalem.

Near the Sheep Gate there was a pool, called Bethesda, surrounded

by five halls, in which sick persons of every description remained,

waiting for the intermittent bubbling up of the spring, when the first

who went in was cured. One Sabbath, Jesus saw among others a sick

man, who had been ill (lame) for thirty-eight years ; and hearing how

long his disease had continued. He asked him whether he wished to

be made whole. The man replied, that he had no one to put him into

the water when the bubbling took place ; and before he could step in,

another had gone before him. Jesus then said to him, " Arise, take up

thy bed, and walk." And immediately he was made whole.—When
the Jews reproved the man for carrying his bed on the Sabbath, he

referred to the command of the Man who had cured him. The Jews

inquired who it was. But the man did not know His name ; and as

Jesus in the meantime was lost among the crowd, he was unable to

point Him out to his questioners. After a time, however, when Jesus

sought him out again, to warn him to sin no more, and the man had

therefore had an opportunity of finding out His name, he told the

Jews that it was Jesus. (This occurrence, as John (ver. IG) remarks.,

led the Jews, who no doubt retained their earlier recollections of
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Jesus, and had heard of His works in Galilee, which caused them to

regard Him as increasingly dangerous, to entertain for the first time

the idea, which they never gave up again, of putting Him to death.)

When the Jews charged Jesus with breaking the Sabbath, that they

might make this the basis of an accusation. He appealed to the fact

that His working was uninterrupted, on the same ground and with the

same justice as that of God, His Father : it was an outpouring of life

and blessing, not an act of labom*. (These words of Jesus concerning

His own person furnished the Jews Avith a new motive for their hatred,

and also a fresh ground of justification for such a feeling.) Jesus then

proceeded (vers. 19-29) to explain His relation to the Father, which

rested upon equality of will (vers. 19, 20) and power to communicate

life (ver. 21) ; and warned them (vers. 22 sqq.) to escape, through

the Son, from the judgment that was impending ; for, since through

Plim alone the Father imparted life. He also possessed' the power of

the Kpiatq (of withholding eternal life) with regard to those who would

not accept spiritual life at His hands ; and He would one day waken
all the dead, and execute (a distinct) judgment upon them all (vers.

27-29).—Having thus repeatedly, emphatically, and elaborately, ex-

plained to them that He was the Son of God, He acknowledged the

necessity of proving this assertion (ver. 31) ; and first of all. He
appealed to Johii the Baptist, whose testimony was ordained by God,

not indeed on His oicn account, as if He could receive honour and

dignity from man, but on their account, that they might have no un-

certainty as to the person of the Messiah, but that believing they might

be saved (ver. 34).—But as they had not continued to accept the testi-

mony of John, He appealed still further to His oion works, which the

Father did through Him (ver. 36). Yet they would neither receive

the testimony of the Father (ver. 37), nor that of the divine word of

prophecy (vers. 37-40). Jesus then passed on to words of reproof,

and pointed to their evil, selfish will as the source of their obduracy

(vers. 41-47). They were hunting for honour one of another, and

would believe a man who acted like themselves. But He neither

sought nor needed human glory (ver. 42) ; He only sought that the

Father should be honoured (ver. 44). Through selfishness oftvillthey

were hardened against Him ; but they sinned thereby not against Him
alone, but against Moses also (vers. 46, 47). The words of Moses

testified against them • through unbelief in Him, they transgressed the

law of Moses. It was a heart hardened against the law which \\ as

the ground of their unbelief in His Person.

1. The fact that the pool of Bethesda is not mentioned by Josephus

19
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is brought forward as a serious objection to this account. But it is a

mistake to suppose that Josephus wrote a statistical account of Pale-

stine, or a catalogue of the mineral baths. On the probable situation

of the pool, see W. Krafft, Topographie Jerusalern s.—A more impor-

tant question has respect to the genuineness of ver. 4. The words

eKZej(pixeva>v . . Kivrja-cv (ver. 3) are wanting in A and L ; the

fourth verse is wanting in D, Ai^m., and many other MSS. ; and both

are wanting in B, C, and Sahid. It is only in the Vulgate, and in Cyr.,

Tert., Amhr., Chrys., Theophylact, and Euth. that we find the passage

complete according to our present reading.—Now, De Wette observes

at the outset, and with perfect justice, that something must necessai'ily

have stood between ^Tjpwv and rjv 8e. For otherwise ver. 7 would be

unintelligible. But the whole is perfectly intelligible if we retain the

last clause in ver. 3, which is only wanting in two MSS. For, if the

sick persons Waited for " the moving of the water," it follows as a

matter of course, first, that the water bubbled up only at intervals

;

and secondly, that when the time was past, it ceased to be effectual

(otherwise there would have been no necessity to wait for it), and

consequently that all depended upon being early and among the first

in the water.

The origin of ver. 4 may be explained in this way in a perfectly

simple manner. Ver. 4 is an explanation of what is already stated in

ver. 3, together with the additional reference to the angel which

moved the water. We can easily understand how such an explana-

tion should have been first of all written as a gloss, and then have

crept into the text. On the other hand, we cannot see how, if ver. 4

were genuine, it could have been omitted from so many MSS.

—

Bruno

Bauer pretends to explain it. As it is "chiefly by Alexandrian

authorities " that ver. 4 is omitted (do D and the Sahidic and Arme-

nian versions belong to the "Alexandrian testimonies ?"), it was " quite

in accordance with the nature of the ground on which they stood^

that they should seek to preserve the portrait of the Christian logician

(he means John) perfectly pure, and therefore omit this material trait."

Unfortunately he has forgotten a few trifling circumstances; viz., 1.

that the school of Origen, when it met with things which appeared too

material, was accustomed to escape from the difficulty by means of

allegorical interpretation, not a la Marcion, by corrupting the text ; and

2. that the school of Origen, and the monophysite, monastic church

of Alexandria, in which the readings of B and C were current, were

two totally different schools.^

^ Consequently, De Wctte says most justly, and in direct opposition to B. B.,

" The testimony of the Alexandrian MSS. is confirmed by the improbabihty of a
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We have most conclusive grounds, then, for the omissioii o/ver. 4.

And what do avc gain ? We get rid of the remarkable and perfectly

unbiblical appearance of an angel, who does not come on some single

occasion, but performs periodical labours. We see now in Bethesda

an ordinary, intermittent spring, impregnated with some peculiar gas,

which brought certain forms of blindness, deafness^ and lameness to a

rapid crisis, and effected a cui'e.'^ It is true, Strauss declares that such

a " moving of the waters" as this even is " fabulous." We advise him

to examine more closely the spring in Frouzanclies, near Nismes. A
very fine specimen of an intermittent sjn'ing I have myself seen in

Canton Zurich, between Pfliffikon and Bauma, as you descend into

the Tossthal.

2. The question, why Jesus cured this man in particular among so

many others, Gfrover answers by saying, that Jesus would no doubt

have His own reasons for doing so. But what Avere the reasons ? In

our opinion, either it must be maintained that Jesus would necessarily

cm"e all the sick ; or, if He would not of necessity do this, the question

may very properly be met by another, viz., wliy should Jesus not have

cured this man, but some one else instead of him ? Now, the fact

that these sick persons had in the spring itself a corporeal and natural

remedy ready at hand, would be a sufficient reason for His not curing

the whole ; and the fact that, according to ver. 7, this man was really

the most helpless of all—so helpless, indeed, that he had not the

slightest hope of being cured by the spring—was a sufficient reason

why he alone should be cured.

According to Weisse, it was contrary to Jesus' custom to put the

first question to a man. But we have already observed that Jesus had

no customs. That the sick in Galilee who knew Jesus should ask

Him to heal them, was as natural as it was impossible that the man at

Bethesda, who did not know Jesus, and Avhose hopes were directed

rather to the spring, should ever think of doing so.
—" There was no

reasonable ground," we are told, " why Jesus should hide Himself.'''

But it is only Lilcke who says He hid Himself." In the text we find

simply i^ivevaev, dcflexerat. While the .Jews were speaking to the

passage having beeu omitted, which so thoroughly coincided with their love of

wonders."

1 It is not stated in the text that the cure was effected immediatehj. The pro

cess, in all probability, had to be repeated ; and therefore Ave find a kind of

hospital referred to, which gave rise to the name NlDn n*3-—The fact that no

such fountain was to be discovered in Jerusalem at a later period is easily explained.

It may have been filled up with rubbish at the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.

J/Ut for the fact that there were and still are intermittent springs in Jerusalem,

vid. Krafft, Topographic (also liubinson, Bibl. Researches).
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sick man, Jesus had gone on farther, and the latter had therefore lost

sight of Him.

3. As to Christ's defence against the charge of Sabbath-breaking,

John and the Synoptists are said to differ, since the latter represent

Jesus as appealing to David's eating the shew-bread, and to the case

of an animal that had fallen into a pit ; whereas here He is described

as appealing to the "metaphysical" proof, from the uninterrupted

manner in which God carries on His works of mercy.—But surely

Jesus would not always use the same argument. Even in the Synop-
tists, indeed. He borrows His arguments from history at one time,

and everyday life at another. And in John (vii. 23) we also find

an argument from the latter. It is unmeaning, therefore, to talk of

a difference in this respect between John and the Synoptists.

In ver. 17 the Evangelist evidently gives the substance of what
Jesus said in a condensed form. There is no ground, therefore, for

the remark, that Jesus passes abruptly from the question of the Sab-

bath to that of His own person. Moreover, the occasion is distinctly

stated in ver. 18 to have been the offence given by the expression

" My Father," which occurs in the verse before.

According to Baur, it is " perfectly inconceivable that so excited a

crowd should have been disposed to listen to so long an address as we
have in vers. 19-47." To this we reply, (a) that ver. 18, like ver. 16,

is a parenthetical remark, in which John informs us that it was the

miracle described in vers. 1-15, and the teaching of Jesus with refer-

ence to vers. 17 and 19 sqq., which was the first cause of the hatred

of the unbelieving Jews assuming a definite form. There is nothing

in ver. 18 about a sudden resolution to put Jesus to death at once ; it

simply explains the origin and motive of a perpetual desire. Hence
the emphasis with which /cat Zta tovto is repeated :

" And this was

the cause of the persecuting spirit which was manifested henceforward

by the Jews."—" And this only tended to increase it all the more."

We do not find any such difficulty, therefore, as that, according to

John, the Jews formed a sudden resolution to put Jesus to a violent

death, but suspended it of their own accord, that they might listen to

Plis address.—Again (b), the aireKplvaro in ver. 19 is a recapitulation

of the inreKplvaTo in ver. 17 ; the whole verse, in fact, takes up the

thought which was interrupted by the remark in ver. 18. But the

onreKplvaTO in ver. 17 is not a reply to a resolution mentioned imme-
diately before in ver. 16. Whenever the expression "He answered"

is to be taken in the literal sense, as a reply to a question, John uses

dTreKpldr] (chap. i. 26, 49, 50 ; iii. 3, 5, 9, 27 ; iv. 10, 13, 17 ; v. 7, 11

,

vi. 7, 26, 29, 43, 68 ; vii. 16, 20, 21, 46, 52 ; viii. 14, 33, 34, 39, 48:
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49, 54 ; ix. 3, 11, 20, 25, 27, 30, 34, 36 ; x. 25 ; xi. 9 ; xii. 20, 34
;

xiii. 7 ; xiv. 23 ; xvi. 31 ; xviii. 5, 8, 23, 30, 34, 35, etc.), or occasion-

ally airoKpiveTaL (chap. xiii. 26, 38). And where it directly meets a

distinct act (chap. ii. 18), or a sudden murderous attack (chap. x. 32,

33), then also direKpldTj is used. But aireKplvaro is employed by John
when a discourse of Jesus is not attached directly and closely as an

answer to a question or a sudden act, but contains or involves a solu-

tion of some particular problem {e.g., chap. xii. 23 and the passage

before us). In vers. 17 and 19, therefore, we find not a reply to a

sudden resolution, but a train of thought, directed against a constant

disposition, which first assumed a distinct form on this particular occa-

sion (vers. 16 and 18). But even if this were not the case, even if the

word cLTreKpiOr) had been used, and the words commencing at ver. 19

liad been directed against a sudden resolution, there would be nothing

unnatural in the affair. The Jews, whose hatred was already excited,

and who were sure of their purpose, listened to hear what more Jesus

would say, in the hope that they might find some new and better

ground to justify their intentions. But the words of Jesus, more

especially the appeal to the Baptist, gave the whole affair another

turn. The followers of Jesus among the crowd gained thereby a

moral superiority to the rest. His enemies hesitated, and postponed

for a time the execution of their designs. Is it not common enough

for such a turn as this to take place in all kinds of tumults :—The
person assailed is allowed to speak, in the hope that he may furnish

some new point of attack ; but as he speaks, their hopes are frustrated

through his presence of mind and moral superiority; and as they

listen, their momentary passions cool ? And thus, even if vers. 16 and

18 did refer to a sudden resolution, there would be something perfectly

natui-al in the whole affair.

§ 64.

MISSION AND RETURN OF THE TWELVE DISCIPLES. DEATH OF JOHN
THE BAPTIST.

IMark VI. 7-29 ; Matt. x. 1-42, xiv. 1-12 ; Luke ix. 1-9,

III. 19, 20.

On His return to Galilee, Jesus, pitying the mass of spiritually

destitute people (Matt. ix. 37, 38), sent out the twelve disciples to

travel about, healing, raising the dead, and announcing the coming of

the kingdom of God (Matt. x. 7, 8). He laid down very precise rules

for their guidance. Their object was not to be gain (Matt. x. 8) ; nor
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were they to make their own bodily necessities their care (vers. 9, 10).

They were to salute every house with the greeting of peace. If their

message was accepted, they were to remain there ; if not, they were to

travel hastily and resolutely forward, and a curse would fall upon

such a city (Matt. x. 11-15).—Jesus then told them of the difficulties,

and also of the promises and blessings, of the disciples vocation gene-

rally. They were sent, as it were among wolves, into a world of

determined opposition and many a persecution (vers. 16-18) ; but the

Spirit of God would direct their words (vers. 19, 20). A conflict

would ai'ise which would run through all the relations of life, and

hatred would fall upon them. But they Avere to continue faithful,

and when not accepted in one city, to flee into another ; and not to be

surprised that they could not hope to convert the nation of Israel, as

a whole, before His return (vers. 21-24). Persecution and rejection

would be His own lot ; but they were not to be alarmed, for the light

would force its own way and burst forth of itself, and only their bodies

could be killed (vers. 25-28). Besides, even with regard to the body,

they were under the superintending providence of the Father ; and

eternal blessedness would be the final reward of faithful confessors

(vers. 29-33).—Jesus then added a few verses more with reference to

the ferment which He might be expected to produce, and told them

that the one thing needful was to love the Lord and His word even

more than father and mother ; but that every kindness shown to the

despised disciples for the sake of their message would be regarded by

God as a kindness shown to Christ Himself.—The disciples then set

out. And Herod, who had been persuaded by his wife in the mean-

time (about the Passover of the year 32) to execute John the Baptist

(Mark vi. 16, 17 sqq. ; Matt. xiv. 3 sqq.), was alarmed when he heard

of Jesus ; for some thought that He was John the Baptist risen again
;

some, that He was a prophet ; others, that He was the prophet pro-

mised in Deut. xviii. 15 (by whom, however, according to John vi. 14

and Matt. xvi. 14, the people understood, not the Messiah Himself,

but probably Jeremiah) ; others, again, that Pie was Elias ; whilst the

absence of Jesus from Galilee necessarily favoured the mystery con-

nected with these reports. The disciples who had remained faitliful

to John the Baptist, and had buried tiieir master, came to Jesus as

soon as they heard of His return from Galilee, and told Him all that

had occurred. And when the disciples of Jesus returned, and reported

the result of their journey, Jesus went with them into the desert.

1. The fact that Matthew adopts to so great an extent a system

of classification according to topics, renders it very diflicult to answer
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the question (a very unimportant one), whether the words contained

in Matt. ix. 37, 38 were spoken on this occasion, or as Luke arranges

them, in connection with the mission of the seventy.—For the same

reason, it might be difficult to determine whether the whole passage in

Matt. X. 16—42, which contains, not directions for the journey they were

then about to take, but remarks as to the vocation of disciples in rjenei-al,

and a considerable portion of which (vers. 26-35) is given by Luke

in a totally different connection, may not be appended by Matthew to

the parting commission merely on account of the kindred topic to

which it refers. It certainly cannot be affirmed that there is anything

in the nature of the passage to prevent its being repeated ; and why
should not Jesus have spoken more than once, and more than once

in the same form, on subjects of such importance, and lying so close

at hand ? The retrograde movement in the train of thought {e.g., ver.

34 compared with ver. 21), of which we have already met with an

illustration in the Sermon on the Blount, is also rather unfavourable

than otherwise to the idea of a compilation by Matthew. For a waiter

who placed different fragments side by side, without regard to chrono-

logical order, would certainly arrange them ; but in ordinary life, in

the freedom of actual conversation, movement backwards and forwards

is a very common thing. At the same time, it is impossible to over-

throw the assertion, that " these words were spoken on only one occa-

sion, viz., that mentioned in Luke xii., and were simply inserted here by

Matthew on account of the subject to which they allude."—With

regard to the few sajnngs (Matt. x. 12, 13, 15, 16) which are repeated

in connection with the mission of the seventy, we shall notice them

when treating of that mission.

2. The small difference, that according to Matthew and Luke the

staff is placed among the things which they were not to take with

them, whereas Mark says they were to take " the staff only," has been

correctly explained by Strauss himself. The thought is the same. The

f)d/38o<; formed the limit of the things to be taken. They were not to

encumber themselves with anything unnecessary ; which can be ex-

pressed either by " not even a staff," or, " at most only a staff." The
Evangelists remembered that Jesus had spoken of the staff, and em-

ployed the two expressions to embody the same thought. For if we
suppo.se that Jesus said niDD DX ""3, either interpretation might justly be

supplied, " for if ye have a staff, even that is superfluous," or " that

is quite sufficient."

The only appearance of a discrepancy in the accounts relative to

Herod and John the Baptist, lies between Matt. xiv. 5, "And when

he would have put him to death, he feared the multitude;" and i\Iark
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vi. 20, " For Herod feared John, knowing that he was a just man, and
an holy, and observed him ; and when he heard him, he did many-

things, and heard him gladly." But this discrepancy is nothing but

an appearance. For, in the first place, Matthew places the statement,

" he would have put him to death," in immediate connection with the

reproof administered by John respecting Herodias, and with his arrest;

whereas Mark is speaking of what occurred between the arrest and

his execution. When John openly opposed Herod's marriage, the

tyrant became furious, and would gladly have put him to death at

that time, had he not been induced by his fear of the people to con-

tent himself with an imprisonment. But when he came to know John
more intimately, and the first heat had cooled down, the weak-minded

monarch, without character as he was, was constrained to regard the

holy man with a certain amount of reverential awe.—And secondly,

the possibility of what Mark has stated (vi. 20), may be psychologi-

cally inferred from the character of Antipas. He was not Avithout

susceptibility. At times he gave himself up to good impressions,

looked up to John, listened to him with pleasure, and even carried out

some of his instructions ; but at other times his own sinful lust and

worldliness, and the seductions of Herodias, gained a complete mastery

over him again.

§65.

THE FIVE THOUSAND FED. JESUS WALKS UPON THE SEA. DIS-

COURSE ABOUT THE BEEAD OF LIFE.

;Matt. XIV. 13-36 ; Mark vi. 30-56; Luke ix. 10-17; John vi.

Regard to the danger which threatened on the part of Herod, in-

duced Jesus to go with His disciples across the lake into a desert region

of Persea (near to Bethsaida Julias, Luke ix. 10, vid. § 75, 1). But
many of the Galileans, Avho had seen them depart, went by land (around

the lake), bringing sick persons to Him, and listened to His preaching

of the kingdom of God. It was getting late ; and when Jesus saw the

constantly increasing crowd of Galileans from the other side, who could

not possibly have told that they would find Jesus in a desert, but had

rather expected to find Him in a town, and therefore had not provided

themselves with food ; and when He observed how they were all

pressing around Him, literally enchained by His words ; He said to

Philip (who was probably standing close by His side), " Where shall

we buy bread, that they may eat?" He asked this for the purpose

of testing whetlier he believed that the Son of God possessed unlimited
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power to help. But Philip calculated with human cautiousness that

two hundred denaria-worth of bread would not be sufficient ; and now

the rest of the disciples, whether they had thought of it themselves, or

Pliilip had called their attention to the fact, reminded Jesus that it

was time to send the crowd away. But Jesus told them to give the

people something to eat. Andrew^, who like all the rest had no expec-

tation of a miracle, pointed to a boy who had five loaves and two small

fishes with him ; "but," he said, "what are they among so many ?"

For there were five thousand men, besides women and children.

Jesus then directed that they should be arranged in companies of fifty

each, took the loaves and fishes, and, looking up towards heaven, pro-

nounced a blessing upon them, and then brake and gave them to the

disciples, who distributed them among the people. They were all

satisfied ; and there remained twelve baskets full of fragments, which

Jesus ordered to be gathered up, that nothing should be lost. The
people, in their enthusiasm, then wanted to take the man who could

do such things as these, and whom they regarded as " the Prophet,"

and to make Him a king. But Jesus told His disciples to get as

quickly as possible into the ship, and cross to the western shore ; and

then withdrew Himself from the people to the top of the mountain

range, and remained there till night.—When it got dark, and the ship

was in the middle of the lake, there arose a furious tempest, which so

impeded their passage, that at the fourth watch of the night they had

not gone more than thirty stadia (from the shore). Jesus then walked

across the sea, and acted as if He did not see them, and was about to

pass them by. When they first saw Him, they thought it was a ghost,

and cried out in alarm. But He said to them, " It is I, be not afraid."

Then Peter, fired with the courage his faith inspired, called out, " If

it be Thou, bid me come to Thee upon the water." And when Jesus

did so, he stepped immediately out of the ship. But as soon as he saw

the high waves around him, his courage fell, and immediately he

began to sink, and called out, " Lord, save me." Jesus then took him

by the hand, reproving his little faith ; and they entered into the ship.

The disciples had now lost their fear, and they joyfully received Him,

and fell down at His feet. The wind stopped at the same time, and

they were at the land immediately.—The people that had been left

behind knew that the ship in which the disciples went away was tlie

only one there, and that Jesus did not return to Galilee in that ship

;

and being unable the next morning to find Jesus, they concluded that

He must have returned by land. They took possession of some ships,

therefore, which had come over in the meantime from Tiberias, and

crossed the lake ; and when they found Jesus already there (and in the
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synagogue)—a thing Vvhich would have been impossible in the time if

He had gone all the way round—they asked Him how He had crossed.

But Jesus told them that the miracle which had been wrought was

valued by them, and led them to follow Him, simply because they

would like a king who could satisfy their bodily wants, and not because

they had discovered in it the proofs of His divinity. It was necessary,

however, that they should be led through His miracles to His nature

and work. They ought to endeavour to procure, not bodily food, but

" food to eternal life,"—food that should satisfy, not the hunger of the

body, but the wants of a soul in need of eternal redemption,—the

food, therefore, with which the Son, whom the Father had sealed (had

shown by these physical miracles to be able to do it), was ready to

supply them. They asked Him what they must do to perform the

necessary work to obtain such a gift from God. Jesus said they must

believe on Him. But they, desirous only to see the eternal food of

tohich Jesus Himself had spoken, and which teas to be even better than

the material bread of ivhich they had eaten the day before, asked Him
to give them first of all this bread of heaven, and then they would

believe, imagining that it must be a kind of bread resembling the

manna which Moses had given. Jesus told them that the relation

between the bread to which He referred and the manna, was that

between the genuine bread of heaven and bread that was merely

typical. The bread of which lie spoke was " He which cometli down

from heaven, and giveth life unto the world." With all the greater

eagerness they ask to see this bread, and want to know more about it.

The Lord then explains that it is He Himself: He satisfies the eternal

hunger, the need of everlasting life.

But to prepare His hearers for belief and life in Him, it was

necessary that He should first of all produce a sense of need, the

knowledge of their sin. He therefore reproves their unbelief (ver.

oQ), and tells them that those only whom the Father gave Him
(tliose whom He prepared by the law) would come to Him ; that He
Himself did the Father's will ; and that this was the Father's will,

that He should rescue the lost, and raise them up at the last day.

—

This was enough to lead the Jews to consider whether they also did

the Father's will,—whether, in fact, they acknowledged that it was

the Father's will that they should suffer Christ to rescue them. But

instead of that, they murmured that the son of Joseph should main-

tain that he had come down from heaven. Jesus made no other reply

to this, than that no one whom the Father did not draw (by means of

the law and through the Holy Spirit) would come to the Son, and

that no one could come to a living knowledge of the Father excepting
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through the Son. lie then repeated once more (vers. 47 sqq.) that a

beHeving submission to the Sou, whom the Father had sent to satisfy

the need of redemption tliat existed in the world, was the only way

by which eternal life could be obtained. He was the Bread of life

(the vital power, the preserver of life). lie was the giver of life just

because He came from heaven and went down into the kingdom of

death, submitting even to death itself.—Now, even if the Jews could

not really fathom the full meaning of tliis discourse, which contains

the kernel, the complete essence of Christianity ; so much at all events

was perfectly intelligible, that it was necessary to recognise Christ

as having " come down from heaven," and to long for Him as the

bread of life. And what was obscure in the discourse was fully

adapted to distinguish those who truly loved the nature of Christ, and

liumhly held fast by what they understood, from those who took

offence simply because they were estranged from Him in heart and

mind. And as the work of Christ proceeded, it became necessary

that, after having gathered together in the general way which gave

such offence to John the Baptist, viz., without demanding from each

individual a definite act of conversion, and thus outwardly separating

those who believed from those who were unbelieving. He should at

length begin to sift.—Hence, when such of the Jews as were estranged

from Him in their hearts contended with the rest about Jesus' words,

He repeated them once more (vers. 53-59). In ver. 27, He speaks

in a general way of the contrast between bodily hunger and spiritual'

need, and between material bread and the satisfaction of this spiritual

want. In vers. 32, 33, He says that lie is the Bread of souls come

down from heaven, the Redeemer; and that men must believe on Him
(vers. 30 sqq.). In ver. 51, He says that thivugh His death He gives

life to the world ; and therefore, that it is necessary to believe in His

death. In ver. 56, He adds, that whoever believes in His death, enters

thei'eby and at once into fellowship of life with Him.—Many even of

tho.se who had hitherto been followers of Jesus, and had closely ad-

hered to Him, were now driven to manifest their inward alienation

(the want of a humble, unconditional submission to the divine nature

in Jesus which they both recognised and loved) by calling His saying

hard, or unintelligible (ver. 60). The Lord then told them that they

Avould one day see Him ascend up to heaven (in this way He taught

their proud icill to be humble) ; and further, that His words were to

be understood spiritually (not with the ordinary action of eating with

the mouth ; but, with the spirit of love to Christ, they were to be

understood as denoting an eternal, absolute union with Christ beyond

the limits of time and space). He then once more reproved their un-
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belief ; and repeated, that only by the Father could any man be drawn

to the Son.—The result was, that those who were inwardly estranged

now formally separated themselves from Jesus. Peter, on the con-

trary, in the name of the twelve, acknowledged firmly and openly,

that they had found Christ to be the source of eternal life—had

discerned in Him the Son of God: "Lord, to whom shall we go?"

and thus pointed to the inward necessity which constrained them to

remain with Jesus.—But at this very moment, in which the apparent

belief of so many had been proved to be mere pretence, and in which

it had been clearly shown how long belief and unbelief can go hand

in hand before they separate, Jesus sought to guard all the disciples

against security ; and, above all, to administer a faithful warning to

the man in whom another form of unbelief was also hiding itself

beneath the cloak of faith—in whom, that is to say, sinful passion was

already contending against the admission of the divine nature in

Jesus, and destroying within his heart the desire of remaining with

Him. Jesus predicted, even now, that one of the twelve would

betray Him.

1. These narratives can only be understood in their connection

with one another, and with the general course of the work of Christ.

In this connection they are perfectly clear. Taking each by itself,

there does not apj)ear to be a sufficient motive for the miracle of the

loaves in the unimportant necessities of the five thousand ; and it

would be impossible to discover the " object" of the walking upon

the sea. But if we suppose the intention of Jesus to have been to

sift the indiscriminate mass of His followers, the whole is obvious

enough. It was now to be decided who had been brought so to love

Christ with heart and mind, as to follow Him unconditionally from

inward necessity, and submit to Him with true himiiliti/ ; to how many
Christ, and devotion to Christ, had become the deepest certainty, which

no circumstance in life, no doubts, no obscurity, could ever overthrow
;

who they were to whom it had become the very kernel of their own
existence to belong to Christ.—In the feeding, Christ had exhibited

not so much a single act of beneficence, as His own divinity : now,

therefore, in the synagogue He could demand unconditional adherence

;

now he could prove who they were who had seen nothing more in the

feeding than the material benefit, and who had discerned the mani-

festation of His deity.—Thus, too, Christ manifested Himself in a

peculiar manner to the disciples by walking upon the sea, and most

especially to Peter, who required, above all, to be taught the necessity

of a believing heart. Here, therefore, we have two miracles which
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had no subordinate object, but in whicli the desvjn of the miracle in

itself is clearly brought to view. Had the eternal Son of God entered

as man within the limits of time, it was necessary not only that the

Divine Spirit should be manifest in the holiness of His moral nature

;

but also, as such a fact was unique and unparalleled, that it should

be clearly demonstrated that lie alone was the Son of God, by the

manifestation of the attributes of God in the form of miracle, as

exercising dominion over nature. The latter formed the connecting

link for faith ; and the necessity for miracles is pointed out in the

Gospels (John ii. 23, vii. 31, x. 41), and even referred to by Christ

Himself. They were not to stay there, however; but the certainty

that in the person of Jesus they discerned the Son of God, Avas to lead

them on to attachment to His person, to the contemplation of His

nature, and to the love of both united, as the highest, the absolute

Thesaurus (John iv. 48 ; Mark viii. 6, etc.). In this section we have

examples of both. In the miracles, Christ affords certainty concerning

His person ; and thus leads, in the discourse which follows, to an inquiry

as to the feelings of His hearers with regard to His essential being.

2. AVe will now turn to the miracle of the loaves. It was certainly

not an " accelerated process of nature," as Ohhausen supposes. In

our opinion, it was a creative act. Strauss affirms, that he cannot in

any way " picture" the process to himself : whether Jesus broke each

loaf into a thousand pieces, and gave them to the disciples, or how it

was accomplished. But the view which we obtain from the Evange-
hsts is clearly this, that Jesus continued without intermission break-

ing from the loaves ; and what had been broken off was immediately

supplied again. If the event occurred as we have represented it, it

is easy to conceive how the Synoptists could say, generally, that the

disciples had directed the attention of Jesus to the necessity of letting

the people away to get food, whilst John more accurately relates the

beginning of the conversation. In John (ver. 5) we read that Jesus

addressed the question to Philip when He "saw a great company
come ;" which implies, in B. Bauer's opinion, that they had come
merely for the purpose of being fed. But John has guarded against

such an inference, by stating in ver. 2, that they had come that the

sick might be healed. And when he proceeds in ver. 3 to state that

Jesus ascended the mountain, and sat down with His disciples, he

shows clearly enough that this occurred after the cures had been

effected, and therefore not immediately after the arrival of the people.

But when Jesus had continued ascending higher and higher, and at

length sat down and taught the people quietly, and the crowd, instead

of dispersing, rather increased in number ; then it was that Jesus put
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the question. The fact, that the ep'x^eadai of the crowd was a gradual

thing, Bauer has entirely overlooked. He evidently imagines them

marching up like a regiment at one particular moment.

3. The difficulties said to be connected with the ivalking upon the

sea, we should, no doubt, escape directly, if we could bring our minds,

as Gfrorer does, to go back to Paulus' explanation, and in connection

\vith the (pavracTfia to think of " the steaming mist which rises in the

early morning from a lake, and causes bodies to look two or three

times larger than they really are." Our experience of a mist has

been, that unless an object was very close, it was impossible to see it

at all.—We hope, however, to be able to reach a safe conclusion with-

out the crutches which Gfrorer oifers. The difference pointed out

by De Wette, that, according to Mark vi. 46, Jesus directs the disciples

to sail to Bethsaida, and according to John vi. 17, they steer towards

Capernaum, vanishes, when we bear in mind that the two places were

close together, and, beside that, are merely named to indicate that

point of the western shore (to irepav, Matt.) towards which the dis-

ciples were to sail. The objection is perfectly absurd, that, accord-

ing to the Synoptists, Jesus appeared to the disci])les in the middle of

the lake ; whereas John says they were 30 stadia from the eastern

shore, and therefore three-quarters of the way across, since the lake

was only 40 stadia broad. For, first of all, we do not know whether

the place at which the miracle occurred was exactly opposite to Caper-

naum ; and if it lay obliquely, the boat would have to traverse more

than 40 stadia. But Bruno Bauer himself helps us to an explanation,

when he says, " The disciples had started by daylight, and it was not

till the next morning (the fourth watch of the night) that they arrived,

and yet the lake was only two hours' passage in Avidth !" We reserve

three hours for the probability of the direction being oblique, and

admit that, in calm weather, eight or nine hours is too long a time for so

short a distance. But if we turn to Mark vi. 47, the whole becomes clear.

When it loas dark—that is to say, at the setting in of the night—the

disciples were already in the middle of the lake, about an hour's passage

from the starting point. It was then that the storm set in (Matthew

and Mark) ; and, according to the distinct statement of the latter, they

had to contend with the storm from " even" till the fourth watch

(vers. 47, 48) ; and during these six or seven hours, had made so little

progress, that when .Jesus came to them in the fourth watch, they

were only 25 or 30 stadia from the eastern shore, whereas in calm

weather they would have reached the other side a long while before.

It is inconceivable, we are told, that Peter should have felt no

fear at the time when he asked permission to come upon the water.
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and yet should have been so ten'ified afterwards. But any child

could explain, that a new thing done by others often excites a coura-

geous desire to do the same ; but when the attempt is made, the

corn-age soon gives place to fear.

Once more : John is said to contradict the Synoptists, inasmuch

as the latter represent Jesus as getting into the ship ; whereas John

(according to the objectors) says (ver. 21), " Now were they willing

to receive Him into the ship, but (that was not necessary, since) the

ship was forthwith at the land." But the i'jBeXov ovv Xa^elv forms an

antithesis to the i(j)0^/j6r]aav,—it implies a previous unwillingness,

but not that their present pui'pose was not carried out. They were un-

willing before ; they were willing now, and accordingly received Ilim

into the ship, and foithwith the ship was at the land whither they

went.

4. Passing on to the discourse of Jesus (John vi.) : the objection,

that the five thousand could not have sailed in the few ships which

happened to come over from Tiberias, may be easily disposed of, in-

asmuch as the 6-)(XoL did not march to and fro in rank and file. They
had come from towns situated at various distances, and therefore

many of them may already have returned, without waiting for the rest.

It was only those from Tiberias and Capernaum who were likely to

make use of the boats. There is no need to repeat, that by the ex-

pression 6 o;^Xo9 6 kar7jKO)<i John simply alludes to one particular

group that was standing in a certain situation, and is by no means

speaking of the whole crowd of the day before ; and that there is

nothing to preclude the supposition, that many may have left during

the time embraced in vers. 16-21, or to necessitate the conclusion,

that the whole five thousand stood where they were, without stirring,

until morning. He merely refers to that group which had spent the

night there, and the next morning, therefore, might still be standing

upon the shore.

So far as the subject-matter of the address of Jesus is concerned,

the two most important difficulties pointed out are, (a) that in ver.

26 Jesus says they sought Him not because they saw the miracles

;

whereas, according to ver. 15, they wanted, on account of the miracle,

to make Him a king ;

—

{h) that the people, who had just seen the

miracle of the loaves, should have been so shameless and impudent
as again to ask for a miracle of feeding (vers. 30, 31), as if they had
not seen one already.

The first of these objections has no force, unless, with Bruno Bauer,

we regard the expressions, seeing the miracles, and eating of the loaves,

as relating to " the antithesis betwet n the totalitv of the miracle in ail
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its bearings, and the particular benefit which followed from the act

of eating." But apart from the extremely abstract nature of such an

antithesis, we ought at least to read to arjfielov instead of (njfjLela. The
general expression aTjfieta opav can only refer to that whicli was

common to all miracles, the one impression they were intended to

produce. The people did not see signs, signs of the divinity of Christ,

leading them to faith ; they were merely attracted by the idea, that

a man who had fed thousands would make a good king,—in other

words, by the enjoyment which the feeding had afforded.—This is in

perfect harmony with ver. 15.

The second objection is completely met by vei'. 27. It was not

altogether without a cause that this request was made for a sign re-

sembling the gift of the manna (ver. 31). For Jesus Himself had

pointed them, in ver. 27, away from the /3pwcrt9 rj aTroWv/xevr], the

" meat which perisheth," which He had already given them, and for

the sake of which they were following Plim now, to a heavenly food

;

and they conjectured that He must refer to something resembling the

manna. They therefore followed up their question, and petition,^ that

Jesus would show them at once what food He could give them, with

the remark, that Moses had given manna to their fathers. There is

not the slightest trace of a doubt, much less of a Charge, that Jesus

could not do so much as Moses ; it is rather an example of excited

curiosity and hope pointing to a miracle resembling the manna.

§C6.

JESUS AT THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES OF THE FOURTH YEAR.

(the woman taken in ADULTERY.)

John vii.-viii.

When the feast of Tabernacles was near at hand, the brethren of

Jesus, who did not believe on Him, gave Him the advice of carnal

prudence, to go at once to Jerusalem, and collect by His miracles a

band of followers there. Jesus told them that His time to work

miracles and stir up excitement (i.e., hated as He was, the time to pro-

voke His own sufferings) was not yet come. They could go to the

feast ; " He should not yet go up to this feast." He stayed behind,

therefore, and went up afterwards, without any parade.—But in

' The petition, " Give us first of all the heavenly food, which Thou hast promised,"

is mixed up with the question, " what kind of food dost Thou mean? " The request

is expressed in the fact, that before they believe, they desire to see what kind of

miracle Jesus intends to work.
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Jerusalem, the account brouglit by the Galileans, who were flocking

thither, coincided with the accounts given by the inhabitants, of the

healing of the sick man at the feast of Purim ; and whilst the minds

of men were occupied with thoughts about Jesus, very contradictory

opinions were expressed about Him.

In the midst of the feast, Jesus went into the temple, and delivered

a discourse on the Scriptures. And when the Jews expressed their

astonishment that an uneducated man slioidd be able to do this, Jesus

told them that it was not His own, but His Father's wisdom that He
was teaching ; and if they would but first seek to do what He said,

they would discover whether His teaching was really of God. He
sought not His own honour, but His Fathers, and did no wrong ; but

they, who were seeking His life, transgressed the commandment of

Moses.—The mass of the people repudiated this charge ; but Jesus

reminded them of their conduct when the sick man at Bethesda was

healed.

The people expressed their astonishment one to another, that the

rulers permitted Jesus to speak so freely ; and asked " whether per-

haps they themselves had acknowledged Him." Others, again, replied

that Jesus, whose origin they knew, could not be the Messiah. Jesus

then cried out, " Ye know Me, and whence I come ? ! I am not a

man come of himself ; but He who hath sent Me is the God of truth,

and Him ye do not know. But I know Him." Embittered by this,

they laid plots to seize upon Jesus ; but they durst not put them in

execution : God did not permit it. As many of the people, however,

who were assembled in Jerusalem, believed, because no more signs

could be expected from the Messiah Himself than Jesus had already

wrought, the Sanhedrim resolved to have Jesus apprehended, and

gave orders to the attendants to do this on the first favourable oppor-

tunity.

In the meantime, Jesus continued to teach, and announced that

He should soon return to Him who had sent Him. They would then

seek Him, but not find Him,—words which the Jews neither under-

stood, nor wished to understand.—On the last day of the feast Jesus

stood in the temple, and with a loud voice invited all who thirsted to

come to Him ; He had the water of life ; whoever believed in Him,

to him He would give life, that he might himself become a fountain

of life.—The discussions of the people respecting Jesus burst forth

on this occasion with fresh vehemence ; and now the time had come

to carry out the command of the Sanhedrim. Some did step forward

to seize upon Jesus ; but their courage failed them, and the servants

returned to the Sanhedrim without success, and excused themselves
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on the ground of the exalted character of Jesus and His words. En-

raged at this, the Pharisees taunted them :
" Were they, the officers

of the council, about to become the disciples of Jesus ? did they not

see that none but common people followed him?" Even the gentle

reminder of Nicodemus, that they should not condemn Jesus unheard,

was met by the sneer, " Was he also a Galilean ? did he not know that

no prophet came out of Galilee"?"

In the evening they all went home, and Jesus retired to the Mount

of Olives. The following morning He went into the temple again

and taught. While He was there, the scribes and Pharisees came to

Him with a looman whom they had taken in adultery. According to

the Mosaic law, the sin of adultery was punishable with death ; but

so numerous were the cases of incest during the Herodian age, that

the law was no longer carried out.^ They wanted to lay a trap for

Jesus ; and therefore, reminding Him of the law of Moses, they asked

Him whether they ought to carry out the law, and deliver her up to

justice, or not. If Jesus had said "yes," His unwonted severity would

have come into harsh collision with the laxity of the times ; and if He
had said "no," they would then have been able to charge Him with

contempt of the law. But He rephed, writing letters in the sand at

the time, with a gesture of the greatest indifference, " He that is with-

out sin, let him first cast a stone at her " (evidently pointing to the

licentiousness of the whole nation, including the questioners them-

selves, as the reason why the law had been abrogated). The perplexity

was , now shifted to them ; for they would be obliged either to admit

they themselves were deserving of death, or to maintain that the

Mosaic precept was no longer in force. They therefore began to

slink away. Jesus then said to the woman, who was standing so

fearfully put to shame in the presence of the Sinless One, that He,

who could condemn her, loould not, but she must sin no more.

Jesus then continued teaching. He called Himself the light of the

world ; and to the reproach of the Pharisees, that there was no other

witness but Himself to speak in His favom-,and therefore His testimony

^ Compare ver. 7 ; the passages from Josephus quoted at p. 183 ; also the " Wars

of the Jews," 4, 9, 10. " Simon was a greater terror to the people than the Romans

themselves, and the Zealots were more burdensome than either ; . . . their inclina-

tion to plunder was insatiable, as was their zeal in searching the houses of the rich
;

and for the murdering of the men and abusing of the women, it was sport to

them. . . . They indulged themselves in wantonness till they were satiated there-

with. . . . Thus did they roll themselves up and down the city, as in a brothel-

house, and defiled it entirely with their impure actions." Such was the conduct

of those -who were zealous for the sanctuary of God. What a state of things does

this presuppose ?
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was not true, He replied, His testimony was nevertheless true, but

they were unable to understand it, namely, to discern His true divinity

(the TTodev ifkOov). They judged after the flesh, not after the spirit.

He, as they had just seen, judged no man, He took no pleasure in

judging and condemning (an apt allusion to the occurrence which had

just taken place) ; but when He judged, He judged truly, because in

the mind of the Father.—Jesus then returned from His passing re-

proof—that they wished to judge Him, and yet brought only a carnal

standard with them—to their reproach in ver. 13, and affirmed that the

Father bore witness in His favour. He said this boldly and openly in

the treasury of the temple ; and they did not venture to lay hands

upon Him. He then repeated that He should go away ; and they,

dying in their sins, would seek Him, and be unable to come to Him.

The Jews concluded that He intended to escape from their power by

suicide. But He reproved their carnal mind, which could not under-

stand what took its origin from above, and said that the only way to sal-

vation was to believe on Him. When they repeated the question. Who
art thou ? He simply replied by repeating the assertion, " He that hath

sent Me is true." (He did not want to put dogmas before their mind,

but to draw them on to discover for themselves, with their own hearts,

who He was, and by whom He had been sent.) When He should

one day come to judgment, they would discover who He really was.

He then exhorted those who believed in Him to continue in His

word : thus would they do the truth, and the truth would make them

free. When some of them maintained that as the descendants of

Abraham they were already free, and slaves to no man, Jesus re-

minded them that sin was bondage. If sold to it, they could not

remain in the Father's house, but must depart to their strange master.

But the Son would make them free. Descent from Abraham was not

sufficient of itself to free them from the bondage of sin ; for they, the

children of Abraham, wanted to put Him to death ! Judging from their

works (ver. 38), they had a very different father from Abraham. This

He still further declared to those who proudly held up their descent

from Abraham (vers. 39-41) ; and told them plainly that they were not

of God, but of the devil (vers. 42-45), whilst He was without sin.

And when they called Him a " Samaritan" and " possessed," He said

to them that He was not possessed, but honoured the Father, and there-

fore it was they hated Him. But He alone could redeem from death

(vers. 48-51). When asked whether He pretended to be greater than

Abraham, who not only was not a redeemer from death, but Avas him-

self dead ; He replied, that it was not He who ascribed this ho^a to

Himself, but the Father who had given it to Him. It was true, how-
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ever, that He was greater than Abraham
;
yea, Abraham had rejoiced

that he should see the day of His coming, and had been glad because

of that day. The Jews asked how Abraham could know anything of

Jesus. And when Jesus answered, " Before Abraham was, I am,"

they determined to stone Him as a fanatic. But Jesus hid Himself,

and left the temple.

1. In chap. vii. 8, B. Bauer prefers the reading ovk to oinroi
;

and Bleek has certainly shown on most conclusive evidence that the

former, as being the more difficult, and attested by D, K, Copt., JEth.^

Vulg., Epiphanius, Cyril, Augustine, and others, and as being the only

one known to Jerome, is the true reading. B. B. then founds upon

this a charge of " Jesuitism ; " and Baur invents the perfectly absurd

explanation, that the Evangelist placed the true motive of the journe}'-

(to glorify Himself) in the mouth of Jesus' brethren, and did not

attribute to Jesus Himself a directly affirmative reply, that they might

preserve the appearance of independent action on His part ! ! The
charge of B. Bauer is met in the most decisive manner by the simple

and straightforward account in vers. 8-10. If Jesus refused the

advice to go up to the feast with the caravan for the purpose of secur-

ing outward glory there, in the general terms, " I shall not visit this

feast," the relation of these words as a reply to a special question

contains in itself the special limitation. To the question, whether

He was going up to the feast, in the sense in which the questioners and

every one else would understand the words, Jesus might openly and

truthfully answer " iVb," especially as they alone visited the feast in the

strict sense of the term, who kept it according to the ritual throughout

the entire week. And the Evangelist himself might very naturally

and sMTip^y express this "No" in the words ovk avajSalvco ek Trjv eoprrjv

TavTTjv, as he has guarded against every conceivable mistake by vers.

9 and 10. Neither Jesus nor John can have had the intention to

deceive. Jesus cannot have intended to mislead either His brethren or

the people ; for, after He had attained His object (to avoid a carnal

glorification, which would be sure to change into a more speedy

hatred) by coming to Jerusalem alone at a later period and in a more

secret way. He did make a public appearance. John also cannot

have intended to deceive his readers ; for in ver. 10 he states distinctly

that Jesus did afterwards go to Jerusalem.—There is not the slightest

necessity, therefore, for BleeMs supposition, that at first Jesus really

did not intend to go to the feast, but that He afterwards altered His

mind. The impression which the seventh chapter makes upon my
mind is this : Jesus knew better than His brethren, who were still
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"unbelieving,"

—

i.e., carnal believers only, still entangled by the hopes

of a carnal Messiah,—that His way was not through astonishment,

acclamation, and glory to a throne, but through hatred and suffering

to a cross
;
provided, that is, that He should be faithful to His calling,

by reproving and unmasking sin. On this occasion, therefore. He did

not join with those who went np to the feast. To the feast itself He
really did not go up ; and thus He avoided this kind of " manifesta

tion" to the world. It was not till the second half of the festal week

that He went to Jerusalem, and suddenly came forward with His

words of reproof. Both of these had from the very first formed part

of His well-considered plan.—No reasonable man will regard Baur's

remarkable fiction as needing a reply.

2. The evident design of the Evangelist is to depict in exteuso

(chaps, vii. viii.) the fermentation among the people, the want of

clearness in their views, the incapacity of Jesus' own brethren for

entering into His work, the growing hatred of the upper classes, and

the divine dignity and excellence of Jesus, which (as in Galilee) did not

resort to demonstration, but required acknowledgment and affiliation.

He therefore, instead of giving lengthened discourses, just intimates

briefly (chap. vii. 16 sqq.) of what Jesus spoke, and what furnished

the occasion for the plots and discussions which followed.—The nega-

tive critics talk of " repetitions" and " want of thought." But the

question is not, whether these two chapters are "/"^," and please the

critics ; but, whether such contests do really occur in actual life. And
there can be no doubt about this. Where the differences are in the

principles themselves, the objections offered will be always the same

;

and therefore the replies must consist in just as constant a repetition

of the principle. But what the negative critics object to is, that Jesus

should address Himself not to the understanding of His hearers, but

perpetually to their will. They are also surprised at the incomprehen-

sible misapprehension on the part of the Jews (chap. vii. 35, viii. 22

and 28). But why ? Are they so unacquainted with the disposition

to twist tchat does not please ? Or is this a modern discovery ? O
no ! It is just what has always been done by those who did not ivish

to hear the truth.

Passing on from the general to particulars, when B. Bauer asks

(on ver. 15) why the inhabitants of Jerusalem had not been amazed

before this at the labours of Jesus as a teacher, he forgets that

previous to this, Jesus had never attempted any public teaching in

Jerusalem (any BiBda-Keiv, which seemed to require a fiefia6i]Kevat, to,

rypdfifiaTa ; any formal and not merely accidental address on a passage

of Scripture, such as we find described in Luke iv. 14 sqq.).—On
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ver. 23, Weisse observes tliat it is strange that the miracle at Bethesda

slionld seem to be alluded to as the only one that had been performed

in Jerusalem. Is he acquainted with any other ? According to vers.

10-12, Jesus cannot have wrought any at this feast of Tabernacles
;

and He left Jerusalem as soon as He had finished His addresses at the

former one (chap. v. 47).

—

Bruno Bauer also thinks it surprising that

" a year and a half afterwards" (a year, he means) the sick man at

Bethesda should still be remembered. But why? If a travelling

preacher were to deliver a discourse in a place attended only by

nationalists, the abomination would be remembered for many a year,

and the cry of " Fire" soon be raised if he were to show himself again

;

and such an act as healing on the Sabbath was more alarming even

than a Gospel sermon. And in this case the recollection would be the

more vivid, from the fact that it was precise!]/ a year before, and on

just the same occasion.—The question is asked, how John could know-

that some icanted to seize upon Jesus if they did not carry it out ? As
if they could not have gone up to Him, and even called out to one an-

other, " Seize him." To ver, 52 it has been objected, that there cer-

tainly did arise prophets out of Galilee. Who were they ? The name
" Galilee" does not stand for the ten tribes of the period before the

captivity. Galilee is the antithesis to Judcea, the land of Haggai,

Zechariah, and Ezra. The locality itself could not with any propriety

be described as unworthy to be honoured with prophets, but simply

that branch of the nation which dwelt at the time of Jesus in the

northern parts of Canaan, and whose distinct existence was as old as

that of the name Galilee.

Let us now look at the conversation in chap. viii. It is said ver.

31 and ver. 44 suppose quite different hearers. That is very ti'ue
;

but John does not deny that. He describes Jesus as standing among

the multitude ; at ver. 31, he remarks that Jesus directed these words

to those who, as He perceived, believed what was said before. But no

one will understand this as if Jesus had singled out those who believed,

and spoken to them alone, aside. But they—themselves, in the kind

and degree of faith, doubtless very diverse—stood scattered among the

rest. That the words, ver. 33, and especially vers. 39 and 41, did not

proceed from persons who believed is so obvious, that John did not

think it necessary to notice it expressly :
" This time it was not the

"TTiarevovTe^ who spoke."

3. The account of the woman taken in adultery I regard as a

genuine production of the Evangelist, and am by no means conscious

of the " frivolity" with which Bleeh charges me. If we examine the

external evidence, so far as the MSS. are concerned, B, T, and X are
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the only Majuscula in which the section is wanting; in C and A a few

leaves are lost (which certainly, according to a rough calculation, would

not have furnished sufficient space for its insertion) ; L and A omit

the section, but leave a vacant space, whether because the section did

not stand in their originals, and it was the intention of the copyists

to insert it from other sources (as Hitziij and Bleek suppose), or

whether it did occur in their originals, and they had reasons or direc-

tions to omit it (which I think the more probable), admits of dispute.

The Majuscula, D, K, G, H, M, U, all contain the account.—This was

the state of the case at the time to which our Majuscula reach. Now,

if w^e inquire into the critical testimony of the first four centuries,

Bleek, indeed, assures us that " down to the middle of the fourth cen-

tury the pericope was not recognised as John's in any part of the

Church;" but you look in vain for his proofs. Tlie majority of the

codices of the Peshito, and the daughter of the Peshito, the Persian

version, contain the section; also the Coptic and Vulgate (not to mention

the unimportant Armenian and Ethiopic). Beside this, Jerome (adv.

Pelag. ii. 17) alludes to many Greek and Latin MSS. which contained

the account, all of which were probably of greater value than our

oldest Majuscula ; and there are some scholia which appeal to ap'yaia

avTcypatpa in favour of the genuineness of the section. The fact that

the pericope is noticed in the Apostolic Constitutions, and is cited as

John's by Jerome, Augustine, and Chrysostom, is a stronger testimony

in its favour, than can possibly be found against it in the circumstance

that Tertullian, Cyprian, and Origen happen never to allude to it.

And though JBleek "cannot imagine it possible that fear, lest the

leniency of the Redeemer towards the adulteress might be misinter-

preted and abused by ignorant and frivolous persons, should have been

sufficient to cause the whole of a genuine section of this Evangelist to

be passed over in silence for several centuries" (the dijficulties contained

in the occurrence itself might certainly furnish occasion enough for

its being referred to less frequently than other sections), " or to lead to

its being omitted altogether from the text of the biblical MSS." (that

is not the case : only three MSS. ventured to ignore it altogether,

others at least left a gap ; two major and 44 minor mark it wath

obelisks or asterisks, and above 200 Minuscula contain it) ; it is still

more inconceivable to the writer, that it should have occurred to any

one to interpolate into the Gospel of John an account which for three

centuries and a half " had not been received as John's in any part of

the Church," and therefore cannot have existed in a single MS.

;

above all, in this particular place, where it appeal's to interrupt the con-

nection !—In this apparent interruption of the connection, in the d/Ji-
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culties which the deportment of Jesus appears to present, and which

even to the present day render the pericope a crux interpretum to

many, and in the misuse which either was actually made of the account,

or to which any who were inclined to strict asceticism might fear that

it would lead, we may certainly find reasons not only for the omission

in certain MSS. of a genuine section of the Gospel of John, but also

against the admission into the overwhelming majority of MSS. of a

spurious section, which never was regarded as the production of John.

If we turn to the internal difficulties, which Baur assures us that

we shall never be able to explain away, the three words hropevOrj,

opdpov, and Kadicra^ iSlSaaKev, which call to mind the Synoptists, are

evidently not enough to render it doubtful. There are many chapters

of John in which it would be easy to find three words, which are avra^

\ey6fieva to him. The only difficulty that presents itself is that of "dis-

covering in what the trick consisted^ Many regard the meaning to

be, that Jesus was appealed to as a judge, either that they might be

able to accuse Him to the Romans as assuming an unwarrantable

power, whatever His decision might be ; or else, that if Pie acquitted

the woman, they might charge Him with depising the law of Moses,

and if He condemned her, might accuse Him of contempt of the

Roman law, which did not permit of stoning. But, in reply to this,

it has been very truly observed, that if that were the case, all that

Jesus had to do was simply to disclaim the judicial authority imputed

to Him,—If we bear in mind, however (as we have done above), the

abuse which had crept in, of suffering such sins to go unpunished

;

the question may be regarded as simply an inquiry, whether judicial

proceedings ought to he instituted or not. In this way the whole difficulty

is solved, in spite of Baurs assertion, that every attempt at a solution

" must be utterly in vain." Such a question might be addressed to

any private individual, and Jesus had no reason for declining to

answer it. His "yes" would necessarily make Him an object of hatred

to the great mass of the people ; His " no" would furnish an oppor-

tunity of charging Him with disrespect to the law of Moses. De Wette,

indeed, is of opinion tbat Jesus might have appealed to the usual

judicial usage (abuse or disuse), and therefore have said, "No ;" but

to sanction a sinful abuse, which had arisen entirely from the excessive

prevalence of the sin, would have been neither wise nor right. Jesus

did much better, therefore, by this striking ad hominem appeal, to

bring to light the cause of the abuse itself.

Baur finds a difficulty in ver. 9 itself. " How can we imagine it

possible, that Pharisees would really admit the consciousness of sin in

the Christian sense, in the manner here described ? The case before
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them they would not regard as apph'cable to themselves ; for there is a

great difference between notorious sins, such as open adultery, and the

secret sins of the conscience." According to this, Baur understands

tlie term ava/j,dpTT]To<; to mean, " whoso is without sin in the absolute

sense, he alone should presume to judge ;" and in the same sense he

understands the words, " being convicted by their own conscience."

But it is perfectly clear that Jesus does not refer to the general sin-

fulness of the human race, but to one particular class of sins, namely,

to those acts of licentiousness, of which Josephus says that they were

at that time so general, that it was impossible to put the law in force

against them ; and also, that in ver. 9 the accusers were convicted by

their own consciences of these particular sins.

When De Wette disputes the authenticity of the account, on the

ground that there is a " want of connection with the discourses which

precede as well as those which follow," I should like to ask, what

reason there could be, supposing the occurrence to have taken place

in the manner here described, why the Evangelist should omit to

relate it, because there happened to be no internal connection with the

discourse which came before ? In that case, he ought not to have

introduced the feeding of the five thousand after the healing of the

«ick man at Bethesda. But there is by no means such an utter want

of connection. It is true there is no connection with the discourses,

but there is the closest practical connection between the unsuccessful

attempt mentioned in chap. vii. 45 sqq., and the fresh and apparently

most favourable opportunity, either to bring a charge against Jesus, or

to bring Him into disi-epute; that is to say, between the attempt to find a

ground of accusation, described in chap, vii., and the same attempt, of

which the basis is shown in chap. viii. 1-11.—Again, the digression in

chap. viii. 15-17 is perfectly unintelligible, unless it contains a side

glance at chap. viii. 1 sqq. Hence, whilst Baur is proving the close con-

nection between chap. viii. 1, 2 and the previous chapter, Weisse follows

the very opposite course, and says that chap. viii. 1 sqq. is interpolated

as a commentary upon chap. viii. 15 ; consequently, the discourse con-

tained in chap. viii. 12 sqq. was at first without meaning, but was

rendered intelligible through the happy accident of an interpolation.

Before belie^^ng either in so unskilful an author, or so overskilful an

interpolator, who could introduce facts which, like an electric spark,

would give life and meaning to the discourses previously recorded, we
prefer to believe that the whole hung very well together from the very

commencement.

4. The reading, BieXdcDv Bia fiecrov avrcjv koX TrapTJyev ovrco<i (ver.

59), we regard, with TiscliendorJ\ and against Faulus and Baur, as
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spurious, a gloss taken from Luke iv. 30. The words are not omitted

by " merely a very few critical authorities," or only Codex D, " whose

characteristic it is to alter with express regard to intelligibility."

(1.) They are wanting in Codex D, the Vulgate, and the Itala, the

three most important witnesses, therefore, of the Latin family, which

warrant the conclusion, that the words in question tvere not originally

contained in the 3ISS. cf the Latin family. (2.) Of the versions and

Fathers belonging to the African family, the Persian, Sahidic, and

Armenian omit it, and also Origen and Cyril ; whilst Codd. C and L,

with the Coptic translation and Athanasius, contain the reading. We
lay no stress upon the Armenian version, which is known to have been

prepared under the influence of the Vulgate. Of so much greater

importance confessedly is the Sahidic, whose antiquity and value are

ten times higher than those of Cod. C, and which has the two older

Fathers, Cyril and Origen, by its side, bearing the same testimony.

The African family leavers, therefore, but the balance inclines in

favour of the omission. (3.) In the Byzantine family, only Chrysostom

omits the words.—The external testimony, therefore, is more in favour

of omitting than of retaining the words. In addition to this, the in-

troduction of the words from Luke iv. 30 may very easily be explained,

and is favoured by the analogy of innumerable cases in which similar

passages have been so commingled. On the other hand, it would be

impossible to understand why it should have been dropped. It is true

Baur attempts to show that the Text, recept. cannot be understood in

any other way than as denoting a 7niraculous disappearance on the part

of Jesus (" He made Himself invisible, and so passed through the

midst unseen "). But the word r^^avLadrj would certainly have been

used in this case, and the words koX SieXOcov k.t.X. may be simply ep-

exegetical of eKpvjBrj (" Jesus hid Himself from them, withdreAV from

them, by simply passing through the dense crowd, which looked for

Him anywhere rather than in its own midst "). And even if the re-

ceived version can only be understood as describing a miraculous

invisibility, surely Baur does not suppose that what is so opposed to

his views would have been equally repulsive to a copyist of the first

centuries, and therefore have led to the omission. The remark, that

it was characteristic of Cod. D " to alter with regard both to obscurity

and offensiveness," does not in any way contribute to a critical vindi-

cation of the received version. In the same way, it is nothing but an

assertion without the least foundation, to say that chap. x. 39 and

xii. 36 are to be understood as describing a miraculous disappearance.
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§67.

CUKE OF THE MAN BORN BLIND. PARABLE OF THE GOOD

shepherd.

John ix. 1-x. 21.

As Jesus was passing along, He saw (in the street) a beggar

wlio had been born blind. The disciples asked, in accordance with

cun-ent opinions, whether his misfortune had befallen him in conse-

quence of his own sins or of those of his parents ; to which Jesus

replied that he was bhnd, not in consequence of any particular sin,

but through the providence of God, in order that in him there might

be manifested the mercy of God, whose works He (Jesus) must at

once accomplish, before the night of death should come upon Him
;

for it was as light that He was in the world, and He must diffuse the

light abroad. He then made clay of dust and spittle, and having

applied it to the eyes of the blind man, told him to go to the pool of

Siloam and wash. He went and washed, and returned seeing. The

neighbours and others, who had previously seen him blind, were

amazed at this, and he was obliged to relate to them the whole affair.

The more excitement it produced, and the more readily the attention

of all who knew of His dispute with the Sanhedrim was attracted to

Jesus, the more natural was it that the people should make use of this

occurrence, which had also happened on a Sabbath, to stir up the fire

either against, or on the side of Je.sus. They therefore brought the

man to the well-known and decided leaders of the pharisaic party, who

were assembled together (probably in the temple). The latter ques-

tioned him concerning the matter ; and as tlieir own opinions were

divided, they asked him his views of Jesus also. The man pronounced

Him to be a prophet. But they, still distrusting his account, sent for

his parents, and obtained from them a confirmation of his previous

blindness. With regard to the cure itself, these old beggars would

express no opinion, as they knew the feelings of the Pharisees too well.

(For they had already decided among themselves, to excommunicate

any one who acknowledged Jesus as the Messiah.) The man who

had been cured was then called again, and admonished "to give God
the glory," for Jesus was certainly a sinner : he had better candidly

describe the whole matter again. By this they hoped, no doubt, to

bring him to contradict what he had said before. But the beggar

understood their finesse so httle, that he merely returned the rough

reply, " Haven't you heard it often enough ? Will you also be His
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disciples ?" Enraged at this, they told him plainly that they were

Moses' disciples ; but he was no disciple of Moses if he believed on
Jesus, The man, however, was not to be trifled with, and very freely

expressed his extreme surprise that they should consider Jesus not so

well attested as !Moses, whereas He had opened his eyes. How could

a sinner do that ? Jesus must assuredly have come from God.—They
then resorted to violence, the threat of which the man would not under-

stand, and turned him out of the temple. But Jesus, having heard

of what had taken place, sought him out, and asked him whether he

believed on the Son of God. The man inquired who the Son of God
was. Jesus replied that it was He, and the man worshipped Him.

—

The Lord then said that He had come that the blind might become
seeing, and the seeing blind. Some Pharisees who stood by took

offence at this personaHty, and asked whether they were blind. Jesus

told them that they were worse than blind, because they thought they

could see. He then related a parable of the shepherd, who enters the

sheepfold by the door, who knows the sheep, and whom the sheep

follow ; and of the thief, who does not go in at the door, but climbs in

some other way. This He interpreted, first of all, as illustrating the

contrast between those who, like the Pharisees, did not act towards the

sheep, the nation, in the manner which God intended, but in wrong
ways, and for selfish purposes, not with saving but soul-destroying

effect, and Himself, who not only was not a thief, who not only ap-

proached the sheep in the way which God designed, but was the door

itself, actually working through His own person the true method of

cure. He then applied to Himself the figure of the shepherd, to

depict in a more especial manner His mode of action. It was that of

one who is pure love, free from all selfishness, and who, thinking only

of the sheep, offers up his own life to the wolf, that he may rescue

them. By this love He is known to the sheep, as He is known to

the Father by the same.—This love, He adds, in opposition to the

notions of the Pharisees, who were proud of their mere descent from

Abraham, embraced more than Israel alone ; there should be one Shep-

herd and one fold. The Father loved Him, because He was ready

to accomplish this v/ork by the sacrifice of His own life ; for He laid

down His life of His own accord ; His death was not compulsory, but

the manifestation of absolute love.—After this address the contention

of the Jews for and against the Messiahship of Jesus burst forth

afresh. But Jesus Himself returned to Galilee.

1. A few general objections have been offered to the account of the

blind man. Strauss, indeed, declares that such a cure was impossible

;
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and it is hardly brought within the range of possibility by the assertion

of Schweizer, that "at that time there were many persons blind from

their birth, who would liave been cured at once by modern science,"

for Jesus seems to have understood little, if anything, of modern

science.—The narrative is doubtful, we are told, because it is wanting

in the synoptical Gospels. The Synoptists, it is said, would be sure to

select "greater miracles in preference to smaller," and " such miracles

as were connected with instructive discourses." But there are no in-

structive discourses immediately connected with the cure of the blind

man. There is no internal connection between it and the discourse

about the shepherd ; and chap. ix. does not contain any instructive dis-

course of such distinct and peculiar importance as to furnish the reason

why this occurrence should be singled out for narration. So far as

the " greater" and " smaller" miracles are concerned, we have repeated

often enough that the distinction was entirely unknown to the Evan-

gelists, and is an invention of men, who cannot understand that the

same power is needed for the smallest as for the most striking depar-

ture from the laws of nature which have been in operation since the

fall, namely, the power of omnipotence. In the days of the Evangelists

semeiometers had not been invented.

An incorrect etymology is said to be given of Siloam in ver. 7.

According to Bretschneider, who is followed by Liiche, Strauss, and B.

Bauer, it is derived from n^SJ', a water-spout, not m^tJ', a messenger.

But Hitzig has shown (Isaiah, p. 97) that rh^ itself means one sent.

—The question, why John gives the etymology, has been correctly

answered by Schweizer in the paraphrase, " He sent him to the pool of

Siloam, which like Himself (Jesus) means dTrearaXfievo';.'" The life-

giving spring is compared to Christ.

2. With regard to the question put hy the disciples (ver. 2), in

general it might be very well explained from the opinion then pre-

valent among the Israelites, that peculiarly striking sufferings and

misfortunes were, as a rule, to be regarded as punishments for certain

special sins and transgressions. But Beza, Lightfoot, and Grotius

found a difficulty in the fact, that the disciples appear to regard it as

a possible thing, that the blind man had sinned before his birth.

Among modem commentators, De Wette has endeavoured to explain

this from the Alexandrian theory of pre-existence, and refers to

Wisdom viii. 20. But it is very questionable, to my mind, whether

this theory of the Alexandrian Jews was so current in Palestine, as

no other traces of it are certainly to be found there. The following

appears to me a much more probable explanation of the question.

Had the case in hand been that of an ordinary blind man, of one
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who had become bhncl, the disciples would have had no difficulty in

reconciling it to their theory of rewards and punishments. The man
would have been set down at once as having committed some crime,

and as having received this punishment from God in consequence. But

they had now before them the much more rare and extraordinary case

of a man who had had to bear the affliction of blindness, which the

Israelites w^ere in the habit of regarding as a punishment, from his

venj birth. If the man, therefore, was actually blind on account of

his own sin, the punishment must have preceded the sin. It teas just

this which the disciples could not understand. They therefore thought

that the man could not have been punished for his own sin, but must

have suffered on account of some sin of his parents. Yet this sup-

position involved another dijicidtv, viz., whether God would make a

man miserable all his life long, on account of a sin which had not

been committed by himself. But as it seemed to the disciples that

one or the other must be true, and as there were objections to both

suppositions, the disciples appealed to the Lord to tell them which of

the two was correct. The question, therefore, " Who did shi, this man
or his parents ?" arose not from the fact that the disciples regarded

either as possible, but, on the contrary, that they looked upon both as

impossible and inexplicable, and yet could not think of a third.

The Sofa, for the manifestation of which God had destined the

blind man, was not that of a display to be made, but of pity working

with almighty poiver.—The fear of the parents is inexplicable, it has

been said, since the man who had been cured would not become a

disciple of Jesus (or rather, they would not necessarily appear to be

disciples of Jesus), simply because they said that Jesus had cured

him.—The people were wise enough. They saw that those Pharisees,

who did not wish Jesus to be received as the Messiah, w^ould be sure to

become much more excited and enraged, if any one adduced a proof

of His Messiahship which might be the means of leading hundreds

to confess Him.—When was the " resolution of the Sanhedrim,"

mentioned in ver. 22, " first formed V The passage does not mention

either a " resolution," or the Sanhedrim ; it merely states " they had

agreed" (cf. Acts xxiii. 20).—These conversations were all carried on

in the presence of certain Pharisees accidentally meeting together

(ver. 13), and not before a " council ;" for not the slightest allusion

is made to this ; nor was the occasion one which could furnish occa-

sion for an accusation. Moreover, if a formal accusation had been

intended, it would have been necessary to summon Jesus, and not

the blind man. We have here, therefore, only private preparations

for a judicial accusation of Jesus at some future time.
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.We pass on to Gfrdrers objection, tliat the "authorities" would

not have addressed a common man in the manner described in ver.

28.—But these words are not intended to vindicate themselves. They
simply contain the bitterest reproach in the most cutting form. The
Pharisees call themselves Moses' disciples ; and in so doing, refuse

this title to the beggar, and treat him as an apostate. And the form

of their address is perfectly appropriate, when we consider that it

was not before the " authorities " that the man was standing ; and

that they were obliged to overpower him, not by judicial authority,^

hut by the nimbus of spiritual superiority.

CHAPTER VI.

UNCONNECTED PASSAGES.

§68.

CURES EFFECTED OX THE SABBATH, AJS^D OTHER MIRACLES.

The rubbing of the ears of corn, and the withered hand (Matt. xii.

1 sqq. ; Mark ii. 23 sqq. ; Luke vi. 1 sqq.).—The complaint of the

Pharisees on account of the rubbing of the ears of corn, which was

ridiculous, if only because the act itself was not labour, Jesus met by

referring to a case in which not merely a human precept, but a com-

mand of God, was broken ; viz., that of the priests, who were obliged to

perform the temple service on the Sabbath, and by the solemn declara-

tion that His person was greater than the temple. And, as a general

conclusion. He told them that laws are made for the sake of man, and

not man for the sake of the laws.—He then^ went into a synagogue; and

^ The casting out, mentioned in ver. 34, was not in itself a form of legal punish-

ment, but a simple act of violence.

^ As Luke troubled himself, on the whole, but little about chronological order,

we may assume that by iv iripa axfiilxTu he merely means that, as far as he knew,

the second occurrence took place on a Sabbath as well as the first. He did not

know that it was on the same Sabbath; whereas Matthew connects the two in the

most definite manner.— Wieseler (p. 231) argues very forcibly that iu actfitlxTtfi

oevTipoTrpuru (Luke vi. 1) means the Jirst Sabbath of the seco7id year of a sabbatical

period. But Krafft (Chronol. u. Harm, der vier Evv. pp. 18, 19) gives a different

explanation, which has so much in its favour, that I feel at a loss for which of the

two to decide. " In the years," says Krafft, "in which the 15th of Nisan, the first

Passover Sabbath, did not fall upon either a Saturday (the weekly Sabbatli) or a

Sunday (in which case the second Pa.s60ver Sabbath, the r\~\'i]}, would coincide with
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seeing there a man with a withered hand, He addressed the question to

the bystanders, wliether it was lawful to do good on the Sabbath ; and

then healed the man.—There are no difficulties connected with this, ex-

cept to those who maintain that " miracles are altogether impossible."

The man with the dropsy (Luke xiv. 1-6), and the woman who had

been bowed dozen for eighteen years (Luke xiii. 10 sqq.).—The latter,

who was so crippled by demoniacal influence that she could not

raise herself upright, was cured by the Lord in a synagogue ; the

former, at a meal in a Pharisee's house. At the meal, Jesus appealed

to the fact, that any one would rescue his ox or his ass if it had

fallen into a pit on the Sabbath ; in the synagogue, to the universal

custom of letting an ox or an ass loose on the Sabbath, and giving it

water.—Matthew connects the words in their first form with the cure

of the withered hand, which causes Strauss great difficulty, as he can-

not see how it could be repeated. But a gnome-like saying of this

kind might certainly have been applied three times as well as twice.

It is possible, however, that Matthew inserted the saying in that place

for the sake of the contents.

The ten lepers (Luke xvii. 11, 12).—This occurrence, which is

related chiefly as furnishing occasion for the words in vers. 17, 18, is

not attended with any difficulty.

§ 69.

MINOR OCCURRENCES.

Anointing by the woman that was a shiner (Luke vii. 36 sqq.).

—

The questions, 1. whether this occurrence is the same as the anointing

the weekly Sabbath), the Passover week had three Sabbaths, namely, the first and

last Passover Sabbaths, and the weekly Sabbath which fell between. Now, the

closing Passover Sabbath, regarded in its relation to the Passover week, was called

the second Sabbath. But then, on the other hand, the two other Sabbaths would,

each of them in its own way, be a "first Sabbath" in relation to this closing or

eecond Sabbath ; for they were equal in rank, the one as the opening Sabbath of

the Passover week, the other as the weekly Sabbath occurring in the Passover

week. In the order of their succession, therefore, the former might very well be

called the first simply, and the weekly Sabbath as the second first, as distinguished

from the m^'J?, the second Passover Sabbath.—The following reason certainly weighs

in favour of Krafft and against Wieseler. If the levTipoTrpurov was a weekly

Sabbath, falling in the Passover week, we can very well understand why Luke
should mention the circumstance, that it was a " second-first," i.e., a weekly Sab-

bath occurring in the Passover week, and therefore regarded as peculiarly holy.

But if the first Sabbath in the second year of a sabbatical period is what he means,

there was no peculiar sanctity in the day, and therefore no special reason why he

should mention the fact. For we have already seen, that Luke was not concerned

about arranging the different events in the precise order of their occurrence.
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hi/ Mary at Bethany in the Passion tveek ; 2. if not, whether such a

thing is hkely to liave been repeated ; we shall examine in chap. ix.

The narrative itself presents no difficulties.

Visit in Bethany (Luke x. 38 sqq.).

—

Strauss looks about here for

discrepancies to support his valuable hypothesis, that this occurrence

is identical with the account of the adulteress and the two anointings

(at which Mary " also sat at Jesus' feet
!

"), and that all these histories

are nothing but embellishments of one and the same— legend. He has

actually ferreted out two difficulties. " Why is Lazarus not mentioned

in Luke x. ? " asks the author of the " Natural History of the Pro-

phet of Nazareth ;" and Strauss shows that this is the more " striking,"

because, " according to John xi. xii., he appears to have lived wdth

ISIary and Martha." But surely he never means to draw from the fact

that they desired his recovery, and afterwards mourned for his death,

such a conclusion as this :
" Lazarus must have lived with them ; other-

wise, how could they have wept for him ? " If we tm-n to John xii.

we find Lazarus among the guests (eh rjv rwv dvuKeifievcov crvv avra>)
;

and Martha appears to live with the host, for she serves the guests
^

(hirjKovet). They certainly lived in different houses then.—A second

difficulty is, that Mary and ^lartha are represented by John as living

at Bethany, near Jerusalem ; whereas, according to Luke, the entrance

into a certain village took place " on the journey to Jerusalem," and

shortly after their " departure from Galilee," and "is separated from

the entrance into Jerusalem by no less than eight chapters." Unfor-

tunately, however, in these eight chapters Luke is not giving any
" account of a journey " at all, as has been generally supposed since

the time of Schleiermacher (cf. § 20).

§ 70.

MISSION OF THE SEVENTY.

Luke x. 1 sqq.

Before commencing a journey, Jesus selected seventy of those

who were in the habit of following Him, upon whom He could rely

as most decidedly His ; and feeling it to be necessary before His

departure to give the nation as a whole the opportunity of becoming

acquainted with Him and His salvation, He sent them two and two

' When wc have once established the identity of the anointing in John xii.

with tluit in Matt. xxvi. and Mark xiv., we shall also have proved that the hlTfou

took place in the house of Simon the leper, and therefore not in that of Lazarus, and

that Martha and Mary resided in Simon's house.

21
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into all the towns and districts through which He intended (this time)

to pass. He told them that He was sending them unarmed to meet

the dangers and hatred of the world. But, placing their trust in God,

they were to proclaim the tidings that the kingdom of heaven had

come, precisely in the manner which He had already enjoined upon

the twelve (according to Matthew and Luke ix.). The seventy then

went the round of the places, and boasted, on their return, that even

the devils were subject to them. But Jesus rephed, that the power

of Satan was really broken, and henceforth He gave them strength

to trample upon all the power of the enemy ; but it was for them to

rejoice, not so much on account of such strength as this, as at the

mercy of God and the assurance of their own salvation.

1. If we follow the course of Jesus' ministry through the epochs

described in chaps, ii.-v., and consider the near approach of His death,

we cannot help looking about to see whether the instructions and ap-

peals of the Lord were not concentrated in one more act, which should

embrace not merely isolated individuals, but the nation as a whole.

On the other hand, we cannot form any other idea, than that the acts

and discourses of Jesus must, during all this time, have made a lasting

and decisive impression upon a greater number than the twelve. Con-

sequently, such an event as the mission of the seventy, mentioned by

Luke, which occurred undoubtedly about the end of the second period

of the ministry of Jesus (cf. p. 135), cannot produce on our minds

any other impression than that of the greatest probability. And this

impression is by no means altered by the silence of Matthew and

Mark ; for neither of them has drawn up a history of the development

of the kingdom of Jesus. The design of the first was to adduce

proofs that Jesus was the Son of David ; that of the second, to depict

the manifestations of His divinity. To neither of them, therefore,

did the mission of the seventy offer materials adapted to their pur-

pose. Li Luke, on the contrary, who was occupied in sketching the

labours of Jesus in all du-ections, and by contrasts, the account of the

seventy is just in its place by the side of that of the twelve.

The number seventy is either a round number, as it so frequently

is, or Jesus may have selected exactly 70 men. De Wette and others

imagine, that because seventy elders were chosen by Moses, it neces-

sarily follows that, if Jesus did select the seventy disciples. He did it

for the purpose of imitating Moses ; but that, as " Jesus had something

more important to do, amidst the events which crowded so thickly

upon Him, than to think of every conceivable significant numbei*,"

the whole affair is impossible. So that, according to the opinion of
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these gentlemen, when Jesus was about to collect a large circle of

disciples, if just seventy individuals offered themselves. He ought to

have carefully avoided taking that number, lest certain critics eighteen

centuries afterwards should think that He had wasted His time in

seeking for every significant number. This is certainly very forcible

!

According to the account in the Gospels, the seventy were chosen

for a specific duty ; so that when this was performed, the circle was

naturally broken up again. But Gfrorer infers from the fact, that in

1 Cor. XV. 6 Jesus is represented as appearing first to the twelve and

then to five hundred, whereas no allusion is made to the seventy, and

also that Eusebius says (i. 12), " the names of the seventy are not

known," that they can never have existed at all

!

2. The instructions given to the seventy (Luke x.) are said to be

just the same as those given to the twelve (Matt. x.). But we main-

tain, on the contrary, that the address to the twelve has all the charac-

ter of an induction into a. permanent ofiice, whereas that given to the

seventy evidently consists of directions for one single task. In the

former, allusion is made (vers. 17 sqq.) to persecutions that were

actually to arise (and which did arise after the death of Christ) ; the

design of the apostolic office is pointed out (vers. 22, 23) ; and the

whole of the coming struggle is depicted, in its intensity, depth, and

importance (vers. 23-34). But we find nothing of this in the address

to the seventy. It is true, Jesus justly compares the seventy to sheep

sent among wolves ; but this brief comparison is all. No further re-

ference is made to any actual persecution, or to the necessity for con-

fessing Him in the midst of tribulation. The entire resemblance,

therefore, reduces itself to this: 1. that they are prohibited from

providing temporal comforts for the journey (vers. 4, 5) ; and 2. that

the same mode of action is prescribed to them as previously to the

twelve (vers. 6 sqq.).—But what is most remarkable of all, is that

Luke himself has put these points into the mouth of Jesus in con-

nection with the mission of the twelve (chap. ix. 3 sqq.) ; so that the

address in Luke x. does not bear any closer resemblance to the in-

augural address to the twelve as given by Matthew, than to the same

address as reported by Luke. The entire crux, therefore, resolves

itself into this, that two thoughts to which Jesus gave utterance in His

address to the tioelve^ were repeated by Him when sending out the

seventy.
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§71.

INCIDENTS CONNECTED WITH SCRIBES AND PHARISEES.

JL. The question of the laivyer, what he must do to inherit eternal

life (Luke x. 25 sqq.).—The principal point here, is the connection in

which it stands to the similar occurrences mentioned in Matt. xxii.

and Mark xii. This question, of course, cannot be answered till we
come to Matt. xxii.

2. Dinner at a Pharisee^ s house (Luke xi. 37 sqq.).—With reference

to the relation in which the address in vers. 39-52 stands to that in

Matt, xxiii., which is almost verbally the same, we find that Luke gives

a very distinct and fitting occasion (cf. chap. xi. 37, 38, and xii. 1).

The question therefore is, whether these verses, which stand in their

original connection in Luke, are introduced by Matthew on account

of their contents merely, or whether the words were really spoken

twice. Such sayings as those in ver. 42, vers. 43, 44 (which Luke
also introduces in a different connection, chap. xiv. 8), and ver. 46
very probably would be repeated by Jesus on various occasions. But
in any case, the question is not easy to answer. The disciples cer-

tainly did not learn by heart what Jesus said against the Pharisees

and scribes. Only the choice pithy sayings which He directed against

them on different occasions, and the particular separate leading objec-

tions which they made to Him, did they know ; and also the particular

occasions which led to unusually animated discussions (Luke xi. xiv.

;

Matt, xxiii.) remained in their memories ; but they did not know how
many and what words the Lord spoke on this or the other particular

occasion. In this respect they write freely, for they are not protocol-

ists ; and variations of this kind are not to be regarded as contradic-

tions.

The fact, however, that Matthew introduces these sayings of Jesus

in another place, is not the only thing which has been made a ground

of objection here. The whole account is said to be impossible, and

the occasion invented by Luke himself. For example, " To address

such reproachful words to one's host, would, even according to an

oriental standard, be indelicate in the extreme, and the grossest viola-

tion of the rules of hospitality."—But there is a divine plainness of

speech which is never out of place. Let us just picture the circum-

stances to ourselves. Here is a club of Pharisees. For a long time

they have been in the habit of amusing themselves at the expense of

the lay Rabbi, the " carpenter, who is trying to establish a new sect."

At length Jesus comes to the town ; and they agree among themselves
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to send Him an invitation. One of them undertakes to arrange it

all, and sends the others an invitation to dinner, " to meet the new
prophet." They eagerly embrace the opportunity. Jesus sees through
their plan. But He is very far from wishing to decline the invitation

He has received, and accepts it at once. They shall make His ac-

quaintance ; but it will be in a different way from what they intend.

They take their places at the table. With demure faces they all wash
their hands, and wait and look eagerly across to see what Jesus will

do. They are delighted to think that He cannot well avoid washing
His hands too, if only for the sake of appearance. But He quietly

takes His place. The host, eager to make the best of the point of

contention which has thus presented itself, begins at once to express
his astonishment, and does it just in the way in which at the present
day a man of good position would address a carpenter or a Methodist
preacher, whom he had invited to his house as a mark of special con-
descension and favour. Jesus replies at once ; and, instead of enter-

ing into a dispute about washing, gives utterance with the deepest
seriousness to a most bitter philippic, which comes so thoroughly home,
that they sit in perfect silence and make no attempt at a reply. But
a scribe (a verij distinguished man), who thought that Jesus had not
intended to refer to him, ventured, when Jesus had finished, to take
the part of his friends and brethren, and said politely, " But, dear
Rabbi, by speaking thus. Thou reproachest us also." Whereupon
Jesus commenced again, and delivered a second philippic against the
scribes, which was only too well deserved.

A third difficulty is found in ver. 51 (cf. Matt, xxiii. 35), in the
allusion made to Zechariah, the son of BerecMah. A prophet named
Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada, was stoned at the command of Joash
in the fore-court of the temple {rwn' n'2 nvna, 2 Chron. xxiv. 19 sqq.).

And according to Josephus, a lich man named Zechariah, the son of
Baruch, was slain by Titus in the temple a short time before the de-
struction of Jerusalem. Now, as the former is not called a son of
Berechiah, but a son of Jehoiada, in 2 Chron. xxiv., the earlier com-
mentators, and Gfrorer among the more modern, imagined that Jesus
was hevQ predicting the death of the Zechariah mentioned by Josephus.
But his father is called Baruch and not Berechiah ; and, according
to the description given by Josephus, he does not bear the remotest
resemblance to a prophet.' The prophet Zechariah, who lived after

' " So what provoked them against him, was that hatred of wickedness and
love of liberty, which were so eminent in him. He was also a rich man

; so that by
taking him off, they did not only hope to seize his effects, but also to get rid of a
man that had great power to destroy them."—AVars.of the Jews, 4, 5, 4.
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the captivity, was a son of Berechiah (Zech. i. 1) ; but he was not put

to death. Jesus cannot therefore have referred to him, any more

than to the private individual mentioned by Josephus, who was not

slain till some time after the words were spoken by Jesus.

It is very evident, then, that Jesus alludes to the prophet before the

captivity noticed in 2 Chron. xxiv. But how does this tally with the fact

that Matthew represents Jesus as calling this Zechariah a son of Bere-

chiah, whereas, according to 2 Chron. xxiv., he appears to have been a

son of Jehoiada ? Is it possible that the author of the first Gospel may
have confounded him with the prophet after the captivity, or the man

of the same name to whom Josephus refers ? Let us look a little more

closely at 2 Chron. xxiv. When Joash was seven years old (chap,

xxiv. 1), Jehoiada was already high priest (chap, xxiii. 1 sqq.). Joash

reigned forty years; from which we should perceive at once that

Jehoiada must have been extraordinarily old when Zechariah was

murdered, even if we did not read in chap. xxiv. 15 that he died at

the age of 130 years (a considerable time before that event). It was

after his death that the king's apostasy began ; and after this that

other prophets arose, including Zechariah (ver. 19). Is it not more

probable, therefore, that the latter was a grandson of Jehoiada, seeing

that, if he was a son, he could not have been less than a hundred years

old 1—His being called a " son " in vers. 20 and 22 is in accordance

with a well-known custom; and in this instance there was peculiar

ground for mentioning the grandfather rather than the father of

Zechariah, namely, to bring out into the greater prominence the

ingratitude of the king towards the descendant of his deliverer Je-

hoiada (ver. 22). With Jesus, however, there was no such 2)eculiar

ground for mentioning the grandfather instead of the father. He
therefore named the father. And this He could do ; for it by no

means follows from the fact that his name does not occur in the

canonical books of the Old Testament, that it was entirely lost at

the time of Jesus. The genealogies of the priests were still in exist-

ence (cf. Luke i. 5) ; and the name of the father of a prophet, whoir

martyrdom had rendered so memorable, is very likely to have lived

in the memory of the people.—There is no necessity, therefore, to

assume, as De Wette, Olshausen, and Bleek have done, that the Zecha-

riah here referred to has been confounded with the prophet after

the captivity (Zech. i. 1). Such confusion, in fact, would be utterly

impossible. Jesus could not have alluded to the occurrence in the

way He did, if it had not lived in the minds and memory of the

people. And if it did, it lived equally in the memory of the early

Christian Church ; so that, neither on the part of Jesus, nor on that
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of Matthew/ could such a confusion have been possible, between

either the prophet after the captivity or the man referred to by

Josephus, and the prophet Zechariah whom Joash slew.

Fourthly and lastly, in reference to the discourse in xii. 1-12, the

saying in ver. 1 is on this occasion as suitable as in Matt. xvi. 5, 6 ;

and it has also the nature of a repeatable proverbial saying. The
words in vers. 2 and 9 follow thereon quite closely and naturally, as

also the exhortation in 4, neither to fear nor to crouch before earthh''

power. As, however, this section is also to be found in the instructions

to the twelve (Matt. x. 26 ff.), it remains an unsettled point, whether

Luke has not transferred it to this place on account of its cognate

meaning, or whether Jesus did really on this occasion speak a word
against hypocrisy and an exhortation to open confession of faith,

similar to those in Matt. x. ; but the Evangelists, not being able to

distinguish accurately the words spoken on the tw^o different occasions,

have given, each one in his own place, all the single sayings of Jesus

that belong to that circle of ideas.

§72.

PARABLES.

If Strauss likes to take the trouble to compare different parables

together for the purpose of pointing out similarities and divergences,

and showing how one parable may have arisen from the combination

of two others, he is perfectly at liberty to do so. But it must not be

supposed that the genuineness of such parables is thereby disproved,

or that a combination of this kind is an evident sign of a later age.

Whoever draws such a conclusion as this must be entirely ignorant

of the nature of a parable, and its real usage in the East. A German
scholar or fable-writer may compose a parable with thought and labour,

and guard it henceforth, as being complete and unimprovable, from

ever receiving a new turn. But in the open air of the East such com-

parisons spring spontaneously from the fancy itself. Now they are

hinted at, now fully elaborated. In an animated conversation new
turns are given to them. Presently the narrative itself takes another

course, and they receive a fresh application. Something similar to

this we have already seen in § 53 ; also in Luke xiii. 18 sqq., where

several similes arc hinted at in connection with the same thing

;

^ I suppose the possibility of Matthew having added the words "the son of

Berechiah," though it appears to me much more probable that they are the words

of Jesus Himself, in accordance with the Jewish custom ; and that they were

omitted by Luke, who wrote for Gentile Christiana (Luke xi. 15).
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and Luke xii. 36 sqq., where the same simile is presented in various

lights.

Nothing further need be said, therefore, with reference to the

parables of the two debtors (Luke vii.), of the good Samaritan (Luke
X.), of importunate prayer (Luke xi.), of the sudden death of the rich

man, of the icatchful steward and his lord (Luke xii.), of the jig-tree

(Luke xiii.), of the lost sheep, piece of money, and son (Luke xv.), of

the harsh judge, and of the Pharisee and jynblican (Luke xviii.), since

they are all perfectly obvious. The two following only remain to be

noticed.^

a. Palpable of the unjust steioard (Luke xvi. 1 sqq.).—A steward

was justly charged with squandering the property of his lord. When
the latter had made up his mind to dismiss him, he endeavoured to

secure for himself, at all events, a maintenance by doubling the crime.

Yet, notwithstanding the double wrong, the lord considered that, at

any rate, the prudence of his proceedings was worthy of being praised.

Now, if this be the case even where wrong is done, how much more is

it to be praised and required in relation to things which are right

(ver. 8) ! In the latter, the wisdom is seen in the administration of

those perishable earthly possessions which have been entrusted to us,

in such a way as that we secure as friends, not the unjust, but those

who are in heaven (God, the angels, etc.). In this case, it bears the

form, not of unfaithfulness, but of fidelity (ver. 10). It is necessary,

however, to exhort to so wise and prudent an administration of earthly

good,, just because the children of light are frequently disposed to

neglect earthly duties and eai'thly prudence in their concern for what

is heavenly (of. ver. 8) ; and because real fidelity towards God, and

the enjoyment of blessedness, is not conceivable without fidelity in

earthly relations, and in the administration of earthly possessions (vers.

10-12). He who serves the Lord entirely, is sure to manifest the

greatest care and fidelity in such things as these (ver. 13).

In this way the whole becomes clear. The only thing to be guarded

against is, that we are not disturbed by the indefinite plural (f>L\ov<;

(ver. 9), and the paradoxical phrase o a8iKo<; fxa/x(ovd<i (ver. 11). Both

of these expressions arise from the piquant disposition of the whole.

Those who (like Schleiermacher and others) do not understand the

parable, and therefore regard it as unintelligible, have to attribute

this to the circumstance, that they think it necessary to transfer every

^ The parables in Luke xiv. 16 sqq. and xix. 12 sqq. will naturally come up
for consideration in chapter ix. And we shall then see that the parable in Luke
xiv. is not identical with that in Matt, xxii., but that the latter is an expansion

and modification of the former.
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particular trait from the steward to the children of light, or else simpli/

to deduct what appears to be inappropriate ; whereas it is merely the

formal side, viz.,. the prudence which has to be transferred ; and with

regard to the rest (the double dStKia), precisely the opposite is to be

required of the children of light (vers. 10 sqq.).

b. The rich man and Lazarus (Luke xvi. 19 sqq.).

—

De Wette, and

after him Strauss, are of opinion that the sin of the one apparently con-

sisted in his wealth, and that of the other in his poverty ; so that the

parable savours of Essenism,—But it is a peculiar kind of wealth which

allows a poor man to lie and starve before the door. It is true, Strauss

regards the conduct of the rich man as perfectly proper, since it is not

stated that he refused the crumbs to the poor man ; and the only

intention is to depict the contrast between their respective lots. But

if this be the case, why do we not read that he " zvas fed with the

crumbs"? Is there no meaning at all in the word ^^ desiring
"

'^

^loreover, what does the anakolouthon signify ?—The only way in

which I can translate the verse is this :
" And when he longed to stay

his hunger with the crumbs which fell from the rich man's table . . .

but even the dogs had compassion on him." That is to say, though

he would have had enough in what fell from the table—lohat loas

actually wasted, he did not receive even that. The dogs had compas-

sion, but not the rich man. For why should the compassionate dogs

be mentioned, if not as a tacit, and all the more bitter, contrast to

unfeeling men? The allusion to Lazarus in ver. 25 is evidently a

reproachf il one. Whoever reads the parable with any human feeling,

stands in need of no expositor to add exegetically, " The rich man
was wicked, but Lazarus was good;" he must see at once that so

startling a disproportion as that described in vers. 20 sqq. could not

exist where the rich feared God. That the rich man was godless, is

evident ; and though there is no especial feature which proves that

Lazarus was the opposite, it follows as matter of course, from the fact

that it is stated in ver. 22 that he was taken into Abraham's bosom.^

Who is there who would not be surprised to find here a remark to

this effect :
" rjv ryap 6eoae^r}<i % " The real design of the parable is to

show, that riches in themselves expose the soul to danger, and are

likely to be associated with hardness of heart, which may lead to irre-

parable ruin ; whereas poverty and sufferings in themselves are adapted

to prepare the soul and train it for God. In this way the parable is

closely connected with the previous one,—in fact, serves to explain it

;

whereas it is as far removed as the poles from the theory of the Essenes,

that poverty in itself is meritorious, and wealth in itself a sin. No ; so

1 The name Lazarus,
"'J^j'^,

''God helps," is certainly not without significance.
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far as the ^aiia}va<i is an aBiKO<;, so far it is pernicious ; and the object

of the parable was to show how it may be employed in alms and good

works, and not the subordinate point in ver. 26.

§73.

DISCOUESES.

The discourse in Luke xii. 22-53 contains passages from the

Sermon on the Mount, particularly from Matt. vi. 25 sqq.

Luke xii. 54 is an expansion of the brief saying which occurs in

Matt. xvi. 3. In Luke it is unconnected ; and in the latter, as in the

former, is without difficulty.

The conversation on the occasion of the news of the massacre of

certain Galileans (Luke xiii. 1 sqq.), is also perfectly clear, and is in

perfect harmony with what is said in John ix. 2 sqq. With regard to

the occasion itself, Bruno Bauer (Syn. ii. 94) observes, "History

makes no mention of these horrors." Amid the innumerable horrors

of that time (says Olshausen), it vanished like a drop in the ocean.

" Were it so, and if the drop could no more be found, then Luke would

also have known nothing of the event." Admirable logic ! First, the

deed was swallowed up like a drop in the sea (in this sense, that it

was not of sufficient magnitude and importance for Josephus to men-

tion it, but not that it had been absolutely forgotten by everybody)

;

secondly, no one can recover the drop in this nineteenth century, i.e.,

no one can discover any other account of the occurrence than that

which is given by Luke ; ergo, thirdly, Luke cannot have known

anything about it !—Little need be said about the discourse in Luke

xiii. 22 sqq. It contains the verse, " Enter in at the strait gate,"

which occurs in Matt. vii. 31, and was well adapted for repetition.

The objection made by De Wette to the position of the section,

Luke xiii. 31 sqq., rests upon the old assumption, that Luke wrote in

chronological order. The meaning of the somewhat paradoxical words

of Jesus has been correctly explained by Schleiermacher (p. 195).

" He must remain a couple of days longer in the place where He was,

and then^ yet another two days travel leisurely through the territory

of Herod ; and then after that He would leave Galilee entirely to

them." The appellation " fox" (aXcoTrrj^), which De Wette thinks

^ This "and then yet," etc., however, does not appear to me to be grammati-

cally correct. The words run thus: "Behold, I cast out devils and do cures to-

day and to-morrow, and the day after I shall have finished (ironical). Only (as I

have said), I must still walk about (safely) to-day and to-morrow, and the day

following," etc. The first " to-day " is surely identical with the second.
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ob.scure, appears to me to be also perfectly clear. The Pharisees, in

their desire to allure Jesus away, came and told Him, falsely, that

Ilerod was lapng snares for Him. Jesus replied (ironically), " Go
and tell this Herod, who (according to your account) is so cunning in

his actions," etc. His calling Herod cuiming, as if He really believed

them, and His commission to them to go to this Herod against whom
they had brought the accusation, show clearly, when taken together,

that He did understand their cunning, and knew that their account of

Herod was false.—I agree with Schleiermacher in the opinion, that the

words in vers. 34, 35, were first spoken on the occasion described in

Matt, xxiii. 37, and were placed here by Luke on account of their

suitability to the subject. Otherwise, how would the words on ov fxij

fi6 t8r]T€ K.T.X. agree ?

The address in Luke xiv. is free from difficulty. It is true,

Gfrorer speaks of the advice given in ver. 12 as unseemly and offen-

sive. It might be understood, however, as being, on the contrary,

rather laudatory than other«ase, since it proceeded from the mouth of

one who did not belong to the number of the " friends, brethren,

kinsmen, or rich neighbours." In fact, ver. 14 appears to indicate

that the host (a different man from the one mentioned in chap. xi.

37 sqq.) was well disposed towards Jesus. There is a reproof in-

tended, no doubt, in vers. 12 sqq.,—a reproof not of the host, however,

but of those haughty guests, who did not thank the host for his affec-

tion, but merely thought of the (mournful) necessity of strictly re-

turning his invitation.

There is quite as little difficulty in the discourse in Luke xiv. 25

sqq., where two gnome-like sayings (Matt. x. 37, 38, and v. 13) are

repeated.—The particular sayings of an eschatological character given

at chap. xvii. 20 sqq. are very probably, like so many others, classed

together by Luke. The original occasion on which they were spoken

was most likely the one mentioned in Matt, xxiv., though some may
have been repeated on various occasions.
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CHAPTER VII.

LAST STAY IN GALILEE.

§74.

scribes from jerusalem. journey to phcenicia and thence
into decapolis. a deaf and dumb man.

Matt. xv. 1-31 ; jVIark vii. 1-37.

The excitement which Jesus had caused at the feast of Tabernacles,

induced the scribes and Pharisees not to lose sight of Him any more

;

consequently, some of them followed Him from Jerusalem. The
fact of His disciples sitting down to table on one occasion with un-

washed hands, furnished an opportunity for the inquiry, why His
disciples dared to transgress the precepts of the ancients ; and this

was met by the counter question, why they dared to transgress the

commandments of God. Jesus then called the people who were
standing about to come nearer to Him, and explained to them, that it

was not the food eaten, but the actions performed, by which a man
was defiled. For the purpose of getting rid of these Pharisees, Jesus

went from thence into the neighbourhood of Tyre and Sidon, and
wished to keep Himself in perfect privacy in a house, or inn. But
this was altogether impossible. The report of His arrival soon spread

abroad, and in the following way. On the road thither,^ a woman of

that country, a Phoenician, who had a young daughter troubled by an

unclean spirit, having heard of Jesus, had come to meet Him, and,

falling at His feet, had prayed Him to heal her daughter. Jesus

made no reply, but walked on, apparently in the most unfeeling

manner. The disciples themselves then took up her cause, and en-

treated on her behalf. But Jesus replied, the bread must be kept for

the children, not given to dogs. The woman humbly rejoined, " True,

Lord, but even the dogs eat of the children's crumbs." Jesus then

said, " O woman, great is thy faith ; be it unto thee even as thou

wilt." And when she returned home, she found her daughter per-

fectly well.—From the land of Phoenicia Jesus went to Decapolis,

where He found a deaf and dumb man, whom He touched and healed.

^ Not Matthew only, but Mark also, represents the matter thus ; as by the yoip

he assigns the occurrence with the woman as the cause why Jesus did not succeed

in remaining hid.
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1. As a matter of course, the question about washing, which had

ah'eady been asked at Jesus at a meal in the house of a Pharisee who

dwelt in Galilee, could not be asked again by other Pharisees on

another occasion. Before incurring the guilt of such a repetition, it

behoved them to inquire whether the question which they had in their

breast had not been already put, and was not therefore superfluous

!

No other difficulties except this beset this incident.

2. Matters don't stand so well with the Canaanitish woman.

Strauss asks, in the first place, why Jesus (Matt. x. 5) sent the

disciples merely to Palestine, and not to Phoenicia, Egypt, Greece,

Italy, etc.; and as such a national exclusiveness seems to him suspi-

cious, his suspicion is increased by the conduct of Jesus towards the

woman of Canaan. A ground of prudence (by which the limitation

in Matt. x. might be recommended^) does not exist here, where it is

not a question of inviting men to enter into the kingdom of the

Messiah, but only of conferring a single temporal benefit. If Jesus

had had " a more universal motive," He must have made it known to

the disciples, and could not have assigned the one given in ]\Iatt. xv.

26. Consequently, it must have been real aversion to the heathen

which led Jesus to act as He did ; and Mark simply attempts to con-

ceal this aversion, when he gives prominence in ver. 25 to the desire

of Jesus to remain concealed.—But this is throughout an absurdity.

Where does Mark conceal anything which Matthew relates? Or
where does he allude to the attempt to preserve an incognito, as the

motive for His conduct towards the woman"? Does he not, on the

contrary, refer to the occurrence on the road as the reason why it was

impossible to preserve any incognito afterwards?—Strauss also as-

sumes that Jesus was literally, and in all seriousness, so unfeeling and

harsh, that even the disciples could not look on with complacency.^

"There is no indication whatever," in the text, he says, "that Jesus

merely wished to prove the woman, and to give an occasion for the

manifestation of the whole strength of her faith ; but rather the un-

mistakeable signs of a real change of mind." But what peculiar

indications ought the Evangelist to have given in connection with a

case which every unprejudiced mind would understand? Strauss ex-

pects a " This He said, tempting her," as in John vi. 6. Does he not

see that the case is quite different there : that there the question might

really have been taken in earnest ; that there John's express object is

^ That ground was not certainly "to avoid a final rupture -with His country-

men," but to form in Judaea a centre and starting point for the new kingdom.

2 And this was the enlightened Kabbi whom the world has to thank for its

" regeneration through a new idea
!

"
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to make prominent the right understanding of the question as against

PhiKp's misapprehension? Here, on the contrary, the choice lies

between two possible explanations : either to regard the conduct of

Jesus as a test, or as unfeeling harshness ; and where this was the

thoice, the Evangelists saw no necessity for guarding against misap-

»rehension. They could very safely omit any explanation ; whilst

.,heir purely objective description added beauty and clearness to the

narrative.

According to Strauss's usual method, he ought to have drawn the

conclusion, that the occurrence (as he understands it) was inconceiv-

able, and therefore the whole account a myth. But see here : the

opportunity offers of fixing a blemish upon Jesus, and representing

Him as a hard and exclusive Jew; and Strauss eagerly embraces

it: he says nothing about the discrepancy between the occurrence,

as he understands it, and the narrative of the centurion. He even

plasters np this discrepancy, that he may pronounce the occurrence

historical. Such is the impartiality of the modern science !—On the

touching of the deaf and dumb man, and the application of saliva,

vide § 76.

§75.

FEEDING OF THE FOUR THOUSAND. SECOND DEMAND FOR A SIGN,

and discourses.

Matt. xv. o2-xvi. 12; Mark viii. 1-21.

In a desert spot on the south-east coast of the Lake of Gennesareth

(in the neighbourhood of Decapolis), Jesus was occupied for three

days in teaching and healing ; and as the provisions which the people

had brought with them had long been all consumed, it seemed un-

desirable to send them away in an exhausted condition to travel back

to their homes. Jesus mentioned the difficulty to His disciples ; and

as they could hardly expect without further ground that the former

miracle would be repeated, they thought that the question put by

Jesus was sufficient in itself to lead to the conclusion, that on this

occasion He did not intend to meet the difficulty by means of a

miracle. Nor did Jesus blame them at all on this account, but simply

inquired how much food they had by them, thereby indicating what

His intention was. The disciples did not express the slightest doubt

;

and the feeding went on in the same manner as before.—Jesus then

dismissed the people; and having entered the ship, crossed over to

Magdala (into the province of Dalmanutha). There the unwearied

Pharisees encountered Ilim again, along with certain Sadducees, who
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had gone before for tlie purpose of watching Him ; and as they had

undoubtedly heard of the new miracle, they asked Him to work a

miracle for them, a really great one, a arjixelov dir ovpavov. But

Jesus, who worked miracles only where He expected thereby to awaken

faith, and not for the gratification of curiosity, told them that they

needed no special miracle to lead them to belief ; but that, if they

would believe, the signs of the times (a-rj/xela roiv KUipcov), the circum-

stances of their own age (including the works which He performed),

were amply sufficient for that. So He left them ; and entering the

ship, crossed over again to the eastern shore of the lake. On the

way He warned His disciples, in figurative language, to beware of

the leaven (the all-pervading evil disposition) of the Pharisees (the

hypocrites), and of Herod (the man of the world). But the disciples,

who happened to have come without bread, misunderstood His words,

and, taking them literally, supposed Him to mean, that when they

purchased bread, they were not to buy it of Pharisees. They fancied,

therefore, that He was blaming them for their neglect. But Jesus

reminded them of the two miracles, as a proof that they had no need

to trouble themselves in any way about the nourishment of their

bodies and the preparation of food. The disciples then understood

that Jesus was speaking of the doctrine (the principles) of the Phari-

sees and Sadducees.—And they came to Bethsaida Julias.

1. Bruno Bauer (Syn. ii. 356 seq.) points out the following geo-

graphical difficulty. In Mark viii. 1, Jesus proceeds to the eastern

shore ; in ver. 10, He returns to the western ; and in ver. 13, He
again crosses to the eastern, where He enters (ver. 22) into a Beth-

saida, which must therefore have been situated on the eastern side of

the lake. But we do not find, either in Mark or any other of the

Evangelists, a Bethsaida on the eastern shore. We only read of one

in Galilee; Josephus also "knows only one Bethsaida;" and "the

question, whether he refers to the city of that name on the western

side of the lake, which is also mentioned in the Old Testament, is a

matter of perfect indifferencer—But that is by no means the case. In

Ant. 18, 4, 6, Josephus speaks of a Bethsaida which was under the

dominion of Philip, and which he enlarged and named Julias, in

honour of the daughter of Augustus. Now, the simple fact that

Philip only ruled to the east of the Jordan and the lake, would be in

itself a sufficient proof that this Bethsaida was situated on the east,

even if it were not expressly stated by Pliny}—That the New Testa-

^ Hist. Nat. V. 15 : Jordanes in lacum se fundit, quern plures Genesarem vo-

cant, amoenis circumseptum oppidis, ab oriente Juliade.—According to Josephus
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ment geography knows nothing of this eastern Bethsaida, is not true.

(Cf. Luke ix. 10.)

In distinction from this Bethsaida, we find the other expressly

called Bethsaida of Galilee (John xii. 21) ; and this, as being the native

city of Philip, Peter, and Andrew, is identical with the one men-

tioned in John i. 44, Matt. xi. 21 sqq., Luke x. 13 sqq., and must

have been situated on the western side of the lake {vid. § 51).

" Mark himself had mentioned the western Bethsaida in chap. vi.

45. Now, if he refers again to a Bethsaida in chap, viii., without

making any distinction, he must intend his readers still to understand

the western Bethsaida. But as he is speaking in chap. viii. 13 and

22 of the eastern shox'e, this would be a contradiction. The whole

passage, therefore (chap. viii. 1 sqq.), must be an interpolation."—On
the contrary, we reply : Since he distinctly states, in chap. vi. 30

sqq., that Jesus had gone to Peraea, and then in ver. 45 says that the

disciples sailed ek to irepav, i.e., to Galilee, where they arrived at

Bethsaida, whereas in chap. viii. Jesus is described as proceeding

from the coast of Dalmanutha (the western) to the eastern shore,

and then comes to Bethsaida, this alone distinguishes the one from

the other, and renders any further distinction altogether unneces-

sary.

2. The only difficulty which even Strauss can find in the repeti-

tion of the feeding, is that he cannot believe that the second would be

in all the attendant circumstances just like the first. Now what are

these attendant circumstances ? " The satisfying of a crowd"— should

they have remained hungry this time, for a change "?
—" with a com-

paratively small amount of provisions." But the amount of provi-

sions, as well as the number of the people, is different. " Both times

in a solitary place." Should it have happened in a town the second

time, where it would have been unnecessary ? " Both times by the

Lake of Galilee." But the first time it was on the north-east coast,

near Julias (Luke ix. 10) ; the second, on the south-east, near Deca-

polis. " On both occasions the people had stayed too long." Should

the second have taken place as soon as they came, or when they were

gone ? Besides, the first time they only remained till the evening

;

the second time they stayed three days. " Both times Jesus shows a

desire to feed the multitude from private resources, which the dis-

ciples regard as an impossibility." Not true (see below). " Both

times the people are fed with bread and fish." This was the ordinary

(B. J. 3, 10, 7), it must have been quite at the northern extremity of the lake.

Cf. Reland, Falsest, p. 654 ; Bachieue, hist. u. geogr. Beschr. ii. 4, 172 sqq. ; and

Raumer, Paliistina, Ed. i. p. 100.
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food of inhabitants of the sea-coast. " Both times Jesus orders the

people to sit down, and they are supplied by the disciples"—(was

no order needed the second time?)—"after the giving of thanks."

Should Jesus have omitted the thanksgiving the second time for the

sake of a change? especially as it was unnecessai^. "Both times

something remains over." But the first time it is twelve baskets, the

second seven. " Both times Jesus sails across the lake." Ought He
then to have remained in the desert ? Besides, on one occasion He
did not sail, but walked across the lake.—All the circumstances

which w^ere indispensably necessary to such a feeding as this, are

the same in both ; but all which could by any possibility be different,

were so.

After expressing his own astonishment at the repetition of the

feeding, Strauss takes it amiss in the disciples that they W'ondered at

it. They certainly wondered for other reasons than he does. Strictly

speaking, in fact, they were not surprised ; but as Jesus had allowed

the third day to arrive without betraying the least concern about the

Avant of the people, they thought that on this occasion it was not His

Intention to relieve their necessities in the same manner as on the

former occasion ; and when He eventually consulted them about the

way in which the people should be supplied, the conclusion which

they drew from the question was, that Jesus did not intend to work a

miracle. But when He proceeded to inquire still further, how many
loaves they had by them, they saw at once what His intention was,

and not a zvord of doubt escaped from their lijys.

3. As to the demand for a sign;—Strauss stumbles at the repeated

allusion to Jonah (Matt. xii. 39). As if Jesus could not speak to

these persons—wdio were quite different from those who questioned.

Him on the occasion referred to in Matt. xii.—the same word (which

He probably uttered more than twice, as a standing answer to such

hypocritical demands). Strauss raises two other questions. First,

Why did the demands for a sign take place in each case immediately

after great miracles (John vi. 30 ; Matt. xii. 38, xvi. 1) ? Did the

Jews not allow the validity of these miracles? But in Matt. xii. 38,

according to the true order of sequence, that immediate succession of

the miracle and of the demand for a sign does not exist. The de-

mand in John vi. 30 is explained sufficiently at p. 304. The demand
in Matt. xvi. 1 can be explained quite as naturally. The Pharisees

and Sadducees had heard of the feeding, and begged Jesus to let

them also see a wonder, and they would believe.—Thus Goethe's

saying here proves true, that evei-ything general is unmeaning. If

we look at these three passages superficially, Strauss's observation,

22
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that the demand for signs always followed on the back of miracles,

has some plausibility, which disappears on thorough examination.

That Jesus on these three occasions did not choose to work a

miracle, is, according to Strauss' s own admission, no proof that He
did not on other occasions work miracles of His own accord. At the

same time, he sees no little difficulty in Matt. xvi. 4, " A wicked and

adulterous generation seeketh after a sign ; and there shall wo sign be

given unto it." It is true he is gracious enough to acknowledge, that

by the "wicked and adulterous generation" Jesus did not mean all

His contemporaries, but the hypocritical Pharisees and Sadducees.

Yet he asks, whether it is likely that none of the Pharisees ever hap-

pened to be present when Jesus worked a miracle.—As if happening

to be present, and having a miracle performed by express desire, were

one and the same thing ; or as if the expression, " shall be given unto

it," could possibly apply to the former !

—

Strauss s ideas, however, do

not reach so far as this. He cuts the matter short, and draws the con-

clusion, that as no reference is made to the miracles of Jesus in the

apostolic Epistles, this reply of Jesus, in which He declines to work a

miracle, is to be regarded as a solitary trace of the historical truth,

which had been handed down to the time when the Gospels were

written ; namely, that Jesus wrought no miracles whatever,—a trace

which the Evangelists, in their simplicity, introduced into the Gospels

without observing its critical importance.—We shall enter more fully

into this question in Part II.

§ 76.

the blind man at bethsaida.

Mark viii. 22-26.

The account of the repetition of the act of touching the eyes in

the case of this man is very distinct in itself ; but the question naturally

arises. How was it that the man did not perfectly gain his sight the

first time that Jesus touched his eyes ? The cure was certainly not

effected gradually, as Olshausen supposes, lest the sudden burst of

light should injure his eyes. The negative critics, on the other hand,

will never be able to demonstrate the essential impossibility of the

whole transaction, as it is described by Mark, till they can explain the

laws which regulate the sphere of miracles (a sphere which un-

doubtedly is not without its laws, though it is removed above the laws

of our earthly nature). Instead of this, they prefer to deny that there

are any miracles at all. For om- own part, however, bearing in mind
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that within the sphere of moral and spiritual influence the finite will

has power to resist the work of grace, we can also conceive that in the

sphere of the physical operations of grace a similar resistance on the

part of unbelief, or a relative obstruction through weakness of faith,

may also have been possible ; and that this was the reason why Jesus

required /a iV/i of all who came to be healed. If, then, the blind man
was weak in faith, this will explain why Jesus condescended to resort

to the use of the spittle and the act of touching, viz., to help his weak

faith ; and also wdiy it was not till he had been touched a second time

that the cure was complete. The cause of the comparative failure

at first is to be sought, not in Jesus, but in the blind man himself.

Jesus could undoubtedly effect cures by His absolute omnipotence

(as in the case of the cures in the distance) ; but here, as in so many

other instances, it was His will to connect the cure with faith, that the

faith might thereby be strengthened and matured.

§77.

THE TRANSFIGURATION.

;Matt. XVI. 13-xvii. 23 ; Mark viii. 27-ix. 32 ; Luke ix. 18-45.

When they had come near to Ceesarea Philippi, Jesus asked His

disciples what opinion they were accustomed to hear expressed by the

people with regard to Him. On the same occasion He also inquired

whom they supposed Him to be ; when Peter, full of fire, broke out

with the inspired declaration, " Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

living God." Jesus congratulated him on this declaration ; but, as a

safeguard against pride. He reminded him that this pre-eminence in

saving knowledge had not been acquired by himself, but received from

God. And now upon him, whose name was "Rock," should the

Christian Church be founded {yid. Acts ii.), and to him should power

be given to bind and loose. At the same time, Jesus instructed the

disciples not to dispute with the people, who had not yet acknowledged

Him as the Messiah, nor to endeavour without preparation to force

their own views upon them.—Then, for the first time, Jesus began to

foretell to the disciples His sufferings, and also His resurrection. But

they understood so little of what lie said respecting the resurrection,

that Peter took upon himself to make an earnest attempt to keep back

the Lord from the path of suffering ; an attempt which Jesus repelled

with severity, as carnal and seductive, and betraying the mind of Satan

rather than of God. Jesus then proceeded to point out that His work

consisted in self-denial, in taking up the cross, and in laying down His
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life. At the same time, He announced a future return in glory; and,

as a token of this, predicted the establishment of His Church before

that generation had passed away.—Six days after these conversations

had taken place, Jesus took Peter, John, and James up a high moun-
tain, to pray there. While waiting there, the disciples fell asleep ; and

when they awoke, they saw the form of Jesus transfigured. His coun-

tenance shining like the sun, His clothes sparkling like snow, and

Moses and Elias conversing with Him. Peter was carried away by

the delightful impression, and said, " Master, it is good to be here ; we
will build dwellings for Thee, and Moses, and Elias;" not knowing what

he said. A light cloud then came down and enveloped them ; and a

voice from the cloud repeated the same acknowledgment by the Father,

of a Son so ready to suffer, which had already been expressed on the

occasion of His baptism. At these words the disciples fell down upon

their faces. And when Jesus raised them up, the vision had passed

away. Jesus then told them not to mention the occurrence till after

His resurrection ; but they did not even understand what the word

resurrection meant. In the transfiguration, Jesus had declared to the

fathers of the former covenant His readiness to redeem them hy His

death ; and at the same time the unity of the neio and old covenants was

clearly exhibited to the heralds of the new, and Christ visibly manifested

before their eyes, as the fulfiller of the laiv and tlie prophets.—They then

asked Jesus why the scribes were in the habit of saying that Elias

must come before the Messiah (a saying with which the appearance

of Elias that had just taken place appeared partially to harmonize).

Jesus explained to them, that Elias would really come again before

His descent to judgment, but that it was also written that the JNIessiah

should come in humiliation and pass through deep (and now quickly

approaching) sorrow ; and even this Plis first coming had been pre-

ceded by an Elias, whom the people, however, had not believed,—an

unbelief which would show itself still further in the death of the Son

of man. The three disciples then understood, that by the Elias last

named Jesus meant John the Baptist. Thus had Jesus clearly distin-

guished between His first and second coming, and thereby given the key

to the interpretation of all the Old Testament p)')'ophets.—When they

came down from the mountain, they saw a great crowd assembled

round the other disciples, which moved to meet Him as soon as He
appeared. When Jesus came into the midst of them, the deepest

impression was produced by His aspect of unusual dignity and

solemnity. But a man in the crowd cried out to Jesus to take pity

on his son, who was a lunatic, possessed by a devil, which His disciples

had been unable to cast out. Jesus reproved the disciples for their
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unbelief, and directed tliem to bring the boy ; -who was immediately

thrown to the ground by the devil, and lay foaming at the mouth.

Jesus calmly Availed, while the father described to Ilini the whole

extent of the boy's Bufferings. He then said, "All things are possible

to him that believeth." The man replied, "I believe. Lord; help my
unbelief." Jesus then commanded the devil to come out ; and having

raised up the boy, who was lying as though dead, restored him to his

father. He then told the disciples that they could accomplish every-

thing through faith ; but that the performance of such an act required

a faith well sustained by prayer and fasting.—They proceeded thence,

and went about for some time longer in Galilee. Jesus then an-

nounced to them a second time His sufferings and His resurrection
;

but again they so little understood what the latter meant, that His

words merely made them sorry.

1. Strauss regards the confession of Peter as if the view that Jesus

was the Son of God had then dawned upon him for the first time ; nay,

from His question in Matt. xvi. 15, "Jesus appears to have wished"

that the disciples might now at length come to that view. For how
otherwise could Jesus, " as if terrified," forbid the further publication

of this name, or represent the intuition of Peter as a divine revelation ?

The terror is a gratuitous contribution of Strauss's to the narrative.

Jesus forbade the publication of the truth by him, because the disciples

might easily have been led away by their joy at the possession of this

firm and certain knowledge, which Jesus had now confirmed, to en-

deavour at once to deal with every one who might hold a different

opinion (Matt., ver. 14) ; whereas Jesus did not want a confession en-

forced from Avithout, but one Avhich should result from the natural and

inward growth of the people themselves. The insight of Peter is pro-

nounced by Jesus a divine revelation ; not because it had just flashed

upon his mind, as some suppose, but because, then as now, no one,

w^hatever his acuteness might be, could attain to such knowledge as

this without the gi'ace of God.

2. The predictions of the coming sufferings have been attacked by

Strauss. He has very well shown that Jesus could net have divined

or conjectured the precise nature of Plis sufferings in a natural way

;

and it is only a pity that he has given himself the trouble to explain

in a natural way Christ's foresight of His passion in general. But he

also denies the possibility of a prophetic foresight; not, however,

because there is never any such thing as prophecy (he thinks this, but

shrinks from saying it) ; but he merely proposes a dilemma. " Either

Jesu5 foresaw His sufferings without any help whatever ; or He studied
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the Old Testament, and gained the knowledge thence. The former

was not the case, because Jesus Himself appeals to the Old Testament

prophecy (Luke xviii. 31, xxii. 37, xxiv. 25 sqq.; Matt. xxvi. 54).

Consequently, He derived His knowledge from the Old Testament.

But modern students know that these passages of the Old Testament,

Avhich Jesus might have made use of in His inquiries, have been

proved by modern exegesis to have no reference to the sufferings of

Christ. In the latter case, therefore, Jesus would have erred, and

could not have been supernaturally enlightened.

But the Lord certainly never made so absurd a use of the Old

Testament as Strauss supposes ; viz., to deduce the particular circum-

stances of His sufferings from particular passages of the Old Testa-

ment, wrested from their connection. In fact, the empirical view, that

certain detached parts of Christ's sufferings were predicted here and

there, without the slightest arrangement, is entirely false. The whole

course of the history of Israel was a gi'and prediction and typical fore-

shadowing of the Messiah ; whilst by the guidance of God it came to

pass, that many a feature in the sufferings of Old Testament believers

was reproduced in the life of Jesus. From the fact that Jesus appealed

more than others to the Old Testament as containing predictions of

His sufferings, Strauss draws the conclusion, that it must have been

from the Old Testament that Jesus Himself first learned that He
would suffer ; and that He cannot, therefore, have seen and known it

before through His divine intuition, and His oneness with the Father.

—Jesus, on the contrary, knew of His sufferings independently of the

Old Testament ; and appealed to the latter only to guard His followers

from being grieved by these sufferings, and to show them that they

were endured according to the predetermined counsel of God, and

that the resistance which the ungodly nation had already offered to

the imperfectly anointed messengers of the Old Testament, w^ould not

and could not be wanting in the case of the Anointed One of the New.

Hence the circumstance that the sufferings of Jesus coincided, even in

minute particulars, with the descriptions given, for example, in the

Psalms of David, could not fail to strengthen the faith of the Apostles.

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that Jesus Himself did

not give prominence to such particulars.

Strauss maintains with great confidence, that the separate announce-

ments of the sufferings of Christ in the Synoptists are in contradiction

with those in John. On hearing this, one expects that John must

have made Jesus say something about His sufferings which is incom-

patible with His expressions about them in the Synoptists, or use

different modes of representation on one and the same occasion. But
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the contradiction amounts only to this, that Jesus, on different occa-

sions, used different expressions. In John, He speaks before all the

people, at the heginning, in obscure images; in the Synoptists (as in John
xiv. and xvi.), toioards the end, to His disciples alone, and clearly and

jilainli/. Further, the Evangehsts relate distinctly and circumstantially

that the disciples understood the announcement of the sufferings of

Jesus, but not that of the resurrection : vid. ISlark ix. 10, "And they

kept that saying with themselves, questioning one with another what

the rising from the dead should mean;" Matt. xvii. 23, where, after

the second announcement of the death and resurrection of Jesus,

" they were exceeding sorry;" and Mark ix. 32, " They understood

not that saying, and were afraid to ask Him." They had already seen

dead persons raised to life again ; but only to a short life, to be followed

by death again. They also believed in the future resurrection of the

dead, but not till after a long night of decomposition in the grave.

But how they were to understand the resurrection of Jesus, they could

not comprehend. When He, the only One who could raise the dead,

should be dead Himself, who would remain to awaken Him ? Would
He also continue dead till the final resurrection of all that were in

their graves?—Even Strauss himself admits that the disciples could

form no conception of the resurrection of Jesus ; he also appeals to

Matt, xxvii. 62 sqq., as a proof that some report of a prophecy of Jesus

concerning His resurrection must have been spread abroad. And
nothing more is needed to make the whole matter plain. Jesus had

frequently predicted in plain terms that He should "be raised again
;"

but what He meant, the disciples did not understand. The enigmatical

loords were fixed in their memory ; but they did not awake in their

minds a distinct and habitual hope. What wonder, then, that the

terrible blow inflicted by the death of Jesus came upon them with

overpowering severity, and that tlie dim, mysterious words, which wei*e

still fixed in the background of their memory, were not sufficient to

resist the powerful impressions produced by the calamity of the

moment, and therefore were even less adapted than before to awaken

hope in the disciples' minds, and produce the distinct expectation

that Jesus would rise ao;ain, seeino; that even in their calmer moments

they had been unable to form any conception of what a resurrection

could be ?

3. The prediction in ^Matt. xvi. 28 is obvious. Even if the parallel

passages in ^lark and Luke did not show very plainly that Jesus was

speaking here, not of His own return, but of the formation of His

Church, and especially of the events of the day of Pentecost, this would

be apparent from the preposition eV (" in His kingdom "), which must
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mean m, and not to. Christ comes in his kingdom, when He founds

His Church, and appears therein. His coming to judgment would be

coming to the kingdom, not coming vi it. He could only be repre-

sented as coming in the kingdom, if by kingdom we were to under-

stand the ojmatus regius, or the angels attendant upon Him ; but this

would be entirely opposed to the usage of Jesus and His Apostles.

—

The connection of the words, as we have given them above, is this

:

Jesus, for the purpose of preventing any doubts from arising, and to

assure them of the certainty of His declaration {afi7]v, dfirjv), gives a

token to His disciples, who were amazed at His prediction of His

future glory, by foretelling a much nearer event, from which, as a

manifestation of the spiritual power of Jesus, they might learn the

certainty of His future visible glory.

4. We have already given our view of the transfiguration. The
Old Testament fathers, both during their lives and after their deaths,

had been looking forward with hope to the coming redemption. The
time had now arrived in which Jesus had entered upon His last

journey, with the firm resolution to lay down His life. What He had

already declared in the simple fact of His baptism, and had demon-

strated by overcoming the temptation. He had now declared to the

disciples ; and in connection with this declaration had conquered a

temptation essentially similar to the first, but more delicate, and there-

fore harder to resist ; namely, the temptation which came from the

lips of a beloved disciple (a mixture of falsehood with good intentions),

from whom it was undoubtedly hard for the Lord to tear Himself

away. And as on the former occasion God had acknowledged, in the

presence of the last Old Testament prophet, that this Jesus who was

resolved to lay down His life was His own Son, He now made the

same acknowledgment in the presence of the laivgiver anfl the first

prophet, the chiefs of the first covenant itself. Lav) and prophecy here

came in person ; the first covenant, the covenant of hope, here greeted

the new as its fulfilment ; and God a second time declared Himself

well pleased with Jesus.

The voice from the cloud has been called an " anthropomorphism."

With what justice, we cannot tell. That God has neither throat nor

larynx, we are well aware. But if He desires to reveal to us men His

own eternal thoughts, whilst our bodily ears cannot hear the eternal

thoughts of God, He can, through His almighty power, produce an

articulated movement of the air which shall reach the ear in the form

of an audible voice.

5. Why were the disciples charged not to make the occurrence

known ? We reply, because there was no imaginable reason why they
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should do SO. The impulse would no doubt be very strong, to talk

about what they had seen. But this sacred and significant event was

not an object for curiosity or gossip. Till the feast of Pentecost en-

lightened the disciples' minds as to the real connection between the

Old Covenant and the New, it was impossible that they should under-

stand the meaning of the transfiguration. It was therefore best that

it should not be made a subject of (unmeaning) conversation.

§78.

RETURN TO CAPERNAUM.

(The Stater. Discourses.)

Matt. xvii. 24-xviii. 35 ; Mark ix. 33-50 ; Luke ix. 46-50,

XV. 4-7.

On the way home, when not far from Capernaum, the disciples

disputed among themselves "which of them should be the greatest in

the kingdom of Christ, for which they were looking.—As soon as

they entered the town, the collectors of the temple-rate^ came up and

asked Peter whether his Master paid the rate,—evidently expecting

and assuming that they should receive a negative reply from Him who

called Himself the Lord of the temple. But Peter, whether from

dulness of mind or fear, or from obsequiousness, was ready at once

with an aflfirmative reply, instead of waiting at least till he had con-

sulted the Lord. As soon as he entered the house, Jesus anticipated

him with the question, whether kings demanded tribute of their own

children ; and then directed him to pay the tribute, to avoid giving

offence (Gal. iv. 4). To prove to him, however, that He did not need

to pay tribute like an ordinary subject, but that, on the contrary, the

whole M'orld was subject to Him, its King, He told him to go to the

lake and cast in his line, when he would find the stater in the mouth

^ Wieseler imagines that it was a Roman tax, and that Jesus declared Himself

and Peter to be really " sons of the kings of the earth," attributing the possession

of regal dignity to every God-fearing man.—This explanation does not appear to

me a natural one. The fact, that according to tract. D vpD* the temple-rate was

paid in the month Adar (whereas according to my calculation this must have taken

place in December), is no proof either that my calculation is wrong, or that this

was not a temple-rate. For, granting that the work referred to really furnished

conclusive evidence in relation to the time of Jesus, the collection might have com-

menced in Jerusalem as early as the time specified ; whilst it would be perfectly

natural that arrears should be collected at a later period from persons travelling

about. Jesus had been travelling for a considerable time ; and the collectors came

to Him directly He entered Capernaum, which He made His home.
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of the first fish he caught ;—a reflection of the spiritual relation in

which, as Son of God, He stood to the Law, subject to it as man, yet

fulfilling it by the power of His divinity (His divine nature being

manifested in a finite form, and as the completion of humanity).

—

Jesus then asked His disciples what they had been disputing about on

the road ; but they were silent. Jesus therefore took a child, and

placing it in the midst of them, told them that an unassuming disposi

tion like that of a chikl was necessary before any one could enter into

His kingdom ; and it was for them to take children as a type, and to

esteem and tend them as representatives of Christ. Humility and love

were the great requirements ; and it was in these they ought to vie

with one another.—The words of Jesus, that they were to receive

children in His name, reminded John of a man whom they had seen

casting out devils, and who had appealed to the fact that he did it " in

the name of Jesus," though he was not one of His ordinary followers.

Jesus commanded them not to prohibit him from doing this, or to dis-

turb him in his silent and separate belief.—Jesus then proceeded to

speak still further of offences, warning them against giving offence to

others, and also against being led astray themselves. Above all, they

should beware of offending in any way the little ones (who resembled

children, and were despised by the Pharisees and Sadducees) ; for it

was to save the forsaken, despised, and poor that He had come. He
illustrated this by the parable of the lost sheep ; and then passed on

from the compassion of God towards us, to the placable and compas-

sionate disposition which we ought to cherish towards others ; and this

He illustrated by the parable of the unmerciful servant.

1. Three objections are made to the account of the stater: (1) That

the fish should bite at the hook with a stater in its mouth
; (2) that

Jesus should know that there was a stater in the fish ; and (3) that

there was no object in the miracle. With regard to the first, we leave

it to people who have acumen and leisure enough for such things, to

settle whether " tlie stater entered the fish's mouth as it was biting at

the hook," or whether " the stater may have come from the stomach

into the mouth in the act of biting." The second has been anticipated

at p. 39. The third objection could only be offered by one to whom
such reasons are absurd, as a icant of money, or a xcish to strengthen

Peter''s faith. The true reason, or rather the true explanation, may be

seen above.

2. A difficulty has been pointed out in connection with the exhibi-

tion of the child, in the fact that, according to Matthew, Jesus passes

away from the main intention, and shows, not in what they ought to
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imitate it, but how they ought to treat it ; whilst in Mark and Luke
He does not touch upon the leading point at all.—But we have seen

that the demand for the imassiinw^g disposition of a child and aj^ec-

tionate regard for others^ especially such as are in need of help, are

equally essential ; and the second demand was diametrically opposed

to the selfish feelings of the disciples ; so that Mark and Luke by no

means relate what " has no connection" with the subject Avhen they

give prominence to the latter aspect alone.

The connection of thought in Mark ix. 38 has been correctly

pointed out by Schleiermacher. It was, no doubt, the expression " in

My name" which reminded John of the similar expression which they

had heard the exorcist employ. Plow natural is this association of

ideas ! But Strauss imagines that this expression formed the link of

connection, not in the actual conversation, but simply in the Evan-

gelists' account. Mark and Luke, that is to say, were both of them

led by the sound of the words to connect together two accounts that

bore no relation to one another. Plow strange that the same thought

should occur to the minds of two authors ! Which is the more prob-

able : that in a free and unrestrained conversation a icord should

suggest to one individual an event of a kindred character, and that he

should be led at once to relate what he would have mentioned before

if he had thought of it ; or that two authors, with ample time for calm

reflection, should both be led by the mere sound of a word to connect

together two occurrences which were related neither in time nor in

similarity of contents, and that altogether independently the one of the

other ?

In the same way Matt, xviii. 8 is said to be linked on to vers. 6, 7,

simply on account of the occurrence of the word crKavhaXov (offence,),

" though the reporter takes up the thread again in vcr. 10." We
maintain, on the contrary, that there is the most fitting train of

thought ; and the fact that Jesus passes from the warning not to

give offence to others, to the exhortation not to suffer themselves

aKavhaXi^eaOai (to be offended), is in perfect accordance with Semitic

usage. Both in Job and in Ecclesiastes we may find hundreds of

such transitions. Whether the para^^e of the lost sheep was related

on the occasion mentioned by Matthew, or on that given by Luke, is

a matter of indifference. The two occasions are very probably iden-

tical. Luke mentions nothing but the presence of murmuring Phari-

sees. And this may very well have occurred during the discourses

related in Matt, xviii.

The objection to Matt, xviii. 17, that the " Church" was not yet

formed, may be met in this way. Jesus used the word ^np, and may
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have described this kalial still more particularly as one composed, or to

be composed, of disciples and believers. The Evangelist, by the use

of the word iKKXTjaia, which his readers would all understand, showed
clearly what kahal it was to which Jesus referred, namely, the Chris-

tian Church.

CHAPTER VIII.

JESUS BETWEEN JUD^A AND PEE^A.

§79.

joueney to the feast op dedication.

Luke ix. 51-56 ; John x. 22-42.

When the feast of the Dedication arrived, the Lord left Galilee

and went straight to Jerusalem, sending messengers first, to provide a

lodging. There was a hamlet of Samaria, which these messengers

were not allowed to enter because they were Jews ; whereupon James
and John, giving a childish, carnal direction to the faith which flamed

up within them, inquired of Jesus whether they should not bring fire

down from heaven, as Elias had formerly done. But Jesus turned

round, and chiding them, said, "Ye know not in what spirit ye are

saying this." Pie also reminded them that they were not with foolish

affection to make His person the object of their thought, but rather

with wisdom to keep His redeeming work before them as the object of

all their actions.—When He arrived in Jerusalem, it came to pass

that as He was walking in Solomon's porch, the Jews challenged Him
to a plain declaration that He was " the Messiah," being impatient at

seeing Him continue His work without their being able to lay hold of

Him. Jesus replied that He had never concealed this, and had never

refused to confirm the declaration by the testimony of His works ; but

they had not believed these witnesses, just because they stood in no

living connection Avhatever with Him ; in spirit they were altogetlier

estranged ; in a word, they were not of His sheep. His sheep were

those who listened to Him ; but He also knew them, and gave to them

eternal life ; and the Father guarded them from falling away. Jesus

liad thus unfolded His whole work. His whole Messianic purpose, to

the Jews ; and could now declare to them without reserve, and going

beyond their own inquiry, " I and the Father are one." This so ex-
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cited the anger of the Jews, that they lost all presence of mind, and
instead of making the words of Jesus the ground of an accusation,

began at once in a tumultuous way to prepare to stone Him. But
they were quieted again by the calm inquiry of Jesus, " For which of

His good works they intended to stone Him." They replied, in their

perplexity, that it was not for good deeds, but because He called Him-
self God. He reminds them that if in the law (Exod. xxii. 7, 8) the

name Elohim was applied to the nation of Israel, the consecrated

Israel of the Father had much more right to be called the Son of

God. They then sought again to lay hands upon Him, but Jesus

escaped from their hands.

1. The appeal to His " woi'ks^^ in ver. 25, is, according to Bruno
Bauer, at variance with the assurance, that the Jews, after all, would

not believe. But is the punishment Avhich a father administers to a

disobedient son at variance with the conviction which he may have,

that this punishment will also be ineffectual ? And ought he on that

account to abstain from punishment ahogether ; or would it not rather

be an additional reason for inflicting it ?—Another objection is made
on the ground, that " when once a crowd had taken up stones (ver. 31),

there would be no further possibility of reasoning with them." Not if

the crowd had done so with a good conscience. But that je ne sais

quoi, which impelled them first to look out for more definite ground

for a legal charge, and then prevented them from bringing an official

accusation, kept them wavering all along between the legal and the

riotous method of securing the desired end. The thing called " a guilty

conscience " is very awkward to deal with. Even a criminal, so long

as he feels any hesitation, and his conscience is not quite destroyed, is

glad of any circumstance which relieves him of the necessity for

decision, and still holds him back. But these Jews were not all

criminals. It was a mixed Crowd. And those who had suffered them-

selves to be carried away by the rest, so as to take up stones, were the

first to hesitate. The rest, when they found themselves forsaken by
the mass, did not venture to act alone. Thus the second attempt was
also frustrated (ver. 39).

2. A great outcry has been raised about vers. 26, 27. But no one

would feel surprised if a minister, after an absence of three months,

should say something on his return to remind his hearers of the last

sermon he had preached. And still less is there to surprise in the fact

that Jesus, who often compared His followers to lambs or sheep—

a

vevij common figure with the most various writers of the Old Testa-

ment, and therefore very familiar to the countrymen of Jesus—should
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here call His followers His slieep, and distinguish them, as " being

obedient, following Him, and also as kept by Him," from those who
did not believe.—In the parable of the good shepherd, which He had

recited thi'ee months before. He had, it is true, employed the expres-

sions, "hear His voice," and " know My own ;" He had also used the

word apirdi^eLv ; but to distinguish the true shepherd from the hireling,

and not, as in this instance, the obedient sheep from the disobedient}

§80.

jesus by the jordan.

Matt. xix. 1-15 ; Mark x. 1-16 ; Luke xviii. 15-17.

Jesus now remained on the eastern bank of the Jordan, opposite to

Judsea ; on the border, therefore, between Judaea and Persea. Even
here, those spies from the Pharisees found Him out, and continued

their captious questions, by which they hoped to be able to entangle

Him in difficulties in the presence of the people, and to weaken His

influence. This time they had turned up the chapter about divorce.

The question, whether a man " might give his wife a letter of divorce

for every cause," was a ticklish one, just because the Rabbis and the

people were divided in their opinions ;
^ and Jesus therefore, whichever

side He took, would be sure to oppose one half of the nation. But

Jesus, who was not in the habit, or under the necessity, of courting

the favour of the people by artfully sparing the prevailing opinions,

pronounced both schools, that of Shammai and that of Hillel, equally

in the wrong. Marriage in itself, as an ordinance of God founded in

the nature of things, is indissoluble ; and every divorce (except where

the bond has actually been broken on the one side) is sin against the

seventh commandment. The objection, that Moses permitted divorce.

He met by showing that the permission given on the part of the civil

law (which only forbids those outbreaks of sin which it can prevent by

outward force), and granted on account of their hardness for an educa-

^ " They listen to the voice of the shepherd," is the antithesis to "they know
not the voice of the hireling." Here, " they listen to My voice," forms the antithesis

to "ye do not listen to My voice."

2 See Winei\ Realw. i. p. 354. That the question was, as De "Wette supposes,

still further perplexing, inasmuch as, if Jesus had pronounced in favour of the

stricter view—that of the school of Shammai—He would have provoked the anger

of Herod Antipas (who had arbitrarily put away his wife), is not likely. In that

case the whole school of Shammai would have had to fear Herod's anger. Besides,

we hear nothing of such anger, though Jesus did really go beyond this school in

strictness. What did Herod care about rabbinical disputes ?
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tional purpose, was no approbation.—The disciples thought tliat if it was

always sin to desire the wife of another, it was better not to marry at

all. No doubt, said Jesus, there are those who, from internal impulse,

have abstained from marriage for the kingdom of God's sake.

—

Little

cliildren were then hroiigld to Jesus, that He might bless them. The
disciples, thinking that this was a useless thing, were about to send the

people away with their children. But the Lord directed the children

to be brought, and blessed them.

1. The last account, which has not been attacked, needs no justi-

fication. Any one who is fond of children will understand it.—In the

question with regard to divorce, the only point on which St7'auss can

lay hold, is that in Matt. xix. 12 Jesus teaches Essenic asceticism;

since He commends celibacy, not merely so far as the disciples prac-

tised it, that they might be less fettered in their apostolic activity, but

as meritorious in itself.—But it is not so certain that the Essenes did

regard celibacy as meritorious on account of its purity, in spite of the

arguments of Gfrorer (Pliilo ii. 310, 311); for Josephus and Philo

both agree in attributing the celibacy of the sect to contempt for the

female sex (Ta<i tcov jvvaiKtov a(Te\y€La<; cf>v\aaa6fi€vot, kuI fMrjSefiLav

rrjpeiv TreTreicr/xevoi rrjv Trpo'i eva Trlariv.—Josephus, B. J. ii. 8, 2.

Cf. Fhilo in JEuseb. preep. ev. 8, 8). In any case to interpret the words
" for the kingdom of God's sake" (Matt. xix. l2) as meaning, not /or

the sake of activity in spreading the kingdom of God, but for the sake

of a passive merit in connection with the kingdom, is a pure piece

of artifice ; to say nothing of its want of harmony with the general

spirit of Jesus and the Evangelists.

§81.

the resurrection of lazarus.

John xi. 1-45.

On the banks of the Jordan, where John had once baptized, a

quiet company of those who had heard his preaching were now gathered

around Jesus ; when a messenger arrived from Lazarus' house at

Bethany with the intelligence that Lazarus was sick, and a request

that He would come to. his relief. Jesus sent the messenger back

with the answer, that the sickness was not unto death, but for the

glory of the Son of God. Both the messenger and the disciples

regarded this as a declaration which would be followed by a miracu-

lous cure ; and the former returned to Bethany.
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fore, began to make preparations, two days after, for going to Judsea,

this appeared to the disciples as xmnecessary as it was dangerous ; and

on His announcing as the reason, that He was going to wake Lazarus

out of his sleep, believing as they did that the sick man was either

restored already or certain to recover, they naturally vmderstood Jesus

to refer to bodily sleep, and could not imagine why He should inter-

rupt these beneticial slumbers. Jesus then told them plainly that

Lazarus was dead. In a still more troubled and anxious state of mind,

Thomas looked at the approaching danger, and sighed out, " Let us

go and die with him," Now, when Jesus reached Bethany, Lazarus

had been four days in the grave. As soon as Martha heard of His

arrival, she went to meet Him, and attributed her brother's death to

the fact that Jesus was not there (as though the word spoken to the

messenger had not possessed sufficient force on account of the great

distance) ; but she immediately corrected herself, and assured Jesus

that she still believed in His possessing all miraculous power. How-
ever, she had given up all hope with regard to Lazarus ; and when
Jesus said to her, " Thy brother shall rise again," she could only think

of the general resurrection, as taught by Jesus, and by the prophets

before Him. Nor did Jesus then tell her anything more distinctly,

but merely spoke of Himself as the source of all life, and of every

victory over death. Martha then hastened to fetch Mary, who was

not yet aware that Jesus had arrived, and to bring her to the spot,

outside the village, where Jesus then was. Mary came at once, and

with her many of the inhabitants, who had gone to her house to com-

fort her. She fell, weeping, at the feet of Jesus, and all her com-

panions wept with her. A thrill of sympathy at the sight of such

grief, and of horror at the power of death, passed through the mind of

Jesus. He told them to show Him the grave. " See, here he lies,"

they said. The tears then came into Jesus' eyes ; and the Jews said,

" Behold how He loved him ! " But some wondered how it was, that

one who could work miracles should have allowed Lazarus, whom Pie

loved so much, to die. Jesus trembled again with divine anguish at

the thought of the power of physical and spiritual death, of blindness

and unbelief. He bade them open the grave. ISIartha, still expect-

ing nothing, thought that He merely wished to see the corpse, and

tried to dissuade Him, as he had been dead four days, and decomposi-

tion would therefore have begun. But Jesus reminded her :
" Said I

not unto thee, that if thou wouldest believe, thou shouldest see the

glory of God?" He then prayed before the open grave, thanking the

Father that He Jiad heard Him, as He always did ; and having de-

clared to the bystanders His unity with the Father, He cried with a
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loud voice, " Lazarus, come forth." The dead man then inoved in

the grave, and came out, still wrapped about with the grave-clothes.

Jesus told them to set him free. Mary now believed on Him ; while

others went and told the occurrence to the Pharisees.

1. In this account we<. have a striking proof how disregard to a

single verse may lead to the misunderstanding of an entire narrative.

Most of the expositors and critics have overlooked the fact, that the

words of Jesus in ver. 4 not only could be, but were sure to be, under-

stood as announcing a miraculous cure in the distance. And Strauss

consequently expresses surprise that the disciples did not understand

the words " he sleepeth " {KeKoifxr]Tai) ; for must they not have known,

since the resurrection of Jairus' daughter, to what Jesus generally

referred when He used the word KeKOifxacrOai, ? On the other hand,

however, it should be borne in mind that, to use Strauss's own words,

only the " three Coryphaei" were present on that occasion ; whereas here

(as the twelve certainly did not all utter the words given in ver. 12, but

only one or more of them) the term '' His disciples" may refer to totally

different individuals. And in any case, when S. asks how the disciples

could have made so strange a mistake, as to suppose that Jesus intended

to awake Lazarus out of ordinary sleep, from which it is not a custom-

ary thing to awaken invalids ; if he had opened his eyes, he would have

seen that it was this very thing which perplexed the disciples, under-

standing the words of Jesus as they did ; for in ver. 12 they express

their surprise, that Jesus should disturb their friend from so salutary a

condition.'—But, as we have said, every ground of objection is removed,

when once we consider that for two whole days the disciples had had

no other idea, than that Lazarus had been rescued from all danger by

the declaration of Jesus, "This sickness is not unto death ;" and con-

sequently that the words, " I go to awake him out of sleep," could not

excite the thought of death in their minds.

The consequence of overlooking ver. 4 has been, that not only has

ver. 12 been misunderstood, but vers. 21-24 also. The answer brought

by the messenger had led Martha to hope that Lazarus would recover.^

And when Lazarus died after all, it necessarily appeared to her that

' As the distance of Bethany from the southern end of the Jordan is at the most

only a day's journey, and Jesus, though He left Peraea two days after the arrival of

the messenger, did not reach Bethany till i\\Q fourth day after the death of Lazarus,

it is natural to suppose that He made the journey slowly, and no doubt by a cir-

cuitous route. If we reckon the day when Jesus and the messenger met as the first,

the messenger would reach Bethany on the second, the death and burial of Lazarus

would take place on the third (or possibly on the second), the departure of Jesus from

Pora3a on the fourth, and His arrival in Bethany on the seventh (possibly the sixth).

23
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the words of Jesus, as related by the messenger, had not proved effec-

tive. This will explain her saying to Jesus, that if He had been present,

the recovery would have been more certain. In ver. 22 she merely

declares, in general terms, that she has no doubt as to the miraculous

power of Jesus. But Strauss and others understand ver. 22 as show-

ing that she knew nothing at all about the words of Jesus given in

ver. 4, and merely complained that He had not come ; and ver. 22 is

supposed to express a definite hope, that Jesus would still come to their

help, in other words, raise Lazarus from the dead. The fact, that in

ver. 24 every trace of this hope suddenly disappears, is explained (very

forcedly) on the ground, that the words of Jesus in ver. 23 appeared

too indefinite to warrant her in indulging the wish which she had pre-

viously manifested (ver. 22). But if ver. 23 contains no distinct

promise, still less does it contain a distinct refusal, such as would

account for the sudden overthrow of all her hopes. In any case, the

continued absence of all hope, evinced in ver. 39, cannot possibly be

explained, if we adopt that interpretation of vers. 21 sqq., which sup-

poses Martha, in ver. 22, to have already expressed her belief that

Jesus would still interpose in a particular Avay.—^A proper regard to

ver. 4 will make everything plain.

2. The conduct of Jesus has been misrepresented by Strauss, in

order to prove its impossibihty. The fact, that Jesus stayed two days

longer by the Jordan (and we might add, travelled so slowly after-

wards), is pronounced incomprehensible ; and is not rendered any

clearer by Luckds remark, that Jesus was busily engaged at the time

in a work of peculiar importance in Peraea.^ For Jesus might have

returned to Peraea, or He might have cured Lazarus from a distance,

like the servant of the centurion.—For my own part, I cannot agree

with Lilche, that it would have been "purely arbitrary and capricious"

on the part of Jesus to remain in Pergea, if there had been no such

external reasons, and He had really intended to stay there till Lazarus

was dead. For we must bear in mind that the Son of God was not

responsible in the same manner as we are. Not, indeed, that He was

so exempt from the requirements of the moral law, that it was per-

fectly free to Him to neglect in an arbitrary manner any good that

He might accomplish. Nor was this what He did. With His

almighty power, it was as possible for Him to raise a dead man as to

cure a sick one ; and He did not accomplish less good, when He
allowed the disease to issue in death, and then awakened Lazarus.

He merely did the same good in a different form. If the question be

^ This is objected to on the ground that the Evangelist says nothing about any

such reason : but see Johu x. 41, 42.
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asked, whether He niiglit not have spared the sisters the deepest sorrow
;

we reply, that He who was "the express image of the pei'son of God,"

in whom dwelt all the fulness of divine wisdom, knew well that this

sorrow and trial would be salutary, and that the passing sori'ow would

be more than repaid by the most intense joy.—To the objection, that

John says nothing about an educational purpose, but rather describes

the object of Jesus as being to glorify PI imself; w^e reply, that ac-

cording to the theology of the simple-hearted Evangelist (chap. i. 4

and 12, xvii. 1, 2, etc.), the glory of Jesus consisted in converting and

saving ; whilst the faith of the 'iroWol is actually mentioned in ver.

45 as the end that was attained.—Strauss characterizes Christ's prayer

as a " sham prayer," and explains ver. 41 as if there arose in the

mind of Jesus, before He had well begun, the reflection, that He
prayed not from personal need, but out of cold accommodation ; and

thinks ver. 42 was added at a time when people had such high ideas

of Christ's divinity as to find the prayer objectionable. But the

simple state of the case is this. Jesus thanks the Father, before He
raises Lazarus, that He has heard Him. At the same time. He says

that He does not regard this being heard as something strange and rare,

but rather as a matter of course ; but that He has spoken out on this

occasion that the people might mark this His certainty {rjKova-a^;^, and

thereupon recognise His divinity. Herein lay, at the same time, the

request that the Father might bless the deed to the people's hearts and

draw them to Himself. "What trait in this prayer, then, wants internal

truth ?

Baur supposes, that if Jesus wept at the grave of Lazarus, it

must have been for the loss of Plis friend. But " tears shed for one

who had died, but to whom He was going with the certainty of raising

him to life again, could not be an expression of genuine sympathy."

A very refined psychology certainly ! Why did Joseph weep at thti

very moment whan he was about to make himself known to hi.*

brethren ? Or, how is it that a kind-hearted man, who has met with

a family in the deepest distress, and is about to surprise them with

relief, is overcome as he enters the house of misery with relief in his

hand, so that tears are forced from his eyes again ?—It is true that

such psychological truths cannot be constructed on the logical turning-

lathe. But the logic of a warm heart is different from that of a

scorched brain, and is always incomprehensible to the latter.—For

those who still possess the former, this explanation will suffice : Jesus

wept, neither because He was vexed at the slowness of the Jews to

understand, nor from grief at the loss of His friend, but fi*om deep

sorrow at the power of death, which has forced from thousands and
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millions of eyes similar tears to those which Jesus saw flowing from

those of Mary and ISIartha. He wept, because He also felt keenly

now, what it was to have a dear friend cut down by one's side. He
wept, because the fact of His raising Lazarus would not cause the

power of death over humanity to cease. He wept, too, because He
knew that He Himself would have to descend into the deepest horrors

of death, in order to take away its sting. The early dawn, when light

was still contending with the darkness, might well be marked by dewy
tears of grief.

3. In ver. 37, some of the Jews inquire whether one who had

opened the eyes of the blind could not have saved Lazarus from

dying. It is said to be at variance with the Synoptists' account, that

they appeal not to the raising of Jairus' daughter, and the son of the

widow of Nain, but merely to the last case which took place in

Jerusalem, the cure of a blind man.—But it is not true that both

these occurrences were known " throughout all Judsea, and through-

out all the region round about.'' With regard to the former, all that

is said is, that "the fame hereof went abroad into all that land."

And though Luke predicates a wider notoriety of the second, we can

only conceive of the report as being gradually diffused ; so that there

is nothing to compel us to the conclusion, that these Jews must of
necessity have known of the raising of the widow's son at the time

when Lazarus was raised.

4. The only question that remains is, Why do the Synoptists make

no allusion to this event? There were two reasons, so Strauss informs

us, why the raising of Lazarus should not have been omitted. In the

first place, the miracle itself was much more wonderful than any other

miracles ; and the raising of Lazarus, who had been four days in the

grave already, was the most miraculous and the most " conclusive''

of the whole. And, secondly, it formed a most important element

in connection with the trial of Jesus, as it furnished the immediate

occasion for the recommendation of Caiaplias that He should be put

to death.—The first reason has no force whatever. For we know
that, according to the biblical view, there is no such distinction as

"greater or smaller miracles;" but all miracles are the same to omni-

potent power (cf. Matt. xvii. 20). Nor were the readers of the

Gospels in need of anything peculiarly " conclusive ;" since they did

not question even the least of the miracles, and instead of believing in

Christ because of Plis miracles, believed in the miracles because of

Christ.^ It is certain, therefore, that the disciples were not guided in

1 Even ill the case of eye-witnesses, the miracles served rather to confirm

than to induce belief, inasmuch as from the very nature of the case they wera
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their selection of miracles to be recorded, by the fact of their being

more or less striking in their outward appearance.

The second reason is just as feeble. According to ]Veisses opinion,

if the resurrection of Lazarus really occurred, it must necessarily have

formed the leading point in the whole of the criminal procedure.

Pilate would be sure to hear of it ; the followers of Jesus would em-

ploy it in His defence ; whilst the Jews would pronounce it a decep-

tion, and accuse Jesus of being an impostor. But we need no peculiar

sagacity to perceive, that even if the Jews were induced by the report

to accelerate their plans for getting rid of Jesus, who was becoming

more and more dangerous every day, they would be cunning enough

to keep silence upon this point, lest they should lay themselves open

to a charge of injustice towards a jo^'opAg^, and thus help to accredit

Jesus. The Jeivs, therefore, said nothing about the matter.—But the

folloioers of Jesus, would not they bring it forward ? What, Peter

at the fire? Or the disciple who fled away naked? Just picture

them coming with certain advocates before the heathen Pilate, and

interrupting the trial !—Or Jesus Himself? He might, indeed, have

appealed, not to the raising of Lazarus only, but to many other

miracles, as He had so often done before—without effect. But apart

from the fact, that His reply in Matt. xii. 24 sqq. might be suitably

repeated here, it does not appear to me that it would have been in

harmony with the spirit of the Jesus of the Bible, to endeavour by

such means as these to draw back from His atoning death.

Strauss is more modest, since the only point singled out by him is,

that according to John xi. 47 sqq., the resm-rection of Lazarus was

the occasion of the movement of the Sanhedrim to put Him to death.

Such an occasion, in his opinion, was too important for any Evangelist

to pass over it. But he overlooks the difference between an occasion and

a cause. They would have put Jesus to death, altogether apart from

this occurrence. The cause was the hatred of the darkness towards

the light, which is depicted by the Synoptists also. (See their account

of the spies who followed Jesus wherever He went.) But the plan

which John had chosen, was to give the most minute details of the

attacks made by the a-Koria (vid. chap. vii. 44) ; consequently, he did

not omit to state that the occurrence in Bethany was the outward

occasion of that meeting of the Sanhedrim, in which the indefinite

purpose was matured into a distinct plan.—The events which took

inseparably connected with the person of the Messiah. But the Bible knows

nothing of any such external proof afforded by miracles to the work of Christ as

is talked of in a period of dry, formal supranaturalisra. Cf. Deut. xiii. 1 sqq.

with John iv. 48.
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place on former journeys to the feasts are also omitted by the

Synoptists. Yet these events must have taken place, unless the last

catastrophe, which they do relate, is to hang suspended in the air.

(Moreover, we have seen that the Synoptists themselves do allude in

general terms to the journeys up to the feasts.) If, therefore, the

earlier facts connected with Jesus' conflict are systematically omitted

by the Synoptists, why should they not also keep silence with regard

to the last of them, the raising of Lazarus, which merely brought to a

head the conspiracy already formed to put Jesus to death ? Hence,

neither as being " the greatest miracle," nor as being the " cause" of

the decision to put Jesus to death, was there any reason why this

occurrence should be noticed by the Synoptists, unless there were

other circumstances which caused it to fit into the plan of either one

or the other of them. To Matthew's purpose of exhibiting Jesus as

the promised Son of David, it would have contributed nothing. Nor
could it have been introduced in a natural way by Luke, who gives

a collection of discourses in the chapters immediately preceding the

account of the crucifixion. Why Mark should not have mentioned it,

is not so easy to determine ; but it is no easier to give a reason why
he should necessarily have included it. We grant that it was not

omitted by the Synoptists " for fear of bringing Lazarus, who was

still living, into danger ;" but it must also be admitted that it was not

needful for every Evangelist to relate everything, and that, according

to Matt. xi. 5, there were other instances in which the dead were

raised, to which no allusion is made by any one of the Evangelists.

Now, if we observe that the occurrences which took place at

Jerusalem did not form part of that mass of oral accounts which were

most frequently repeated in the primitive Church at Jerusalem, and

upon which the Synoptists drew (just because they were all so well

known there before) ; and if we also observe, that during the first years

after the death of Christ, there might be peculiar reasons of modesty,

and also of safety, why accounts relating to individuals who were still

.
living, and in the congregation, should not be made a subject of public

recitation in their public assemblies (so that there would be a double

reason why this account should not form part of the body of incidents

from which the Synoptists drew) ; the omission here becomes much
more intelligible.—On the other hand, tlie manner in which Christ was

welcomed without reserve as the promised Son of David, on His entry

into Jerusalem (Matt. xxi. 9, etc.), favours the conclusion, that the

different rays of recognition of Plis Messianic character had just at

that time been gathered into a focus by some more than usually

strikinfT event.
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§82.

consultation about putting jesus to death.

John xi. 46-57.

The high priests and Pharisees assembled immediately, and delibe-

rated about what was to be done. The fact that Jesus would eventually

attract the whole nation to His side, was the real subject of their

deliberations ; the pretext was, that as a conspirator He would incite

the Romans to a war of extermination. Caiaphas, who filled the office

of high priest in this, the year in which the institution itself was to

come to an end, was ready and resolute with his solution of the diffi-

culty ; namely, that it was better that one should die for the whole,

than that they all should perish. The meaning which he attached to

the words is perfectly clear ; at the same time, he uttered them not

without the guidance of God. God brought it to pass, that is to say,

that he was led to express his thought, to which he attached a false

and wicked meaning, in such a form that it actually embodied the

highest truth ; so that the words contained the keenest irony towards

himself. For the real intention, viz., to destroy Jesus, was frustrated

by the very death upon which they here resolved, and which was in a

very different sense the death of one for the nation ; since it was

through His death that Jesus conquered death and laid the foundation

of His kingdom. And the coming of the Romans, which they took

as a pretext, instead of being averted, was actually provoked, accord-

ing to the judgment of God (Deut. xxviii. 49 sqq.), by the rejection

of the Anointed One.—Caiaphas, who was still high priest, and in fact

the high priest who slew the Lamb of God (though the sacrifice was a

voluntary one on the part of the latter), and who thereby, on the one

hand (quoad eventuni), finished and completed the high-priesthood (since

the antitype now took the place of the type), and on the other hand

(quoad malum consilium) trifled away his own interests and those of

the nation, was constrained in this way to proclaim the message of the

cross
;
just as Satan, by his attempt to put Jesus to death, helped to

complete the work of redemption.

1. If Caiaphas actually uttered these words, they w^re so remark-

able, that neither the Evangelist nor any other Christian could possibly

overlook their great importance, or the evidence of the guiding hand

of God. The fact that the high priest, who from pure malice, and

yet in fulfilment of the determinate counsel of God, of which he was
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ignorant, led the Lamb of God to the slaughter, should also from pure

malice and quite unconsciously have given utterance to a high-priestly

truth, might very naturally be regarded by the Evangelist as an official

prophecy (in fact, the very last) ; and there is no necessity to seek for

the explanation in later rabbinical fancies of ^ipTia, vox secundaria,

double sense, and so forth.

—

De Wette acknowledges that we cannot

conclude from ver. 49, that John was ignorant of the fact that the

high-priesthood was held for life ; but he also thinks that the suspicion

is not altogether unfounded, that John was not aware that Caiaphas

held office during the whole time that Pontius Pilate was procurator.

Yet, on the very same ground, if a historian should write, " That year

(when Paschal II. concluded the concordat at Worms) Plenry I. was

reigning in England," there would be room for the suspicion that he

was not aware that Henry was king the whole time that Paschal filled

the papal chair.

§83.

journey from ephraim to jericho.

Matt. xix. 16-xx. 28 ; Mark x. 17-45; Luke xviii. 18-34.

From Bethany Jesus returned to the neighbourhood of the Jordan ;

and when the Sanhedrim had given orders to arrest Him, He took up

His abode in a small town called Ephraim, near to the desert of Judsea

(John" xi. 54).^ When the Passover drew near. He set out on the road

to Jerusalem. A young man of rank met Him by the way, and put

the question, " Good Master, what good thing must I do to inherit

eternal life ? " Jesus admonished him that he ought not to trifle with

the word ^' good," either by attributing goodness to Him (in whom he

saw only a man), or thinking of good w^orks in connection with him-

self.^ God alone, the Holy One, is good. (So long, therefore, as he

^ This is the description given by the Evangelist of a place otherwise unknown,

which must have been situated somewhere to the south-east of Jerusalem, since

Jesus passed by Jericho in going thence to Bethany and Jerusalem. I cannot agree

with V. Eamiier, therefore, whO' regards the Ephraim mentioned in John xi. 54 as

identical with that referred to in Josephus (B. J. 4, 9, 9), which was not far from

Bethel, and, according to the Onomast. of Jerome, twenty miles to the north of

Jerusalem.

2 According to the more accredited reading, Matthew has t/ f^i iparx; 'x-ipl rou

dyoL^w ; ii; tariu 6 ccyccdo;. This is essentially the same as the answer reported

by Mark and Luke. The purpose of Jesus was to clear up the confused, pharisaic

notions of the young olpxcov with reference to what was good. And it is a matter

of perfect indiilerencc by which of these two methods Jesus attained His object.
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did not acknowledge the divinity of Jesus, lie had no right to call even

Him good. Jesus was not content with his recognition of Ilim as a

moral man.) As the way to enter into eternal life, the Lord directed

him to the commandments, in order thereby to lead him on to a con-

sciousness of his sins. And in this He was successful. For when the

young man prided himself upon the fulfilment of every exteraal duty,

the Lord pointed out to him the one, highest commandment of all, to

turn away the heart from the eartidy mammon. The young man
went away in deep distress.—Jesus then spoke of the necessity of

leaving and giving up all for His sake; and Peter addressed Him
thus :

" Lord, we have forsaken all." Christ replied that nothing but

such a sacrifice could make any man, and that this would make every

man, fit to enter into the kingdom of God. The Israelites, therefore,

who were the first called, would have no preference over the heathen,

who were not called till afterwards ; nor could they pride themselves

upon their earlier call, as securing in itself a legal pre-eminence (for

it is not the law, but grace alone, which brings salvation). This Pie

proceeded to make still plainer by the parable of the labourers in the

vineyard.—Jesus then told His disciples once more, that He was going

to Jerusalem to suffer. But they did not understand Him. In fact,

it presented a strange contrast, when Salome came with her sons, James

and John, to petition Jesus for the chief places and honours in the

kingdom which He Avas about to establish. But He said, " Ye know
not what ye ask. Can ye drink of the cup (of suffering) of which I

must drink ?" Still they did not understand that He intended thereby

to describe His kingdom as an ecclesia pressa, established by suffering

and in suffering. He therefore continued : to distribute places in this

kingdom was the prerogative of the Father alone.—The other disciples

then began to dispute with these two about the claim to the highest

])lace. But Jesus called them, and reminded them that whoever wished

to be the greatest could only become so by being pre-eminent in

humility.

1. That the words of Jesus in Matt. xi.K. 28 relate to His heavenly,

and not to an earthly kingdom, is so obvious, when we compare Matt.

XX. 20 sqq.j that even St7'auss, who disputes it in one place, is obliged

to admit it in the most decided manner in another.^

2. With reference to the saying in Matt. xx. 26, 27, he remarks
that it occurs in three other places: 1. Wiien the child is placed in

the midst, Mark ix. 35 ; 2. at the last supper, Luke xxii. 26 ; and

^ " Tliis Tx'Ktyyevi'jict. is neither a political revolution nor a moral regeneration,

but the resurrection of the dead."
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3. in the address in Matt, xxiii. 11. And though he (justly) thinks

it credible that a contention about precedence might have taken place

three times, he considers it impossible that this short gnome-like say-

ing should have been repeated four times. But if the same disease

occurs three times, why should not the same medicine be also admini-

stered three times? lu the fourth passage (Matt, xxiii.), the Evangelist

may certainly have introduced the verse on account of its fitness. But

there is nothing to necessitate such a conclusion.

§84.

JESUS IN JERICHO.

Matt. xx. 29-34 ; Mark x. 46-52 ; Luke xviii. 35-xix. 28.

Since the feast of Tabernacles and that of the Dedication, and more

especially since the miracle at Bethany, the movements of Jesus had

become a question of the day, in which all the more interest was taken,

from the fact that the importance attached to them by the Sanhedrim

itself became known to the people at large. It naturally created some

stir, therefore, when Jesus came forth from His retirement. From
all quarters there followed Him crowds of people, who felt no doubt

that the Lord was now about to commence His conflict with Jerusalem,

and to establish "His kingdom" (Luke xix. 11). Jesus knew well

that a quiet appearance in the capital was no longer possible ; and also,

that a public and imposing entrance, such as His would inevitably be,

would be of no service to Him, since He had no intention of making

use of the people for the establishment of an earthly kingdom, but

would only accelerate His certain death. He therefore determined

not to avoid, but resolutely to meet the fate which certainly awaited

Him.—As He approached Jericho, accompanied by the crowd, there

sat a blind beggar by the road-side, who, when he heard the noise of

the crowd, and found on inquiry that it was Jesus the Nazarene who
was passing by, called upon the Son of David to take pity upon him.

The people were indignant that he should dare to call upon the King

to turn aside from His triumphal procession, and ordered him to be

silent, though without effect. But Jesus stood still ; and having

directed that the blind man should be brought to Him, asked him

what he wished for, and granted his request that he might receive

his sight. He then entered Jericho amidst the acclamations of the

people.—In the town there was a man named Zacchaeus, the chief of

the publicans, who, being filled with mental anxiety on account of

the acts of injustice of which he had been guilty, and with laudable
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interest in the salvation which he heard that Jesus proclaimed, could

not neglect the opportunity of seeing Him. Being short in stature,

he was not ashamed, in spite of his official dignity, to climb a syca-

more-tree, that he might make sure of seeing Jesus. But Jesus, who
could read the heart, called to him to make haste and come down,

for He must stay at his house that day. Zaccha3us welcomed Him
with the greatest astonisliment and delight, and in the presence of

the holy, and therefore gracious One, offered of his own accord to

make practical retribution for all the injustice he had done. Such

efficacious repentance elicited from Jesus the promise of a-wTrjpla and

of the sonship of Abraham.—When those who were in the house raised

certain questions about the approaching establishment of His kingdom,

Jesus swept away all carnal ideas by relating a. parable (Luke xix. 12

sqq.), in which He compared Himself to a king going into a distant

country, against whom the inhabitants of the country, as soon as he

has left them, rebel, and who lets them have their way, and, instead of

giving his faithful servants loeapons to put down the rebels, merely

gives them pounds with which they are quietly to trade ; but who, for

all that, will come again at the proper time, and having judged his oion

servants, ivill proceed to punish the rebels.—Jesus then left Jericho,

still attended by a great crowd, and healed another blind man, named
Bartimgeus (son of Timseus), under very similar circumstances to the

first.

1. The divergences with reference to the blind men In the three

synoptical Gospels are the following : Matthew mentions tivo blind

men at the gate leading out o/ Jericho; Mark, one at the gate leading

out ; Luke, one at the gate leading in. Three explanations may be

offered of this. First, we have that of Strauss, who supposes that the

three accounts originated in a common oral tradition of the healing of

one blind man, which was afterwards supplemented by two different

accounts of the locality in Avhich the cure occurred, and in the written

account of Matthew Avas doubled, through being confounded with the

similar account in Matt. ix. 27.^ From this it would follow, that two

of the Evangelists had made mistakes (the one with reference to the

place, the other with regard to the number), but not that '' the oc-

currence never happened at all.—Secondly, It might be assumed that

Luke's account is literally correct, that there was one blind man cured

before Jesus entered the city ; that Matthew, according to his usual

1 Plausible, perhaps, if this account was giveu by another Evangelist. But how
could one author confound a fresh account with one which he himself had already-

given as a totally different one ?
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custom, combined witli this the account of a similar cvu'e which was

effected at a later period, and therefore (in perfect accordance with

his ordinary practice) described the event as occurring on the xoay out,

and borrowed the circumstances from the yiirs^ cure ; that Mark took

the facts as given by jNIatthew, but corrected tliem by his own personal

knowledge that the particular details occurred only in connection with

one of the cures, though he erred again in describing the second cure

as the one to which they belonged. The fallacy of this hypothesis,

liowever, is proved at once by the exactness of the account given by
Mark (vers. 4G and 49).—A third explanation suggests itself; namely,

that there were really tioo cures effected, and both under the same

circumstances ; that Luke has narrated the one, Mark the other, and

Matthew combined the two. The last hypothesis may naturally give

rise to three questions : a. Is it probable that an occurrence was re-

peated in this way, with all the attendant circumstances ? b. Is it

possible that Matthew^ should have combined two events in such a

way as this ? c. Is it probable that Mark and Luke should have divided

the two facts between them ?

The first question is answered by Stmuss in the negative, though

he does not deny that there may be more than one blind man in the

world, and that one of the gates of Jericho was quite as likely a place

for a blind man to beg at as the other.^—But we are told, that it

would be " an improbability very closely resembling an impossibility
"

for both to address Jesus as the Son of David (yet this w^as what all

the people called Him at that time ; compare Luke xix. 11 with Matt.

xxi. 9, and the parallel passages),

—

-for both to be ordered by the crowd

to be silent (yet like causes produce like effects ; and the inhabitants

of Jericho who accompanied elesus when He left the city were likely

to think it quite as improper to interrupt the King in His triumphal

march, as the people who followed Him from other places had thought

it the day before),

—

for Jesus, on both occasions, to have the blind men
brought to Him (ought He then, for the sake of variety, to have left

the second blind man sitting unnoticed by the road-side?),—and for

both to say that they loished to receive sight (what should the second

have said then ? that he would like to be deaf and lame as well ?).

—

If the fact did occur, that two blind men were sitting by the road-

^ It is certainly to be regarded as much more probable, that such beggars would

distribute themselves at the different gates of the city, than that they would all

congregate in one place. And if the second had heard that his companion in

affliction had been miraculously cured, could anything be more probable than that

he should intentionally set himself to wait for Jesus at the gate leading to Jerusa-

lem?
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side when Jesus passed, these circumstances were ahnost certain to

occur on both occasions ; and tliere is all the less £»ronnd for coming

to the conclusion that such a repetition is impossible, since there is a

disshnilariti/ in a very trivial circumstance, such as we should hardly

look for in so simple an incident. Mark relates, that as soon as Bar-

timjcus heard the call, he threw away his upper garment, rose up,

and (with evident eagerness) came to Jesus ; whereas the blind man
mentioned by Luke had to be brought to Jesus.^

The fact that Matthew had combined two events together, presents

no difficulty, as we have seen already at § 54, 1, simply because he

frequently does this. Such a mode of w^-iting history may certainly

be called " inaccurate," if you please ; but it is enough for our purpose

that this is not the only instance in which we find such combinations

in Matthew. Strauss says, " If so much stress is laid upon ^latthew's

account with regard to the locality, for the purpose of using it, in

connection icith that of 3fark, to prove that tw^o cures were effected,

one on entering the city, and the other on leaving it, I do not sec wdiy

the same importance should not be attached to the difference presented

in his statement of numbers." But if he expects in this way to force

us to the desperate conclusion, that tioo blind men were cured on

leaving the city, and no others, he is very much mistaken. We attach

710 importance to the local and other attendant circumstances as noticed

by Matthew, just because Matthew himself lays no stress upon them,

and is in the habit of combining different events together. But we

do attach importance to the account of both Mark and Luke with

regard to locality, and therefore conclude that there were tivo cures

effected. The question, "why the number two in Matthew^ should be

disregarded," is unmeaning ; for we believe that there were two cures,

and it is by our opponent that the number two is rejected.

But why did not Mark and Luke both mention the two cures ?

And why should the one have narrated the occurrence as if it had

been only on entering the city, and the other as if it had been only on

leaving the city, that a blind man was cured?—If Mark and Luko
had been eye-witnesses, we certainly should expect that each of them

would mention the fact, that a second blind man was also cured under

similar circumstances. But Mark may have heard from his informant

only one of the accounts, and that with a precise statement as to the

name (ver. 46) and the earnest behaviour of the man (ver. 49), and

also as to the locality. Luke had either heard of only one, or if he

1 The latter appears to have been some distance off : cf. ver. 40, 'iyytaavro; li

eci7ov. Bartimaeiis, on the contrary, who followed the sound of the voice without

any guide, was probably near to Jesus.
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knew of both, when he had described the first, there was no reason

why he should still further describe the second, the circumstances of

which were so nearly the same.

CHAPTER IX.

THE SAVIOUR'S LAST SUFFERINGS.

§ 85.
'

*

THE ANOINTING IN BETHANY.

^LvTT. XXVI. 6-13 ; Mark xiv. 3-9 ; John xii. 1-10.

Six days before the Passover, Jesus arrived in Bethany, the village

in which He had raised Lazarus from the dead. A meal was there

prepared for Him in the house of a believer, Simon the leper, to which

Lazarus was invited as a guest. But Martha would not give up the

task of waiting at table upon the Lord. INIary, on the other hand,

brought an alabaster-pot, full of costly anointing oil, which she

emptied upon Jesus' head; and then anointed His feet, and dried

them with her hair.—Judas Iscariot began immediately to murmur at

the waste of so much money, which might have been given to the

poor; and some other disciples thoughtlessly chimed in with this

remark, having no suspicion of the wickedness of Judas' heart. From
the very beginning, there had been a perpetual conflict going on

within him, between belief and the love of the world. Jesus, who no

doubt foresaw that in this conflict, in which the decision depended

upon Judas' will, the love of the world would conquer, had neverthe-

less chosen him as one of the twelve disciples, and thus had given

him every opportunity to rise superior to the flesh. By the confidence

which He displayed towards him. He had also sought, if it were pos-

sible, to soften his heart ; and He had taken care that early warnings

should not be wanting of the danger of becoming hardened in sin.

(That is no wise training which removes all outward inducements to

the commission of sin out of the way, yet leaves sin itself as an un-

knoion thing within the heart.) But Judas would not. He was a

personification of Judah, the nation, which also loould not, but pre-

ferred the wealth and luxury of the world to the poverty of Christ

;

which hereby lost all love to Christ, hated Him, and put Him to death,

and having brought upon itself the sentence of obduracy, has revelled
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in money for thousands of years. This was the case with Judas.

Love to Mammon expelled all love to Christ ; the more mildly Jesus

sought to guide him by word and look, the more intolerable did the

whole person of Jesus become ; and a conflict of blind fury began

within his heart against One whose divinity he was still unable to

deny. On this occasion he gave expression to the sentiment men-

tioned above, from a wish that the money had been handed over to

him, as he carried the purse for Jesus and the disciples, so that he

might have been able to steal some of it. The wish could not be

gratified now, yet he was unable to suppress it altogether. Thus he

lay bound already with the fetters of darkness.—But Jesus said, " Let

her alone : the poor ye have always with you, but Me ye have not

always. She has anointed Me for My burial." By this gentle hint

of His approaching death, He still sought to awaken the conscience of

Judas, who was already turning over in his mind the thought of

destroying Him.

1. The differences between this occurrence and that described in

Luke vii. 36 sqq., which took place at an earlier period, are so obvious,

that there was no necessity to enumerate them. Everything is differ-

ent except the fact that an anointing took place, and that it was fol-

lowed by a rebuke (in the one case, of Jesus by the Pharisees ; in the

other, of ]Mary by the disciples). It is true, Strauss also points out

two remarkable circumstances in which the account of John approxi-

mates to that of Luke,—the name in both cases is Simon, and the

feet of Jesus are iciped with the hair. But the one was a Pharisee,

the other evidently a quiet follow^er of Jesus ; and it is certaiidy not

incredible, that there should have been more than one Simon in

Palestine. The wiping of the feet with the hair was a circumstance

by no means unlikely to be repeated ; it may have been customary to

adopt this method of showing peculiar respect ; at all events, it was a

very natural thing, and one which different persons might easily do

of their own accord, to wipe with their hair the anointing oil as it

trickled down.

2. But, admittino; that the anointino; described in Luke vii. is

different from that at Bethany, Strauss is then driven by his mania for

consistency to maintain that the anointing described by John is dif-

ferent from that narrated by ^Matthew and Mark. The time, the place,

the person, the mode of anointing, and the rebuke administered, he tells

us, are all different.

The time; for, according to Matthew and ^lark, the scene oc-

curred after the triumphal entry into Jerusalem—at the most, two days
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before the Passover, whereas John says it was six days before the

Passover. But where do Matthew and Mark state that the anointing

took place two days before the Passover ? In my Bible I find no such

statement, either expressed or implied. They relate, (a) how Jesus,

two days before the Passover, foretold to His disciples that at this feast

He should be delivered up ; then {h) that the Sanhedrim had resolved

not to put Jesus to death during the Passover ; and (d) that the treachery

0/ ^i<c?as subsequently induced iliQm, after all, to select the feast of

the Passover as the time for executing their design. Between h and

d both the Evangelists place the anointing (c). Now it is difficult to

imagine why the anointing should be placed between these two, unless

there was some internal reason for it. If the passage read he ^l7]aov<i

rjkOev eh BrjOaviav (and Jesus came to Bethany), we might suppose

that it was placed in its proper chronological position (though without

any definite formula). But the chronological order is really interrupted,

and the expression used (in Mark xiv. 3 as well as Matt. xxvi. 6) is,

"Now when Jesus was in Bethany (rev Be ^Irjaov yevofievov [Matt.]
;

Kol 6vTo<; avTov [Mark]). The visit to Bethany had no immediate

connection with the chain of events under review ; but is introduced

parenthetically, for the purpose of showing that the prediction of the

near approach of Christ's death in Matt. xxvi. 12, and Mark xiv. 8,

was not first uttered after the resolution of the Sanhedrim, but

before it, and therefore was truly prophetic.—Thus we see, then, that

Matthew and Mark not only do not introduce the anointing as an

event.which followed the resolution, that was formed two days before

the Passover, but purposely preclude the idea of any such consecutive

order. They say (a) that, two days before the Passover, Jesus told

His disciples that at the Passover He would be put to death (Matthew)

;

(b) that at that time the Sanhedrim had not even come to such a

resolution themselves (Matt, and Mark) ; (c) that even when Jesus

was in Bethany, He knew that His death was at hand (ISIatt. and

Mark)
;

(d) that it was not till after the meeting of the Sanhedrim

tliat Judas offered to betray Jesus (Matthew and Mark).

The place. From John, who tells us that Lazarus was one of the

guests, we see that it cannot have been in his house that the meal

took place. Matthew and Mark state that it was in the house of a

certain Simon. Who would imagine it possible to discover a contra-

diction here 1 Yet so it is. " Martha served ; therefore it must have

been in Lazarus' house ; and as Lazarus himself is not called a guest,

but one of them that sat at meat with them, he may have been the

host." But just fancy any one, instead of simply saying, " In Leipzig

Mr N. invited me to dinner," saying, " I was invited out to dinner in
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Leipzig, and Mr. N. dined with me." Which is the most natural sup-

position : that John gave so fearfully roundabout a description, or that

Martha insisted upon " serving " in the house of the host, with whom
she was naturally on terms of intimacy?

The person anointing is not only not named by IMatthew and Mark,

but is not even introduced as if she " belonged to the house and family

of the host."—Nor is she so introduced in John. And the reason why
John gives her name, is that the reader was already acquainted with

her (chap, xi.) ; a circumstance which was wanting in Matthew and

Mark.

The mode of anointing. In John, ihefeet are anointed ; in IMatthew

and Mark, the head. But if we suppose that Mary broke the pot and

poured the oil upon the head of Jesus, and then catching the oil as it

dropped from His hair, that it might not fall upon the ground or

upon His clothes, used it to anoint His feet in the ordinary way, is it

impossible that two writers should think it worth while to describe the

peculiar manner in which Mary poured out the ointment, whilst the

other merely noticed the anointing of the feet, as being quite sufficient

to explain what afterwards occurred (John xii. 4-8) ?

Lastly, it was Judas who complained, according to John ; whereas

Matthew and Mark state that "the disciples" murmured. "Now if

it had been Judas who was the first to complain, the two Synoptists,

who describe the treachery of Judas immediately after this meal,

would certainly have mentioned his name here, if they had been

aware that he was peculiarly prominent in this penurious complaint."

—

But we have seen why Matthew and Mark directed their attention to

something entirely different when writing their account of the anoint-

ing.

On Judas, see § 93, 4.

§86.

entry into jerusalem.

Matt. xxi. 1-11 ; Mark xi. 1-10 ; Luke xix. 29-44

;

John xii. 12-50.

The arrival of Jesus in Bethany was soon made known, and a

great crowd streamed out from Jerusalem. The .agitation of the

people only served to mature the plans of the Sanhedrim for putting

Jesus to death. When Jesus set out, the day after the meal described

above, upon the road to Jerusalem, the people that had come up to

the feast flocked to meet Him in constantly increasing crowds. Jesus

24
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liad just reached the eastern slope of the Mount of Olives, between

Bethany and Bethphage, when He directed two of the disciples to go

into the village which lay before them, where they would find a she-

ass tied, and a foal by her side that had never been ridden. They

were to loose the animals and bring them to Him, and to answer any

question as to what they were doing, by saying that " the Lord had

need of it." This was done ; their clothes were then spread upon the

animals, which ran side by side, and the Lord mounted the foal. The

prophecy of Zechariah was thus fulfilled to the letter, viz., that the

desired King of Zion should enter, riding upon an ass, and indeed

upon an unused foal of a she-ass of burden. Jesus proceeded, riding

to the lofty peak of the Mount of Olives. A holy enthusiasm came

over the people. They spread their clothes in the road, broke off

peace-branches from the trees, and saluted Jesus with the words,

" Hosanna to the Son of David ! Blessed is He who cometh in the

name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest !

"—Some Pharisees, who

had come out with the rest, were filled with anxiety, lest a tumult

should arise, and advised Jesus, therefore, to order the people to be

silent. But He replied, " if these were silent, the stones would cry

out."—When He reached the peak of the precipitous mountain, and

saw the royal city of David spread out before Him in all its glory. He
wept over it, and exclaimed, " O that thou wouldest see to-day the

things which are essential to thy peace ! But days. of war and desola-

tion will come upon thee, because thou hast not discerned the time of

thy visitation."—He then entered into the temple. When there,

certain Greeks, who had also come to the feast, desired to see Him.

They were (like the Magi) first-fruits of the Gentiles, who did homage

to the King of Israel on His entering upon His dominion. But what

an entrance ! What a commencement of His ^aaiXeia ! There was

no homage from the nation to which He devoted Himself, but a rejec-

tion by that very nation. By being bartered away for thirty pieces of

silver, and dying upon the cross,—this was the way that He founded

His kingdom ! Revolving this in His own mind, Jesus said that the

hour of His glorification had arrived ; but it was glorification in death.

Whoever would do homage to Him (this He said with reference to the

Greeks), would have to look, not for earthly glory, but for ti'ibulation.

—He then prayed :
" Now is My soul troubled ; and what shall I say ?

Father, save Me from this hour? No; I came to die. Father,

through My death, glorify Thy name." For the third time had Jesus

now solemnly declared His readiness to die (first in the presence of

John the Baptist ; then in the presence of the lawgiver and the prophet

of the Old Testament ; and now, thirdly, in the house of God, the holy
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place of sacrifice), and for the third time the thunder-like voice was

heard, in which the Father declared His acceptance of the work of the

Son.—But the people could not comprehend the voice and its signifi-

cation. Jesus told them that it was for their sakes, that they might

give heed to His work of overcoming Satan, and might be saved

thereby. Fuller explanations of His death He did not give them

;

but exhorted them to believe in the light as long as they had it with

them.

1. Let us look, first of all, at the difficulties raised with regard to

time and place. Strauss says, that according to the Synoptists, Jesus

went to Jerusalem on the same day on which He left Jericho ; whereas, .

according to John, He p<^ssed the night at Bethany.—Where is it

stated that He went to Jerusalem on the day He left Jericho ? There

is no express statement to that effect ; but Mark and Luke, we are told,

" mention the village of Bethany in such a way as to be decidedly at

variance with the idea that Jesus passed the night there." Yet they

say nothing in the world except that Jesus departed from Jericho, and

when He had arrived iu the neighbourhood of the two places, Beth-

pliage and Bethany,—that is to say, had reached the foot of the Mount

of Olives,—He sent two disciples into the hamlet which lay before Him
(this appears to have been neither Bethany nor Bethphage, but some

third koo/jlt]). But this does not prove that He did not spend the night

in Bethany ; nor was there any absurdity in passing over the night's

quarters, as Bleek supposes,^ if there was no special reason for men-

tioning the circumstances that transpired there. The drawing near

" to Jerusalem, to Bethphage, and to Bethany," as Mark has it, or

"to Bethphage and Bethany," according to Luke's expression, is

nothing more than a general description of the neighbourhood of

Bethany as distinguished from that of Jericho ; and we can no more

^ Bleek makes the general assertion here, that my " ichnle hook is based upon the

assumption, that all the Evanrjeli.'^tspossessed an equally full and accurate acquaintance

with the entire course of the Gospel histori/, and every particular event." In disproof

of this, I may refer to § 120. I assume the very opposite ; namely, that from the

oral accounts which were in circulation in the primitive Church at Jerusalem, a

selection was gradually and spontaneously made of such events as were most usually

described, and that it was from this selection that the Synoptists chiefy drew

;

whereas John gave fuller and more complete accounts, which as an eye-witness he

could easily do. But this by no means shuts out the conclusion, that each of the

Synoptists (quite as much as John) selected entire accounts, or particular features

of certain narratives, with some regard to their adaptation to their own peculiar

plan, and that a portion of the divergences which we find in the four Gospels may
certainly be traced to the plans on which the different Gospels were composed.
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conclude from Luke's expression, " when He was come nigh to

Bethany," that the two disciples were sent forward directly Jesus ar-

rived at Bethany, than we can infer from Mark's description, " when

they came nigh to Jerusalem," that they were not sent till Jesus was

close at the gates of the city itself. " Coming nigh to Jerusalem " is,

of course, merely a description in general terms of a certain proximity,

which might embrace an area of several miles ; and the same might

be said with regard to Luke, if he had spoken of their coming near to

Bethany alone. Even in this case, nothing more would be involved

than an arrival in that neighbourhood generally, without any explicit

statement as to whether Jesus had already passed through Bethany

itself, or had not yet entered it. But as two places are mentioned, it

certainly follows, that by " drawing nigh" we cannot understand the

precise act of arrival (which could not occur in two places at the same

time) ; especially as a more exact description is given immediately

afterwards, in the words irpo^ to 6po<; ("at the Mount of Olives").

There is nothing, therefore, in the statements of either Mark or Luke
at variance with the assumption, that Jesus did not send forward the

two disciples till He had gone some distance beyond Bethany.—Thus

the Synoptists and John are in perfect agreement with reference to

both time and place ; and there is no necessity to follow Schleiermacher,

.Liicke, and others, in adopting the hard and forced conclusion, that

there were two distinct entries into Jerusalem.

2. The difficulties raised in connection with the entry itself may
be summed up in these three : That Jesus is said to have ridden upon

two asses ; that the words of Zechariah are understood as speaking of

two asses, IIDH being the one and "T^y the other ; and that there is no

reason why Jesus should have increased the difficulty of riding by

choosing a foal that had never been ridden.

With regard to the first, it is nowhere stated that Jesus rode upon

both asses at once. The words of Matthew, i-Trdvco avrwv (ver. 7), do

not imply this, as Winer has already shown. For just as you might

say of a man who was riding one horse and leading another, " he has

got off the horses," so might you say of one who was riding a foal, by

the side of its mother, and in fact by means of its mother, that he was

mounted iirdvo) avTMV, since both would be closel}^ connected together.^

We find a similar expression in Acts xxiii. 24, " provide beasts, that

they may set Paul on {scil. inr avrd), and bring him safe unto

Felix."

With regard to the unridden beast, Strauss imagines that he has

^ OlsliauscrCs assumption, that Jesus rode upon the mother, and that the foal

ran by the side, is in direct opposition to Mark (ver. 2) and Luke (ver. 30).
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adduced an argumentum ad ahsiirdum, when he says that "Jesus must

have made the foal I'un steadily by His divine omnipotence." But as

we can see no reason wliy the Lord should not make use of natural

means, if such were really at hand, or why He should perform un-

necessary miracles, it appears to us that if the mother was with the

foal, " a sufficient reason " for bringing it is to be found in the fact,

that the foal could then be guided by means of the mother.^

On the supposition that this really was the case, we can perfectly

understand why Luke and Mark should merely state that the animal

had never been used before^ without describing the manner in which

Jesus guided it (viz., by the help of the mother), since the latter was

a point that could have no peculiar importance to them ; and also, why
John should merely make the general remark, that a prophecy was ful-

filled by Jesus riding upon an ass ; whilst Matthew, on the contrary,

to whom it was a matter of great importance to prove that the Old

Testament prophecies were exactly fulfilled, gave prominence to the

fact, that it was stated in Zech. ix. 9 that the King of Zion would come
riding upon a lion (the genus), and in fact {) is evidently exegetical

here) upon an ni:nx"p T'j;. To him there was something worthy of

note in the fact, that the lion upon which Jesus rode was really an

unused foal of a she-ass that was used as a beast of burden. This pe-

culiar feature he was unwilling to pass by; and therefore he described

exactly what was done with both the animals. He is not chargeable,

therefore, with the " folly" of supposing that the "i"i»n is one animal

and T-y another ; but he understood T"]? to be epexegetical of "ilDn,

and therefore merely described how Jesus actually rode upon an T*;;,

whilst the pnx was actually led by its side.

§87.

CURSING OF THE FIG-TREE, AND SECOND PURIFICATION OF THE
TEMPLE.

Matt. xxr. 10-22 ; Mark xi. 12-26 ; Luke xix. 45-48.

In the evening Jesus went out to Bethany, and stayed there for the

night. As He was returning the next morning into the city. He felt

hungry ; and seeing in the distance a fig-tree, on which it seemed likely

^ The reason why Jesus should ride upon an animal that had never been used
before, is to be found in tlie propriety of a King, who was about to found a ncir

kbujdom einhwed with (he enerfjy ofprimidre siiilessncss, making His entrance upon
an animal that had never before been made to bear a burden.
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that there would be some fruit, not because it was the proper season,

but from the many leaves that were on it already, He went up to the

tree. But there was not a single fig to be found. Jesus, who had

now but one thing more to do before He died, to declare in word and

figure His return to judgment, then pronounced upon the tree the curse

that it should bring forth no more fruit for ever.—He then went to

the temple ; and there sat the cattle-dealers and money-changers in the

fore-court, just as before. He had already driven them out once ; and

now again He showed that He was just the same still as He had been

before, and that the increasing danger did not make Him afraid to call

wickedness by its proper name. He drove them out a second time,

and addressed them in still harsher words. " My house," said He, " is

a house of prayer ; but ye have made it a den of thieves " (cf . John

ii. 16). The priests did not venture at the moment to interfere. Jesus

was surrounded by the enthusiastic crowd. Sick people were brought

to Him, and He healed them. So great, in fact, was the excitement,

that even children followed their elders in shouting, " Hosanna to the

Son of David." At length the priests and Sadducees approached Him
in their most pompous style, and put the haughty question, " Hearest

Thou not what these children say f" as if the mere fact of hearing

must be sufficient to convince Him of the falsehood and wickedness of

such exclamations, and as if they charitably assumed that Jesus could

not have heard the blasphemy, as He would certainly have forbidden

it. In this way they hoped by conventionalities and courtesies to

compel Him to put a stop to the shouts Himself. But He took their

question literally, and said, quite calmly, " Yes ; He had heard and

understood it all. It was quite right too ; for David had said that out

of the mouth of infants God had ensured Himself praise (the adoration

of His power)."—In the evening Jesus went out again to Bethany

;

and as they passed the fig-tree, behold, it was withered. Peter directed

the attention of Jesus to the fact that the fig-tree was actually dried

up ; and the other disciples were also amazed. But Jesus embraced

the opportunity of addressing them on the power of faith and prayer

to conquer and judge the world.

1. There is a real difference between Matthew and Mark with

regard to the order of succession here. According to Matthew, it

appears as if the purification of the temple followed immediately upon

the entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem, and the fig-tree was cursed the

following (Monday) morning. Mark, on the contrary, states that

Jesus cursed the fig-tree on the Monday morning, then proceeded to
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purify the temple, and on returning (Monday evening) found the

fig-tree withered away.^ The following will show the comparative

accounts :

—
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the fig-tree was withered away." Such a distinct agreement with Mark
would be no more in accordance with Matthew's plan than a decided

contradiction. Pie merely gives in a perfectly simple manner all that

is requisite to i-ecall the scene of the occurrence, viz., that it took

place in a morning walk to Jerusalem. On what particular day, was

not a point with which Matthew concerned himself. He therefore

merely states that the fig-tree immediately withered away; whereas

Mark describes minutely how and loheii the disciples found it withered.

—In ver. 23 Matthew also attaches the question of the elders and high

priests with the loose formula Kal eXOovn avrm ek to lepov, without

mentioning any particular time.

2. The three principal difficulties pointed out in connection with

the fig-tree are the following : First, as the earliest figs are not ripe till

June, it is difficult to understand how Jesus could reckon upon finding

figs in March or April. Secondly, the expression in Mark, ov yap r}v

Kaip6<; (TVKwv ("for the time of figs was not yet"), is a very striking

one ; for if it was a matter of course that there should be no figs upon

the tree, how could Jesus pronounce a curse upon it as a punishment

for having none I Thirdly, even apart from this, to curse a tree " is

purposeless, immoral, and a manifestation of unworthy passion."

The first of these difficulties Paulas meets in this way: "The
winter fig (late kermouse) begins to be formed late in the autumn,

and ripens early in the spring, so that about Easter the third fruit of

the fig-tree might possibly be met with here and there." But Paulus

has taken this explanation simply from a passage in Pliny (16, 27

:

"seri fructus per hiemem in arbore manent, et asstate inter novas

frondes et folia maturescunt "), of which it is very doubtful whether

it was applicable to Palestine. Shaw the traveller states distinctly

(p. 296), that in Palestine the late kermouse ripens in autumn after

the leaves have fallen off the trees, and, when the weather is mild,

sometimes hangs till the spring. But this was evidently the case only

when the figs had not been gathered,—a thing that would not often

occur, as the kermouse required gathering ; and it was the boccore

alone which could be left to fall of itself {vid. Nahum iii. 12). From
this it is evident that Jesus could not so decidedly expect that at the

Passover, when the spring is just ending in Palestine, He might find a

late kermouse or two still hanging on the tree (more especially as the

tree was standing unprotected by the road-side). Moreover, this is

also obvious from the fact that, according to Mark xi. 13, it was the

quantity of leaves which first suggested the thought that there might be

fruit upon the tree. This does not at all apply to the late kermouse,

the fruit of which ripens at the time when the leaves are not upon
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the tree. Still less can the early kermouse be referred to, as this does

not ripen till August. And even the boccore, which ripens in June,

could not justly be expected in March or April.—The second difficulty,

namely, that Mark says, " The time of figs was not yet," is thus to a

great extent removed ; that is to say, we may see already that the

observation was well-founded. Whether it was well-timed, is another

question ; and coincides with the inquiry, whether Jesus can have gone

to look for figs at a time when, in the ordinary course of nature, there

could not possibly have been any to be found.

In seeking for an answer to this question, we must not overlook

the words of Mark, "And seeing a fig-tree afar off having leaves" and

the similar allusion in Matthew to the fact that the tree had leaves

upon It. Now, it is well known that the fig-tree shoots out first of

all the fruit (involucra of blossom and seed), and then puts out its

leaves. If the leaves, therefore, have reached a certain size and

quantity, it may reasonably be expected that there will be at least a

few ripe figs. And if the tree has leaves upon it, but no Jigs at all

(either ripe or unripe), this is a sign that it is a worthless and barren

tree, which has made no good wood, and on which figs, therefore,

cannot be expected to appear. It was not the time of year, then, but

the striking quantity of leaves for the time of year, which led to the

expectation that there would certainly be figs upon the tree, and even

some ripe ones among them. But when Jesus went up to the tree,

not only did He find no ripe fruit, but no fruit at all. If it was not

out of course, therefore, that there should be no ripe figs at that season

of the year, it was altogether out of course that there should be so

many leaves without any fruit at all}

This tree appeared to Jesus a most significant type of the false

Israel. In the case of Israel also, it ^^as not the time to expect fruit

;

but what could justly be expected was, that if there was no fruit,

there would be no appearance offruitfidness. Just as the fig-tree in its

normal condition would have no leaves at a time when there was no

fruit, so ought the nation, which was not yet sanctified, not to assume

the appearance of holiness, but to repent. Instead of this, it was just

' "We may see from this why Mark should introduce the remark, that " the time

of figs was uot yet." The persons for whom he was writing, and who certainly

lived in a country (whether Italy or elsewhere) in which there were fig-trees, knew

very well that at Easter it would be of no use to look for ripe figs. He might

justly expect them to exclaim, therefore, "What, are the figs so early in Palestine

that you may expect to see them covered with leaves, and gather fruit at Easter?"

He anticipates the objection by stating that the time for figs had not arrived ;

in which he also implies that " the abundance of leaves, mentioned in ver. 13, was

also something out of the regular course."
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like that abnormal fig-tree, which, at a time when no fruit could be

really expected, presented in the distance the ajypearance of the greatest

fruitfulness and maturity, but on closer examination was found to be

full of bitter leaves, without any produce of greater worth, and even

without good wood.

Jesus prophesied on this occasion by means of a symbolical action.

He pronounced a curse upon the tree, and caused it in the course of

the day to wither entirely away.—Now what was the purport of this

miracle ? One must indeed be blind not to see it. The same as the

address in chap. xxiv. There is really no necessity to enter more

particularly into Strauss's objections.—Because Jesus would not allow

a town full of ignorant Samaritans to be destroyed by fire, and all

opportunity of repentance to be taken from them, therefore, we are

told, He cannot have performed any " penal miracle ! " Strauss seems

here to assume that there was a capacity for improvement in the fig-

tree, and to wish that Christ had preached a sermon to it. But

immediately afterwards we are told that the "penal miracle" was

immoral, because the tree was incapable of any improvement.

—

Strauss

then conjectures that Jesus addressed the fig-tree in the way He did,

from simple anger at not finding any figs. But such a conjecture is

too worthless and wicked to have sprung from anything but utter

insanity.—Immediately after, the barrister for the Gergesenes comes

forward again, and advocates the case of the owner who lost his fig-

tree. But He who gave eternal life to the world, surely possessed

the right to deprive the world of a fig-tree, which was left at the

mercy of every passer-by, and moreover was utterly barren

!

Against our "symbolical interpretation" he has nothing to say,

except that " Jesus would certainly in that case have given His own

interpretation." But, as we shall see, Jesus has actually done this

(Matt. xxiv. 32). Even before this time the comparison of unbeliev-

ing Israel to a barren tree, which is " cut down and cast into the fire,"

was a familiar one to the disciples (Matt. iii. 10, vii. 19; Luke xiii.

6 sqq.).^ Now Jesus actually pronounced the curse. For the moment

He gave no explanation ; but He only thereby excited the interest of

the disciples all the more, and prepared them to understand what He
intended still further to say concerning the judgment (Matt. xxiv.).

3. In connection with the purification of the temple, two questions

arise : whether a repetition is probable ; and why neither the Synop-

^ Strauss himself quotes these passages ; but instead of coming to the conclu-

sion, that an immediate explanation of the act of Christ was rendered unnecessary

in consequence, he argues, in his own style, that the cursing of the fig-tree was a

myth which had grown out of the parables.
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tists nor John should have mentioned more than one occasion. There

is not the slightest difficulty in answering the first in the affirmative.

It is true, that if we look at the two facts as they are compressed

together in the synopsis of Liiche and De Wette, and abstract them

from the rest of the life of the Lord, taking no notice of anything

that lies between, it is difficult to suppress a feeling of astonishment,

that Jesus should have done exactly the same thing on two separate

occasions. But if we regard the two transactions as they really stand

at the commencement and close of the public life of Jesus, it is im-

possible to discover any difficulty, either in the purification of the

temple itself, or in the repetition. It is admitted that a prophet who

was just making his first appearance, and was still unknown to the

priests, might perform such an act as this. It would appear by no

means improper, but would rather meet with the approval of all good

men ; and as we really find, it did not expose Jesus to any serious

rebukes. Since that time the practice appears to have been sus-

pended ; at least, we need not hesitate to draw this conclusion from

tlie fact, that at the subsequent festivals Jesus did not feel constrained

to renew the purification. But at the last feast of the Passover the

buyers and sellers were there again. What if the priests, in simple

defiance of Jesus, and to incite Him to a fresh act of violence, in-

tentionally introduced the scandal once more? At all events, this is

certain : that if now, at the end of His career, Jesus found the evil

there again, it could no more meet with His approval than at the

beginning; and even at the risk of bringing the already existing

hatred of His enemies to a head, He could only repeat what He had

done before.—In Matt. xxi. 13, and the parallel passages (cf. John ii.

16), we find an impartial, and therefore all the more certain proof,

that the act was accompanied on the second occasion with much

keener rebukes.

But why should the two acts not be mentioned by any of the

Evangelists ?—The reason why the Synoptists do not mention the first

purification is very obvious. They only commence their continuous

history with the time when Jesus was in Capernaum. And the fact

that they had not mentioned the first purification, is a sufficient ex-

planation of the reason why—even if (as we suppose) the second was

intentionally and wickedly invited by the priests—no allusion should

be made to this by the Evangelists themselves.—John, who traces the

events of Ciirist's life from the first Passover, describes the first puri-

fication. And for that very reason, probably, he saw no necessity to

mention the second. It is true, it was one clement in the growtii of

the aKOTia. But it was merely an outward 2)rovocation ; and did not
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seem, like the resurrection of Lazarus, to explain the inward character

of the hatred felt towards Jesus. It was therefore passed over by

John, who had traced, throughout the life of Jesus, the inward growth

of the feeling of hostihty ; but who, when once he had mentioned the

climax which it had reached in the determination to put Jesus to death,

made it henceforth his sole purpose to describe the last discourses

of the Lord,—the last glorious shining of the light in the darkness.

—Throughout, too, we find that John notices merely the internal

elements in the conflict (the growth of the light-loving and light-

hating dispositions). All such merely outward captious questions, as

that noticed in Matt. xxii. 15 sqq. (the question about paying tribute

to Caesar), he passes over altogether.

JESUS VINDICATES HIS AUTHORITY. PARABLES.

Matt. xxi. 23-xxii. 14; Mark xi. 27-xii. 12 ; Luke xx. 1-19.

As Jesus was teaching in the temple, the high priests and elders

formally approached Him, for the purpose of inquiring what authority

and warrant He had for His ministry. By a counter question Jesus

appealed to the testimony of John the Baptist. He asked them,

namely, whether his baptism was of God, or not ; thus placing them

in the dilemma, that they must either acknowledge Him of whom
John testified, or reject John, in opposition to the unanimous feeling

of the people. This counter question remained unanswered. With
the introduction of John's name, Jesus connected the parable of

two sons ; comparing the publicans and harlots, who repented at the

preaching of John, to a refractory son who afterwards comes to a

better mind ; and the priests and elders to a son who is ready at once

with the promise of obedience, but does not carry it out.—He then

proceeded openly to reprove their wickedness in the parable of the

rebellious husbandmen, Avho put to death all the messengers of the

lord of the vineyard, and last of all his own son. As they did not

understand the parable, Jesus told them plainly that He was the

corner-stone which the builders rejected (Ps. cxviii. 22), and that the

kingdom would be taken from them. Thereupon they would gladly

have laid hands on Him at once, but they feared the people.—Jesus

proceeded to address them still further, and related the parable of the

guests invited to the martiage of the king's son, who, instead of welcom-

ing such a mark of friendliness and grace, either do not come at all,

or in the blindest wickedness put the royal messengers to death ; upon
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which the king sends out to invite any one who might be found in

the streets, with the simple condition tliat they shall put on the wed-

ding-garment which they will receive from himself. A guest who

despises this dress, and yet forces his way in, is punished just as

severely as those who do not come at all.

1. There are no difficulties connected with these incidents and

parables. A parable somewhat like the last was related by Jesus at

the Pharisee's meal, mentioned in Luke xiv. (vid. § 72). But there

the allusion is not to a royal marriage, but to a simple domestic meal.

There, no punishment is inflicted upon those who are invited ; the

invitation is simply not accepted. There, it is not " all in the high-

ways, both good and bad," who are invited to supply the place of

those who will not come ; the contrast is rather between rich men and

beggars. So that, even outwardly considered, there is in the parable

before us an essential devuition from that in Luke xiv. The internal

difference is still more striking. There, Jesvis starts from the morcd

principle, that we ought not to give that we may receive agcdn, but

out of pure benevolence. After He has laid down this principle in a

brief figure (Luke xiv. 12 sqq.), an allusion made by a guest to " the

kingdom of God" furnishes Him with an opportunity to show that

this is the way in which God acts : that He confers His blessings

out of free grace ; and therefore, that only those who feel themselves

beggars, and in distress, are either fitted or disposed to accept the

grace of God.—Here, on the contrary, no such moral starting point

exists. The leading intention is to show, not merely the disinclination

of the self-righteous, but the blind maliciousness of the hardened foes

of Christ; and then (by the allusion to the "wedding-garment") to

point out, that even for such as do not in blind anger hate all that is

divine, but would gladly come to God, it is still a question of import-

ance, whether they expect to find admission to the kingdom of God
in the right or the wrong way, by accepting the grace of God, or by

self-righteousness.

§89.

captious questions.

Matt. xxii. 15-46; ISLvrk xii. 13-37 ; Luke xx. 20-44.

The time had now come to strain every nerve to shake in some

way or other the dangerous influence acquired by Jesus, and to lay

hold of Him by any method that might present itself. First of all,
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some of the Pharisees united with certain members of the Roman and

Herodian party, and hiid the question before Him, whether it was
right (in the sight of God, and according to His law) to pay tribute to

the Roman Emperor. It was, in fact, the law of God, that Israel, as

the theocratic nation, should acknowledge Jehovah alone as its Kinor;

all servitude took place solely as the result of a special judgment of

God ; and it was always regarded, especially since the time of the

Maccabees, as an act of theocratic virtue and faith, and one peculiarly

well-pleasing to God, to throw off the yoke of the heathen. Conse-

quently, if Jesus had expressed His approbation of the tax, He would
have spoken in direct opposition to all theocratic ideas. If, on the

other hand. He condemned it, there were Herodians present, who
would be ready at once to make His words the ground of a judicial

accusation.—What, then, did Jesus do? He brought out this point,

that all servitude is a judgment of God} He asked to see the tribute

money, and pointed to the effigy of the Emperor, in other words, to

the fact that the nation was actually under the dominion of the Em-
peror. He then said to them, ^^ Render to Csesar what is already

actually his oion,^ and unto God the things that are God's" (namely,

that repentance, to lead you to which He permits this foreign rule,

and by which alone it will ever be possible for Israel to recover its

theocratic right to political independence). The people were astonished,

and let Jesus go.—The Sadducees now came forward to try what they

could do, and put a question which, as they hoped, might so perplex

Him as even to render Him an object of ridicule. Having no belief

in a resurrection themselves, they asked Him what would be done in

the resurrection with a woman who had had seven husbands in suc-

cession ; to which would she then belong?—Jesus rendered their

question nugatory by tearing up the caricature of a resurrection, upon
which the question itself was founded. It is not to a repetition of

this life that we shall rise again, but to a life of a very different kind,

in which every material and sexual relation is entirely done away.

Their denial of the resurrection, however, He pronounced unscrip-

^ De Wette thinks that what Jesus meant to say was, " that taxes and coins,

from their very nature, had nothing to do with the rights of God." But Jesus,

acknowledging as He did the Old Testament as a revelation of God, could not say

this without reserve. Nor is this thought in any way involved in His words. His

allusion to the circumstance, that the current coin of the country bore the imperial

stamp, could have no other purpose than to point to what was actually the fact,

and therefore permitted by God Himself, that they were under the dominion of

foreigners.

* T« T&y Kothxpog. This refers primarily to the coin, and then to everything

else which was in like manner an actual proof of imperial authority.
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tural ; for, assuming that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had passed

away, hke cattle, to exist no more for ever, how could God have still

called Himself their God, centuries after their death ? This is only

conceivable on the ground that they "lived to God."^

Now, when the Pharisees saw that the Sadducees had failed in

their attempt, they came up as quickly as possible to put another

question to Jesus in the presence of the Sadducees,—one which He
certainly could not answer, and which would therefore establish their

own superiority to the Sadducees, who had been unable to defeat

Plim.' One of them, a lawyer, inquired which of all the different

commandments was the greatest. A reply to this question presupposed

a more exact acquaintance with the law than this vofitKo^, who prided

himself upon his reading and learning, gave the " uneducated Jesus"

credit for ; and whatever answer Jesus might give, he expected that,

well versed as he was in the Mosaic law, he could easily bring forward

objections, and overwhelm Him with his learning, so as to be able to

confound Him, and hold Him up to public ridicule as an unlearned

man. But He, in whom tlie law and the prophets were fulfilled,

named one commandment which really embraced the fulfilment of

the whole law, and was certainly the greatest, inasmuch as it contained

within itself all the evTokd'^, both great and small,—the command,

namely, to love God absolutely, and your neighbour as yourself. Such

an answer took the lawyer by surprise, and not merely satisfied his

understanding, but cut still deeper. "Well, jSIaster," he exclaimed,

" Thou hast said the truth : there is but one God, and to love Him
supremely, and to love your neighbour as yourself, is more than all

whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices." When Jesus saw how the man

^ Strauss regards this as an argument " altogether in the spirit and tone of the

rabbinical dialectics of that age." In the title here applied to God, there was " no

intimation," he says, " of a continued personal relation between Jehovah and these

men," but simply the idea, that " as Jehovah had been their guardian, so would He
still continue to be the guardian of their posterity."—Yet in Exod. xxxii. 13 and

Deut. ix. 27 God is appealed to, to fulfil to those men the promise which He had

given them. There is also frequent allusion to being gathered to the fathers ; and

being buried here and there in very different places could not be called a " gather-

ing." Moreover the name always denotes the continued existence of whatever may
bear it. No one, and God least of all, would name himself from things that have

absolutely perished^ but only from such as have still an abiding and essential rela-

tion to himself.

2 Not, however, as De "Wette imagines, to give vent to " their vexation at the

fact that He had triumphed over the Sadducees." Their vexation on this account

is not likely to have been very great. On the contrary, we have here two envious

parties standing side by side, loth opposed to Jesus, but each desiring that the vic-

tory should be gained, not by the others, but by themselves.
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with uprightness of mind forgot his pride in the contemplation of the

truth, he said, " Thou art not far from the kingdom of God." And
the Pharisees, seeing how the conversation ended, turned away and

asked Jesus no more questions.^

The Lord now determined for His own part to address a question

to the Pharisees. Turning to a number of them who were collected

together in the temple, He inquired how David could call the Messiah

his Lord, seeing that He was to be his Son. This question, by which

Jesus pointed them to the divinity of the promised Messiah, they were

perfectly unable to answer.^

1 Matthew simply mentions the answer which Jesus gave ; his sole object being

to exhibit the superiority of Jesus. Mark, in accordance with his usual pictorial

style, describes the actual issue of the whole occurrence. This is the sum and sub-

stance of the " important diversity" in the two accounts to which De Wette refers.

For even Strauss himself could never seriously maintain, that the fact of Matthew
commencing his quotation from Deut. vi. 5 with "Thou shalt love," and Mark
with " Hear," creates an irreconcilable difference.

2 The allusion in Ps. ex. 1 to 2 Sam. vii. 1 Chron. xvii. is unmistakeable.

Nathan prophesies there that David is not to build a house for the Lord, but the

Lord will build a house for the seed of David ; the seed of David shall stand in the

filial relation to God. When Solomon (1 Kings viii. 26, 27), after having erected

Ms temple, prays that God will fulfil the promise given to David, for his temple

of stone is not a true and complete fulfilment, he displays a deep insight into the

meaning of Nathan's prophecy. Consequently we need not be surprised to find at

the very outset, in the case of David himself a presentiment amounting almost to

a conscious perception of the fact, that Nathan's prophecy points to a descendant

invested with divine honour. (Although the loord "seed" is collective, the thing

predicted of this seed could not be fulfilled in a plurality of individuals ; some one

individual must necessarDy be thought of, in whom the ultimate fulfilment would

occur.) And David actually gives expression to this view in I Chron. xvii. 17 :

" Thou spakest of Thy servant's house with reference to something which is still

far off (pimo^), and hast regarded me hke the form of the man who is up to

(bis hinaufzu, as high as) Jehovah God" (n art. in the place of IK'S ; np^D from

pyo with n local). Ps. ex. 1 is in perfect analogy with this. Verse 4 of this

Psalm also points back to Nathan's prophecy ; the calling of David's seed, to be

both king and the builder of the temple, was at any rate a combination of royalty

and divine service, as in the case of Melchizedek.—Every other explanation of Ps.

ex. is in some respects a forced one. It was thoroughly at variance with Israelitish

ideas for a subject to ascribe to his sovereign a seat upon the throne of God (and

equally so for a king to personate a subject, and ascribe such a seat to himself).

The throne of God, in the Old Testament, has no other meaning than the throne

of God in heaven, the seat of universal dominion (e.g., Ps. xi. 4, xxxiii. 14, etc.).

According to 1 Chron. xvii. 12, 14, " I will settle him in My kingdom," a partici-

pation in this universal dominion might be ascribed to the seed of David promised

by Nathan ; and according to 1 Chron. xvii. 17 such participation was ascribed to

it. But it was in an ideal form. It was utterly impossible that in Israel such
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§90.

the great philippic. the widow's mite.

Matt, xxiii. 1-39 ; Mark xii. 38-44 ; Luke xx. 45-xxi. 4.

Jesus now began expressly and thoroughly to hold up the Phari-

sees and scribes in their true character before all the people. As a

faithful Shepherd, He warned the people against those who occupied

indeed the chair of Moses, but in an anti-theocratic, ungodly spirit

sought their own honour and not that of God, abused their office of

shepherds in an abominable manner to their own selfish ends, and for

the sake of their own eartlily profit led the nation in the road to de-

struction. In the most solemn manner He now pronounced woes

upon them for keeping the kingdom of heaven shut. He called them

Avhited sepulchres ; He pictured them most minutely in their whole

ways and manners ; laid at their door all the holy blood of the pro-

phets that had been innocently shed ; and mourned over Jerusalem,

which He would willingly have gathered as a hen gathers her chickens

under her wings, but which ivoidd not. Jerusalem, which thus rejected

its Saviour, would now be laid waste through the judgment of God^ till

it felt remorse, and again with praise acknowdedged the Lord.

Jesus had taken His seat opposite to the <ya^o^vkdKLov, and was

watching the people as they threw in their gifts.' A widow came up,

words as those in Ps. ex. 1 should be addressed out of flattery to a real Israelitish

king (cf. 2 Chron. xxvi. 16 sqq.).

^ It is self-evident that "your house" in ver. 38 does not refer to the houses

of particular Pharisees, who had been addressed in vers. 13 sqq., but to the seat of

the nation, Jerusalem as a whole. Hence all such explanations are false, and even

absurd, which regard ver. 39 as predicting the return of Christ before one genera-

tion had passed away. The subject of i'lnn and el'Trrirs is evidently not particular

individuals among those who were addressed, but the nation as a whole.

- De Wette imagines that the Evangelists must have confused two different

things together ; for, since Josephus speaks of several yxl^o^pvT^xyJoi;, which were

not chests for offerings, but chambers, or rather houses, for the deposit of treasures

(vid. Wars of the Jews, 6, 5, 2 :
" they also burned down the treasury-chambers,

in which was an immense quantity of money, and an immense number of garments,

and other precious goods there deposited ; and, to speak all in a few words, there

it was that the entire riches of the Jews were heaped up together, while the rich

people had there built themselves houses {o'i'kov;) to contain such furniture"), the

Evangelists, on the other hand, evidently referred to chests for offerings (probably

the n'naitJ' mentioned in tract. Schekalim 6, 1, 5).—But the confusion is not on the

part of the Evangelists. In the passage quoted, Josephus is evidently speaking of

such trea.sure-chambers as were erected in the temple during the siege ofJerusalem.

Or are we to suppose that the rich Jews had houses built in the fore-court of t)»«

2t>
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and dropped in two Xeirrd. Jesus then called His disciples and said,

" This poor widow has cast in more than all the others. They have

all given of their abundance ; but she has given all that she has saved,

all that she has to live upon."

§91.

discourse of christ on the second advent.

Matt, xxiv.-xxv. ; Mark xiti. ; Luke xxi. 5-38.

As Jesus was going out of the temple, the disciples called His

attention to its splendour and glory; but He told them that there

would not be left one stone upon another, all would be thrown down.

Now it was very evident to them, and to the nation at large, from pre-

dictions in the Old Testament, that there would be, 1. the coming of a

Messiah, which they knew to be now fulfilled in Jesus ; 2. the last

judgment, which the Israelites (according to passages of the O. T.

representing it as to be held by the Messiah) expected to occur in the

Messianic age, but which Jesus had descriVjed to them as still future,

to be held by Him after He had entered into glory, though without

informing them when it would take place, or when this glory would

be attained (Matt. xix. 28 ; Luke x. 14, xi. 31 ; John v. 29, vi. 39) ;

and 3. a tribulation of Jerusalem, which would precede the final glory

(probably gathered from Dan. ix. 13 and 26, xii. 1 ; cf. De Wette on

Matt. xxiv. 3). But Jesus had frequently foretold His own death to

the disciples. And in the prophecies of the Old Testament, not only

are there predictions that the Messiah would suffer before He was glori-

fied (Isa. liii. and liv.), but two distinct advents are also foretold (Zech.

xi. 1^). The meaning of this prophecy, however, which was couched

in figurative terms, was destined to be hidden until it had been ful-

temple iu times of peace, to store up their money, their garments, and their whole

property?—Let us turn to another passage of Joscphus, viz., Ant. 19, 6, 1. We
there read that, "as for the golden chain which had been given him by Caius, of

equal weight with that iron chain wherewith his royal hands had been bound, he

(Agrippa) hung it up within the limits of the temple, over the trcasui-y ('/ci^o(pv-

T^xKiou).^'' Here then, in the period antecedent to the war, a single yot.^oipv'Kci.x.iov

is mentioned, and one over which it was possible to hang a chain, which cannot

therefore have been a chamber, but must have been something distinct which stood

against the wall.

^ Rejection of the true Shepherd, Zech. xi. 12 ; the nation given up to cruel

shepherds, ver. 16 ;
Jerusalem a cup of reeling to all nations, chap. xii. 1, 2 ; be-

sieged, vers. 3 sqq. Then first, the setting up of the kingdom of glory.—Similarly,

Mai. ii. 5, 6, 8, 9, and iii. 1 s<ic[.
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filled. At all events, in the time of Christ, we do not find the slightest

trace, either in the nation at large, or among the disciples themselves,

of the expectation of a second advent/ The announcement of Jesus'

sufferings, thei'efore, was an element which threw all their previous

eschatological notions into confusion, and completely changed the

whole conception. Hitherto they had expected a Messianic period,

and during that period a conflict (in which the temple would possibly

be destroyed), and then the last judgment. But now this ^lessianic

age was represented to them as divided into tico parts. From the

nature of things, it was evident in which of these two the last judgment

would occur ;^ but they could not tell when they were to expect the

destruction of the temple (which they had either inferred, as De Wette

supposes, from Dan. ix., or, what is more probable, which had just

been foretold to them for the first time, JSlatt. xxiv. 2), whether in

connection with the death of Christ, or w4th Yi\^ parousia.^—With this

uncertainty and curiosity, as soon as they had reached the Mount of

Olives, they addressed two questions to Jesus,—1. When the temple

wotdd he destroyed^ and 2. When the return of Christ xcoidd take place,

along ivith the end of the world'?

Jesus commenced with the second inquiry, as being practically the

more important of the two (Matt. xxiv. 4—14). He warned them, first

of all, not to allow themselves to be deceived by pseudo-Christs. The
final catastrophe was by no means to be regarded as close at hand.

From the breaking out of war, pestilence, etc., they were not to con-

clude that the reKc^ was near. On the contrary (before the establish-

ment of the kingdom of God in its glory), there would first come an

^ The announcement of Christ's suflFei'iugs was both a novelty and a surprise to

the disciples (Matt. xvi. 22, xvii. 23, xx. 21, etc.). And the people at large had so

little idea of the possibility of the Messiah having to die, that they constantly

adduced the fact of Jesus' death as a proof that He could not be the Christ (of.

1 Cor. i. 23, and the style of the Apostles' reasoning, in Acts ii. 23, 2-1, iii. 13 sqq.,

V. 30, vi. 10, vii. 52, 53, x. 80).

^ Thus we see that, as a matter of fact, the awreT^six roD aiuvo; is closely con-

nected with the -TTccpovalx in the question put to Clu-ist by His disciples.

3 De Wette and many others start with the assumption, that the disciples "had
thought of the destruction ofJerusalem and the coniinrj of Christ as contemporaneous."

But where does De Wette gather this ? On what does he found bis conclusion ?

The Israelites before Christ, no doubt, believed that the destruction of the temple,

predicted iu Dan. ix., would occur in the Messianic era, which they had not learned to

divide into the two periods of suffering and glory. But to the disciples this Messianic

era now ai)peared divided into two parts,—the present in which they lived, and the

prapovaix, which was still to come. AVhat, then, could lead them to so decided an

expectation, that the destruction of the temple would coincide with the parou.^ia?

There is nothing in Dan. ix. to lead to such a conclusion.
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age of divers tribulations ; the nations would pass through a period of

fermentation, and even this would be only the commencement of the

birth-pangs (ooSlvcov) of the new world. In this process persecutions on

the part of those who were opposed to Christianity, and inward apostasy

on the part of Christians themselves, would grow into great &\uy^L<i.

But the end itself would not come till the Gospel had been preached in the

whole loorld.

One of the questions was now answered. The disciples were not

to expect the immediate establishment of the ecclesia triumphansy and
therefore were not to regard the commencement of sufferings as indi-

cating the immediate approach of the end (t^9 o-vvreXelaq rov alcove;).

Jesus, after an obvious pause, then passed on to the other question

(with reference to the destruction of the temple). When they saw

the idolatrous abomination of the Roman eagles approach the soil of

Canaan, they were to flee from Judgea to the mountains. For then

there would burst upon Jerusalem an unparalleled tribulation, which

the Lord would bring to an end in time, for the sake of the elect alone.

Jerusalem would be trodden down by the heathen (Matt. xiv. 15—22,

and parallel passages).

In the meantime, whilst Jerusalem would have to endure this cala-

mity, there would by no means follow an immediate triumph for the

Christians, but the times of danger and of suffering (of false teachers

and persecutions, vers. 4-14) would still continue. They must not

put confidence, therefore, in those who should then give themselves

out as Christ; for He, the Lord, would not return at this precise

period, immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem, nor in fact at

any period that could be determined beforehand, but like the lightning,

suddenly and unavmres. When the corruption of the world-carcase

was complete, the eagles of judgment would appear (vers. 23-28).

Speedily after the days, which still belonged to that tribulation of

persecution and apostasy (predicted in Matt. xxiv. 9 sqq., and 23 sqq.),

the sun and moon would be darkened, the worlds tremble, the sign of

the Son of man appear in the clouds, and Christ with His angels come
to judgment.

Jesus thus returned to the question which he answered first, and

showed the special sign of His parousia. He then reminded the dis-

ciples of the fig-tree, and exhorted them to watchfulness. As you see

by the gradual bursting of the leaves of the fig-tree that the summer
harvest is gi'adually drawing nigh, so might they, when they perceived

all these signs of the steady growth of that which is antichristian,

measure the nearness of the spiritual harvest. That generation should

not die out till all those signs of growing Antichristianity had become
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distinctly perceptible.—But the exact time of the judgment was known

only to the Father in heaven. It would break forth suddenly and xin-

expectedly, like the flood in the days of Noah ; hence the importance

of watching. This exhortation He still further enforced by parables,

of the watchful servant, the ten virgins, and the talents.—lie then con-

tinued : when lie should come, He would divide the sheep from the

goats, according to their works ; the former, those who had done good

from love, not for the sake of merit and righteousness ; the latter, those

who would plead that they had never seen Jesus in the world, and

therefore could not do anything for Him. These will go into ever-

lasting punishment, the former into everlasting life.

1. Commentators, almost without exception, have discovered this

difficulty in the discourse before us, that Jesus speaks of the last

judgment and the destruction of Jerusalem as occurring at the same

time. For (1) in Matt. xxiv. 15, after having annoimced the judgment

of the world, He proceeds to describe it as if the destruction of Jeru-

salem would actually form the commencement of it
; (2) in ver. 29 He

says, that His return will take place immediately after the destruction

of Jerusalem ; and (3) in ver. 34 He says, that everything w hich He
has just predicted will take place before the existing generation has

passed away.

Those who regard the difficulties as insoluble, either assume, with

Strauss, that Jesus Himself was mistaken (in which case, not only was

He a fanatical dreamer, but Matt. xxiv. 27 and 36 sqq. are perfectly

unintelligible) ; or say, with Schulz, Neander, etc., that the disciples

misunderstood His woi'ds. But it is inconceivable, that, after the dis-

ciples had inquired particularly about the time, it should have been

just with reference to the thne that they so totally misunderstood the

words of Christ ; and still more inconceivable, that having made this

mistake, they should still record that part of Christ's discourse which

we find in Matt. xxiv. 36 and Mark xiii. 32.

Those who have attempted to solve the difficulty, have done so in

three ways. Olshausen refers to the nature of prophecy, of which it

is one of the characteristics, to combine together, as in perspective,

things near and remote. This is, no doubt, perfectly correct : Isaiah,

for example, sees in the spirit the suffering servant of God, and then

suddenly passes on to the last absolute posan of Zion, and the final

consummation. But in such cases as these, a definite datum is no more

given as to the jyroxiinity of the two events, which are thus seen in per-

spective, than as to their distance. In the case before us, on the con-

trary, we have a definite ey^eoxj (immediately), a ryevea avTq (this
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generation). Precise indications of this kind would not have been in

perspective, but erroneous. Moreover, the disciples had already distin-

guished the destruction of the temple from the parousia, and witli

reference to both, made particular inquiry about the time. So that

Jesus would have told them, if He had known ; and if He did not

know, would have said to them, " I cannot tell." But He would never

have placed the two together in perspective, and employed such

expressions as "immediately after" and "this generation," so as to

make it appear as if He intended to give the time with the greatest

precision.—Others, such as Calixt, Lightfoot, Wetstein, etc., regard

Matt. xxiv. 29 sqq., and the parallel passages, not as a description of

the second advent, but as a figurative representation of an " invisible

advent at the destruction of Jerusalem."^

A third attempt is made to remove the difficulty by means of a

forced exegesis (yid. Schott). The end (reXo?), mentioned in vers. 6

and 14, is understood to mean the "end of Jerusalem." Evdeco^, in

ver. 29, is supposed by Paulus to be an " accidental amphiboly," and by

Schott to be a bad rendering of the word D^^DD, which the Aramaean

original probably contained. And iravra ravTu, in ver. 34, are thought

to refer to vers. 15-22 alone.

In the explanation which we have given above, we simply take the

question put by the disciples, and so carefully reported by Matthew,

and examine at the outset such eschatological ideas as they entertained,

and could entertain, at the time when tiiey asked the question. All

that remains for us to do now, is to vindicate our own exegesis.

2. So far as Matt. xxiv. 4-14 is concerned, it is perfectly ob-

vious, that here, as everywhere else, Te\o<i is equivalent to o-vvreXeia

Tov aloiva. In ver. 14 Jesus had fully answered one of the questions

put by the disciples, as to the time of the avvreXela tov al(ovo<i, by

telling them not to expect it too soon, or previous to the spread of

^ Typologicalhj, there are two ways in which such an alhision might be ex-

plained. It might be supposed that the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus is the

actual object to which Clu-ist refers ; and that, as this destruction is a type of the

final judgment, the description of the type passes involuntarily into that of the judg-

ment typified. (But TroVe, ver. 3, si/Ma; and ij yiviot, ccvtyi, ver. 29, preclude any such

interpretation.)—Or we might understand the words of Christ as alluding not to

the destruction by Titus, but to the destruction of Jerusalem predicted in Zech. xii.,

which is still future, and will take place immediately before the last judgment ; and

might say, that as the destruction by Titus was a type of this, many of the things

which Jesus says with regard to the latter also occurred in connection with the

former. (But the fact that Jesus and His disciples were speaking of the temple

then standing, vers. 1-3, is sufficient to prove at the outset that this explanation

cannot be entertained.)
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Christianity throughout tlie whole world. He is now able to pass on

to the other question. And we actually find a marked transition.

Thus far He has been speaking of an indefinite future ; He now passes

on, bv the use of the w^ord orav, to speak of a distinct period of time.

Between vers. 10 and 14 Ho has left off using the second person ; He
now begins to address the disciples again, as if they would be sure to out-

live the events described in vers. 15 sqq. According to our explanation,

the particle ovv is perfectly intelligible. It cannot possibly have the

meaning, therefore ; for this would give no sense at all, as what Christ

has just said in ver. 14 could not be the reason for the exhortation in

ver. 15. The meaning then it never has. So that the only explana-

tion left is, that it " serves to resume a thought, when something else

has intervened" (vide Winer, Grammar ; of. 1 Cor. viii. 14 ; and

Rom. V. 18, compared with ver. 12). Jesus, having answered one of

the questions, now returns to the other.

At ver. 22 we observe, that the expression eKoXo^coOrjaav ("shall be

shortened") implies that the tribulation of Jerusalem shall come to an

end; a fact which is still more clearly/ expressed in Luke xxi. 24. So

that when Christ proceeds to speak, in vers. 23 sqq., of a fresh danger

that the Christians may be drawn away, the word rore (then) must

refer, not to the period during which the siege of Jerusalem is still

continuing, but to that which follows the complete desolation; for,

according to ver. 16, the Christians are not to be in Jerusalem at all

during the siege. Yer. 23, therefore, introduces the thought, that the

state of things depicted in vers. 4-14 will continue after the destruction

of Jerusalem. And, as we have shown above, this is in harmony with

the idea contained in vers. 27, 28.^

The 'Hribulation (^n/rt9) of those days," mentioned in ver. 29, can

only refer, then, to the period already described as one of ^t'l/ri? in ver.

9, and as one of persecution and apostasy in vers. 23-28, and to the

permanent 6XL-\lrL<i, connected therewith, which Jerusalem was to en-

dure, and which would consist in its being trodden doivn, in the con-

tinued extinction of the Israelitish kingdom, and the subjugation of

the nation ; but not in the merely momentary event of the destruction

of the Jewish capital. EvOkw'; (immediately) stands in contrast with

the idea of a previous announcement and preparation ; as though,

between the tribulation and the advent, some third period or particular

' De Wette would gladly find an allusion to the siege of Jerusalem in ver. 28.

He therefore disregards the fact, that according to Job xxxix. 30, Hab. i. 8, and

Luke xvii. 37, the words were proverbial ; and understands the uirol as referring

to the Roman eagles noticed in ver. 15. But how strange an idea, " Christ will

appear suddenly
; for where the carcase is, the Romans are sure to come !"
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sign was to be expected, which would separate the one from the other.

On the contrary, tlie advent {irapovcrla) is to take place immediately

after the tribulation.

On ver. 34 we merely remark, that " all these things" {iravTa

ravTo) must evidently mean the same as in the previous verse. Now,
ver. 33 cannot refer to all the things which Jesus has spoken of, in-

cluding the final judgment of the world ; for if it did, it would contain

the unmeaning statement :
'• When ye see all these things, war, pesti-

lence, the destruction of Jerusalem, false teachers, the darkening of

the sun and moon, the sign of the Son of man in the clouds, the Son

of man coming with His angels, and all the world gathered round

Him, ye may know— that the judgment is near^ He who sees the

judge engaged in judging, does not need to be reminded that the

judgment is near.—What Jesus meant by Travra ravra is evident

from the simile He employs of the fig-tree gradually putting forth its

leaves ; viz., the indications of growing Anticliristianity described in

vers. 4-14 and 23-28.

But however correct everything appears in this discourse, even

according to the account given by Matthew, we might be tempted to

grant so much, that if the author of the first Gospel had had in his

own mind a clear perception of the actual distance between the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the return of Christ, he would have noticed

more particularly, and related more emphatically, those expressions of

Jesus in which this interval is pointed out. In ver. 29, for example,

he might have selected another word in the place of &Xiy^L<i, which

certainly recalls ver. 20 more forcibly than vers. 23-28.—The fact,

that Luke (ver. 24) so obviously separates the destruction of Jerusalem

from the return of Christ, we might then try to explain, as Credner,

Bleeh, and others have done, on the ground that Luke did not write

till after the year 70 (which, however, was by no means the case).

But this would be nothing else than to assume, that Luke transferred

this distinctness to the words of Jesus post eventum, and therefore

that Jesus Himself had not a clear consciousness of this interval.

Apart from all doctrinal grounds, however, either pro or con, there

are no critical reasons which force us to any such assumption. For

even Matthew himself has preserved some intimations of this interval

;

and the diversity in the two accounts may be explained on grounds

having no connection whatever with the date of composition. The

date of composition, in fact {i.e., the assumption that Matthew wrote

before 70 and Luke after 70), would not in any way explain the differ-

ence. For, how long the interval between the destruction of Jerusalem

and the second advent would be, was no more known to the Apostles
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and early Cliristiaiis after the year 70 than before, and therefore the

notion of a TrXrjpcodjjvaL Kaipoii'i edvwv (Luke xxi. 24, " until the time

of the Gentiles be fulfilled") could not have been founded upon any
such knowledge. This expression, therefore, was no doubt employed

by Jesus Plimself.

But when we find that Matthew makes no allusion to tlie " time

of the Gentiles," and represents the period between the destruction of

Jesusalem and the second advent as a continuous tribulation resting

upon Jerusalem, and in this sense combines and identifies (ver. 29) the

tribulation which lasts till the parousia (ver. 8) with that produced by
the destruction of Jerusalem (vers. 20, 21), whereas Luke describes

the same period as " the time (day of grace) of the Gentiles," the

reason for this lies quite simply in the fact, that Matthew looks at

Jesus from the standpoint of Jewish Christianity, Luke from that of

Gentile. Matthew writes as an Israelite. The destruction of Jerusa-

lem is to him the last severe chastisement inflicted upon his nation, for

the purpose of humbling it, and preparing it for the establishment of

the kingdom of the Messiah. Luke writes as a Gentile Christian. To
him the destruction of Jerusalem is the deliverance of Christianity from
the fetters of the people of Israel according to the flesh, the commence-
ment of the "times of the Gentiles" (Kaipol edvwv). Matthew ui'ges,

(1) that this tribulation of the people of Israel is at the same time

a tribulation for the disciples of Christ also (vid. vers. 8, 20, and 29),

since the period of the Church triumphant will first commence when
Israel is re-established ; and (2) that immediately after this tribula-

tion the Lord will come again to comfort His people (cf. ver. 30, the

evident allusion to Joel iii. and Dan. vii. 14 and 27 ; the coming of

the Son of man a victoiy of theocratic Israel over the ungodly heathen

powers). Luke, on the other hand, lays stress upon the fact that o^-

portunity for conversion shall be given to the Gentiles. Both sides

are true, and they are not opposed the one to the other, but rather

supplement each other (compare with ^latthew what Paul says in

Rom. xi.). Hence they may be traced to one original discourse of

Jesus, in which they both unite. Neither of the Evangelists has

added anything of his own ; but each one has laid to heart and noted

down particular portions of the address, and in the same way omitted

others.

The reason why Matthew does not mark the section still more
clearly in ver. 5, or make a more obvious distinction in ver. 34 be-

tween the general condition of things before the second advent and the

special signs of that event, may be found in the fact that, according

to the will of God, none of the Christians of the first age had any
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conception of the length of the interval between the destruction of

Jerusalem and the paroicsia. That so long a time would intervene,

they were neither able nor intended to know.

3. We have hitherto confined ourselves to Matthew. If we turn

to Mark and Luke, we find that neither of them repo'rts the question

put by the disciples in so special a manner as Matthew ; for although

the word o-vvreXetadat occurs in Mark, it is only with reference to the

destruction of the temple (ravra), mentioned just before, and in Luke
also the question relates to this alone. In fact, the form in which the

question was put, was indifferent to the Evangelists, and might very

well be so. It could not be a matter of any importance, whether these

disciples merely mentioned the destruction of Jerusalem (wishing to

know whether it would take place at once, or not till the parousia),

and Jesus in reply to the question gave them a complete exposition of

the TeA,o9, the destruction of Jerusalem and the pai^ousia ; or whether the

disciples had already expressly mentioned these different objects when
making the inquiry. To us, indeed, the report given by Matthew was

so far of importance, that it put us upon the road to a correct under-

standing of the reply; but the Evangelists, who understood this perfectly

already, were not likely to reflect upon the utility of giving an exact

account of the question put by the disciples.

In the reply itself they all agree ; and Mark and Luke both clearly

show that they fully apprehended the meaning of the address. When
Mark (ver. 10) introduces the word " first," there is nothing else to

which we can imagine the word to apply, than to the reko^ ("the end")

mentioned in ver. 7.—The change of subject in ver. 14, where the

destruction of Jerusalem is spoken of, is so far indicated, that the ex-

pression orau l87}t£ k.t.X. is introduced by a 8e to show the antithesis to

what precedes. The less the distinctness with which Mark alludes to

the absolute "end," the judgment of the world, the greater is that with

which he pictures the circumstances and conflicts which were close at

hand;^ and the more simply, therefore, could he pass at once from these

conflicts, which he depicts in vers. 11-13, and which actually com-

menced immediately after the death of Jesus, to the destruction which

awaited Jerusalem.—Vers. 23, 24, correspond entirely to Matthew

;

also ver. 30.

Luke passes over to the destruction of Jerusalem in the same way

^ The Evangelists, we must remember, did not write for critics. The chief

thing with them was the practical need. Thus !Mark omits the question, u-hen

the end of the world would take place, and touches but lightly upon the answer

given to it (ver. 10) ; whilst he lays all stress upon the conflicts which would arise,

and the manner in which it was right for disciples to behave.
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as Mark. In vers. 8-19 he has made no allusion to the reXo^, or the

tune of the TtXo? ; but merely relates what Jesus said with reference

to the conflicts and sufferings that would immediately begin,—conflicts

and sufferings which were not to be taken as signs of the end (ver. 9).

From these sufferings he then passes at once in ver. 20 to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, as one of the remaining conflicts. But although

he has made no reference thus far to the reXo?, there is by no means

wanting, even in his case, the distinct statement that the second advent

would not coincide with the fall of the temple. For, whilst Matthew,

who represents these conflicts as continuing from the time of Jesus till

the end (vers. 4-14), says distinctly in vers. 23-28 that they will con-

tinue after the destruction of Jerusalem, and in this way denies that

the destruction of the temple and the second advent will coincide,

Luke makes the same denial in another but equally obvious manner
;

for, after having described these conflicts (vers. 8-19) as about to

commence, and not with reference to their terminus ad quern, he says in

ver. 24 that " Jerusalem will be trodden down of the Gentiles until

the time of the Gentiles be fulfilled."^

§92.

THE TIME OF THE LAST SUPPER.

We devote a special section to the question as to the time of the

last paschal meal. The position in which the question stands is this

:

The Synoptists appear to describe the meal at which Jesus instituted

the Lord's Supper as a paschal meal, occurring in the evening follow-

ing the 14th Nisan (the evening, therefore, with which, according to

Jewish reckoning, the loth Nisan began) ; whereas John represents

the Jews as not eating their Passover till the evening after the death

of Christ.2

^ On this eschatological discourse, and the other eschatological passages of the

New Testament, see my dissertatio adversus erroneam non nullorum opinionem,

etc., Erlangen 1842.

2 [The reader may consult with advantage Greswell's Dissertation (vol. iii.,

Dissertations on a Harmony of the Gospels) on the point discussed in this chapter.

He endeavours to show that the proper beginning of any fi-ast-day was reckoned

from the night preceding ; and that the 14*--h Nisan, though not, strictly speaking,

a part of the feast, was popularly regarded as such, and was usually spoken of as the

first day of unleavened bread (from the putting away of leaven). He adverts to

the fact, that Josephus speaks of the feast as lasting eight days. Ant. H. xv. 1 :

" We keep a feast for eight days, which is called the feast of unleavened bread."

Greswell, on the ground of the usage in the New Testament and Josephus, lays

down the rule, that when the phrase to watax* is not distinctly opposed to the
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The chronological order of these few days is as follows :

—

A. All four Evangelists agree, that the resurrection of Jesus took

place on the Sunday (the day after the weekly Sabbath : fii,a twv cra^-

^drajv, John xx. 1 ; Luke xxiv. 1 ; o^jre aa/S^droiv, Matt, xxviii. 1

;

8cary€vo/j,€vov rov cra^^drov, Mark xvi. 1). Also, that Jesus lay in

the grave one day (Luke xxiii. 45, 46 ; Matt, xxvii. 61, 62, cf. xxviii.

1 ; Mark xv. 46, 47, xvi. 1, 2, cf. xv. 42), namely, during the Sab-
bath; and that the day of His crucifixion was the day before the

Sabbath (Mark xv. 42). They all place the same events, therefore, on

the same days of the loeek: Thursday, the last meal; Friday, the

death of Jesus; the Sabbath, His rest in the grave; Sunday, the

resurrection.

B. On the other hand, the Synoptlsts and John do not agree

respectively, as to the relation between the Jewish days of the month
and these events ; in other words, between the days of the feast and
the days of the week. The Synoptists say, that it was on the " first

day of the feast of unleavened bread" (TrpcoTt] tmv d^v/xcov, Matt.

xxvi. 17) ; or " the first day of unleavened bread, when they killed

the Passover" (Mark xiv. 12); or "the day of unleavened bread,

when the Passover must be killed" (Luke xxii. 7) ; and therefore, in

the afternoon of the 14th Nisan, that Jesus told His disciples to make
ready the Passover; and that it was in the evening before the 15th

that He ate it with them. John, on the contrary (chap. xiii. 1), says,

that the last supper took place " before the feast of the Passover
;"

and relates in chap, xviii. 28, that on the day of Jesus' death the Jews
would not go into the praetorium, " that they might not be defiled,

but might eat the Passover ;" according to which account, therefore,

the Jewish Passover was not eaten till the evening after the death of

Jesus, and His last supper took place in the evening following the

13th Nisan, His death in the afternoon of the 14th. Moreover, in

chap. xix. 31, he calls the day on which Jesus died the irapaaKev^,

the day of preparation for the 15th of Nisan, the first feast-day

;

leading in like manner to the conclusion, that the death of Jesus

took place on the 14th.—The differences will appear more clearly in

the following table :

—

phrase to. oi^vf/,u.^ they are each inclusive of the other, and the complex; ioprit rou

xoiirxct is absolutely equivalent to the complex koprYi r^v d^vfiu:^, so that the feast

was considered begun when the leaven was removed.

—

Ed.]
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latter expression we also find in 2 Chron. xxx., where it denotes the

actual eating of the paschal lamb (ver. 18). All that can be inferred

from Deut. xvi. 2, Luke ii. 41, xxii. 1, and Acts xii. 4, is that 7racr;^^a

was used in the broader sense, to denote the whole of the eight days'

feast ; but not that (par/eiv rb irda'^a could have any other meaning
than to eat the paschal lamb. (See Deut. xvi. 5-7.) In the same
way the Synoptists (Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark xiv. 12, 14; Luke xxii.

8, 11, 15) and Josephus (Ant. 14, 2, 1 ; 17, 9, 3 ; Wars of the Jews,

2, 1, 3) never apply the expression (jjayelv to Tracr^^a to anything else

than the paschal meal in the strict sense of the word, so that no un-

biassed person would have thought of anything else when reading

John xviii. 28 (vid. Bleek, 109-112).

A further argument employed by Wieseler is, that according to

Maimonides it only defiled till sunset to enter the house of a hea-

then ; so that if iraa'^a ^ayelv in John xviii. 28 referred to the eating

of the paschal meal, which was kept in the evening commencing the

15th Nisan, there would have been no necessity to avoid entering the

house of a heathen. The eating of the paschal lamb, therefore, can-

not have been intended.—But apart from the question, whether so

mild a law existed so early as the time of Christ, and did not rather

owe its origin to the closer intercourse between Jews and Gentiles at

a later period, to have entered the house of a Gentile would certainly

have rendered a Jew unclean, so as to disqualify him for the slaughter

of the lambs in the temple, which occurred towards the close of the

afternoon.

c. In chap. xix. 31, Wieseler and others understand by the

Trapaa-Kev^, not the day of preparation which preceded the first festal

Sabbath, but the day before the weekly Sabbath. Now, undoubtedly

TrapaaKevrj might denote the day of preparation for the weekly Sab-

bath, and at a later period in the Byzantine Church actually acquired

the meaning of Friday ; but it is evident from Josephus (Ant. 16, 6,

2) that this was not its proper signification, and was merely acquired

from its relation to the following day, when mentioned in connection

with it. (Josephus says, " It seemed good to me [Augustus] that the

Jews be not obliged to go before any judge on the Sabbath day, nor

on the day of preparation" {jrapaaKCvrj].)—But it would have been very

unnatural to describe the i5th Nisan (tlie first Sabbath of the feast)

simply as a " Friday," and to say nothing of its proper dignity as the

first festal Sabbath. The word irapaaKevr) certainly has not the mean-
ing of Friday in the other passages of the New Testament in which it

occurs. Who would think, for example, of rendering John xix. 42,

" There laid they Jesus, because of the Jews' Friday, for the sepulchre
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was nigh at nand" ? So also in Luke xxiii. 54, and Mark xv. 42. In

every case the stress is laid, not upon the particular day of the week,

but upon its relation to the day of rest which followed. And thus, in

John xix. 31, the intention of the Evangelist is certainly not to record

the fact, that it was on Friday that the Lord was taken down from

the cross ; but in accordance with his custom throughout, of tracing a

parallel between the sufferings of Christ and the feast of the Passover

(vid. chap. xi. 55, xii. 1 and 12, xiii. 1), he calls the reader's attention

here to the fact, that the crucifixion of the Lord coincided with the

offering and slaughter of the paschal lamb on the preparation eve of

the 15th Nisan, and His rest in the grave with the great double Sab-

bath (for, according to the correct interpretation of John's account,

the weekly Sabbath fell this year upon the same day as the fii'st

Sabbath of the Passover: vid. John xix. 31, r/v yap fxeydXT] rj rj/xepa

iKeivov Tov (Ta/3/3dTov).—The meaning of this passage cannot be mis-

taken therefore. John really places the last supper on the eve of the

14th, and His death upon the 14th of the month.

d. To this has now to be added John xiii. 29 :
" Some thought that

Jesus had said. Buy those things that we have need of against the feast."

The thought could never have entered the disciples' minds, that Jesus

wished something else to be purchased for the feast, if (with the sun-

set which closed the 14th Nisan) the first Sabbath of the feast had

already begun. For it was forbidden by the law either to work, to

buy, or to sell after that time ; and there were some who even re-

garded it as wrong to transact business during the day-time of the

14th (Mischnah, tract. Pesach, 4, 1, 5). And, lastly, there would be

no meaning in John xix. 38-42, if the day of the crucifixion (the

TrapaaKevT]) had been a sabbatical feast-day.

II. Others have endeavoured to reconcile the Synoptists with John
;

viz., Apoli7ia7'ius, Mileto, and Clemens Alex, among ancient writers
;

and among modern theologians. Movers and Krafft.—They all lay stress

upon the fact, that the Jews reckoned the day (of the month) from

sunset. Thus when we read in Luke xxii. 7, " Then came the day of

unleavened bread, when the Passover must be killed," this means, " the

14th Nisan arrived," equivalent to " the 13th was drawing to an end."

So that it was in the afternoon of the thirteenth of Nisan that Jesus

gave directions for His last supper to be prepared ; consequenthi, it was

in the evening after the 13th (the evening with which the 14th began),

just where John places it therefore, that Jesus partook of tlie last

supper.—^Matthew and ^lark are explained in the same way. We
will confine ourselves for the present to Luke. It cannot certainly

be denied that the words ?}\^e 8e i) rj/xepa rtov d^v/xwv may be ren-
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dered " the 14th Nisan was approacliing,'' just as well as " the 14th

Nisan had arrived^ But the objection to this mode of reconciling the

differences arises from the distinctness with which Luke represents

this last supper as a ritual paschal meal, which could not be celebrated

in the evening after the 13th Nisan {vid. ver. 8, " Go and prepare us

the Passover ;" ver. 13, " They went and found as He had said unto

them ; and they made ready the Passover;" and ver. 14, "When the

hour was come, He sat down, and the twelve Apostles with Him," by

which, as the context clearly shows, the hour appointed by the ritualfor

the Passover itself must be intended.

h. When we turn to Matthew and Mark, it is altogether impossible

to think of the evening referred to as being that which followed the

13th Nisan. In Matt. xxvi. 17, and Mark xiv. 12, the expression

employed is not, " Then came the first day " (^A,^e he rj nrpcioTT) k.t.X.),

but, " on the first day of the feast of unleavened bread (rfj irpwrr] rcov

d^vfxcov), the disciples came to Jesus ;" or, as Mark has it, "on the first

day of unleavened bread, when they killed the Passover (ore to iratrya

eOvov), His disciples said unto Him, Where wilt Thou that we prepare

for Thee to eat the Passover ? " Now, even if the relative clause {ore

K.T.X.) be taken, not as dependent upon Xejovacv (indicating the precise

time when the disciples said this), but as connected with rj/jiipa (a mere

remark in passing, that 07i that day the lambs were slain), there is still

no possibility left of assigning the conversation between Jesus and the

disciples, in the course of which He directed them to prepare the

Passover, to the evening which followed the 13th Nisan. For, accord-

ing to Matt. ver. 20, and Mark ver. 17 (" Now when the even was

come"), it took place before the evening began. If therefore we

assume, according to John's account, that the supper took place {6yfria<i

ryevo/JLevT]';) in the evening after the 13th, i.e., the evening with which

the 14th began, this conversation occurred in the afternoon of the 13th,

before the commencement of the first day of unleavened bread (a con-

clusion at variance with Matt. xxvi. 17 and Mark xiv. 12). Or if we

suppose that in Matt. ver. 17, and the parallel passages, the afternoon

of the 14th Nisan is referred to, the meal which conmienced " when

the even was come" took place in the evening with which the 15th

began (which is at variance with John). On either hypothesis the

discrepancy between John and the Synoptists remains.—If we admit,

then, that there is this difference, two questions arise : Which is the

correct acconnt ? and how are we to explain the origin of the difference

between the two ?

III. Which is the correct account?—a. In the first edition of this

work, I have pointed to the possibility that both might be correct.
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Tlie last supper of Jesus miglit have been held an evening before the

paschal supper of the Jews, and yet have been itself a paschal meal,

provided, for example, the enormous number of persons attending the

feast^ rendered it necessary that the eating of the lamb should be dis-

tributed over two evenings—the Galileans eating it on the evening

following the ] 3th Nisan, the inhabitants of Judah the evening after.

It is, in fact, hardly conceivable that the space in the fore-courts of the

temple (estimated at 30,000 square cubits) was sufficient t.o allow of

256,500 lambs being slaughtered in less than five hours." At the same

time, I confess that there is too great a dearth of distinct traces of

any such division of the paschal meal. And the expression irpoiTT] twv

d^vfxwv (Matt. xxvi. 17, etc.) would by no means suit the 13th Nisan,

to which it would then have been necessary to apply it.

b. Others are inclined to give the preference to the account of the

Synoptists. Even Wieseler, to favour his hypothesis, has adduced

arguments against the unpi'ejudiced interpretation of the passages in

Jolm, which w'ould also be arguments against the account which John

has given. But these arguments have not much force. The leading

one is based upon an astronomical chart of Wurm, according to which

the 15th Nisan fell upon a Friday in the year U.C. 783 (in Wieseler's

opinion, the year in which Jesus died). But Wieseler argues in a

circle, and proves that Jesus died in the year 783 from the fact that

in that year the 15th Nisan must have fallen upon a Friday. Beside

this, the whole chart is uncertain.

c. The strongest evidence is decidedly in favour of the account given

by John. There is, first of all, the improbability of an execution taking

place on the first Sabbath of the feast. For the Jews w-ere not even

allowed to carry arms on the Sabbath (Mishnah, tr. Schabb. 6, 4) ;

and it is hardly conceivable, therefore, that the Sanhedrim should

have sent an armed force against Jesus, immediately after the holy

paschal meal, and when the gi'eat Sabbath of the feast had just began.

Moreover, it was forbidden to hold a court of justice on the Sabbath

(Mishnah, tr. Bezah 5, 2 ; tr. Schabb. 1, 2 ; Gemar. Sanh. fol. 35, 1

;

Lightfoot, ii. p. 384) ; and for that reason the Sanhedrim never met

on the Sabbath in the stone judgment-hall (nvsn nac'p), but in a build-

ing of the Court of the Women, which Maimonides calls the school-

house.—The haste with which the Sanhedrim was called together in

^ According to Josephus (Wars of the Jews, 6, 9, 3), a census was taken by order

of Cestius, and the result showed that there were 256,500 (not visitors, as BU'ck

supposes, but) lambs slaughtered for the Passover.

^ Josephus says, three hours. According to tract. Pesach 5, 3, it was not allow-

able to slay any of the lambs before noon.
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the night is easily explained, if it was the night before the day of

preparation (at the close of the 13th Nisan) : they were anxious to get

the trial and execution over before the festal Sabbath commenced, i.e.,

before the slaughter of the lambs was over.—The concession made by

Augustus, granting them immunity from certain legal obligations on

the Sabbath and the evening before, is a proof how great was the

repugnance of the Jews to perform judicial acts upon the Sabbath.

And in Acts xii. 3 we read that it was the intention of Herod Agrippa

to wait till after the feast {ixera 7rdcr')(a, by which, as the context shows,

the whole feast is intended, including the Mazzoth, as in Luke ii. 41,

xxii. 1), before he put Peter upon his trial, and pronounced sentence

upon him.—The passage in 3fishnaJi^ tr. SanJi. 10, 3, which states that

great criminals were to be brought to Jerusalem to be executed there

^jnn (on one of the chief festivals), in the sight of all the people, does

not prove that such an execution could have taken place on a feast-day

which was sabbatical in its character. The intention could have been

fulfilled quite as well upon the days of preparation.

These arguments are still further strengthened by the circumstance,

that even according to the tradition of the Talmud (tr. Sanh. fol. 43,

1) it was in the afternoon of the 14th Nisan that Jesus died. And
there are two passages in the writings of Paul which lead to the same

conclusion ; viz., 1 Cor. xi. 23, where the night in which Jesus was

betrayed is not described as the night of the Passover ; and 1 Cor. v. 7,

where Jesus is called the Passover slain for us, in perfect harmony with

the typical character which pervades the whole of John's account of

the sufferings of Christ.

The strongest argument in favour of the correctness of the account

as given by John is to be found in the fact, that although the Synop-

tists intentionally represent the last supper as a paschal meal, there are

casual notices in their account which indicate that it actually occurred

the evening before the paschal meal of the Jews. (1.) In Luke xxiii.

56 it is stated that the Galilean women, on their return from the

burial of Jesus, prepared spices, and rested the following day, because

it teas a Sahhath. Is it not obviously taken for granted here, that

the day on which Jesus was crucified was not a Sabbath ?—(2.) The
Synoptists describe the day on which Jesus died as irapaa-Kevrj and

irpocrdjB^aTov, just as John does {vid. Matt, xxvii. {ji ; Mark xv. 42
;

Luke xxiii. 54) ; and not one of them gives the slightest intimation

that it was sabbatical in its character.—(3.) Early in the evening of

the day on which Jesus died, Joseph of Arimathea purchased linen

for His burial (Mark xv. 42-46 ; Matt, xxvii. 57-60) ; and in thft

morning of the same day Simon of Cyrene was coming home from his
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field (Mark xv. 21 ; Luke xxiii. 26).— (4.) The report of the Synop-

tists as to the manner in which, and the time when, Jesus gave the

command to the disciples to prepare a room and the meal, leads, as it

stands, to a result which cannot well be conceived. It is inconceivable

that, considering the enormous number of strangers in Jerusalem, any

one should delay looking out for quarters till the 14th Nisan. The
practice was to do this on the 13th, the so-called irpoeTOLiiaaia.—On
all these grounds the conclusion is established, that it was in the even-

ing after the 13th Nisan that the last supper took place.

IV. But if this was not a paschal meal, how are we to explain the

mode in which it is represented by the Synoptists?—In a very simple

way. (1.) Although it was not actually a ritual paschal meal, in a

certain sense it took the place of one. I cannot indeed imagine (as

Weitzel ventures to assume) that Jesus, who was still under the law,

and even submitted of His own accord to the payment of the temple

tax, ^[att. xvii. 24, 25, would so use His plenipotentiary authority as

to set aside a precept of the Mosaic law, and, without any precedent,

to eat the paschal lamb in the evening following the loth of the

month. It is far better to adopt another of Weitzel's suggestions,

that the last supper was not so much an anticipation, as an ahrogaiion

of the paschal meal. But the best and most natural supposition is,

that this last supper, so far as its ritual signification was concerned,

was not a paschal meal, and only took the place of it to the disciples

themselves, inasmuch as they would no more be permitted to celebrate

the latter by the side of their Master ; and that the LorcCs Supper,

which was instituted in connection with the former, was given to

them by Christ Himself as a substitute (and more than an equivalent

)

for the paschal meal.

But even if the parting supper of the Lord I'eceived the character

of a kind of paschal meal, namely, a Christian paschal meal, partly

from the subjective recollections and feelings of the disciples, and

partly from its objective nature as a compensation for the paschal

meal which was no longer celebrated ; we can perfectly understand

how Avriters, Avho (like the author of the Greek version of ^Matthew,

or like Mark and Luke) were not eye-witnesses, might come to the

conclusion, that this last meal of Jesus was really a Jewish Passover.

This is still more easily explained, when we bear in mind that the

Easter Communion of the Christian Cliurch was called from the very

beginning by the name of iroa^a. The Synoptists, therefore, did

actually hear of a irda-^a, which Jesus celebrated in the night in

which He was betrayed. This might easily give rise to slight changes

in the written or oral reports which they received, or slight inaccuracies
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in the expressions they employed, from which the entire difference

arose.

We have only to imagine, in the place of the definite expression,

rfj irpoiTr) Twv a^v/xcov (Matt. xxvi. 17 ; Mark xiv. 12 ; Luke xxii. 7),

one more general (like that which Luke also employs), " When the

first day of unleavened bread drew near (a-vjjLTrX.tjpova-r)';), or " zvas at

hand" {iviaTafj,evT)<;), and in the place of the indefinite 6yfrLa<; Be

y€vofj,6vr]'i (Matt. xxvi. 20; Mark xiv. 17) and ore ijevero rj wpa

(Luke xxii. 14), a more precise expression, such as, "the same

evening;" and ever}^ difference between John and the Synoptists

vanishes, and an explanation is found, without any difficulty, of the

way in which the accounts as given by the Synoptists arose.

1. Every difference between John and the Synoptists vanishes.

In the sources used by the latter, the whole occurrence would appear

as follows, in perfect harmony with John : On the 13th Nisan the

disciples asked Jesus where He wished to eat the Passover (on the

following evening). He gave them the sign which is mentioned in

Matt. ver. 18, etc., and directed them to address the landlord with

the mysterious words, " o Kaipo^ fiov iyytx; ecrrt,"
—" My time is short,

I will eat the Passover at thy house with My disciples." (Jesus knew

that He should not eat the ritual Passover at his house. But for the

present, the disciples w^ere to remain in the opinion that this w^ould be

the case. It was not to be till the evening, when the Lord's Supper

was instituted, that they were to learn how close at hand His death

really was.)—The disciples made the preparation in the appointed

house. But the very same evening, as they were sitting at table (pro-

bably in that house), Jesus told them that He would most gladly

have eaten this Passover (the Passover of the following day) with

them, but that He should no more eat it with them here below (Luke

xxii. 15, 16). That very night He would be taken prisoner.

2. From such an original source the account given by the

Synoptists might be derived by a slight misunderstanding. That they

have faithfully transmitted the particular details of the history of the

passion, is proved by the fact that traces of the correct chronology, as

given in John, are also to be found in them, and also by the passages just

cited, Luke xxii. 15 ; Matt. xxvi. 18. But that their whole attention

was directed to something altogether different from outward chronology,

or the comparison between the days of the passion and the Jewish

feast-days, namely, to the sufferings of their Lord Himself, is proved

by the circumstance, that they did not perceive the want of agreement

in some of the facts which they mention : such, for example, as that

Jesus was crucified on the first day of the feast, and yet on the very
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same day Simon was returning from tlie field, Joseph purchased linen,

and the women prepared spices.—But if it was already a custom in

the Christian Church to designate the Lord's Supper as the Christian

Passover, and the Apostles, from their subjective point of view, spoke

of the last supper of Jesus as His last Passover, it is very easy to

understand how writers at second hand should tacitly assume that this

last supper was actually a ritual paschal meal.

Melito, Apolinarius, and others, like Movers, Krafft, etc., thought

they had discovered the possibility of reducing the synoptical account

to that of John, by taking Trpcorr] d^v/itov to mean the afternoon of

the loth Nisan. But this is forced. The Synoptists evidently show

that they were mistaken as to the chronological relation in which the

days of Christ's passion stood to the days of the Jewish feast. But

the manner in which the genesis of this misunderstanding (which

does not at all affect the religious aspect of the history of the Saviour's

sufferings) can be traced, really strengthens the proofs of the credi-

bility of the Gospel history, both as a whole, and also in the details.

—

Even John was led to cori-ect any such misapprehension, by means of

his exact statements as to time, not by any chronological interest of a

scientific character, but more especially by the typical relation of the

person of Christ to the paschal lamb, which was revealed to Him by

the Ploly Spirit.^

^ Wieseler, in support of his view (to reduce John's account to the synoptical

one), appeals to the fact that in 783 u.C. the 15th Nisan would fall on a Friday,

and lays great stress on this point in his Chron. d. Apostol. Zeilalters. But he

proves that 783 was the year of our Saviour's death from the fact, that on that

year the 15th Nisan fell on a Friday. And, apart from the illogical reasoning,

the fact does not stand as he represents it. For, as the 1st Nisan was fixed, not

by the astronomical new moon, but by the optical appearance of the crescent, which

is later than the other by from tico to three days, it is always problematical on what

day of the week the 15th Nisan fell, even granting the year of our Lord's death

was the year 30. Suppose the new moon happened in the year 30 <er. Dion, on the

evening of 22d March at 8 o'clock, the crescent might become visible for the first

time on the evening of the 24th, in which case the 1st Nisan (and consequently

the 15th) would fall on a Saturday. Wieseler admits that on the year 31 ser.

Dion, the moon's phase might be three days later than the real new moon. Why
not also in the year 30? But we have seen elsewhere—§ 31—that on other

grounds it is established that Christ died in the year 33. In this year, the 15th

Nisan, on the supposition that the moon's phase became visible two days after the

astronomical new moon, fell on a Saturday, so that our conclutoions, above stated,

receive from theuce a new confirmation.
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§93.

THE lord's supper.

Matt. xxvi. 17-35 ; Mark xiv. 12-31 ; Luke xxii. 7-39

;

John xiii.-xvii.

Some days before the commencement of the feast of Passover, the

diabolical feelings of Judas towards his Lord and Master had grown

into a positive possession by Satan. He went to the members of the

Sanhedrim, and agreed that if they would pay him thirty pieces of

silver, he would, on the first favourable opportunity, inform them

when and where they might arrest Jesus without the least disturbance.

—When the 13th Nisan arrived, the Lord instructed Peter and John

to go and make preparations for the Passover (for the following even-

ing—the evening of the 14th Nisan). For what the Lord foresaw was

still to be concealed from them ; although in the words, "My time is

short," Jesus did let a hint fall that He should not survive the feast.

In reply to the question, where they should prepare it. He directed

them to go into the city; where a man would meet them with a

pitcher of water. Him they were to follow, and to say to the master

of the house into which the man entered, " The Master saith. Where
is the guest-chamber, where I shall eat the Passover with My disci-

ples.?" He would then show them a large upper room. They went,

and found everything as Jesus had said.

Now when they were about to sit down to the daily meal (in the

evening of the 13th Nisan), there arose a dispute among the dis-

ciples, none of whom would perform the part of host, and undertake

the service of washing the feet. Whilst each one thought himself

the first and chief, Jesus, who knew that the Father had given

everything into His hands, and that He was the Son of God, but

who also knew that He was ready to die, rose up in silence, and began

to gird Himself, and to wash His disciples' feet. When Peter's turn

came. He felt ashamed, and would not suffer it. But Jesus, who not

only performed an act of Immility in so doing, but also with still

deeper significance thereby invited the disciples as guests to His table,

told him that he did not yet understand the full meaning of this act.

And as Peter still refused, Jesus said to him, " If I wash thee not,

thou hast no part with Me." Immediately, to testify his love, and

show of how great importance he felt it to be to have part with Jesus,

Peter exclaimed, "Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and my
head." Jesus replied, " He whose feet I wash, is altogether clean.
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Ye are clean, hut not all.'" Thus He sought gently and sparingly,

but still with words of deep meaning, to touch the conscience of the

traitor. He then sat down, and told them that he who would be the

greatest must prove it by humility (John xili. 13-17 ; Luke xxii,

25-28). He then once more alluded to His betrayer (John xiii. 18),

and reminded them, in a most significant manner, that he who received

Him received the Father, and that twelve thrones were assigned to

the faithful disciples as judges of the tribes of Israel.

The meal then commenced. "I had earnestly desired," said the

Lord, " to eat this (the morrow's) Passover with you, before I suffered

;

for I shall no more eat it with you, till it is fulfilled in the kingdom

of God" (Luke xxii. 14 sqq.). While they were eating, He said,

" Verily, verily, one of you will betray Me." The time had now come

for Judas to make his final decision. The meekness of Jesus, coupled

with His omniscience, could not fail to disturb his mind, and remind

him of the Saviour's divinity. It rested with him, whether he would

break away from his satanic hatred towards Jesus, or still retain it.

At these words, there arose in the minds of the disciples, who doubt-

less felt their weakness, though not one of them was conscious of such

wickedness, the anxious inquiry, "Surely it is not I?" At length

Peter, who was the most affected by such uncertainty, made a sign to

the disciple who was lying against Jesus' bosom to ask who it was.

Jesus then answered plainly, " It is he to whom I hand the sop," and

handed it to Judas. In proud defiance, Judas had the face to deny

it, and say, " Eabbi, it cannot be I?" But Jesus said, " Thou art the

man." Satan then entered with the whole force of his malice into

the heart of Judas. He was not possessed like the demoniacs, but

had given himself up with free will and full consciousness to be the

instrument of Satan to destroy Christ. Jesus said, " What thou

doest, do quickly." Judas then rose up and went out. The disciples,

who had no correct idea of the extent of his treachery, thought that,

as he kept the purse, Jesus had told him to make some purchases for

the feast. And carnal Israel was undoubtedly preparing, in him its

representative, a sacrifice for the feast.

When Judas had gone, Jesus said, " The hour is now come for

the Son of man to be glorified, and for God to be glorified in Him."

He then took bread, and having blessed it by offering thanks, broke

it and divided it among the disciples, saying, " This is My body, whi(;h

is given for you. Do this in remembrance of Me." After this He
took the cup, and gave it to His disciples, saying, " This is the neio

covenant in My blood, wdiich is shed for you. I will drink no more

the fruit of the vine, till I drink it new with you in the kingdom of
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My Father" (which is now to be founded by My death : cf. Matt,

xxvi. 29 with John xiii. 33).

For the new covenant, Jesus gave the new commandment of love

(John xiii. 34, 35). Peter then asked Him where He was going, for

he would follow Plim anywhere. But Jesus warned Him against

Satan's temptation, comforting him at the same time with the assur-

ance, that lie had prayed for him, that his faith might not fail. And
when Peter again declared that he was ready to follow Him even to

death, He told him that before the cock crew (twice), he would deny

Him thrice (Matt. xxvi. 31 sqq.; Matt. xiv. 27 sqq.; Luke xxiii. 31

sqq.; John xiii. 36 sqq.).—He then said to them all: Hitherto they

had needed neither purses nor shoes, for He had provided for them

;

but now they would have to provide for themselves, and he who had

no sword should buy one, for times of danger were at hand. But when

the disciples, thinking of worldly strife and conflict, said there were

two swords there, He replied, with a mournful smile, "It is enough."

—He then told them, with words of consolation, not to be troubled,

for He was going to the Father ; and proceeded to aid the weak per-

ception of Thomas, Philip, and Judas (Lebbseus) by saying that He
would not leave them orphans, but send them a comforter, the Spirit

of truth. After blessing them with His peace, He said, "I should

still have much to say to you, but ye cannot bear it now. However,

that the world may see that I love the Father, come, let us go hence."

Jesus then took the road that led to the scene of His sufferings.

They went out to the Kedron. As they went along the gloomy way,

the Lord commenced that explanatory discourse on the meaning of the

Holy Supper which we find in John xv., telling them that He was the

vine, on which the branches hung, from which they received their sap

and life, on which and in which they must remain, and bring forth

fruit, and suffer. He then enlarged upon the necessity for these

sufferings (John xvi.), and the necessity also for His own sufferings,

that the Comforter might come and commence His eXej^ifi, His work

of purifying the world. For He would accuse the world of its oion

sins, in not believing on Christ ; of His righteousness (which He had

manifested in His obedience even to death), and of judgment (that

through Christ's death the power of the wicked one was a broken

power).

They had now reached the Mount of Olives, where Jesus lifted up

His eyes towards heaven, and offered the prayer of the high-priesthood

of the New Testament CJohn xvii.).

1. We shall look first at the order of the different occurrences ichiah
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took 2?Iuce during the meal. The preliminary question, whether John
(cliaps. xiii.-xv.) makes any allusion to the last supper, we may regard

as settled in the affirmative ; and, as we have seen, the words BeiTrvov

>yevo/jL€vov do not create any difficulty.

Before passing to the various incidents, let us briefly answer the

([uestion, whether it is conceivable that John should have passed over so

important an event as the institution of the Lord's Supper ?—Strauss

describes the difference between the Synoptists and John in the fol-

lowing (as he thinks) humorous way :
" According to the Synoptists,

Jesus instituted the Lord's Supper at this last meal, whereas John

represents Him as engaged with the disciples in foot-washing." He
then proposes this dilemma ;

" Either John intended merely to sxip-

plement the account given by the Synoptists, or it was not his inten-

tion to supplement^ If the former be the case, whilst it is certainly

]jossible to explain his reason for omitting the Lord's Supper, it is

impossible to understand why he should have repeated the account

of the miraculous feeding, which the Synoptists had given already.

If the latter, it is incomprehensible that he should have omitted so

important an event ; and all the more so, if we consider that the differ-

ence in John's account of the time at which the last supper took place,

furnished him with an opportunity of expressly correcting the Synop-

tists; and that it was of the highest importance to John, Avhose

jiui-pose it was to set forth Jesus as the Christ, to record a scene in

which Jesus appeared as the founder of the New Covenant. From
all this Strauss concludes, that Jesus may not actually have instituted

the Lord's Supper as a special rite, but the rite may have arisen

casually, and the writer of the fourth Gospel may have known nothing

of a tradition which traced its origin to Jesus Himself.

For our own part, we take the very opposite course. AYhat Strauss

declares, as the result of his examination, to be doubtful, we assume,

as the starting point of ours, to be historically incontrovertible. Not
from the Acts alone, but from 1 Cor. xi., and the unanimous testimony

of the early Chui-ch, the universal spread of the rite of the Lord's

Supper is demonstrated with impregnable certainty. And in the whole

sphere of criticism there is no absurdity more uncritical than the idea,

that a rite which universally prevailed, should have grown up acci-

dentally and gradually, especially a rite of such marked peculiarity.

The rite presupposes an act of institution ; and its universal spread, a

general acquaintance with the history of that institution. Now, if it

is historically certain that John was acquainted with the institution of

the Lord's Supper, there was no necessity for him to repeat what

everybody knew so well. It would have been superfluous, even if he
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had not proposed to supplement the Synoptists. Stmiiss's dilemma is

simply another proof of his superficiality. Who would think of main-

taining, that when John wrote his Gospel, his sole purpose was to

supplement ? His real purpose, as Strauss himself admits, was to set

forth Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God, the Word made flesh. To

this end, it was evidently of greater importance to communicate the

discourses which the Synoptists had not preserved (chaps, xiv.-xvii.),

than to repeat once more what had been related four times already,

and was known to all his readers.—There was a necessity for him to

repeat the account of the feeding, since it was this which furnished

the occasion for the discourse in chap. vi. But he needed only to

hint at the institution of the Lord's Supper, which led to the discourse

in chap. xvi. In connection with the miraculous feeding, it was

needful that John should state that it took place during a certain stay

in Galilee, for this was not known to his readers from the Synoptists

;

whereas they all knew that the Lord's Supper was instituted in con-

nection with the last meal. It is by no means difficult, therefore, to

explain the omission. To the mind of John, the discourses of Christ,

those holiest flames of heavenly love, were all in all. In them the

whole deity of Christ, the entire glory of the only-begotten Son,

shone forth. When relating them, he related not less, but more, than

if he had described the institution of the Supper, namely, that which

gave its worth to the Supper itself. The Synoptists exhibit the pledge

of the fellowship of Ckrist with His followers in life and death : John,

the very essence of that fellowship.

2. We now pass on to the leading question, in connection with

the order in which the different incidents occurred ; viz., whether the

unmasking of the traitor took place before or after the Lord's Supper.

In support of the latter, it cannot be pleaded, that Judas would not

have ventured to absent himself before the paschal meal was ended

;

for, as we have already seen, it was not a paschal meal at all. And

even if it had been, the paschal meal had no essential connection with

the institution of the Lord's Supper ; for the latter took place, at least

so far as the second part was concerned, "after supper" (fxera to

Zenrvrja-at, Luke xxii. 20) ; and as we cannot imagine that there was

any long interval between the two parts, or that they were separated by

irrelevant conversations, the first part must also have occurred quite at

the close of the " supper." It is true that Judas could not have been

present at the thanksgiving hymn (Matt. xxvi. 30 ; Mark xiv. 26) ; but

that is no objection to the assumption that he went out before the

Supper. Because, whether he went out before or after, he could not

have been present at the hymn, as it was sung immediately before
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they went out to Gctlisemane. It certainly cannot be absolutely

proved that Judas left before the institution of the Supper. For

Matthew and Mark introduce both the unmasking of the traitor (with

which John states that his departure was connected) and the Lord's*

Supper with the indefinite expression, koX icrOiovrcov, iadiovrcov Se

avToiv, which would be equally suitable whichever was the first of the

two. The close connection in Luke xxii. 21, where the unmasking of

Judas is attached by TfKrjv to the institution of the Lord's Supper,

seems to favour the conclusion that he left after the supper. But

Luke is in the habit of connecting passages loosely, without regard to

their order of sequence. The only passage which helps us to a decision

is Luke xxii. 20, where the handing of the cup is introduced with the

distinct statement that it occurred " after mpper." But it was evi-

dently during the meal that the unmasking of Judas occurred ; conse-

quently, it must have been before the institution of the Lord's Supper.

Moreover, the words contained in John xiii. 31, 32, form a peculiarly

fitting introduction to the sacrament, which Liiche supposes them to be.

On the identity of the unmasking of the traitor, as recorded by

the Synoptists and by John, there can be no dispute (in spite of

Sirauss, pp. 413-14). There are no material differences at all, but

simply a variation in the form ; the Synoptists saying, " the disciples

asked," whilst John enters more into particulars, and says that the

disciples first talked among themselves, and then Peter put the ques-

tion through John to Jesus. The answer given by Jesus is the same,

and accompanied by an open sign. The Synoptists then I'eport the

impudent answer which Judas gave, whilst John merely says that

" Satan entered into hini."^ The Synoptists do not mention the fact

that Judas " went out," but this is presupposed ; for it is not referred

to afterwards, and yet Judas made his appearance in Gethsemane

accompanied by the soldiers, and apart from the rest of the disciples.

The dispute is introduced by Luke (chap. xxii. 24 sqq.) with the

general expression iyevero Se /cat, and without mentioning the exact

time at which it occurred. But internal reasons, and accordance with

the words of Jesus in John xiii. 13 sqq., render it highly probable

that it took place before the washing of the feet, and furnished the

1 There is no necessity to suppose, with Kuiuoel, that the answer was uttered

in a low voice, or stammered out. He was, on the contrary, quite impudent

enough to deny that he was the traitor before all the disciples. When Jesus said

to him, " That thou doest, do quickly," and he went out, the disciples did not

suppose that at that very moment the crime was about to be committed, the inten-

tion of which he had just denied. On the contrary, llicy might naturally suppose

that Judas had not yet thought of anything so dreadful ; but that Jesus had

simply forewarned him of the depth to which he would afterwards fall.
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immediate occasion for this, which would place it quite at the com-

mencement of the meal.—The warning to Peter is appended by

Matthew and Mark to the clause vfiv/]aavT€<; i^rfKOov, with the simple

words Tore and Kal. This is not at variance either with Luke, who
relates the words of Jesus to Peter, and then says, " He went out," or

with John, who represents Jesus as leaving the room with the words

recorded in chap. xiv. 31. The natural explanation is, that Jesus

addressed to His disciples the words recorded in John xiii. 31—35

before the Supper, and closed the Supper with the hymn of praise

;

and that when they had all stood up, and were preparing to go. He
commenced the conversation related in John xiii. 37-xiv. 31, during

which (what so natural!) they all continued standing ; and then, at

the word of Jesus (chap. xiv. 31), they left the room.—It seems most

natural to suppose that the prayer in chap. xvii. was offered on their

arrival at the foot of the Mount of Olives.

3. The difficulties raised by Gabler—viz., why did not Jesus pre-

pare for the Passover earlier, since the rooms were almost sure to be

disposed of when the concourse of people was so great? and how was it

possible that Jesus should send so late, and find so readily a room still

unoccupied ?
^—are difficulties only to those who can bring their minds

to regard the whole occurrence as simply a natural one. But Strauss

is quite right in saying that it was the intention of the Evangelists to

describe a miraculous occurrence, a divine foreknowledge, and guidance

of the heart.

. 4. The treachery of Judas evidently consisted of two parts. In the

first place, he had to agree with the enemies of Jesus, that on a favour-

able opportunity he would give information where Jesus was to be

found, on condition that he received such and such a reward (Matt,

xxvi. 14; Mark xiv. 10; Luke xxii. 4, "he communed how he might

betray Him unto them") ; and secondly, when the opportunity offered,

he had to fulfil this promise and actually betray Jesus (John xiii. 30,

xviii. 2, 3, and the parallel passages).

—

Strauss cannot understand

this, and therefore asks, "how Satan could enter into Judas then

(John xiii. 27), seeing that his treachery was already complete, when
he had come to terms with the enemies of Jesus." But did it not still

rest with Judas to decide whether he would not leave the promise

unfulfilled, and so disappoint the enemies of Jesus, and practically

refuse the promised price of sin? And was not the resolution to

carry out the plot, to go away then, and at that very time to gratify his

^ To provide quarters on the atternoon of the 14th Niscan would certainly have

been surprising, and too late. But according to the correct chronology (§ 92),

the Bending of the disciples for that purpose occurred on the 13th.
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desire—to say, " There Pie is in Getlisemane ; take Plim ; I will lead

you,"—to do wliat liitlierto he had only spo/cen of,—a new resolution

from the devil ?

This is the proper place to speak of the motives which urged

Judas to the performance of such a deed. The inward course which

his depravity took, we have already described in § 85, in accordance

with the Gospel narrative : growing love to sin, and growing antipaUiy

to Jesus, whose presence alone was a constant punishment to a will

that was constantly hardening; hence extreme wickedness in connection

with the theoretically correct apprehension of the divinity of Jesus ;

and hence that satanic folly, in w-hich rage and passion overcame

even the greatest sagacity. Satan thought to destroy Jesus and His

kingdom in the germ by bringing Him to the cross, but actually

destroyed himself and his own kingdom by that very means ; and the

insane folly of Judas towards the Lord was of the same kind. In

this way, as we have seen, all the different notices of Judas which we
find in the Gospels can be psychologically explained. Modern criti-

cism is too weak and sentimental to be able to grasp such a character:

as it is too cowardly itself to meet acknowledged truth with the simple

defiance " scio, sed noio," and therefore hides itself behind artificially

constructed ignorance and doubt, so is it unable to look this open

defiance of Iscariot in the face. Hence it has resorted to such inven-

tions as these. Schmidt imagines that he betrayed Jesus in the hope

that He would set Himself at liberty by a miracle ; Paulus and Hase,

that he would accomplish the same end by means of a tumult. But

what a low comedian nature he would have possessed, if he had ex-

pected to lead his holy Master through a danger of this kind, as thougii

he were embarking capital in a remunerative speculation ! Such a

supposition does not make Judas a better man ; but instead of a man
with a proud satanic mind, we get nothing but a contemptible schemer,

such as it is inconceivable that Jesus should have chosen as one of

His disciples. (In § 85, we have shown how Jesus might be led to

select such a Judas as the Gospels describe.) And if this had been

the case, why should not Jesus have saved him from despair and ruin

by simply saying, " I know thy intention ; but thou art mistaken : I

shall not work a miracle to save Myself"?

—

Weisse .supposes that he

betrayed Jesus because he could not wait patiently till Jesus had set

up His own kingdom, and hoped to compel Jesus, by means of tin's

betrayal, to declare Himself more speedily. But this also makes him

no better. If such was his intention, why did Jesus speak to him in

such severe and solemn terms, and not rather say to him, " Good

friend, thou art planning a very clever stroke, but it will not help thee
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at all
; for I shall suffer Myself to be seized and put to death, rather

than resort to the weapons of the world."

5. This is not the place to enter upon any inquiry into the doc-
trinal significance of the Lord's Supper. On this point I would
refer the reader to my Dogma vom heiligen Abendmalde} So much,
however, may be said in passing, that the institution of the Supper as

a historical event is proved by the fact, that it forms an essential

point in the growth and main step in the progress of the Apostles in

the knowledge of doctrine, M'ithout which the transition from that

period when the disciples could not bear the thought of their Master's
death, far less could understand the necessity of His atoning sufferino-s,

to that period when they preached the Gospel of the atoning virtue

of Christ's death, remains inconceivable. In the words with which
the Lord instituted His Supper, He gave to His disciples for the first

time a clear and solemn explanation of the expiatory character of His
death. For the paschal lamb, which He could no more eat with His
disciples. He offered Himself as the true Passover. The words, " This
(bread) is my body, this cup is the new covenant in My blood," form
a parallel to the Old Testament words in Exod. xii. 11. They declare,

(1) that the place of the Old Testament HDS (exemption) is taken by
the new covenant concluded in the death of Christ ; and (2) that

between the bread and wine and this vital covenant of the New
Testament, concluded in the death of Christ and the person of Christ,

there is a sacramental connection analogous to that which existed in

the Old Testament between the paschal lamb and the exemption
thereby secured.

6. Strauss brings in very clumsily the discourses in John xiv.-xvii.

to establish a discrepancy. He says, "According to the account of the
Synoptists, Jesus went out to the Mount of Olives immediately after

the meal was ended ; whereas John places a long series of parting
addresses between the two, viz. chaps, xiv.-xvii." But apart from the
misrepresentation (since John places the departure at chap. xiv. 31),
the question suggests itself, whether the addresses did not form part
of the meal, so far as they were delivered during the meal; and
whether there is any place in which the Synoptists state that Jesus
and His disciples walked to Gethsemane, speechless ? If not, where
is the discrepancy between the two expressions, " after the meal," and
" after the parting address"?

^ The Doctrine of the Holy Sapper.
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§94.

jesus in gethsemane.

Matt. xxvi. 36-50 ; Mark xiv. 32-52 ; Luke xxii. 39-53
;

John xviii. 1-12.

When tliey reached the garden of Gethsemane, Jesns directed His

disciples to sit down. But Peter and tlie two sons of Zebedee He
took with Him into the midst of tlie garden. He then began to be

sorrowful and to tremble. Since He, the Son of God, had taken upon

Himself the form of true humanity, and since the divine nature

(which in the form of eternity does indeed know sin, but only as a

thing overcome (geschlagene), therefore without pain and without

passivity towards sin) in Him had become capable of suffering, and

had no greater suffering to endure than the sorrow of the Holy One
because of sin, a sorrow which in the Saviour took the place of

righteous indignation ; it necessarily followed, that now, when He was

not only about to endure in His own person the sufferings of the body,

and not only about to submit in the abstract to a suffering which to

Him was absolutely strange as an atonement for human guilt, but

when the expiatory death which He was about to die consisted in this,

that the whole sin of the whole world (including both human and

demoniacal powers) would vent itself upon Him in its concrete ac-

cumulation and culmination, Jesus should feel the natural shrinking

of humanity from sorrows like these, in which it is impossible to

distinguish and divide the pains of the body from those of the mind

(for in every act which aggravated His physical suffering, He saw a

new act of malice and of sin). At the same time. He was met once

more, and more sharply than ever, by the same choice between

obedience with sufferings, and disobedience with ease, as in the first

temptation. The prince of the world had now directed against Jesus

Himself that power which Jesus would not accept at his hands ; and

He, the true Saviour, had no thought of evading the suffering. He
prayed to the Father, that if it were possible, the cup might pass from

Him; but yet, that the Father's will might be done. In this anguish

of soul, the sympathy of His disciples would have relieved and com-

forted Him. But when He came to them. He found, that after so

much excitement, they had fallen asleep. And He said to them, but

especially to Peter, " What ! could ye not watch with Me one hour?"

Thus deprived of all consolation, He went again, and trembled in

His agony. Then came an angel, whom the Father had sent, and
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strengthened Him. And now, not only convinced of the necessity of

suffering, but thoroughly prepared for it, He prayed :
'• Father, since

nothing else is possible than that I should drink this cup, Thy will be

done." Again Pie went and found His disciples sleeping. He then

went away the third time, and fortified Himself with the same prayer.

After this He went to the disciples and aroused them, for the traitor

was at hand.—And, behold, Judas, who had directed the company to

stay quietly in the background, came up and embraced Jesus, as though

about to give Him a friendly salutation. This was the sign that he

had given to the company : by this they were to recognise Jesus, and

so run no risk of seizing the wrong man, and letting the one they

were seeking escape. Jesus then said, " Judas, wherefore art thou

come? Betrayest thou the Son of man with a kiss ?" In the mean-

time, the crowd, consisting of elders, a troop of Roman soldiers, and a

disorderly mob of men with arms, came near to lay hold of Jesus.

"Whom seek ye?" said He; thus displaying in the most open way
the voluntary character of His death, in contrast with the miserable

cowardice by which the treachery of Judas had been characterized.

" Jesus of Nazareth," was the reply. A ray of His omnipotence

then struck the v^^hole crowd to the earth. Again He asked whom
they sought, and placed Himself in their hands, telling them to let the

disciples go. But when Peter saw his Master seized and bound, he

was unable any longer to control his feelings, and beginning to strike

about with a sword, he cut off the right ear of a servant of the high

priest. But Jesus said, " Put up thy sword into its sheath. All

they that draw the sword, shall perish by the sword. I must drink

this cup. If I would, I could pray the Father for ten legions of

angels. But how would the Scriptures be fulfilled ? " He then healed

Malchus' ear. And turning to the chief priests and elders, who had

just come up. He reproached them with having come secretly against

Him as against a thief, whereas He had always taught freely and

openly in the temple.—But the disciples, seeing Jesus bound, and

being afraid lest they should also be seized, hastily took to flight.

One of them, in fact, who had nothing on but a shirt, in readiness

for the night's rest, left his shirt in the hands of those who tried to

seize him, and fled away naked.

1. The difference in the accounts of the Synof tists and John has

been deemed important, in connection with the question as to the

possibility and mearmig of Chrises mental conflict. Strauss cannot

imagine why John should have made no allusion to the agony in the

garden ; and will not allow of the reply, that his readers were already
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well acquainted with it from the synoptical Gospels, because the dif-

ferences between the Synoptists were such, that there was all the

more reason for John to furnish the necessaiy reconciliation. We
simply appeal to the sound sense of all plain readers, whether the fact

that Luke is silent as to one circumstance, and Matthew and Mark as

to two, are to be regarded as discrepancies ; and also to the fact, that

at a time when the Gospels were not yet torn to pieces by the claws of

negative criticism, there could be no inducement for John to engage

in any such occupation.

The most important objection is, that the attitude of Jesus in

Gethsemane is irreconcilable with that displayed in the addresses

reported by John. In John, "Jesus speaks as having already risen

superior to suffering, with a divine calmness, cheerful in the con-

sciousness of its impregnable strength. How then could this calm

so quickly give place to the most violent agitation?" In John He
had " closed His account with the Father ; here He opens the account

again."

But the apparent discord is easily understood by any one who

contemplates this agony in its relation to the whole person and work

of Christ. Strauss proposes this alternative : Either Jesus trembled

with ordinaiy fear and anguish at the prospect of the bodily suffer-

ings which awaited Him ; or these sufferings must be regarded as pos-

sessing an abstract, vicarious character ; or they must be explained by

a separation of the two natures. The latter, of course, he thinks un-

tenable. He who has given to the world his so-called dogmatics, does

not really know what a dogma is. A dogma is in reality something

purely negative,—a definite bulwark against some definite error,

couched in the form of finite notions. Thus the deity of Christ was

asserted in opposition to Ebionitism, His humanity in opposition to

Docetism ; and thus it was also taught that the two were not separate,

and yet that the one did not pass into the other, but that the essential

characteristics of both were preserved. How this was to be con-

ceived, was not discussed then, and could not be discussed. That is

the task of our time. This dogma of the Church, like every other

dogma, is merely a finite I'eflection of one particular aspect of eternal

truth, a reflection of eternal being on the limited plane of the human
understanding. And however erroneous it would be to regard these

human reflections, embodied in Church creeds which contain particular

truths in opposition to particular errors, as the positive and absolute

declaration of the whole truth ; it is equally eiToneous on the part of

Sti'auss to assume that this is the design of Church doctrine, and to

take these reflected images, which have their truth only as seen in the

27
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light of the whole, and then (in their reality) are perfectly true

(though not the whole truth), and to dissect them one by one into

mere filaments of human folly.

The appearance of a divine being in the form of humanity neces-

sarily involved these results : (1) That the opposition of the Deity to

sin came forth from the repose of eternal victory, and assumed the

concrete form of temporal sorroio on account of concrete sin ; and (2)

that the human nature brought with it the constant demand for a

choice between two possibilities. Both of these assumed peculiar pro-

minence at particular periods in the life of Jesus, when the darkness

{(TKorla) encountered Him with more than usual power. Hence, in

the anticipation of the treachery of Judas and its consequences, His

sorrow on account of sin reached such a height as to cause the most

intense suffering.^ His agony in Gethsemane, therefore, was not

dread of His sufferings, but was actually par^ of those sxifferings. And
just because at that moment, and on that spot, the sufferings them-

selves began in all their force, and these sufferings could even then

have been terminated, though only through sin, the choice was pre-

sented to the mind of Jesus, to submit, or to resist them, and hence

the sufferings brought conflict also.—Thus, as we have said above,

the suffering in the garden was neither a cowardly fear of bodily

pain, nor a transcendental outward load of foreign guilt, but the con-

crete experience of the concentrated force of the sin of a world. And
it is also easy to understand how this suffering commenced at that

particular moment (the betrayal just about to take place), and put an

end to the feeling that had previously pervaded the mind.

2. The bloody sweat we cannot agree with Grotius and Olshausen

in explaining in this way, that the drops of sweat, from their size and

weight, could only be compared to drops of blood. For, in the first

place, when perspiration is intense, it always runs down in such drops

as these, and therefore there could have been no reason for making

such a comparison here. Moreover, Luke does not say that the

sweat fell down as drops of blood would fall, but that His sweat was

like drops of blood falling to the ground. Strauss objects here, that

such a sweat only occurs as an extreme rarity, and is a " symptom of

certain diseases." The latter is the case with the instances recorded

by Aristotle (de hist, animal. 3, 19, de partibus animal. 3, 5), Theo-

j/hrast (de Sudoribus), Thuanus (hist, sui temp. lib. 10), Marcellus

' In the greatest inward suffering that u-e can know, viz., remorse, which is

also sorrow on account of sin, there is always mingled at least a minimum of

SATisi-ACTiON IN SIN. But tlie sorrow of Jesus on account of sin was unmitigated

pain.
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Donatus (cle med. liist. mirab. i. 1, 17 and 2), Wedelius (exerc. medico,

philolog. 3, 2, p. 9), and BarthoHiius (hypomn. de cruce Christi 4).

Maldonatus, on the other hand, saw an instance of it in Paris, in the

case of a perfectly robust and healthy man (Comment, on Matthew).

At any rate, we might ask, whether the circumstances in which Jesus

was placed at the time are not to be reckoned among the " great

rarities;" whether this, the most severe agony of body and soul

through which any son of man was ever called to pass, was not such

as to prevent any man from saying that it could not have occurred.

Wedelius (p. 10) cites instances in which not sweat, but tears of blood

—something perfectly analogous, therefore—have been produced prce

aegritudine anhnce siimma.

3. John is said to differ from the Synoptists, inasmuch as, in his

description of the people who composed the crowd, he mentions, along

with the servants of the high priests and Pharisees, a band (aTrelpa),

and, ver. 12, an officer ('^i\lap'^o<;) ; whereas the Synoptists make no

special allusion to this detachment of Roman soldiers.—But it was

understood almost as a matter of course
;
partly because the whole

procedure was preparatory to a formal, judicial charge
;

partly be-

cause the Sanhedrim felt such great dread of a popular commotion,

which might easily have arisen while they were leading Jesus into the

city.—The greatest difficulty is caused by the fact, that in Luke xxii.

52 the chiefs of the priesthood are also said to have been present. In

this statement, both Strauss and Scldeiermacher suppose the Evan-

gelist to have been in " error." But might not Luke have intended

to combine in these words, in a perfectly simple manner, what Jesus

said in Matt. xxvi. 55, Mark xiv. 48, 49, to the crowd, and the similar

words which He afterwards addressed to the high priests (John xviii.

20, 21) ? Against this, the words 7rapar^evofievov<i eV avrov ap^iepelf;

Kal K.T.\. (Luke xxii. 52) may very justly be urged. But these words

just serve the purpose of putting us upon the right track. It is evi-

dent that there is no further allusion here to the o;;^Xo9 mentioned in

ver. 47. We could not explain the verse as meaning, " Jesus said to

those high priests, captains of the temple, and elders, who were already

described (in ver. 47) as having come ;" for, in this case, Traparyevofie-

vov<; would be altogether superfluous. The persons referred to in

ver. 52 had just arrived: "Jesus said to the chief priests, etc., who

had (just) come." What is more probable than that these men, who

Avere so eager for the issue, should be somewhere near?

The kiss of Judas, mentioned by the Synoptists, cannot be har-

monized with the account given by John (xviii. 1 sqq.) in the way

proposed by Paulus ; viz., that Jesus first made Himself known; then
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the soldiers fell down ; and, eventually, Judas gave the Lord a super-

fluous kiss. On the contrary, it seems a simple matter of course to

suppose, that till Judas had given the kiss, the soldiers kept at a dis-

tance, and remained concealed. Judas had evidently chosen this

form of salutation as the sign by which to make known the person of

Jesus to the soldiers, that no suspicion might be aroused, or oppor-

tunity afforded for escape. Not till after the kiss had been given,

and Jesus had spoken to Judas, did the soldiers come forward.—But
" why did Jesus declare in so special a manner who He was, when
He had already been pointed out by the kiss?" {Strauss.) We reply,

simply because Jesus would show to the crowd, to His disciples, and

to Judas, that He had the poiver to protect Himself, and laid down
His life of His own accord.

§95.

trial in the ecclesiastical court.

Matt. xxvi. 57-xxvii. 10 ; Mark xiv. 53-xv. 1

;

Luke xxii. 54-71 ; John xviii. 13-27.

Jesus was led bound into the palace of the high priest ; and while

Caiaphas was taking the necessary steps to convene a meeting of the

Sanhedrim, He was taken into the apartments of Annas, the father-in-

law of Caiaphas. Peter and John were the only disciples who felt

constrained to follow the mournful procession ; and even they followed

afar off. John was known at the palace, and obtained admission for

himself and his companion. The maid who had opened the door to

them, said to Peter, who had gone up to the fire in the meantime to warm
himself, " Thou also art (like John) a disciple of this man ? " " No,"

was the curt reply of the confused disciple.—In the hall some servants

and soldiers stood round a fire ; for the night was cold. Peter went

and took his place in the very midst of them, and warmed himself.

—

In the meantime, Annas was engaged in questioning Jesus privately

about His teaching. But Jesus referred him to the fact, that He had

always spoken openly; and there was no reason, therefore, why he

should now question Him as to His teaching, as though there were

some secrecy about it. One of the servants then struck Him upon

the cheek, for presuming to talk in this way to the high priest. But

Jesus said to him, " If I have spoken wrongly, tell Me what I have

said that is false ; but if My words were true, why dost thou strike

Me?"—After these preliminary proceedings (John xviii. 12-25),

Annas sent Jesus away to Caiaphas' house, where He was obliged
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assembled, and wliere in the meantime He was exposed to the ridicule

and sport of the soldiers and officials of the court (Luke xxii. 63-65).

—But Peter was standing in the hall by the fire. And at one time,

when he left the fire and returned to the porch (Mark xiv. 68), the

same maid (Mark) began again to express her opinion to her fellow-

sen^ants, that he must be one of the disciples of Jesus ; and they

agreed with her, and addressed a second question to Peter. But

Peter denied again, and swore that he did not know Jesus. He had

already attracted attention, however ; and several others came round,

and began to whisper to one another. They said they could tell

by his speech that he was a Galilean ; and a relative of Malchus de-

clared that he had seen him in Gethsemane. Peter now began to be

alarmed. He swore, and even declared with curses, that be did not

know the man. This loud asseveration produced a momentary silence.

And then the cock crew. Peter was terrified. All that he had done

flashed at once upon his mind. His guilty conscience led him to look

anxiously around. And there, close by, stood Jesus Himself, looking

sorrowfully upon His disciple. And Peter went out and wept bitterly.

—Towards morning the Sanhedrim had assembled, and the Lord was

led before them for judicial examination. In a hurried manner they

had collected together a number of persons who had declared them-

selves ready to bring charges against Jesus. But however they might

distort the utterances of Jesus, none of them could be twisted into a

capital crime. The only one which was at all plausible, was the old

saying of Jesus, " Destroy this temple, and I will build it up again in

three days." This they so perverted as to make Jesus say that He
would pull the temple down (whereas it w^as they who were even at

that moment doing it ; vide pp. 217-8). The appeal of the high priest,

that He should defend Himself against these accusations, He answered

with silence. The high priest then proceeded to put the last decisive

qiiestion, whether Jesus declared Himself to be the Messiah, the Son

of the living God. He put this question on oath. And Jesus answered

" Yes." But, He then proceeded to say (Luke xxii. 68), they did not

believe on Him. Thus far He had been brought low ; but from this,

the deepest point in His humiliation, as from a turning point in His

career. He should soon appear to them in another form. Till now

He had presented Himself before them as a Redeemer ; henceforth

He should sit as Judge at the right hand of God, and as Judge would

one day return. With a theatrical display of his indignation, the

high priest then rent his clothes, and exclaimed, " What need have

we of further witness ? you have now heard His blasphemy for your-
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selves ; what think ye ?" And they unanimously declared Him guiltij.

Jesus was then led out again, and once more exposed to the insults of

the servants (Matt. xxvi. 67, 68 ; Mark xiv. 65). The Sanhedrim

then held a private consultation (Matt, xxvii. 1 ; Mark xv. 1). They

still, no doubt, possessed the right, according to Pilate's own admission

(John xviii. 31, xix. 6), and according to the analogy of such passages

as Acts vi., vii., and xxiv. 6, to execute a sentence of death pronounced

in relation to spiritual crimes, without the consent of the Roman autho-

rities. But in the existing state of popular feeling (Mark xi. 18), they

would not venture, upon their own responsibility, to take the odious

step of putting Jesus to death. They therefore resolved to say nothing

about the sentence of death which they themselves had pronounced,

but to send Him before Pilate's secular tribunal, and there to bring

against Him, as a KaKoirom, a civil offender, a new, jjolitical charge.^

—When Judas saw Jesus condemned to death, and led away to Pilate,

it aroused all the serpents in his conscience. He could not bear the

sight. Satanic pleasure was followed by satanic remorse. He carried

the pieces of money to the chief priests, and cried out, " I have be-

trayed innocent blood." " What is that to us ? " they replied ; " that

is thine own affair." He then threw the money into the temple, and

hanged himself. But the hypocritical priests looked upon the money
as unclean, and bought with it the potter's field as a burial-place for

strangers. This was their way of cleansing the temple.

1.- Examination before Annas.—Even Strauss admits that we may
easily understand why the Synoptists have left this unnoticed. It

was not a judicial examination ; but Jesus was taken for a time to the

apartments of Annas, because the Sanhedrim had not yet assembled,

and Annas undoubtedly took some pleasure in holding a preliminary

conversation with Jesus, probably for the purpose of eliciting some

expressions which might afterwards be used against Him.

—

St7-auss

finds it more difficult to explain why John should have passed over

the important hearing before Caiaphas. But does he not actually

describe this as the grand judicial examination? In ver. 13 he says

that Jesus was led away to Annas Jirst, who was father-in-law of the

acting high priest. Does that look as if he intended to represent

Annas as the real judge ? John then relates that Annas, having

failed to accomplish his purpose, sent Jesus to the acting high priest.

Does that look as if the hearing before Annas was the judicial and

^ In this restricted sense we must understand the words in ver. 31, ijfilv oi/x

i^iariv u.vox.riivu.i ovhiuct. As a kocmttoio;, which they now charged Him with

being, they had no right to judge Him.
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principal examination ? He then states that Jesus was led away from

Caiaphas to the praetorium. Does that look as if the resolution to

hand Jesus over to the governor as a rebel, was formed in Annas'

house? The whole omission, therefore, reduces itself to this: John

does not repeat the points connected with the principal spiritual hear

ing, which had already been related by the Synoptists. But the fact,

that the hearing before Caiaphas was the main one in an official sense,

is clearly contained in his account.

2. The hearing before Caiaphas.—Matthew and Mark, after having

mentioned that Jesus was led to Caiaphas, pass on to describe the

particulars of His trial (^latt. xxvi. 59 ; Mark xiv. 14) ; yet they no-

where state that the sitting of the Sanhedrim followed immediately

upon His arrival. But just as they pass over the hearing before

Annas, so do they also pass over the fact narrated by Luke (xxii.

G3-66), that Jesus was kept waiting till day-break in the midst of

rude attendants, until the Sanhedrim, which consisted of 71 members,

could be gathered together from all parts of the city. Strauss, with

his usual acuteness, discovers that, according to Matthew and Mark,

the Sanhedrim was already assembled when Jesus arrived, in which

he naturally finds a discrepancy when compared with Luke.

But it seems Luke even contradicts himself, as he makes the high

priests and elders be present at the capture of Jesus (xxii. 52), and

then represents these same persons as not assembling till towards morn-

ing (ver. 6Q). The persons who met the aireipa in impatient expecta-

tion (ver. 52) were, according to Luke's plain words, the two high

priests, the overseers of the temple, and several elders. But in ver.

()6 it is the Trpea-^vrepiov rov \aov, the collective Sanhpdrim, that is

spoken of.

Passing on to the examination itself, Strauss finds a marvellous

discrepancy in the fact, that Matthew and IMark both say that it was

Caiaphas who asked Jesus whether He was the Messiah ; whereas

Luke states that the question was put by the Sanhedrim. A and B
contradict one another; that is to say, because A says that the ques-

tion was asked by the bench, and B that it was put by the judge!

—

The only other point of importance here is Matt. xxvi. 64. By several

the expression air aprv is supposed to indicate a speedy jmrousia. But

this is quite illogical. When two consecutive events are mentioned, the

first of which, from its very nature, must be a long-continued one,

if the terminus a quo of the first be given, it follows as a matter of

course that this cannot be also the terminus a quo of the second. If a

son says to his father, " From this time forth you will see that I will

apply myself and gain a prize," this does not imply that at the very
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time of speaking he will carry off the prize. But the expression, " from

this time forth," simply belongs to the promised application. This is

as clear as daylight. And so, when the Lord says, " From this time

forth you will see Me sitting at the right hand of God, and returning

to judgment," all that is implied is, that the sitting at the I'ight hand

of God w^ill commence at once ; and nothing is stated as to how long

that will continue, or when the second event, the return, will take

place. Jesus simply intends to indicate the point of his deepest humi-

liation as the turning point between His redeeming work and that of

judgment, and to declare that at the very period when they thought

to destroy Him, His true glory would begin.

3. Mockery of Christ.—As we have not to regard this as consisting

of one single act alone, but as a series of acts of wanton insult and

cruelty, in which the servants indulged all the time that the victim

was left in their hands, there is no discrepancy between Luke's account,

in which the treatment to which Jesus was exposed before the trial is

described, and that of Matthew and Mark, which relates to the treat-

ment received by Him during the private deliberation after the trial,

when Jesus was obliged to wait outside again.—Strauss finds another

discrepancy in the fact, that " John places the ill-treatment of Jesus

in the presence of Annas, whereas Luke assigns it to a period before

the hearing ;"' so that the one stroke upon the face, given by a servant

in the presence of the high priest, is set down as identical with the

many various insults which Jesus received in the outer hall, in order

that on one page we may be told that there is a discrepancy in the

time, and on the next that there is no resemblance in the acts described.

Now, when two accounts are identical as regards both time and place,

but differ in form and substance, or when they are absolutely the same

in form and substance, but differ as regards the time, in either case

there is a discrepancy. But when two things happened at different

times, and were also different in their nature, there is no discrepancy

whatever : they are simply different events, and the reproach of folly

falls back upon those who, nevertheless, declare them identical. For

example : P and G differ in their descriptions of a church. P says

it is in Strasbourg, and has a tower finished ; G says it is in Cologne,

and has two towers unfinished. Is it not sufficiently obvious that they

refer to two different churches %—In Matt. xxvi. 67 (tots rjp^avro),

Strauss says that it is evidently the members of the Sanhedrim them-

selves who begin to ill-treat Jesus, and this is inconceivable.—But in

Greek the third person plural is used indefinitely, like the German
man (the French oii).

1 He forgets that the hearing mentioned in Luke is that before Caiaphas.
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4. Peter s denial.—The denials (the last two, at any rate) took

place, even according to John's account, after Jesus had been led

away from Annas, and therefore, in all probability, during the time

when Jesus was kept waiting in the court-yard itself, or in an outer

hall.^ The fact that Matthew and Mark mention all these denials

after they have finished the account of the trial, presents no difficulty

whatever. They not only say nothing about the denial itself having

taken place afterwards, but, on the contrary, they evidently represent

what they are about to narrate as having occurred in the meantime

(Matt. xxvi. 69; Mark xiv. 66).—Nor could anyone seriously find

any difficulty in the fact, that the Synoptists omit to mention that Peter

entered the palace accompanied by John.—Just as little importance

attaches to the circumstance, that INIark mentions the crowing of a

cock after the first denial. As it is evident from ver. 69 sqq. that this

warning was not noticed, and produced no effect, we can easily under-

stand why the other Evangelists should pass it over altogether. On
the other hand, it is impossible to imagine the slightest motive which

any one could have for inventing it.

John is also said to disagree with himself. For in ver. 18 he

represents Peter as standing in the court-yard before Annas' house,

and warming himself by the fire ; and after having stated in ver. 24

that Jesus was led away to Caiaphas, he adds, rjv 8e ^i/j,o)v Il€Tpo<i

e'o-Tox? Koi 6epiiaLvi>ixevo^. Now it cannot be supposed that John

intends to say that Peter remained in the palace of Annas, even after

Jesus had been led away to a different one. The standing and warm-

ing, in ver. 25, must therefore be understood as occurring in that of

Caiaphas. And yet John does not say that there was a fire here also,

but whites as if it was the same fire.—And why not ? What if Annas

lived in the same palace with his daughter and his son-in-law, as

Euthpnius supposed 1 Jchn cannot have been so thoughtless as to

forget, in ver. 25, what place he had assigned to the fire in ver. 18.

But just because he had no reason to fear that any reader would

charge him with such carelessness, having already mentioned the close

relationship between the two high priests in ver. 13, he could very

well write as he has ; and did not need to state particularly that Annas
and Caiaphas lived in the same palace, since a comparison of vers. 18

and 25 would show this clearly enough. That they did live in the

same palace, is rendered all the more probable by the fact, that this

^ Possibly in the same Trpoecv'Kiov into which Peter went (Mark 68). It may-

have been the fact of his following Jesus which led the maid to repeat her ques-

tion.
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would explain why Jesus should be led first to Annas, who really had

no voice in the matter.^

There are also said to be discrepancies iu the account of the differ-

ent denials. Let us look at them singly. According to the unani-

mous testimony of all the Evangelists, the first was occasioned by the

M'ords of a maid—"Thou wast also one of His disciples;" and the

answer given was simply " No, I know not what you mean ;" or, " No,

I know Plim not" (Luke). The only appearance of discrepancy is in

the fact, that in John, Peter is represented as having just entered, and

in the Synoptists, as already seated at the fire. But this appearance

vanishes as soon as we picture the circumstances to our minds. He
was not stopped at the door with the question, as though his passport

Avas demanded ; but the " damsel that kept the door" opened to the two

disciples, and while they were going towards the fire it occurred to her

that Peter also was probably one of the disciples of Jesus ; so, after

having closed tlie door, she went up to him near the fire, and asked

him. He then turned away from her and went boldly among the

rest.—The second time, a long while after, there were several, accord-

ing to John, who spoke to Peter, either successively or all together.

Luke says, quite indefinitely, that it was some one else (erepo?).

Matthew says it was another maid. But Mark mentions particularly,"

that when Peter left the interior of the court-yard, and went into the

TTpoavXiov (by the outer door), the first maid (who, according to John,

was actually the doorkeeper) remarked, not to Peter himself, but to

others, that the man was certainly a disciple of Jesus. This will per-

fectly explain the accounts given by the three other Evangelists. The
maid who addressed Peter himself was a different one (Matthew).

And several more of those to whom the doorkeeper spoke echoed her

1 The assumption of Schleiermacher^ Olshausen, Baur, and Bleek, that John in-

tended to represent the last two denials as having also taken place in the palace of

Annas (in which case, instead of disagreeing with himseK, he would contradict the

Synoptists), is perfectly untenable. Why should not John, if this were the case,

have placed the last two denials immediately after ver. 18? Moreover, the inci-

dents mentioned in vers. 25-27 are placed in such a way between the two facts, of

Jesus being led to Caiaphas and afterwards to Pilate, that the impression naturally

produced, is evidently that John is describing something which occurred between

these two points of time. It has been objected to my explanation, that John could

not have spoken of Jesus as being sent {d7:-iarii7^iv) by Annas to Caiaphas if they

had lived in the same palace. But let us suppose a man to be taken from the office

of the sheriff to that of the mayor, because an inquiry properly belonged to the

latter ; would it be wrong to say " the sheriff sent him to the mayor," because the

offices were under the same roof ?

2 If the Gospel of Mark is genuine, and was actually written under the influence

of Peter, this will furnish the best explanation of his exactness here.
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words (John, elirov).—The third time, shortly afterwards (Matthew and

Mark), viz., about an hour after, the hystanders (Matthew and Mark),

led on by a different person from the one who had asked the question

the second time (Luke), observed that Peter betrayed himself as a

disciple of Jesus by his Galilean accent; and then a relative of Mal-

chus (John) followed with the unwelcome declaration that he had

seen the man in the garden.—Thus we see that the whole resolves

itself into three denials. Strauss confounds the different questions,

addressed to Peter at the same time by several persons, with his re-

plies. The questions varied, though divisible into three groups ; and

the Evangelists naturally fixed their attention, one upon this inquiry,

another upon that. But the denials still remain not more and not

less than three.

5. Death of Judas.—In two points Matthew is said to contradict

the account of Peter in the Acts of the Apostles. (1.) In Matthew,

Judas hangs himself ; in the Acts, falls headlong and bursts asunder.

(2.) In Matthew, the priests buy the potter's field with the thirty pieces

of money, wb^'^h he has thrown away, and the field is henceforth

called the field of blood ; in the Acts it is said, " Now this man pur-

chased a field with the reward of iniquity, and falling headlong, he

burst asunder in the midst." Let us begin with the second discre-

pancy. If it were a historical account that we found in Acts i. 16

sqq., we should be obliged to admit the reality of the discrepancy.

But it is a speech, in which we may very well expect to find oratorical

and general expressions ; and the question arises, therefore : Supposing

that the field was purchased in the way described by INIatthew, was

there anything to prevent Peter from saying, by way of oratorical

antithesis, the man for whom an inheritance (KXrjpov) was appointed

among the Apostles, received instead thereof nothing but the potter s

field (which was bought with his money, as a burial-place for himself,

a stranger (|ei/o?) in Jenisalem) ; that was his inheritance ? Till this

question is answered in the negative, and a good reason assigned for

the reply, we shall content ourselves with this solution.—Against the

supposition that " Judas hanged himself, but that the rope broke, and

he fell forward upon his face (Trprjv^^) and burst," no other objection

has been found, than the improbability of two ^^Titers thus dividing

between them the two halves of an account. But every one must

admit, that when Matthew had mentioned the fact of his hanging him-

self, there was no necessity for him to describe the whole of the atten-

dant circumstances. It would have been different with Peter, if he

had been a historian. In that case it would have been undoubtedly

inexplicable, that he should have omitted to state the real cause of
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Judas falling headlong. But when, in speaking, he was merely allud-

ing in a casual way to an occurrence with which his hearers were well

acquainted already, was there anything so very improbable in the fact

that he should merely refer to the shocking termination of the whole

affair?

§96.

trial in the civil court.

Matt, xxvii. 11-31 ; Mark xv. 1-20 ; Luke xxiii. 1-25
;

John xviii. 28-xix. 16.

The members of the Sanhedrim led Jesus to the prgetorium, but

did not go in, lest (pure men as they were) they should defile them-

selves. Pilate, however, condescended to come out to them ; and
having probably already received some information of the affair, he

asked, with an expression of suspicion and irony, what kind of charge

they had to bring against the man. At this they were somewhat

annoyed, and replied, that if He were not a malefactor, they would not

have brought Him there. They then adduced their main charge, that

He had declared Himself to be the King of the Jews, and therefore

w^as a rebel against Cassar. Pilate, who could not fail to perceive the

absurdity of a charge based upon this claim to royalty,^ told them to

punish Him according to their own laws. But they reminded him
that they had no right to inflict the punishment of death (for civil

offences) ; indicating at once their ultimate object and serious meaning.

—Pilate was now obliged to look into the charge. He went into the

prsetorium, called Jesus in, and asked Him whether He really declared

Plimself to be the King of the Jews. Jesus asked him in return,

whether he himself, in his place as governor, had seen anything that

proved Him to be a rebel, or whether he had simply been told so by

others. Pilate told Him, that the members of the Sanhedrim had

delivered Him up ; and, adding that he had no need to trouble himself

about the internal disputes of the Jews among themselves, called

upon Jesus Himself to inform him what evil He had done. Jesus

replied, " My kingdom is not of this world," and pointed to His ready

submission when taken prisoner. Pilate asked again, whether He had

assumed the title of king. " Yes," Jesus replied, " I am a king (cf

.

Matt, xxvii. 11, etc.), but My kingdom consists in My bearing witness

to the truth." " Truth !
" said Pilate, " what is thatV (that is a very

^ The person of Jesus and the nature of Ilis ministry could not possibly be un-

known to Pilate.
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innocent kind of government.) He then went out and said to the

Jews, " I jind no fault in Him.'"

The members of the Sanhedrim then suggested a number of otiier

questions, which Jesus did not think it worth while to answer (Matt.

xxvii. 12 sqq. ; Mark xv. 4, 5). As they spoke among other things of

Gahlee, as a pLace in which Jesus had also stirred up the people (Luke

xxiii. 5 sqq.), Pilate availed himself of the opportunity, and also of

the information that Jesus was a Galilean, to get rid altogether of

this unpleasant and questionable matter, and hand it over to Herod

Antipas the tetrarch, who was then in Jerusalem. Herod, without

entering upon any investigation, was simply glad that he had at length

a good opportunity of seeing the man of whom he had heard so much,

and asked Him all kinds of irrelevant questions, in the hope that he

might induce Him to perform some miracle ; but Jesus left the ques-

tions unanswered. Herod was enraged at this, but had all the less

desire in consequence to meddle with the trial ; and therefore sent

Jesus back to Pilate, having first given vent in some measure to his

rage by heaping insults upon Him (Luke xxiii. 11, 12).

Pilate again assured the Jews that he found the charge of rebel-

lion altogether unfounded (Luke xxiii. 13); and having been thoroughly

alarmed by a dream of his wife's (Matt, xxvii. 19), proposed to scourge

Jesus and let Him go. A special opportunity presented itself for

this, viz., the custom of releasing to the people one prisoner at every

feast. By the side of Jesus he placed a well-known murderer, named

Barabbas. But the populace, urged on by the priests, asked for Barab-

bas, and loudly demanded that Jesus should be crucified. Pilate then

washed his hands (Matt, xxvii. 24), and declared that he was innocent

of the blood of this righteous man. (He might persuade himself of

this, on the ground that if he should set Jesus free, the Jews would

condemn Him to death, on their own authority, for some spiritual

crime.) But the people all exclaimed that they wovald be responsible,

and take the guilt of His blood upon themselves and their children.

Pilate now set Barabbas free, and ordered Jesus to be scourged (John

xix. 1). The soldiers then plaited a crown of thorns, and ])ressed it

upon His head, clothed Him in a purple cloak, put a reed in His hand

for a sceptre, spat upon Him, struck Him, and heaped derision upon

such a King of the Jews. This circumstance also the governor, who

was full of fear, thought that he might be able to turn to some account.

He took Him out ; and in the hope of exciting their pity, and showing

them the folly of accusing the patient sufferer before them of rebel-

lion, said, "Behold the man!" But the Sanhedrists and their ser-

vants cried out, " Crucify Him, crucify Him !'' Pilate replied, with
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anger and scorn, " Take ye Him, and crucify Him : I find no fault

in Him." The Jews, now seeing clearly that nothing could be made
of the political charge, brought forward the i^eligioits accusation that

had originally been taken up in the Sanhedrim, namely, that by call-

ing Himself the Son of God, Jesus had broken one of their laws, the

penalty of which was death. And they now vehemently demanded
of Pilate that he would enforce and execute this valid law of theirs;

though, as we have already shown, this was properly their own prero-

gative. But Pilate Avould not blindly accept their statement. He de-

termined to inquire for himself into this charge also ; and taking Jesus

into the praetorium again, asked Him what was His origin ; that is to

say, whether He really was a Son of God. But it was out of place

and illegal for a heathen to pronounce upon questions connected with

divine revelation ; the Sanhedrim was the only proper forum for such

an inquiry. Jesus, therefore, having neither desire nor reason for

prejudicing the rights of the covenant nation as such, made no reply

to this question of Pilate's ; but reminded him, when he complained of

this silence, that as governor he possessed no further power than that

which was conferred upon him by God through the Emperor (that he

had no authority, therefore, to pronounce any sentence upon the pre-

sent religious charge), and that for that veiy reason he was not so

much in fault as the members of the only competent court, who had

unjustly condemned Him.—Still more convinced than ever of the

innocence of Jesus (seeing that He disdained to avail Himself of any

other means of defence than those of strict justice), Pilate went out

once more, and declared his intention of acquitting Him. The Jew^s

now turned to their last resource, and exclaimed tumultuously, that if

Pilate set Jesus at liberty, he was no friend to Csesar. With a charge

of rebellion thus brought against himself, but all the more enraged

against the Jew^s, Pilate placed Jesus before them, and said in bitter

scorn, " Behold your King !" It was six o'clock in the morning, the

dawn of the day of preparation (tlie 14th Nisan), when the nation of

God was called to look upon its King and Paschal Lamb. But they

cried out again, " Crucify Him ; we have no king but Caesar." Their

King was then delivered up to the soldiers, who led Plim away to be

crucified.

1. First Hearing.—The Synoptists and John are said to contradict

one another in reference to the locality. Matthew makes Jesus be led

into the prgetorium (ver. 27), and Pilate mount the ^rjfia, as in John

xix. 13, and " therefore probably thought of the transaction as taking

place in the fore-court" (Strauss) ; whereas John transfers the hearing
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proper into tlie house, and makes Pilate only come forth between times.

But in the first place, if Strauss regards the mounting of the ^rjjxa

(Matt. ver. li)) before the liberation of Barabbas (vers. 20 sqq.), with

that of John xix. 13, after the liberation of Barabbas (John xviii. oO),

we can only regret it. Further, when he concludes from Matt. ver. 27

that, according to jNIatthew, Pilate was previously standing without, he

is right. The exhibition of Jesus and Barabbas preceded that entrance,

during which, of course, Pilate must have stood without, and accord-

ing to John, did so stand without. But that Matthew imagined the

hearing recorded in ver. 1 1 also took place without, cannot reasonably

be inferred from ver. 27. Matt., Mark, and Lnke give no place for that

principal hearing, and therefore don't contradict John. John relates

with great speciality the first hearing (xviii. 28-38), whilst the Synop-

tists summarily state that Jesus admitted the leading charge, that lie

called Himself a king (so also John ver. 37), and answered the other

charge (John ver. 38) with silence. With Strauss this summary style

of narrative is a contradiction to John's detail. In his opinion, all

must relate summarily or all specifically.

2. Sending to Ilerod, and exhibition of Barabbas.
—

"We have already

answered the question why Jesus was silent in the presence of Ilerod.

Strauss cannot imagine why Matthew, Mark, and particularly John,

should have omitted this, more especially as John mentions the inter-

view with Annas. But the latter had not been noticed by either of

the Evangelists, and.John may therefore have intended to supplement

them ; a reason whicli did not exist in the former case, as Luke had

already mentioned the fact.—But it is very absurd, in any case, to

look for special reasons why one should have omitted this and another

that. How many other circumstances may there have been, which no

one has recorded at all ?—There is something remarkable in the logic

of Strauss in relation to the dream of Pilate s wife. This dream, he

says, is evidently introduced as the result of the interposition of a

higher power. But what could be its end ? Either " to hinder the

death of Jesus,"—in which case the devil must have produced it, to

prevent the reconciliation of the world,—or "to warn Pilate ;" but that

could only have heightened his guilt. Hcec falnda docet : we must

never warn a man against sin ; for if he sins notwithstanding, his guilt

will be increased.—On the intention of the devil to hinder the death

of Jesus, vid. John xiii. 27.—His logic is quite as peculiar in relation

to the leashing of the hands. In Dent. xxi. 6, 7, he says, the custom

occurs of attesting one's innocence by washing the hands. It w^as a

Jewish custom, therefon.'. Ergo, it was specifically Jewish ; that is to

say. It was peculiar to the Jews, and not to be met with anywhere
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besides. Consequently, if Pilate performed this act, he adopted a

foreign custom.* But one would only do this in cases where the fact

to be demonstrated was one of extraordinary importance. But it could

not be a matter of such importance to Pilate to prove his innocence in

connection with the crucifixion of Jesus. Hence he could not have

conformed to this foreign custom ; and, consequently, cannot have

washed his hands.—In this sorites, unfortunately, we must oppose at

the outset that member of it which draws from the passage in Deu-

teronomy the conclusion, that washing the hands as a symbol of inno-

cence was exclusively a Jeioish custom. The vis conclusionis it is

difficult to see ; and so far as the fact itself is concerned, Strauss

appears to have forgotten that even the Romans had labra in front of

their temples, in which they washed their hands on entering as a

symbol of purification (vid. Livy 87, 3 ; Ewald, emblem. Sacr. t. ii.

p. 39 ; cf. Homer, Od. ii. 34). Moreover, Gentiles as well as Jews

were accustomed to speak of a murderous crime as "defiling the hands:"

vid. the first book of Herodian, where a murderer is called dvrjp //,?)

Kadapo<i ra<; %et)3a9 ; Seneca, Here. Fur. Act. 5 :
" Nullum mare,

nulla flumina dextram abluere posse scelere sanguineque contamina-

tam ;" Emnpides, Orest. d<yvb^ <ydp elixt '^elpa^. We also find the two

combined, namely, washing the hands as a sign of purity, or of puri-

fication from the guilt of blood. Thus Tiiclinius, in Sophocles Ajax,

says, e6o<; yv rot? TraXaioh ore (f)6vov avOpoiirov ij dXX.a'i (7(paya<; eTrotovv,

vBuTC dTTovLirreLV Ta<; %eipa9 eiV KaOapatv. Ovid also says (fast. ii.

45), "Ah, nimium faciles, qui tristia crimina cgedis Fluminea tolli posse

putatis aqua ;" and Seneca, "nate manantes prius Manus cruenda csede

et hostili expia." From these, and numerous other passages, it is

evident, as Wolf proved long ago, that the symbol of washing, par-

ticularly of washing the hands, was a very common one throughout

antiquity.—But, granting that Pilate had first learned it from the

Jews (among whom, according to Deut. xxi. 6, 7, it was employed in

judicial cases), is it correct to say that it is " only in matters of extra-

ordinary importance that a man would cast himself upon a foreign

custom'"?—The "cast" was not a very great one; and as Pilate was

extremely annoyed, it really was a matter of extraordinary importance

to him. He did not want to make long speeches to the Jews. And
even if it had really been in Judaea that he saw this symbol for the

first time, why should he not resort to it, to express most forcibly by

an act which the Jews were sure to understand, what he could not

express in words otherwise than he had already done ? Besides, it was

not so much his intention to attest his own innocence, as to place the

guilt of the Jews before their eyes.
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3. Scourging, etc.—In ver. 16, Luke states that before Barabbas

had been brought out to the people, Pilate proposed to scourge Jesus

and then set Him free. The scourging, which actually took place

after the release of Barabbas, is omitted by him, and also by ^latthew

and Mark. The iraiSeveLv referred to by Luke, is evidently as differ-

ent from that mentioned in John xix. 1, as the blow upon the cheek

in the presence of Annas from the ill-treatment before the Sanhedrim.

—The sivth hour (John xix. 14) is not mid-day, as De Wette thinks,

who explains it according to the Jewish mode of reckoning.^ But we

have already seen (p. 210, note; and p. 226, note 2) that we obtain

more satisfactory results, if we suppose that John adopted the Eoman
method of computation. The readers of the Gospel in the capital of

the Roman province of proconsular Asia would be sure to be familiar

with this method. And I can find no difficulties in the way of such a

conclusion ; certainly not in the fact, that this would place the con-

demnation of Jesus at too early an hour, as De Wette supposes. For

when Jesus had been arrested about midnight, the Sanhedrim was sure

to meet as early as possible, in order to guard against any interruption

on the part of the people. This may have taken place at four o'clock

;

and from four till six would furnish ample time for the stormy scenes

described in Matt. xxvi. 59-xxvii. 31.

§97.

THE CRUCIFIXION.

I^Iatt. xxvii. 32-56 ; :Maek xv. 20-41 ; Luke xxiii. 26-49

;

John xix. 17-37.

On the road to the place of execution, which was called Golgotha,

the skull-place, the soldiers laid hold of a man named Simon, a Cyre-

nian by birth, and compelled him to go behind Jesus, and help Him
to bear the cross. A crowd of people followed, including man)-

women. The love which was felt towards Jesus by a considerable

portion of the people here first expressed itself again. The women
bewailed and lamented Him. But Jesus bade them weep not for Him,

' Many orthodox theologians have taken the same view. But the sixth hour

(Luke xxiii. 44), in which the darkness occurred, when Jesus therefore had already-

been hanging for some time upon the cross, cannot possibly have been the same

hour as that in which Jesus was condemned to death by Pilate (John xix. 14).

However quickly the execution may have followed the sentence, it cannot possibly

have followed so quickly, that the latter appeared to John to be pronounced about

noon, whereas at noon Jesus had already been suspended for some time upon the

cross.
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but for themselves, and their own nation, which was bringing down

judgment upon itself
;
pointing them in this way to the proper feelings

Avith which to regard His death—not merely with sentimental pity for

His suffei'ings, but with self-examination, with a consciousness of their

own guilt, and a consequent desire for reconciliation in Him.—When
they arrived at the spot, they offered Christ a bitter draught to deaden

His sensibility ;
^ but He declined to drink it. They then nailed Him

to the cross, and placed Him between two malefactors.^ This was

about nine o'clock in the morning (Mark xxv.). His clothes the

soldiers divided ; and for His under garment they cast lots.^ Above

the cross Pilate had placed this inscription :
" Jesus of Nazareth, the

King of the Jews;" and, notwithstanding the importunity of the

Sanhedrists, who were extremely offended, refused to alter it.^

As they were driving the nails through His hands and feet, Jesus

offered the prayer, " Father, forgive them ; for they know not what

they do." He was then lifted up upon the cross. In the crowd

around the cross, all those who loved Him had naturally gathered

near ; among others. His mother, Mary of Cleopas (j) rod KXcotto), the

mother of James and Joses, Mca^i/ Magdalene, and Salome the mother

of the sons of Zebedee;^ and John also stood by them. When Jesus

saw His mother and the disciple whom He loved standing so near. He
said to Mary, " Behold, this is thy son," and to John, " Behold, this is

thy mother." (From that hour John took Mary to his own home.'')

—

But the great mass of those who stood by, especially the Sanhedrists,

made sport of the crucified Son of God, who could not help Himself.^

The soldiers also mocked Him, bringing some of their wine mixed

with vinegar to the foot of the cross, and offering to give Him some

to quench His thirst if He would come down and drink it.^ One of

the two malefactors even, with his own death and the judgment upon

a wicked life before his eyes, was wicked enough to taunt Him. But

different thoughts arose within the other's heart. He had heard of

the life and works of Jesus ; and as he now beheld His quiet endur-

ance and divine dignity, and contrasted the solemn earnestness of His

dying love with the wicked deeds of mockery and murder, he felt and

believed in that which could not be demonstrated to the minds of the

1 Matt, xxvii. 34 ; Mark xv. 23.

2 John xix. 18 ; Matt, xxvii. 38 ; Mark xv. 27 ; Luke xxiii. 33.

8 John xix. 23, 24, cf. Matt, xxvii. 35 ; Mark xv. 24 ; Luke xxiii. 34.

* John xix. 20 sqq., cf. Matt, xxvii. 37 ; Mark xv. 26; Luke xxiii. 38.

« Luke xxiii. 34. s John xix. 26, 27.

^ Matt, xxvii. 39-43
; Mark xv. 29-32 ; Luke xxiii. 35.

8 Luke xxiii. 36, 37.
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scoffers, the divinity of Chnst. With deep contrition and self-know-

ledge, he reproved his fellow-criminal, that though suffering the same

fate, he did not fear God. " Wc indeed justly," he said ;
" for we

receive the due reward of our deeds ; but this man hath done nothing

amiss." He then turned to Jesus in the deep anguish of his own

sufferings, and believing now what he had already heard of Him, he

prayed with a confidence inspired by death, " Lord, remember me

when Thou comest in Thy glory." But Jesus replied, " To-day thou

shalt be with Me in Paradise."^—From mid-day till three o'clock

there was darkness over the whole land. And Jesus hung in silence

upon the cross. But at three o'clock He was heard to cry with

deepest anguish, "jNIy God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me?"
The bystanders then ridiculed Him, thinking He had called Elias."

Jesus knew that His atoning sufferings were now complete, and

sighing, said, " I thirst." ^ Upon which, one of the crowd, with a scoff

upon his lips,* but with some humanity in his heart, ran and filled a

sponge with the cooling drink belonging to the soldiers, and placing

it upon a hyssop-pole, reached it up to Jesus. When He had tasted

it. He said, "It is finished;"^ and then cried with a loud voice,

" Father, into Thy hands I commend My spirit." Having said this,

He bowed His head, and died.^

At that hour ^ the veil, which guarded the entrance to the mercy-

seat in the Holy of Holies, was rent in two from the top to the bottom

;

the earth trembled; graves opened; and the Old Testament saints

appeared to many in Jerusalem in the days of Christ's resurrection."

When the heathen centurion perceived the earthquake and the depar-

ture of Jesus, immediately after so loud and clear a cry, he exclaimed,

"Truly, this man was a Son of God."^

As the Jews did not wish the bodies to remain hanging upon the

cross after the double Sabbath had begun, they begged Pilate to allow

them to accelerate death by crurisfractio, that they might be able to

bury them. The soldiers then came and broke the legs of the two

thieves. But when they came to Jesus and found Him already dead,

they contented themselves with piercing Him in the side, from w^hich

blood and water flowed out ; so that the soldiers, after such a wound,

were certain of the death of Christ. The fact that the typical com-

1 Luke xxiii. 39^3.
2 Matt, xxvii. 45, 46 ; Mark xv. 33, 34, cf. Luke xxiii. 45.

3 John xix. 28. •• Mark xv. 3G, cf. Matt, xxvii. 48, 49.

« John xix. 30. " Matt, xxvii. 50 ; Mark xv. 37 ;
Luke xxiii. 46.

' Luke xxiii. 45 ; Matt, xxvii. 51 ; Mark xv. 38. » Matt, xxvii. 51 sqq.

» Matt, xxvii. 64 ; Mark xv. 37 ; Luke xxiii. 47.
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mand, not to break a bone of the paschal lamb, was here fulfilled in

Christ, is attested by John, who was an eye-witness of the whole.

1. The road to Golgotha.—According to Strauss's opinion, Matthew
and Mark state that Jesus did not carry His cross at all, whereas John
represents Him as carrying it alone the whole of the way. But the

former is not correct. When Matthew says, " As they came out, they

found a man " (i^ep-^o/jievoL Se evpov), this certainly implies that Jesus

carried the cross to the gate of the city. The same inference may be

drawn from Mark, who says that Simon was returning from the field.

Even according to Matthew and Mark, therefore, it remains perfectly

true that, like all who were condemned to be crucified, Jesus bore His

own cross. John mentions this fact alone, and does not refer to the

circumstance that Simon was compelled to help Him. The Synoptists

all notice this ; and Luke expressly states, that Simon did not carry

the cross alone, but went behind Jesus and assisted Him to carry it.

There is not the slightest discrepancy therefore.

2. The crucifixion.—The historical grounds for the nailing of the

feet, which Paulus calls in question, are so strong, that even Strauss is

obliged to admit them. He contents himself, therefore, with ferreting

out a discrepancy between Luke xxiii. 49, "and all His acquaintance

and the women stood afar off," and Matt, xxvii. 55, " and many women
were there beholding afar off." But Matthew and Mark certainly did

not intend to say that there was not a single male disciple present.

—

There is not much more force in the objection, that, according to the

Synoptists, all the clothes were divided by lot, and according to John,

the ^tVcDi' only. For the former do not state expressly that all the

clothes were so distributed, but simply mention in a general way the

act of casting lots : Siafjuepiaavro to, ifidrLa avrov, /SdWovre^ Kkrjpov
;

which we may either render, in which (process of division) they had

recourse to lots, or understand as meaning, that when they had rent

the upper garment in pieces, they cast lots for each piece. But it is

most natural to suppose that the Synoptists intended to record the

simple fact, that the clothes were divided, and that the lot was em-
ployed.

With reference to the women mentioned in John xix. 25, I see but

little force in Wieselers hypothesis, that the sister of the mother of

Jesus was no other than the mother of the two sons of Zebedee, men-
tioned in Matt, xxvii. 56.^

' His arguments are these :—(!.) If, as Matthew states, the mother of John
was present, why should she have been just the one that John omitted to mention ?

(2.) He has really mentioned her, if we either follow the PesJiito, Pers., jEih. and
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3. Occurrences duiing the crucifixion.—So far as the vinegar is

concerned, Strauss cannot imagine why Matthew should apply the

term ^oXt; to the myrrh, which was mixed with the wine given to

Jesus before the crucifixion (Mark xv. 23) to produce stupefaction.

He tliinks that Matthew must have invented the %o\7; for the purpose

of transferring to Jesus post festiim the prophecy in Ps. Ixix. 22. But

in that very passage it is the word C'Ki which is rendered %oX?;, and

also in Deut. xxix. 18 and Lam. iii. 15.—A distinction is very properly

made between (1) the mp-rh offered in order to stupefy; (2) the tan-

talizing offer of the posca in Luke xxiv. 36 ; and (3) the offer of the

posca immediately before the death of Jesus. But Strauss cannot

resist the temptation to divide the last into three discordant accounts.

According to Matthew, for example, the offer appears to have been

made with a good intention, and only "the rest" are said to have

mocked. According to Mark, the man who offered Jesus the di'ink

also joined in the mocking. But does this warrant the conclusion

that, according to Matthew, " there was a difference in the intention

with which the drink was offered ? " In any case, it must have been

Cod. Colb., and insert "one?," so as to read "his mother's sister," and "Mary the

wife of Cleophas ;" or if we suppose the women to be arranged in pairs, like the

disciples in the catalogue of the Apostles (Luke vi.). (3.) It is altogether im-

probable that two sisters should have borne the same name, Mary, as would be

the case if the ordinary explanation of the passage were correct.—I cannot agree

with Wieseler in the opinion, that this hypothesis is needful to explain the affec-

tionate bearing of the Lord towards His cousins, for His affection can be very

easily explained apart from nepotism. There is still less force in his notion, that

Jesus would hardly have commended His mother to the care of John if the latter

had not been her nephew. Such a reminder of an ordinary obligation would not

have been of sufficient moment for John to record it. In fact, the very circum-

stance of his having mentioned it as a mark of Christ's spontaneous love, a precious

legacy left to him by the Lord, is a proof that the wife of Zebedee caniwt have

been the aunt of Jesus. The account in John i. 35 sqq. is also perfectly irrecon-

cilable with a previous relationship between Jesus and John. This hypothesis is

quite as unwarranted as it is unsuitable. The argument drawn from the Peshito

and one codex has no weight, in opposition to the unanimous testimony of all the

other codices. The proposal to read the names in pairs is forced, and receives no

support from the catalogue of Apostles, where the number of pairs is larger, and

they are obviously so arranged. Here, on the contrary, the thought would never

naturally suggest itself to a reader's mind. And this hypothesis is perfectly unne-

cessary. The reasons which are given as compelling such a conclusion are by no

means cogent. The fact that John omits to mention his own mother, is easily ex-

plained on such an occasion, when another mother is given to him by the Lord.

—

The difficulty, that two sisters could not have had the same name, is easily removed,

for oioe'^(pri may mean sister-in-law ; and Hegesippus and Clemens Alex, actually state

that Cleophas and Joseph were brothers, so that their wives were aStXf «( in the

wider sense.
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a feeling of sympathy which dictated the offer of drink to quench His

thirst. Again, the offer of drink in John xix. 29 is said to have fol-

lowed a totally different cry. But it may very well be imagined that,

between the cry, " Eli, Eli," etc. (Matt. ver. 46), and the offer of

drink (ver. 48), the other cry, "I thirst," may have intervened; and

that the ridicule excited by the first cry may have continued so long,

that when the drink was offered it was still going on. In fact, the cry,

" I thirst," may have followed, with an interval of but a few seconds,

the cry " Eli, Eli !" And even in Matthew's account there is a glim-

mer of the fact, that Jesus must in some way have made known His

thirst. For we cannot understand how the simple cry, " Eli, Eli,"

etc., should have induced a soldier to run in such haste (euOeaxi) to

fetch the posca.—We find here what we meet with in all accounts of

complicated events which have no proper course, but form a conglo-

merate of single circumstances, each of which is interesting in itself

:

as {e.g^ the expressions and movements of any ordinary person dying.

But, according to Strauss, John represents Jesus as exclaiming

" I thirst," merely in order that all things, and in particular Ps. xxii.

25, might be fulfilled ; and as no one " suffering the pains of death

would occupy himself with such typological play," this notice is re-

garded as an invention of the biographer. Therefore eiScb? on iravra

T€Te\€(7Tai, which manifestly forms the ground, not of ver. 28,^ but

of ver. 30, is said to mean, " With the intention that all might be

fulfilled!" and that Jesus realli/ thirsted, is held to be impossible!*

4. The plural " thieves" (Matt, xxvii. 44 ; Mark xv. 32) may be

explained in this way, that Matthew and Mark place the genus of the

malefactors in a perfectly general way by the side of that of the

" chief priests" and " those that passed by ;" their simple intention

being to describe the different classes of persons from whose scoffs

Christ had to suffer. It is not at variance, therefore, with the special

account given by Luke.—To the question, whether the thief could

have used the expression, "when Thou comest in Thy kingdom"? we

reply, undoubtedly he could, if he had heard anything of Christ and

His teaching (Matt. xxiv.). He had just been apprehended in Jeru-

^ We must consider ver. 28 (latter clause) and ver. 29 as parenthetical and

suspending the sense :
" As Jesus knew that all was fulfilled ( He exclaimed,

I thirst. When Jesus therefore had received the vinegar—) He said, It is finished."

The Bt'bus, etc., could not be inserted between ore ovu 'iy^xfis and slve, because the

Evangelist wished to express that the one followed immediately after the other.

2 Strauss tries to show that all the occurrences on the cross are inventions de-

signed to make Christ's sufferings correspond to the 22d Psalm and Isaiah liii. His

dogmatics compel him to do this ; but it is only a dogmatic necessity, as the history

is in itself consistent and harmonious.
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salem, and might easily have heard eitlier the discourse itself or some

account of it, which had Iain dormant, and probably ridiculed in his

mind, until suffering and the anguish of death, combined with the

aspect of Christ, led him to turn to this despised salvation.

A psychological explanation is equally possible of the words, " Eli,

Eli, lama sahachthani." It is true indeed, that if we abide by the abstract

notions of nature and person, and seek our explanation in a separation

of the two natures in Christ, or of two persons in the Trinity, we can-

not fail to discover that such a thoroughly abstract explanation of the

most concrete and vital occurrence in the history of the world is in the

highest degree unsuitable. In reality, there was unquestionably here

an inward trembling of God within Himself. His essence is love.

The love of God, inasmuch as God is in His very nature undisturbed,

eternal, is the conscious -Railing and contemplation of His own being.

Here the being of God evokes eternally within itself the three eternal

persons. Love supposes the most complete distinction, that of another

person (for all things differ in qualities ; but two persoyis differ without

a qualitative difference, not primarily through their mode or place of

existence, but through the mere fact of existence ; and it is from this

first difference that all qualitative diversity springs, so that the latter

consists not of properties, as is the case with things, but of personal

character). But this most intense difference is abolished by love, and

that completely, since the divine persons are not merely eqxial, but one,

not 6/j,otoc but €v and eh 0eo9.—The same love, which leads in God in

a blessed way to the primary, calm antithesis of distinct personality,

manifests itself as compassionate, and even suffering love, in relation to

the other, secondaiy antithesis, which has its foundation not in God,

nor in His will and essence, but in the freedom of choice possessed

by the created person, man,—to the antithesis, that is, of good and evil.

God, appearing in time, and in a temporal form, as true man, is now
7radr)T6<;. His suffering consists in His experience of that which is

absolutely opposed to His will, viz., sin. His will to endure this abso-

lute pain proceeds from the essence of divine love, which (in direct

contrast to the negation of love, viz., selfishness or sin) assumes the

form of love to that which is most estranged—love to sinners. Now
it is clear that this second form of love, love to those whose very

aspect and essence are altogether at variance with the essence of love,

excludes the enjoyment of the first, viz., the enjoyment of a blessed

love to that which is in perfect conformity. A moment must come,

when Christ should put forth this second form of love (love's highest

manifestation,—a love which, from very love, gives itself up to hatred,

and first proves by so doing what thorough love it is);—a moment.
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we repeat, must come, when Christ should manifest His suffering love

in absolute grief on account of sin, which He neither loved nor desired.

At that moment, when it was His will only to feel this grief on account

of what was absolutely opposed to His will, He could not, withdrawing

Plimself from His sufferings, merge Himself in the Father and in His

essence, which was in absolute harmony with His own will, and be

perfectly blessed in Him. But from the very nature of eternal love,

and therefore of the Father Himself, it followed that when this love

manifested itself in a temporal form, from very love it necessarily tore

itself away from the enjoyment of eternal love, that by so unparalleled

a deed it might first truly appear as absolute love, springing up in

time, and in humanity, a fountain of eternal love.—This is the meaning

of that word of words.

5. The spear-thrust.—/Strauss adduces much medical learning here.

According to a conversation with " a distinguished anatomist," whose

name he does not mention, it is quite certain, (1) that an hour after

death no blood will flow from an incision, and (2) that in the corpse

itself serum and blood do not separate, " as in a vessel after bleeding."

We might feel disposed, therefore, to come to the same conclusion as

Weisse, that John is relating a miracle. This conclusion he maintains

on two grounds. The first argument is, that the significant clause

(ver. 35), " And he that saw it beareth witness," etc., cannot possibly

have been designed, merely to convince the reader of the certainty of

Christ's death. It is true the soldier made the incision for the pur-

pose of seeing whether Jesus was dead, and if not, of putting Him to

death. But John did not describe the whole occurrence for the pur-

pose of convincing his readers that Jesus really died. For no one

doubted that then. Nor can it have been directed against Docetism
;

for they who could regard the whole life of Jesus, His sweat in Geth-

semane, His bleeding on the cross, etc., as mere appearance, would

easily persuade themselves that the flowing out of blood and water

was also in appearance only. So far Weisse s argument is perfectly

correct. But when he draws the further conclusion, that the design

of ver. 35 can be no other than to point to the flowing of the blood

and water as a perfectly incredible iniracle, which needs to be supported

by well-established testimony, this is quite at variance with the general

manner of the Gospels, in which we find no such asseverations, even

in such cases as the raising of Lazarus,— Weisse therefore adds a

second argument. He regards 1 John v. 6 as containing an evident

allusion to this passage, and supposes that in the effects produced

John saw a miraculous connection with the two sacraments, and

therefore so strongly asserted their reality.—But (1) the passage in
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the Epistle may be explained quite as well on the supposition that it

alludes to the sacraments alone, as to the passage before us and the

sacraments. (2) To regard the effects of the incision with the spear

as typifying the sacraments, would be a specimen of fanciful mysti-

cism altogether at variance with the usual character of the writings

of John. If John had really wished to give peculiar prominence to

such a thought, he would have accomplished his purpose much more

fully by the exhortation, " He that readcth, let him give heed," than

by a declaration that the occurrence really took place.

The assurance in ver. 35 evidently refers, not to the single mci-

dent that blood and water flowed from Jesus' side, but to the whole

account in vers. 32-34. This is obvious from ver. 36. The purpose

of John is to adduce the evidence of his own eyesight, that the two

prophecies contained in the precept, that not a bone of the paschal

lamb should be broken, and the prediction that the Messiah would be

pierced by His enemies, had been actually fulfilled ; and not merely

that when the wound was inflicted there flowed out blood and water.

This is mentioned as being the circumstance which convinced the sol-

dier that Jesus was already dead.^

" It was no miracle, therefore ; it took place naturally ; was an

ordinary phenomenon ; and yet Strauss assures us, on the testimony

of this nameless anatomist, that such a thing was impossible" {Baur,

p. 165).—We shall neither follow Bartholinus (de lat. Chr. apert.),

who speaks of the water which there is in the thorax ; nor Beda,

Weiga, and others, who refer to the water in the pericardium. The

former explanation is destitute of physiological truth, and the latter

has been overthrown by Wedelius (exerc. dec. 3, exer. 1, p. 4) :
" Non

ex pericardio fiuxit solum; non enim fiuxerit hide, nisi aqua, quce pau-

cula inest." Wedelius himself fully agrees with Strauss's anatomist in

both the leading points, when, taking for granted that it was a miracle,

he proceeds to say, " non e cavitate thoracis .... quasi illuc colligi

dehuissent humores vitales, ubi nonnisi extraordinarie in statu rnorhoso

Jit quoedam congestio." Still further, he regards the secretion of serum

and blood as contra natures ordinem ; and says, cessat in demortuis

impetus seuimpidsus (the circulation which causes the blood to flow).

—

We are amazed, however, that any importance should be attached to

the argument, that in a corpse the serum and blood would not separate :

as if the separation could not have taken place before the death of

Jesus. We are equally astonished that both Wedelius and Strauss

1 At the same time, it is certainly possible, that as early as the end of the first

century the reality of the death of Jesus may have been called in question
;
and

therefore, that John uiay have had a practical end in view when noticing the fact.
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should bring forward the objection, that it is only when the body is

diseased that the separation occurs : as if the body of one who was

dying on the cross could possibly be in a healthy condition. Strauss

also mentions dropsy as the only disease in which water is separated,

and nervous fever and suffocation as the only cases in which the blood

remains in a fluid state. Let us see whether this is true.

(1.) Suggillation and extravasation frequently occur, when a violent

extension of the muscles has taken place. Vid. Siebenhaar, encyklop.

Hdb. Art. Blutunterlaufung : "Extraordinary tension of the body,

stretching of the muscles, and dislocation, frequently produce a rupture

of the smaller vessels, and cause the blood to pass into the cellular

tissue."

(2.) In cases in which suggillation and extravasation have been

produced by violence, it is by no means rare for the blood to remain

fluid, and even thin, after death has occurred. Vid. Siebenhaar ut

sup. : " If you open a suggillated place even in a corpse, you constantly

find the blood in the cellular tissue (in some instances, in a liquid

state)." Extravasation of liquid blood was found by Stoll in the

pericardium : in this case, it is true, it was after a fever ; but it proves,

at any rate, that extravasations sometimes remain fluid in the pericar-

dium after death. According to Siebenhaar, the lungs of persons

hanged are often filled with blood in a very fluid state ; but no stress

can be laid upon this, since it admits of a very, easy explanation as a

consequence of strangulation, whereas it would not be so conceivable

in the case of persons crucified ; though even with reference to per-

sons hanged, physicians are by no means certain that suffocation is

the cause of death.—The statement, however, that the blood may
remain in the body in a liquid state, is placed beyond all doubt by

the fact, that according to Schumacher's and Christison's investiga-

tions, " several hours after death" suggillations could be produced by

mechanical pressure or blows. In general, Siebenhaar admits, that

injuries inflicted upon a corpse may produce a "passive flow of blood

from the larger vessels," but not such as would be signs of any vital

reaction.

(3.) Lastly, Siebenhaar says, with regard to suggillations in gene-

ral, "The suggillated place will change its colour in the course of

time, as the blood becomes decomposed
;
part being absorbed, and part

resolved as a dead foreign body according to chemical and physiolo-

gical laws."

From the analogy, then, of the evidence adduced by Siebenhaar

and others, we may maintain the following as indisputable proposi-

tions : 1. As extravasations are formed iu the case of a violent exten-
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sion of the muscles, they would pre-eminently occur in the case of

persons crucified. 2. As a separation of the blood, partly chemical

and partly organic, is possible during life in extravasations and sug-

gillations, it was also possible in the case of persons crucified ; and

we cannot tell but that the unnatural situation, the injuries received,

and the peculiar condition into which the body would be brought,

may not have caused a very large secretion of watery fluids. 3. As
everything sustains the possibility of the blood remaining in a pas-

sively fluid state some hours after death, particularly in suggillations,

it cannot be denied that it may have been equally possible in the case

of persons crucified.

The spear might pierce through several vessels. It might open

suggillated places, where the serum and blood were separated, and

from which the former alone flowed out ; and, on penetrating farther,

might open parts in which the blood was fluid still.—There is no ne-

cessity, therefore, to resort to any harsh explanation of John xix. 35.'

§98.

BURIAL OF JESUS.

!NL\TT. XXVII. 57-66 ; :Mark xv. 42-47 ; Luke xxiii. 50-55

;

John xix. 38-42.

In the evening, Joseph of Arimathea, a rich councillor, who had

been a secret disciple of Jesus, and had also openly opposed His con-

demnation in the Sanhedrim, came to Pilate and asked for the body

of Jesus. Pilate was astonished that death had taken place so soon
;

but having ascertained for certain that this was the case, he granted

Joseph's request. Joseph then proceeded to bury the Lord ; but

as the time for commencing the celebration of the weekly Sabbath,^

^ [A different view from that given in the text, in reference to the blood and

water, has been propounded by Dr Stroud, in a work entitled Physical Cause of

the Death of Christ, London 1847. Stroud's view is, that Christ died of a broken

heart; in which case blood would escape into the pericardium, and there be separated

into red-clot and watery serum : whence it would escape through the wound made

by the spear. The reader will find an exposition of this view in Dr Hanna's Last

Day of our Lord's Passion, Edinburgh 1862 ; with medical testimonies in support

of it appended.

—

Ed.]

2 The posterity of the first Adam had now brought the development of its sin

to the point of absolute bankruptcy. It had laid its Saviour beneath the ground.

The Sabbath was absolutely broken and desecrated. Instead of man resting in

God, the Son of God rested in death. Ruin was inevitable, had not the great act

of the new creation ensued—the rising of the first fruit, of the Kulvn xr/a/j, froci

death and the grave, by which the "first day of the week" was sanctified as the
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which coincided with the first day of the Passover, was drawing near,

he resolved to make use of his own newly constructed sepulchre, which

was close at hand. Nicodemus also came to the burial ; and brought,

as an expression of his great love to the Lord, a hundred pounds'

weight of a mixture of myrrh and aloes, with which they embalmed

the body of Jesus. Mary Magdalene and the other Galilean women
went to see where Jesus was buried, as they also purposed to show

their love by the purchase of myrrh and spices ; and, after sitting for

some time before the grave pensive and observant, they went away
to carry out their intention. On the Sabbath the Sanhedrists remem-
bered the words which Jesus had more than once addressed to His

disciples (Matt. xvi. 21, xvii. 22, etc.), and which had also reached

their eai-s, that Pie would rise again in three days. They therefore

petitioned Pilate for a watch, and for the stone to be sealed, lest the

disciples should steal the body, and say that He had risen. As such

an event would have frustrated all their attempts to destroy the work
and party of Jesus, and have rendered His death entirely vain, Pilate

could not refuse to grant their request.

1. The fact, that Pilate was astonished that Jesus should have

died so soon (Mark xv. 44), no more warrants the conclusion that per-

sons crucified were always three days in dying than the passage in

Petronius (Sat. 111). No one can deny that the inflammation of the

wounds, fever, and the loss of blood, which would vary in different

individuals, might cause death to take place in a few hours. More-

over, in the case of Christ, the intensity of His inward sufferings may
justly be regarded as certain to accelerate the consumption of the vital

energy and the spontaneous exhaustion of life. This is something

very different, however, from the assumption, attributed to us by

Strauss, of an external miracle, in which God put a sudden termi-

nation to the life of Jesus.—If a longer period of suffering was the

more usual, Pilate would be sm'e to express astonishment, especially

first day of a new ason—a new creative era.—The commemoration, every seven

days, of this Sabbath which God has restored, rests, "precisely in the same manner
as the commemoration in the Old Testament of the first Sabbath of the creation,

upon the week of seven days and the Fourth Commandment—upon that com-
mandment which enjoins, that after every six days devoted to earthly toil, a day
shall be devoted to the heavenly call. It was a subordinate and unessential ques-

tion, whether the series should be reckoned from the Sabbath of the first creation,

or from the restored Sabbath of the new creation, the day of Christ's resurrection.

Both would be within the meaning of the Fourth Commandment. Yet the trans-

ference of the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday was not arbitrary, but founded,

as we have already shown, upon a creative act of God.
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as the possibility of a feigned death, and of a plan to take the cru-

cified person down alive, would be so likely to suggest itself to his

mind.

2. In the account of the emhalmituj, the Gospels are said to teem

with discrepancies. In the first place, the hundred pounds of aloes

and m}Trh were excessive ; though even Strauss is willing to content

himself with the explanation, that this large quantity was " a natural

expression of the esteem felt for Jesus."—Then Luke xxiii. 55, 56,

is said to be at variance with !Mark xvi. 1. Mark says, that the

women bought the spices Biaryevofievou rov aa/S/Sdrov ; and as he then

notices the precise time of their visit to the grave {irpon t^? /ttta<?

a-ajS^dTcov), the former expression cannot be set aside as being mei'ely

a general one, referring to ep'xpvrai and not to rjryopaaav. The fact

remains, that according to Mark, they bought the spices on Saturday

evening.—Luke, on the other hand (according to Strauss), says, that

after their return from the sepulchre (on Friday evening), they pre-

pared the spices, and tlwi rested on the Sabbath. But, unfortunately,

I can find no " then" in my New Testament. Instead of this, I find

simply fiev {koL to fiev adfi/SaTov), which necessitates the following

rendering :
" They retm'ned, and provided spices and myrrh : they

rested, indeed, on the Sabbath, according to the commandment ; but

on the first day of the week, very early, they came to the sepulchre

with the spices which thay had prepared." 'TiroaTpe-yjraaac does not

fix the time of -qTOLjiaaav, but is simply the ordinary participial con-

struction linking together two consecutive acts. There is nothing in

the construction to show that the sequence was immediate. Luke
then proceeds, not to describe the exact order in which everything

was done (a notary would feel it necessary to do this), but to state,

that even if they had already prepared spices for embalming Jesus,

they did not allow this to lead them to break the Sabbath. This is

all that he says. Whether they had time to purchase the spices on

Friday evening, or did not purchase them till Saturday evening, he

does not state. He merely says that they did not allow this occupa-

tion to prevent them from keeping the Sabbath. He then shows that

their love and zeal were so great, that although they kept the Sabbath,

as soon as they possibly could do so, namely, very early on the Sunday

morning, they came to the sepulchre with their spices prepared. But

this does not show, whether they prepared the spices on Friday, or not

till Saturday evening,—There is no discrepancy whatever, therefore.

Luke does not put down the events, like a notary, in their exact order

;

but first notices the intention, then anticipates a possible objection,

and after that describes the execution.
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But even supposing (what we by no means admit) that Luke did

state that an irotfid^eiv took phice on the Friday evening, it would

still be conceivable, that the shoi't time which intervened between the

burial of Jesus and six o'clock (it can hardly have been more than an

hour) was not sufficient for procuring all the spices, and that the pre-

parations were not completed till Saturday evening. One writer might

very well state, in that case, that " immediately after their return they

prepared spices," giving prominence to their zeal and haste ; and another,

with equal correctness, that " on the Saturday evening they purchased

spices, and on the Sunday morning proceeded to embalm the body of

Jesus with them," the purchase having been completed on the Satur-

day evening ; and the latter writer wishing to lay stress upon the fact,

that as soon as the spices were ready, they proceeded to the embalming.

But Strauss won't even grant this possibility. He says, that according

to John the burial had already taken place rite ;^ to what purpose, then,

a second embalming ? He further says, what an enormous quantity of

spices was used, if the hundred pounds contributed by Nicodemus did

not suffice ; and, therefore, the women brought more on the evening

before the Sabbath, and even this was too little !—As if, when flowers

were to be strewn on the grave of a dear departed friend, any one would

now ask the question, how many were required, so that there might

be just enough ? If a friend sent, unexpectedly, a bunch of flowers,

would the mourner, glad to save his money, say, Now there are suf-

ficient flowers, I do not need to buy any more *? Such are Strauss's

ideas of Christ's disciples

!

"

3. The grave, according to Strauss, is represented by John, not as

being the property of Joseph, but as being selected simply because the

garden was close at hand ; whereas the Synoptists state that the grave

was chosen because it belonged to Joseph.—But at the very outset

we would call attention to the difficulty caused by a statement without

further explanation, to the effect that Jesus was laid in a sepulchre

simply because it was near. Would not the question suggest itself to

the mind of every readei', whether it would have been possible to take

possession in such a way as this of the best sepulchre in the neigh-

bourhood, for the purpose of burying a man just taken from the cross'?

The mere fact, therefore, that John gives no explanation, but whites

as if all that he said would naturally be understood, is a sufficient

indication that in this, as in so many other instances, he takes for

^ So he explains >cu.&ag Uog lart^ etc., John xix. 40. But John's object is not to

distinguish the entombment as an ordinary regular one from an extraordinary, but

to explain that the winding of the body in linen clothes with spices was according

to the Jewish mode of embalming (in opposition to Egyptian and other modes).
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granted that the other Evangelists arc ah-eady known, and contents

himself with supplementing their account.

But can the statement, that Jesus was buried in this sepulchre

because it was near, be regarded as supplementing the synoptical

account, that Joseph gave up his own sepulchre for the purpose?

The two accounts are perfectly reconcilable. In the first instance,

the rich councillor, who was well-disposed towards Jesus, and wished

to do something to compensate for the fearful injustice perpetrated

by his colleagues, simply intended to show respect to the crucified

Rabbi by an honourable burial (in the ordinary burial-place). He
liad obtained permission ; but so much time had been spent, and it

was now so late, so near to six o'clock, that there did not seem to be

sufficient time left to carry the body to the valley of Hinnom or that

of Kedron. He then thought of his own newly constructed tomb
;

and did not take long to reflect, but cheerfully resolved to bury Jesus

in his own councillor's tomb. This circumstance is added by John,

and is in perfect harmony with the synoptical account.

CHAPTER X.

THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION OF JESUS.

§99.

THE RESURRECTION MORNING.

Matt. XXVIII. 1-15; Mark xvi. 1-11; Luke xxiv. 1-12; John
XX. 1-18.

The day after the Sabbath, very early in the morning, before it was

light, Mary Magdalene went to the sepulchre. When she reached

it, she found the stone which had closed the mouth moved away.

For an angel had descended from heaven, and had rolled away the

stone ; the guards having fallen to the ground in terror, and after-

wards fled into the city. Seeing the grave open and empty, Mary
hurried back to the city to Peter, and told him what she had seen. In

the meantime Mary (of James), Joanna, Salome, and the other women,

set out by the morning twilight to embalm the Lord, their only concern

being, who should roll away the heavy stone. But, behold, the grave

was open; and, on looking in, they saw a young man in shining

raiment sitting there, who said, " Feiu* not, I know that ye seek Jesus
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the crucified. He is not here ; He is risen, as He said. See here

the place where He lay : and go tell His disciples ; behold, He will

go before you to Galilee ; there ye shall see Him." Full of joy and

terror, they went away ; but had not confidence enough to tell any one

of their incredible adventure, which seemed to them like a miraculous

dream. Peter and John had set out in the meantime, and Mary
Magdalene followed them. As they approached the grave, from love

and curiosity, John began to run more quickly ; then stooping forward

into the grave, he saw the linen clothes and napkin, and remained

fixed upon the spot in amazement and uncertainty. When Peter

came up, he went quite into the sepulchre, and noticed the orderly

manner in which the linen clothes and napkin were arranged. John

then went in, and took notice of this also. The disciples now returned

home. But Mary Magdalene continued standing there m front of

the grave, and, in the depth of grief that her Master had not been

allowed to rest even in the grave, she began to weep. But in stooping

forward into the tomb, she saw two angels in white clothes, one at the

head and one at the foot, where the body of Jesus had lain. The
angels said to her, "Woman, why weepest thoul" She replied,

" They have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have

laid Him." Upon this she turned away, that she might weep on un-

disturbed. But as she did so, again there stood before her a Man,

who asked her, " Why weepest thou ? For whom art thou lookingV
Vexed at being disturbed again, she looked upon the ground, and

thinking it was the gardener, she said hastily, " Sir, if thou hast taken

Hini away, tell me where thou hast laid Him." Jesus said to her,

" Mary!" She then turned, looked at Him, and exclaimed, " Rabboni!"

Jesus said to her, " Hold Me not ; I have not yet ascended. But tell

My brethren that I ascend to My Father, who is also your Father,

to My God, who is your God also." Mary returned, and told it to

the brethren. But when the disciples heard Mary relate all this, and

even heard it confirmed by the other women, they would not believe

it.—In the meantime, some of the guards had gone to the high priests,

and told them how an angel had descended, and they had fallen down,

and on coming to their senses had found the grave empty. The high

priests then consulted with the elders, and instructed the soldiers to say

that they had fallen asleep, and the disciples in the meantime had

stolen the body. They promised to set the matter right with Pilate,

and gave them money to s^sread the report.

1. Assuming that the history happened as here related, let us in-

quire whether we can conceive and explain the manner in which each
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of the Evangelists has related it. It is, of course, perfectly natural,

and not at all a matter of surprise, that every one of the numerous

incidents in this rather complicated account has not been recorded by

all the Evangelists. The first visit of Mary Magdalene, for example,

and the visit of Peter and John, did not lead to any particular result.

No Evangelist could, of course, entirely overlook the occurrences of the

morning ; but in comparison with the appearance of Jesus to the twelve

disci})les in the evening, when they were all assembled together, and

when they were really convinced, these accounts of the women, by

which the disciples were not persuaded, could only be regarded as a

])relude and preparation.

Matthew gives the following very simple account :—In his own

peculiar way, he classes together the visit of ^lary Magdalene and

that of the other women ; but expressly mentions Clary's name. Along

with her he merely notices " the other Mary ;" so that the first impres-

sion necessarily produced by his words would be, that these two went

out alone. But is his account "therefore erroneous"^—No doubt, in

a court of law, when inquiry is made as to the number of accomplices

in a crime, no one ought to be omitted. But Matthew, who was

neither a prosecutor nor a notary, might think that there would be no

special interest or importance attached to an enumeration of all the

persons present. In all his accounts he invariably fixes his attention

upon the main point, and, passing cursoi'ily over the subordinate in-

cidents, adduces this ])oint briefly and without elaboration as a single

fact, helping to establish the great purpose of his work ; and so here,

having mentioned the names of two women, he did not think it neces-

sary to mention all. Enough that his readers knew that there were

women at the grave, and that this and that occurred to them ; two

well-known and credible persons were named, and this yielded all the

confirmation required.—He then proceeds to mention the objective

fact of the resurrection, and relates very briefly, 1. wdiat the angel

said to the women, 2. what Christ Himself said. To the fact, that

Mary Magdalene went out by herself, not once only, but twice, and

that the Lord spoke to her the second time, he makes no allusion.

But, just as he states quite generally that the angel addressed the

women, when Mary was not present, so here (ver. 9) he says, that

" Christ appeared to them ; thei/ embraced His knees ; the}/ related all
;"

though Mary of James, Salome, and Joanna, were not there at the

time. The words, and the fact of the resurrection itself, were the only

things of importance in his estimation, and not the way in which each

person had first been made acquainted with the fact.

Mark pictures how the Avomen went " very early " to the sejiulchre,

2'J
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" at the rising of the sun ;" how anxious they were about the stone
;

and how they found the grave open, went in, saw the angels, and were
astonislied. He then relates the words of the angel ; then how they
went home, and none of them had courage enough to be the first to

tell so incredible a tale.—From this it seems, as if Mark thought that

Mary Magdalene was with the others. For, like Matthew, he classes

what happened to her alone along with the adventures of the rest.

But whilst Matthew gives no hint of a distinction, ]\Iark gives a very
plain one. In connection with the appearance of the angel, he still

associates Mary with the rest, and makes no allusion to her going to

the grave alone. But he does not say (as Matthew does, vers. 9, 10)
that Christ appeared to " the women ;" on the contrary, he says, " they
fled, neither said they anything to any man. . . . And Jesus appeared
first to Mary Magdalene; and she went and told."

Luke speaks in a general way of the Galilean women, and gives

not only a general account, but even a shorter one than Matthew.
In ver. 10 he repeats the names once more, and mentions Mary Mag-
dalene among them ; but, like Matthew, he says nothing about her
having gone out by herself. He merely states afterwards, that Peter
and John went to the grave on account of what had been reported by
" the women," without saying what the report was, or which of the

women had brought it.

Thus the whole may be explained from the simple circumstance,

that the occurrences connected with the special visit of Mary did not

appear to the Synoptists of sufficient importance, in relation to their

purpose, to be singled out from the rest. They therefore related first

of all what happened to the other women. Matthew and Mark also

notice briefly the fact, that even in the morning Jesus appeared. And
as it was Mary Magdalene who was honoured with this appearance,

her name could not be passed over, and was therefore placed by the

side of the others.

But is such a combination probable ?—It occm's every day, and
precisely in those cases when one relates anything in an unbiassed

manner to unbiassed persons. For example : A friend of mine is at the

point of death. I am just returning from a journey. On my way, I
am met in succession by different friends : one tells me of his illness,

two others inform me of his death, and a fourth gives me a ring which
he has bequeathed to me. I hasten to the house, and find there a

most mournful scene. On my return, I write to an acquaintance, and,

with the scene at the house most vivid in my mind, I write briefly of

the rest, that on my way home I met four friends, who told me of his

death, and handed me the ring. Of what importance would it be to
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the reader of the letter to know whether the friends all came togetlier,

or one after another ; which came first, and which brought me the ring ,

at what point I met the first, and when I saw the last?—In the same

way, it mattered little to the readers of the synoptical Gospels to know
whether the women all went together to the grave, or whether one

went before the rest ; whether they all saw the Lord, or only one of

them : it was quite enough to know that the Lord had risen.

It was John alone, whose loving heart could not let fall the

smallest of his Saviour's words, who felt ccmstrained, with the child-

like spirit of personal affection, to note down every incident connected

with this morning's history. What happened to the other women
there was no necessity for him to repeat ; but of what occurred to

Mary ISIagdalene, and also of what happened to himself and Peter, he

recorded the minutest particulars.

2. Thus all the apparent difficulties are resolved from one uni\'ersal,

psychological point of view. Hitherto apologists have generally started

with the assumption, that each particular Evangelist, even if he did

not record every particular, wrote with such exactness that every one

of the incidents mentioned must have happened precisely in the manner

described. For example, when Matthew says (ver. 9), " Jesus ap-

peared to them," they never thought of it as a possible thing, that

Matthew may have classed together in one brief resume all that hap-

pened to ^lary Magdalene, and all that occurred to the other women,

and having once made use of an indefinite plural, may have continued

to employ it in connection with things in which Mary alone was con-

cerned. On the contrary, they concluded that another appearance

must have taken place besides the one to Mary Magdalene. They

had not the courage to assume that the Evangelist wrote with as much

freedom as we suppose. Single verses, and even single words, there-

fore, were brought forward to be twisted, compressed, and forced into

agreement with one another. When Mark says, for example, ovSevl

ovSkv eiTTov, this is explained as meaning, " they went along in silence,

until they began to speak ;" and this is a specimen of all the rest.

But from our point of view all discreiiancies fall away of them-

selves, and there is no necessity to trouble ourselves with each parti-

cular one.—One portion of the discrepancies stands or falls with the

main question, whether the Synoptists did or did not mix up the in-

cidents in which Mary ^Magdalene alone was concerned, with those

which hapj)ened to the other women. If they did, the objective occur-

rence described in John xx. 1 sqq. was by no means identical with

tiie appearance of the angel to the women (Matt, xxviii. 1-8, etc.),

and there is no room for the objections founded upon discrepancies in
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the two accounts.—The difference in the synoptical account of the

angelic appearances may be explained in this way. They all link

together the appearances to Maiy and that to the other women ; but

Matthew and Mark select that which occurred to the larger number,

and therefore mention only one angel. Luke, on the other hand,

relates what happened to Maiy Magdalene, to whom two angels

appeared. In the same way, Luke gives the 6p6pov, as being the

time in which the Jirst visit to the sepulchre took place ; Matthew
gives the sunrise, the time at which the larger number set out. Thus
two objections fall to the ground. In the same way we may remove

the difficulty caused by the fact, that, according to Matthew, the angel

sat hefore the tomb, and addressed the women when sitting there
;

whilst, according to Mark and Luke, he was seated in the tomb. Here,

as everywhere else, Matthew is not concerned to picture the circum-

stances minutely. He describes what happened, according to the

confession of the guard : an angel came down from the sky, threw

the stone on one side, sat down upon it, and waited there as though

keeping watch till the risen Saviour had come out of the grave (this

was not seen by the guards, who were lying on the ground as if dead).

He then proceeds to state that the angel addressed the women in the

words contained in vers. 5, 6. Whether he was still seated upon the

stone, or had now entered the sepulchre, appeared to Matthew a matter

of indifference; and he has actually connected the words of the angel so

closely with the previous account, that to those who have not carefully

studied Matthew and the other Gospels, it certainly does appear as if

the angel was still seated in front of the grave.—According to Luke
(ver. 12), again, it looks just as if Peter and John did not set out till

all the women had returned (therefore after Mary Magdalene had

seen the Lord) ; whereas, according to John, they went immediately

after the return of Mary from her first visit to the sepulchre, before

the Lord had appeared to her. And Strauss, while admitting that it

must be the same fact which is referred to in both instances, makes all

the more of the discrepancy with regard to the time. But the whole

may be easily explained, when we consider that Luke, having once

combined into one account the visit of Mary and that of the other

women, could not state which particular report it was that led the

disciples to go to the sepulchre. In any case, Luke has not men-
tioned any appearance of Christ in vers. 1-11, and therefore, even

according to his account, Peter and John went out before an appear-

ance had taken place.

Another discrepancy pointed out is, that according to Mark, the

women " do not say anything to any man," whereas Matthew states,
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tliat " they ran to bring His disciples word." We have already seen

tliat ^Matthew continues, throughout, to associate Mary Magdalene

with the other women. He says, with regard to the women as a

whole, " the angel commanded them ;" again he says, " Christ appeared

to them ;^^ and again, '-' tliey brought word." Mark, on the other

hand, who has also combined the two as far as rer. 8, makes a dis-

tinction after that. Having mentioned the command given by the

angel, he states expressly, that the woman did not tell anything, but

that ISIary Magdalene, to whom the Lord had appeai*ed (as he here

states by the way, without entering into particulars), went and told

the disciples.—How perfectly natural this is ! The women had heard

the command, and knew very well what they had seen. But when

they returned to the city, and entered the abode of the disciples, and

saw anguish on account of their Master's death still depicted on their

faces, what they had just seen appeared so like a dream in contrast

with the actual reality, that not one of them had the heart to make a

commencement. Disobedient, indeed, they had no wish to be ; but

they put off from one moment to another what they found it so hard

to tell, and what harmonized so little with the lamentations that were

heard all round. In the meantime, the woman who had actually

clasped the feet of the Lord came in. She was not silent : to her

mind, what she had seen was anything but a dream (John xx. 18).

When a beginning had thus been made, no doubt the other women
were able also to report what they had seen ; for we are not to under-

stand from Mark that they would have kept silence for ever, but simply

that they had not the courage to make any disclosure. When once

Mary ^lagdalene had returned with her account, they were doubtless

ready (as stated in Luke xxiv. 10) to add their confirmation.

3. Of internal difficulties, very few remain. The " constant run-

ning to and fro of the women and the disciples, the appearance, dis-

appearance, and reappearance of the angels, and the purposeless

repetition of the appearances of Jesus," of which Strauss speaks,

reduce themselves to a very simple account : first, Mary Magdalene

goes out ; then, while she is returning to fetch Peter and John, the

other women go out and see one angel ; they return, and ^laiy Magda-

lene then goes again, and also the two disciples ; she sees two angels ;

and after that, the Lord Himself appears to her.^

The only question that remains is, why the angel who opened the

sepulchre should have been invisible when Mary Magdalene first came,

1 This also does away with the question, why Jesus should repeat the commaml

already given by the angel, to go into Galilee. Jesus gives the command to Mary

Magdalene; the angel had given it to the other women.
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should then have appeared to the other women, and then again have

been invisible to the two disciples, and finally have appeared to Mary

Magdalene accompanied by another angel. To answer this question

is no doubt an impossibility to those who either do not believe in

angels at all, or explain their appearance as a "guard of honour"

formed of " heavenly attendants "—in other words, a ^^pageant"—or

regard the appearance and disappearance of an angel as an extremely

laborious undertaking, which could only be resorted to in cases of the

greatest necessity. For our part, however, we regard appearance and

disappearance as dependent entirely upon the will of the angels

themselves, and therefore as very easy. And we also observe, that

the angels do not appear for their own sakes, but simply and obviously

for the sake of men. Christ Himself could have left the sepulchre

without moving away the stone (cf. John xx. 19) ; or the Son of

God, when awakened from the sleep of death, could have rolled away

the stone by the power of His own will ; but in either case, the guards

might have attributed the result to a natural earthquake. In order,

therefore, that they might know and bear witness to the Sanhedrim,

who opened the sepulchre, an angel came down in sight of them all.

—

Mary Magdalene then came to the sepulchre. For the present, it was

the will of the Lord that she should not see anything. She is first

of all to fetch other disciples as witnesses.—In the meantime the other

women arrive. They are not to see Christ Himself ; it is all the more

important, therefore, that they should learn in another away the reason

why the tomb is empty, that they may prepare the disciples, and con-

firm the testimony which Mary Magdalene alone will be able to bear.

When they enter the sepulchre, an angel appears to them there, and

speaks to them.—They return ; and now Peter and John arrive. But

these disciples are not yet to see anything. Their faith is to be tried,^

to be drawn out slowly, first by the simple aspect of the carefully

arranged odovia, and then by the account of Mary Magdalene (ver.

18). To them no angel appears.— Shortly afterwards Mary Magda-

1 "ETTiarivasv (John, ver. 8) naturally applies to the object of lluu^ the orderly-

arrangement of the linen clothes, though De Wette so confidently asserts the con-

trary. How could John, who had hitherto pictured Mary and the two disciples

as being in the deepest trouble and perplexity, describe so great a change as their

sudden conviction that " Christ must have risen from the dead," so frigidly and

dryly, by the simple word iirianvaiv ? And if these disciples were so convinced,

how could Mary, who followed them, have remained so deeply sunk in grief, as she

is described as being in vers. 11 sqq. ? And if this had been the case, would not

John have pointed out the contrast, and said, " but Mary did not believe "? The

words evidently mean nothing more than this :
" Then went in the other disciple,

and saw and was convinced."
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lenc sees two ano;els, who ask her why she is wecpinrr. In tliis way

her thoughts are first aroused, and tlius step by step she is drawn from

the depths of her grief.

4. The conduct of the high priests with reference to tlie watcli is

said to be full of impossibilities. But on the supposition that the

events related in ^Matt. xxviii. 2-5 took place as described, I really

do not see how the high priests could well act otherwise. Let us

look, however, at Strauss's shrewd objections : 1. "If this really took

place, why do not the Apostles refer to it (in their Epistles) as the

most convincing proof of the resurrection?" Just because they stood

in need of no sucli proof. The resurrection of Christ was, for the most

part, unquestioned : when doubts were started, the Apostles appealed

most naturally to what they themselves had seen, not to what the

Sanhedrim had heard from a few soldiers. The Corinthians, no

doubt, regarded Paul and the other Apostles as honourable men, and

trusted to their word. 2, "Why did not the Apostles appeal to tins

when they stood before the Sanhedrim ? " Here, again, there could

have been no necessity for such an appeal, so long as the Sanhedrim

did not venture to deny their assertion that Christ was risen (Acts

iv. 10). But the Sanhedrim made no such denial—"they could say

nothing against it" (ver. 14). Nor do we find from Acts ii. and v

that any one denied the resurrection. We turn the tables, therefore,

and say, " Because the Sanhedrim was ready to do anything except to

deny the reality of the resurrection, the account in Matt, xxviii. 1

1

sqq. must be true. 3. "The fact that the women expected to be

able to embalm Jesus, is an evident proof that they knew nothing

about a watch." This is quite correct. On the Sunday morning in

question, the women cannot have known anything about the watch.

But it docs not follow from this, that the whole Church of Christ must

for ever remain in ignorance of the fact. 4. " It is improbable that

the soldiers would consent to tell such a lie, seeing that they could

expect nothing but punishment, and could not po-ssibly know of what

avail the mediation of the Sanhedrim would be." But they could

easily be silent for half an hour, till their impunity was insured.

5. " The high priests would not be likely to believe the soldiers, but

would conclude that they had really slept." But what if one soldier

told one member of the Sanhedrim, and another the same story to

another, and their alarm was plainly depicted upon their faces ? ISIore-

over, there was the guilty conscience of the high priests. In any case,

we have a. positive historical proof i\\ixt the members of the Sanhedrim

did believe it, in the simple fact that otherwise they would have

charged the disciples of Jesus with breaking the official seal, and have
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followed up the prosecution with all their might ; and there is not the

slightest trace of anything of the kind. 6. "Is it likely that the

whole Sanhedrim, at a regular meeting, should unite in giving their

official sanction to a lie?" Is it likely that the whole Sanhedrim, at

a regular meeting, should unite in a judicial murder (Matt. xxvi.

57 sqq.) ? Besides, there is nothing about a regular meeting of the

Sanhedrim. According to Matt, xxviih 12, the high priests consulted

privately with the elders. Men like Nicodemus, we may be sure, were

not summoned. The marvel is, what pious and conscientious men the

members of the Sanhedrim become in the hands of Dr Strauss. The
whole of Christendom, that multitude of quiet, humble men, may have

devised and adhered tenaciously to a barefaced lie ; but the murderers

of Jesus were incapable of persuading these soldiers to propagate a

trifling untruth, which their own conduct had rendered necessary

!

§100.

sunday evening ; and the sunday following.

Mark xvi. 12-18 ; Luke xxiv. 13-49 ; John xx. 19-29.

In the afternoon two disciples were walking to Emmaus, and

talking by the way of what had taken place. Jesus joined them ; but

their eyes were holden, so that they did not recognise Him. To the

question, what made them sad, one of them, named Cleopas, replied

by. asking whether He had heard nothing about Jesus, whose death

had overthrown all their hopes of the redemption of Israel. Some
women, indeed, had said something about an appearance of angels,

and that Jesus was alive ; some disciples, too, had gone to the

sepulchre, but they had not seen Him. Jesus then began to explain

to them out of the prophets, that it was necessary for the Messiah to

suffer and to rise again. Full of joyful hope, their hearts now burned

within them ; and full of love to the unknown companion, when they

reached Emmaus, and He was about to go forward, they invited Him
in, and urged Him to stay, as it was getting dark. Jesus entered and

sat down to their meal ; and as He was breaking the bread, and

giving thanks, they saw that it was the Lord Himself. But He
vanished out of their sight. Upon this, they set off immediately,

and ran back to Jerusalem ; and finding ten of the disciples assembled

with a few other believers, told them what had occurred. The latter

anticipated them, however, by exclaiming, " The Lord is risen indeed,

and has appeared to Simon." While they were thus met with mingled

feelings of joy, doubt (Mark, ver. 13), and expectation, and with the
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doors closed for fear of the Jews, Jesus suddenly stood in the midst

of them, and said, "Peace be with you." As they stood round

alarmed, yet with feelings of delight, and unable to trust their eyes,

Jesus told them to look at the marks of the nails in His hands and

feet, and convince themselves that it was really lie. They could

hardly believe it for joy. But He asked them whether they had any-

tliing to eat ; and when they brought some fish and honey. He ate with

them. He then said, " As the Father hath sent Me, the Son, so send

I you." And He breathed upon them, as if to impart His spirit, the

Holy Spirit, and gave them authority, in the strength of this com-

munication of the Spirit, to remit and retain sins.—Thomas was not

with them at the time. And when the others related what liad

occun-ed, he refused to believe until he had put his hands into the

mark of the wounds. The disciples waited in Jerusalem till the feast

was over, before obeying the command given to the women, that they

were to go into Galilee. The Sunday after the feast (the day fol-

lowing the Sabbath with which the feast terminated) they were as-

sembled together once more, and Thomas with them,—and this time

also with closed doors. Jesus again suddenly appeared in the midst

of them with the same salutation. He then said to Thomas, " Reach

hither thy finger, and behold My hands ; and place thy hand in My
side ; and be not incredulous, but believing." Thomas exclaimed with

adoration, " My Lord and my God." But Jesus said to him, " Now
thou hast seen, thou believest : blessed are they that see not, and yet

believe."

1. Again a variety of difficulties and objections are pointed out.

In the first place, it is said to be incomprehensible why the angel and

Christ Himself should command the women to go to Galilee, where

they would see the Lord, when He was about to appear the very same

evening. But the command given to the women did not apply to the

eleven alone : the words, " there ye shall see Me," applied to the \vomen

along with all the brethren of Christ. To the eleven undoubtedly

Christ did appear first of all in Jerusalem. But to the whole body of

believers He appeared first in Galilee ; so that the announcement,

that He would appear to them all in Galilee, did not preclude earlier

appearances to particular individuals. It was not the intention of

Jesus and the angel to give the women a programme of the order in

which all the appearances to be anticipated would occur (in that case

He would certainly not have omitted those at Jerusalem), but simply

a command not to remain in Jerusalem, which they might easily have

been led to think they ought to do, as Christ first showed Himself to
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them there, but to return quietly to their home when the feast was

over, as they had done before ; for Jesus Himself would go before

them into Galilee. The command, therefore, most naturally referred

to the time when the feast was over. It was intended to guard them

against the delusion, that they ought to remain in Jerusalem, from an

idea that Christ would continue in the neighbourhood of the city, and

there set up His kingdom by means of earthly power. The objection,

that, according to Matthew and Mark, the disciples are commanded to

go to Galilee, and yet, according to Matthew, Luke, and John, they met

in Jerusalem in the evening, and according to John, met there again a

week afterwards, falls at once to the ground. For it would be under-

stood as a matter of course, that they should remain in Jerusalem, and

keep the whole feast according to the law ; and there was nothing in

the words of the angel to interfere with their doing so.

2. There is no difficulty in the separate incidents. A discrepancy

has been pointed out, it is true, in the fact that Mark says, the reason

why the disciples from Emmaus did not recognise Jesus was because

i(f)avepco67] ev erepa fiopcpfj, whereas the reason given by Luke is, that

" their eyes were holden." It is evident, however, that Mark is not

describing the cause of their not recognising Him, but the non-recogni-

tioji Itself. " Jesus appeared to them in an unusual form," is a brief

way of stating, that although He was the same person, He appeared

to them to be some one else. Whether the immediate cause lay in

Jesus or in themselves, he does not intend to explain, summing up as

he does the entire account in a single verse.

On the nature of the glorified body of Christ, Strauss has written

a really revolting paragraph, the particular thoughts of which, if we
can call them thoughts at all, we need not attempt to dissect. We
shall confine ourselves simply to the positive task of exhibiting the scrip-

tural doctrine of glorified corporeality. By sin, the dominion of the

soul over the body was shaken, and the latter was exposed to gradual

dissolution from the influences of the macrocosmical nature. The
function of life henceforth w^as bound down to an arithmetical line,

in the ultimate development of which there occurs a mimis-^omt—

a

point in which the power of restitution is inferior to that of consump-

tion,—and that point is death. But what does the Scripture teach

with regard to the glorified body of Christ"? In the first place, we
read, that the risen Saviour appeared suddenly, without having come

in the ordinary way (John xx. 14 and 19 ; Luke xxiv. 36) ; and from

this we might be tempted to conclude, that His glorified body was

nothing more than a passing visibility of the soul ; that the soul pos-

sessed the power to clothe itself with matter whenever and wherever it
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pleased, and then again to lay it aside. But this does away at onco

with the continuous subsistence of the glorified body. According to

this idea, Christ would be ordinarily without a material body, and

would merely invest Himself with a material body whenever He re-

turned.—But this idea (which is in perfect harmony with ubiquity)

is overthrown by Luke xxiv. 39 ; for were it correct, Christ would be

ordinarily without flesh and bone, and ought therefore to have said,

" A spirit cannot assume flesh and bone."^ Moreover, in the Scrip-

tures the risen body of Christ is regarded as identical with the body

that was buried. The latter did not remain in the grave and waste

away, while the soul invested itself with a new and immaterial body

;

but the grave was empty, and the body that was buried changed into

the glorified body (cf. 1 Cor. xv. 51, 52). And this change consists,

according to 1 Cor. xv, 53 and 2 Cor. v. 2 and 4, not in putting off,

or in separation from matter, but in clothing over [ivSvaaaOai, iirevBu-

aaaOai) the naturally perishable matter ("this corruptible," 1 Cor.

XV. 53) with new and more exalted power, with incorruption and im-

mortality. Hence the glorified body of Christ was really a material

organism, "flesh and bone," possessing its own perpetual, organic,

bodily life. It could be felt (Matt, xxviii. 9 ; John xx. 27), and could,

assimilate material food (Luke xxiv. 43 ; John xxi. 5 sqq.). Whilst,

therefore, a spectral appearance ])resupposes a subjective susceptibility,

and could not otherwise be seen, the glorified body of Christ, instead

of requiring a spiritual rapport as the condition of visibility, became

visible to the eye of Mary, of the disciples from Emmaus, and of the

other disciples, as an objective body, before their subjective inw^ard

vision was awakened, or they were able to recognise Him (John xx.

14, 15 ; Luke xxiv. 16 ; John xxi. 4 and 7).

This biblical doctrine, therefore, is in perfect harmony with the

general notion of a body. Every (living) body is an interaction of

soul and matter. The material part is unquestionably the variable

element in the body. In the course of years it is entirely renewed.

The psychical, moulding power, that which rules and subjugates the

material part—in other words, the soul itself—remains essentially the

' In 1 Cor. XV. 44, the term yruivf/.xTiKov does not denote the material of tlie

glorified body, any more than -^vxiy-ov the material of the body not yet glorified.

From ver. 45 it is evident that the thought of the Apostle is rather the following

:

The result of the creation of Adam -was the existence of a psychical life, which was

afterwards to shape and develop itself into a spiritual life ; the result of the per-

fection of Christ is the perfect spiritual life. In other words, therefore, the un-

glorified body (such as Adam possessed before the fall, and Christ before His ex-

altation) is one adapted to this state of developmeut ; the glorified body, one fully

adapted to the state of perfection.
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same, maintaining the sameness of the spiritual stamp, of form, and

features, amid all the chemical changes to which the material part

may be exposed. But although it is this power alone which is essen-

tial and permanent in connection with the body, it is still not the body.

The body itself is the matter {qua organized) which is controlled and

brought into a state of organization by this power. The body is matter

wrung from the macrocosm of nature, which, by the very fact of

having a soul within it, has become a microcosm, a unity, and there-

fore a superior nature, and which, by being thus maintained in a

higher unity (animari), is preserved from falling back into the condi-

tion of mere matter, and is perpetuated as a fountain constantly

moving (not mechanically, but organically) within itself. But the

body, while thus opposed to the macrocosmical nature as an indepen-

dent unity, still bears a certain relation to it ; for it is from it that it

is continually completed and renewed. Now the difference between

a glorified and an unglorified body is this, that in the unglorified the

dominion secured by this power over matter is only partial and relative,

so that the body-moulding power not only requires matter in general,

but the co-operation of the macrocosmic nature in the assimilation

of matter {e.g., food, drink, and various elementary influences), and

therefore is dependent upon nature for the formation of the body

;

whereas in the glorified body, the moulding power is able to rule with

absolute sovereignty the matter which it requires, to transform it at

will, and to guard it against all the external influences of nature. In

the one case, therefore, the microcosmic corporeality is dependent upon

the macrocosmic (and, consequently, there is but an imperfect subjec-

tion of the former to the soul). In the other, the macrocosmic nature

is dependent upon the microcosmic corporeality, and the latter is

completely subject to the soul. With such absolute supremacy over

the macrocosmic matter, the soul moves itself and its body wherever

it will, without being obliged to pass through media with a propor-

tionate loss of power. The body needs no food, but has the power to

assimilate it. There is no contradiction, therefore, in its partaking

of food, and passing through a fastened door.

§101.

TWO APPEAEANCES IN GALILEE.

John xxi.; Matt, xxvin. 10-20; 1 Cor. xv. 6.

As soon as the feast of Passover was ended, the disciples re-

turned to their Galilean home, there to await the promised appearance
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of Christ to them all (Matt, xxviii. 7). On one occasion, Peter,

Thomas, Nathanacl, James, John, and two other disciples had spent

the night in a vain attempt at fishing. Towards morning, they looked

from the ship to the nearest point of the shore, and saw Jesus standing

there, but did not recognise Him. Jesus called to them, and asked

whether they had anything to eat; and, on their replying in the

negative, told them to throw the net on the other side of the ship.

They did so, and could not haul it in for the quantity of fish. John

then remembered the previous incident of the same kind of which he

had been an eye-witness, and said to Peter, " It is the Lord." As soon

as the thought was suggested to Peter, in the ardour of his love he

threw himself into the sea, and swam to the shore. The other disciples

came slowdy up with the ship, and the net still hanging from its side

;

and having drawai the latter to shore without its being broken, though

there were 153 large fish within it, at the command of Jesus they

prepared a meal. They had all by this time recognised the Lord.

After the meal, Jesus asked the one who had boasted that if all denied

Him he never would, whether he loved Him^ more than the rest.

Peter said, " Lord, Thou knowest that 1 love Thee." Jesus then told

Peter, whom He had once designated a fisher of men, and whom after

his denial He now again accepted as His disciple, to feed His lambs.

And as Peter had denied Him three times, Jesus asked the question

three times, and three times reinstated him in the pastoral office.

Jesus also foretold that the time would come when he would once

more be placed in that position in which he would have to choose

between confession and denial. Hitherto he had taken the way his

own will prompted ; but he would one day stretch out his hands, and

another would gird and lead him, in a way not pleasant to the flesh.

Thus He predicted his crucifixion, and added, "Follow thou Me."

Peter then inquired anxiously what would be the fate of John. But

the Lord bade him consider above all his own salvation. " Supposing

that (iav) I would that he should remain until I come,^ what would

that matter to thee? Follow thou Me!"—After this, the disciples

(along with five hundred believers) assembled on a particular moun-

tain, on a day fixed by Jesus when He was by the lake. There He
1 John survived the coming of Jesus. The jnrlgment of the world might jiuftly

liave followed immediately upon the judgment on Jerusalem. But in vieraj the

Lord substituted His coming to John in the Apocalypse for His return in the sight

of all the world
;
promising to the Church and to the world a longer respite of

1260 days (half of 3C5 weeks), and then, after tlie 3^ days' victory of Antichrist,

His final return.—It is possible, however, and to my mind })robable, that the

coming of Chrisl )s here simj)ly placed in contrast with a violent death (" He shall

remain till 1 come to call him away"). Vid. § 123.
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appeared to them; and they fell down and worshipped Him. But
some still doubted, and would not trust their own eyes. Jesus then

came nearer to them, and said, " All power is given to Me in heaven

and on earth. Go ye and teach all nations, and baptize them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, and

teach them to observe all that I have commanded you." And He
gave them power to work miracles (Mark xvi. 18), and said, " Behold,

I am with you always, even to the end of the world."

1. The question, whether the occurrence described in Matt, xxviii.

16 sqq., where Matthew mentions "the eleven" alone, is the same

as that referred to by Paul in 1 Cor. xv., when Jesus appears to five

liundred disciples, we must answer in the affirmative. That Matthew
omits to mention the 500, is easily understood when we consider his

style of writing. In this, as in every other case, he merely brings out

the point of chief importance. His purpose is to show how Jesus,

having been rejected by Israel according to the flesh, manifested

Himself after His resurrection as the founder of a spiritual ^aaCKela

comprehending all nations, and therefore as both Son of David and

King. Keeping this point alone in view, he passes over the two

appearances to the twelve in Jerusalem, which do not bear upon it

;

and simply refers, as we have seen, in a brief and summary manner

to the appearance to the women, because this was .indispensable, first,

as establishing the fact that »Tesus had risen and not remained in the

grave, and secondly, as explaining how it was that the disciples went

into Galilee. And here again he mentions merely the eleven, because

they were peculiarly concerned in the establishment of the kingdom.

At the same time, even in Matthew himself, indications are not

wanting that there were others present beside the eleven. Apart from

the expression, " but some doubted," which we could hardly imagine

possible of any of the eleven after the intervening occurrences de-

scribed by John, Mark, and Luke;^ Matthew records the promise to

the women, " Ye (quite generally, all the brethren of Christ and the

women besides) shall see Him;" and it cannot have been his intention

to make it appear that this promise remained unfulfilled, or was ful-

filled in the case of the eleven only.—We may even find a very

distinct intimation that Jesus had appeared in other ways between

vers. 9, 10, and vers. 16, 17. In ver. 16 he says, the disciples as-

sembled upon a mountain, " where Jesus had appointed them." But

' At the same time, it will be understood that the expression ioiarxaxv docs not

refer to any doubt as to the fact of Christ's resurrection, but simply to a doubt

whether it was really Christ Himself that they saw.
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in vers. 7 and there are no such special directions; there is siniplv

a command to return into GaHlee, and not to remain in Jerusalem.

Now, from the very nature of the case, it is evident, and must have

been so to the readers of Matthew, even without any special explana-

tion, that the disciples scattered about in Galilee could neither an-ive

of their own accord at the conclusion, that on a particular day, and in

a particular place, they were all to meet together, and there, without

any special instruction or revelation, to look for Christ to appear, nor

yet betake themselves at once to any such place, and there continue

waiting for days, and perhaps for weeks. It is very evident, therefore,

from Matthew himself, that Jesus (from whom, according to ver. 16,

they had received the command) must have appeared to them since

their return to Galilee.

Now in John xxi. such an appearance is actually described, and

said to have been the third appearance of Jesus to the disciples. The
one mentioned in chap. xx. 19 is evidently regarded as the first, and

that in ver. 26 as the second. The third, therefore, at the Lake of

Tiberias must necessarily have occurred before the one described in

Matt, xxviii. 16 sqq. And it must have been there, by the side of the

lake, that Jesus directed the disciples to assemble, with all the believers,

at a particular spot on a certain day, when the promise given in Matt,

xxviii. 7 and 9 would be fulfilled.

Thus admirably do the different accounts fit into one another.

What are we to say, then, to Strauss' s assertion, that the appearance

mentioned in !Matt. xxviii. 16 sqq. must necessarily have occurred

before that described in John xxi., because the disciples assembled on

the mountain in accordance with the command given in Matt, xxviii.

9, and not in obedience to one given at a later period ? But where

do we find any command in IMatt. xxviii. 9 that the disciples were to

assemble on a particular mountain ? The relation between the inci-

dents described by the EvangeHsts, and the two passages, Luke xxiv. 44

sqq. and Mark xvi. 15 sqq., we shall examine in the following section.

§102.

the ascension.

Mark xvi. 19, 20; Luke xxiv. 50-53; Acts i. 4-12.

Once more, on the occasion of another appearance (according to

1 Cor. XV., to James), the Lord had given His disciples instructions

to go to Jerusalem {(rvva\i^6/u,€vo<;, Acts i. 4). There He aj^pearcd

to them for the last time
;
promised them that they should soon re-
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ceive a message from the Father, namely, the baptism of the Spirit

])romised by John the Baptist; and told them on that account to

remain in Jerusalem, for the preaching of the Gospel must begin

there, and thence be spread abroad. Jesus then led the disciples over

the Mount of Olives to Bethany. On the way the disciples asked

Him whether He would now shortly set up His kingdom, the Messianic

kingdom of Israel promised by the prophets. But Jesus replied, that

it was not for them to know the time when the Father would display

His power. For the present, they would receive the Holy Ghost, that

they might preach the Gospel. He then stretched out His hands

above them and blessed them. And as He blessed them. He was

taken up before their eyes to heaven, until they lost Him in a cloud.

They then fell down and worshipped, keeping their eyes still directed

upwards ; when, behold, two men in white raiment stood near them,

and said, '•' Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye here, looking up towards

heaven? This Jesus, who has now ascended, will come again as

visibly as ye have seen Him depart." They then returned to Jeru-

salem, praising God ; and waited there for the Holy Ghost.

1. We have already seen (§ 19, 20) that one leading thought

runs throughout the Gospel of Luke and his Acts of the Apostles,

viz., the spread of Christianity from the Jews to the Gentiles. That

Luke, when he wrote the Gospel, intended to add a second part, is

evident from the general expression, 'TreTrkTjpocpoprjfxevcov ev vfitv Trpcuy-

fidrcov (Luke i. 1). Hence it was in perfect accordance with his

plan," that he closed the Gospel with the ascension, and only commu-
nicated in relation to it what was objectively of importance, namely,

that Jesus commanded His disciples to preach the Gospel to all

nations, beginning at Jerusalem. As Luke adopts throughout the

Gospel a material arrangement, classing together, with the expression

eiTre Be, ijevero 8e, things kindred in topic but distant in time (cf.

Luke V. 33, and above, p. 257), without troubling himself about chrono-

logical sequence ; so here (chap. xxiv. 44), with the phrase elire Se he

attaches to the appearance of Jesus on the evening of Easter Sunday,

a resum4 of all the things that Jesus said to His disciples after His

resurrection (on several different occasions). Just as in Acts i. 3,

he sums up the life of Christ after His resurrection in these words

:

" To whom also He showed Himself alive after His passion by many
infallible proofs, being seen of them forty days, and speaking of the

things pertaining to the kingdom of God ;

" so here he writes, " Then
opened He their understanding, that they might understand the

Scriptures, and said unto them. Thus it is written, and thus it behoved
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Christ to suffer," etc. Now when Luke proceeds after tliis with the

words, "And He led tlieni out," etc., who can imagine for a moment
that he intended to represent the ascension to heaven as following

immediately upon what he has described in ver. 43 ? When the two

disciples reached Emmaus it was getting dark; then they returned to

Jerusalem, and told the others what had occurred ; and then Jesus

appeared again. Could there possibly have been time after this for

Jesus to explain the Scriptures to the disciples, and lead them out to

Bethany? Certainly not; and whoever reads Luke with his eyes

open, will never imagine for a moment that Luke thought of the

ascension as taking place that evening. He evidently simply sums

up here, in the briefest possible way, the substance of the words of

the risen Saviour, along with the fact of His ascension ; because he

intends to give a fuller account of the latter in the second part.

In Acts i. 1 sqq., he refers to the fact that he has already traced the

history down to the day of Christ's ascension. He then adds that,

after His resurrection, Jesus proved to the disciples that He had risen

(ver. 3). The length of time—"forty days"—is introduced here by

tlie way ; being required to show the interval between the ascension

and the feast of Pentecost. But there is no emphasis laid upon it (as

though Luke intended to correct himself), the emi)liasis rests upon

the description of the disciples' state of mind. In Luke xxiv. only so

much is said about the ascension as is necessary to conclude the life

of Jesus. But in Acts i. we have all that is required to explain the

history of the Apostles. Hence the repeated allusion to the pouring

out of the Holy Spirit (vers. 4, 5, and 8) ; the conversation in vers. G

sqq., so important as showing the disciples' ideas at that time ; and

the mention of the different localities, Jiida'a, Samaria, and the ends

of the earth (apparently indicating a previously prepared plan for the

prosecution of their work ; as indeed Jerusalem, Samaria, and Antioch

are the three principal stations referred to in the Acts). What are

Ave to think now, after all this, of Strauss's stout assertion, tliat Luke
supposed the ascension to have occurred on that first, Easter Sunday

;

and therefore that he contradicts himself in Acts i. 3 ? " To remove

the discrepancy," he says, " we must insert forty days between vers. 43

and 44." Nervous people may possibly be alarmed by such an idea

:

forty long days between two short verses ! But there is no more

ground for speaking about days lying between verses in this place

than in any other. The real explanation, as we have said, is this : in

vers. 44-49 we have not a description of one single scene, but a gene-

ral summary of the instruction giv<:n by Chri.-^t after His resurrection.

—

But even Strauss himself cannot let it rest in this way, that the same

30
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author perpetrated so gross a discrepancy as to place the ascension

first on Easter Sunday, and then forty days later. How does he

explain it, then ? Luke, he thinks, may have obtained more correct

information on many points in the interim between finishing the Gos-

pel and commencing the Acts. But, supposing this was the case, what

should Luke have done? Clearly, if he was an honourable man,

he would have acknowledged his former error, and corrected it. At
any rate, by some kind of antithesis he would have guarded against

the perplexing suspicion, that he contradicted himself. But we find

no trace of anything of the kind. In vers. 1, 2, he refers expressly to

his former account. He says that he has there traced the history of

Jesus down to the day on which Jesus gave commandments to the

Apostles and then ascended to heaven. He writes, therefore, as if,

even according to his first account, the ascension took place on a par-

ticular day. He then, without any special remark, mentions quite

casually that Jesus was seen by His disciples for forty days. This

certainly does not look like a correction, but rather indicates an evi-

dent consciousness of having written nothing different from before.

In Mark the matter is, if possible, still more striking. In two

verses he describes how Jesus, after having spoken to His disciples,

was taken up to heaven, and sat down at the right hand of God, and

the disciples went out preaching the Gospel in the power of the Lord,

and with signs following. One would hardly think it possible ; but

Strauss says it, and puts it in print, that Mark supposed the ascension

to have taken place at that meal, in the house, and in that very room ;

" for dvaK€ifievoL<i k.t.\. and o fj,ev KvpLo<i are immediately connected,

and it is only in a forced way that either an interval or a change of

place can be introduced."^ But the whole account hangs equally

closely together ; and if Mark meant that it was there that the ascen-

sion took place, he must also have meant that it was there that Jesus

sat down at the right hand of God, and there that the disciples went

forth preaching everywhere.—It is evident that in vers. 15-18, Mark

^ Weisse (ii. 378) attempts to prove from passages of the N. T., and from

Barnabas, that in the earliest ages of the Christian Church the ascension of Jesus

was commonly supposed to have taken place immediately after the resurrection.

The passages quoted are, Mark xiv. 62 ; 1 Pet. ii. 21 ; and Heb. i. 3, which con-

tains nothing but the statement, that after Jesus had suffered, He was exalted to

the right hand of God. Barnabas (c. 15, p. 48) says, that the Sunday was kept as

that day of the week on which Christ arose, and on which, after He had manifested

((petvipudilg) His resurrection. He ascended to heaven. But if this passage proves

anything, it is merely that the forty days in Acts i. 8 were regarded as a round

number, and the ascension was supposed to have occurred on the 43d day, which

was a Sunday.
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sums up all that Christ said to His disciples on different occasions

after His resurrection.

2. Internal discrepancies in these last words are pointed out in no

small number. In the first place, Jesus cannot have given His dis-

ciples instructions to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles; for their

conduct in connection with Cornelius (Acts x. xi.) proves that they

knew nothing of any such command. But this is not the case. The

question with the Apostles was not, whether Gentiles were to be

received into the Church at all ; but whether this was to be allowed

without circumcision. For their general opinions with reference to

the Gentiles, see Acts viii. 26 sqq., xi. 20 sqq.

Another difficulty pointed out is, that according to John xx. 22,

the disciples received the Ploly Ghost from Jesus Himself ; whereas,

according to Luke's account, they did not receive it till after His

ascension.—Now, assuming that the Holy Spirit was really com-

municated on the day of Pentecost in the manner described in Acts

ii., two questions arise : first, Avhether this baptism with the Spirit

precludes a previous communication such as Jolm describes ; and

secondly, whether John could relate this first provisional communica-

tion, making no distinction between it and the subsequent one, without

making it appear as though he was simply transposing the latter to an

earlier period ? Both questions are evidently to be answered in the

affirmative. Even according to John himself, this breathing on the

disciples cannot have had the same significance as the outpouring de-

scribed in Acts ii. For, in the first place, according to his own account,

the eleven were not all present on the occasion ; on the contrary, even

after this, we find one disciple still so weak as to question the resurrec-

tion of Jesus ; and with regard to all the disciples, we find no marked

change in their conduct after Jesus had breathed on them (cf. chap,

xxi., especially vers. 20 sqq.). And even if we are not at liberty to

render the word X«/3eTe (John xx. 22), " ye shall receive," the fact

still remains, that even as described by John, this act of Christ had

not the force of an actual and complete equipment for the apostolic

office (otherwise, how could one of the Apostles have been omitted ?),

but Avas undoubtedly symbolical in its nature. Jesus had told them

(ver. 21), that, as the Father had sent Him, so sent He them; and

had thereby confinued and renewed their call to be Apostles. As He
had already on one occasion promised them the guidance of the Spirit

(Matt. X. 19), so now once more He assured them that His Spirit

would be with them, as the Fathers Spirit was with Him ; and con-

firmed the assurance by this symbolical act. The continuity of the

working of the Father in Christ, and of Christ in His people, required
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to be thus sealed. It is also not to be doubted that the Holy Spirit,

-which had already drawn the disciples to Christ and to the Father,

continued still to work in them with increasing power, promoting

their own life of faith ; but this by no means precluded the necessity

for a further, charismatical endowment for their office, and for the

work which they were called to perform upon others ; the necessity,

that is to say, for the Spirit of Christ, which they possessed, to com-

mence its own peculiar work as the third person of the Godhead, in

the establishment of the Church.

The second question is thus also to be answered in the affirmative.

If the event described in Acts ii. really occurred, its peculiarity, viz.,

the communication of miraculous powers to the disciples, and the

assurance and courage with which their faith was inspired, was sure

to be so well known throughout the whole Church (cf. Acts ii. 9 sqq.

and 41, viii. 16, etc.), that no reader of John could possibly fancy

that the event related in Acts ii. was the same as that referred to in

John XX. 22, and that John transposed it to a different time.

3. Before passing on to the ascension itself, we just notice briefly,

how perfectly the account of the resurrection given in the Gospels

agrees with the data contained in 1 Cor. xv. In opposition to those

who denied the resurrection, Paul there appeals to the many witnesses

thereof who were living still. Passing over Mary Magdalene, he

mentions first Peter (cf. Luke xxiv. 35) ; then, he says, Christ was

seen by the twelve (John xx. 19 and 26, xxi. sqq.: it is evident that

Paul's intention is not to enumerate the different appearances, but the

individuals and classes of persons to whom the Lord appeared in suc-

cession) ; then to as many as jive hundred at once (Matt, xxviii. 16

sqq.) ; then to James (this appearance is not mentioned in the Gospels,

but serves to explain the otherwise enigmatical crvvaXi^ofievo'i in Acts

i. 3) ; and again to the tioelve, on the occasion of His ascension. The

appearances were as follow, therefore :

—

1. Mary Magdalene, in Jerusalem. Easter Sunday.

2. Peter, id. id.

3. Disciples from Emmaus, id. id.

4. Ten disciples, id. . id.

5. Eleven disciples, id. The following Sunday.

6. Seven disciples, Galilee. No date assigned,.

7. Five hundred, id. id.

8. James, id. id.

9. Eleven, Jerusalem. Forty days after.

4. The ascension itself is utterly repudiated by Strauss. With

perfect sincerity he says, " We, who admit no resurrection (whose
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faith i.s vain, therefore, and who are yet in their sins, 1 Cor. xv. 17),

cannot beheve in an ascension to heaven." Here, then, the inward

ground of all scepticism is revealed by Strauss. Yet he makes it

appear as though it was necessary and desirable to find arguments

with which to cover over this unvarnished denial. These he seeks in

the armoury of his own dogmatics, in the silence of Matthew and John,

and the discrepancies in the different accounts of the ascension itself.

Let us look, first of all, at the doctrinal reasons. " A tangible

body is not suited for a super-terrestrial abode." Earthly and cor-

poreal are confounded here. Does Strauss suppose that all corporeality

ceases with the limits of our atmosphere? Christ passed not into an

ideal heaven, but into a place in the visible icorld, to a super-terrestrial

but not super-corporeal place—a place which is described as the throne

of God.—Strauss now comes forward with his second objection, that

*' God has no seat ; and he who would come to God would but wander

out of his way by soaring to the upper strata of the air." That God
is a spirit, without body, space, or time, and invisible, was well known

to the writers of both the Old and New Testaments. But they did

not think of Him as a spirit having no centre, no /, and, like the

living impulse in plants, carrying on unconsciously the world-develop-

ment in which the bubbles of conscious subjects emerge and burst,

Ijut the morass out of which they rise is the abiding substance into

which all returns,—in other words, as an unconscious being, who has

his obscure existence in a complicated system of partly conscious,

partly unconscious, finite, perishing phenomena. Their God is a Being,

who throughout all time and space, with perfect freedom, eternally

beholds and wills His own nature, and with that the world. In the

necessary freedom of His thought and free necessity of His essence,

God wills that this His essence should be manifested. By this He
sees, and in this seeing creates the world, in which again nature exists

for the sake of finite subjects (therefore of history), that in them the

consciously moral essence of God may be revealed. It is love which

gives rise to the highest antithesis, a foreign personality, not in order

to bring it back again into identity, but to reconcile it through free,

mutually conscious, mutually desired community of Being.—So the

temporal and extended is not the Vile, not the mere material in wliicr.

the spirit is to exercise itself,—the exercise being the only thing of

value, which being gained, the material is to be again thrown away.

The temporal, and extended, and visible is destined to be permanently

in itself full of significance. The eternal essence of God has to

appear in the world of time and space, and the latter has, in the course

of its historv, to be brought at last to this, that it shall be entirely
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filled with the eternal essence.^ And so far as nature, the corporeal

side of the beings constituting the world, is concerned (in distinction

from the subjects tnemselves, the souls), it is to attain the acme of its

worth, i.e., its perfect heauty, in the glorified human body. The in-

carnate Son of God has already exhibited, as the first fruit of His

brethren, that filling of the creature with the eternal nature, which

Adam ought to have attained, but failed to reach through his own
transgression (free sin willed by a free personal being). Christ cannot

therefore throw off His corporeality, and withdraw into the form of

eternity ; but the union of God and the creature in the Son of God,

existing in the form of time and space, is permanent. Even in the

Old Testament God revealed His will, that the world should become

His kingdom ; that His nature should be glorified in it. He appeared

therefore to men, but only occasionally : He had not yet become Man.

The medium of His self-manifestation was still only the abstract, daz-

zling light, the Shechinah. This was called the throne of God in the

world, the point from which the government and glorification of the

world proceeded.—Christ sat down upon the throne of God. There is

a place in the visible world where He now lives in a glorified body, sur-

rounded by the spirits of God, and whence His Church is ruled by Him.

Heaven does not bear the same relation to space as eternity to

time, such, viz., that it is " not outside the earth, nor over it, but en-

closes and pervades the earthly world, and sustains it as its vital

foundation" (Schoberlein, Grimdlehren des Heils).—Eternity, the

form in which the triune God exists, qua ruler of the world, is as much
the opposite of space as it is of time, and by no means of the latter

alone, and, as opposed to space, does not in the least require the peculiar

appellation "heaven." Moreover, this term is not merely specula-

tively superfluous, but also exegetically incorrect. In the Scriptures,

the word ovpavo'i is never used to denote the removal of God, as the

governor of the world, from the conditions of space, but is applied to

a plurality of created spheres rising one above another, and at the

same time distinct from the planetary sphere (Gen. i. 1). In Judg.

V. 20, Neh. ix. 6, the word D''»t^ denotes the sphere of the fixed stars

shining in unchanging light; in Isa. Ixvi. 1, Ps. ii. 4, ciii. 19, cxxiii. 1,

etc., the sphere of the angels who have continued holy, where the

manifestation of God is not disturbed by sin (cf. Matt. vi. 10), and

therefore where corporeality needs no transfiguration, but is trans-

figured already. (Schoberlein himself recognises this when he says,

' Hegelianism underlies the fatal contradiction, that in Hegel the whole develop-

ment of the spirit shall have been completed, and nevertheless the world remain

eternally. How wearisome the future must be then !
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" God is cverj^wliere ; but where His ideas reach a pure and complete

revelation, there is His throne, there heaven.") After the last judg-

ment, this antithesis between earth and heaven will be removed, and

the earth also become a place for the perfect manifestation of God
(Rev. xxi. 1, 2-5, 10, 11, and 23). Till then, this distinction will

continue as between two local spheres ; and when Christ ascended to

heaven, He did not pass frcm space into a sphere above it or opposed

to it, but de loco in locum, as the first fruit of those who pass after

death, not into Sheol, but into these "mansions" in heaven.

The silence of Matthew and John (which Strauss calls " an un-

deniable ignorance ") is not of the slightest consequence. The former

could the more naturally close, according to his plan, with the words,

" I am with you always," since it could not have been unknown to

any Christian at that time, that Christ was no longer with His people

" in the flesh," but had ascended to heaven. For no one who heard

Christ preached would fail to ask, " Does He live still ? is He yet on

earth? if not, where is He gone to ?" And so John also could very well

close Avith the words, "Blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have

believed" (for chap. x.\i. is an appendix, even if John himself was the

author), seeing that his readers already possessed a historical account

of the ascension of Jesus. There was, therefore, no need to relate

the ascension, as it, if anything, must have been known by oral tradi-

tion. Luke, in the continuation of his history as the history of the

Apostles, had a special reason to notice this intervening link. !Mark

intended to close his Gospel with the fact that the Apostles went into

all the world. He had also a double reason, therefore, for briefly

mentioning the ascension to heaven,—The discrepancies alluded to

have all the less importance, from the circumstance that they occur in

the works of the same author. In the Gospel, Luke places the ascen-

sion at Bethany ; in the Acts, at the Mount of Olives. We have

already seen that Bethany must have stood at some distance from the

eastern foot of the Mount of Olives. The latter, therefore, was be-

tween Bethany and Jerusalem. Now, if the ascension took place in

Bethany itself, or close to it, the disciples, when they returned, must

have come back from the Mount of Olives. All that Luke says is,

that " they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet." And
Bethany itself really belonged to the Mount of Olives and its environs.

Assuming, then, but this one jxiiiit, the possihilit}! of the siiperna-

tnral, the Gospel history, as related to us b}' four different autiiors, is

full of unity and harmony. For our part, we know that sin is an

apostasy of tlie free, finite will, from that which is prescribed In- law,
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and that tliis apostasy necessarily interrupted the harmony of objec-

tive nature (the cuhninating point of which, viz., man, had become
abnormal). Nature, as known to us, is depraved; and miracles consist

in this, that God from eternity willed that at such and such predeter-

mined times and places, the original order should be momentarily

restored. The incarnation of Christ is the absolute miracle, and the

centre of all the rest. It is the fact, which cannot be explained from the

causal connection and historical development of depraved humanity.

All other miracles are subordinate in relation to Christ and His work.

Assuming this, then, it is not true that the Gospel history is full

of contradictions. It is not true that, " even assuming the possibility

of miracles, the Gospel history teems with discrepancies, anachronisms,

and absurdities." It is not true that, " even if we could believe all

miracles, the mass of purely historical difficulties would be sufficient

to shake our faith in the historical credibility of the Gospels." A
fund of the most malicious frivolities has been employed in the attempt

to establish these falsehoods. Now, if the men who make such state-

ments were really in earnest, the question might be investigated in a

calm and worthy manner; there could be no need of sneers and
witticisms in connection with innumerable circumstances in the life

and sufferings of Christ. It affords no pleasure to us to pronounce

anathemas ; for we can think of many an honourable and conscientious

man, to whom this and that may appear to be mythical, and the whole

question of miracles obscure and doubtful, but whom, for all that, we
must regard as believers, because in their hearts they love the Lord
Jesus. But it is one thing to respect honest doubt ; another thing, in-

dolently to keep silence when it is a moral scandal with which we have

to do : one thing to make ourselves judges of other men's consciences

and salvation ; another, to call open wickedness by the name which it

deserves. Great men are never frivolous. However firm their con-

viction that others are in error, they have always touched error with

a careful hand, so far as sacred questions are concerned. Luther
did not reform the Church by spitting upon crosses, and treading the

host under his feet; and if truth deals so carefully with positive

error, that cannot be truth which heaps such insults upon what it only

conjectures to be erroneous. The very mode of acting betrays the

wrong within ; and all talk about " science " is but a wretched cloak,

through the holes in which the shame of the nakedness appears. We
have seen how much this science is worth. If ignoi'ance, frivolity,

and distortion are science, the negative criticism is very scientific.

Thus far the historical character of the Gospel remains unshaken, and

\\Q may rest contented that it will still continue so in time to come.
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CRITICISM OF THE GOSPEL WRITINGS, AND
GOSPEL HISTORY.

DIVISION L

CRITICISM OF THE GOSPEL HISTORY.

CHAPTER L

THE NEGATIVE HYPOTHESES.

§103.

THE MYTHICAL HYPOTHESIS OF STRAUSS.

T was not historical discrepancies, but dogmatic doubts as to

the possibility of tlie divinity of Christ, of His miracles and

His resurrection, which first led the negative ci'itics to dis-

pute the historical character of the four Gospels. With
what right they do so, we have seen in the First Part. Another

question is now to engage us. The four Gospels are in existence.

" Genuine and historical they are not, and of what is written in them

only the smallest part is true."—How happened it that four so highly

singular books, full of incidents which never occurred, were composed

and attributed to authors long since dead,—books, too, which breatiie

throughout such lofty morality, and often rise to the height of classic

poetry ?

Tiie critics have pulled down ; they must now build up. As

the four Gospels can hardly have been brought down ready-made

from heaven, like the Koran by the angel Gabriel, we simply ask for

the solution of the problem : IIow is the orujin of these books to be ex-
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plained if they are not genuine ? And as the question concerns not the

authenticity of the authorship merely, but first of all how the singular

contents, the history related in the books, came into men's minds, since

the things related never haj)pened, the negative critics are obliged to

construct a whole history : what Jesus did, who He was, how He met

His death, and how they came at last to write four biographies of

Him stuffed with so much unhistorical matter.

Various solutions of this problem have been Attempted. We shall

notice first the hypothesis of Strauss.

1. He starts with the assumption, that in the time of Augustus

and Tiberius there existed a Messianic hope among the people of Israel.

He neither proves this assumption (as we shall do afterwards), nor has

he told us distinctly what conception the Jews had of the expected

Messiah. Fi'om occasional expressions, however, it appears that, accord-

ing to Strauss, the Jews thought of the Messiah as a political deliverer

;

that they gave Him the name previously given to the whole Jewish

people, " First-born of God ;" that they expected He would do miracles

even greater than those of the heroes of the Old Testament, but that

they did not expect Him to suffer death.

2. What actually happened.—It happened that in the time of

Tiberius there lived a certain Jew, who was born in Nazareth. At
that time appeared a Nazarean ascetic preacher of repentance, John
by name, who not only exhorted the people to repentance, but bound

them to it by a symbolic act of purification. That Jew named Jesus

was one of his disciples, underwent repentance, was baptized; but

when, in the course of years, John was cast into prison, he carried on

the work of the latter, and attached the greater part of his disciples

to his own person. Besides separating externally from John, he

formed a plan which was internally different from that of the Baptist.

He conceived the idea of effecting a moral revolution by means of

his teaching, and hoped, according to the opinions of his age, that God
would then suddenly interpose, deliver the nation from political bon-

dage, and re-establish the kingdom of David. This doctrine accorded

with the popular Messianic creed, and the opinion was frequently

expressed in his hearing, that he was the Messiah. At first he shrunk

back from the thought, but gradually adopted it himself. In the

meantime the hatred of the priestly party became so strong, that he

could easily foresee that they would give him up to the Romans to be

put to death. It is possible also that the thought of the fate of the

earlier prophets confirmed him in this idea ;—possible also that he

thought he found in several Old Testament passages an allusion to

the necessity of the Messiah suffering. At any rate, the fact is, this
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expectation -was eventually fulfilled, and at a feast of the Passover he

died upon the cross.

3. But how could the history contained in the Gospels cjvoio out of
such simple matej'ials?—When Jesus was dead, and the first feelings

of alarm had subsided, there arose in the minds of his disciples a

psychological impulse to reconcile the fate of Jesus with their former

views, and to incorporate the elements of suifering and death in their

idea of the Messiah. They turned to the Old Testament, and finding

a number of passages in which men of God are described as suffering

and put to death, they interpreted these, by a false exegesis, as predic-

tions of the Messiah's sufferings. Jesus was not lost; he was in

glory. But if so, he would surely make known the fact to his dis-

ciples. How conceivable, that with this thought in their mind, some,

especially women, should, by a purely subjective process, have an

actual vision ; and that in others, something objective, visible, or audi-

ble—occasionally, perhaps, the appearance of an unknown person

—

should lead to the same result ! Thus arose the idea of his resurrec-

tion. The impulse so given soon led to something farther. When the

Christians began to preach that Jesus was the Messiah, they were met

with the objection, that the true Messiah would work miracles. They
ought to have admitted the force of the objection ; but they were now

unwilling to let their Messiah go, and the feeling that the true Messiah

would necessarily work miracles only convinced them that Jeshuah must

certainly have done so, though they had never seen them. And the

thought had a certain external basis. There were well-known sa\nngs

of Jeshuah, such as these : that he would make his disciples fishers

of men ; that a barren tree should be cut down. This suggested the

idea that he had produced a miraculous draught of fishes, and had

actually caused a barren fig-tree to wither away. Another occasion

was furnished by incidents in the Old Testament, to which parallels

were gradually invented ; e.g., the leprosy of Moses' hand ; the healing

of Naaman ; the raising of the dead by Elijah and Elisha ; the manna

;

the dividing of the water, etc. Thus in different places different

myths arose, all expressive of the idea of the supremacy of the spirit

over nature. But the infancy of Jesus presented the most favourable

occasion for the formation of myths. The Messiah, who was more

and more regarded as the Son of God in a metaphysical sense, could

not have entered the world like an ordinary man. The attempt was

therefore made, on the one hand by genealogies which were con-

structed in different places, and therefore necessarily disagreed, to

prove that he was actually the descendant of David ; and on the

other, to adapt the O. T. prophecies of the importance of Bethlehem in
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connection with the birth of the Messiah to the actual circumstances,

sometimes by making his parents reside there from tlie very first, at

other times by attributing their visit there to a historical event.

Again, there also grew up different myths of a supernatural concep-

tion, in which angels, and messengers from the heathen, were intro-

duced, to add to his glory, etc., etc.

4. The origin of the Gospels is explained in this way : After a con-

siderable amount of materials had been accumulated, the want was

gradually felt that they should be preserved in a written form. The
same want arose in different places ; and it was natural that the writ-

ings should differ from one another. We possess four works of this

kind. The three first are closely related in matter and method. In

the fourth there is a predominance of doctrinal reflection, and a careful

development of the mythical elements.

Deferring the question respecting the Messianic hope to the second

chapter, three questions arise here : first, as to the internal possibility of
the historical residuum of the life of Jesus, as assumed by Strauss

.

secondly, as to the possibility of such a formation of myths ; and lastly,

as to the agreement between his hypothesis and what ice actu'ally knoic,

and what Strauss himself admits, with regard to the composition of the

Gospels.

1. First, in connection with the residuum of .the life of Jesus, as

Strauss leaves us, we are met at the very outset by two gigantic diffi-

culties. One is to be found in the disciples and followers of Jesus.

The" expectation of a miracle-ivorking Messiah was universal ; it was so

strong, that the disciples themselves were firmly convinced, that if Jesus

really was the Messiah, he must have wrought miracles ; it w^as so

ineradicable, that Christians everywhere regarded this idea of the

Messiah as more real than what they had themselves witnessed, or had

heard from eye-witnesses. It grew into a firm persuasion of what

never happened; and yet, while Jesus was alive, there was not the

slightest trace of any such Messianic idea ! If Jeshuah neither satis-

fied the political wishes of the people, nor the expectation of miracles,

how was it that this objection was neither raised by the disciples, who
still clung to the idea of a miracle-working Messiah, nor by the people

of Galilee ; but that of their own accord they originated the thought

that he was the Messiah, and tried to force it upon him ? But they

often asked for a miracle (Strauss makes much of this) ; and therefore,

if Jesus did not comply, either he must have pretended that he could

work miracles but would not, or he must have told them that he

could not, and that this formed no part of the idea of a Messiah. But
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the former wouUl have been entu'ely at variance with his character as

described in the Gospels, and not even consistent witli his desire to

effect a "moral regeneration ;" and the latter wonld have aroused the

greatest opposition from a miracle-seeking generation. And what

power must that have been, which led the ])eople rather to give up

their idea of the Messiah altogether than to deny the !Messiahship of

Jesus? Could mere moral teaching, by which they felt themselves

condemned, exercise such an influence on the people?—Or if we

assume, on the other hand, that Jesus taught, if not the whole people,

yet those who still held him to be the Messiah, and most of all his

disciples, to give up the opinion that the Messiah nuist work miracles,

how are we to explain the fact, that after his death the very same

people suddenly returned to their old opinion, though the life of Jesus

had not accorded with it, and though it contradicted all their expe-

rience ? We have sufficient ground, at any rate, to pronounce it im-

possible that such myths could have arisen among the contemporai-ies

of Jesus.—The other difficulty has respect to tha j^erson of Jesus him-

self. The Jeshuah of Strauss must certainly have shared the Messianic

ideas of his age. How, then, could he regard himself as the Mes-

siah ? He did not, says Strauss, till others forced the thought upon

him. But these " others," who were constantly desiring him to work

miracles, could not have originated the idea that he was the Messiah,

if he had not first taught them to give up the notion that the working

of miracles was essential to the Messiah. But the two things are

equally inconceivable. A man, such as Jeshuah is said to have been,

who shared the opinions of his age in their most contracted form, could

never, without the gi'eatest presumption, have come to regard himself

as the Messiah; and it is equally impossible that any reasonable man,

who at first shrunk back from a thought because it appeared to him

presumptuous and insane, should eventually have believed it, merely

because other people were constantly repeating it in his hearing.

—

Moreover, the idea itself is altogether irreconcilable with the further

history of Christianity and the Church. Ullmann has already shown

that the fact of a Christian Church being formed at all, notwithstand-

ing the shock which the idea of a crucified Messiah must necessarily

have given to the mind of every Israelite of that day, can only be

explained on the assumption of the divinity of Christ, and the histori-

cal reality of His resurrection. And it surpasses the highest flights of

imagination, to believe that the complete revolution which Christianity

effected in the world arose simply from the circumstance, that a Gali-

lean Jew, who wished to produce a moral change in his nation, fancied

that he was the Messiah, and that his disciples had visions, " saw an
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unknown person," and constructed the metaphysical idea that Jeshuah

was the Son of God.

2. Let us now inquire into the possibility of such a formation of

myths. Strauss declares that, so long as there is no historical con-

sciousness in a nation, it is possible for myths to be formed. But by

historical consciousness, he means simply one which does not believe in

miracles, either real or pretended. Without stopping to discuss this

point, Ave deny altogether the conclusion drawn, that in a nation which

in this sense alone was destitute of historical consciousness, which had

passed through centuries of inward culture and outward agitation, and

liad been brought into the closest intercoui'se with the two most en-

lightened nations of antiquity,—a nation, too, in which the keenest

controversy had sprung up between a negative rationalism on the one

hand, and supranaturalism on the other,—myths could possibly have

been formed as if in a twilight dream. The only things resembling

myths that we find among such nations are intentional inventions, as in

some of the apocryphal gospels, and in the case of Mohammed ; and

isolated anecdotes, associated with the name of some great man. But
in cases of this kind the substratum is never some general idea which

was current in the nation at large, but certain historical incidents

peculiarly connected with his character and life. Here, however, we
are told that an idea, which was already current in the nation, was,

with unconscious tact and in perfect simplicity, and with primitive

originality, gradually associated with a certain individual, and formed

the ground-work of the myths contained in the Gospels. Such a pro-

cess could only be possible in the earliest childhood of a nation, when
the people first awake to self-consciousness and to the conception of

their unity as a nation. And, in fact, when the possibility of these

myths arising is to be shown, they suddenly degenerate into " anec-

dotes" and "saga," which we are courteously asked "not to imagine

as springing up in those parts of Palestine where Jesus spent the

greatest portion of his life." This takes from us the best part of Israel

(Galilee and Judasa) ; and we cannot think of heathen Christians, as

these had no preconceived idea of the Messiah which they could trans-

fer to Jesus ; Samaritan expectations of the Messiah would not be

formed upon the miracles of Elisha ; so that all that remains is the

transjordanic territory and the Diaspora.

To be sure, even this is an extensive district. And to make the

matter more simple, we are told that, " so far as the eye-witnesses are

concerned, if the Apostles are intended, they must have been positively

ubiquitous, to be present in every place when unhistorical legends

sprang up and flourished ; whilst eye-witnesses in the sense of persons
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who had not been constantly with Jesus, would be very «.;lad to fill up

the gaps in their information with mythical representations." But
where can these people have lived ? Certainly not in the Diaspora.

In Perjea, perhaps? The only point that Jesus touched was Gadara
and Decapolis. It nmst have been in Galilee ; and it is hard to be-

lieve that the people there, who had seen the good Kabbi now and

then, Avould willingly believe such things as the miraculous feeding

by the lake, if no one living by the lake had ever seen anything of the

kind himself, or even heard his grandfather talk of it. AVe must come
down to a much later period, therefore, before it can be imagined pos-

sible for such myths to arise. But what is to be said of the other class

of eye-witnesses who were constantly with Jesus, viz., primarily, but

not solely, the Apostles ? We are told that they must have been

actually ubiquitous, to put down the myths wherever they arose. This

presupposes the existence of a wide-spread Christian community, which

had grown up independently of the influence of the Apostles them-

selves. Otherwise I cannot see how these numerous and multiform

myths can have sprung up, been modified, assimilated, and fixed,

without ever coming within the range of the Apostles' influence, and

without meeting with their opposition. And even granting that there

were such isolated bodies of Christians, they must sometimes have met

with other Christians ; when the difference would come out in all its

intensity between a church which simply believed in the Rabbi

Jeshuah and one which believed in the miracle-working Jesus ; and

the Apostles would surely strain every nerve to put dowai the mythical

nonsense, which would appear to them to be nothing but a tissue of

lies. And would not this have produced a division in the Church at

the very outset, of which history furnishes no record whatever ?—The

intimate connection and unity of the churches in the first century is

completely ignored. If the Apostles were not ubiquitous, they did not

sleep. And even if there had been comnmnities removed from their

influence, there must certainly have been others within its range, where

their doctrine was propagated undistorted by myths ; and, sooner or

later, these two circles must come into collision, and the conflict

already depicted ensue. But as there is no historical trace of such a

conflict, nothing remains but to turn to later times. The formation of

myths could not have taken place till all the Apostles, and other eye-

witnesses of the life of Jesus, and all the leading coadjutors of the

Apostles, were dead. And not even then ! For by that time the

unadulterated doctrine must have taken such root, that, if any com-

munity had brought out its mythical accounts, it would have met with

opposition from all the other churches, who would have overthrown
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the new folly with their apostoliccal tradition. Whilst, therefore, the

formation of myths is inconceivable during the lifetime of the Apostles,

the adoption of myths is equally inconceivable afterwards. Had it

been a number of indifferent tales which were told of Jeshuah, we
could understand their never attracting the notice of the Apostles and
the apostolic churches. But that a man, who never gave the faintest

sign of a miracle, should be said to have wrought scores of the most

remarkable miracles that can be conceived, is utterly incredible. It

is inconceivable that any one should imagine them ; and inconceivable

that others should accept them without opposition.—But only two
classes of eye-witnesses have been mentioned : the Apostles, and the

people who saw Jesus but once or twice, and were predisposed to be-

lieve all that they heard about Him. There was a third class, viz.,

the multitudes who must have seen Him a hundred times, and who,

because they were hostile to Him, wovild be by no means disposed to

tolerate false reports of His glorious deeds if they had seen no miracles

themselves.

How real myths originate has been excellently explained by Vihnar

(Geschichte des deutschen National Literatur^) in the case of the old

German Saga of the eighth century :—" The poetry of the people

presupposes a given material which has not been invented or imagined,

but exi-)erienced by the whole people, and has interwoven itself with the

deepest roots of their life. This material relates to the oldest relations

:

to the origin of the nation as the real and almost sole element that is

common to the whole nation. Why had the heroes of Troy an epic,

and not Marathon and Salamis and Thermopylae? 'Why had not

Charlemagne an epic ? why only the 300 years older Theodoric ?
"

—

Where the consciousness of the people relates itself also to the poivei's

of nature, which are conceived of as persons after polytheistic fashion,

there "the Myth" originates. Compare now with those times of

natural, self-forming sagas and myths, the time in which the Apostle

Paul wrote his letters, and judge whether there is room for speaking

of innocent, spontaneous myths. We must speak of invented tales and

deceptive anecdotes.

But we are reminded that " the apostolic Epistles make no allusion

to miracles." No more than at the present day a pastor would refer,

in his practical discourses, to any particular miracle. It is difficult to

imagine any reason why the Apostles should have mentioned the

miracles of Jesus in their letters to the churches. They mei'ely re-

ferred to points which were either questioned or misunderstood ; for

example, the Lord's Supper and the resurrection. The fact of their

^ Histortj of German National Literature.
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not alluding to particular miracles, therefore, is rather a proof that

they were not called in question, and that the Apostles did not resort

to them to make a display before the Jews.

Strauss has still to inform us how the Gentile Christians, of whom
so many were added to the Church through Paul, were induced to

accept all these myths, which cannot have sprung up till after the

death of the Apostles, and then only among the Jewish Christians

(since they grew out of an existing idea of a Messiah), if they had

never heard anything of the kind from the Apostle Paul.

3. The origiyi of the Gospel writings is also diametrically opposed

to the mythical hypothesis. Of Mark and Luke we must not speak

till after we have settled the question of their age. Of the Gospel of

John, which a recent hypothesis declares to be a production of the

second century, we merely remark, in passing, that the gnostic Hera

cleon (c. 150) wrote a commentary upon it for the purpose of pointing

out its harmony with the Valentinian system,—a proof that the Gno-

stics of that day were unable to deny its canonicity, and were therefore

obliged to bend all their energies to make it square with their system.

But it must have taken at least forty years for a Gospel to meet with

such general acceptance ; so that the secondary formation of myths,

which is said to be apparent in the Gospel of John, must have taken

place before the year 110; and i\\Q primary, which is contained in the

Synoptists, before the end of the first century, when, as we have

shown, such a thing was impossible.

Still more glaring is the conti*adiction with Matthew. According

to Strauss's explanation of Matt, xxiv., the author had the impression

that the destruction of Jerusalem and the parousia of Christ would

be contemporaneous. After 70 a.d. such a view was impossible. No
doubt we have shown that interpretation to be false. Matthew had a

perfectly correct view of the relation of these two events. But in

what form does he indicate the relation ? So that the separation of

the three questions first makes clear the separation of the answers.

Christ's answer is correctly reported ; but it remains certain that an

author, writing after 70 A.D., would not have indicated the separation

of the destruction of Jerusalem and the parousia merely by the suc-

cession of ideas. Matt. xxiv. 24-28, but w^ould have expressed it more

plainly.—But if Matthew was written as soon as 37 years after

Christ, where is there any time for formation of myths ?

In conclusion, we must remark that Strauss's hypothesis is self-

contradictor)' in two respects, (a) Strauss does not deduce the hope

of a Messiah from the Old Testament—it does not exist there—but

from the Gospels themselves.—But why regard the Gospels as trust-

31
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worthy on this point, if they are otherwise so unworthy of credit ?

Would it not be more consequent, with Br. Bauer, to maintain that the

accounts of the Gospels even on this point are inventions, and that no

such hope existed ? (b) According to Strauss, the myths arose uncon-

sciously, spontaneously. But what a monstrous amount of reflection

does the origin of each individual myth presuppose, taking Strauss'

s

own explanation of the process, as, e.g., in the case of Jesus in the

temple when He was 12 years old, or in the case of the herd of swine !

To be consistent with himself, Strauss ought to maintain that the

Gospels are deliberate inventions.

§104.

THE HYPOTHESES OF WEISSE AND GFKORER.

Weisse's hypothesis is as follows :

What happened.—In the days of Tiberius there lived in Palestine

a good man, possessing, among other things, a magnetic healing power.

He travelled about, collected followers, and frequently effected cures

by this magnetic power. The Galileans thought he was the Messiah,

and would gladly have made him king. He felt his Messianic voca-

tion, but had no political ambition. He only sought to produce a

moral change in the people, and to this end he related many parables.

He was put to death eventually, and his material body remained in the

grave, but his magnetic nerve-spirit appeared to his disciples and then

rose to heaven.

How the historical material in the Gospels was formed.—After the

death of Jesus, his disciples employed themselves simply in promul-

gating his doctrine, which they summarized in the apostolic regula

Jidei (from which arose afterwards the symholum apostolicum). Who
Jesus was, what he did, how he lived, the nature of his personality

:

on these points the Apostles said nothing to the newly formed churches,

but trusted to the general knowledge of the age. Nevertheless, indi-

vidual incidents of Christ's life were formed and multiplied (as it were

behind the back of the Apostles !), and that in two ways. On the one

hand, many real incidents gave occasion to the formation of myths.

Because, e.g., he was called David's son in the general sense of

Messias, he was believed to be a real descendant of David ; and thus

arose the myth relative to his birth in Bethlehem. On the other hand,

it so happened, one knows not how, that the good people of the first

Christian age took many of Christ's parables for histories ; e.g., the

parable of the Canaanitish woman, the withered fig-tree, the change

of water into wine, etc.
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How the Gospels arose.—According to the testimony of Papias,

the Apostle Mattliew wrote (in Aramaean) a collection of the words

of Jesus. According to the same Papias, Mark, a disciple of Peter,

wrote down what he had heard Peter relate concerning the life of

Jesus: hence o?«- Mark. Subsequently, ^latthew's collection of dis-

courses was amalgamated with Mark, the former being translated into

Greek, and the latter abbreviated in its descriptions of single incidents
;

and thus arose our Matthew. Independently of our Matthew, Luke,

the companion of Paul, wrote a Gospel with the aid of Mark and of

the Aramaean Matthew, but with the use of other sources also : hence

our Luke. Thus arose the synoptical Gosjiels, and so has much of the

mythical element slipped into them, particularly in Matthew and Li(ke.

The origin of John is thus accounted for. For the purpose merely

of helping his own fading memor}^, and not at all with a view of sup-

plementing the Synoptists, John wrote down sketches for his own use,

without any intention of publishing them ; which, indeed, being un-

connected, and speaking half in the person of Jesus and half in his

own person, were not fit for publishing. Aftor his death, the Ephe-

sian presbyters found the papers in his room, and thinking them to be

a collection of the veritable words of Christ, published them, Avith

such accounts of miracles as were in circulation among them, stating

at the close that the truth of the whole was attested by John ! Criti-

cism of this theory may be dispensed with.

Gfrorei''s hypothesis may be regarded as an amplification of that of

Strauss, although the outlines of it, Gfrorer assures us, were sketched

before the publication of the Life of Jesus. The main point of differ-

ence is, that he does not assume the Messianic hope like Strauss, but

endeavours to prove it, partly by trying to show that Philo's theosophy

was very early transplanted into Palestine by means of the Thera-

peutse and Essenes, partly by seeking to establish the high antiquity

of the rabbinical writings. From these writings (the Targums) the

special features of the Gospel history are supposed to have sprung.

To give just one example : The Targum Jonathan, in Zacharias

xiv. 21, translates ^jy^a merchant; and, according to our author, hence

arose the legend of Christ driving the traders out of the temple !

According to Gfrorer, the synoptical Gospels are secondary, and

contain mythical features. On the other hand, John is genuine ; and

the miracles in John are explained away in a rationalistic manner.

This hypothesis neither needs nor deserves refutation. We shall

simply give our readers here a selection of critical results. 1. All the

Gospels mythical and spurious—Strauss. 2. The synoptical Christ true,

John's a phantasm—Weisse. 3. John's Christ true, the synoptical a
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popular corruption—Gfrorer. 4. In John's Gospel the discourses of

apostolical origin although unhistorical, the events inventions—Weisse.

5. In John, discourses and events, so far as they relate to Jerusalem,

genuine and historical ; so far as they relate to Galilee, interpolated

—

Schweizer. The reader may take his choice

!

§105.

BRUNO BAUER.

Bruno Bauer s hypothesis may be summed up in this :

—

a. What
happened.—Eighteen centuries ago it came to pass that

—

nothing

came to pass, or something happened, hut we cannot tell what. This is

substantially all that is left. For he will not admit the historical

character of the baptism of Jesus, of His miracles, or of a single one

of His discourses, b. How the Gospel history arose.—There arose,

he tells us, a community in the bosom of Judaism ; and this commu-
nity had a religious consciousness, which first divided itself in a re-

markable manner, and then returned to a higher unity. They thought,

namely, of embracing in a higher unity the antiquated Judaism and

decaying Heathenism. There also sprang up the idea of a supreme

unity of the one God and humanity. This idea, still in the form

of a simple conception, was that of the Messiah, man anointed with

divinity. This idea was powerful enough to throw its reflection back

into the writings of the Old Testament (in which, however, it really

has no place) ; and also expressed itself in a psychological process, by

transferring all the component elements of the religious idea to that

Jesus, of whom we don't know even who he was. At first, some one

—

in the book which goes by the name of Mark—wrote a simple, aimless

account of what is now marvellously supposed to be a real history of

the life of Jesus. Marh was taken in hand by some one in whom there

had waked up, not so much a conscious reflection, as a more concrete

mass of ideas. He altered Mark without supposing that he was Avriting

anything unhistorical, in the pleasant delusion that what floated before

his mind as a dreamy ideal had actually occurred. This was the origin

of Liike. At length came a third, who sought to harmonize the two

where they seemed to disagree ; and although reflection predominated

in him to a great extent, he did not perceive, any more than his prede-

cessors, that what he had just invented was not history, but a purely

subjective conception. This was the origin of Matthew.

Hitherto the critics have been very unsuccessful in explaining the

origin of the Gospel writings, on the supposition that the Gospel history

is unreal. It is impossible to find out a way in which the historical
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materials coutaineJ in the Gospels can have been produced. Aijainst

the assumption that these materials arose spontaneously out of a pre-

vailing Messianic idea, is the circumstance, that the Messianic idea

which created a miracle-working Jesus, must have presented the

greatest obstacle to the recognition of a Jesus who performed no
miracles. Every hypothesis which supposes that Jesus wrought no
miracles, and yet that, notwithstanding this, either by tradition or in

writing, the report that he did work miracles spread universally

throughout the Church, founders on the moral character of the first

Christian communities, which precludes the thought of fraud. And
yet, without fraud, it is impossible that so many thousands can have

been deceived. If not, we should be compelled to assume that the

men of those days were utterly destitute of a sound common sense

;

a supposition which would certainly indicate the want of it now.

CHAPTER II.

RELIABLE HISTORICAL DATA CONCERXING THE GOSPEL HISTORY.

A.

—

Data concerning the Expectation of a Messiah.

§106.

THE EXPECTATION OF A MESSIAH IN THE TIME BEFORE AND AFTER
CHRIST.

It has been asserted by Bruno Bauer that there is no trace of the

idea of a Messiah either in the LXX., in the Apocrypha, in the time

after Daniel, in Philo, among the Pharisees and Sadducees, or in the

Old Testament. He admits, indeed, that the idea is found elaborately

worked out in the Book of Enoch, in Onkelos, and in Jonathan ben

Uziel ; but he assigns all these to a very late period, viz., the fourth

century after Christ. In reply to the question, how the Jews arrived

at the idea afterwards, if they had no such idea in the time of Jesus ?

he affirms that Jesus was the first to evolve the idea from his own
mind ; that the Christian Church worked it out in figures, and believed

that the same figures were to be found in the Old Testament also

;

and that the idea as elaborated by the Christians was then for the

first time accepted by the Jews.—In our examination of this question,

we shall take our own positive course, and bring out the evidence of a

hope of a Messiah before Christ (in the time of the Maccabees), after
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Christ (in the Targums), and in the time of Christ (in the New
Testament). To trace the genesis of this hope in the Old Testament

would require a book of itself, and would not be in place here, any
more than the question, whether the New Testament writers were

correct in appealing as they do to the prophetic passages of the Old
Testament.

In 1 Mace. xiv. 41, we find that the Jews resolved that Simon
should be their prince and high priest, till God sent them a trustworthy

prophet {Tnaro<i 7rpo(f)'r]Tr]^). And it is obvious that what they meant
was a prophet who should anoint a divinely authorized ruler. The
promised re-establishment of the theocratic kingdom was looked for as

close at hand. And this was the kingdom of the Messiah.—The fact

that the passage in question mentions only a prophet, and not the

Messiah (the King), is no proof that the hope of a Messiah did not

exist. According to Isa. xl. and Mai. iv., a prophet was to precede the

final deliverance. The Israelites, therefore, might have looked for

him as the forenmner of the King. They might, and they did. What
was the 7naro<; irpoc^rjrrj'i to do ? To point out another ruler in the

place of Simon. Is it conceivable for a moment that the Maccabees,

who clung so tenaciously to their prophets, should have expected this

irtaro^ 7rpo(f}')]T7]<i without any regard to Isaiah and Malachi, i.e., in

any other capacity than as the forerunner of the final, complete salva-

tion ?

—

Bleek has very properly called attention to a passage in the

Orac. Sib. iii. 590 sqq., dating as far back as the time of Antiochus

Epiph., to the effect that, after the devastating wars of the Romans,
" God will send a king from the sun, who will deliver the whole earth

from war, slaying some according to God's command, and entering

into a firm covenant with others." The heathen will unite to oppose

him, and lay siege to Zion ; but they will be overthrown by a terrible

judgment, and the children of God will dwell in His temple.

We might now pass at once to the New Testament writings, and

show that the hope of a Messiah, as it is brought out casually here

and there, corresponds exactly to such of the elements of that idea as

we find in the Old Testament. But we shall take a leap from the

time of the Maccabees to that of the Targums, to see whether it is

possible that the Messianic idea, as there developed, can have origi-

nated with the Christians, and passed over to the Jews in its elabo-

rated form.

1. The oldest of the Targums are undoubtedly Onkelos and Jo7ia-

than. Onkelos is distinguished by a style resembling that of Ezra

and Daniel, and by entire freedom from the fables and additions

which abound in the rest of the Targums. The most important pas-
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sages in which a fixed ^fessianic idea is found, are Num. xxiv. 17,

" quajido siirget rex ex Israel et xingctur ^Messias ex Israel" and

Gen. xhx. 10, snia^D X^n rvh''^'^ xn^C'O JO^D ^n-n ny.—In Jonathan ben

Uziel the expectation of a Messiah is worked out more fully, but in a

moi'e distorted form. The Messiah appears as a temporal king, fight-

ing and conquering. Many passages of the O. T., even those in

which the Redeemer is described as the suffering servant of God, are

referred directly to the Messiah ; but the greatest trouble is taken to

evade every intimation of suffering—to ascribe to the Messiah the pre-

dicates of glory alone, and those of suffering to the Israelites or the

heathen. It is evident from this, that at the time when the attempt

was made to show the impossibility of Isa. xi. containing any refer-

ence to Jesus, its allusion to the Messiah must have been unquestioned.

Otherwise it would have been simple enough to say, " This suffering

servant of God is not the Messiah." But when the Jews took all

possible trouble to eliminate from Isa. liii. every allusion to the ser-

vant of God as suffering, and never thought of denying that the

passage was Messianic, no proof could well be greater, that at the

time when the controversy commenced between Jews and Christians,

Isa. xl. sqq. was regarded by the former as ^lessianic.

2. That the idea of a ^Messiah is prevalent throughout the later

Targums is undoubted. In the Targ. Hieros., Gen. xllx. 10 is para-

phrased in the same way as in Onkelos. Ver. 11 is rendered here

and in Pseudo-Jonathan, " guam pulcher est rex Messice, qui surrecturus

est e domo Judce." One Targum paraphrases Exod. xl. 11, "et sancti-

ficabis ipsam propter Josuam servum tuum, doctorem synedrii populi

tui, cujus manu dividenda est terra Israelis, et Messiam filium

Ephraim," ^ etc. : another on Deut. xxx. 4, " si fuerint dispersiones

vestrge in fines coelorum, inde congregabit vos Verbum Jehovse per

manus Elise sacerdotis magni et inde adducet vos per manum regis

Messias;" Gen. xlix. 11, "quo venturus erat rex Messias" Exod.

xl. 9, " domus Juda et regis Messia."

3. The age of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uziel is an important

question here. The accounts of the Talmud are uncertain, and ap-

proach the fabulous. In the Bab. Gemara, Onkelos is mentioned four

times : (1) as a contemporary of Gamaliel
; (2) as son of Calonymus,

in the time of Hadrian
; (3) as a proselyte

; (4) as proselyte and

^ Directed against Christians. Compare a Targum on Cant. iv. 6 : Duo salva-

tores lui, salvaturi te, Mesxias JiUus David et Messias Jilius Ephraim, similes sunt

Mosi et Aaroni. Every possible means was resorted to in order to escajK) the

necessity of recognising Jesus as the Messiah. But the idea of a Messiah waa still

firmly maintained.
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Targumist of the Pentateuch. The three last we regard as fabulous.

Whether the first is based upon a true foundation, we shall not attempt

to decide. We shall content ourselves with remarking, that while the

accounts in the Talmud contain no certain proof of an earlier age,

they are equally destitute of any reliable proof of a later. Internal

grounds must therefore decide. The style, which is almost exactly

the same as that of Daniel, the accuracy of the translation, the absence

of fables, the impartiality with which passages are interpreted as

Messianic without any allusion to Christians, are certainly indications

that the Targum was composed before or during the time of Christ.

This is confirmed by the great estimation in which the Targum was

held. It was not regarded as merely a commentary like the rest, but

as a translation and a sacred book,—a Masora being prepared for it as

well as for the Old Testament.-^ Gfrorer has also pointed out pas-

sages which certainly prove that Onkelos wrote before the destruction

of Jerusalem. He finds in Gen. xlix. 27 a prediction of the continu-

ance of the temple worship ; and the same in Deut. xxxiii. 18, 19 (while

the Targ. Jerus., which follows Onk. literally, omits these words).

With tolerable certainty, therefore, we may attribute to the work a'

remote antiquity.—So again with Jonathan ben Uziel. One account

makes him pupil of Hillel, in the time of Christ ; others place him in

the time of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. On the principle, that

a highly venerated man would be more likely to be placed too early

than too late, we regard the former as the only one worthy of credit.

Of the age of Jonathan we have positive evidence. On 1 Sam. ii.

he places a prophecy in the mouth of Hannah, which relates to all the

important catastrophes that befell Judaea from Sennacherib to the

Seleucidge, and closes with a promise of prosperity to Jerusalem. A
person writing after the destruction of Jerusalem would never have

spoken in this fashion. On Jer. ii. 3, and Ezek. xxxvi. 38, he em-

ploys two similes to depict the glory of Israel which is predicted there.

He compares those who injure Israel to such as withhold the first

^ The origin of the Targums is without doubt to be explained in the following

way :—As the Jews grew less and less able to understand Hebrew, it became neces-

sary at the readings in the synagogues to interpret the Hebrew which was read.

At first this would be done ofally ; but gradually a stereotyped mode of interpreta-

tion was formed, which took a fixed shape in writing, or at least the lest interpre-

tations of the most celebrated Kabbis were noted down as helps for common readers.

Thus is explained, a. how it comes that different Targums partly agree verbally,

and partly diverge
; h. how it comes that at first only the interpretation, but

afterwards the explanations and elucidations also, were noted ; so that the two
old Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uziel have more the appearance of

translations, the later ones that of commentaries (in the form of periphrases).
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fruits from the temple; and Israel itself to a company festively

adorned, going up to the feast of the Passover. No one would have

used such similes after 70 a.d. So also the only fault attributed to

the Romans is, that they enforce the tribute. It can hardly be denied,

therefore, that Jonathan wrote either before or during the age of

Christ; so that in Onkelos and Jonathan we have two important

documents proving that in the time of Jesus there was a distinct

expectation of a personal Messiah, a Davidic King, and a political

Saviour.

4. But, apart from these, let us look at the idea of a Messiah as

we find it expressed in the later Targums, and ask, ichether it presup-

jjoses that the Jewish nation 77iu(tt have had the hope of a Messiah before

the separation of the Cliristians from the Jeics ; or icliether the hypothesis

is tenable, that the idea of a Messiah was first derived by them fi-om the

Christians ?

a. As a mere prelude, we point at once to one simple circumstance.

We find, indeed, that in Ps. ex. the perfect King appears in heavenly

light upon the throne of God ; the first trace of a presentiment that

the Redeemer must be more than a mere man. In Isa. vii.-xi. and

Micah iv. v., the promised second David is identified in a remarkable

way with Jehovah ; and in Malachi also, the coming of the Angel of

the Covenant with that of Jehovah Himself. Still there were no data

sufficient to produce a clear perception of the divinity of the Messiah.

But in the Christian Church we find from the very first the most de-

finite view of the (metaphysical) divinity of Christ (cf. Rom. i. 4,

viii. 32, XV. 6 ; 1 Cor. i. 9, x. 4 ; Phil. ii. 6, etc., etc.),—a view which

must have come down from the clouds, if it is not to be found in such

occurrences and discourses as Matt. xvi. 16, John viii. 53 and 58.—It

was altogether different with the Jews. In Ecclus. and the Book of

Wisdom we find, first of all, the theory of the Word in God, which

appears in the beginning as Wisdom immanent in God, not yet per-

sonally distinct from Him, but only poetically personified. Tiiis idea

can be traced in a connected line throughout the Targiuns. In Onhe-

los, the Word of Jehovah is intro:luced here and there impersonally

(cf. Num. xxiii. 21, verbuvi Jehovce adjuvat illos, et Schecliiiiah regis

illorum est inter eos ; Deut. xxxiii. 27, p^r verbum ejus (Dei) creatus

est mundus). But in Gen. iii. 8 it is personified ; cf. Gen. xx. 3 and

Num. xxiii. 2G. In the later Targums the personality is more and

more distinct. With Jonathan, Isa. xlii. 1, compare the Jerusalem

Targum, Gen. iii. 22, where the Word of God is introduced as speak-

ing, and Pseudo-Jonathan, Deut. i. 29, 30 : Sermo Dei veslri, qui anteit

vos, pugnabit pro vobis. The Wurd is also introduced as related to the
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Messiah (cf. Jon. Isa. xlii. 1, and Jerus. Targ. Gen. xlix. 18, redem-

tionem, qiiam dixisti per verhum tuiim venturam esse populo tuo) ; but

even in the latest Targums this appears simply as a relation, not as a

union : the Word rules the Messiah—it works through him ; but he

is not himself the Word. Cf. Pseudo-Jonathan on Deut. xxx. 4 : Si

fuerint dispersiones vestrce in fines coelorum, inde congregahit vos verhum

Jehovce per manus Elioe . . . et inde adducet vos per manum regis

Messice. We see, therefore, that the development of the Jewish idea

of a Messiah took its own course from the time of the Wisdom of

Solomon to the very latest times. The Christian idea was not adopted ;

or if it was, the most important part was left behind.

But not only have we this evidence, that the idea was not bor-

rowed by the Jews from the Christians : the circumstances are suffi-

cient to prove that it could not have been so. If the Jews in the

time of Jesus had no expectation of a distinct personal Messiah, this

expectation must have been one of the doctrinal points of difference

between them and the Christians. But such points, instead of being

adopted, are those which every attempt is made to overthrow. Now,
as this was not done here, but the Jews shared with the Christians

the expectation of a personal Messiah, and differed only so far as the

attributes of the Messiah were concerned, it follows that this expecta-

tion must have been in existence before the separation took place be-

tween them. The hope of a Messiah entertained by the Jews after

the time of Christ, presupposes its existence in an earlier age. And,

as we have seen, in all probability Onkelos and Jonathan are docu-

ments from the time of Christ Himself.

§107.

THE HOPE OF A MESSIAH IN THE TIME OF CHRIST.

We have other documents besides Onkelos and Jonathan, the age

of which is not probable, but certain. We must not refer to Philo,

indeed. B. Bauer prohibits this ; he says, " He speaks once, it is true,

according to Num. xxiv. 7, LXX., of a man who is to arise as captain

and warrior, and overcome great nations ; but what is once, in the case

of so fertile a writer ?" To our mind, a hope once expressed is a hopo

actually expressed, and can hardly be adduced as a proof that it had

no existence. But even if Philo, with his spiritualizing disposition,

his readiness to divest facts of their historical reality and resolve

them into allegorical imagery, had not written a single Messianic

passage, this would by no means prove that the Jews, as a people,

cherished no such hope in the time of Jesus. But we have in mind
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ca different author from PhilcD—one whom certain modern writers com-

pletely ignore, whom B. Bauer does not mention in his treati.se : we
mean, the historian Josephus. What he says of Theudas appears to

us not to be without importance :
" He told them he was a prophet,

and that he would by his own command divide the river, and afford

them an easy passage over it; and many were deluded by his words"

(Ant. 20, 5, 1). This shows at least that the thought of " the prophet,"'

the second Moses, who would arise, was not so foreign to that genera-

tion. This conclusion is strengthened by the mass of impostors, every

one of whom declared himself to be the expected founder of the New
Covenant. Compare Ant. 20, 8, 6; Wars of the Jews, 2, 13, 4

and 5. Li all of these we find not merely that they pretended to be

ordinary prophets, but that they declare themselves to be fdled with

the Spirit of God {Trpocr')(i')ixarL deiaa/xov), and to be commissioned in

a miraculous way to secure for the people political freedom. In all of

them there is the boasted combination of the gifts of prophecy and

sovereignty. They all pretend to an equality with Moses the law-

giver ; and they all find faith.—Surely such /ac^s as these contain the

proof, that there was an expectation prevalent at the time, that a person

resembling Moses in rank and theocratic position was about to appear.

But Josephus himself tells us expressly what were the ideas pre-

valent among the people, which gave rise to the facts referred to. In

Ant. 10, 11, 7, he says, that Daniel was read both widely and gladly

;

that the people clung with their hopes to Daniel's bright predictions

;

that even after the destruction of Jerusalem they held fast by his

prophecies still. Can it be said, then, that they had no expectation of

a Messiah ? Or did they perhaps overlook the passages in Daniel in

which a Messiah is spoken of? We shall see.—In Ant. 10, 10, 4,

Josephus relates Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the image with the head of

gold, the breast of silver, etc. He then gives the interpretation, some-

what vaguely, with reference to the Babylonian Empire, the two king-

doms, which were to destroy the Babylonian—a conqueror from the

West (Alexander), and " another government that shall be like unto

iron." He then proceeds to say : " Daniel did also declare the meaning

of the stone to the king; but I do not think proper to relate it, since I

have only undertaken to describe things past or things present, but not

things that are future." Why should he say nothing about the stone ?

Why, but that the whole nation understood this stone to refer to the

Messiah, the deliverer whom God would send, of Israelitish descent,

and therefore he was afraid to publish this interpretation because of

the Komans?—Or is this perhaps a mere hypothesis'? Let us see.

The topstone of our demonstration is the passage in the Wars ot
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the Jews, 6, 5, 4, "But now, what did the most elevate them (the

Jews) in undertaking this war, was an ambiguous oracle that was also

found in their sacred writings, how about this time (Daniel) one from

their country should become governor of the habitable earth. The Jews

took this prediction to belong to themselves, and many of the loise men

were thereby deceived in their determination (jcpio-iv, interpretationem).

Now this oracle certainly denoted the government of Vespasian."

—

Here Josephus himself is artful enough to refer the oracle to Ves-

pasian ; but of all the rest he says, that they understood the prophecies

as relating to a particular deliverer, conqueror, and ruler, whom God
would raise up from among themselves.

Thus we see the whole course of the Jewish hopes of a Messiah,

from the Pentateuch to the very latest of the Targums. Link hangs

to link. The obscurity which God in His wisdom allowed to rest, in

the Old Test., (1) upon the identity of the Son of David with the

suffering Servant of God, the Prophet, and the Angel of the Cove-

nant
; (2) upon the distinction between the first and second coming

of the Messiah ; and (3) upon the divinity of the perfect King,

—

brought about that, whilst the spiritually-minded recognised in Jesus

the Messiah, the Prophet, and the Servant of God, the carnally-

minded, the gi'eater portion of the people, looked for a purely political

Messiah, rejected Jesus, and through their trust in pretended Mes-

siahs of a political kind, brought upon themselves political destruction,

and turned the political hopes of a Messiah into something unmean-

ina; and absurd.

B.

—

Data respecting the Person and Life of Jesus.

§108.

DATA OF THE APOSTOLIC EPISTLES.

We may remark at the outset, in the first place, that even on the

assumption, that the Apostles gave to the churches a history of Jesus'

life, we are not justified, as Weisse supposes, in expecting to find cer-

tain portions of it in their Epistles. For the history of the still un-

known person of Jesus would be given at the time when a church

was first collected, and when the Apostles or other preachers were

still present. Now the Epistles were written to persons already in

possession of this knowledge ; they were occasioned by certain evils

in the churches, which needed to be cured. This cure could only be

effected from the central point of the Christian faith and life, not by
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the repetition of any coniniandnients tliat Jesus had pivcn. And
there was no reason to recall particular facts from the life of Jesus.

But, secondly, even on the most cursory <!;lance at the Epistles, we find

that the Apostles do not set up a mere donma apart from the person

of Jesus Himself, as modern critics have maintained, but constantly

refer to the concrete personality of Jesus, with which they assume

that their readers are already acquainted. For example, when Paul

exhorts to purity or holiness, we do not find him appealing to the

" unity of deity and humanity." He speaks of " Christ " who is to

live in us, to be formed in us, with whom we are to die to sin, to be

buried, and to live ; of Christ, with whom we are risen again, and

made to sit in " heavenly places." It is to this concrete Christ, this

concrete person, who was crucified, and rose again, and appeared to

the Apostle himself, and will one day be seen by all believers, that all

the subjective life of faith is directly referred. It is not a thought,

an idea, to which the unknown Jesus of Weisse merely serves as a

substratum ; but the living person standing before the eyes of the

churches, whom it is only necessary for the Apostle to mention, to

indicate the source of all concrete holiness. But how could the

readers understand these Epistles, unless they were already acquainted

with the nature and life of the person alluded to ? It is evident that

the churches must have been already made acquainted with the life

of Jesus ; a fact in itself sufficient to preclude, to a very great extent,

the undisturbed formation of myths.

But another question arises : Was the life of Jesus in itself, and as

described by the Apostles, the same as we find in the Gospels ? Par-

ticular incidents from His life we have no right to expect. But the

general stamp of the Apostles' teaching is of very great importance.

What modern critics regard as most objectionable in the life of Jesus,

as related in the Gospels, is the " supernatural " element. And the

question arises, therefore. Do the Apostles represent Jesus in their

Epistles as supernatural, or not? It matters but little that particular

miracles are not alluded to, provided the image in the Apostles' mind

is evidently that of a man so far removed above the "natural," as

necessarily to be qxialijied for the performance of miracles. And we

must not overlook the important admission of Banr (Paulus, p. 90),

that the portrait of Christ as drawn by Paul is based upon an accurate

knowledge of the actual life of Jesus. If, then, the Apostles represent

Jesus as an ordinary man, the negative critics are right ; but if they

speak of Him as entirely different from others,—if they refer without

hesitation to Yi\s pre-existence, on the one hand, and His resurrection

and ascension on the other,—we have good reason to ask, how the
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Apostles could possibly have arrived at such a view of the nature of

Jesus, unless He had actually exhibited in His life the supernatural

character which they ascribe to His person ? Did Jesus appear to the

Apostles themselves to be altogether supei'natural ? If this be granted,

there can be no further ground for objection to the life of Jesus as

related in the Gospels.

Let us look, first of all, at the Apostles' doctrine of the pre-exist-

ence of Jesus. It is a sufficiently significant fact, that whilst Paul

most firmly maintains the true humanity of Christ (Gal. iv. 4), he

ascribes to Him the fulness of the divine nature (2 Cor. v. 19; Col.

ii. 9). For how could a Jew, who distinguished so thoroughly the

creature from the Creator, have been brought to such a doctrine ex-

cept by irresistible facts ? When Paul, therefore, speaks of Christians

as those who " in every place call upon the name (oc^n D''Sip) of Jesus

Christ our Lord" (1 Cor. i. 2); when he says of Christ, "through

whom are all things" (1 Cor. viii. 6), representing the universe as

coming into existence "from God" and "through Christ;" when he

says that Christ was the Rock which accompanied the Israelites (1 Cor.

X. 4), and, in more definite terms still, that " He was the first-born of

every creature," that "in Him all things were created, that are in

heaven and that are in earth ;" surely a man must possess a very

different New Testament from ours to be able to say, with Schiuegler,

that " the idea of the pre-existence of Christ was foreign to the apos-

tolic age."—But possibly Paul was thinking of Jesus before His in-

carnation as impersonal, as simply wisdom in God, a kind of X0709

ivSiaOero^ ? Hardly so ; for in 2 Cor. viii. 9 he says, that " though

He was rich, He became poor;" and what else can he possibly have

meant than the giving up of a glory possessed before? In Phil, ii.,

again, the act, the resolution to exchange the " form of God " for the

" form of a servant," is set before the Philippians as an example of

what they should do ; and in ver. 6 (" who being in the form of God,"

etc.), the Apostle represents the Son as reflecti)ig before His incarna-

tion upon the work of redemption, which He was about to undertake

;

and the subject of His reflection as being His relation to the Father.

Not only did Paul think of the Son as pre-existent, but ascribed to Him
a personality distinct and. self-distinguishing from that of the Father.

How did Paul come to this doctrine ? Does he deliver it as some-

thing new ? Does he deduce it from grounds ? Does lie come for-

Avard with it in opposition to the rest of the Apostles'? Not to Peter
at least. For he both speaks of Christ as irpoe'yvwaixevo^ irpo Kara-

/3o\r]f; Kocr/jLov (destined from eternity to be the Redeemer), and says

that the Spirit of Christ was in the prophets of the Old Testament
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(i. 1, 11) ; not a spirit analogous to tlie spirit of Christianity, but the

Spirit which proceeded from, and was given by, the person of Christ.

And John expres.ses the same view when he says, " Tlie Son of God
was manifested" (1 John iii. 8) ; "Jesus Christ is come in the flesh"

(iv. 2) ; and "God sent His only-begotten Son into the worjd."

—

Peter and John, therefore, both speak of the pre-existence of Christ.

There is not the slightest indication of any difference between the

Apostles on this most important point. "With a tone of the greatest

confidence, Paul proclaims the doctrine to both Jewish and Gentile

Christians. It nowhere appears as a newly arisen idea, least of all as

a product of mei'e subjective thmking. Moreover, he carefully dis-

tinguishes on other occasions between the results of his own thought

and the revelations of God. So that, when he proclaims the pre-ex-

istence of Christ as the most indisputable certainty, either he was

a deceiver, or the doctrine must have been the undoubted belief of all

Christians. At all events, the twelve must have been acquainted with

it. But if they were, how had they learned it? Was it merely a

conclusion of their own ? What a bold commencement would that

have been ! how unlike their usual conscientiousness ! and how un-

suitable to the firmness with which they spoke (1 Pet. i. o, and 12, 23,

ii. 2 ; 1 John i. 1 sqq., ii. 20, 22, iv. 1) ! And even then it must be

assumed that the impression made upon their minds by the person of

Jesus had been that of a divine, perfectly superhuman nature and

power. But their teaching, like that of Paul, evidently indicates that

they had received from the Lord Himself just such communications

as we find in John viii. 58, xvii. 24. Here, therefore, we have this

most distinct historical datum : Jesus declared Himself to be the eternal,

jyersonal, Son of God. Consequently, the choice lies before us, either

to pronounce Him a fanatic, or to admit that there was nothing

strange in His possession of miraculous power. His birth from a

virgin especially must present itself as peculiarly fitting to eveiy open

and unprejudiced mind. The generative power of the male is active

—that of the female receptive. When salvation is brought into the

world, the receptive attitude alone befits humanity. And a Saviour

already existing could not for the first time be begotten then.

We pass to the resurrection and ascension of Jesus. That the

Apostles not only thought of Jesus as received into heaven, and theuce

communicating spiritual life to believers,^ but were also most firmly

convinced of His resurrection,^ believed that He had gone up to

1 1 Cor. ii. 16 ; 2 Cor. iv. 11, 11 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; Eph. i. 10 ; riiil. ii. 9 ; Titiia

iii. G.

2 Koin. vi. 4 ; 1 Cor. ix. 1. xv. 3 sqq. ; Eph. i. 20 ; 2 Tim. ii. 8 ; 1 Pot. i. 4.
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heaven/ and expected that He would visibly return as Judge,^ is not

disputed. The question is simply, whether this belief was merely

founded upon visions, or upon proofs of an actual resurrection ; for the

latter alone would be a miracle. But would Paul have described a

vision as " the energy of the might of the power of God" (Eph. i. 19);

would he have spoken of a vision as showing the glory of God the

Father (Rom. vi. 4) ; or would he have contrasted a visionary resurrec-

tion with dying once, as he does in Rom. vi. 10 ? Would a reasonable

man have used such words as ava<jTa(Ti<i, ij6pd7]vat, to describe a

visionary appearance ? We certainly think not. Moreover, in 1 Cor.

XV., Paul brings forward the resurrection of Christ as the pledge of

ours ; and describes the latter as being made alive, as the change of

our earthly, corruptible body into one that is incorruptible. He must

therefore have thought of the resurrection of Jesus in the same way, as

the rising of the same body which had before been corruptible and really

dead. He must not only have thought of this, he must have known it; and

this he certainly could do, since " five hundred brethren at once" are not

likely to have had the same subjective vision at the very same time.

Here, then, we have a dilemma again. Either the Apostles had

only visions, and no reliable proofs of the actual resurrection of Jesus
;

in which case they were fanatics to speak in such strong terms of a

resurrection as the " working of the might of the power of God,"

—

a supposition entirely at variance with their general character ; or,

Christ has risen from the dead (and ascended to heaven, Eph. i.

20, iv. 9). In the latter we have again in mice the whole system of

the universe. Matter, i.e., the visible and finite, is not something in

itself evil or worthless, but susceptible of transfiguration ; and the laws

of nature with which we are acquainted, relatively, i.e., in contrast

with the present condition of nature generally, are rational and ne-

cessary; but its whole condition is disturbed by sin, and under the

dominion of death. On the other hand, there is a kingdom of higher

life and higher laws, the kingdom of salvation, which in the person of

Christ once appeared in particular acts and manifestations as the king-

dom of miracles (the point of union, the person of Chi'ist, being the

absolute miracle), but which will one day be exhibited as the universal

condition of the transfgu7'ed world, in the " new heaven and new earth."

With this system before us, the whole of the history of Jesus, as

related in the Gospels, is both free from difficulty and compatible with

reason.

1 Eph. i. 20, iv. 9.

2 1 Cor. i. 7, iv. 5, xv. 51 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; Col. iii. 4 ; 1 Thess. iv. 13 sqq. ; 1

Pet. i. 7, iv. 5.
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C.

—

Data on the Early Ministry of the Apostles.

§109.

CREDIBILITY OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

The Acts of the Apostles are the main source from wliich we

obtain an account of the early ministry of the Apostles. That the

work was composed by the author of the third Gospel is undoubted.

But doubts have been expressed whether tradition' is correct in assign-

ing them to the same Lucanus who is described as a physician in Col. iv.

14, who accompanied Paul during his imprisonment in Eome (Philem.

24), and was the only faithful attendant left to the Apostle (2 Tim,

iv. 11). The question also arises, what amount of credibility his work

possesses, especially in the former half? A third question also arises,

whether the first person plural employed in chaps, xvi. 10-17, xx. 5-15,

xxi. 1-18, xxvii. 1-28, is to be understood as referring to the author

of the book itself, or to some one else (Timothy or Silas, for example),

whose writings have been copied unaltered into the body of the work?

The decision of the third question is of great importance towards

the settlement of the first. For, if the author speaks of himself as a

companion of Paul, he was certainly no other than the Luke men-

tioned in the different Epistles. And this internal evidence coincides

with tradition. But if he does not, the work might just as well have

been written by some one in the second century, as by the Luke

referred to. It is of importance also in its bearing upon the second

question ; for although it is true that, if Timothy was the writer, the

credibility of the passages themselves would be well established, and

we should have a guarantee that the sources employed were good, yet

the credibility of the work would be more thoroughly established if

the author is here speaking of himself. In that case he was really the

companion of the Apostle, and able to obtain from him the most exact

accounts of the events related in Acts i.-xii.

We shall investigate in order these three questions.—We shall

look first at the external evidence of the authenticity of the Acts. It can-

not be denied that the testimony of Eusehins as to the general admis-

sion of its authenticity lays no light weight in the scale. Theodotus

quotes it in a treatise appended to the works of Clem. Alex. It is

true, his work (being a polemic against Valentinianism) cannot have

been written before the close of the second century. But two other

1 Vid Iren. hser. 3, 14, 1 ; Clem. A., Strom, v.; Tertul. de Jejun. c. 10 ;
Eiisob.

h. c. 3, 25.

32
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circumstances give to the citation in question great value. In the first

place, it occurs in the work of a Gnostic. The separation of the

Gnostics from the Church commenced before the second centurj.

From that time the two were in direct hostility ; and it is very im-

probable that the Gnostics would accept from the Church a work
which arose after that time, and which was directly at variance with

their doctrines. And, secondly, the expression which he employs, ol

aTTOcrroXot iv roU irpd^ecnv ecprjaav, shows that the book must have

been in existence for a considerable time ; not only because it proves

that the title was generally adopted then, but because a title so inap-

plicable to the general contents of the book could not have been given

till some time after the book itself was written.

Another circumstance compels us to attribute to the work a very

early antiquity. It was even quoted by the Ehioniies {Epiph. hger.

30, 16). Epiphanius affirms that they possessed an "Acts of the

Apostles," which they changed and mutilated like the Gospel of

Matthew.—We know how this sect arose. The Jewish Christians

were scattered by the destruction of Jerusalem ; and though till that

time they had been wisely allowed by the Apostles to observe the

ceremonial law, they were obliged now to pass over to the universalisni

of Paul. A band of them, however, remained in Pella, and, resisting

all inward growth, severed themselves from the organic life of the

Church. Their legalistic principle involved the death of the specific-

ally Christian life. They fell into errors, and were given up to the

spirit of falsehood and of intentional corruption. This was manifest

most of all in the way in which the Aramaean Gospel of Matthew by

degrees degenerated in their hands into the Gospel of the Ebionites.

Now, if the separation of the Ebionites from the rest of the Church

can be traced back to this early age, and a sect which so strongly re-

sisted the introduction of every work of a Hellenist or Pauline stamp,

was nevertheless in possession of the Acts of the Apostles, which they

sought by alterations to accommodate to their own standpoint, in what

other way can this be explained except that they had possessed the

book from the earliest times, and could not deny its authority ? And
whilst the antiquity of the book rests thus upon external foundations,

there are points in the. work itself which confirm the tradition that it

was written by Luke. There are technical terms in both the Gospel

and the Acts which betray the medical training of Luke the physician.

And the dedication to a man, who is addressed as KpdTLcrro<i, shows

that the book was not written in obscurity, but in broad daylight ; so

that it would soon be widely known, and there would be the less room

for ignorance or error with regard to the data of its composition.
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We sliall not lay mucli stress upon this, liowovcr, nor upon the

sudden breaking off of the narrative with the first iniprisoninont at

Kome, but pass to the internal credibiliti/ of the book. And, first of

all, an inquiry is necessary, which has not yet been instituted. The
Acts contain discoui'ses of both Peter and Paul. If these are genuine,

we should expect to find the same style and general train of thought

in the former as in the first Epistle of Peter, and in the latter as in

the Epistles of Paul.

But before entering on that inquiry, wc must first ascertain which

of these discourses were made in Aramaean, and which in Greek. Of
those belonging to Peter, the following apj)ear to be Aramaean : x. 28

sqq. (comp. ver. 3G, tov Xoyov 6v—"iC'S nm ns). Luke must, however,

liave made use of a Greek translation, from which came the word

r^/xT?!/, ver. 30 (nowhere else to be found in Luke) ; iv. 8, v. 29 (because

before the Council). The following are Greek : Chap. ii. (of course),

iii. (in the temple, to be sure ; still it contains free citations from

Sept., with important variations, which a translator would scarcely

have ventured on. It agrees in its Greek style with other words of

Peter certainly spoken in Greek. It is certain it was not translated

by Li;ke. Conf. wcnrep xal, for which Luke has always Kadu><i koX ,*

Kaipol dt-ai/ry^eo)?, for which Luke uses other expressions : Luke ii.

25, xxi. 24) ; xi. 5 (certainly not translated by Luke, on account of

the wairep Kal and ')']/J.r]v, vers. 5, 12, and 17). Chap. xii. 11 is uncer-

tain. Chap. xxii. contains the only Aramsean speech of Paul's. The

discourse, chap. xiii. 16, might be Aramaean as spoken to Jews; but

against the supposition are the divergent citations from the Septuagint,

and some Greek forms of speech which are to be found only in Paul's

Epistles {e.g., irXijpovv tov Spofiov, the use of Bio, ayvoelv). The other

discourses are obviously all Greek.

If we now look carefully at these discourses, we shall find, (1) that

the discourses of Peter have many points in common, not only in forms

of expression,^ but in thought and theological views ;^ (2) that they

contain points of resemblance to the first Epistle of Peter ;^ (3) thai the

^ 'ET^ccMaiu 6 Qioc (ii. 31, iii. 21 and 24, xi. 14) ; 'MtrecvoiliaoiTt kxI WKtrpi^^tTi

(iii. 19, viii. 22) ; h» aro/nuTog (ii. 16, iii. 18 cf. iv. 25) ; kxI vvv oil* oiM6o>;-

- Jesus died " by the determined counsel and foreknowledge of God" (ii. 23.

iii. 18, 20, 24, iv. 28, x. 42).—Frequent reiterations of the antithesis, the Jews

thought to destroy Jesus, but He was glorified instead (ii. 23 seq., iii. 13 sqq., v.

30, vi. 10, etc.).—Jesus is called x«/V ©"t* (Acts iii. 26, iv. 27, 30). God ixpiav

'Inaovv^ X. 38, vide iv. 27.

3 Cf. TYi uptafAivyi ^oC-Ky) with 1 Pet. i. 2 and 20, and ii. 4-6. The antithw^is re-

ferred to in last note occurs in 1 Pet. i. 19 sqq.—Ps. cxviii. 22 is only quoted in

Acts iv. 11 and 1 Pet. ii. 7 (except by Christ Himself).—Faith givcu through
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same idea is not expressed in the same way as by Luke and Paul;

(4) that the discourses of Paid have similar points of mutual resem-

blance ;^ (5) that they agree with the Epistles of Paid in words,^ con-

structions,^ and theological ideas ;* (6) the same ideas are not expressed

in the same terms as by Luke, Peter, and Stephen.^

Christ (Actsv. 31 ; 1 Pet. i. 21).— Christ gave repentance and blessedness through

repentance: Acts iii. 19, v. 31 ; 1 Pet. ii. 21, iv. 1. In Paul, repentance is sepa-

rated from holiness as simple acknowledgment of sin.—In Peter, Christ appears as a

concrete unity, as the sole source of all our new life ; in Paul, the separate momenta
of the new life are distinguished as an ordo salutis, and Christ is related to each of

these momenta in a diiferent manner.
^ olv^peg '

Iixpxri'h^rcti xctl oi (po/iovfisuoi tou Qsov (xiii. 16 and 26) ;—/S;« yivioi (xiii.

36, xiv. 16) ;—o 0£oV oc ivotnai rov ovoxvou >:.r.>. ;

—

Trxi/ra;, xviii. 21, xxviii. 4;

—

'Eyu yoip ol'hx, XX. 2.5, 29 ;

—

Msroe, '^uxpvuu, XX. 19, 31 ;

—

rreTroTitrsvfixt rw Qsu. And
the peculiar use of 616; for religion (xiv. 16, xxii. 4, xxiv. 14). (In Peter, 6o6g never

means religion, but tropically way.) The frequent use of kxI vvv, kccI zxvvv, /.a.l

vvv i^ov.

2 ;c£xa/"(7T«; (Acts xxvi. 16, xxvii. 23, cf. Eom. viii. 22 ; 2 Cor. ii. 7, 10, 12,

xii. 13 ; Gal. iii. 18, etc.) ;—^ro/SoA^ i^t'x'^? (Acts xxvii. 22 ; Rom. xi. 15) ;

—

Ittoixo-

"hofctiv; Tr'hyipoiv^ Ti'Kuv tov opofA-ov — io die (Acts xiii. 25; 2 Tim. iv. 7);

—

'7ra,vr<x, = in

all things. Acts xx. 35 ; 1 Cor. x. 23 ;—frequent use of vug : >cxrcc Ka.vzot. (Acts

xvii. 22 ; Col. iii. 20, 22).

^ 3/0, ^i6ri (very frequent) ;

—

^ot,pi:vpiia6a.i in an active sense. Acts xxvi. 22
;

1 Thess. ii. 11. •

* Acts xiii. 1 7, cf . Rom. ix.

—

to aTrip^uot. x-ot-r l-Truyyikioi.v^ Acts xiii. 23, 32, a purely

Pauline thought (Rom. ix.) : quite different from Acts ii. 30.—That the promise

was fulfilled to the children, Acts xiii. 32 ; Gal. iv. ; Rom. ix.—That David served

God for his own generation, and the like. Acts xiii. 36 ; Eph. iii. 5.—Quite Pauline

is Acts xiii. 39, cf. Rom. viii. 3.

—

6 Qeog ^uv, Acts xiv. 15 ; Rom. ix. 26 ; 2 Cor.

iii. 3 ; 1 Thess. i. 9 ; 1 Tim. iii. 15, etc. The time before Christ a time of dyi/oicc.

Acts xiii. 27 ; Rom. ii. 4, x. 3. God winked at the sins committed before Christ,

Acts xvii. 30 ; Rom. iii. 25. The heathen could know God, Acts xvii. 27 ; Rom. i.

20 ; cf . also Acts xvii. 28 ; Rom. xiii. 36.—To sei-ve God. Religion as a service.

Acts XX. 19, xxviL 23, xxiv. 14, xxiii. 1, also xiii. 36. Conf. Rom. vi. 6, vii. 25,

xii. 11 ; Gal. iv. 8 ; Tit. iii. 3 ; also Rom. i. 1 ; Phil. i. 1 ; Tit. i. 1. (Elsewhere

only in Luke xv. 29, but not tropically, and Matt. vi. 24).

—

Ailifiiuog ru izviv^ont^

Acts XX. 22 ; Eph. iii. 1, iv. 1 ; Philem. 1.

—

^ovvui rvju x.'hnpovoi/.lot.v iv roig xyix-

afchoig, Acts xx. 32, xxvi. 18, cf. Gal. iii. 18 ; Eph. i. 11 and 14 ; especially Col.

i. 12 ; Acts XX. 33, cf. 1 Cor. ix. 4 ; 2 Cor. xi.— riao-jj (TVi^sio'J;aii ciyocSji, con-

sciousness of having done his duty. Acts xxiii. 1 ; Rom. ix. 1, xiii. 5 ; 1 Cor. x.

25 ; 2 Cor. i. 12, iv, 2 ; and the Pastoral Epistles. (In Peter, on the other hand,

1 Pet. iii. 16 and 21, ii. 19, it is the consciousness of being reconciled to God [?].)

—^"Atto ax,6rovg ilg (pu;, Acts xxvi. 18 ; Rom. viii. 38 ; 2 Cor. iv. 14; Eph. i. 18,

iv. 18, v. 8 ; Col. i. 13 ; 1 Thess. v. 4.

^ The discourse, chap, xiii., is on the whole analogous to that of Stephen,

But just on that account the discrepancies have all the greater weight, 'fl;

ria(rxpx!covrBter'7i %p6wj^ xiii. 18, 21, different from vii. 36, 23, 30.

—

"llyeipe

auryipee., xiii. 23, cf. Acts ii. 30; xiii. 24, cf. x. 37. In xiii. 25, the citation of the

ivoi'ds of the Baptist widely diverge from Luke iii. 16.—xiii. 27, »yvoBh = iai\ to
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It is by no means trne tliat tlie peculiarities of Luke run through

the discourses of Peter and Paul. On the contrary-, we find both tlie

general type of their teaching, and minute peculiarities of style, most

carefully distinguished. But the question now arises, whether it is

possible that these discourses can have been preserved with such verbal

accuracy by the hearers ? At first sight this appears very improbable

;

and our asserted credibility seems to be imperilled, and all our foot-

notes appear to be of no avail. The greatest difficulty of all is pre-

sented by Stephen's speech, in case it really does contain all those fine

allusions which Liiger has pointed out. But Luger has given us the

key to the difficulty. He says, "Unquestionably Saul heard the

speech. But how must the wisdom and sjiirit with which the speaker

ftoiight to convince him (Saul) that he mistook the meaning of the

temple and the law, have embittered the feelings of the zealot for law

and temple, the scribe and scholar of the Pharisees ! Nay, not only

sought to convince him, but icell nigh did it. Only so can we under-

stand the rage of Saul. It was the restless, painful zeal of one who

has a suspicion that he has erred in the holiest of all matters.—And
when the Lord had revealed Himself to him, how^ important must the

speech of Stephen have appeared in his eyes ; how the whole peculiar

style of Stephen's views and proofs must have stamped itself upon his

mind ! Yea, would not every word of the speech, as it floated before

his memory, appear to him in the clearest light ? In this way is ex-

plained the oral tradition of the speech. It appears to me natural and

reasonable to think that not a word of it would be lost." But it is not

necessary to maintain that every word of this and the other speeches

was preserved. All we say is, that the Christians who heard Peter

and Paul speak, knew their style, and remembered their words in the

style in which they were uttered.

The character of the discourses in the Acts, therefore, is a strong

proof of its credibility. Luke must have obtained them from the best

recognise (involving a charge of guilt). Inversely iii. 17, dyvouv a.s an excuse.—

xiii. 28 cf. iii. 14 and Luke xxiii. 14 ; xiii. 29 cf. Luke xxiii. 53 : instead of

fivrifiuov Luke has |Kt/-<^«.—xiii. 17 cf. with the Petrine antithesis. Peter: "Ye
put Him to death ;" but God has neutralized your deed, and raised Ilim up. Paul

:

Just by putting Him to death ye liave helped to complete God's plan of re^lemp-

tion.—xiii. 35 ; Ps. xvi. is cited otherwise than in Peter's address, ii. 27;—xiii. 3(i

cf. ii. 29.—In xiii. 2G and 46, as always in Paul's writings, ^loyof toD (r>ici is the

word which is preached, the contents of the preaching. On the other iiand, in

Luke (Acts vi. 7, xii. 24, xix. 20) it is by synecdoche = the interest of the word

of God, almost equivalent to " the kingdom of God." Still difTcrcntly in Pet<>r.

AVith him (1 Pet. i. 23 sqq.) it is neither the Gospel interest nor the object of

preaching, but the word as means of grace.
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sources, probably in loriting, since we find, in some of those wliicli were

delivered in Aramaan, Greek peculiarities which differ from the style

of Luke, and indicate the hand of an earlier translator. We must not

underrate the penmanship of these founders of the Church. Let us

not forget that Paul left both books and parchments behind him in

Troas, the latter most likely being distinguished from the former as

being written by his own hand. It is by no means improbable, there-

fore, that Luke would endeavour to procure, in the different towns in

which Peter and Paul had preached, written accounts of their labours

there.

Everything, therefore, is in favour of the credibility of the Acts of

the Apostles as a book carefully prepared from accounts by contem-

poraries and eye-witnesses ; and though De Wette speaks of " insolv-

able difficulties, exaggerated representations, inaccuracies, doubtful, un-

satisfactory matter, the Marvellous, ignorance of Jewish customs, and

contradictions," as occurring in the book, yet nothing of consequence

has been advanced by him against the credibility. Baur, however,

in his " Apostle Paul," has made an attack on the credibility of the

Acts from a new quarter, which we must briefly consider.

Baur believes he has discovered several glaring contradictions be-

tween Gal. ii. and the representation given in Luke of the relations

subsisting between the Apostles. Unfortunately, he has not deemed it

necessary to commence his inquiries with a grammatical interpretation

of the passage. Gal. ii. 1 sqq. It is all the more necessary that we

should do so, and to this we now proceed.

The Apostle Paul, on his third missionary journey, about the

year 55, combats Galatian false teachers, who had preached to the

Christians there the false doctrine (and, according to Gal. i. 6, not

without success), that it was necessary by circumcision to become a

Jew in order to have part in Messiah and His salvation. These false

teachers at the same time undermined the prestige of his apostolic

authority, and represented him as a man who had received a call to

proclaim salvation, not directly from Christ, but only indirectly through

the twelve Apostles. After the introduction (i. 1-10), he combats in

the first part of the Epistle (i. 11-ii. 14) this latter calumnious repre-

sentation, and thereby paves the way for the refutation of the false

doctrine in the second part (ii. 15 sqq.). After relating that he went

up to Jerusalem for the first time three years after his conversion,

and there had spoken with no Apostle except Peter, hut (el fjur}, ver. 19

as in ver. 7) only James, the brother of the Lord, who was not an

Apostle, he proceeds in chap. ii. thus :

—

" Then, fourteen years after, I went again up to Jerusalem with
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Barnabas, taking Titus also along with me. But I went uj) in obedi-

ence to a revelation, and laid before them the Gospel which I preach

among the heathen ; but privately (I laid it before) tho.se who had
authority, that I might not run, or have run in vain." (A syncope of

thought, for—that no man might make objections, in consequence of

which my activity would be in vain. TJie objection, viz., that all the

heathen baptized by Paul were not validly baptized, and were not

real Christians.) " But not even Titus, who was with me—a bom
heathen—was compelled to be circumcised. But because of the false

brethren brought in unwares, who were brought in to spy out our

liberty (cunningly to rob us of it) which we have in Christ Jesus, that

they might make slaves of us again ; to them we yielded, not even for

an hour, to obey them, that the truth of the Gospel might continue

with you. But on the part of those who seemed to be somewhat (who-

ever they might be is a matter of indifference to me, since God ac-

cepteth no man's person)—those distinguished persons laid nothing

further on me ; but, on the contraiy, seeing that I was entrusted with

the Gospel among the uncircumcision, as Peter was among the circum-

cision, and recognising the grace given to me, James, Cephas, and

John, who had the reputation of pillai's, gave to me and Barnabas the

right hand of fellowship, that we (should go) to the heathen, as they

to the circumcision ; only that we should remember the poor."

Thus Paul first mentions the in itself decisive fact, that at that

time it occurred to no one to insist on Titus being circumcised. He
then begins a thought which he finishes in the form of an anacolouthon.

He begins :
^^ Because of the false brethren

;"—but then he inteiTupts

himself with the animated turn of thought, " to these I gave way not

for a moment." Probably he meant to say, " Because of the false

brethren, etc., I spoke, I gave myself trouble," etc.—Having related

that the false brethren wished to take away liberty from him and the

heathen Christians, and force circumcision on them (that is plainly

the sense of ver. 4), but that he absolutely refused to yield to them, in

ver. 6 he places the ZoKovvre<i (the three among the twelve so named,

because he wi.shes to avail himself of their influence against the false

teachers, as three authorities recognised by the Jewish Christians and

also by them) in sharply defined opposition to these '>^evhaheKj>oi. On
the part of the BoKovvTe<;, however, no further demand was laid upon

me. Here, too, the resumption of the proposition is in the form of an

anacolouthon. He inserts the parenthesis to obviate every appearance

of resting on those three as his superiors, who.se protecting authority he

stood in need of.

Baur thinks he has discovered four great contradictions between
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the accounts in the Acts and that in the Epistle to the Gala-

tians.

The first respects the nature of the meeting at Jerusalem. In

the Acts it is represented as a formal public transaction, in -which

(ver. 12 and ver. 22) the whole Church took part ; whilst in the Epistle

to the Galatians, " the Apostle not only knows nothing of this, but

speaks as if he wished to exclude such a view of the matter." But

this view rests simply upon exegetical negligence. If Paul laid his

Gospel before the leaders separately (not " in particular," prcesertim.

but in a separate conversation, seo7'sini), it is clear that he must have

laid it before the others besides. The Apostle obviously, by the words

Kar ISlav, hints at a public conference besides the private one. But he

had special reasons for making most prominent mention of the private

conference. The Galatian false teachers might otherwise have said,

in tlie public meeting they spared Paul, but only because he had sub-

mitted to certain conditions at a private meeting, or in general had

subjected himself to the authority of the hoKovvT€<;. It is evident, on

the other hand, that Luke did not need, for his purpose, to relate the

proceedings of the private meeting ; it was quite sufficient for him to

narrate the results, as they appeared in the public meeting.

The second contradiction has reference to the substance of the

transaction, which Baur alleges is quite differently represented in

the two passages. But Baur perverts the account in the Acts when

he makes it say that the twelve Apostles not only did not share the

views of the false teachers, but supported the position of Paul in the

most prominent and ostensible manner. Luke does not say so. At
ver. 6 we read :

" The Apostles and elders came together, to see what

was to be done in the matter. But when there had been mucli disputing,

Peter stood up and said." Even in this public assembly, therefore (in

which, though the Church took part, yet the Apostles and elders Avere

the principal parties conducting the deliberations), even after the

private conference between Paul and the three leading Apostles, there

were among the other Apostles and presbyters many who found it by

no means easy to com^ to a decision on the question, and to distinguish

between the observance of the law given by God and not yet abro-

gated, and of the temple worship, on the part of the Jewish Christians,

—an observance springing out of genuine piety, and which Paul him-

self approved (1 Cor. vii. 18),—and the observance of the law re-

garded as meritorious and obligatory, which the false teachers wished

to impose as a yoke upon the Gentile Christians. There were some

among the Apostles and elders who allowed themselves to be dazzled

and misled by the seemingly pious position of these Judaizers, and
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Luke by no means slurs over the av^/jTrjaL^ wliicli really took place.

But that Peter and James were the persons who, accordiiiir to I^uke,

put the matter in a clear light, is in perfect harmony with the state-

ment in Gal. ii., that it was just with them that Paul had previously a

])rivate conference. The account in the Acts, therefore, relates accu-

rately the results of that private conference.

The third contradiction between the Acts and the Epistle to the

Galatians is found in the occurrence at Antioch, Gal. ii. 11 sqq. But

if we look at this passage without prejudice, it contains the strongest

])roof that Peter was at one with Paul in opinion. Peter, like all

Jewish Christians observing the law out of piety in Jerusalem, comes

to Antioch, and there eats with heathen Christians, unconcerned al)out

the Mosaic laws in reference to eating. But when certain Jewish

Christians belonging to Jerusalem come thither, a false fear of man
seizes him, lest they should take offence at his freedom or not under-

stand it, and instead of acting the truth before them, he withdraws

himself from the table of the Gentile brethren. And in vers. 12 and

13 Paul says, with the greatest definiteness, that this conduct was

hypocrisy ; that Peter in this matter belied his own convictions ; con-

sequently his own conviction was, that one might eat with Gentiles,

which was just Paul's own.

The fourth and last contradiction is as follows : Such a document

as that mentioned in Acts xv. 23 sqq., and according to the prescrip-

tions of which, Paul, on his second missionary journey, ordered the

life of the newly founded communities (Acts xvi. 4), cannot really

have been issued, else Paul would have referred to it, and not to the

private conference, in defending his position against the false teachers.

The absence of a reference to the decrees of the council in the Epistle

to the Galatians may be thus explained. If the Jewish and Gentile

Christians, the twelve and Paul, had really regarded one another with

distnist, nothing would have been more necessary for Paul, in order

to make his position secure, than to leave everywhere certified copies

of the decrees. But that was not the true state of matters. All

the Apostles were essentially at one ; the lalse teachers were for once

put down ; it was resolved unanimously, that the Gentile Christians

should avoid all sins of impurity which to their blunt consciences

seemed lawful ; and further, in order that social intercourse between

them and the Jews might be possible, they should avoid three things

which were an insuperable offence and abomination to the latter, and

which they could avoid without much self-denial,—viz., the eating

of things strangled, of blood, and of flesh that had been offered in

sacrifice. In all sinceritv Paul bound the churches wliich he founded
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to these duties (Acts xvi. 4) ; but in so doing he did not find it neces-

sary to deposit with them copies of the act. In the churches which

he founded his authority was sufficient ; and there was no danger of

Jewish Christians coming thither and saying, Ye are not bound to

keep these decrees : so as to require an appeal to a written document.

Tlie Jewish Christians would have been more likely to appeal to the

decrees against Paul, if he had been unfaithful in the carrying out of

the instructions. Paul would find it necessary to appeal to the docu-

ment, only incase any Jewish Christians had demanded of the Gentile

Christians more than the observance of those three points. But of

this there is no trace in the second journey. On this journey Paul

had founded the Galatian church, and given them also the apostolic

injunctions, without leaving a copy in writing. The BojfiaTa came

into force as a matter of course. The Epistle was written some

years after, on the third journey. The Judaizing teachers, who had

slipped in meantime, would not, we may be sure, appeal to the docu-

ment containing the decrees of the council, but rather to the authority

of the twelve. They could do this by assigning to the obsei'vance of

the law by the Apostles a dogmatic ground. But would not Paul re-

quire to refer to the decrees against them ? We do not deny that he

might have done it ; but we deny that he must have done it, and that

from his silence we may conclude the non-existence of the apostolic

letter. There were sufficient grounds why Paul should fight with

other weapons. In the first place, there can hardly have been a copy

of it in the Galatian church. Consequently, if he did refer to it, a

denial of any knowledge of it on the part of the false teachers was

to be expected ; and he would be obliged after all to appeal to the

testimony of the twelve. It was therefore simpler to refer at once

and directly to the proceedings in Jerusalem. But there is another

weighty reason to be given. From Gal. i. 1, 8, 11, we see that the

false teachers questioned especially the personal authority of the

Apostle, and represented him as having received his office from the

twelve, and not directly from Christ. In opposition to this, Paul

could refer to the transactions in Jerusalem, and their details ; for

in these he could call up the Apostles as vouchers for the truth of his

doctrine ;—in such a way, however, that by entering into the minute

details, he showed that they were not authorities over him, but stood

side by side with him as colleagues. To the letter of the council he

could refer with much less propriety. For it was issued in the name

of the Apostles and elders in Jerusalem, who spoke of Paul and Bar-

nabas in the third person (asked to do so by Paul, to support his

authority by theirs), and set forth the decrees in all simplicity, in such
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a form that it miglit appear that they liad proceeded from them alone,

and not from Paul also. If Paul, therefore, had refeiTed to the de-

crees, he would have taken from his opponents one weapon in regard

to circumcision ; but in respect to his authority he "would have put

another weapon into their hands. The omission to mention the letter

of the Apostles and elders is therefore easily explicable, without re-

quiring us to doubt its existence or the historical truth of the account

in the Acts.^

Thus the alleged contradictions between the Acts and the Epistle

to the Galatians"^ have come to nothing, and the Epistle, instead of

supporting Baur's hypothetical construction of the primitive history

of the Church, fui*nishes the most weighty argument against it.

§110.

THE "we" passages.

The question still remains as to the authorship of the passages in

which Luke speaks in the first person plural. These passages (chap,

xvi. 10 sqq., xx. 6 sqq.) were formerly generally supposed to indicate

that Luke was, at the time referred to, a companion of the Apostle.

It was at least perfectly natural to write in this manner. Laying no

stress on his own person, he does not tell hoic he came to be a com-

panion of Paul, but the "we" indicates the fact. He uses the "we"
simply to indicate that he was an eye-witness of what he related ; and

it would have been unnatural to proceed in the third person, especially

if Theophilus already knew that he had been a companion of the

Apostle.—But more recently several critics, incited by Schleiermacher,

have adopted the hypothesis, that these portions of the history were not

wi-itten by the author of the entire book, but by some other companion

of Paul, and introduced without alteration by the writer of the Acts.

Three different names have been suggested. According to Bleek and

^ Baur argues against the existence of the apostolic letter from its not being

referred to in 1 Cor. viii., where he thinks (and Neander agrees with him in this)

a reference might have been expected. We do not agree with him. We believe

that Paul would rather deduce the substance of the apostolic precepts from the

essence of faith and love, and lead tlie Cliurch to their observance, not by mechani-

cal authority, but by inward conviction.

2 Wieseler (Chronologie des Apost. Zeitalters) escapes the consequences of

Baur's argumentation by identifying the journey mentioned in Gal. ii. with that

referred to in Acts xviii. 22, instead of that in connection witli the apostolic coun-

cil. From the foregoing observations it is evident that it is by no means necessary

to maintain that Acts xv. and Gal. ii. refer to different events. Thoy harmonize

perfectly well, viewed as referring to the same event.
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UlricJi, the author was Timothy ; according to Gfrorer, Luke WYoia

the passages in question, but not the rest of the Acts ; in Schwa7ibecJc s

opinion, they were written by Silas.

A. Let us look first at the general negative assertion, that the

writer who speaks in the first person cannot be the author of the entire

work. According to Bleek and Sclaoanheck, it is extremely unnatural

for the author of the whole book to show, by suddenly passing to the

first person plural, that at a certain point he joined the Apostle,

instead of saying, " Here, in Troas, I met with Paul, and became his

companion from that time." No doubt, if a writer of our own day was

about to print a work for the public, he would introduce the " we'

with an explanatory " /." But the author of the Acts was writing,

not for the public in the modern sense, but for a circle of Christian

churches in Lower Italy, to whom both the Apostle and he were cer-

tainly well known, and who must therefore have been acquainted with

the fact, that the author of the Acts had been an attendant of Paul

in some of his journeys. These readers, therefore, would understand

without the slightest difficulty the author's transition to the first person

plural ; and any further explanation would have been altogether need-

less. Moreover, this simple transition cannot have been so unnatural

as modern critics pretend, since for eighteen centuries no one found

any difficulty in the "we;" so that the acuteness of scholars in search

of hypotheses is balanced by the unbiassed feelings of millions of un-

prejudiced readers. But whilst the transition to the first person is by

no means unnatural, if the passages were written by the author him-

self, it would have been in the highest degree forced and unnatural

for him to act as these critics suppose. In their opinion, he met with

the writings of some other author, who had used the first person plural.

At first he took the trouble to substitute for the word " we" the proper

name; but afterwards he did not even correct the "we" into a simple

" they." If this were the case, how thoroughly the writer must have

defeated his own object, and what confusion and mistake he must have

caused ! For eighteen centuries he has been misunderstood, as these

critics themselves confess ; and yet they persist in caUing this natural

!

" But there are examples of the same thing to be met with," says

Schwanheck. No doubt he can adduce analogous examples from a

class of authors, of a character to reduce his own argument to ab-

surdity; for example, the most miserable chronicles of the Middle

Ages. But is the author of the Acts of the Apostles a mere mechani-

cal compiler, on a level, as to mental capacity, with Saxo Annalista

and others'? The reader may judge for himself, whether the poverty

of mind is really to be found in the writer of the Acts, or in a critic
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who could institute such a comparison. There is a passage in the Old
Testament which could have been adduced with much greater plausi-

bility. A section in the book of Nehemiah (chaps, viii.-x.) is well

known to bear internal evidence, in style and other peculiarities, of

Ezras authorship. In chaps, viii. ix. Ezra is mentioned in the third

[)erson ; but in chap. x. the first person plural is suddenly introduced,

and Ezra is not mentioned again. This seems to present an analogy

to the case before us. But it was certainly not Nehemiah who sub-

stituted the name of Ezra for an original "we" or "1" in chaps, viii.

ix. According to a very connnon Hebrew custom, Ezra began to

write of himself in the third person, and afterwards passed to the first.

And Nehemiah had no reason to remove the latter from chap. x. ; for

he was himself actively engaged in connection with the events recorded

there, and could therefore use the term "we" quite as well as Ezra.

But, according to the conjecture of our critics, the writer of the Acts

was not included in the " we" of chaps, xvi. and xx., so that it would

utterly destroy the sense to let it remain.

B. In the following circumstances, already frequently pointed out,

we have a strong argument in favour of the conclusion, that the Luke
mentioned in the three Epistles of Paul was the author of the two

passages in question. The companion of Paul who writes in Acts

xvi. and xx. in the first person, must have parted from Paul in

Philippi; for in ver. 19 the "we" ceases, and the names Paul and

Silas are introduced. Silas alone accompanies the Apostle to Berea,

where Timothy (who had also come with Paul from Asia Minor to

Philippi, chap. xvi. 3 cf. vers. 19 and 40) joins them again (ver. 14).

From Berea Paul goes alone to Corinth (ver. 15), and Silas and

Timothy follow him thither (ver. 15 cf. chap, xviii. 5).

From Derbe to Troas : Paul, Timothy.

„ Troas to Philippi : Paul, Timothy, Luke.

„ Philippi to Berea : Paul, Silas.

In Berea : Paul, Silas, Timothy.

From Berea to Corinth : Paul.

In Corinth : Paul, Silas, Timothy.

This is exactly how the matter stands, if it is Luke who speaks in

chap. xvi. 11 sqq.—And this is perfectly in harmony with the data

found in the Epistle to the Thessalonians, which was written from

Corinth. Silas and Timothy are in Corinth with Paul. No Luke is

mentioned there ; and when we turn to the Acts, we find that it is not

till Paul visits Philippi again, on his next journey, that Luke reappears,

and the first person plural is used once more (chap. xx. 5, G). It

would appear, therefore, as if Philippi had been Luke's home.
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C. We now pass to the special hypotheses.—In support of the

hypothesis defended by Bleeh and Ulrich, that the passages were

written by Timothy, we are referred, first, to the fact, that in Acts xx.

4 all the companions of Paul are introduced with predicates, excepting

Timothy ; from which it is inferred that originally e7&) took the place

of Tt/jLodec;, and the name was substituted afterwards. To this Krauss

replies, that Timothy was well known to the readers already. But

Ulrich answers again, that it is the author's custom to repeat the pre-

dicate, however often the name occurs. This is only the case, how-

ever, with names less known ; he does not follow the custom with a

Barnabas any more than with a Timothy {vid. Acts iv. 36, xi. 22, 25,

xiii. 1). And if he had done this throughout, he would not have

omitted it when he introduced the name Timotheus in the place of ego,

any more than on other occasions. Secondly, Bleek punctuates Acts

XX. 4 in the following manner :
" And there accompanied him into

Asia Sopater of Berea, and of the Thessalonians Aristarchus and

Secundus and Gains of Derbe and Timotheus.—And Tychicus and

Trophimus of Asia, these [two last mentioned] going before, tarried,"

etc. Thus Timothy stands at the end ; and it is argued, that any one

else than Timothy himself would have placed his name first, and not

last ; whereas, if the passage was written by Timothy, modesty would

explain the position in which the name appears. But such a division

of the clause is the most unnatural that can be conceived. What
need there could have been to recapitulate the two names Tychicus

and Trophimus by ovroi, it is impossible to imagine. And the most

simple construction is to take the singular avveiTrero as referring to

Sopater alone. Moreover, if Timothy wrote the passage, he could not

be included in the expression, "followed to Asia;" for the author of

this section, who writes in the first person plural, accompanied the

Apostle, not to Asia, but to Jerusalem, and thence to Rome. The

sentence, therefore, must be pointed thus :
" There accompanied him

into Asia Sopater the son of Pyrrhus, of Berea. But the Thessalo-

nians Aristarchus and Secundus and Gains of Derbe, and Timothy,

and from Lesser Asia Tychicus and Trophimus—these going before

tarried for us in Troas." Thus Timothy does not stand at the close of

a period. And even if Luke had placed his name at the end, this would

be quite intelligible at a time when Timothy was still very young.

The arguments in favour of this hypothesis, therefore, both fall to the

ground. But there are positive proofs which may be adduced that

the hvpothesis is untenable. Whilst the Acts themselves contain no

information as to the time when Timothy rejoined Paul, we find a notice

in 1 Thess. ii. 2, to the effect that Timothy first met with the Apostle,
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not in Berea, but in Thessalonica. It is evident, therefore, tliat if

Timothy was the author of the "we" passages, tliese accounts of

Timothy ought to commence at chap. xvii. 4, and not at chap. xx.

The same tiling occurs in a still more striking manner in chap. xvi.

1-10. Timothy meets with the Apostle as early as chap. xvi. 1, and
travels with him from Lystra or Derbe throughout Phrygia, Galatia,

and Mysia, and yet there is no sign of a first person plural. So, again,

in chap. xx. 1 sqq. It is evident from 2 Cor. i. 1 that Timothy met
with Paul on his journey from Asia Minor through ^lacedonia to

Greece. From Rom. xvi. 21 we see that he was the Apostle's assistant

during his three months' stay in Greece ; and from Acts xx. 4, that

he returned with the Apostle from Greece through Macedonia. Now,
if Timothy was the author of the " we" passages, we should certainly

expect, in chap. xx. 1-3, not only the first person, but a less summary
account. How can this brevity be explained ? If Luke, ivho resided

in Philippi, was the author, the explanation is simple enough. From
Philippi onwards he was a companion of the Apostle ; and he therefore

hastened forward to that portion of the Apostle's life in which he felt

so strong a personal interest, and also, in accordance with his plan, to

the events which occurred in Jerusalem, and which involved the lust

solemn rejection of Christianity on the part of the Jewish nation,

and its king and supreme council, and also the preparations for Paul's

journey to Rome. Pie had, on the other hand, no positive inducement

to give a detailed account of the previous journey through Greece, of

which he had not been an eye-witness.—But if Timothy, who accom-

panied the Apostle throughout the entire journey, was the author,

there is no rational way of explaining why the editor of the whole

work should have cut away so large a portion of Timothy's report of

the journey, and merely commenced at Troas. Whatever reasons Luke

might have had for hastening to that portion of the journey which

lay between Philippi and Jerusalem, there is no imaginable reason

why any later editor, with a complete account before him written by

Timothy, should have left one-half of it entirely unemployed. The
only feasible assumption would be, that Timothy's account did not

commence till the departure from Philippi. But if Timothy wrote

any account at all of his journey with Paul, how strange that he

should relate nothing as to what occurred on the way through ^lace-

donia to Greece, during the stay there, or on the journey back to Ma-

cedonia ; and yet should have thought it worth while to mention the

trivial circumstance, that certain companions went on before to Troas !

But how simple the explanation, if the account was written by Luke,

who first joined the Apostle at Philippil
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D. The Silas hypothesis is, if possible, still more distorted. The
two passages are supposed to have been originally written by Silas,

and the editor, in adopting them, left the "we" in certain places

(chap. xvi. 11-18), and in others changed it into "Paul and Silas."

—

This contains its own refutation. No one would for a moment sup-

pose that the original passage reached no further than chap. xvi. 18

;

for in that case it would have broken off in the very middle of a par-

ticular occurrence. But what could have been more absurd than for

an editor, after leaving the word " we " in eight verses, in which, if it

referred to Silas, it must have been perfectly unintelligible to every

reader, to render the obscurity still greater by changing it into " Paul

and Silas " in chaps, xvi. 19, xvii. 14, and xviii. 5 sqq., and then re-

turning to the " we " once more in chap. xx. 5 ? No wonder, as

Schwanbech himself says, "it was a long while before critics could

admit the idea that such a thing was even possible." We fear it will

be some time longer yet.

E. Gfrorers hypothesis, that Luke was the writer of the " we "

passages, but not of the entire book, has been disposed of already.

The former is confirmed under B ; the second refuted under A. So

that we come back to the result, that Luke was the author of the

passages in question ; that not only is there nothing to disprove his

identity with the author of the whole book, but the way in which the

author hurries over chap. xx. 1-3 to that portion of the journey in

which he was himself present is perfectly intelligible on that supposi-

tion ; and that such hypotheses as that Timothy or Silas wrote the

passages, are the impossible fictions of modern Scholasticism. Thus,

then, the ancient tradition, that Luhe, the friend and companion of

the Apostle Paul, was the author of the third Gospel and the Acts of

the Apostles, is perfectly sustained.

§111.

HARMONY OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES AND THE APOSTOLIC

EPISTLES IN RELATION TO THE JOURNEYS OF PAUL.

We find on examination that the Epistles, especially those of Paul,

agi'ee most perfectly, as regards both the occasion of their being

written and the circumstances mentioned in them, with the thread of

the history contained in the Acts of the Apostles. The first Epistle

to the Thessalonians has its place in connection with Acts xvii. Com-
pare, for example, 1 Thess. i. 5, 6, with Acts xvii. 4 and 11. In Thess.

ii. 18 Paul speaks of being kept for a time from his readers ; vid.

Acts xvii. 14 and 16. Paul further says, that he sent Timothy to
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Strengthen tlicm, and tliat Timothy had now returned, after lie liad

waited for him at Athens (ii. 1). Luke mentions how Timothy and

Silas remained in Berea, and how Paul waited for them in Athens

and Corinth (according to 1 Thess. iii., therefore, they first went to

Thessalonica again). Timothy rejoined Paul in Corinth (Acts, xviii.

5). For the second Epistle to the Thessalonians, compare 2 Thess. i. 1

with 1 Thess. i. 1, and Acts xviii. 12 sqq. with 2 Thess. iii. 2.—The

Epistle to the Galatians was written from Ephesus. Paul visited

Galatia on his second missionary tour (Acts xvi. 6), and again on his

third tour (Acts xviii. 23), when he is said to have strengthened the

churches, so that he must have founded churches already. It was

after the second visit that he wrote his Epistle.

Paul remained in Ephesus more than two years (Acts xix. 8, 10,

21). The general way in which Luke speaks of his stay there does

not preclude the possibility of his making shorter excursions in the

meantime. So long a stay in one place witliout interruption would

have been quite at vai'iance with his usual custom. Yet Ephesus was

the centre of his labours during these two or three years, whence he

radiated Christianity, and fostered the new churches all around.

There are passages in his Epistles which sliow that he did take one

such journey, viz., to Crete and Corinth, which Luke has passed over.

Ill 2 Cor. xiii. 1 he calls his approaching visit to Corinth (Acts xx. 2)

the third. And the first Epistle to Timothy refers to a journey

through Macedonia (1 Tim. i. 3) to Crete. After the Apostle had

set out upon this^ journey, and had either reached or left Macedonia,

he sent to Ephesus his first Epistle to Timothy. In the Epistle to

the Galatians he had attacked the grosser form of Judaism—legal

j-ighteousness, the overthrow of the fundamental doctrines of Chris-

tianity. In the first Ejiistle to Timothy he has a more refined de-

scription of Judaism to deal with—a legal, casuistic treatment of

Christian ethics, a limitation of Christian liberty (i. 9) ; and, in op-

position to this perversion of the truth, he maintains that the letter

of the law is for murderers. He also foresees clearly, however, that

the future is threatened by another danger, that of Antinomiaiii.^m

(chap. iv. 1 sqq.) : he therefore wisely guards against this opposite

extreme.

On his return to Ephesus, he wrote the jii'st Epistle to the Cor-

inthians. On this we have the following data :

—

1 The Jirst Epistle to Timothy cannot have been written after liis departure

from Ephesus, noticed Acts xviii. 19 ; for then Paul went not to Macedonia (1 Tim.

i. 3), but to Caesarea. Nor after the departure to Macedonia mentioned Acts xx.

1 ; for then Timotliy was sent on before (xix. 22).

8:\
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Acts.

xviii. 1-17. On his 2d tour, Paul

spends 1^ years in Corinth with

Aquila and Priscilla.

Ver. 6. Opposition from the Jews.

„ 8. Forms a church notwith-

standing.

„ 24-28. After his departure

Apollos preaches in Corinth.

ICOR.

xix. 22. Paul sends Timothy and

Erastus to Macedonia.

xix. 21. "When in Ephesus, Paul

planned a journey to Macedonia

and Achaia.

Cf. chap. i. 22.

iii. 4-6.

Chap. V. 9. Paul wrote a first

Epistle, Avhich has been lost (pro-

bably from Ephesus), against

fornication.

i. 11. He received intelligence

through the servants of a cer-

tain Chloe, who lived in Corinth,

just before he wrote his second

letter (1 Cor.) ; cf. xvi. 17.

iv. 17. Sends Timothy to Corinth

(xvi. 10), but expects that he

will not arrive there till the

Corinthians have received his

letter. Timothy was therefore

not going straight to Corinth.

xvi. 8. Our first Epistle to the

Corinthians was written from

Ephesus.

xvi. 5. Paul intends tocome through

Macedonia to Achaia.

Thus, in the simplest manner, the details all fit together.

From Ephesus Paul also wrote the Epistle to Titus, whom he had

left behind in Crete, in similar circumstances to those of Timothy in

Ephesus, and with a similar commission to organize the newly estab-

lished churches in Crete. Judaizing fMaraLoXoyot had also found their

way there, as formerly to Ephesus (chap. i. 10 sqq.).—When Paul

wrote to Titus, he intended to spend the next winter in Nicopolis (in

Acarnania) ; and purposed to send Artemas or Tychicus to fetch

Titus thither (chap. iii. 12). The former intention he appears to have

carried out; for the three montlis' stay in Achaia mentioned in Acts

XX. 2, 3, may refer to Nicopolis, as this city was then regarded as
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belonging to Achaia (^Tac. Ann. 2, 53, apud urlcm Achaice Nicopolim)
;

and this is all the more probable, as we know from Kom. xv. 19 that

he did visit lllyria at this time, and therefore moved along the eastern

coast of the Adriatic and Ionian Sea. The Apostle then left Ephesus

on account of the ])ersccution, and wrote yVom Macedonia his second
Epistle to the Cokintuians. With regard to this we have the

following data

:

—
Acts. 2 Cor.

Departure from Ephesus on ac- Chap. i. 8.

count of the persecutions ; chap.

xix. 23 sqq., xx. 1.

Paul goes to Macedonia ; chap. Paul hoped to find Titus in Troas,

XX. 1. but did not, and went forward

to Macedonia; chap. ii. 13, cf.

vii. 5, ix. 2.

He goes from Macedonia to lie intends to come to Corinth ; ix.

Achaia; chap. xx. 2. 4, x. 11, xiii. 2.

Paul had previously sent Timothy from Ephesus through ^lace-

donia to Corinth (1 Cor. xvi. 11, cf. Acts xix. 22). In the meantime

he went to Macedonia himself, and then met Timothy on his way
back from Corinth (2 Cor. i. 1). On account of the intelligence

which Timothy brought, Paul began to write the second Epistle to

the Corinthians. He had written as far as chap. vii. 1, when the long

expected Titus arrived (chap. vii. 5 sqq.), Avith more pleasing infor-

mation respecting Corinth, and the produce of a collection already

made in Achaia for the Christians of Jerusalem (chap. xii. 17, 18, cf.

Rom. XV. 25 sqq.). Paul then sent Titus back to Achaia along with

two other brethren (chap, viii.), to complete the collection there ; and

promised that he himself would follow them soon (chap. xiii. 1). Ac-

cording to chap. ix. 2, he was still writing in Macedonia.

For a long time past, his thoughts had been turned towards Rome
(Acts XXV. 10; Rom. i. 13, 15, xv. 22). Christians from different

countries {e.g., Aquila) were assembled there. And when the Apostle

had reached Corinth from Macedonia (Acts xx. 2), he wrote the

Epistle to the Ro3Ians. With regard to this Epistle,^ compare

the following passages :

—

a. Rom. XV. 25, 26. When Paul 1 Cor. xvi. 1 ; 2 Cor. viii.-ix.

;

wrote, he was about to go to Acts xxiv. 17, xx. 22.

Jerusalem with a collection

1 We assume the genuineness of Kom. xv. xvi. as establisbetl by Klinj (Studicn

und Kritiken 1837, 2), against Baur.
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which had been made in Mace-

donia and Achaia.

h, Rom. xvi. 3, 4. When Paul Acts xviii. 2 and 18 (and 26).

wrote, Aquila and Priscilla were

in Rome, and had collected the

church in their house (ver. 5).

They had previously met with

Paul (ver. 4).

c. Rom. i. 13, XV. 23. When Paul Acts xix. 21. On his third mis-

wrote, he was longing to visit sionarytour, Paul longed to visit

Rome. Rome.

d. Rom. xvi. 21. Paul sends greet- Acts xx. 4. Timothy and Sosi-

ings from Timothy, Lucius, pater are mentioned as com-

Jason, and Sosipater. panions ofPaul through Achaia.

e. Rom. xvi. 23. When Paul 1 Cor. i. 14. Gains is mentioned

wrote, he was staying at the as a Corinthian.

house of Gains.

There still remain to be noticed the Epistles written during the

first imprisonment in Rome. The Epistle to Philemon was written

when Paul had been some time a prisoner (Phil. 9, 10), and after the

conversion of Onesimus. Paul mentions an Aristarchus (ver. 24) ;

and in Acts xxvii. 2, we find an Aristarchus accompanying the

Apostle. In ver. 1, Paul states that Timothy is with him ; and it is

evident from Phil. i. 1 and ii. 22 that Timothy really was with Paul

during the Roman imprisonment mentioned in the Acts of the

Apostles.—With regard to the Epistle to the Colossians, compare

Col. iv. 10 with Acts xxvii. 2. From Eph. iii. 1 and 13, iv. 1,

vi. 19, 20, it is evident that the Epistle to the Ephesians was sent

off at the same time as the Epistle to the Colossians.—On the Epistle

to the Philippians, compare Acts xvi. 12 sqq. and xx. 6, with Phil,

i. 1, iv. 10 sqq. At the close of his imprisonment, when he no longer

enjoyed the privilege of living in a house of his own (Acts xxviii. 30),

and when his trial had already taken the worst possible tiu'n, he wrote

the SECOND Epistle to Timothy.
According to Phil. ii. 19 sqq., Timothy had left the Apostle in

bonds, shortly before his first judicial examination, for the purpose of

visiting Philippi. Alexander the coppersmith, who did the Apostle

much harm in this examination (2 Tim. iv. 14 sqq.), resided in

Ephesus, since Timothy, who was then in Ephesus (2 Tim. i. 18 cf.

iv. 19, and 2 Tim. ii. 17 cf. 1 Tim. i. 20), was told to beware of

him. He was very likely one of the men who stirred up the tumults
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against Paul (Acts xix. 24 sqq.) ; and ^Yas sent for by the Jews as a

witness that Paul was a constant disturber of the peace.—According
to 2 Tim. iv. 20, Paul had left Trophiinus behind in Miletus, sick—the

same Trophimus whom he had been accused of taking with him into

the temple (Acts xxi. 27-29). It is true that he did not touch at Mile-

tus itself on the voyage to Kome (Acts xxvii. xxviii.) ; but the vessel

in which he sailed from Ca^sarea was bound for Adramyttium (near

Troas), and was about to touch at the different ports of proconsular

Asia, and therefore at ^Miletus (Acts xxvii. 2). At Myra of Lycia

the centurion and Paul went on board another vessel (Acts xxvii. 5).

Trophimus evidently remained behind, and proceeded to Miletus in the

vessel which was bound for Adramyttium. In that case, Paul could

very w^ell say that (in sailing past) he had left him behind in Miletus.

The Apostle mentions this to Timothy, to explain the reason of his

absence, which had been so disadvantageous to Paul, and to show that

Trophimus was not to blame.

—

Erastus the Corinthian (Rom. xvi.

23) might have helped the Apostle to meet the charges of the Jews,

who had probably been fetched from Corinth (cf. Acts xxiv. 5 and

xviii. 12-17, XX. 3); but he was too cowardly to come, and had re-

mained in Corinth (2 Tim. iv. 20 ; it does not follow therefore that

the Apostle himself had just been in Corinth). Five years before,

Paul had left a (j>e\6vr] (a t7iap; cf. Matthies in loc.) and some books

with Carpus in Troas ; and since that time he had neither wanted

them, nor had any opportunity of fetching them away. But now, for

some reason, it was important that he should have these writings (pos-

sibly because they contained something which would be of service in

making his defence; or it may have been because he wished to bequeath

them to the church in Rome for its edification): he therefore requested

Timothy (2 Tim. iv. 13) to bring this map with him when he carae,

and if possible, as the trial was hastening to a tragical end, before

the winter storms rendered a voyage impossible (2 Tim. iv. 21).'

The casual and incidental notices which we find scattered through-

out the Epistles of Paul, with regard to his ever changing life, may
thus be brought in the simplest manner, and without discrepancy, into

harmony with the account of Paul's travels in the Acts of the Apostles.

And it is just in minute and apparently unimportant points that we

find the most remarkable agreement. If the Acts had been fabricated

in a later age, as Baur maintains, this would indicate the most clever

and refined species of fraud : the author must have been in possession

^ The pastoral letters, therefore, fall into their places in the account of Paul's

life as given in the Acts; and there is no necessity whatever to assume that he was

set at liberty, and afterwards taken prisoner a second time.
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of all the Epistles of Paul, and must have singled out with most un-

usual skill all the minutest details, for the purpose of weaving them

into his patchwork, and bringing it into harmony with the Epistles.

But even then, what author would have introduced into such a passage

as Acts XX. 4 the names of Timothy and Sosipater, simply because

he found from Rom. xvi. 21 that they were in Rome with Paul, and

omitted those of Lucius and Jason, who are also mentioned there "?—

•

Thus we obtain an additional proof of the authenticity and credibility

of the Acts of the Apostles from a study of the notices contained in

the Pauline Epistles.

Baur founds another objection upon Acts xxviii. 17 sqq. We
read there, that three days after his arrival in Rome, Paul sent for the

elders of the Jews, and said to them, "I have committed nothing

against the people or customs of our fathers
;

" assuring them that he

had been accused unjustly by the Jews, and therefore had appealed to

Csesar. " For the hope of Israel I am bound with this chain." Thus

he speaks, evidently on the supposition that the Jewish elders at Rome
will already have received intelligence respecting him from Palestine.

But they reply that they have received no information, either by letter

or word of mouth, and are quite ready to listen to him. Of the alpe-

(n<;, however, to which he belongs, they know very well that it has met

with opposition everywhere from the Jews. They say by no means,

that all they know of the Christians is that they are a sect opposed in

other places by the Jews ; but the reason they assign for desiring to

hear of Paul what he thinks, is that his aipeai^; is one in which the

Jews have everywhere manifested a polemical intei^est.

This is the account as given in the Acts. Supposing that at that

time there were no Christians in Rome who were known to the Jews,

these elders would not have spoken of " this sect," as soon as Paul

mentioned the hope of Israel. The expression shows that they were

already acquainted with this sect, as one which had to do with the

hope of Israel. They did not expect to receive the first account of

" this sect" from Paul, but were simply interested in discussing it

with him, because they heard on every hand both of the progress it

was making and the opposition it excited ; and therefore regarded

the question as one well worth their while to inquire still further

about.

Baur gives a different version. He quotes a passage from Ols-

hausens commentary, in which he states (erroneously), that " according

to Acts xxviii, 17, 18, the Christians were altogether unknown to the

elders of the Roman synagogue." Now, according to Baurs vicAv,

the Epistle to the Romans, which is known to have been written
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before the arrival of Paul in Rome, presupposes the existence of

Jewish Christians there. There was a Jewish Christian church in

Rome, therefore, when Paul arrived. How was it possil)le, then, that

the elders mentioned in Acts xxviii. should have known nothing of this

church ?

Olshauseiis assumption, that on account of the persecution of the

Jews by Claudius, which occurred shortly before the Epistle to the

Romans was written, there cannot have been any Jew or Jewish

Christian in Rome at that time, Baur justly pronounces untenable.

The question is not settled any more easily, by the supposition that

these elders (Acts xxviii.) merely pretended to know nothing of the

Christians. But this gives Baur no right to conclude that Acts xxviii.

contains merely an unhappy invention of the author, who wanted at

any rate to make Paul address the Jews first of all, and could only

explain the fact that Paul preached to the Gentiles in Rome, by the

fiction that the Jews would not listen to him. For, Ji7'st of all, the

author by no means states that the Jews were unbelieving ; on the

contrary, he says (vers. 23, 24), that on a certain day they came to

Paul and listened attentively, and that " some believed, and some

believed not." Would the author have written this if he had intended

to give a fictitious representation of the Jews as unbelieving ? And,

secondly, according to the view expressed in Rom. i. IG, Paul must

actually have first addressed himself to the Jews.

But Baurs hypothesis is as xmnecessary as it is impossible. There

is no discrepancy between Acts xxviii. 17, 18, and the fact that there

were Jewish Christians in Rome ; for, according to the explanation

which we have just given, the Jewish elders speak of the Christians

not as an unknown sect, but as one with which they were well ac-

quainted.

§112.

HISTORICAL DATA IN THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES ON THE EARLY
IlLSTORY OF THE CIIUUCIL

The authenticity and credibility of the Acts being thus established

from every point of view, we are now perfectly warranted in looking

to it for such historical data as we require. It would, of course, be

beyond our })lan to give in nnce a complete history of the apostolic

age. We shall restrict ourselves, therefore, to such points as will be

of importance in the remaining inquiiy.

(1.) The Christian Churcii was founded by the twelve Apostles in

Jerusalem; and for a long tinie the JcriLsaleni church formed the
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central point of all the churches Avithin and without the limits of

Palestine (cf. Acts xi. 20 sqq., xv. 2).

(2.) For a time the Apostles all remained in Jerusalem, with the

exception of short excursions in Palestine.

(3.) The Christian Church, therefore, did not arise accidentally

or unobserved, but was developed in a very definite form, and with

cohesiveness and unity.

(4.) The missionary work, or the work of spreading Christianity,

was carried on by the preaching of the evaryyekLov, i.e., of the docbine

of Christ (that Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah, the Son of God, the

Risen One). But this doctrhie was not proclaimed apart from the Mstori/

of Jesus, the description of His person, the fxaprvpia. This fact, which

Weisse disputes, is most fully proved by the Acts of the Apostles and

the apostolic Epistles. For whenever the Apostles meet with un-

converted Jews, they proceed to show them that the different predic-

tions of the Old Testament are fulfilled in Christ (Acts viii. 30 sqq.,

xiii. 15 sqq., especially vers. 24 sqq., xviii. 28, xxviii. 23, etc., cf. Eph.

ii. 20 ; 1 Pet. i. 12). But how was this possible, without entering

into the life of Jesus, just as Matthew has done ? Moreover, all those

passages which speak of a \0709, a X,o7o? (iKor}<;, a Krjpirffia, presuppose

that the subject of the preaching was something more than a mere

dogma, or theologoiimenon ; that it was a complete whole, a history. In

what other way could the distinction arise between the Evangelists and

the teachers (Eph. iv. 11) ? And how else are we to explain the stress

laid upon the eye-icitness of the preachers ? To have seen the Lord
was regarded as essential to apostleship (1 Cor. ix. 1). And when
the place of Judas was filled up, the disciples considered it indis-

pensable, that whoever was chosen should have been with them " all

the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among them;"—and

on what ground ? " To be a witness with us of His resurrection."

He who had not been a witness of the whole of the life of Jesus, was

not thought a valid witness of His resurrection.—We find, too, that

when the Apostles proclaimed the Gospel, they did enter into the facts

of Jesus' life (Acts ii. 23, 24, iii. 13 sqq., x. 38 sqq.) ; and in their

Epistles they do the same (cf. 1 Cor. x. 27, chap. xi. ; 1 Thess. v. 3

;

1 Tim. V. 18, vi. 13 ; Jas. v. 12 ; 2 Pet. i. 17, 18).

(5.) The Jewish Christians who remained in Jerusalem continued

for a time (till the Lord Himself abolished the temple. Acts vi. 14)

to take part with the rest of the people in the temple service, but were

no longer membei's of Jewish synagogues (Acts vi. 9, and viii. 1).

The difference between them and the Jews consisted in this, that they

believed the law to have been fulfilled in Christ, and sins to be for-
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_<j;iveu once for all throngli Iliin (Acts iii. 19, iv. 12, vii.), wliiUt the

Jews did not believe in Christ. The distinction between the Jewish and

the Gentile Christians was by no means this, that the latter lioped to

obtain forgiveness of sins xciihoui the law, the former ihroiKjIi. the law

(so far as the forgiveness of sins was concenied, they wei-e fully agreed)

;

but that the former kept the law until it was actually abolished by

God Himself through the destruction of the temple, whilst the latter

(whose centi'al point at a very early period was Antioch) from the

very first did not observe the law at all (Acts xv. 1, cf. ver. 29).

The distinction between the false teachers at Galatia and the

Apostles (who were fully agreed among themselves) is altogether dif-

ferent from that between the Jewish and Gentile Christians, who held

exactly the same belief as to the manner in which forgiveness of sins

was to be obtained. The first are described in Gal. ii. 4, 5, as "false

brethren unawares crept in," Avhom Paul withstood in the presence

of the SoKOvvre^ —of Peter, James, and John. With the latter Paul

was perfectly agreed, both as to the circumcision of Titus (ver. 3), and

their different spheres of labour (vers. G-10). The former (successors

of the false teachers mentioned in Acts xv. 1) taught, that only they

who were already embraced within the limits of Judaism, through

circumcision and the observance of the Old Testament law, could

have any claim to the grace of redemption through a ^Messiah, which

was promised to the Israelites alone (cf. Acts xv. 1, and Gal. iii. sqq.).

They did not put the keeping of the law in the place of Christ's

work of grace, but made the claim to the latter dependent upon the

former, regarding the observance of the law, not as the cause, but as

the condition of the forgiveness of sin. In opposition to them, Paul

taught, that to come to the Gospel there was no need of the law, but

that the former set the believer free from the latter ; that faith, not

lineal descent from Abraham, was the ground of a claim to the bless-

ings of Christ. In this he knew that there was no difference of doc-

trine between himself and the rest of the Apostles (Gal. ii. 8, 9).

A third distinction is that between the Ebionites and other Chris-

tians. Iiomantic minds have imagined the Jewish Christians and the

Ebionites were one and the same. The Jewish Christians, as described

in the Acts, must have been totally different from the Ebionites as

described by the Fathers. The latter were persons who, even after

God Himself had abolished the temj)le worship and swept the old

covenant away, and after all the other Jewish Chnstians had given

up the observance of the ceremonial law, still believed that they were

bound to adhere to it. They started from the same view as the false

teachers in Galatia, that Christ existed for the sake of the Old Testa-
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ment, not the Old Testament for the sake of Christ,—that a man must

be a member of the old covenant before he could belong to Christ.

But in the case of the Ebionites this false doctrine bore still more

poisonous fruits than in that of the Galatians, since it involved not

only a defiance of God's own act (the destruction of Jerusalem), but

a formal separation from all other Christians. And this was followed

by the loss of all sjnritual life, and by their returning, with regard

both to the plan of salvation and to the person of Christ, to that

legality, and that idea of the Messiah, which appeared to the carnal eye

to be the sole teaching of the Old Testament ; whereas the spiritual

eye can discern even in the Old Testament, within and above the

law, the Gospel promise, and the divine Sufferer by the side of the

human King.

We have thus a threefold distinction. 1. The Jewish Chris-

tians (including the twelve Apostles), and the Gentile Christians.

These were agreed in the doctrine, that righteousness could only be

obtained through Jesus the Messiah, and not through the law. They
differed in 2yractice in this respect, that the Jewish Christians, from

reverence, observed the law till God had abolished it in fact, whilst

the Gentile Christians felt themselves free from its obligations.

2. The Galatian teachers and the apostolic Christians,

both JcAvish and Gentile. They were agreed in the fact that Jesus

was the Messiah, who had secured forgiveness gf sins and salvation

for the people of God. But they differed in this : The former taught

that the new covenant existed on account of the old, was in fact but

a new phase of the old ; and that, in order to participate in the Mes-

sianic salvation, a man must first become a member of the people of

God, i.e., the Israel according to the flesh, the mark of which was cir-

cumcision. The latter taught that the old covenant existed for the

sake of the new, the law for the sake of the (still more primitive)

Gospel. To participate in the Messianic salvation, a man must indeed

belong to the people of God. But the people of God are those that

l^elieve ; the Israel of the circumcision was only a type of the spiritual

Israel.

3. The Ebionites and Christians. They agreed that Jesus was

the Messiah. But they diff^ered in this : The former taught that the

work of the Messiah consisted merely in giving a new enforcement to

the law, and that the Messiah himself was only a man. The latter

taught that the work of the Messiah delivered from the bondage of

the law, and that the Messiah was the Son of God.

Thus the early history of the Christian Church, as described by

us above (jip. 28-33), is fully substantiated.
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DIVISION II.

CRITICISM OF THE GOSPEL WRITINGS.

CHAPTER I.

ORIGIN OF THE SYNOPTICAL GOSPELS.*

§113.

DATA ON TIIE ORIGIN OF MATTHEW.

An inquiry into the origin of the four Gospels divides itself into two

parts : one embracing the three Synoptists, who are so closely related to

one another ; the other, John, who stands alone. With relation to the

Synoptists, we shall not commence with the hypotheses offered in ex-

planation of their close relationship, but shall adopt the much safer

plan of commencing with what we know of each Synoptist separately,

and then inquiring whether the certain data which we possess are not

sufficient to enable us to explain the relationship between them. Such

certain data are to be obtained, partly from the Gospels themselves,

partly from notices and quotations in the Fathers, and partly from the

nature and history of the apocryphal Gospels. We commence with

* [We may here bring under the notice of students a work which will be of use

in the study of the questions that are discussed in this chapter. "We refer to Anger's

Synopsis Evangeliomm Mattkaei, Marci, Lucas, cum locis qui supersnnt parallelis

litkrarum et traditionum Evangelicarum Jrenaeo Antiquiarum, Lipsiae 1851. The

object of this work is to exhibit in synoptical view, along with the Greek text of

the three tirst Gospels, all the parallel passages of oral or written tradition to be

found in the apocryphal Gospels, the apostolic Fathers, and all other authors,

whether Catholic, heretic, or heathen, previous to the time of Irenxus—or more accu-

rately, of the publication of his books against heresies. The reason given by the

author for limiting his work to this period is, that the works of Irenseus referred

to are the first unquestionable witnesses to the reception by the Church of the

Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, i« the form in which, with minor variations,

they were afterwards current.—The reader will also find two useful appendices on

the Apocryphal Traditions of the Lord's Words and Works, and on some of the Apo-

cryphal Gospels, in Westcott's Introduction to the Study of the GospcLi, Canibridgo

I860.—Ed.]
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the Gospel of Matthew; and shall examine, first of all, not its age, but

its original comjoosition.

1. From the Gospel itself we may learn as much as this, that it

was written for Jewish Christians, and intended to prove that Jesus

of Nazareth was really the Messiah promised in the Old Testament

;

and also to point out the difference between the Old and New Testa-

ment theocracies. If we look closely at the style, particularly at the

quotations from the Old Testament, we shall notice one thing to which

many critics have attached too much importance. There are many
quotations in Matthew in which the Septuagint is followed, and others

(especially such as contain Messianic prophecies) which deviate from

it, without the deviation being caused by the context. Hug regards

this as proving with the greatest certainty, that our Greek version of

Matthew cannot at any rate be a translation from an Aramaean original,

but must have been written in Greek at first, in the form in which we
have it now ; since a translator would either have copied from the

Septuagint such quotations as were given in Hebrew, or have given

a literal translation of the Hebrew ; and would never have presumed

to alter them at his pleasure. But to this Sieffert has already justly

replied, that the Greek translator of an Aramsean work has quite as

much right to alter freely any quotations which he may find copied

literally from the Old Test., as the original author would have. Bleek

has reproduced Hiig's argument in a new form. He thinks he has

discovered, that in the Greek Matthew the Septuagint is followed,

where quotations are introduced into the conversation of others ; whilst

the author gives his own translation of the Hebrew, whenever he in-

troduces quotations to prove the fulfilment of prophecy. And he

argues, that if the words of Jesus and others had been written

originally in Aramsean, it is utterly improbable that the Greek reviser

would have given the quotations occurring in their conversation in the

form adopted in the LXX., even when it was at variance with the

Hebrew text. But we assume that this was the work of one who
possessed not only the Aramaean original, but the ordinary type of

verbal narrative. The next difficulty started by Bleek is, that it is

impossible to conceive, if this be the case, why the LXX. should not

have been followed in the second class of quotations. We reply,

simply because it would have disturbed the context and destroyed the

sense. For example, the words quoted from Hosea in Matt. ii. 15 are

rendered quite freely in the Sept., " And out of Egypt I called My
children ;" and it is obvious that the Greek reviser could not have

given this rendering in a passage intended to prove that, according to

prophecy, God called His Son Jesus Christ out of Egypt. So also in
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Matt. vili. 17, the quotation from Isa. liii. 4 is not ^aven accordinfr to

the Scptuagint, simply because the rendering, " thus He bears our

sins (cifiapTiai;)" could not be adopted in a passage intended to show
that Jesus takes away our infirmities {a<Td€veia<;). In other passages

of this kind the Greek reviser follows the Septuagint closely. On
close examination, therefore, we find that there is no foundation for

Bleek's distinction. In some of his prophetic references, he does cer-

tainly depart from the LXX. without urgent reason, and gives his

own translation ; but in the other class of passages he often does the

same thing. Then, further, in many of the citations occurring in the

conversations of others, the similarity with the LXX. is of no moment,
as they are so short (a few words, as ov fioi'^evaei'i, etc.), that a varia-

tion could hardly occur. Discounting these cases, the actual state

of matters is this :

—

A. Literal citations.

Prophetic references : Citations in conversations :

i. 23. iv. 7, 10 ; xiii. 14 ; xix. 5 ;

xxi. 16, 42 ; xxii. 44.

B. Quotations from LXX., with innnaterial deviations (from

memory).

Prophetic references : In conversations :

ii. 18 ; xiii. 35 ; xxi. 5. iii. 3 ; iv. 4 and 6 ; xv. 4, 8.

C. Original translations (without urgent reasons).

Prophetic references : Quotations in conversation :

ii. G ; xii. 18-21. "v. 21, 31, 33, 43 ; xi. 10; xxii. 24

and 37.

Thus we see that the two classes of passages are treated as a whole

in just the same way ; and no argument can be founded upon them

against the assumption of a Greek revision of an AramaDan original.

Moreover, it must be borne in mind, that the original, from which the

Greek vei-sion of Matthew had to be translated, if it be a translation,

was written not in Hebrew, but in AramoBan ; and therefore, that quo-

tations from the O. T. would be translated into Aramaean. Deviations

from the LXX., therefore, instead of emanating from the translator,

may have been found in the original, and merely rendered word for

word by the reviser. We have started with this inquiry, that we may
be in a better position for examining the statements made by the

Fathers, as to an original Aramaean edition of Matthew, with an un-

biassed mind. We know now, that from the Greek version of Matthew

no conclusion can be di'awn against the |)ossibility of an Aramujan

original (nor /or it, though Eichhorn and Bertheau have professed to

find Hebraisms and blunders in translati(m).
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2. We now pass on to data from the Fathers. The most important

notice we find in Eusebiiis, Hist. Eccl. (3, 39). He quotes a passage

from the Xoyicov KvptaKcov i^rjy^aec^ of Papias, in which Papias speaks

of his intercourse with Apostles and apostohc men. Eusebius then

proceeds as follows : koL aX\a<i Se rfj Ihla <ypaj)fi irapaSiSaxTLV (Papias)

ApLCTTLCdvo^ Tov TTpoadev BeSifXcofievov rcov tov Kvplov Xoytov SiTjy^crei'i

Kai TOV 7rpecr/3vTepov ^Icodvvov irapahoaei^, e'^' a? Tov'i (^i\op,a6ei<i irapa-

Trefxyjravre^, avajKalco'^ vvv 7rpoa6)]ao/xev avrov ^wval'^ irapdhoaLV, rjv

Trepc MdpKov tov to evwyyeXtov <y€ypa(f>6T0<i eKTeOetTai Sm tovtwv Kal

Tovff' irpea^vTepo'i eXeye. Then follows a quotation on the origin of

the Gospel of Mark : MdpKO<; p,ev ep/xrjvevTr]^ IleTpov yevo/jievo<i, oaa

i/j,VT]p,ov6vaev dKpL/3(t)<; eypa-^^ev ov pbkv toi Ta^et, to, vtto tov XptaTov
i] Xej^devTa rj irpa'^OevTa' ovTe yap ijKOvae tov Kvplov, ovt6 TraprjKo-

Xovdrjaev avTw, vaTepov Se, «? e(p7]v, IleTpM, 09 7rpo<; Td<i ^pe/a? iiroLelTO

T(Z9 SiSaaKaXiaf;, aXX' ov'^ ccairep avvTa^cv tmp KvpiaKCdv 7roiovfievo<i

\oyLwv wcrre ovhev ijfxapTe MdpK0<; ovto)<; evca ypd-y^a<i &)? aTre/jivr]-

[xovevaev ei>o<; yap eiroLTqaaTO irpovoiav, tov firj^ev &v ijKovcre TrapaXnrelv

77 ^IrevaaaOai Tt iv avToh. JEusebiiis continues : TavTa fiev ovv laTo-

prjTai TO) JJaTrla irepl tov MdpKov : Trepl Be tov MaTdaiov TavT

eipTjTai. (Here the only natural course is to regard what follows as

information communicated by John the Presbyter ; in fact, as a quota-

tion made from John by Papias :) MaT6ato<; fj,ev ovv e/3pat8i Bta-

XeKTO) TO, Xoyia avveTa^aTO, rjpfi^vevtre 8' avTa oi^.^v BvvaTo<i €Kaa-T0<;.^

^ We give in a note our reply to the objection offered by Schleiermacher, Lach-

mann, and Credner^ to the effect that the words of Papias or Jolin the Elder cannot

relate to our Gospel of Matthew, since the Gospel mentioned by the former con-

tained only discourses of Jesus (>,6yix), whereas ours contains narratives also.

There must, it is supposed, have been an original and genuine Aramaean Gospel of

Matthew, consisting of discourses only, out of which our Greek and spurious Mat-

thew arose. In opposition to this. Hug (Gutachten, pp. 33-4) has already proved,

that according to the usage of the Fathers, T^oytx denotes the canonical writings as

such, whether they contain accounts of words or deeds. Cf. Iren. prooem.
:

' PaS/ono-

yoS^TSf T« "hoytot rov Kvpi'ov, x,.i.7\.. (referring to all the Gospels) ; and rn ruu s(pcio-

f^ol^o^ivui/ KvpixKOiu "hoyiuu x.otx.oavv6iru ao(pict. Also i. 8. Clemens Al.^ Strom, vii.

18, p. 900 seq. : Kctdapoi kxI Sexra ru Qb^ vocpx^ihuatv ij ypx(p^, ug oiv il; vu.rkpa,

Kxt iig victu S<a rr^g 'wianui; toiv ZiKxiuvruiv roL "hoyiu. rov Qsou vvx,rup x.x\ x.a.8 Vi^kpccv

^ihiTovTuv. Also Origen, Comm. in Mt., torn. iii. on Mat. v. 19, ovqIv iv roi; Snolg

Xoy/o/f iarl ax.o'htov. Ilarless has also shown from Rom. iii. 1, 2, and Heb. v. 12,

that this is the fixed usage in the New Testament. (Compare Acts vii. 38, from

which it is evident that the first meaning of >,6yiov is oracle, revelation, not dictum

or discourse.) He also observes that the word T^oytst, in the passage relating to

Matthew, is to be explained from the use of the same expression in the passage im-

mediately preceding, in which Mark is referred to. In the passage referring to

Mark it is stated promiscuously : M»pk6; .... oaoc i/^vn^uovevasv, dy-pifioi; eypx-^m.

ov fiiV TOI TU^il, TO, UTTO TOV XpiOTOV »J Tll^divTOl '/j Vpo(.')(,divTX \ aud Oy^ UOTTip (JVUTX^tV
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Thus John the Presbyter, liimself a disciple of Jesus, assures us that

Matthew wrote his Gospel in Arama?an, and that every one (who did

not speak Aramaean as his native tongue) translated it as well as he
possibly could.

Independently of Papias and John the Presbyter, we find a second

notice in Euseh. h. e. (5, 10) ; viz., that Pantccmis found " the Gospel by
Matthew" in the Hebrew language in India, where it had been taken

by Bartholomew. 'O ndvTaivo<; koI ei? 'IvBov<; iXdelv Xeyerac ev6a,

X0709, evpelv avrov, 7rpo(f)6daav ttji/ avTov irapovaiav, to Kara Mut-
dalov €va<yyi\iov irapa ricrtv avTodt top Xpicnov eire'yvwKoaLV' oh
BapOoXofiaiov rcov aTroa-rokcov eva Krjpv^ai, auToh re 'E^paicov

ypafi/xaac rrjv rov MarOaiov KaraXeiyfrat ypacfyrjv, rjv koX aco^eadai

eh Tov Brfkovfievov -^povov. (For the worth of this account, see the

following section.)

Irencens, TIcer. 3, 1, says : 'O fiev Si] Mardaloq evroi<; 'ESpaioK; rfj

ISia 8ia\eKT(p avTWV koX <ypa(f)y]v i^i]veyKev evar/yeXiov, tov Tlerpov Kal

TOV UavXov iv 'Pcofj,7) evayyeXc^o/xevayv koI OefieXiovvToov ti-jv iKKXrjciav.

Origen (Euseb. h. e. 6, '2b) says: irpcoTov fiev (evajyeXiov) yeypuTTTat

TO Kara tov iroTe TeXoovrjv vaTepov he ajroaToXov 'Itjctov XpiaTov Mar-
Oalov, eKhehoiKOTa avTo Toh diro 'lovSa'iafxov TTiaTevaaac ypdfj./xacrtv

€^palKoc<i (TVVTeTcuypLevoiv.

Jerome, in his preface to Matthew, says : Matthaus in Juda?a

evangelium Hehrceo Sermone edidit ob eorum raaxime causam, qui in

Jesum crediderant ex Judais. And in his de vir. ill. cap. 3 : Mat-

tliceus primus in Judwa propter eos, qui ex circumcisione crediderant,

evangelium Christi Hehraicis Uteris verbisque composuit, quod quis

postea in Grrecum transtulerit, non satis certum.est.

Lastly, Epiphanius, Bar. (29, 9) says of the Nazarenes : €-)(ov(n he

KaTCL MaTdaiov evayyeXiov TrXrjpeaTaTov e^paicrri' Trap' avToh yap

aa<bo3<i TovTO, Ka6w<; e| dp')(ri<; e/SpaiKoh ypci/xfiaaiv, eVt aay^eTai. (Vid.

Chrysostom, hom. in Matt. i.).

The Syrian Church also held the view expressed by Ebcdjesu,

that Matthew wrote in the language of Palestine. Thus we liave a

Avhole list of Fathers who speak firmly and deliberately of the original

composition of the first Gospel in Aramaean as an established fact.

3. The passage from Epiphanius suggests a connection between

the Aramaean Gospel of ^latthcw and the Gospel of the Nazarenes,

which we must now examine more closely, and which throws con-

rliv KvpixKuv Toiovfiivo; 7.c/t'u». Frommann al.'^o appeals to the title of the work of

Papias himself

—

KvpiaKuv >m'/Iuv e|)5y»i<T/,', which contains not discourse.'! only, but

historical accounts also. The objection offered by I.achmann, therefore, is com-

pletely overthrown, along with his entire hyiHjtln.>t>i3.
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siderable light upon the whole question. There are also other data

which indicate a connection between the former and certain apocry-

phal Gospels ; and these we must now inquire into, before we can

come to any definite conclusion upon the question generally. We
commence with Jerome {ph. 420), in whose works we find the greatest

number of allusions to the subject, and whom we should expect to

possess more than ordinary information on the subject, since he lived

in Palestine, and, as we shall see, made it one of his leading occupa-

tions to prosecute inquiries into the Gospel of Matthew in Aramsean.

In his work Adv. Pelag. 3, 1, he writes as follows of the evange-

lium juxta Hehrceos : " Ev. juxta Hebragos, quod chaldaico quidem

syroque sermone, sed hebraicis literis servatum est, quo utuntur usque

Jiodie Nazarcei; secundum ajyostolos sive ut plerique autumant, juxta

Matthceum, quot et in Cffisariensi habetur bibliotheca." This sentence

contains two propositions : (A) The Gospel of the Hehreios is identical

with the Gospel of the Nazarenes ; and (B) the Gospel of the Hebrews

was written by Matthew. The first is the statement of Jerome him-

self, who was personally acquainted both with the Gospel of the

Nazarenes, and also with the Gospel of the Hebrews (which, as we

shall presently see, and as Eusebius (3, 25) especially proves, was a

work generally known) ; the second he gives as the opinion of most

of his contemporaries.

We now pass on to the other passages in Jerome. On Matt. xii.

13 he says: "In evangelio, quo utuntur Nazara-i et Ebionitce, quod

nuper in grsecum sermonem de Hebroeo sermone transtulimus, et

quod vocatur a plerisque Mattheei authenticum (the original produc-

tion of Matthew)." From this we see, then, that Jerome paid such

particular attention to the Gospel of the Kazarenes as to be induced

to translate it. Still further, we find the second statement B, that

the Gospel of the Nazarenes was regarded by most persons as the

Aramaean original of Matthew, again repeated ; and the expression,

"Matthsei authenticum," also presupposes that by the plerique the

canonical Greek was not regarded as the original of Matthew. Lastly,

the words, " evangelium quo utuntur Nazara-i et Ebionitse," lead to a

third conclusion : (C) The Gospel of the Nazarenes is identical with

the Gospel of the Ehionites.

But we may also proceed a step further. The Gospel of the

Nazarenes cannot possibly have been the same as the canonical Mat-

thew; for if it had been so, why should Jerome have translated it?^

We are brought, therefore, to this conclusion : (D) The Hebrew (Naza-

^ Cur eiiim grsecum in sermonem reddidisset, si illud cum evangelio cauonico,

grsece exarato, convenire vidisset? (Ilarless.)
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rene) Gospel, thour/h differing from the canonical Greek Matthew, was
such that it could be, and actualli/ was, regarded as the Arajnaan ori-

ginal of the latter.

This last proposition (and incidentally also the first) is confirmed
by Jerome in his de vir. ill. 2 : "Evangeliuin quoque, quod appellatur

secundum TIehrceos et a me nuper in Grcecum Latinumque sermonem
translatum est (the Nazarene Gospel therefore) quo et Origenes swpe
utitur (which was therefore used by Origen without any scruple).

We now pass to Kpiphaniiis, a man whom we may expect to find

very suspicious of any work employed by heretics. Even he admits

without hesitation that the Gospel current among the Nazarenes, and
called by them " the Gospel according to Matthew," was the Arama^aIl

Matthew which they alone had preserved. Hence lie confirms our

fourth proposition (D). But he gives no less support to the other

three. That is to say, he regards the Gospel of the Ebionites as

essentially the same as that of the Nazarenes ; he looks u])on both as

identical with that of the Hebrews; and, lastly, he identifies all three

with the Arania}an ISIatthew. For he says that the Ebionites heyovrat

fjLev TO Kara MarOatov evayyiXiov, KaXovcri hk avro kuO' 'Ef3paiov<;,

0)9 ra uXrjd}] icniv elireiv, on MarOaloq fiovot; elSpaiKoU ypufifxaaiv

iv rg Kaivfi SiaO/jKg iironijaaTO ri]v rov evajyeXiov eKdeaiv re Kai

K}']puy/j.a. In tiiis passage he is very far from setting it down as a

})retension of the Ebionites, that their Gospel is that of Matthew; he

gives it as his own deliberate conclusion, that the Ebionites also re-

ceive the Gospel of Matthew, and that this Gospel is the only one of

our New Testament writings which they do not reject, but accej)t as

canonical. He then mentions the fact, that it was by the Ebionites

themselves that it was called, not the Gospel of Matthew, but the

Gospel of the Hebrews. Even this he does not blame, or regard as a

proof that the Gospel of the Ebionites could not have been written by

Matthew. On the contrary, he says distinctly that " Matthew did

actually write in Hebrew" {i.e., Aramaean).

Irenceus (h. 1, 26) writes to the same effect: "(Ebionaei) solo autem

eo, quod est secundum Mattha?um evangelio utuntur." Eusebius (3,

27) also says, Ovtol (the Ebionites) Be rov fiev awoaToXov Trdaaf

ra? eVio-ToXa? dpvj]Tea<i i]yovTO elvai helv, dirocnuTi^v a.TroKaXoiJme'i

avTOV rod vofiov. EvayyeXirp Se fiovfp T(o Kad 'KjSpaiov^ Xeyofini't;/)

^(O/xeVOi TtOV XOITTCOV CTflLKpOV eTT0l0VV70 Xojov.

To understand perfectly these statements of the Fathers, it is ne-

cessary to bear in mind such quotations and fragments as we still

possess from the Gospel of the Hebrews, and also from that of the

Nazarenes and Eljionites. Tiie Fathers pronounced all three Gospels

34
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to be one and the same, and in fact identical with the Aramsean ori-

ginal of Matthew. At the same time, as we have already seen (D), the

Gospel of the Nazarenes must have differed from the canonical Greek

of Matthew. Now, if we look more closely at the quotations and

fragments, we shall find :

(E.) The Gospel of the Hehreivs, that of the Nazarenes, and that of

the Ebionites are three different recensions of one and the same Gospel,

the first being simply the Aramcean Matthew (with trifling alterations)

which was used for some time by the early orthodox Fathers, and even-

tually supplanted by the Greek version of Matthew ; that the Gospel of

the Nazarenes is the same which was scrupulously preserved by the

Nazarenes alone, and became corrupted before long; and that the Gospel

of the Ebionites is a still mor^e distorted Gospel of the Nazarenes, into

which the most absurd stuff was interpolated, after the manner of the

Gnostics, by the remaining representatives of the sect, which was in

reality dead, and had become thoroughly heretical.

The Gospel of the Hebrews was well known to orthodox theologians

in the time of Eusebius (ob. 340), and held in some esteem. For in a

well-known passage (3, 25), this Church historian places it, not among

the airoKpvjia (cf. Eus. 3, 25 and 3, 31), but the avTiXeyofieva ; i.e.,

among those books which from the commencement of the second

century had been received in many churches, though not in all. His

words are as follows :—ert Be co? €(j)7]v rj ^Icodvvov a7roKaXv\ln<;, el ^aveLT),

i]v rive^ o)? e(^riv aderovcnv, erepoL Se ijKplpovac Tot9 OfMoXoyovfievoL^' rjZrj

S" iv TOVToa TLV6'^ Kul TO K.a6"E^paiovi euajyeXLOv KareXe^av, o) /j^akLara

'Ej3paio)V ol rov Xpiarov TrapaBe^dfxevot ')(aipovai. Tavra fxev iravra

TOiv dvTL\eyofxev(ov dv eiT). (The whole list is the following : James, Jude,

2d and 3d Epistle of John, Hermas, Revelation of Peter, Barnabas,

Revelation of John, Gospel of the Hebrews.) We must beware, how-

ever, of inferring too much from this ; which we should do, if we were

to assume that in the time of Eusebius the old genuine Gospel of the

Hebrews was still in the possession of orthodox theologians in a suffi-

cient number of MSS., and in a pure form, distinct from that of the

Nazarenes. For everything leads rather to the opposite conclusion ; viz.,

that there never did exist a distinct family of MSS. of the Gospel of the

Hebrews in the orthodox Church, but that at a very early period the

Nazarenes were the only possessors of this woi'k, and orthodox theolo-

gians were accustomed to make their quotations either from such

codices as they had obtained direct from the Nazarenes, or from such

as might be regarded as daughters of Nazarene MSS. In the quota-

tions from the Gospel of the Hebrews, for example, which we find in

succession in different Fathers, we see a general deterioration in the cha-
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racter of that \vork,wluch may be jjcrfcctlyexplained from the deteriora-

tion in the Ebionites themselves. We can easily understand, therefore,

how the Gospel of the Hebrews might be quoted without scruple in

the earliest times; whereas afterwards such doubts naturally arose, that

in the age of Eusebius it was only by a poi'tion of the Church that it

was regarded as a llomologoiimenon. It was quoted by IIegesij)pus,'

Ignatius,- and Papias.^ Of the passages quoted, only one remains (in

Papias) ; and even of that we have merely a brief notice of the sub-

stance,—sufficient in our opinion, however, to warrant the conclusion,

that it contains the account of the anointing of Christ by a sinful

woman, which we find in Luke vii. At »very early period, there-

fore, the Aramaean Matthew appears to have received additions from

the historical materials of the genuine Gospels, possibly from the

Gosj)el of Luke itself. It was quoted still further by Clemens Alex.

In Strom. 1, p. c80, he says, Kay tm kuO" 'Ef3paLov<; evayyeXia 6 6ax^

fidaa^ ^acrikevaei, jeypaTTTai, koI 6 /3aai\evaa<; avairavaeTai. Here
too we have an addition, which is not to be found in our version of

Matthew, but an addition of a very appropriate kind, which might

very well have originated in genuine verbal tradition.

The deterioration had proceeded much further when Ongen quoted

the Gospel of the Hebrews. In his tract, on }*Iatt. xix. 19, he cites

a passage in the following words :
" Scriptum est in evangelio quodam,

quod dicitur secundum llebrajos (si tamen placet alicui suscipere illud

non ad autoritatem sed ad manifestationem projiositio quastionis).

Dixit, inquit, ad eum alter divitum : Magister, quid bonum faciens

vivara ? dixit ei: Homo, leges et prophetas fac. Kespondit ad eum :

Feci. Dixit ei ; vade, vende omnia qua? possides, et divide pauperibus,

et veni sequere me. Coepit autem dives scalpere caput suum et non

placuit ei. Et dixit ad eum Dominus : Quomodo dicis, legem feci et

prophetas
;
quoniam scriptum est in lege : Diliges proximum tuum,

sicut te ipsum, et ecce multi fratres tui filii Abraha; amicti sunt ster-

core, moricntes pra; fame, et domus tua plena est multis bonis et non

egrcditur omnino aliquid ex eaad eos. Et conversusxlixit Simoni dis-

cipulo suo sedenti apud se : Simoni fili Joanna:*, facilius est, camelum

intrare per foramen acus, quam divitem in regnum ca'lorum.'' We
have here three additions to the account in Matt. xix. lG-23 : the

young man's perplexity—" he began to scratch his head;" the reply

of Jesus, ''Ilowsayest thou, I have observed the law," etc.? ami the

name " Simon, son of Joanna," which seems to indicate a Nazarene

desire to exalt I'eter (cf. " sedenti apud se").

The corruptions are of the same kind in another jiassage, which

» Euseb. 4, 22. '' Jerome, vir. ill. 16. » Eiucb. 3, 39.
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Origen quotes In two different places. In Horn. 15 on Jer. lie says :

" el Ze Tt9 irapahe')(erai rb' apri eXa/Se yu,e 77 fJ'V'^vP H'OV to ajiov Trvevfia

Kol av^vejKe fxe ek to 6po<; to &a/3cbp Kal ra ef-^? ; " and in Tom. 2

in Joh. p. 58, Huet :
" eav Se TrpoaleraL Ti9 to Ka6' 'E/Spalov; evajye-

Xlov, ev9a avTO<i 6 ScoTrjp (jirjcrcv aprc eXa/Se fxe 1) fi'^rrjp fxov to ayiov

TTvev/jua iv fxia twv Tpiywv p.ov, Kal uTr/jveyKe [xe eh to pukya 0a/5c6/3."

The same passage is quoted hj Jerome (lib. 11, comm. on Isa. xl. 11),

to prove that the Holy Spirit is represented sometimes as male and

sometimes as female, whilst it is really neither, " in divinitate enim

nullus est sexus." This passage is commonly adduced as a proof of

the corrupt state and apocryphal character of the Gospel of the

Hebrews. But if it was really so bad, there would be the greater

reason for wondering how Origen, and still more how Jerome, could

make quotations from it. Even if it be an interpolation, it is an inno-

cent one, and by no means heretical. The same remark applies to this

as to the previous quotation. The additions bear the same relation to

the genuine text, as the additions in the earliest Targums to the text

of the Old Test. Explanations and Interpolations were introduced,

without the admixture of anything heretical.

We find the Gospel of the Nazarenes, as quoted by Jerome, in the

same condition. From the " Evangelium juxta Hebraeos, quod chal-

daico quidem sermone sed hebraicis Uteris scriptum est, quo utuntur

usque hodie Nazareni," he cites the words of Matt, xviii. 22 quite

correctly (lib. 3, adv. Pelag.). But he also quotes the following apocry-

phal account :
" Ecce mater domini et fratres ejus dicebant ei : Joannes

baptista baptizat in remissionem peccatorum ; eamus et baptizemur ab

eo. Dixit autem eis : quid peccavi, ut baptizer ab eo. Nisi forte hoc

ipsam, quod dixi ignorantia est." Here is already an Ebionitish trait.

Jerome also quotes the following words from the history of the resur-

rection (vir. illus. V. Ignat.) :
" Et quando venit ad Petrum et ad eos,

qui cum Petro erant, dixit eis ; ecce palpate me et videte, quia non

sum daemonium incorporale, et statim tetigerunt eum et crediderunt.

This is simply Luke xxiv. 39, with one change only, viz., that the

disciples are described as "Peter and those who were with him;" a

truly Nazarene preference, therefore, being once more given to him.

—A fourth quotation in Jerome (lib. 2, com. in Matt, xii.) contains

the account of the man with a withered hand, with the additional

information that he was ccementarius. Again a harmless addition.

He also states, that in this Gospel it is said to be one of the greatest

sins for any one to vex his brother. He gives, too, the following words

of Jesus: "Ye are never happier than when looking upon your brother

in love." (Possibly an addition to Matt, xviii. 22.) And in his com-
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mcntary on Isa. iv. 12 we find tliis extract : Facfum est autcni, cum
ascendisset Doniinus de aqua, et fons spiritus sancti desccndit et re-

quievit super eum, et dixit illi : fill in omnibus proplietis expectabam

te, ut venires et requiescerem super te ; tu enim es requies mea, tu

es filius meus primogenitus, qui regnas in sempiternum. We liave

liere Matt. iii. 17, with a perfectly correct theologoumenon introduced

in a truly Targum fashion.—This, then, was the state of the Goxpel

of the Hebrews, in the form in which it existed in Jerome's time as

the Gospel of the Nazarencs. It contained words and narratives which

never had a place in ^[atthew; it also contained, along with genuine

accounts, many explanations and theologonmena introduced into the

history itself; and, thirdly, it contained traces of a disposition to

manifest a preference for Peter.

It was altogether different with that version of the Gospel of the

Hebrews wliich Epiphanius possessed, viz., the Go.'<pel of the Ebionites.

He regarded this Gospel as both corx'upt and heretical.^ The quo-

tations which he has made, prove unmistakeably how far and how
rapidly the corrupting process had spread among the Ebionites. Of
the passage which we last cited from Jerome, we have a totally differ-

ent version. The words spoken of Christ, as the end of the prophets,

are wanting; and a double voice from heaven is introduced. Again,

the first three chapters of our canonical Gospel of Matthew are want-

ing: this was not the case with the Gospel of the Nazarenes, for

Jerome quotes two passages from that Gospel which are contained in

Matt. ii. In all the passages given by P^piphanius we find a strictly

apocryphal web of interpolations, beneath the mass and burden of

which it is with difficulty that the original Matthew can here and

there be recognised. And an examination of such extracts as we

possess, confirms the conclusion to which we had already been brought

by the statements of the Fathers. Whilst Hug, for example, starts

with the assumption that the Gospel of the Hebrews must always have

existed in the same form as in the time of Epiphanius, and then draws

this conclusion: " So far back in antiquity as we are able to demon-

strate on historical grounds the existence of the .Jewish book (!), we

find it always so different from our own Matthew, that there is no

ground whatever for the conjecture that the two writings are iden-

tical ;" we have seen, on the contrary, (1) that notwithstanding the

small number of extracts whic*- we possess, there is a very evident

' Haer. 30. Itaque in cvangclio apud ipsos secundum Matthaeum apjicllato. non

ivtegro aulcin et plcno, sed cornipto ac vuitilato, habctur, etc.—Tlii.s f,'ivc3 all the

more weight to the opinion of Epiphanius, when, notwithstanding tliis, he recog-

nisea the Gospel as the (simply corrupte<^l) Arannean Matthew.
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deterioration of the early Gospel of the Hebrews, which was regarded

and quoted as canonical in the first two centuries, and afterwards,

being preserved among the Nazarenes and Ebionites alone, became

corrupt, received paraphrastic additions, was lowered in consequence in

the estimation of the orthodox Church, and eventually sank with the

fall of the Ebionites into a thorough apocryphal patchwork
; (2) that

although we have so few quotations on the whole, that they might all

be printed on four octavo pages, they contain a comparatively large

number of passages which are also to be found in our own Gospel

of Matthew (viz., chap, ii., iii. 4 and 17, v. 22, vi. 11, xii. 10, xviii.

22, xix. 16-23, xx. 26, xxiii. 35, xxvii. 16 and 51, xxvi. 17); and

(3) that the statement of the Fathers is fully confirmed, that the

Gospel of the Hebrews is no other than the Gospel of Matthew in its

original Aramaean form.

§114.

HYPOTHESES AS TO THE ORIGIN OF MATTHEW.

1. Notwithstanding the clearness and concord of these data, most

of the early theologians of the Eeformed and Lutheran Churches, and

among more modern writers. Hug, De Wette, and others, still hold to

the hypothesis that Matthew wrote in Greek. This hypothesis has

been so thoroughly met by the searching criticism of Sieffert, that as

no fresh arguments have been adduced on the opposite side, we need

do little more than give a brief resumS of Siefferfs investigations.

The supporters of the Greek original rely for the most part upon the

following arguments :

—

a. The testimony of all the Fathers as to the

Aramaean Matthew may be traced to one common source, and resolves

itself into the testimony of Papias.

—

b. Papias was no critic.

—

c. As
Jerome and Epiphanius were afterwards deceived by a certain simi-

larity between the Gospel of the Nazarenes, the Ebionites, or the

Hebrews, and the Greek Matthew, and were led to imagine that in

the former they could still discern traces of the latter, Papias may
also have been deceived in the same way. And the first in the whole

series of such accounts may therefore rest upon an error.

—

d. While
the evidence adduced in support of the Aramaean Matthew is not

conclusive, the evidence on the other side has all the greater force.

No one has ever seen the Aramaean Matthew.

—

e. The Gospel of the

Hebrews, or Nazarenes, or Ebionites, which was given out as such,

was nothing but a miserable patchwork.

To this the following is a sufficient reply, a. The account of

Eusebius (3, 25) is derived not from Papias, but from John the Elder.
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And the testimony with regard to Panta;nus is at any rate altorrether

independent of Papias. Harless tries to weaken this testimony. lie

says, " Since no one knows what was the nature of this Gospel, and it

cannot be discovered at all from the words of Eusebius whether it was
the same as the one praised by Papias, or entirely different from it

;

whether it was WTitten in Aramaean, or rendered into Araniwan by
Bartholomew or some one else; Pantasnus cannot possibly be ranked
among those who confirm the testimony of Papias by the authority

of their own names." I must confess that I am not yet convinced

that I am in error. It seems to me that it is a matter of little moment
wliether tlie Gospel brought to India was the same as the one quoted

by Papias or not. There is said to have been a mere legend that

Panta?nus found an Aramaean ^latthew in India, which had been

taken there by Bartholomew. This is quite enough. Such a legend

could not arise without some one being aware of the existence of an

Aramaean Matthew. Supposing that this is nothing but a legend,

can such a legend have grown out of the opinion of one single man ?

Is it possible that because Papias (or, more correctly, John the Elder)

imagined that the Gospel of the Ebionites was written by ^latthew,

and, consequently, Matthew wrote first of all in Aramaean, therefore

a legend quickly sprang up in other quarters of an Aramaean Matthew
being discovered in India?

But apart from the legend of Pantaenus altogether; supposing

that the account of the Aramaean Matthew did not originate with

John the Elder, but with Papias ; and supposing that the legend of

Pantaenus had never existed, and that Irenaeus had actually obtained

his information from Papias, and Origen his from Irenaeus ; even

then, we ask, how it is possible for a whole series of Fathers,—and

those the most important of all : an Irenaeus, an Origen, an Eusebiiis,

a Jerome,—to copy from one another a mere legendary tale, and pub-

lish it, without scniple, as genuine and unalloyed. If this be the case

with regaixl to the ti'adition of the Church, there is not a single state-

ment as to any biblical book whatever which rests upon a fii'in founda-

tion. Irenaeus certainly knew Papias better than we do, and could

tell for certain when he was to bo trusted, and when not. And is

it likely that he can have adopted a conjecture without inquiry, and

given currency to it, without any one in the whole of Cliri.stiiidom

knowing anvthing of the actual facts? Can we imagine it po.ssiiiie

that Origen, the learned investigator of the Scriptures, who carried

on his critical inquiries into the New Testament in Palestine itself,

and there availed hini-self of every critical document, and who was

the founder of the Caesarean Library, should have quietly ad-ptcd this
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conjecture as categorical truth, without making any further inquiries

as to the when and where ? Or, that Eusehius, who had certainly

studied the whole Christian literature in existence in his time, gave

his authority to a statement, the origin of which he knows and reports,

though no one else either knew or had known anything of the matter?

" In any case," as Sieffert says, " it follows from this tradition, wiiich

ran through all antiquity, and that without any contradiction, that no

tradition of an opposite character could even have been preserved."'

And this is really quite enough.

b. With regard to the weakness of mind charged upon poor

Papias, we have very little to say. The well-known, rather childlike

than childish, passage, as to the thousand years' reign (in Irena^us 5,

23), and the statement of Eusebius, that Papias was ttclvv cr/jOLKpo'i rov

vovv, cancel each other ; for the passage in question shows very clearly

how Eusebius came to his conclusion. Whether, as Michaells sup-

posed, Eusebius referred to the chiliastic dogma which Papias em-

braced, or whether he was alluding to the childlike playfulness of his

mind, it is perfectly certain that the good Father was endowed with

the ordinary powers of the human mind. If his intellect was so weak

that he could be imposed upon in every possible way by Ebionites

and other heretics ; if he was destitute of all power of discrimination

;

in short, if he was a dolt, how came it to pass that he was a teacher

and author, and that Eusebius made so many quotations from his

books?—But we must again repeat, that this important statement

originated not with Papias, but with John the Elder, an immediate

follower of Christ.

c. With the premises, the conclusion must also fall. So far as

Jerome and Epiphanius are concerned, we cannot imagine how these

men,—the former of whom made such minute inquiries as to the

Gospel of the Nazarenes, and the latter of whom was so suspicious

of everything heretical,—could have allowed themselves to be so mis-

led by one single statement, as to recognise in the Gospel of the Naza-

renes the Aramaean Matthew, simply because of a certain resemblance

between the former and the Greek version of Matthew's Gospel. In

any case, the opponents of an Aramaean ^latthew have but little

ground on which to rest their positive hypothesis. If the resemblance

was not very considerable, how could Jerome and Epiphanius have

come to their conclusion? They would surely have been more dis-

posed to follow Papias, IrenaBus, etc., and say that there had once

been an Aramaean Matthew ; but it was now lost, and the Gospel of

the Ebionites was a different book.—The resemblance, therefore (as

the quotations show), must have been very great. But how did it
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liappen that the resemblance was so gi'eat, unless the Gosj)el reallv

originated with Matthew?—"Perhaps it was an Aramaian translation

of the original Greek." But even then, the translation was not cor-

rupt at the commencement, but became so (as the quotations prove)

by degrees. And it remains simply marvellous, how John the Elder

could have imagined that Matthew wrote originally in Aramaean
;

manxdlous, how such an opinion could have met with general adop-

tion ; marvellous, that no one should have met the pretensions of the

Ebionites to be the possessors of the original Matthew, by replying

that Matthew wrote in Greek.

(/ and e. Sieffert has already observed, that not only has the

Aramaean Matthew been seen, but that Papias, Ilegesippus, Ignatius,

Origen, and others, have made quotations from it (as the " Gosj)el of

the Hebrews"). An(\. \t \s a. sivvkXxgQ petitio jwincipii to argue thus:

" The Heb. Gospel was not the same as the Aramaean Matthew ; the

Gospel of the Hebrews alone was known to the Fathers ; therefore

the Aramaean ]\latthew was not known to them." The first proposi-

tion is demonstrated from the corrupt state and apocryphal character

of the Gospel of the Hebrews, its gradual deterioration being entirely

ignored.—But what can have led Hegesippus, Ignatius, and Clemens

to quote the Gospel of the Hebrews, if from the very beginning it

was as bad as it evidently was in the time of Epiplianius ?

The words of Sieffert^ therefore, are fully warranted :
" If any

one thing in connection with the early history of the Kew Testament

writings is firmly established, it is that Matthew wrote in Aramaean."

And what could be more natural ? We regard the evidence adduced

by Hug, that in the days of the Apostles Greek was very commonly

understood in Palestine, as perfectly correct ; but this does not touch

the point. All that it establishes is the fact, that an Evangelist minlit

have written in Greek, not that he neces.'^arily did so. To prove this,

Hug must show that Aramaean had already died out; whereas all that

he has been able to demonstrate is, that in most of the toicns Greek

was understood as well as the mother-tongue. From Acts xxi. 40 it is

clear, that even those who understood Greek jjreferred to hear their

own Aramaean spoken. Just think, then, of the native Israelite, an

Apostle of the circumcision, writing the life of Jesus for Israelites

(this is evident even from our (ireek Matthew) ; is it likely that lie

would make use of a language which had been forced uj)on his nation,

instead of the sacred tongue which Jesus Himself had employed ?'

1 [Our author here assumes that our Lord spoke in Aramaean. This position,

however, is strenuously denied by Mr Roberta in his work, Discussions on the Gos-

pds, London 1862. Mr Roberta maintains, and makes an elaborate endeavour to
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We can easily understand the wish, afterwards arising among Hellen-

ists and in the surrounding countries, to possess a Greek version of this

Gospel, which those who were not perfectly familiar with Aramasan

had hitherto been obliged to interpret as they best could ; and this

would fully account for its being translated at a very early date.

And there is nothing incomprehensible in the fact, that in later times

the Nazarenes and Ebionites, who adhered so tenaciously to everything

of an Old Testament character,were the only possessors of an Aramaean

^latthew, whereas in other circles it was gradually supplanted by the

Greek translation.

2. Now if it is certain that our Greek version of Matthew is only

a translation of the Aramaean original, the question arises, by whom
was this translation made ? It is certainly going too far to assume,

with Bengel, Olshausen, and others, that Matthew himself was the trans-

lator. Jerome would hardly have said (de vir. illus. 3), " Matth. . .

evangelium . . Hebraicis Uteris verbisque composuit: quod quis postea

in Grgecum transtulerit, non satis certum est," if the Greek had been

written by Matthew ; for such a fact would certainly not have been

forgotten.

Still further from the truth, however, are they who think that it

was not till a late period, long decennia after the Aramaean, that our

Greek version of Matthew arose {e.g., Lilcke, Orelli, JDe Wette, etc.).

From the very nature of the case, the want of a Greek translation

must have been felt at an early period ; and J ohn the Elder (an im-

prove, that Greek " was widely diffused, well understood, and commonly employed

for all public purposes in Palestine during the period spent on earth by our Lord

and His Apostles ;" that " almost all the Jews, both in and beyond Palestine,

were then hiUngues^^'' understanding both Greek and their own vernacular dialect

;

and that, " whilst it is generally said that our Lord spoke for the most part in

Hebrew, and only sometimes in Greek, what I venture to maintain is, that He
SPOKE FOR THE MOST PART IN GrEEK, AND ONLY NOW AND THEN IN HEBREW." With

such views, of course, the above argument of our author has no force for Mr
Roberts. As that argument, however, is the chief support of the opinion that

Matthew wrote his Gospel in Hebrew, Mr Roberts naturally denies the accuracy

of that opinion. He attaches no weight to the testimony of Papias. He declares

the words of Papias to be nonsensical, particularly where it is said, " Every one

translated the Hebrew Gospel to the best of his ability." He asks, " to icliom does

this statement refer ? K to Jews, why did they translate this Gospel, when ex

hypothesi it was written for them . . that they might need no translation? If . .

to Gentiles, how did it come to pass that they were able to translate the Hebrew

document in question ? Is it not a well-understood fact, that so rare was an

acquaintance with that language, that very few even of the teachers of the Church

could read it ?"—P. 387. Though the views of this work are not generally received,

they are supported with such argiunents as are entitled to serious consideration.

—Ed.]
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mediate follower of Jesus) actually speaks of the time when every one
had to rely upon his own skill in interpretation, as one already past

(rjpfMijveva-e : cf. Sieffert 21). It was during tiie lifetime of the Apostles,

therefore, that the translation was made, in all prohability l)y their

direction, and under their superintendence. Hence we find, that from
the very beginning our first canonical Gospel was invariably called to

Kara Mardaiov ; and that " the same authors who state that the Apostle

Matthew wrote in Hebrew, use and quote the first Gospel in the canon,

just as if it was the production of ^latthew himself."^

§115.

DATE OF MATTHEW.

1. The question as to the time when our Greek Matthew was com-

posed, is answered to some extent by the passages quoted in § 113 from

the Fathers. It was in existence in the days of John the Elder ;^ for he

speaks of the time when there was no written version as already gone

by. Moreover, the earliest quotations which we possess verbatim from

the Greek version of Matthew (for of course the fragments from the

Gospel of the Hebrews prove nothing as to the age of the Greek

Matthew), lead us back to a very remote date. We also learn from

the account given by Irenceits and Tertullian of the Valentin ians, a

sect known to have existed as far back as the year IGO, that they were

in possession of our Greek Matthew, and appealed to it as a book

which the Christians themselves considered canonical, for the purpose

of defending their philosophemes against their attacks. According to

Irengeus (1, 1, 3), they derived their mystical numbers from the hours

mentioned in the parable in Matt. xx. 1 sqq. He also states (1, 3, 2)

that they brought out tiie number " ten," one of the numbers of tiie

iEons, from the Iwra in Matt. v. 28 (quoting the whole passage word

for word). According to Irenceus (1, 3, 5), they also appealed to

Matt. X. 34 ; and according to Tertullian (de carne Ciir. 20), to ISIatt.

i. 20.=^

These quotations prove, at all events, that the Greek Matthew was

not only in existence as early as the year 200, but was then in general

use in Egypt. We have still earlier quotations, however. J^toloviccua,

' Vld. CIcm. Alex., Strom. 1, p. 341 ; Iren. hser. 3, 11, 8 ; Tert. de came 32.

2 If the citation in Eusebiua be regarded as proceeding, not from liim, but from

Papias, it would still prove the existence of our Matthew about 160 A.n.

3 Hug also calls to mind the fact, that there is a work in the Rritish Ma'*cum

ascribed to Valentine himself {-Triorn ao<pix), in which the following passages are

quoted : Matt. vii. 7, 8, x. 36, 41, xi. 14, 28, xiii. 9, xxiv. 4, L'2, 43, xxviii. 18.
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the friend and disciple of Valentine, and, according to Origen, almost

contemporaneous with his teacher—who must have lived, therefore,

before the end of the second century—in a letter addressed to Flora

(in Epiph. hser. 33), quotes word for word Matt. v. 17 and 39, and

also xix. 8 (with the addition of these words, however : 0eo9 7^/3 (^r^al.

crvve^ev^e ravTTjv rrjv crv^vyiav,—which the word (prjal shows to be an

addition).^ Other quotations of PtolomaBus agree for the most part

with Matt. XV. 5 and 6 and 8 (cf. Hug 85).—The work of the so-called

Theodotus, which is appended to the writings of Clemens Alex., and

in which we find quotations from Matt. ii. 1 sqq., v. 8, x. 28, xii. 31,

xvii. 2, xviii. 10, xxv. 1, 2, is apparently of a later date. But these

quotations furnish evidence of the early and general reception of the

Greek Matthew in Egypt, and of the undoubtedly canonical character

which it sustained.

Justhi Martyr quotes chap, ii., v. 20, viii. 11, 12, vii. 19. But

even Isidorus, the son of Basilides, who lived in the middle of the

second century, quotes Matt. xix. 11, 12, in the fragments preserved

by Clemens Alex. (Strom, i. ii. iii. iv.). And Tatian, who also lived

at the commencement of the latter half of the second century, not

only uses our four canonical Gospels in his Diatessaron, but quotes

verbatim Matt. vi. 19 (Clem. Strom, iii. 12). Both of these facts

presuppose that in Asia also, by the middle of the second century,

the Greek Matthew was generally received as an undoubted work.

Marcion, too, was acquainted with our Matthew. For according to

TertuUian (Mark ii. 7), he denied that Christ uttered the words con-

tained in Matt. v. 45 (to be found in no other Gospel) ; also those in

Matt. V. 17 (Tert. 4, 7, cf. 3, 2 and 12 seq.).

Matthew was also known in the countries in which classical culture

prevailed. The heathen Celsus refers to the fact of Jesus having

drunk vinegar and gall, which is not mentioned anywhere else than

Matt, xxvii. 34. (Celsus lived after 150; vid. Gieseler, Church History

i. § 30, Note a.) Another proof that he was acquainted with Matthew

is found in the passage, aTrrjvOaBrjcrdai tov<; fyeveaXoyrjcravTaf; airo tov

irpwTov <pvvTo<; (Luke) koI tcov iv 'louSat'ot? /3acrtXe&)y (Matt.) rov

'Irjcrovv (Orig. c. Cels. ii. 32). Hug also maintains with perfect justice,

that Celsus must have been acquainted with four Gospels at least,

since he speaks of some as mentioning one angel, and some two angels,

in the account of the resurrection.

To sum up, then. So much is firmly established, that by the year

1 In the middle of the quotation Ptolomaeus writes, " for God," says Christ (viz.,

Bomewhere else), "has founded this syzygy." In any other sense the word <pmi'

would be superfluous.
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150 our Greek Matthew was received in the most diverse parts of the

Church; and was so well known and so fully acknowledged, that even

heretics referred to it, and felt it necessary to keep their systems in

harmony with it. Now, whoever reflects for a moment upon the

slowness with which books were circulated at that time, and especially

upon the length of time which it must have taken for a book to reach

the different Christian churches, which were for the most part poor,

oppressed, and scattered, will find no difticulty in admitting that so

general an acquaintance with the Greek Matthew by the year 150,

presupposes its existence as early as the year 100 ; and that is just the

date to which we are brought by the passage quoted from John the

Elder.

2. When was the Aram^an Matthew written ?—Our information

on this point is very scanty, and, for those who are determined to doubt,

neither very definite nor very certain. Eusebius tells us (h.e. 3, 24) :

Mardalof; re '^/ap Trporepov 'El3paioL<; KT]pv^a<;, &)? efieXXe koX e<^' krepov^

livat, TrarpUo yXdorrr} ypa(f)f] irapahov^ to kut avrov evaYyeXiov, ro

Xolirov TTJ auTov Trapovaia, tovtoi<; a(f) wv ia-reWero, Bia t/;<? ypacpfj'i

aireifkripov. There is the greatest internal probability in the account

given here. As long as the twelve Apostles remained together in

Jerusalem there was no necessity for any written narrative. As

Gieseler has shown,^ the Christians generally, especially those of Pales-

tine, would be more fully occupied with the study of the Old Testa-

ment, whose prophecies demonstrated the Messiahship of Jesus, than

with the composition of works of their own. It was not till the

Apostles were scattered abroad that the necessity arose for a written

compendium of their oral instruction, which might serve as a safe

groundwork for the future,—a model, a test, and a guiding star.

This is just what Eusebius says. According to his account, the first

Gospel was not meant as a biography ; it was to be a compendium of

the whole message of salvation. And this is what we really find : our

Gospel of Mattliew is not a biography, but a demonstration from the

Old Testament of the Messiahship of Jesus (vid. § 12).

But ichen did Matthew leave Jerusalem?—At a very early period ;

for we find, from Acts ix. 32, the Apostles, who had remained behind

in Jerusalem during " the persecution that arose about Stephen,'"

went singly to visit the new affiliated churches. And as the Gospel

spread farther and farther among the Jews in the surrounding coun-

' Hist. Krit. verauch uber die Entst. der schriftl. Evv. pp. GO sqq.

2 It is quite a mistake to place Matthew's journey and the composition of iii^

Gospel as early as this persecution itself.
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tries, it became necessary to take still longer journeys. In the course

of time, the quiet life of the Apostles in the capital probably came to

an end. And as it is evident, from Acts xv. 13 and Gal. ii. 9, that to

some of them was entrusted the care of the head and mother church,

it is also probable that others undertook the superintendence of differ-

ent districts of Palestine. In the year 64 we read of the death of a

James ; and though all that the Fathers say of him may not be true,

this at least is certainly reliable, that he was a kind of bishop in Jeru-

salem ; from which we may infer, that between the years 50 and GO

the Apostles undertook much longer journeys, and therefore appointed

one who was not an Apostle in permanent office in the capital. This

may have been the time when Matthew left Palestine, and composed

his Aramaean Gospel.

This supposition is confirmed by a statement of Irencem (3, 1),

which is altogether independent of the former. He says : '^'O fiev

MarOaco'i iv roi<i 'E^paioL<; rfj ISla BiaXeKTW avrwv koI 'ypacprjv

i^rjve<yK€V evayyeXiov, rod Ilerpov Kol UavKov iv 'Poofxr] evayyeXc^o-

fievoov Kol Oe^ekiovvTOiv rrjv eKKXTjalav.^' It is true that strong doubts

have been expressed of late as to the fact of Peter having ever been

in Rome.-^ But all that Baur has been able to establish is the possi-

hility of the account given by Gains, of the death and burial of Peter

in Rome, being a mythical one. In this, his reply to Olshausen is no

doubt a sound one. But it would be hard to joroug that Peter never

was in Rome. {Vid. § 116, p. 545.) Granting even that Irengeus

derived his account of the two Apostles working together in Rome
from the Ep. of Dionysius, and that the genitive absolute was merely

Ii-enoeus' method of describing the time at which Matthew wrote his

Gospel, it brings us at any rate to the early part of the seventh de-

cennium?

This approximative date is in every respect fitting and probable.

About this time there may have arisen a necessity for the Apostles to

take longer journeys, and hence the need for written Gospels. At this

time, before the destruction of Jerusalem, there was also a reason why
such a work should be composed in Aramgean ; for the prerogatives of

the Old Testament nation were not yet abolished. But the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, which ensued shortly afterwards, and the consequent

^ Vid. Baur iiber Zweck u. Veranlassung des Romer briefs. Tiib. Zeitschrift

1836.

2 It was in the autumn of 60 that Paul first came to Rome, and his death took

place in the year G4. See the masterly investigations of Wieseler (Chron. desapost.

Zeitalters, p. 551).
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further to ex})lain, on tlio one hand, an increase of the want, already

felt for, and the early preparation of, a Greek translation ; and on the

other hand, the fact that the Aramaean original continued to he used

merely by those who adhered in a legal way to everything of a Jewish

character, and who soon degenerated into sects, and was gradually

supplanted by the version in Greek. This translation was probably

made before A.D. 70 (see above, pp. 538-9).

3. llie Aramcean Matthew was icrilten hy the Apostle Matthew

rather more than twenty years after the death of Christ. Before the end

of the first century, and in all j^robabiltty before the year 70, it was

translated into Greek, raider the supervision of the Apostles ; and the

translation was acknowledcjed as perfectly trustworthy.

But both De Wette and Siefert question the trustworthiness of the

Greek version. The latter admits the possibility of certain mythical

ingredients having crept into it. But it will be difficult for him to ex-

plain to us how these mythical elements could have found their way i:i,

if the translation was made so early as he himself admits that it was.

The translator must certainly have known what he found in his Ara-

maean original. Is he, then, likely to have engrafted upon so imj)ort-

ant a version of an apostolical work all kinds of tales which he may
have heard in one quarter or another, without even assuring himself

that the things described had really taken place ? Or is it probable

that such interpolations could have been made, without their being

exposed by any one of the Apostles who were still living, any one of

their most confidential followers, or any one of the disciples of Jesus

who were then alive? Could the substitution of the name Matthew

for Levi, which Sieffert admits, have crept, without remark or notice,

into the translation of a work which emanated from Matthew himself?

How do such alterations, as Sieffert is disposed to acknowledge, har-

monize with his own assertion, that the same writers who maintain

that Matthew first wrote in Aramajan, both use and quote our Greek

version "as if it were the production of Matthew himself"?

4. On the integrity of the Gospel it is not necessary to make any

remarks. The objections of Williams, Hess, and Eichhorn to chaps,

i. ii. have long been proved to be without foundation. Cf. Gricsbach,

comm. crit. in text. gr. n. t. ; v. Schubert, de infantiai J. C. hist,

authentia; J. G. Miiller, iib. die Aechthcit der zwei ersten Kapp.

Kuinoel, Prolegg. zum Comm.; Credner, Einl. i. § 37 ; //«y, ii. 74.
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§116.

OKIGIN AND DATE OF MARK.

1. The principal passage relating to the origin of Mark, viz., the

account of John the Elder, has already been given in extenao in § 113,

2 (p. 526) ; and in the note we have answered Lachmann's opinion,

that \6<yLa denotes a book containing merely discourses and not nar-

ratives. In that passage, John the Elder states very distinctly the

following points :

—

a. Mark, acting as the epfievevrr)^ of Peter, wrote a Gospel. He is

already well known to us from the Acts of the Apostles. His mother

lived at Jerusalem, and the believers held their meetings in her house

(Acts xii. 12). He belonged therefore to one of the first Christian

families,—a family so intimately connected with the Apostles from

the very commencement, that if we may look anywhere for accurate

information, we should expect to find it there.—John Mark became

a companion of Paul and Barnabas (Acts xiii.), but he afterwards left

them both (ver. 13). On a subsequent occasion (Acts xv.), when

Paul and Barnabas were about to take another journey, the latter

wished Mark to go with them. Paul would not consent; and as

Barnabas, a cousin of Mark's (Col. iv. 10), insisted upon it, a separa-

tion took place between the two. But we afterwards find Mark with

Paul during his imprisonment in Rome (Col. iv. 10 ; Philem, 24).

Mark was at that time about to travel to Asia Minor (Col. iv. 10)

;

and he now became a companion of Peter, who calls him " his son " in

1 Pet. v. 13. At a still later period of Pavil's imprisonment (2 Tim.

iv. 11), we find him directing Timothy to bring Mark with him to

Rome.

b. This Mark wrote down the words and deeds of Christ. He
wrote them, however, not in any particular order {rd^ei),^ but simply

as he recalled them to mind. As Peter had related, just as the cir-

cumstances required (tt/oo? Ta9 xpda<i), first one occurrence and then

another from the life of Jesus, so Mark wrote them down as he re-

membered them, merely taking care that what he wrote was true.

These statements are fully borne out by our Gospel. Cf. § 15,

p. 80.

2. The expression, " 009 aTrefxprj/jioveva-ev,'" confirms the statement

1 The allusion is to methodical arrangement generally, not merely to chrono-

logical order. And this corresponds accurately to our Mark, who has no definite

order of any sort ; though Credner thinks otherwise, and consequently takes the

above statement as referring not to our Mark, but to a lost writing.
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of Irenceus (lirer. iii. 1), that at the time when Mark wrote, Peter was
not with him. After Irenams has given the date of the composition

of Matthew, he says, /iera he ti]v tovtcov {Ilerpov kol navKov) e^o8ov

(i.e., death), MapKo^ 6 fMadr]Trj<i kol epfiT]veuTij<: Uerpov Koi avTo<i to,

VTTO Uerpov Krjpvcrao^eva iyypacpo)'; i)filv irapahthcoKe. Here also the

statement immediately preceding, which Baur disputes, viz., that

Peter was in Rome at the same time as Paul, by no means affects the

validity of the other statement, that Mark wrote in the absence of

both.—But let us look at this statement a little more closely. As we
have already observed, it is certainly not impossible that Peter may
have been in Rome. And there is something very important in the

fact, that so many Fathers refer to it in such a way as not only to

speak of " the time when Peter and Paul were in Rome," as though

it were known to all the world, but make use of it as a fixed standard

by which to determine the date of other events. Wieseler has lately

put the question beyond all doubt, and shown that Peter came to

Rome about the time when Paul was put to death,^ namely, in the

autumn of 63, and that he perished among the other victims of the

Neronian persecution in July 64 {Chron. cles apost. Zeitalters).

Now if this journey was actually taken by Peter, it serves most

perfectly to determine the date of the composition of Mark. What
had already taken place at Jerusalem was repeated at Rome. As long

as the Apostles were together, no written history was needed by the

Church ; but after the martmlom of both the Apostles, there natu-

rally arose, as Clemens, in Eusehlus, so clearly shows, a necessity for

some fixed word, some compendium of the Apo.stles' preaching. The

Church well knew what it possessed of the (probably scanty) narra-

tives of Paul, and the fuller accounts of Peter, concerning the life of

Jesus. These must not be forgotten, altered, or left to the chances of

con-uption. Mark was requested to commit them to writing. He
wrote down the different incidents one after another, as he and the

Romans had heard them from Peter. And this fully accounts for

the way in which picture follows picture in his Gospel (see § 15).

3. This view, which may appear hypothetical so far as all credit

is refused to the categorical statements of the Fathers, is fully con-

firmed by various peculiarities in the Gospel itself, which show clearly

1 So far a.s the 1st Ep. of Peter is concerned, it seems to me most natural to

regard the word Babylon, in 1 Pet. v. 13, as a symbolical term for Rome. The

symbolical use of the terms awiKKiKrii and vlos in the same verse favours this con-

clusion. Peter was in Kome at a time when a fierce persecution throatone<l the

Christians of Asia Minor, and knowing of their danger, he wrote immediately after

the death of Paul to the churches which the latter hati fouuded there.
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that it was written, not in Italy, at least not in the Greek portion of

Lower Italy, but in Rome. Not only are reproofs, intended for the

Jews alone, omitted {e.g., Matt. viii. 11, xxi. 43, cf. xv. 21 sqq.), and

Jewish customs continually explained (cf . Mark vii. 2, 3, xv. 42), but

the explanation is given in a mode adapted for Romans only (not for

Greeks). The value of the XeTrrov, a Jewish coin, is not estimated

by the Greek drachma, but by the Roman quadrans (Mark xii. 42) ;

and so the centurion is not called €KaT6vTap')(p^, which every Greek

would have understood, but by Kevrvpioav, a term more familiar to

those who spoke in Latin (cf. chap. xv. 39).—Now when can we
imagine a gi-eater need to have been felt in Rome for such a Gospel

than immediately after the death of Peter and Paul ? And if we

take into account the unanimous testimony of the Fathers, to the

effect that Mark wrote under the influence of Peter (in other words,

from a recollection of his accounts), the view which we have given

above of the origin of the second Gospel attains the highest degree of

probability.

4. From the fact that Mark wrote under the circumstances re-

ferred to, it also follows that it is highl}' improbable that Matthew

was used by him, or his Gospel by Matthew.

5. We have only now to take a brief survey of the earliest quota-

tions, as a still further and secondary proof of the age and genuineness

of Mark. That Celsus was acquainted with Mark, is evident from the

passage quoted in the previous section, in which he speaks of some

Gospels as mentioning two angels in connection with the resurrection,

and some only one. Tatian also was acquainted with all four Gospels

(see § 115). Theodotus quotes Mark i. 13. Valentine also appears to

liave possessed a complete ^' evayyekLov,^' which contained the four

Gospels. At least this is the testimony of Tertullian, who says, " Va-

lentinus integro instrumento uti videtur" (De prassc. haer. c. 38).

And the Valentinians make particular reference to certain things con-

nected with the account of the woman with the issue of blood, which

are related by Mark alone (Iren. 1, 3, 3). Ptolomceus quotes Mark

ix. 5 (to Flora). Justin is well known to have been acquainted with

the four Gospels, and quotes Mark xii. 25 in his lib. de resurr. cap. 2,

and Mark ii. 17 in chap. 8.

§ 117.

INTEGRITY OF MARK.

The conclusion of the Gospel, chap. xvi. 9-20, has been frequently

regarded, and that not without reason, as the work of a different hand
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{Griesbac/i, Comm. crit. ii. 197 ; Schott. Isag. § 30 ; Fritzsclie, Evang.

Marci ; Credner, Beiti*. 1, 357). Tlie data bearing upon the question

are the following

:

1. The peculiar characteristics of Mark's style are not to be found
in the section ; and, on the other hand, it contains many expressions

which Mark never employed, or for which he always made use of

other terms.

2. It contains expressions borrowed from other Gospels : a de-

scription of Mary Magdalene, for example (ver. 9), which occurs in

Luke (vili. 2), but nowhere else in Mark (cf, chap. xv. 40, xvi. 1).

3. Of still more importance is the whole style of the narrative in

the section in question. Everything pictorial, all details—everything,

in fact, which is throughout so characteristic of ^lark—suddenly

ceases ; and Ave have instead a series of dry, brief notices of different

occurrences, which ai-e more fully described in other Gospels,—

a

string of extracts, in fact.

4. To this we have to add important external testimony. Eusehim

(in a fragment in Mai script. Vet. nov. Coll. i. p. 61) says, ra yovv

aKpL/Sr} TOiV dvTtjpa(f3(ov to reXo'; Trepiypdebet T7)9 KUTci top MdpKOV

'i(nopia<; iv Toi<i \6yoi<; rov 6(p6evTO<; veavicTKOv raU <yvvaL^l kol elprj-

k6to<; avToU (then follow the words to i(f)ol3uvvro <ydp, ver. 8), iv

Tovrcp yap (T^ehov iv diracri Tot<i dvTt<ypd(f)oi<i rov kuto. MdpKOV eva/y-

ryeXiou TrepfyiypaTTTat, to r€\o<;' to, Be e^/)? a-iravico^ ev Tiatv dW ovk

iv irdcTLv (pepofieva trepma dv eXrj.—The same statement occurs, with

very little variation in the words, in Gregory of Nyssa, Euthymius

Zigabenus, and writers of a still later date.

5. On the other hand, it must also be borne in mind, that the

Gospel could not have closed with the eighth verse.

These data may furnish a basis for the three following hypotheses:

A. That the section in question is entii'ehj spurious and worthless,

and merely a later interpolation.—But the want of a conclusion at ver.

8 shows that this cannot be correct. The Gospel cannot have termi-

nated with the words, " for they were afraid :" it must have had some

kind of termination. Even if, as Ilug thinks, Mark was interrupted

by some occurrence which prevented him from finishing his work,

he would surely have as many minutes as would suffice for adding a

few words by way of conclusion. It is in any case, therefore, more

probable that either Mark, for want of tinie, appended a brief resume

of what he intended to write more fully, or that this was done at the

time by some other hand, before the publication of the Gospel, than

that the section was added at a later jjcriod. The absence of the con-

clusion from certain codices, and the resemblance to other Gospels,
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cannot be adduced in opposition to this. Hug (ii. § 75) has shown

that the statement made by Eusebius must be taken with considerable

hmitations. There is a want of precision in his own words. In one

place he says, that nearly all the MSS. omit the section ; and in

another, that it is found in some MSS., but not in all, as if it was

wanting only in a few.—On examining still further, we find that

Irenceus accepted it (hger. 3, 10, 6). Gregory of Nyssa (dial. adv.

Pelag. 15) mentions a various reading in Mark xvi. 14, which occurred

in quihusdam exemplarihus et maxime greeds codicibus ; so that these

codices contained the section. It is found in all the Palestinian MSS.,

in the Byzantine family, in the Egyptian, MSS. G L, in D, in the

Peshito and Itala, and was supported by Hippolytus, Augustine, and

Leo the Great. The Valentinians also adopted it. The only codex

of importance by which it is omitted is the Vatican. Now which

would be the more easily explained, that a later interpolation should

have met with such general adoption, or that such a section as ours

should have been omitted ? Undoubtedly the latter. Whether the

omission originated in the desire mentioned by Jerome (ad Hedib. qu.

3), to make the times mentioned by Mark square with those given by

Matthew, or from suspicions excited by the sudden change of style,

which is the more likely of the two, in all probability a certain copyist

discerned the incongruity and made a critical mark, and another after-

wards omitted the section altogether.

B. That Mark was interrupted (probably by the same persecution to

which Peter had fallen a victim) ; that he left the work unfinished, and

another added the conclusion, either immediately or shortly afterwards.

The addition may have been made by the use of other Gospels (in

which case it must have been some years afterwards), or by a brief

summary of the account given by Peter. The latter is the more probable

of the two.

C. That Mark, being prevented from writing out the conclusion as

fully as he had intended, himself added the brief, condensed conclusion,

which we now possess.

Against this last hypothesis seem to militate the linguistic dif-

ferences from Mark's usual style ; the resemblances to other Gosepls

:

and lastly, the question, why did not Mark content himself with a

few concluding words, instead of appending in so hurried a way a brief

summary of the contents of several different accounts ? But there is

no great difficulty in disposing of this question. He was anxious to

notice the most important occurrences connected with the history of

the resurrection. And he could do it the more readily in this form,

since the whole Gospel was merely intended as a reminiscence of what
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the Roman church liad heard from Peter. As long as he had tune,

he executed this in Peter's own words ; but when something occurred

to prevent him from completing the work, he gave just so much as

was necessary to enable the readers to recall the Apostle's accounts,

and served at the same time as a conclusion to the whole.—But the

reasons which chiefly induce us to give the preference to the third

hypothesis are the following:—In the first place, it is difficult to

imagine that the Evangelist should have been so pressed for time as

to be unable to finish his work, in however few words. And in the

second place, so far from there being any want of connection between

vers. 8 and 9, the clause dvaaTa<; Be . . , i<pdvr} irpwrov Mapla, and

the word eKelvr}, form an evident antithesis to Koi i^e\6ovaai €(f)vyov

K.T.X. (" thei/ went out and fled, etc. . . . but she went and told," etc.).

But how are we to explain the difference in style ?—This causes

no real difficulty. Every man, without exception, writes in one way
when taking time, and carefully elaborating, and in another when
liurrying and condensing. Let any one compare, for example, a care-

fully written description of a journey with notes jotted down by the

way. There is no greater difference in Mark. The necessity for

brevity will account for all the changes in style and expression, and

the genuineness of the section need not be disputed on account of

them ; although, on the whole, the question is of no great weight.

§118.

ORIGIN OF LUKE.

1. " Now that many have already endeavoured to prepare an ac-

count of the events which have occurred among us, as they who from

the beginning were eye-witnesses and servants of the word have re--

lated (them) to us ; it seemed good to me also, having thoroughly

inquired into the whole from the very first, to write it to thee con-

nectedly, most excellent Theophilus, that thou mightest know the per-

fect certainty of the doctrine in which thou hast been instructed."

This is the way in which Luke himself commences his Gospel ; and

in these words he gives us a rich fund of notices concerning its

)rigin, provided we use them fairly and honestly, and do not intro-

duce preconceived notions of our own. The leading questions whicii

we have to answer in connection with the procemium are the follow-

ing :—
1. Does the apodosis commence with Kadax; or eSo^e?

2. Are the ttqWol blamed ? And in what relation does the work

of Luke stand to that of the 7ro\Xo4?
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3. Do the TToWoL include Matthew and Mark ?

With regard to the Jirst, a simple unprejudiced examination of

the clauses leads at once to the conclusion, that the apodosis com-

mences with eSo^e. This is fully confirmed by a closer investigation.

It would be extremely unnatural in any case to place Kad(o<; «.t.X. be-

fore the principal verb eSo^e ; and in this instance, where /ca/xoi forms

a logical antithesis to iroWol, it would be altogether impossible. Luke
must then have written eSo^e Kafiol TraprjKoXovdrjKori k.t.X., kuOw^

K.T.X.j Kade^rj'i aol jpdyjrac. No one would ever have hit upon the

idea that the apodosis commenced with Ka6u)<^, if Hug had not seen in

the clause commencing with Kad(o<i a commendation of the ttoWol,

whilst others sought to avoid this conclusion, imagining that in vers.

3, 4, the TToXXot were decidedly blamed. But we shall see that the

" many" are neither praised in the clause, " even as," etc., nor in

the strict sense blamed in the words which follow.

With regard to the second, the word eire'^eip'qaav proves at least

that the relation in which the diegeses of the " many " stand to the

Gospel of Luke, is that of unsatisfactory attempts to a work which

(at least in Luke's opinion) is sufficient and complete. Hence the

expression certainly does contain a certain amount of blame, if you

like to call it so. But the question arises, whether Luke intended to

blame the individuals themselves for not accomplishing so much as

they might have done, or merely to affirm that the result of their

endeavours was unsatisfactory, though they did what they could, and

were hindered by their position from doing more. Of the former

there is not the slightest trace ; of the latter, a very evident one. If we

look more closely, for example, at the words Kadoo^ irapehoaav k.t.X.,

we shall soon be convinced that they do not contain any positive praise

of the TToWoi and their diegeses,—for if they did, there could be no

need to commence a new undertaking in order that Theophilus might

possess " certainty," and there would be no meaning in iire^eiprjaav
;

and also that Kadm cannot be referred to 'Tr€'KK7]po<^opr}iievwv, so as

to mean "the things occurred just as the eye-witnesses have informed

us " (Olshausen),—for, apart from the grammatical harshness of such

an addition, it would be most unmeaning. The word Kadu)^ simply

describes the manner in which the "many" had taken in hand the

writing of gospels. It forms a quiet antithesis to the fii'st clause in

the following verse, " TraprjKoXovdrjKOTi Trdaiv uKpi^m" The " many,"

says Luke, have endeavoured to form a collection of facts, according

to the accounts given by eye-witnesses (the Apostles) to us (viz.,

Christians generally who were not eye-witnesses). We have here,

what we have already referred to in the previous sections, the necessity
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which was felt by the newly formed churches, that what had been
related to them of the life of Jesus by an Apostle or otiier minister of

the word (Aquila or Apollos, e.fj.) should be committed to writing

after their departure. This was the case in the circle for which Luke
wrote. Here also vTnjpeTat had preached, and many had endeavoured

to collect together in a permanent form what they had related on this

or the other occasion. From the very nature of the case, this could

only yield imperfect results. Luke therefore said, that as the need

was so strongly felt, and had not been fully provided for (however

good the intention had been), he would also write a history, as he

possessed ampler means than the " many," and had diligently traced

out the whole life of Jesus from the very first. He would give them

(primarily to Theophilus, to whom he dedicated the work, and then

through him naturally to a whole church, or circle of churches) a

connected work, by which they might obtain full certainty of the sub-

stance of Christian teaching.

Thirdly, it follows from this with the greatest certainty, that the

diegeses referred to were neither the Gospels of Matthew and Mark,

nor, in fact, any gospels which had arisen in other places than the one

for which Luke was writing. The works to which he alluded were

small, fragmentary compilations, which had been made within the

circle of his readers, and which were naturally laid aside as soon as

he had much more fully provided for their necessity. The proaemium

does not inform us, either when and where Luke wrote, or whether the

Aramaean Matthew and the Gospel of Mark were already in existence.

Nor is anything said concerning the sources which he employed.^ All

that Luke tells us, is that he had examined everything carefully from

the very beginning.

2. What sources had Luke at his command ?—We call to mind the

fact, that the composer of the third Gospel and of the Acts was a

companion of the Apostle Paul (§ 110). He accompanied him from

Troas (Acts xvi. 10) to Philippi. There he seems to have remained
;

at least it was from Philippi that he afterwards travelled again with

Paul (on his third journey) through Troas, Mitylenc, Samos, Miletus,

etc., to Jerusalem (Acts xx. 6). He then went with him from Cwsarea

to Rome (Acts xxvii. 1 sqq.).—In the tradition of the Cliurch, he is

unanimously called Luke (Lucanus). (Cf. Eus. h. e. 5, 8 ; Origen in

Eus. h. e. 6, 25 ; Iren. ha;r. 3, 14, 1 ; Tert. Mark iv. 2 ; Jerome, vir. ill.

7.) This tradition has all the greater weight from the fact, that in the

Pauline Epistles a Lucanus is actually mentioned, who was a faithful

^ Evidently they were not the diegeses of the croXAo/, as De Wctte, ex. Odb.

Einl. zu Luk., thinks.
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companion of Paul (Col. iv. 14; Philem. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 11). This

Lucanus, whom tradition speaks of as the author of the Gospel and

the Acts of the Apostles, is said by the same tradition to have been a

physician. This also confirms his identity with the Lucanus men-

tioned in the Pauline Epistles, who bears in Col. iv. 14 the surname

of larp6<i. And the validity of the tradition, that Lucanus the

physician was the author of the third Gospel, is sustained by the

additional circumstance, that in two places in this Gospel we meet

with medical terms (chap. iv. 38, xiii. 11).

From this we may easily determine, whether and whence Luke
could obtain accurate information respecting the life of Jesus. Several

of the Fathers supposed him to have procured this chiefly from Paul,

who was an Apostle, and therefore must have been well instructed in

the life of Christ (Acts ix. 19). But this was not the only source at

Luke's command. He went to Jerusalem himself (Acts xx. sqq.),

and appears to have accompanied the Apostle to Caesarea (Acts xxiv.

23). In short, he lived in localities where, if anywhere, he might

expect to find the fullest and most precise information. Whether the

accounts which he received were merely oral, whether even at that

time much may not have been committed to writing (cf . Luke i.), but

more particularly the discourses in the Acts of the Apostles, we shall

not determine ; we simply call to mind the fact, that even if the living

voice at first sufficed for the instruction of new communities, it cer-

tainly appears extremely/ natural that in the case of certain teachers,

especially well educated men like Paul and Luke, an occasional use

should have been made of the pen (cf. 2 Tim. iv. 13), and that

different circumstances should have been noted down, if only for then-

own convenience.

§119.

PLACE AND DATE OF COMPOSITION ; AGE AND CREDIBILITY OF

LUKE.

1. In what land we are to look for Theophilus and the other

readers for whom Luke intended his writings, may be gathered from

the fact, that he thought it necessary to add an explanation whenever

he had occasion to refer to places in Palestine (Luke i. 26, iv. 31,

viii. 26, xxiii. 51, xxiv. 13) or Crete (Acts xxvii. 8 and 12), in

Athens (Acts xvii. 21), and even to the larger towns in Macedonia

(Acts xvi. 12) ; whereas he assumes that in Sicily and Italy (particu-

larly Lower and Middle Italy as far north as Rome) even tlie smaller

places will be well known (Acts xxviii. 15). The readers of the
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Epistle are to be sought for, therefore, either in Slcili/ or in Loicer

Italy.

2. When the two works were written, is not so easy to dc-termine.

From the circumstance that the Acts of the Apostles closes with the

third year of Paul's imprisonment in Rome, we may draw a probable

conclusion, though not an absolutely certain one. From chap, xxviii.

30 it is evident, that when Luke Avrote, the circumstances of the

Apostle must have changed ; otherwise, instead of stating that Paul
remained two years in his own hired house, lie would have said,

Paul is still living (or at the most, Paul remained) in his hired house.

In any case, the readers appear to have known what happened to

Paul immediately at the close of those two years. The ultimate issue

of his trial, the sentence of death, cannot yet have taken effect

for Luke would certainly not have omitted to mention it if it haa.

He must therefore have written directly after the close of those two

vears (between the autumn of 63 and the beginning of 64). But
the date of the composition is a matter of small importance. Accord-

ing to tradition, and the position assigned to the Gospel as early as the

time of Ammonius, Luke wrote at a later period than Matthew and

Mark. But little weight can be attached to this tradition. Clemens

Alex, does not support it ; And. Irenceus merel}' states that Matthew
wrote first, and John last. The result to which we were brought in a

previous section (§ 116) was, that Mark could not have written till

a later period, viz., subsequently to the death of Peter in Rome. The

AramcBan Matthew, therefore, teas written somewhere beticeen the years

50 and 60. L^^ke wrote at the end of 63.^ The Greek traiislation

of Matthew may have been made iri 68 ; and Mark wrote after July

64.

3. The existence of the Gospel of Luke in the very earliest times

is attested by a multitude of proofs. We have already seen that

Celsus and Tatian were acquainted with our four Gospels. Theo-

dotus quotes Luke i. 35, ii. 14, xi. 22, xiv. 16-23, xv. 11-23, xvi. 19.

The Valentinians appealed to a fact connected with the history of the

woman with an issue of blood which is only mentioned by Luke

(viii. 7). Ileracleon (Clem. Al. Strom. 4, 9) quotes Luke xii. 8 ; Justin

Martyr (Tryph.), Luke i. 38, and (de resurr.) Luke xx. 34, xxiv. 32.

The most important of all is the circumstance, that Marcion (about

140), and according to Tertullian even Marcion's teacher Cerdo, pos-

sessed the Gospel of Luke ; that this was the only one of the four

^ This would fully explain the fact, that Luke found no gospel in existence,

which he could put into the hands of the Christians in Lower Italy, in the place

of the imperfect productions which they already possessed.
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which he would accept ; and that he altered such passages as did not

accord with his own doctrine.^

4. But although these witnesses all agree in this, that in the

Gospel of Luke we possess the carefully elaborated work of a well

educated man, who was intimately acquainted with many eye-wit-

nesses of the life of Jesus, there are not wanting persons who dispute

the credibility of the work, on the ground that " Luke was not equal

to a critical undertaking of such a nature" {Credner). In proof of

this we are referred to the chronological data in Luke ii. 1, iii. 1 ; but,

as we have already shown in § 29, 30, it is very doubtful whether the

physician of Asia was not a better clironologist than the theologian of

Giessen. The want of chronological order is also adduced, without

the previous question being answered, whether this formed any part

of the Evangelist's plan. A still further evidence is found in the many

myths and legends (in plain English, the many miracles which certain

theologians would be glad to get rid of). The verdict of Credner,

properly interpreted, is really this :
" Apart from the unwelcome

miracles, the writings of Luke are perfectly trustworthy."

§120.

RELATION OF THE STNOPTISTS TO ONE ANOTHER.

1. We now return to the problem, already mentioned at the com-

m.encement of this work (p. 19) : How are we to explain the so-called

relationship of affinity between the Synoptists,—the frequent verbal

agreement in their accounts of the same events, along with very great

diversities in the selection and arrangement of their subject-matter ?

In the course of our inquiries, we have been brought to the following

conclusions, which are of great importance as aids to the solution of

this problem.

a. The diversities in selection, arrangement, and even in repre-

sentation, may be easily explained, on a careful and thorough ex-

amination of the plan which each Evangelist pursued. {Vid. Pt. I.

Div. i. chaps. 2-4.)

b. It may be stated generally, that so long as Apostles or Evan-

gelists were actively employed in connection with a newly formed

church, tlieir oral preaching was amply sufficient ; and we can easily

^ Epiphanius has preserved continuous extracts from Marcion's Gosf«l, giving

only short hints of the contents where Marcion agrees with Luke, and giving those

passages in extenso where Marcion has corrupted Luke. This circumstance has

misled Loflaer (disput. qua Marcionem Pauli epistolas etc. adulterasse dubitatur)

and others into the opiniou that Marcion's Gospel is independent of Luke.
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imagine tlmt no necessity was felt for any written document. But as

soon as a church was left to itself, and to elders chosen from its own
body, the want must necessarily have been felt, that what the Apostles

had preached should be permanently secured, and most of all, that a
life so eventful and complicated as that of Jesus, should be committed
to writing without delay.

c. Such of the assistants of the Apostles as desired to undertake

the writing of a Gospel, had so ample resources within their reach in

the Apostles themselves and other eye-witnesses, that it must have

appeared unnecessary to gather from books what tliev could learn

much more perfectly by word of mouth. (Compare Acts xv. 27,

where a written communication is confirmed by oral testimony, not

vice versa.)

d. Not only was the employment of earlier Gospels unnecessary,

it was also iinjwssible.—Look at Mark, for example. Bear in mind
that at that time a book was not sent out into the world at once in so

many thousand copies ; and was only copied when there was an abso-

lute necessity. Is it likely that, when he was travelling with the living

Peter, Mark would burden himself with an Aramaean Matthew, in

order that, while in Rome, he might read in Aramaean what he could

hear at any time from Peter in Greek or Latin ? We could more

readily imagine that he made use of Luke. But even supposing that

at the end of the year 64 copies of the Gospel of Luke, which was

written at the end of 63, may have been carried from Lower Italy to

Rome, and that Mark had one at his command, why did he not rather

distribute copies of this Gospel to the Roman church than write a

separate work of his own, containing not more, but rather much less,

than the Gospel of Luke? The probability here also, therefore, is,

that the work of Luke had not yet spread beyond the circle of

Theophilus himself ; and that ^lark composed his Gospel without

making use of any written sources whatever. With Luke it was

different. As we have already shown, we can readily imagine this

physician, who accompanied an educated man like Paul, making use

of written aids ; but so much is certain, that he did not make use of

the diegeses of the " many." It is not impossible that he may have

used Matthew ; but it is not very probable. He cannot have become

acquainted with the Gospel history for the first time when visiting

Palestine (a.D. 60) ; for he had long before been the companion and

assistant of Paul. We may think of him, therefore, as collecting

and arranging from the very first, and possibly also making use of

Matthew, but not as turning over the leaves of Matthew for the first

time, after he had formed his own plan of composing a Gospel. IIo
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had examined all carefully before he resolved to write. In fact, the

knowledge he had acquired was his real motive for writing (Trapr)-

Ko\ovdr}KQ)<; iraaiv aKpL^a)<;).

2. So much having been determined, we cannot long remain in

doubt respecting the leading hypotheses, suggested as explanations of

the relationship in question. The hypothesis of an original Gospel is

now generally given up. The principal objections to it are the fol-

lowing. If such a Gospel existed, as is supposed, in various editions,

it is very improbable that, with the wide diffusion which it must

have had, no traces whatever of its existence should remain. And
from Acts xv. 27 it is evident that verbal testimony had greater

weight than written. The whole hypothesis, too, presupposes a

facility in writing which was altogether foreign to the age.

The copying hypothesis, besides labouring under the latter two

of the three difficulties just pointed out as besetting the hypothesis

of an original Gospel, is liable to these further objections (Gieseler,

Entstehung, p. 36) :—1. Arrange as you like, the later writing must

always have left out much which was in the earlier. 2. In the

arrangement of the material (which in Matt, and Luke occasionally,

but not always, is determined by the subject), particularly in the

varying position of lesser sayings and sentences, we must assume that

the later writer turned the pages of the earlier back and forward,

simply to enable him to copy those passages. 3. Still more surprising

are the divergences in tvords. " Here he copies verbatim at the com-

mencement ; then he alters the thoughts and the words ; anon he

omits a thought; again he uses synonymous words, the thought re-

maining unchanged. And, amid all this embellishment, these writings

bear the stamp of unpretending simplicity." 4. Arrange as you please,

the later always relates something less clearly or completely,—almost

as if he wished to produce an appearance of discrepancy.

The hypothesis that the Synoptists used one another's writings

becomes still more untenable when they are supposed to quote from
memory, after a foregoing perusal. Against every hypothesis of this

kind, framed with a design to explain divergences in diction and

order of sequence, these objections may be taken : (a) A minute study

of written accounts in a time when there was such a rich sti'eam of

oral tradition is not pi'obable, and a single perusal explains nothing.

{b) We have to assume at least a partial knowledge of the sequence

in cases where the subject-matter has been forgotten, which is incon-

ceivable, (c) We have to assume a special attention to the study of

sequence, which is incongruous with the spirit of that primitive time.

Everything leads in the most decided manner to the tradition-
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hypothesis supported by Gieseler, wliich coniplotely exphiins tlie exist-

ing relationship between the Synoptists.

Tiie Apostles at the first lived together in Jerusalem. The Church
there increased considerably (Acts ii. 41) ; ahd there arose at once

the necessity to give the Christians (most of whom were strangers)

fuller information with regard to that Jesus whom Peter had set

before them as a Saviour. There was also the same want in the case

of the natives of Jerusalem, who had only seen Jesus at a few of the

feasts, and knew nothing of what He had done in His wanderings

through Galilee. The whole of the life of Jesus was indelibly im-

pressed upon the niemoiy of the Apostles. The practical demands

which arose, led them to give peculiar prominence to certain incidents,

or particular series of incidents. The most memorable of all was the

journey by the lake, in which Jesus had related the parables ; and

these parables were, probably, often related and expounded by one and

another of the Apostles. The stilling of the storm, which occurred

during the same journey, and which was connected with the history

of the Gadarenes, would be described on some other occasion. The
Sermon on the Mount also formed a leading topic of great importance.

It was just the same with the account of the fii-st miraculous feeding,

that of the transfiguration, and others. These became leadiurf themes,

to which different speakers may have linked other incidents, which

they remembered as occurring at the same time, or immediately before

or after. Sometimes, again, incidents were connected together which

were kindred in substance, though not related in time. These would

be described without regard to chronological sequence ; so that it was

only here and there {e.g., in the journey to Gadara and the last

journey to Judaea) that this sequence became permanently fixed.

With the same freedom, too, would each Apostle make his own selec-

tion, and connect with the principal occurrence such smaller incidents

or frafnnents of discourses as he micht recall at the time. The fact

that it was chiefly to the events which occurred in Galilee that they

restricted themselves, may be explained partly by the fact that Christ's

work lay chiefly in Galilee, but more especially from the circumstance,

that for years they continued to preach in Jerusalem, where there

was no need at first to relate what had taken j)lace there. The reasons

mentioned on pp. 126-7 will also serve to explain the fact, that they

pass over that portion of the life of Christ which intervened between

His baptism and His removal to Capernaum.

As it thus occurred that in the oral di.scourses of the Apostles a

certain number of peculiarly important events were placi-d in the fore-

gi-ound, while the selection of minor events and sayings, and their
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arrangement, remained perfectly free, it was natural that, in connection

with the events which were most frequently described, a standing

form of narrative should gradually be adopted. (Compare, in addi-

tion to the Gospels, other passages of the New Testament, in which

the same thing is narrated on different occasions; e.g., Acts x. 10-16

and xi. 5-10, x. 3-6 and vers. 30 sqq. ; ix. 2-8, xxii. 5-11, and xxvi.

12-18.) The importance of the life of Jesus was also a constant

monition to fidelity in their accounts;^ and apart, therefore, from the

length of time during which the Apostles lived together in Jerusalem,

the frequent reiteration of the same narrative, and the eagerness with

which the hostility of the Jews led them to watch for discrepancies,

it would be easy enough to explain the fact, that the same thing was

constantly repeated in the very same words. Individual freedom was

by no means precluded : one might mention only the leading features

of an event, others might enter more into details ; one might describe

and apply an event as seen from one point of view, another as seen

from a different one. But even then it would be only natural that

they should involuntarily come back to particular expressions, after

they had been employed a certain number of times. You may meet

with perfectly analogous cases in the ordinary intercourse of people

now. You have but to hear some indifferent event described again

and again ; and whatever variations the narrator may introduce, he

is sure to return to the same groove, and introduce the very same ex-

pressions. In this way, then, we may fully explain the many similari-

ties in the synoptical Gospels. At the same time, we must bear in mind

the special results of our examination of Matthew, Mark, and Luke.

The first Gospel which we possess is the faithful (but not verbally

slavish) translation of an Aramsean work of Matthew. As the entire

work is a treatise rather than a history, we find the historical portion

condensed into as brief a space as possible. Prominence is given

to the main points alone. We might say, in fact, that the historical

incidents are recalled to mind, rather than fully described. The
individual freedom of the Evangelist is perfectly obvious, both in the

selection and classification of his materials
;
yet in these brief histori-

cal accounts we find the very same stei^eotyped expressions and phrases

which we meet with in Mark and Luke.

Mark gives us a series of pictures, just as they were originally

described by the eye-witness Peter. We find here many things which

actually occurred in chronological succession, placed in their proper

• Gieseler calls attention to the rule laid down by the Jewish Kabbis : Verba

prasceptoris sine ulla immutadone, ut prolata ah illo fuerant^ erant rccitanda, ne di-

versa illi affingeretur sententia (^Schabbath, f. 15, 1).
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sequence ; and as Mattliew also frequently adopts a chronolo<;ical

arrangement, it is not to be wondered at, that in many points their

order is the same. The distinctive peculiarity of Mark is to be found
in his pictorial description of particular events, which is quite as much
in harmony with the natural characteristics of Peter, as with the plan

of tlie Evangelist himself.

Luke has adopted a very careful topical arrangement. For this

reason, it is but seldom that he agrees with Matthew and Mark in the

position assigned to the different events. In his descriptions, on the

other hand, the same stereotyped expressions and phrases naturally

reappear.

The combination of the tradition-hypothesis with the positive ac-

counts which we possess as to the origin of the different Gospels, and

icith the results of our inquiry into the plan of each Syiwptist, is quite

sufficient to explain their so-ca.]\ed family-relationship}

[N'ote.—Mr Roberts, the author of the work referred to (p. 537,

note), has a theory of his own, distinct from all those discussed in the

foregoing section, which, as he says, is at least distinguished by its sim-

plicity. It is, in the words of the author, briefly this :
" The Lord Jesus

spoke in Greek, and the Evangelists independently narrated His actions

and reported His discourses in the same language tchich He had Himself

employed :" p. 438. In support of his view, Mr Roberts insi.sts on the

fact, that the resemblances in the Gospels are principally to be found

in reports of the words of Jesus, or of others whose words are reported ;

whilst the differences occur chiefly in the narrative portions, where

the Evangelists relate events each in his own way. He quotes a state-

ment from Professor Norton, to the effect that about seven-eighths of

the coincidences occur in the recital of the words of others, and only

about one-eighth in narrative, in which the Evangelist.s, speaking in

their own person, were unrestrained in the choice of expressions. He
points out that this is what we should expect if the language of our

Gospels be the same as that in which Christ spoke ; but unaccount-

able if our Gospels contain only translations of Christ's words. The

author regards the whole difficulties of the subject in question as rc-

^ Wieseler cannot understand how I can explain tlic formal connection between

the Gospels from the tradition-hypotliesis, and yet maintain that they were written

either by eye-witnesses, or under tlieir influence. Hut what I understand by the

tradition-hypothesi.s, is not that a tradition arose after the death of tlie Ai)ostIe8,

but that a standing form of narrative was adopted at the very first, uilhiu the circle

of the e'je-witnesses tkeviselves. This hypothesis, therefore, is by no means at vari-

ance with the positive results arrive<l at, as to the origin of the different Goepek.
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suiting from the two assumptions—that our Lord spoke in Hebrew,

so that our Gospels are translations of His words, not reports of the

ipsissima verba ; and that Matthew wrote originally in Hebrew,—our

Greek Matthew being a version of the original.

—

Ed.]

CHAPTER 11.

THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

§ 121.

ITS ORIGIN AS INDICATED BY DATA IN THE GOSPEL ITSELE.

So complicated is the inquiry as to the origin and genuineness of

the fourth Gospel, that it is absolutely necessary to separate all purely

objective data from the subjective views entertained with regard to

them. We shall, therefore, inquire first of all, what light can be ob-

tained from the Gospel itself.

1. Data affecting the internal character of the book. -^

The plan of the whole book is thoroughly different from that of the

Synoptists. We have already touched upon this point, § 24 ; but it is

necessary here to enter a little more fully into the question, whether,

in connection with the Evangelists generally, it is right to sj)eak of a

predetermined plan and pragmatism. In direct opposition to £aur,

who regards the Gospels as the result of a conscious pragmatism, and

that of the worst kind that can possibly be conceived ; we have the

other extreme, namely, the assumption that the Evangelists did not

even lay down a plan, but being urged by purely empirical necessity

to compose their writings, worked up in the true fashion of chro-

niclers such written and oral materials as they happened to possess,

in a thoroughly planless, inartistic, and sometimes a most unskilful

manner. If it be imagined that the credibility of the Gospels is to be

established by such assumptions as these, no mistake could well be

greater ; for a planless and inartistic work must be in an equal degree

uncritical also.—There is a great distinction, it must be borne in mind,

between pragmatism and having a plan—between pragmatism and

design ; also between a plan which originates spontaneously, and a

plan formed by reflection ; and lastly, between the good and bad kinds

of pragmatism.

—

a. Every author has some purpose, unless he writes for

the mere pleasure of writing, or for the sake of the pay ; and neither

of these was much known to antiquity. There is generally some want
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which the writer liopes to supply. Thi.s simple purpose determines

the tvhat, the object; but not the hoic, the method of accomplishing the

c)l)ject. The IIow is an undesigned thing, determined partly by the

object, partly by the author's characteristic mode of conceiving it,

and partly by the purely formal arrangement. Thus in the case of

Matthew. The want was felt in Jerusalem of a written work to

supply the place of the oral teaching of the Apostles, who were now
scattered abroad ; and Matthew determined to write down the leading

points of that teaching. They had sought to show that the prophecies

were fuljilled in Jesus; that He was the seed promised to Abraham,
and the predicted Son of David. Matthew proceeds to connuit this

to writing ; and the arrangement and classification of his materials at

once suggested themselves, naturally and without effort, to his mind.

He writes with a jylan, but without prafj7natism.—So also in the case

of Mark. A similar want arose in Eonie after the martvrdom o*"

Paul and Peter. Mark was only conscious of intending to write down
the essential points in the preaching of Peter concerning Christ. The
aim of the latter, with Gentiles before him, had naturally been to ex-

hibit Jesus more as the Son of God than as the Messiah ; in contrast

with the heathen sons of the gods, and their deities generally, with

their subjection to human passions in their unholiest forms. Mark
naturally followed the same course. Writing from memory, in the

hurry and excitement of a stormy age, he also thought but little of

any formal disposition of the mateiials at his command.

—

b. But a

plan may also be the result of reflection, without being intentional, or

in the least degree pragmatical. The reflection upon the subject, for

example, may have taken place long before the resolution to write had

been formed. This was the case with Luke. His conscious purpose

was merely the general one, to give the churches in Lower Italy a

complete and orderly account of the things taught by the Apostle

Paul. But long before thi.s, the controversy between the Apostle and

the false Jewish teachers, in Galatia and elsewhere, had been deeply

impressed upon his luind. In this controver.sy he had been led to

attach peculiar importance to those discourses and parables and actions

of Jesus, which showed that neither all Israel, nor Israel a>onc, would

be saved. From a very early time, too, the transition of Christianity

from the Jews to the Gentiles, from Jeru.salem to Kome, had ])re-

sented itself in its full significance to his mind. Half involuntarily,

therefore,—not without consciousness, but without any distinct external

])urpose, purely from inward imjjulse,—he depicts artistically, but not

artificially, that side of Christianity in which its contrast with .Judaism

is most apparent. Not that we are to imagine him .seeking among his
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papers, and making selections among all possible parables, discourses,

and narratives ; but with that genial warmth which was not only

natural to him, but under the sanctifying influence of Christianity had

grown into a charisma, selecting from the materials at his command
the most appropriate to his purpose, with the same facility with which

a true poet can pour out his verses without the necessity of seeking

for rhymes. Pragmatism, therefore, cannot, strictly speaking, be at-

tributed to Luke. All that can be said is, that possibly, and even pro-

bably, while he was writing, the importance of a particular passage to

Ids own age may here and there have occurred to his mind.

—

c. What
is pragmatism ? Not the natural adoption of a plan, i.e., the organic

representation of an object according to some principle contained in

the object itself ; but the intentional exhibition of some analogy sup-

posed to exist between the reader's own times and those in which the

events narrated occurred. For example, if an author were to write a

jistory of the first French Revolution with the consciousness that it

was an instructive type of all modern revolutions, and with the distinct

intention to bring out its particular features as lessons to princes and

peoples,—to point out analogies, therefore, between the past and present,

—this would be yvviimg pragmatically. Such pragmatism as this is both

allowable and right, if the intention of the author be pure, his mate-

rials genuine, and if an actual analogy be clearly discerned and fully

exhibited. Pragmatism in this good sense we find in the Gospel of

John. The writer lias his eye fixed, not upon the contrast between,

Christianity and Heathenism, or between the Jewish and Gentile forms

of Christianity, but upon the opposition which afterwards arose within

the Church between Christianity on the one hand, and Gnosticism and

Ebionitism on the other ; and here and there he brings out the bear-

ing of particular events and discourses upon the circumstances of

his own times. The purpose of John in writing his Gospel was two-

fold. He wrote, not to supply any demand for a substitute for the

verbal teaching of the Apostles, as in Matthew, Mark, and Luke ; but

first to provide an external and internal supplement to the apostolic

teaching;^ and secondly, to oppose the errors of Gnosticism" and Ebionit-

ism,^ and to show the evils which result from the want of love and life.

^ See, for example, the events connected with the journeys to the feasts which the

Synoptists pass over, and the history of Jesus from His baptism till His public

appearance : cf. Euseb. 3, 24. See, too, the discourses and traits from the life of

Jesus, which bring out most clearly the speculatively mystical aspect of His nature

and work : cf . Clem Al. in Euseb. 6, 14.

2 Iren. 3, 11 ; Tert. prsescr. 33.

' ^Jerome, vir. ill. 9 ; Epiph. 61, 12.
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The lying speculation of the G)iostics, and the unspoculative mental

destitution of the Elnonites, could only be overcome by true speculation.

It was necessary, therefore, that John should now bring forward that

view of the speculative and mystical side of the revelation of Christ

which had hithei'to remained peculiar to liimself, and place it within

the rcacli of the whole Christian Church. To the Jews it had first of

all been necessary to preach that Jesus was the Messiah ; but now the

time had come to unfold to Ch7'i.'iti(ins, more clearly than before, the

mystery that Jesus the Christ was the eternal Son of God. John had

no longer to do with the earthly historical antithesis of Judaism and

Heathenism, or of Jewish and Gentile Christianity ; but with the

speculative antithesis of eternity and time, of God and the creature,

of heaven and hell, light and darkness, life and death, and with the

revelation of the eternal, divine Being in the incarnate Word. In-

tentionally, therefore, he collected together such of the utterances of

Jesus as bore upon this. And not His discourses merely, but Ilis life,

His sufferings, and Ilis resurrection, he regards from this speculative

point of view as the victory of light over darkness, through the

medium of suffering love. With this is linked the mystic aspect of

the life and living of Christ in us, the unio mystica, the ground of all

salvation and sanctification. Thus intimately is the speculative side

associated with the polemic against the want of life and love. And even

Ilis more outward purpose, to supplement the Synoptists so far as the

journeys to the feasts were concerned, was closely connected with this

speculative ground-plan. For it is just these journeys which mark

the different epochs of the opposition of the darkness to the light.

Consequently, John arranges his materials in chronological order, on

internal grounds, and with deep and conscious wisdom.—In the Gospel

of John, therefore, we do find a real pragmatism in the best sense of

the word (the life and sufferings of Jesus the primitive type of that

conflict which is ever going on in the whole Church, and in each in-

dividual).' But in the Gospel of John we have something more than

mere pragmatism. The Gospel is a product of the clearest conscious-

ness, an artistic work in the highest sense—a transparent crystal ;

but it is quite as true here as in the case of Luke, first, that there ex-

isted a personal predisposition and charismatical (puilification for this

deepest intuition of the life of Christ, and secondly, that in the life

and works of the Apostle this conflict and this significance of the life

^ The book of Kevolation, which contains a description of the niacrocr«micnl

continuation of this xmnc conflict, bears tl>e same relation to the Go.';i)el of John,

as the Acts of the Apostles, the continuation of the historical, terrestrial conllict,

to the Gospel of Luke.
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of Christ arrived as it were at maturity. Even here, then, there is no

intentionahty arising from outward causes ; the pragmatic tendency

which guided the Apostle was no other than the practical aim of his

whole life. And if he goes beyond Luke, it is simply in this, that the

unconscious, involuntary impulse of the heart has become in him a

conscious purpose of the will—the unconscious has become a distinctly

conscious regard to plan.

—

d. A bad pragmatism differs from a good,

such as we find in John, in this, that the analogy between past and

present is looked at in a onesided manner ; as if, e.g., one should write

the history of the French Revolution merely to show the exception-

ableness of it, and without recognising the faults of Louis XVI., or,

on the contrary, merely to read lectures to princes and to flatter the

people ; or as when one writes a history of the Reformation merely to

frighten from Protestantism. Such a pragmatism is always morally,

as well as theoretically defective ; the design of the author is bad ; and

by it he is misled to onesided views, or even to systematic perversion of

history. But it is not pragmatism at all, but sheer common deception,

when an author alters or invents events, as Baur has the audacity to

represent the New Testament writers doing.

2. The plan of the Gospel makes it easy to explain the following

peculiarities. (a.) Many things are passed over as if sufficiently

known, yet not always without a hint of them ; many introduced

which the Synoptists omit. The description of the life of Jesus begins

nearly a year sooner than in the Synoptists ; many particulars are

minutely described ; many things are said with evident reference to the

Synoptists. (6.) The discourses of Jesus are very different from those

related by the Synoptists, and are more speculative in their character.

Jesus dwells on one deep thought. Intuition, not reflection, predomi-

nates. There is less progress in the thought than in the Synoptists.

(c.) Where John himself is the speaker, we also find a speculative ten-

dency and signs of philosophical culture, {d.) When John speaks of

the Jews (lovSalot), he uses the word not in a geographical, but in

a religious sense ; not to denote the inhabitants of Judsea as dis-

tinguished from others, but all who rejected Christ, who did not

become Christians, but continued Jews (in our modern sense). It is

only from chap, ix., where the opposition assumes a more determined

form, that the Pharisees are specially mentioned. This seems to in-

dicate that the work was written at a time when the rent between

Jews and Christia7'is was complete, and the term Jews in the mouth of

the latter had acquired a religious signification ; in any case, therefore,

after a.d. 70.

3. Data as to the author.—Without adducing chap, xxi., we shall
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simply note such information as is affordoil in cliaps. i.-xx. "When the

writer says of the incarnate Word, " We beheld His glory" (chaj). i.

14), he evidently intends to speak of himself as an eye-witness of the

life of Jesus} We are also struck with the fact, that the author

appears to avoid mentioning the names of the sons of Zebedee (cf. i.

35 and 42, xiii. 23, xviii. 15, xix. 2G, xx. 2).^ Lastly, we also find

that, whereas the two .Tudases are carefully distinguislied (xii. 4, xiii.

26, xiv. 22), whereas Thomas always receives his surname, and Simon
Peter is distinguished from Simon Zelotes, John the Baptist is never

called anything but John, and not once distinguished by the appella-

tion, tlie Baptist, from the Apostle of the same name. " This may
easily be explained," as Credner justly says, " on the supposition that

the Apostle himself was the writer ; for in the early history of Chris-

tianity these are the only two prominent characters of the name of John.

And if it was the Apostle himself who was speaking, it was superfluous

to use any other term to distinguish the; Baptist from himself, especially

as he always speaks of himself as 'the disciple whom Jesus loved.'"

4. This is still further confirmed when we turn to the relation be-

tween the Gospel and ihejirsi Epistle ofJohn. That they were written

by the same author is placed beyond all doubt by the similarity in

style,^ and still more by the perfect resemblance in doctrine and in

the circle of ideas.^ It also appears as though the two were written

at the same time, and the Epistle accompanied the Gospel. For not

only does the opening of the letter call to mind John i. 14 ; but

^ 'We must not appeal at present to chap. xix. 35. The author is there spoken

of in the third person, and it 7m(jht be the case that this verse was added by the

editors of the book. But if it were, it would be evident that they referred to

John, and spoke of hira, the eye-witness of the resurrection, as the author of the

book (compare vers. 2G and 35). The only natnrnl interpretation, however, is that

these words are to be taken as the autlior's own testimony to the fact that he had

been an eye-witness of the scene.

2 In other words, to mention himself; for there can be no doubt that the author

refers to himself when speaking of " the disciple whom Jesus loved." The only

question is. Was it John, or some other of the twelve ? From the expression itself.

as well as John xiii. 23 and xix. 2G, it is evident that it must have been one cf the

three—Peter, James, or John. Peter it cannot have been, for he is e-^pre^sly dis-

tinguished in chap. xx. 2 from this disciple ; it must therefore have been one of

the sons of Zebedee, and James died too soon to have written the Gospel.

3 E.g., the peculiar use of Tripi, h», d'K'Ku ; the recurrence of ^toiadoci and 6tu-

pui/\ the fact that ipiv is only used in the perfect; the phrases ritv i^vx.r,ii Ttiiyttt,

(3ioc 6 oihri&ivii;., 6 ouTT,p tov koo^ov 6 Xpiaro;, KoafiOf y^xf^ficii/ti, (fxivuv, rtKViet, Trtci-

Qi» ; the repetition of the same expressions in one sentence, etc.

* For example, the notions : (pug, dJ^tidux, ciyi-XTn, 6 fiovoyiyr,; vio;, l^uri, ^6>ii

ivto;, Kca/^oi, acip^, ufiuprix, 6xvxro(, a

iiau.0Vy '/ivvr,6iivxi xDU0tv, Ttuvx rcu fc)£Ot/.
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when we read 1 John i. 1-3, the question arises, whether it really is

the case that in the Epistle the author declares what he has seen, and

heard, and loohed upon—the Life, the appearance of the incarnate

Word. And how, again, are we to explain the expressions eypa-^a

<ypdj)co, which occur twelve times in the Epistle ? Is the author con-

stantly reflecting upon what he lias already written in the letter which

he has in hand, and repeating that, and why he is writing ? Is it not

more natui'al to suppose that this eypayjra or jpd(})(o refers to the com-

position of the Gospel, which the author sends at the same time as the

Epistle, and the design and purport of which he still further expounds

in the Epistle itself ? ^ In addition to this, in the Epistle we find the

same false teachers directly referred to, who are noticed indirectly in

chap. XX. 31 of the Gospel. Tlie whole argument of the Epistle is

directed against those who either deny that Jesus is the Christ (com-

pare John XX. 31 and 1 John iv. 2, 3), or are destitute of love (cf.

John XX. 31 and 1 John iii. 10).—The following external testimony

has not so much weight. In the Cambridge MS., just before the

commencement of the Acts of the Apostles, we find the last line of

the third Epistle of John, and the words, Epistolce Johannis III. ex-

plicit incipit A ctus Apostolorum,—a sign that in the mother of the

Cambridge MS. the Epistles of John followed immediately upon the

Gospel, which they would not have done if they had not at a very

early period been regarded as closely connected.—Assuming the proba-

bility, then, that the Gospel and the Epistle were written together,

we are brought to the still further conclusion, that the Gospel was

written for a circle of readers from whom the author was separated,

and towards whom he stood in the relation of a spiritual father,—in

other words, for a church.

5. Data ivith regard to chap. xxi.—This chapter is not wanting in

any MS. or translation ; it has, in general, the peculiar style of the

rest of the Gospel, and most decidedly the tone and spirit of John,

—

the same inward, thoughtful absorption in the person and words of

Jesus. At the same time, this chapter cannot have belonged to the

Gospel originally ; for the Gospel is formally concluded in chap. xx.

31. In chap. xxi. 24, on the other hand, the author is spoken of in

the third person ; not merely as in chap. xix. 35, but the writer here

distinguishes himself from the author :
" This is the disciple which

testifieth of these things (Trepl rovrav) and wrote these things (javTa) ;

and we know that his testimony is true." The writer, who speaks of

the author in the third person, bears his testimony to the fact that the

^ See Ebrard's Commentary ou the First Epistle of John. Foreign Theol.

Library.
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author has spoken the truth. Chap. xxi. 24, 25, therefore, must have

heen written, not by John, but by a man who stood in so dose a rela-

tion to John as to be able to strentrthen his testimony bv his own.

The question arises, whether the words rrepl tovtwv and ravra refer

to the whole Gospel, or merely to chap. xxi. I formerly thouiiht that

they I'eferred to chap, xxi, alone. In that case, ver. 24 would be simply

a guarantee that chap. xxi. was an appendix written by John himse'f.

I5ut it is certainly not easy to imagine why John should have written

down these facts separately from the rest, and not have embraced them

in his general plan. The expressions, "the sons of Zebedee" (ver. 2),

ep-)(ea6aL avv rivt (instead of uKoXovdelv), and iirevZinri'; (instead of

X^Tcov), are also foreign to John's u.sual style.

But as chap. xxi. is not wanting in any MS., and is thoroughly

inwoven into one book with the Gospel itself (compare ver. 14 with

chap. XX.), it is evident that when the Gospel, which was written by

John for the church at Ephesus, began to be more widely circulated

after the Apostle's death, chap. xxi. must have been already connected

with it. The chapter, therefore, contains a testimony to the genuineness

of the Gospel of John from the mouth of those who tcere contemporaries

and disciples of the Apostle.

§122.

DATA FEOM THE FATHERS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE GOSPEL.

1. Quotations.—We distinguish here between indirect quotations,—
where an author, for example, makes use of words which we iiml in

John, but without stating that they are quoted from him or from any

one else,—and literal quotations, where the author states that '' John

says so and so."

Indirect quotations we find even in the apostolic Fathers. Turn

first of all to [(jnatiits. In Philad. 7 he writes : el <yap kuI Kara aclpKa

fie Tiv€<; jjdeXrjaav TrXainjaat aWa to irvevfia ov ifKaviiTai^ airo Qeov 6v

oloev yap, rroOev ep-^erai, Kal irov vTrdyei, Kal to. Kpvirra i\ey)(^ei (com-

])are Jolm iii. 8). This passage is only intelligible in connection with

that of John. You may say of the wind, it comes and goes ; but no

one would say this of the Holy Spirit without some special reason.

Ignatius might speak in this way, however, of the Holy Spirit, if he

had that passage in his mind, in which the expression is used of the

wind, and the wind employed as a simile of the Holy Spirit.—In

Philad. 9 he says : avro^ (6 upxi^p^i^'i) ^v 6vpa rov 'rrarpo'i. The re-

ference here, as the previous chapter show.s, is to Christ. Compare

John X. 1 sqq. "I am the door." Here, too, there is not only the
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most obvious resemblance between the words of Ignatius and tlie pa.s-

sage in John, but apart from the latter the former are obscure, and

tlie abrupt and uuexpanded comparison, " the high priest is the door

of tlie Father," perfectly inexplicable ; whereas it is quite intelligible

if we suppose Ignatius to have had John x. 7-9 in his mind, where tlie

simile is carried out.—In Rom. 7 : vhwp Be t/av (cf. John iv. 10) koX

\a\ovv iv ifiol. . . . "Aprov Qeov OeXw, aprov ovpdviop, aprov ^&)%,

09 eariv aap^ ^Irjcrov Xpicrrov rov vlov tov Qeov, rod <yevofxevou iv

vcnepM e'/c oiTepixaTd Aa^lh koX ^A13pad/m' koX 7ro/xa Qeov OiXo), rb

alfjia avTov, o iariv dyuTrr] d(f)dapro<; koL devvao<; ^o)r}. Compare John

vi. 48, 50, 51, 55.—We look next at Poli/carp. In Phil. 7 he Avrites

:

7ra9 70./?, 09 av fj-rj o/xoXoyy 'Irjaovv Xptcrrov iv crapKi iXrjXvdevai, dvrl-

^|0tcrTO9 icTTL. Compare 1 John iv. 2, 3. The first Epistle of John,

which, as we have shown, had the same author as the Gospel, appears

therefore to have been known to Polycarp.—In the Epistle of Barnabas,

which, although in my opinion not the work of the Barnabas mentioned

in the Acts, was written by another Barnabas of the same age, we also

find an apparent allusion to the Gospel of John. In chap. xii. he

says : irepm 76 rot avro^ Mcoarj^ ivTei,\dfM€vo<;' ovk earai v/jbiv ovre

yXviTTov ovre ^covevrov et9 Qeov vfilv, •rroiet, Iva tvttov rov ^Irjcrov

Sel^r]' rroiel ovv Mcoarj^ '^uXkovv 6(f)iv, koX ridrjcnv ivB6^a><i, koX nrjpv^-

ybari KcCkel rov Xaov "E'^et<; koI iv rovrco rr]v So^av rou ^Irjaou,

on iv avroy koX ek avrov. Compare John iii. 14.—It must be ad-

mitted, however, that the author of the Epistle of Barnabas, in his

constant pursuit of types, might have discovered by himself so obvious

a parallel as that between the brazen serpent and the cross.

In Justin Martyr we find the doctrine of the Logos, along with

other of John's ideas {^wv vScop, /xovojevrj'i, a-apKOTroi7]drjvai,, regenera-

tion), and also the following passages : In Dial. c. Tryph., " For when

John was by the Jordan preaching the baptism of repentance, and

wearing only a leathern girdle and a garment of camel's hair, and

eating nothing but locusts and wild honey, the men supposed him to

be the Christ ; but he cried to them, ' / am not the Christ, but the

voice of one crying : for there shall come a stronger than I, whose san-

dals I am not able to bear ;^" we have a combination of Matt. iii. 11

and John i. 19. It must be admitted, however, that the whole account

might have been derived from oral tradition.—Again, in p. 251, we
have the same train of thought with reference to the brazen serpent as

in the passage from Barnabas. Whether one borrowed from the

other, or both hit upon the thought independently, or it was suggested

by John iii. 14, it is impossible to determine.—Again, in the fragment

of his book, Trt/)! dvaard(jea><;, chap, ix., Justin has a passage which
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calls to mind Luke xxiv. and John xiv. 2. After foUowincr tlie account
of the appearance of Christ to His disciples, as related in Luke xxiv.

o7-42, he says, kuI oi;t&)9 eVtSe/^ai? avroU, on a\r]6w<; aapKu<: avaaja-
aiq earc, ^ovXofievo'i tTrioel^ai koX tovto (Ka6a)<; eipi]K€v, iv ovpavM
T7]v fcaToiKTjaiv I'jfMMV VTT up y^e I v) oTi ovK dcvuaToi> Koi aapKL et?

ovpavov aveXdetv, uve\i'i(f)OT] ^errovrcov avrojv eh top ovpavov &)9 7)v iv

rf} aapKL. The words KuOay^; eiptjKev evidently allude to John xiv. 2, 3.

The indirect allusions of the earliest heretics are quite as important

as those of the apostolic Fathers. Tertullian says,^ that Marcivn made
use of Gal. ii. 4 ad destruendum statum eorum evangeliorum, qujc

j)ropria et sub apostolormn nomine eduntur vel etiam apostolicorum
;

so that he directed the arrows of his worthless criticism against the

Gospels of Matthew and John, as well as against ^lark and Luke.

These Gospels must have been in existence, therefore, and received by

the orthodox Church. lie also says'^ of Valentine, that he did not

mutilate the Gospels like Marcion, but used a perfect " instrutnentum"

—Of the Valentinians (100-150) Irenceus says (3, 11, 7): "Qui a

Valentino sunt, eo, quod est secundum Johannem, plerissime utentes

ad ostentionem conjugationum suarum." That this is no mere con-

jecture is evident from the fact, that he states distinctly they em-

ployed the Gospel very fulhj. And this course which he took in his

controversy with them is a guarantee of its correctness. "What trouble

he takes (3, 11) to answer them from the Gospel of John ! a proof

that he argued e concessis. And, as has often been observed, the

Valentinian doctrine of the ^T^ons, as described by Irena;us from the

writings of Ptolomaus, appears to have been worked out with distinct

reference to the Gospel of John. And this simple fact, that a gnostic

system should be based upou the Gospel of John, presupposes that

this Gospel (which contains so much that is antignostic, and conse-

quently was not iL'illin(jhj made the ground of his system by Valentine)

possessed in Valentine's own day so much cvternal autliority, that the

Gno.stics could no longer evade it (either by denying its genuineness

or corrupting the text).

—

Ileracleon, a disciple of Valentine, even

wrote a Commentary on the Gospel of John, from which he deduced

the Valentinian system {Origen, Comm. in Joh., Iluet, ii. GO sqq.).

Tlieodotus quotes John i. 9, vi. 51, viii. 50, and others.— Ptolonueus

ad Floram quotes John i. 3. So much is therefore indubitably estab-

lished : not only was the Valentinian school acquainted with the Gos-

pel of John, but it ajipears as though the origin of the Valentinian

system must be attributed, to a great extent, to the existence and

authority of that Gospel.

» Adv. Marc. 6, 3. * Dc Prtcscr. bar. ;38.
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That the Montanists also were acquainted with the Gospel of John,

has been inferred from the manner in which they speak of the irapd-

K\T]To<i. So much is certain, that Tatian (orat. c. Graecos, cap. 13)

uses words which are verbatim the same as those in John i. 3 and 5.

And the same Tatian (c. 170) prepared a Diatessaron, or harmony of

four Gospels (a work which can only be understood on the suppo-

sition that there were four received Gospels in the Church), com-

mencing with John i. 1, according to the testimony of Barsalibi, who

knew the Syriac translation of it, and Ephrem's comm. thereon.

—

TIlco-

philus, Bishop of Antioch from 169, also wrote a commentary on the

four Gospels, which Jerome himself had read (Ep. 53, de vir. ill. 25).

And we shall see that he quotes the Gospel of John in another work.

—Celsus also must have known the Gospel of John. We saw, § 115,

that he knew four Gospels. He also refers, ii. 59, to the fact, that

Christ showed the prints of the nails to His disciples. He might have

learned this, however, from oral tradition.

The direct quotations commence with TheojyJiilus (ad Autolyc. 2,

22) : "John says, In the beginning was the Word." Irenceus (Bishop

of Lyons from 178-202) not only makes the definite statement,

"Postea et Joannes discipulus domini—edidit Evangelium Ephesi

Asise commorans," but he quotes the Gospel marginally, or rather, to

speak more correctly, he goes through the whole of the Gospel for the

purpose of selecting all the passages which can be used against the

Valentinians.—The most distinct statement as to the genuineness of

the. Gospel of John is also given word for word from Irenceus in

Euseh. h. e. 5, 8 : eireiTa ^Io)dvvr]<; 6 /ladriT?]^ rov Kvplov 6 koX eirl to

(TTrjOa avTOV dvaTrecroiV, kuI auT6<i i^eocoKC to evayyektov ev ^E(f>ecra>

T% ^AcTLa'i hiaTpl^wv.—On the assumption that the Gospel and the

first Epistle of John were written by the same author, the statement

of Euseh. h. e. (3, 39), that Fapias used the first Epistle of John, is

also of importance : KS'^prjTai, S' 6 avT6<i fiapTvpLa^; diro t?}? TrpoTepa^

'Icodvvov iiTLaToXi]';. The author of both writings must have lived

so early that one of them could be known to Papias.

§123.

DATA AS TO THE LIFE OF JOHN. HIS BANISHMENT. THE
APOCALYPSE.

The accounts of the origin and date of the Gospel are closely

interwoven with those as to the residence of John in Patnios; and the

latter again with the question as to the genuineness of the book of

Kevelation. We shall give first of all the data which we possess as to
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his life in general ; secondly, as to his exile ; and lastlv, as to the

genuineness of the Apocalypse.

1. A somewhat uncertain statement of Clemens Ale.r., to the cfTect

that John left Jerusalem twelve years after the deatii of Cin-ist, coin-

cides with Acts xxi. 18, from which it would appear that in the year

58 he was no longer in Jerusalem. That he cannot have proceede<l

at once to Ephesus, is very justly inferred by Credner from Acts xx.

17 sqq., where no mention is made of John. Nor can he have been

in Ephesus at the time when Paul wrote the Epistle to the Ejjhesians

;

for the Epistle contains neither a salutation nor any other allusion to

him. We have the testimony of Irenasus to the fact that he was in

Ephesus (at a later period) : vid. hcer. 3, 3, 4 (comp. Eus. h. e. 3, 23)

:

aWa Kol T] ev 'Ecpecrfp eKKXtjcria irrro TIavKov fiev Te$€fieXi(i}/j,ei/Tj,

Iwdvvov he TrapafxeivavToq aiiroU fJ-^XP'' "^^^ Tpaiavov ^p^vfov, fidprv^

u\ri67]<i iari rrj'; uttocttoXcov 7rapaB6creQ}<;.—Jiiuatius ylH^,' Polycarp,'

and Papias^ saw the Apostle John (Irena}us also knew Polycarp ;

Eus. h. e. 5, 20). The death of John is said by Jerome {yir. ill. 9) to

have taken place 68 years after the death of Christ (c. 100 a.d.).

Irenceus places the death of John in the time of Trajan (99-117);

Eusebius in the year 100 (100 a.d. may be taken, therefore, as ap-

proximately the correct date). This is in perfect harmony with the

statement that Polycarp knew John and some other Apostles ; for,

according to Eusebius (h. e. 4, 15), he died in the year 170, rejoicing

that he had been a Christian for 80 years,

2. Cleinens Alex, (quis dives, cap. 42) says: uKOvaov fivOov ov

/jbvOov, dWd ovTa Xoyov irepX ^Iwdvvov rov dirocTToXov TrapaheSofievov

KOL ixvrjfxr] TrecpvXay/j.evov eVetS?; yap rov rvpdvvov reXevTt'jcravTO'i diro

tt)? UdT/j-ov T?"}? vi]<7ov fxeTTJXdev (^Iu)dvvT}<i) iir\ tj)v ^E(f)eaov, uTryei

K.T.X. Then follows the well-known account (truly worthy of John) of

the conversion of the young man who had so degenerated as to become

a robber. Clemens calls this a fiv6o<; (an anecdote), but immediately

adds, " ov fiv6o<;;" and states positively, that although not committed to

writing, it is nevertheless true, and handed down by John himself. It

must also be observed that the expression fivdov ov fivdov relates merely

to the account of the robber, and neither has nor can have any refer-

ence to the statement of time, eVetS?) . . . rr}v "E^co-oi/. That John

had been in Patmos, and returned after the death of the tyrant, is

noticed by Clement, not as needing any confirmation, but as a well-

known and acknowledged fact ; and to this, as supplying an unques-

tionable date, he proceeds to link his anecdote. " There is no ground

> Euseh. h. e. 3, 22. » Iren. hser. 3, 3 ; Euscb. h. e. 5, 24. ' EuBcb. h. c. 3, 39.
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whatever for Credners assertion, that the whole of this inexact account

is apparently borrowed from Rev. i. 9, and therefore of no value."

Inexact it is not ; for the way in which Clement speaks of the " tyrant

"

is a proof that he took for granted that his readers knew to whom he

referred. And for the same reason, it cannot be a private conjecture

of Clement's resting on Rev. i. 9, that we have here, but a histori-

cal datum already well known and received without question by his

readers. No one who had merely conjectured the probability of the

author of the Revelation, who was banished to Patmos according to

chap. i. 9, being the Apostle John, would write to persons who had no

idea of such a thing as Clement has written here. With the readers of
Clement, therefore^ it was regarded as aji established fact, that the Apostle

John was banished to Patmos, and afterwards returned to Ephesus.

Origen (Comm. in Matt. opp. iii. p. 720) says : o he 'Poipamv
^acTiXev'i, ft)? r/ irapdhoa-hq hchacrKei, KareBUacre tou ^Iwavvqv fxap-

rvpovvra Sia rov rfj'i aXrj6ela(; Xoyov, et? ndrfiov Trjv vrjaov ScSdaKei

Se TO, irepl rod pLaprvplou eavrov ^Icodvvrji;, p,r) Xeycov, rt? avrov kuts-

BUaae, ^dcTKWv ev rfj dTroKoXvyfrec Tavra (then follows Rev. i. 9).

The word irapdSocrt';, as used by the Fathers, denotes oral tradition as

distinguished from luritten. Origen, therefore, before quoting Rev. i.

9, appeals not to this passage, but to tradition, in support of the

account of John's exile in Patmos. So that, at any rate, lie did not

derive the idea by mere conjecture from the passage in Revelation.

Tertullian, widely separated from Clement and Origen geographi-

cally, and by spiritual tendency, says :
" Felix ecclesia Romana . . .

ubi Paulus Joannis exitu coronatus, ubi apostolus Joannes, postea-

quam in oleum igneum demersus nihil passus est, in insulam religatur
"

(prsescr. hser. cap. 36). From the fact that Tertullian mentions the

boiling oil, some have sought to draw the inference, that the account

of the exile of John is just as mythical as that of his intended martyr-

dom. Now, so far as the latter is concerned, I do not see why such

an event may not have occurred in the reign of a Nero or a Domitian,

nor, assuming the reality of the miraculous power of Christ and His

Apostles, why John may not have been rescued by a miracle. The
question may even be raised, whether John xxi. 22, 23, was not written

with reference to that event. According to the testimony of a com-

panion at the time, Paul was rescued twice by a miracle (Acts xvi.

26, xxviii. 5). And the miraculous deliverance of John, in order

that he might be preserved alive until the Lord came, to show him in

a vision the end of all things and His own future coming, might very

justly be regarded as a fulfilment of the prophetic words of Christ in

John xxi. 22, 23. The positive prediction was then made, that John
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should not, like Peter, die a martyr's death, but wait till the Lord
came to liim in vision, and then came to him af^ain to call him away
at the appointed time. But even supposing that there were reallv

good ground for regarding the account as mythical, it would by ud
means follow that his account of the banishment was also a mvtli.

Tertullian is not relating a continuous narrative, but noticing all tin-

different incidents which occurred to his mind connected with Paul,

John, and the Church at Rome. One may be true, and others may
be false.

Ensehius (h. e. 3, 23) repeats Clement's words, and also states in 3,

18—21, that, according to the testimony of heathen writers, a ])ersecu-

tion took place under Domitian, in which proscrij)tion and banishment

played an important part ; and that there was an ancient tradition in

Asia, not only of the banishment of John to Patmos, but also of the

time at which it occurred :
" The ancients say (o twv irap i^fiiv up-)(al(i)v

irapahihcaai Xoyos;) that John returned at that time."

Jerome (vir. ill. c. 9) : quarto deciriio igitur anno, secundam post

Neronem persecutionem movente Domitiano, in Patmos insulam rele-

gatus, scripsit apocalypsin.—Interfecto autem Domitiano, et actis ejus

ob nimiam crudelitatem a senatu rescissis, sub Nerva principe redit

Ephesum.

From these authorities, then, we may regard it as fully established,

that in the time of Clement it was an old, unquestioned, and general

tradition, that John had been banished to Patmos; and that, long

before the time of Eusehius and Jerome, the view was a prevalent

one, that his banishment coincided with the persecution under Domi-

tian. The question then arises,

—

Did the tradition of the banishment

of John to Patmos arise in the course of the second centiu^, independently

of the belief that the book of the Revelation was loiitten by John, or

not'? We can hardly conceive that it did. The credibility of the

tradition, therefore, would have to be given up, if it could be proved

that the still earlier tradition of the apostolic autliorship of the Apoca-

lypse was based upon an error. This is the point which we have now

to examine.

3. Origin of the book of Revelation.—At the commencement of

Rationalism, the contents of the book of Revelation were regarded as

objectionable, and it was assumed tliat an Apostle could not have

written anything which the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries could

not look upon as rational and enlightened. But when it was found

impossible to adapt the contents of the book to the prevailing mode of

thinking, the only alternative was to show that the Ai)ocalyj)se was

spurious, and tlius free the Apostle from the reproach of writing so
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unworthy a book. But the external evidences for the apostolic origin

of the Apocalypse were strong, and not easily assailed. In spite of

these, however, De Wette, Credner, Liicke, Ewald, maintained that

the hook of Revelation cannot have been written by the same author

as the Gospel and first Epistle of John ; and as they accept the two

latter as genuine, in spite of the external testimonies to the apostolic

authorship of the Revelation, they resort to the imtenable hypothesis,

that the name of the Apostle was confounded with that of John the

Presbyter.—Later critics of the negative school maintain that the con-

tracted Jewish spirit of the Apocalypse is an evidence of its apostolic

origin ; and, on the ground that the Gospel cannot have been written

by the same author, deny the genuineness of the latter.

a. The external evidence is as follows. JEusebius (h. e. 4, 26) states

that Melito (c. 190) wrote a book on the Revelation of John. This

only shows, of course, that it was in existence in the time of Melito,

not that he regarded it as a work of the Apostle John. The same

thing must be said of Theophilus Ant., and Apollonius, the opponent

of Montanism, who both quote John (Eus. 4, 24; 5, 28). Clemens

Alex., however, refers to the Revelation as cnroKakv^i'i 'Iwavvov, and

as an apostolical message of mercy (Strom. 6 and paedag. 2). Origen

(Eus. h. e. (3, 25) says that John, who lay in Jesus' breast, not only left

one Gospel, but also ivrote the Revelation (eypacj^e Be koI rrjp airoKa-

\v^iv). But Justin Martyr, who lived much earlier, writes thus in

his dial. c. Typh. c. 81. : koL Trap rj/xlv avrjp ri'i, w 6vop,a ^Iwdvvrj'^,

eh TOiV anrocno\(£)V rev XpLarov, iv a7roKa\v\lret jevo/jiivr) avra '^tkta

errj " wotrjcreLV iv 'lepovcraXrj/M tou? tm rjfjLerepo} XpcarM inarevaavTa'i

'7Tpoe(^t]Tevae. And according to Andr. Cffisar., who lived about the

year 500, Papias made use of the Revelation.

—

Irenceus speaks in the

most decided manner (Haer. 5, 30, 1 and 3, cf. Eus. h. e. 3, 18) : ev

•TTacrL TOt(; aTrovBaLOi'? Kal apyaioi'; avTL<ypd(f)oc<; rov dpiOfiov tovtov

Keifiivov, Kol fxaprvpouvTCov avrcov iKelvcov rcov Kar 6^i,v rov 'IcodvvTjv

ecopuKOTcov. . . . El <ydp eSec uva(f)av8ov tm vvv Kaipw KTjpvTTeadat.

Tovvopba avTov, Sc eKeivov dv eppeOrj rov Koi rrjv aTroKdXv^iv ecopa-

k6to<;. OuSe <ydp irpo iroWov y^povov kwpdOrj, dXkd cr^eoov errl Ti]<i

)]/j,eTepa^ fyeved^, Trpo'i tu> reXei r)]<; Aop^erLavov dp')(fi<i.—Even in op-

posing the Montanists, who founded their chihasm upon the book of

Revelation, not a single anticliiliastic teacher ventured to assert that

the book itself was not genuine. It was only by the Alogi, who were

rejected by the Church, that the Apocalypse was regarded as a work

of Cerinthus. And Dionysius Alex, ventured, on purely internal

grounds (specially the dissimilarity between the Apocalyp&e and

the Gospel), to suggest the hypothesis, that the John by whom the
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book Avas written was not the Apostle ; but lie could adduce no ex-

ternal testimony, not even that of tradition. For a time the aposto-

lical rank of the Apocalypse rose and fell with the fluctuations of the

Montanistic creed; but eventually, even when the latter had entirclv

passed away, it gained and kept the upper hand.

h. Can the book of Revelation have had the same aiitlior as the

Gospel and the first Epistle ?—The first two verses of the Apocalypse
will suffice to lead any unprejudicetl reader to the conclusion, that the

author intends to desiirnate himself as the writer of the Gospel also.

"The Revelation of Jesus Christ . . . unto His servant John, who
bare record (09 ifxaprvprjcre) of the Word of God and of the testimony

of Jesus Christ, and of all things which he saw (ocra elBe). If the

author was merely referring here to the things which he was about to

communicate, why should he use the Aorist ? It would be perfectly

unnatm-al. And why, again, should he apply two new terms, the

Word of God and the testimony of Chi-ist, to what he had just before

described as "the revelation"? But the whole is simple and natural,

if he is really allucfing to something already past, viz., the writing of

the Gospel, in which he had borne record of the Word of God and of

the testimony of Jesus Christ. But the ra7ige of ideas and the lan-

guage itself are both said to be at variance with the supposition that

the Gospel and the Revelation were written by the same hand. It

is quite out of place, however, to speak of the range of ideas in con-

nection with such a book as the Revelation, assuming, that is, that it

contains actual visions. If this be the case, no conclusion is warranted

which rests upon the supposition that we have in the Apocalypse the

author's own ideas. Even in the Gospel of John, too, we have not

the ideas of John himself, but rather those of Christ,—presented, no

doubt, as modified by the personality of John, with a preference for the

contemplative and comparative neglect of the dialectic. The range of

ideas in the book of Revelation, however, is most intimately related

to that in the Gospel of John.^ The leading theme of the Gospel

—

the conflict between the darkness and Christ—is also the leading

theme of the Revelation.—The divinity of Christ is placed in the

same prominence in the one as in the other (Rev. i. 5, 6, 13, 17, 18

:

cf. Isa. xli. 4).—The Gospel of John distinguishes the time of internal

development, in which Christianity unfolds itself in the world by its

own inward power (xvii. 11), and is opposed by the world (xv. 19, 20,

xvi. 8), which only accelerates its own judgment in conso(juence (xvi.

11, xii. 31), from the time of the visible resurrection and re-establish-

ment of the kingdom of Christ in glory (v. 28). It even hints at the

^ Vid. Ebrard, das Evangel. Joliaiuiis, Zurich 1845.
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double resurrection (vers. 25 and 28). And the ivliole construction of

the Apocalypse is based upon the same distinction.-"-

Thus we find in the Apocalypse the same things revealed by the

glorified Lord, in relation to the development of the Church, which

He had already hinted at to His disciples during His humiliation, and

which John had already recorded in the Gospel. A band of disciples

-a world

^dom of

Christ by force and bloody deeds, but only succeeding in preparing

judgment for itself. The difference pointed out between the Gospel

and the Apocalypse arises simply from spiritualizing the Gospel, and

putting too material a construction upon the Revelation. In the vision,

Israel, with its temple and holy of holies, must be the symbol of the

^ In the second vision (Rev. vi. sqq., the seven seals, and the seven trumpets

into -which the last seal is resolved), the war of Christ -with the world outside the

Church is described. The subjugation of Heathenism and Judaism is linked to this

(chaps, xi. and xii.). In chap. xiii. we have the growth of falsehood loithin the

Churchy set forth under the figure of a beast with seven heads, which we find, on

comparing chap. xvii. 9 sqq., to represent seven hills, on which the city is estab-

lished, and at the same time the seven monarchies which preceded it and were

absorbed into it. The last head has ten horns, i.e. (xvii. 16), ten kings who rule

at the same time, and as vassals of the last imperial monarchy. The monarchies

are Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Macedonia, Syria (Antiochus Epiph.), Rome (which

was still in existence, chap. xvii. 10), a seventh unknown monarchy,—in fact, one

of the other six, which rises again after they have passed away (viz., the sixth

power, which then combines all the power of the rest). So far, the whole points

merely to a purely earthly poioer. But in chap. xiii. 11 this earthly power is said

to be helped by another beast, which looks like a lamb and speaks like a dragon.

Now, as surely as the lamb and dragon are perfect opposites, so surely can we think

here of nothing else than a diabolical power assuming the garb of Christianity ; in

other words, a lie within the Church. The mystic number 666 is used to distin-

guish the beast, the meaning of which may be gathered from the numerical value

of the Hebrew letters D>J'|JT TO. ^2TX (cf. chap. ii. 20), or the Greek letters of

Auruvo? (therefore Rome). The beast in chap, xiii., therefore, is the imperial

power of Rome (cf. the seven hills), as raised again by the Papacy ; and this im-

perial power is one which extends throughout the whole duration of time. In

chap. xiii. 5 it is said that it will continue forty and two months.

An explanation of this may be found in chaps, xi. and xii. In chap. xi. it is

said, that the two witnesses, whom the description given in vers. 5, 6, shows to be

Moses and Elias (j/o'^&j and £-7r«yy£7v/«), will deliver their testimony 1260 days, or

just forty-two months ; they will then be overcome, and their dead bodies lie for

three days and a half. The 1260 days, or forty-two months, or three and a half

years, are evidently not tbe same as the three days and a half which follow. What
two periods are meant may be gathered from chap. xii. The virgin, the daughter

of Zion, who bears the child (in other words, the people of Israel), is in the desert

(a standing phrase for captivity, Hos. i. ii.), from the time that her son is taken up

to God (the ascension), 1260 days (= forty-two uvonths or three and a half years).
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New Testament Israel. In the Gospel, ^lov^alot means the Jews,

and fiadijTol the disciples of Christ. Is it not foolish, then, to infer

from the former that tlie writer of the Revelation saw in Christianity

merely a higher form of Judaism ? lie sees in it not merely a higiier

form, but the true Israel of God (Rev. ii. 9, iii. 9) ;
just as Paul does

in Gal. iv. 26-28, though, when speaking of simple facts, he also calls

the people of Israel " Jews." Lastly, who can fail to recognise in such

passages as Rev. i. 4-8, ii., iii., iv. 8-11, v. 9-14, etc., the crystal tones

of the voice of that disciple, who reflects with such diamond brilliancy

the discourses of Je-sus which he had treasured up in the depths of his

soul,—of that disciple whose highest delight it was in holy contempla-

tion to sink down into the light-sea of the divine glory '?

But after that, Michael, the guardian angel of Israel, strives with Satan and over-

comes him, and (ver. 11) Israel overcomes him by the blood of the I^mb. But

converted Israel is threatened with a fresh persecution for three ilayx and a half,

but is sheltered from it.—The forty-two montlis, therefore, are the second half of

the Ia.st week of years mentioned by Daniel, in the middle of which (Dan. ix. 27)

an end is put to the Old Testament sacrifices by the death of Christ, "ind through-

out the whole extent of which Christ was to confirm the covenant tc His chosen,

viz., the period from the death of Christ to His return, which is called in the New
Testament x'>^'">i 'ia-/,'^'^'^' or up* ioy^ir/i. The three days and a half, on the other

hand, are the ensuing period of tho last conjiict, the avi/ri>^six tow *1uvo; ; when

the antichristian kingdom, properly so called, with the personal Antichrist at its

head, crucifies the Church of Christ.

If the beast in chap. liii. represents the Roman power strengthened by the

Papacy, in chaps, xv.-xix. we find an apparent repetition of chaps, viii.-xiv.,

but with the same features depicted in their most grievous aspects. The seven

vials are in general identical with the seven trumpets, and the beast in chap,

xvii. with that in chap. xiii. Nevertheless they differ in some respects. One is

spotted, the other scarlet (blood-red) ; one continues through the whole forty-two

months, the other forms a last, eighth kingdom, after seven have passed away. One

rises from the sea {i.e., from the great mass of heatlien nations, Acts xvii. 15), the

other from hell. One is called, and is, great Babylon ; the other carries it (chap,

xvii. 1-5), is distinct from it, in fact rises against it with the help of ten kings

(xvii. 13-17), overthrows it, and is in turn overthrown by the coming of Christ

(xix. 19 sqq.). The beast in chap, xvii., therefore, is a final exaltation of the

Roman power, not now identical with the Papacy, but uniting the terrors of infi-

delity with those of superstition, ami borrowing nothing from the Papacy but its

form. Formerly the supporter and political foundation of tho Papacy, it has now

not the great Babylon but Antichrist at its head, as.sumes a hostile attitude to the

Papacy and overthrows it. Chaps, xviii. xix. depict tho victory achieve<l over

this kingdom by Christ at His coming. Then follows the first awakening, namely,

of those who have died in the Lord, and now in glorified bodies live ujKjn tlie

earth, and maintain a spiritual rule over so much of humanity as is not yet glorified

(just as Christ after His resurrection live<l for forty days upon the earth in a glori-

fied body). Then, after this last offer of salvation, follows the second resurrection

to judgment.

<7
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With regard to tlie differences in the language. Most of these can

be easily explained from the total difference in the character of the

two works, from the different circumstances in which the author was

placed, and the consequent state of his mind. He who writes a

treatise or a letter has time to select expressions and regulate his

style. But he who sees and describes visions is passive all the while.

He is not master of his subject, but his subject of him. Now he is

carried away by the glory of his vision to the loftiest flight of poetic

discourse ; now, again, the unyielding words fall far behind the un-

approachable subject. In either case the writer is carried far away
from his accustomed style. When, e.g., we find in the book of Re-

velation Ihov instead of t8e, el rt? instead of eav ns, it signifies nothing

alongside of the much greater similarities (fj^era ravra, use of tva, fiap-

Tvpla, negative and positive exhibition of a thought, 6yln<;, 6 vlkwv,

TTjpelv TOP \6yov, rasr ivTo\a<;). Of as little importance is the different

usage of verbs signifying to see. In the Gospel and the first Epistle

the author had his readers in view ; in the vision he had no regard to

readers. Apart from the fact that the prophecies contained in the

Apocalypse—the subject of the book—linked themselves on to the Old

Testament prophecy, the passive relation of the seer led him to give

himself free scope, and to fall back into the Aramaic style which was

natural to him.

The Hebraisms, from which, on account of their similarity to those

in Mark's Gospel, Hitzig has inferred that Mark was the author of

the book of Revelations, form no ground for such a conclusion. Most

of them are due to the natural mode of speaking of any Jew born in

Palestine, who spoke Greek, but thought in Hebrew ; and hence they

appear in the Aramaic speeches in the Acts, and also in the Gospel of

John itself.^ As to the remaining Hebraisms, they are not unde-

^ Nomin. with art. for vocat., Rev. xvi. 7, xviii. 20 ; Mark often ; John xiii. 13,

etc. ;

—

ipxiadctt for 'iasadxi, Rev. i. 4, etc. ; Mark x. 30 ; John iv. 21. Apposition

for the genitive or an adjective, Rev. i. 6 ; Mark vi. 43 ; Acts ii. 37 ; John xii. 3.

Omission of a substantive. Rev. ii. 4 ; Mark xiv. 51 ; John xx. 12. Expression of
gen. part, by ex, Rev. vii. 13 ; Mark ix. 17 ; Acts i. 18 ; John i. 35. Repetition of
the possessive pronoun, Rev. vi. 11 ; Mark iii. 31-35 ; Acts ii. 17 ; John ii. 12.

Instrument expressed by iu, in Rev. often ; Mark xv. 1 ; Acts i. 6, etc., etc. ; John

i. 26, 33 ; 1 John ii. 3. Apposition in nom. with an oblique case, Rev. i. 5 ; Mark
vii. 19 ; John i. 14. (pofiuaSxi (pifiov, and similar expressions. Rev. xvii. 6 ; Mark
iv. 41 ; Acts ii. 17, 30 ; John v. 32. Prxs. histor. aor. prophet., often in Rev. and

John. Fut. instead of conj. with 'iva., often in Rev. ; Mark iii. 2 ; John xv. 16.

Frequent use of 'iux, ovoig rare. Double negation in Apoc. and John constantly,

Acts iv. 12. Attributes in a different case from the noun, Rev. ii. 27, iii. 4 ; John

vi. 9 (-^ailupiov o;, o is a correction). Omission of the copida. K«< instead of Sf
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signed, but proceed from half intentional imitation of Old Testament

language.^ The author wishes to write in a Hebrew style : the stvle

of the Hebrew prophets, in its grand simplicity, could alone adequatelv

express the monstrous objects of his vision. As a historical narrator,

on the other hand, the author of the Gospel takes all possible pains tn

write as good Greek as he can, for the sake of his readers in Asia

Minor.' The whole difference between the Gospel and the Kevelation

is thus explained, and therefore there is no necessity for assuming dif-

ferent authors. The peculiarities which are alleged to be common to

Revelation with the Gospel of Mark are not of a decisive kind, as we
liave seen ; and what weight they have, is neutralized by the dissimi-

larities : whilst the Gospel of John, besides the points in whicii the

Kev. resembles both it and ^lark, resembles the former in other more

important peculiarities of style, modes of expression, and ideas, in

which Mark entirely differs from it.

The result of these careful in(|uiries (given in greater detail in

Ebrard's Das Ev. John, Zurich 1845) into the style of the two books,

so far from proving a difference of authorship, is such, that if we

knew nothing of the author of the Kevelation, and had to decide

a piiori which of the New Testament writers was most likely to have

composed it, we should think first, not of Mark, as Ilitzig does, but of

the Evangelist John.

§124.

STATEMENTS OF TUE FATHERS AS TO THE ORIGIN AND DESIGN OF

THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

At first sight the Fathers seem to differ in their statements. Ire-

vccus (hser. 3, 1) says that John composed it while living in Ephcsus:

And in this he is followed by Chrysoslom and Tlieodorus Mopmest.

Thcoplit/lact, on the contrary, says that he wrote it in the island of

Patmos. In addition to this, which is confirmed by Pseudo-IIij^pohj-

tus and others, we have a large number of MSS. which contain tin-

same statement ; and their number, added to the agreement of so many

or oJy, almost constantly in Rev., Mark, and John. Verb placetl before the subject,

John ii. 4, vii. 11, etc.

' Apposition in gen. with a noun in nom., with a peculiar harshness, in Kev. i. 6.

ii. 20, ix. 13, XX. 2.—'

A-tto 6 uu, i. 4. 'O cJv kuI 6 vju kxi 6 iox^utuo;.—The fre-

quent use of iooi/, xiv. 19, xix. G.

- Whilst he makes use of externally good Greek constructions, it is yet evident

that all is thought in Aramasan ; and often enough he falls out of his good Greek

unawares into the more familiar Hebrew style of expression : sec vi. 40, where the

construction gradually passes from the conj. to the indie.
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writers, are proofs of great antiquity, and a wide-spread opinion at a

very early period.

Which of the two is the more trustworthy? In my opinion, they

are not contradictory ; but the author of the synopsis attached to the

works of Athanasius is probably correct in his statement, which Doro-

theus of Tyre confirms, that the Gospel was written by John when he was

In the Island of Patmos, and published in Ephesus by Gains the host.

If we bear in mind, that so long as an Apostle was present, there was

no such necessity for a written Gospel ; that in all probability the first

Epistle of John accompanied the Gospel, in which case the writer must

have been separated from his readers ; the supposition is very natural,

that he wrote the Gospel at Patmos, and sent it to Ephesus, where It

was copied and circulated. And we can also understand how Irenaeus

might state in general terms that John wrote it while living in Ephesus.

He mentions his stay in Ephesus, of which the time spent in Patmos
was merely an episode. In distinction from the first period of the

Apostle's life, which was spent In Judsea, and the second In other parts.

On the purpose of the author, we have the following statement In

Clemens Alex. (Eus. h. e. 6, 14) : ev raL<; viroTVirwaeai . . . 6 K\r}fir)<i

.... TrapdSoacv roiv aveKaOev Tedeirat' .... top fieuTot ^Icodvvrjv

ea-^aTov crvvthovra, on ra aoo/jbariKa ev rol^ evayyeXlot^; BeBi]\Q)Tai

irporpaTrevTa viro rcov yvcopi/jicov, Trvevfxari, 6eo<pop7]6evTa TTvev/xaTtKov

iroLriaai evayyeXLov.

According to this, there were two different reasons : first, because

he did not find in the other Gospels the glory of Christ—the splendour

of which had so enraptured him—displayed in all Its fulness ; the

second, a wish expressed by his friends. The former Is by no means
improbable. And If, In addition to this, there came a request from
others, the composition of the work is fully explained. According to

Clement, this was the case : "friends entreated him" This does not

warrant the conclusion, that the Gospel was written simply for the

private use of such friends, and that they were the only readers ; nor

that they made the request for their own pleasure, rather than from
any particular need. It may rather be taken for granted that they

wished for the Gospel, not for their own sakes merely, but to meet
the wants of the churches. And this Is expressly stated by Jerome,

and In the Muratorian Canon. This is also In perfect harmony with

the data contained In the Gospel. The author takes his own course,

absorbed In the person and glory of Christ. But he has regard to

certain defects in the churches for which he writes (want of faith In

the true deity or true humanity of Christ, and want of love) ; and in

his formal arrangement, to the synoptical Gospels also.
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The date of composition can liardly be determined \vitli precision.

The Apostle's exile in Patmos terminated in the year 9<) ; but we
cannot tell when it commenced. We may conclude from the neces-

sities of the Church, which called for the wi'iting of a Gospel, that he

must have left E[)hesus some time before it was composed. And as the

Gospel was written before the Revelation (Rev. i. 1),—and j)robably

not immediately before, as he seems to assume acquaintance with it

on the part of his readers ; for he describes himself as the person who

wrote the Gospel,—in all probability his exile continued several years,

and the Gospel may have been written in the year 93 or 94. The
Fathers state nothing more definite than this. Irenaus and others

merely say that it was written last of the four Gospels. In any case

it cannot have been written in the reign of Nerva, after John's return

from Patmos. And the fact that certain MSS. of the tenth and

eleventh centuries mention the year 32 after Christ's ascension as the

year in which it was written, has no weight whatever.

§125.

ATTACKS UPON THE GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

A Gospel which liad met with such general reception by the

middle of the second century, that even the heretics could do nothing

but expound it in harmony with their own views, and on which

Heracleon the heretic had written a commentary- by the end of the

century, must certainly have been in existence at its commencement.

A Gospel containing in the appendix an assurance that it was written

by John, which assurance the writer was able to give in the name of

his contemporaries or colleagues, must surely have had John for its

author. A Gospel, apart from which certain passages of Ignatius are

unintelligible, written by the author of a letter whicli is quoted by

Polycarp and Papias, referred to unquestionably in a fragment of

Justin,—a Gospel, in reference to which we have the assurance of

the pupil of Polycarp, that it was written by the teacher of the

latter,—a Gospel, which tlie author of a work attributed to John

by a unanimous tradition evidently affirms that he wrote (Rev. i.

1, 2), ought certainly to be accepted as genuine. At all evcnt.s, there

is no })rofane writing whose authenticity is attested by half so many

witnesses.

Yet the genuineness of the fourth Gospel has often been disputed,

notwithstanding the abundance of the evidence. The histor}- of the

modern attacks may be divided into three periods. The first embraced

merely scattered objections of little weight. In the second these were
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all combined, and there arose a sharp conflict, from which the view of

those who defended the authenticity, though shaken, came forth vic-

torious. In the third, the attack is being carried on with entirely

new weapons. Not only is internal evidence brought against the

genuineness, and the external proofs in its favour invalidated, but

external evidence is brought against it in great abundance and with

great confidence ; and in addition to the genuineness of the Gospel, the

historical credibility of the account of John's life, and even the Church

history of the first two centuries, are all thrown overboard.—The con-

flict of the first period was commenced in England by Evanson in the

year 1792 ; but he was vigorously opposed by Priestley and Simpson.

In Germany it was carried on by Eckermann, Schmidt, and others ;

but such a phalanx arose in defence of the genuineness of the Gospel,

that the contest, after it had lasted twenty years, slept for about ten

years.—In the year 1820, BretscJineider commenced a second attack.

But he was so completely answered, that he revoked his objections.^

This attack, however, had this effect, that though theologians like De
Wette could not deny the genuineness of the Gospel, they despaired

of a stringent proof of its genuineness.—The third period commenced

with Strauss's Lehen Jesu. Since that work appeared, two classes of

opponents have arisen : some (Schenkel, Weisse, Schweitzer) disputing

the integrity rather than the authenticity of the Gospel, accepting part

as genuine, and regarding the rest as interpolated ; others (Liitzel-

berger and Schwegler) maintaining that the fourth Gospel was not

written till the middle or end of the second century.

Our remaining task, therefore, is to examine, first, the internal

evidence against the genuineness adduced by different opponents (viz.,

the impossibility of reconciling the speculative culture apparent in the

Gospel of John with the position of a Galilean fisherman, the doctrine

of the Logos, the impossibility of remembering such discourses as the

fourth Gospel contains, together with geographical and other difficul-

ties) ; and secondly, the external evidence brought forward in disproof

of its genuineness.

§126.

INTEENAL OBJECTIONS TO THE GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL.

1. "The Gospel of John is written throughout in a speculative

spirit ; nay, the first chapter contains a philosopheme of Platonic origin,

which belongs to the theosophic school of Philo;—how could a Gali-

lean fisherman possess the culture requisite to write such a work?"

—

' Tschirner's Mag. ii. 2, pp. 154, 155.
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We might, with Credner, ask in reply, how Jolin the GaHlean could

maintain his position in Ephesus without such wisdom and philoso-

phical speculation. But as some dispute the fact of his being there, we
simply ask, whence Jakob Bohm the shoemaker derived his specula-

tions '? Is speculative talent a monopoly of the learned ? The form
of the speculations of John is not scientifically dialectic or abstract,

but simple and thoroughly concrete ; and even in the present day is

far better understood, in all its depth of meaning, by many a believing

shoemaker and fisherman, than it is by some of the learned. One
Father and God, pure liglit and truth, by whom the world was created;

darkness which exalts itself against the light in sin, and an apolog\' for

sin; and the Son of God, God's own essence, who appears, becomes

man, and overcomes the power of darkness by laying down His life,

and who now sanctifies and saves those whom the Father has given

Him :—these are clear and simple ideas.

2. But hoio did the Galilean jisherman arrive at the doctrine of the

Logos ?

It is commonly supposed that he derived it from Philo, on the

ground that Philo was the first to introduce the term X0709 into the

Hebrew theology. But we have already shown that in the oldest

Targums, even in the time of Christ, the expression mn^n NiCD was a

very common one ; and the history of the expression shows that it was

taken up by the theology of the Targums just where it was left by

that of Sirach. The idea proceeds in an unbroken course from the

Proverbs to the latest Targums, independently of the Alexandrian

school. This expression, the only Greek rendering of which is 6 \6yo<;

Tov 0€ov, was found by John in his own native land.

The question therefore is simply this : Does the Logos of John

correspond to that of the Targum, or to that of Philo ? And there

can be no doubt about the answer. All that is peculiar to the Logos

of Philo, as distinguished from that of Sirach and the Targum, viz.,

the distinction between a K6crfio<; vorjTo^and Koafici aladrjTO'i, is entirely

wanting in John. But the Logos of John is by no means identical

with the "ID"© of the Targum. The latter is only u.sed with reference

to the creature already formed or about to be so; the Logos of John,

on the contrary, is " with God " before the creature is formed, and it

is by His works and incamation that God is manifested to the creature.

The most that can be said is, that the popular theology, based upon the

Targums, furnished John with the teivn Logos. But the doctrine of

the Logos belongs exclusively to Christianity:^ the identity of the

> [See on this point Dower on the Person oj Christ, vol. i., Introduction.

Clarks' Foreign Thcolorjical Library.—Ed. '[
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Logos and the Messiah he learned from personal intercourse with

Christ, and from liis teaching ; and the pre-existence of the Logos, and

its hypostatic relation to the Father, from the Old Testament prophecy,

the key of which was given in Christ. In the use of the expression

Logos, John not only adopted a term current among his contempo-

raries, but took up an idea which was perfectly true, and owed its

origin to the Old Testament; but in the fulness and depth of Christian

wisdom, he went far beyond all that this expression conveyed to the

mind of a Jew, and whilst the O. T. idea of the " Wisdom " wdiich

was with God received its actual realization in Christ, its theoretical

development is due to John. In this plainness of speech, this choice

of words—involving the deepest mysteries, yet intelligible to a child

—

we recognise the evident footseps of inspiration, the work of the Holy
Spirit, which did not exclude or suppress human thought and speech

by supernatural gifts, but loosened the tongue which sin and error had

tied, and enabled the writer to find on every occasion the fitting ex-

pression for the thought to be conveyed, whether one newly coined or

one drawn from the author's memory or knowledge (as here the word

3. " The discourses in John are so entirely different from those

reported by the Synoptists, that if Christ was in the habit of speaking

as the Synoptists represent. He cannot have been also accustomed to

deliver such discourses as those given by John. Moreover, the latter

are so discursive, so full of repetitions, that even if Christ had actu-

ally delivered such discourses, John would not have been able to

remember them word for word for such a length of time."

The y?rs^ objection is confessedly overthrown by one single passage,

Matt. xi. 25-30 (Luke x. 21, 22), and also by what has been already

pointed out at pp. 224-5. With regard to the second, we have already

proved, in connection with the different discourses, that they were

both pointed and practical. And to remember them would by no

means surpass the power of a memory naturally strong, and not yet

injured by much writing, especially in the case of a man to whom
these favourite discourses of Jesus were the costliest treasure, the

dearest jewel which he had to keep.

—

Baiir indeed raises another

objection here, that " discourses could not be historical which were

essentially nothing more than an explanation of the Logos idea put

forth by John." This would be true if the Logos idea had been the

product of gnostic speculations. But if Jesus was really the Son of

God, and so manifested Himself to all the Apostles, this necessarily

presupposes that He must have made Himself known by such words

and deeds as those described by John. And the oft repeated remark
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has its full force here, that as John never puts into the mouth of Jesus
Himself the category and form under which he sets forth the doctrine

of the divinity of Jesus, and which are really peculiar to himself, we
hiive here a strong proof that he has reported the discourses of Jesus
with perfect fidelity, and without additions of his own.

§127.

EXTERNAL OBJECTIONS TO THE GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL.

1. John can never have been in Ephesus ; for (a) if he had been

there, Luke would have consulted him when writing his own Gospel

;

(b) it is evident from Gal. ii. G, that in the year 60 John was already

dead
; (c) Clemens Romanus would not have written to Corinthians,

or, at all events, not in the way he did
;
{d) Hegesippus would have

related something about Ephesus and John's stay there, and Eusehius

would have quoted his statements.

a. We have already shown that in the year 60, when Luke left

the East, John had not yet come to Ephesus.

b. Gal. ii. 6 proves nothing at all. Paul merely says, " The
leaders of the Church in Jerusalem, whatsoever they were it maketh

no matter to me, in conference added nothing to me." From the im-

perfect ^^wei'e" {fjaav)^ Liitzelberger infers that, when Paul wrote,

they could not have been all alive ; and as Peter and James were still

living, John is made a sacrifice to the fatal imperfect. But all that

Paul's words imply is this, " "Whatever distinction they once possessed

is a matter of no importance to me {now).'*

c. Clemens Romanus was bishop at Eonie from 92 to lOL He
wrote his Epistle to the Corinthian church during the Domitian per-

secution, in consequence of the contentions in the Corinthian presby-

teiy. The argument is, that if John had been living at Ephesus or

Patmos, the Corinthians would have sent to him, and not to Clement.

But it is evident from Clement's letter, that the church at Corinth

had fallen into a state in which all spiritual life was stagnant. In this

condition the church was not likely to seek for help, as it might have

done in the case of some particular dispute. But, with the constant

intercourse between Rome and Corinth, it was perfectly natural for

some one to write to Clement, describing the condition of the church,

and for Clement to write his letter in consequence. There is nothing

in this to show that John was not in Patmos at the time. Moreover,

it is very absurd for any one to argue a prion, that " if this and that

happened, the oi\iQV must have taken place." In how many cases now

do we find things occurring which we should by no means have ex-
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pectecl ? And he who seeks to prove what must necessarily have hap-

pened thousands of years ago, is building no very splendid memorial

to his own understanding.

d. That Hegesippus did not refer to John's life in Ephesus is more

than any one can venture to state ; and the reason why Eusehius does

not quote him is, that he quotes Clemens Alex., and considers his testi-

mony sufficient.

There is nothing in these objections, therefore. The fact of John's

stay in Ephesus and banishment to Patmos, as supported by the unani-

mous voice of tradition, is still undisturbed from this point of view.

2. Ignatius is adduced as proving that the Gospel of John cannot

have existed in his day. If it had, says Liitzelberger, Ignatius must

have seen it when visiting Polycarp on his journey to Rome, before

writing his Epistle to Smyrna : yet he cannot have done so ; for, in

those passages in which he would have been sure to quote the Gospel,

there is not the slightest allusion to it.—Let us look at the passages

referred to.

In chap. ix. he praises the church for not listening to the false

teachers. Why should he have mentioned the teaching of John here ?

In chap. xvii. he speaks of the anointing of Jesus, and follows Mark's

account, not that of John, who merely mentions the anointing of the

feet. . This is perfectly natural. He represents the anointing as a

solemn consecration ; and in that light the anointing of the head was

the important feature. In the Epistle to the Philadelphians, Judaists

are opposed. The Epistle is Pauline in its tone, but Ignatius does

not refer either to Paul or John. "It was natural," says Liltzelberg,

" that he should not mention Paul, for the Judaists would not have

recognised his authority; but he would certainly have appealed to

John." By no means ; he had the same reason in both instances. He
himself, the apostolical Father and the friend of the Apostles, was quite

authority enough.

In the Epistle to Tralles, Ignatius tells his readers to adhere to the

iTncrKOTTOv; and the hiard'^fiaTa rwv aTrocnoXwv. Here we are told

that it was unnatural to refer to the bishops, and not to the writings

of the Apostles. But the question in hand was not the fundamental

articles of the faith of the whole Christian Church, but questions

relating to the life of each particular church. It was also perfectly

natural for Ignatius to refer them to the bishops. There is no trace

whatever in his epistles of a hierarchical system, such as some find in

them ; no trace of a violent exaltation of a monarchico-episcopal power

in opposition to presbyteries or the freedom of the churches. These

epistles are simply the faithful memorials of an age, in which no
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Apostles remained alive, the churches had become more numerous, and

persecutions had broken out. To far-seeing Christians, Hke Iijnatius^

it was then for the first time fully apparent how important to each

church was the pastor by whom it was kept torrether. His fraternal

advice, therefore, was to continue thorouirhly faithful, to adhere firmly,

to him. It was not till lonjr after the importance of the pastors had

been thus deeply felt in relation to the life of the Church, tliat the im-

portance of the New Testament canon was also discovered in connec-

tion with the doctrine of the Church.

3. Poli/caip wrote his Epistle to the Philippians soon after the

departure of Ignatius, at the request of the Philippians themselves,

but not on account of the errors which he refers to so lightly and

occasionally at the close of the epistle. How does Polycarp show

his ignorance of John's writings ? " There are two allusions to the

Syn.," says Liitz., " but none to John, even when writing against the

Docetae." But in this very passage he quotes 1 John iv. 3 verbatim ;

and it is folly to say that John copied the words from Polycarp. The
conclusion to which we are brought is, that Polycarp was acquainted

with the writings of John.

4. It is said to be quite certain that Papias had not seen them.

Bettig appeals to Euseb. 3, 39, as showing that Papias positively

affirms that he has read everything of apostolic origin, and yet does

not mention the Gospel of John. But if we examine the passage

carefully, we find that Papias is mentioning the sources from which

he has drawn his history ; that he says he did not draw it from apos-

tolical writings, but from oral tradition (with careful criticism). How
can it possibly be maintained, then, that Papias would surely have

mentioned or quoted the Gospel of John, when Papias himself says

that he did not refer to wntings at all? Moreover, we have still the

fact that Papias has actually quoted the first Epistle of John (Euseb.

3, 39).

5. Lastly, Baur maintains that in the time of Irencrus there was

a larger party within the orthodox Church which did not accept the

Gospel of John ; and that it is evident from this how late it was before

it commenced its career. He says, that from the time when the Gos-

pel of John began " more and more" to be accepted as John's (i.e.,

when the custom became more general of quoting the names of the

writers of the different Gospels and E])i.stles), there was never wanting

a certain amount of opposition, founded upon reasons more worthy

of notice than is commonly supposed. The traces of this opposition

are to be found in the people, of whom Irencuus (iii. 11) says, that

they "illam speciem non admittunt, quae et secundum Joannis evan-
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gelium, in quo Paracletum se missurum Dominus promisit, sed simul

et evangelium et propheticum repel lant spiritum." He speaks of

them as " infelices qui pseudo-proplietaa esse volunt, prophetise vero

gratiam ab ecclesia repellunt, similia patientes his, qui propter eos, qui

in hypocrisi veniunt, etiam a fratrum communione se abstinent." He
says that they reject the Gospel of John, because the Paraclete is

mentioned there ; and he answers them by saying that Paul also

speaks of "gifts" in 1 Cor. xii. sqq., and among others, of that of

prophecy ; and, consequently, that they should also reject the Epistles

of Paul. It is evident from this, that certain of the opponents of

the Montanists could think of no other way of meeting them than by

throwing doubts upon the whole of the Gospel of John. And Baur
argues that they would hardly have ventured to do this, if it had been

confidently accepted for any length of time as a genuine production

of the Apostle, and that doctrinal reasons may just as well have led

to its acceptance as to its rejection. But he forgets that the question

in dispute throughout was not the authorship, but the canonical or

apocryphal character of the Gospel ; not its authenticity, but its

ecclesiastical authority. And it is perfectly certain that the ecclesi-

astical authority of the fourth Gospel was firmly established by the

middle of the second century. "With regard to the "infelices" of

whom Irenceus speaks, he expresses himself still more strongly after-

M'ards :
" Per hcec omnia peccantes in Spiritum, Dei in irreniissibile in-

cidunt peccatum,"—an expression which he would surely not have used,

if one entire half of the Christian Church, the anti-Montanistic, or

even a considerable portion of that half, had held the opinion which

he condemns.—Look again at the connection in w^hich he places these

men. He is speaking in the very same chapter of the heretics who
accept, some more, some less, than the four canonical Gospels. He
ridicules them, because one sect declares one Gospel to be genuine,

another another,—and thus between them they establish the genuine-

ness of the whole. In this connection he places the anti-Montanistic

opponents of the Gospel of John. Can they have formed a wide-

spread, unheretical sect within the Church? Surely, if they had,

Irengeus would not have placed them in such company, and charged

them so harshly with the sin against the Holy Ghost. A man must

have read but little of the Fathers, to imagine such a tone of polemics

against orthodox Christians to have been possible, at that time of per-

secution without, and affectionate union within. If anything is clear,

it is this, that Irenseus is alluding to a certain heretical people, who
allowed their opposition to Montanism to carry them to this extreme.

There were many other opponents of Montanism, who saw no necessity
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to give up a Gospel which had hitherto been accepted hy tlieiii as

apostolic. This Baur himself has admitted. And the persons alluded

to by Irenaeus, we have doubtless to seek cither in the sect of the

Ebionites, or in that of the ISIarcionites. But whoever they may be,

so much is certain, that they are not to be souglit in the bosom of

the Church, to say nothing of being regarded as an important party

there.

The Alogi of Epiphanius are also brought forward as a second

party within the Church, who denied the genuineness of the Gospel

of John. Who these people were, is not very well known. Baur says

that Epiphanius is to be " used with great caution ;" though he him-

self shows so little caution as to add—" Epiphanius says expressly,

that apart from their rejection of the writings of Joiui, they did not

forsake the orthodox faith." All that Epiphanius says is this : Aokoxxti

Kal avTol TO, laa rjfxtv TTLareveiv ; by whicii he shows (if BoKovat means

thei/ appear), that he did not know much about them. And if hoKoixri

means theij pretend, he regarded it as a mere pretension when the

Alogi professed to be orthodox. It is pure romance to maintain, as

Baur does, that they were no heretics, but a party within the Church.

If anything can be inferred from what Epiphanius says, it is that he

had heard a veiy faint report of the Alogi mentioned by Irenajus.

And the indefinite way in which he speaks of them, is one of the best

proofs that they were an insignificant sect, having but little influence,

and very soon extinct. The very little information, however, which

he gives, shows that their objections to the Gospel were purely internal

(contradictions between it and the Syn.), and had no bearing upon

criticism, or the history of the Gospel in its relation to the canon.

Now, one would think that if the authorship of the fourth Go.spel was

still so partially admitted in the second century, the Alogi would have

brought forward not merely internal objections, but outward facts as

well,—such as the novelty of the opinion that the Gospel was written

by John, the want of outward testimony, and the silence of the early

Fathers and general tradition. Baur says they did ; and in proof of

his assertion quotes the words, ovk a^ia avrd (paaiv eivai iv eKKXyjcria,

which he renders, " they object, that they were not sufficiently attested

or accredited in the Church !" Difficile est satyram non scriicre.

§128.

THE EASTER CONTROVERSY.

There is a fragment of Apolinarius connected with the Easter

Controversy of the latter half of the second century, in whicii he tells
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his opponents, that according to their view (that Christ died on the

15th Nisan), "there must be a discrepancy between the Evangehsts."

This fragment is of considerable importance in relation to the genuine-

ness of the Gospel of John. It shows, (1) that Apolinarius was aware

that there was an apparent discrepancy in the Gospels with regard

to the time of the Saviour's last meal ; so that, as the Synoptists all

agree, he must have been acquainted with the Gospel of John ; and

(2) that he was convinced that this apparent discrepancy could only

be removed by adopting the account given by John, as the standard

with which the others must be made to accord. Once maintain that

Jesus died on the 15th, and a discrepancy, in his opinion, would imme-

diately arise.

Baur, however, has given a totally different explanation of this

passage ; and as his interpretation is closely connected with his general

opinion of the Easter Controversy, we must give a brief sketch of the

latter. To do this, however, is no easy task. The fragments are so

scanty, that the controversy, and all the points of it, have been very

differently conceived of by different authors. It does not come within

the scope of our plan to give a comprehensive history of opinion on

the Easter Controversy. We require only to make ourselves acquainted

with those views which have lately become important in connection with

New Testament criticism. There are as it were two opposite branches,

which have sprung, as from their root, out of the earlier, somewhat

confused inquiries of Mosheim, Neander, and Gieseler,—one branch

being the view of Dr Baur of Tubingen, the other that of Weitzel.

1. In Baur's opinion (similarly Mosheim, Neander, Rettberg, and

Niedner) the three Easter Controversies (in 162, between Polycarp

and Anicetus of Rome; in 168, between Melito of Sardisand Apolina-

rius; in 198, between Polycrates of Asia Minor and Victor of Rome)

all turned upon the same point. In Asia Minor the Christian Pass-

over was kept on the 14th Nisan ; in the West, on the Saturday. In

the former it was believed that Jesus instituted the Supper on the

14th, and died on the 15th ; in the latter, that He instituted the Sup-

per on the 13th, and died on the 14tli. This disagreement in reference

to the day of Christ's death was, howevei', by no means the ground of

the difference, but rather a secondary result thereof. The inner

ground of the difference lay in this, that the Asiatics, infected with

Fetrine Ebonitlsm, adhered to the outward Jewish element and to the

synoptical tradition, and regarded the rite of the Lord's Supper as the

Christian substitute for the rite of the Passover; whilst those in the

West, following the Pauline tendency, had the resolution of Judaism

into Christianity in their eye, and in Christ the crucified saw the New
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Testament Paschal Lamb (and tlierefore the time of Cln-ist's death wa.s

placed by the author of John's Gospel, in the second century, on the

afternoon of the day on Avhich the Iamb was slain),

2. From this view of the Easter Controversy Baur makes the fol-

lowing conclusion :—In Asia Minor, the sphere of John's labour,

Ebionite views ])revailed. Consequently John must have held these

views, and cannot have been the author of a Gospel setting forth the

very opposite view.

But, unfortunately for Baur, it so happens that Asia Minor was

one of the principal spheres of Paids labours ; and further, it so hap-

pens that Paul, the supposed opponent of Ebionitism—which fixed

its view of the day of Christ's death in the Synoptists—in his account

of the institution of the Lord's Supper, agrees w^ord for word with the

Synoptist Luke. This Synoptist Luke sides, not with the Petrine, but

decidedly with the Pauline tendency. On Baur's hypothesis all this

is inexplicable. Even if his account of the Ea.ster Controversy were

correct, it would be better to regard the difference as originating in

the discrepancy between the synoptical Gospels and the Gospel of

John, than to invent a dogmatic reason which is irreconcilable with

Paul's labours in Asia Minor, or with the relation of Luke to Paul.

But Baur's view^ on the Easter Controversy is itself untenable. The
opponents of Clemens, etc., were not gentle, christianized Ebionites,

but coarse, heretical Judaists ; whereas the opponents of Anicetus and

Victor were not heretics at all, but worthy Catholics, in whose country

there was a shght difference from the East, in a ritual point alone.

The two controversies in 162 and 198 on the one hand, and 168 on the

other, were entirely distinct.

3. This view has been carried out by Weitzel; and, after the most

careful examination, I am convinced that it is essentially correct.

Apart from the discussion at the Nica^an Synod in 325, when the

question was, Whether the next full moon after the spring equinox

should be the rule for the Christian Passover, or whether the paschal

feast should be reckoned so as to fall before the 21st of March (it was

already a settled point, that the Easter feast should not coincide with

the full moon, but should be observed on the Sunday after it), the

controversy may be divided into three leading epochs. In 11)8 (be-

tween Victor and Pohjcrates) the question turned upon the relation

between the day of the week and the day of the montii. In Asia

Minor it had been customary to observe the day of Christ's death (ti>e

14th Nisan), on whatever day of the week it fell, and to keep it as a

day of rejoicing, the day of conqjlete redemjjtion. In the West, the

Sunday, the day of the week upon wljich Clwist arose, was kept as
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the day of gladness, and the Friday, the day on which His death was

commemorated, was kept with mourning and fasting. The same dif-

ference was the subject of a friendly discussion in 162 between Poly-

carp and Anicetus. The other controversy, about 170, in which

ApoUnai'ius, Clemens Alex., and Hippolytus took the leading part, was

very different in its character. The opponents were heretics, who were

distinguished by the manner in which the 14th Nisan was kept by

them. The other Christians of Asia Minor kept it, as the day on

Avhich Christ died, with the Lord's Supper ; but they kept it as a

Jewish Passover, by eating a paschal lamb. The obligation to do this

they founded upon the fact, that Christ Himself observed the Jewish

Passover. But the orthodox Christians replied, that Christ did not

eat a ritual paschal meal at the last Passover ; that, on the contraiy.

His last supper was held on the 13th Nisan, and that the Mosaic law

was fulfilled in His dying as the true Lamb of God at the veiy hour

when the lambs had to be slain. The opinion held by these Ebionitish

heretics did away with the absolute fulfilment of the Mosaic law and

its demands, and introduced a discrepancy between the Synoptists and

the Gospel of John.

4. Let us now test the truth of Weitzel's view from the historical

sources. With regard to the controversy in 198, it is stated in plain

words, in different passages, that it turned upon the question. Whether

the fast should end with the 14th Nisan, or the day of the Lord's

resurrection. From the first fragment of Polycrates, in Eus. h. e. 5,

24, 25, it appears, a. that the mode of observance in Asia Minor was a

uniform original tradition, undisturbed by any dispute between the

followers of Peter and of Paul ; h. that the question was not concern-

ing the celebration of o, festive v:eek, but of a feast day ; c. that there

was a lively consciousness that this feast day had an altogether differ-

ent meaning for Christians than for the Jews ; d. that Melito ad-

hered to the prevailing mode of observance ; and e. that the church

of Asia Minor did not in the least admit Victor's right to find any-

thing heretical in that observance. The same thing appears from the

second fragment, Eus. h. e. 5, 24. When Victor wished to declare the

Asiatics heterodox, on the ground of the letters of Polycrates, many

bishops objected ; among others, Irenajus. We see here, therefore,

plainly, what was the difference between the East and the West. It

was not, as Baur pretends, that in the former the Lord's Supper, in

the latter the death of Christ, was regarded as taking the place of the

Jewish Passover ; but that in the former a certain day of the jnonth

was kept, the 14th Nisan (as the day on which Jesus died), and that

in the latter the Sunday which fell in the Easter week was kept with
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the Lord's Supper, in honour of tlie resurrection.—Kusebius f^ives next

the first fragment of Ireiufus (Eus. h. e. 5, 24, 25), in whieh he reminds
Victor, that in other ritual points, not affecting i\\e faitli of the churches,

no such controversy had ever been raised ; thus showing that tlie dif-

ference liad respect to ritual points alone. A second fixujment from
Irenceus still further establishes this, viz., the account of the friendly

correspondence which had once taken place between Anicetus and
Polycarp. From this we learn, that about 1G2 the very same point

was discussed by Polycarp and Anicetus as in 198 by Polycrates and

Victor, viz., the litual difference between Asia Minor and the West.

—

Let us hear, in the last place, what Eusebius himself says. The
Asiatics, says he, believed that it was their duty to observe the 14th

day of the month : iifl t?;? tov acorripLov iraa'^a kopT?]^.—We see,

therefore, the Asiatics celebrated an Easter feast which fell on a cer-

tain day of the month—a feast day. On this day, continues Eusebius,

the Asiatics considered it their duty to end the fast (reh twv da-iTtwv

iiriXvaeif; iroieiaOac), whilst the Church elsewhere ended their fast

only on the day of the resurrection. Eusebius could not have written

so if the feast day of the Ciuirch in Asia Elinor had been tiie feast of

the Resurrection, which, besides, it could not have been, as it was held

on the 14th Nisan. It is nowhei'e hinted that that day assumed the

character of a day of joy, because of the institution of the Lord^s

Supper. Fi'om what follows, it is evident, no doubt, that they com-

menced the feast with a communion, and therewith ended the fast ; but

there is no indication that this was done to commemorate the original

institution of the Lord's Supper. There is nothing to preclude the

supposition, that " on the 14th Nisan they commenced a joyous fes-

tival with the communion, in commemoration of the redeeming death of

Christ." Not only is this not precluded, it is the only natural conclu-

sion. The day which commemorated the death of Christ, by which

His sufferings were ended, formed the natural limit between the fast

commemorative of Christ's sufferings and the festive season after His

passion was past; the day commemorative of the institution of the

Supper could not rationally form the limit.

The result therefore is, that in Asia Minor the 14th Nisan was

kept as the day on which Jesus died, not as the day on which the

Lord's Supper was instituted ; which was perfectly in accordance with

the Gospel of John. And the very idea of looking at the day of

Christ's death as a day of redemption, and therefore as a day of

rejoicing, is essentially in harmony with both Paul and John (cf. John

xix. 30). Polycrates therefore could very properly say, that in Asia

!Minor the 14th Nisan was kept Kara to evayyeXiov.
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4. Let us now inquire whether the dispute at Laodicea in the year

170 had reference to the same controversy. Melito says, in a frag-

ment preserved by Eusebius, " When ServiHus PauUis was proconsul

of Asia, there arose a great dispute {^rjzr^ai'i iroWrj) in Laodicea about

the Passover" {Eus. h. e. 4, 26). Eusebius then proceeds to add, that

Clemens Alex, mentions this wi'iting of Melito in his own work upon
the Passover. The relation in which the two stood to one another is not

given by Eusebius Avith exactness. He merely says that Melito's work
was the occasion of Clement writing {ov i^ alTia<; rf? tov Mekirwvo^
'ypa(jirj<;). It cannot, however, have been against Melito; for in that

case Eusebius would have expressed himself more clearly. But we
get light on the subject from these facts : that Apolinarius and Hip-

poh/tns both wrote upon the same question, both agreed with Clement,

and evidently had the same opponents in view. Hippolijtus introduces

his remarks into his work, 7rpo9 airaaa'^ ra? a'lpkaw^ ; so that at the

very cutset it seems prohahle tliat his opponents were heretics. And
as both Clement and Apolinarius are seeking to refute the same error

as Hippolytus, tliey must also have had to do with heretical errors.

But that the Church in Asia Minor was not heretical, we have seen

from the fragments of Polycrates and Irengeus; so that it cannot have

been against Melito that Clement wrote. In all probability, both

Clement and Melito wrote against a third opponent who was really

heretical. The meaning of the e'| atViV is, that after the heretical

opponent had been refuted by a pastor who followed the mode of

observance in Asia Minor, it seemed good to Clement to refute him
from the standpoint of the mode of observance in Palestine, Alexan-

dria, and the West.

This may seem a somewhat bold conclusion from the mere fact

that the title of Hippolytus' book is vrpo? airaam Ta<i alpeaei^. But
it is confirmed by weighty evidence from other quarters. In fact, we
know these heretics, and the nature of their heresy, even from the

fragments of Clement, Hippolytus, and Apolinarius. The controversy

is altogether different from that between Victor and Polycrates, or

Anicetus and Polycarp. It is decidedly docti'inal. The point constantly

maintained in opposition to these opponents is, that the death of Christ

upon the cross has put an end to tlie eating of the lamb—that Christ

died upon the 14th, not upon the 15th Nisan. Clement, Hippolytus,

and Ai)olinarius (and, consequently, Melito also) had to do with gross

Judaizing heretics. For proof of this, we shall now refer to the frag-

ments themselves.

In the Chron. pasch. (i. 13, 14), these fragments are introduced

with the remark, that "during His Ufetime, Christ ate the typical
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paschal lamb according to the ^Mosaic law; but after lie had called

Himself the true Passover (in the year of His death), He did not eat

the legal Passover, but was Himself slain as the true Lamb on the feast

of the typical Passover." Then follow the fragments. The first of

the two from Apolinarius, as the weightiest for the genuineness of

John's Gospel, we reserve to the last. Tiie second fragment is as

follows : 7; tS' TO aXTjdivov rov Kvpiov 'iru.a-)(a, 1) dvaia tj fieydXTj, 6

avri rov a/u-vov Trat^ ©eov, 6 SedeU 6 Sz/Va? top lcrj(ypov, Kal 6 Kpidel<i

KpiTi]^ t,(i}VTO)v Kal veKpuiv, Kol 6 rrapaSodeU ei? ')(eipa<i afiaprcoXcjv 'iva

aTavpoidrj, inlrcodel'i eVl Kepdrcov fiovoK€pQ)TO'i 6 ti)V u'yiav TrXevpav

eKKevTTjdeU, 6 iKyea<; e« t?}? TrXevpd'i ainov ra Bvo TrdXiv KaOdpaia,

v8(op KoX al/xa, Xojov Kol irvev/ia, Kal 6 ra^et? iv rj/xepa ttj rov irda-^a,

einredevro<i ru) /jLvr}/j,art rov XiOov. Apolinarius, here, not merely

states, (a) that Jesus died on the 14th Xisan, but he adds with the

strongest emphasis, {[>) that by His death as tiie Paschal Lamb Jesus

put an end to the Old Testament Passover, and provided once for all

the means of sanctification; and (c) healso puts this in such a form as

to show that to him the Christian Passover was the day of the year on

which Jesus died. In tliis he agreed with the Christians in Asia

Minor, who observed the 14th Nisan. From b it is evident that the

opponents of Apolinarius differed from him not only with regard to

the day of Christ's death, but also with reference to the significance

of His death as bringing the Passover of the Old Testament to an end.

—This is confirmed by the two fragments of Clement}—The second

refers solely to the chronological question ; and, judging from the re-

capitulation, must have contained a proof, (a) that the Lord, to be a

true Paschal Lamb, behoved to die on the 14th ; and {l>) that Matthew,

expounded according to the views of those whom he controverts, would

contradict the Gospel of John. The conclusion of the latter argument

forms the commencement of the fragment. We are curious to know

^ I. To/V ^eV ovv Tctpi'hriKvdoaiv trial to Svoftivov vpoi ' lovleclav Vjadim iopri^uf i

Kvpios TTxax'^' ^'"'^^ 2* ix.npv^iv uvto; usi to 7rciax» ctfivc; toD 0fot/ (Joliannine ex-

pression) u; -Trpifixrov itI a^oty^v ci'/6f<,ivo;, otvriKX ihion^i f^iv to'j; fcadr,TXi rou

Tt/7rof TO fivaTYipiov rr, ly , iv ri koci 'TTvvOa.yovrot.i ocinov' vov ii'Kit; iroifixauf^tu aoi

TO T,a.a-)(,x (^X'/ilv'y rxurri wv T/j hf^ipoc Kxt 6 X'/txafco; tud x^i/fiuv Kxl it vpotroi-

[/.xaix TYiS iopTYii i'/i!/iT0,''Odiv 6 ' luui/VTi; iv rxvrri t>j ii/^ip* UKiru; u; x» "Trparot-

f4x^0fievcv; iilri xTzovi^xaSxi Toi>; rroix; Trpif toD Kvpiov rtti/; ft,*6nrxg ivxypx-'i/u'

ziTOt/hv a T_w iTriovay) 6 aurr,p ^^iv, avrdf uv to xxax.*, KxXy^itpri&ti; i/^o loy-

ixiau.—II. ' 2\K0'Krjv6u; xpx Tn lo' '6re kxI i-TrxStv fuffiv x-ItIv 0/ xcx'^P-''' **' "'

ypxf^fiXTSi; ru Tli^xro) TrpoTXyx'/ou-ii ovk uar,y.6ov el; to Trpxiruptov hx f^ri fiix>vu(ji»

aXX' xx.uKvrcoi ia-ripx; to "Kxay^x (pxyuaisi. 'Vxvryi rZjv iif/.ipuv rri XKfiiiicict kxi xl

ypx^xl vxaxi avft,(puvov<Ji kxi rx ivxyyOux avvuhx' tTziftaprvpu oi kxi >j x»xorxaif'

rn yovi' rpi'r^ xuiarn vf^iptf rin; vjv xpurtt ruy f/36o^«3au» rou dipio/Ao'v in ti kxi to

IfixyfiX iiivofio6iTr,ro 'zprjati/yKUv tov hoix.
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how the orthodox Christians of Asia Minor and elsewhere explained

the Gospel of Matthew in opposition to these Judaists, and how they

brought it into harmony with John. We may learn this from the

first fragment from Clement. The day on which, according to the

Synoptists, the Passover was prepared, he interprets as being the 13th

ISIisan; so that the last supjoer took place in the evening following the

13th and commencing the 14th Nisan. Whether this be exegetically

correct or not, it is of critical importance that the orthodox Christians

of the East agreed with those of the West in the belief that it was on

the 14th Nisan that Jesus died. The opponents of Clement and

Apolinarius regarded the 14th Nisan as the day on which Jesus insti-

tuted the last supper, and Clement's words (beginning of first frag-

ment) imply that they kept it as a Jewish Passover. It is more and

more apparent, therefore, that they were Judaizing Ebionitish heretics.

And, on the other hand, we find that the general tradition and general

observance of the orthodox Christians in the East rested upon that

chronology of the Passion week which is found in the Gosj?el of John

alone ; that it was generally agreed, that the chronology of the Synop-

tists should be interpreted by that of John ; and, lastly, that the idea

associated with the day of Christ's death, as the happy day upon which

the prophecies were fulfilled and the work of redemption finished, was

founded upon the account which John has given of the sufferings

and death of Christ.

This is fully confirmed by the two fragments of Hippolytus}

There are three things which we learn from them. First, that Luke
xxii. 15, 16, was regarded by the orthodox Christians of the East as

containing a slight indication of the fact that, even according to the

Synoptists, Jesus died on the 14th Nisan. Secondly, that the oppo-

nents of Hippolytus maintained that Jesus ate the Passover on the

legally appointed day (the evening after the 14th), and tlien suffered.

Hippolytus, who was firmly assured from the Gospel of John that

Jesus died on the 14th, replies that He could not have suffered and

then kept the Passover. Thirdly (from the words Zco Kafxe hei, etc.),

that his opponents argued thus : "Because, and just as, Jesus ate the

paschal lamb, it is our duty to do so too." They must therefore have

been Judaizing heretics.

^ I.
' Opu /^h ovv OTi (piT^oveiKslcc; to epyov' 'hiyst yoip ovtu;' " iTTOtyifft to 7ra.ffx» o

"Kpiarog ron rri iifiipcf x,ul STrccdiv' S/d Kcifii Zit ov rpo'urou 6 Kvpiog t'Tvoimiv, ovra

TTO/Ei'i'." liiTT'KuvYiToe.i Ss jt4»j yiuudKUV OTI J KUipu i'TTuax^u 6 'K.picTTog ovK 'icpw/e TO

KXTci vopcov iva,<jy,oi,' oZto; yxp tju to "KcfMy^ai. to vpoicSKripvy/icii/ov kocI to Ti'Aeioi'/iiiuov tJ?

ij^epcc.—II. Oi/Ze ev Toig irpuTOig ov6i iu To7g iay^xToii ug ovx, (\peva»TO, irpodtuXov oTt 6

-TToiXeci 'irpociTTUv " ot/ ovKtTi ipuyoftott to V(i.a)c»" i'ikotusto fiiv Ss/ttvov ihtiTruKaiu "Trpo

row TTcciTZot TO Se viffxci ovx. 'i(petyev ocXA' 'ixttdiV ovhi yxp Koiipos vju t^j (ipuaeag ctvTOv.
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5. Having thus been brouiilit to the conclusion that the trJtole

Church, both East and West, was unanimous in its opinion that Jesus

died on the 14th Nisan, and tliat this general ojtinion, but more
especially the observance of the 14th Kisan in Asia Minor as the day

of Christ's death, rested essentially upon the antJioritii and canonical

character of the Go^j^cl of John, we may now pa.ss to i\\Q first fraqment

of ApoUnarius, in which the Gospel of John is expressly referred

to. ElcrX TOivvv ol hi ayvoiav (^CKoveLKOvcn trepl tovtcov, cnr/yvoyoTov

TrpayfjLa '7re'rrov66re<i' dyvoia <yap ov KaTrjyopiav dvahe')(€Tai, uXXa BiBa-

yfi^ TTpocrSetTaL' koI \eyovaiv otv rfj c^ to irpo^arov fiera tmv p.aOtjTcov

€(f)a/yev o Kvpio<; ttj he /jLeyaXt] rjfMepa rwv a^vficou avrof; iiraSev, Koi

BitTyovvrai Mardalov ovr(o Xeyeiv o)? vevoi'jKaaiv 66ev dcrvfi<f}Q}vo<: re

vofxrp Tf i/OT/crt? avrwv koX crraa-idl^eiv hoKcl Kar avTov<; to. evayjeXia.

The meaning of the conclusion of this fragment is, that the opponents

appealed to ^Matthew; to which Apolinarius lU'ges two obj<-ctions:

first, that if Jesus had eaten the Passover with the Jews in the evening

of the 14th Nisan, and had been put to death in the afternoon of the

15th, this would not have answered to the law, i.e., lie would not have

been a true Paschal Lamb ; and secondly, that there would then be

a discrepancy between Matthew and John.^ Here, thei-efore, the

Gospel of John is mentioned, not merely in a general manner, but as

the source from which the general opinion of the orthodox Christians

with reference to the period of Christ's passion was derived.

The result to which we are brought, then, is the following :

—

a. The controversy in which Clement, Tlippohjtus, and Apolinaiins

engaged, was a totally different one from that between A^ictor and the

churches of Asia Minor. Not a syllable is mentioned in the former

about the time at which the fast should end ; and in the latter there is

no desire manifested to search for proofs that Christ abrogated the

Jewish custom of eating the paschal lamb and instituted the Lord's

Supper on the 13th Nisan.

b. There is not the slightest indication that the Christians of Asia

Minor believed that Jesus had died on the 15th Nisan, but everything

leads to the conclusion that they kept the 14th, t\\ck6pTr)Tovco)Triplov

irda-ya, as the day of Christ's death.

c. Both East and "West were therefore agreed in holding that view

with regard to the day of Christ's death, which is clearly derived from

the Gospel of John; Apolinarius mentions this Gospel ; and the Chris-

' Apolinarius, as well as Clement and all Catholics, held it possible to reconcile

Matthew with the supposition that Christ ate the feast with His discii.lcs on the

13th, but impossible to reconcile John with the supposition that He ate the fcafit

on the 14th.
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tians of Asia Minor traced their own custom, which was founded upon

that view, to the authority of the Apostles Philip and John.

§129.

CONCLUSION.

If we pass in review the results of our inquiry, we shall find that,

Avith the exception of some of Paul's Epistles, no book can be found

throughout the whole of the ancient literature, both Christian and

profane, which can show such numerous and reliable proofs of its

genuineness as the Gospel of John.

Baw^ himself has lately shown, though quite against his own in-

tention and will, how strong a proof is to be found in the relation of
the Gospel to the first Epistle of John. He is "obliged to confess that

the identity of the two writings {i.e., of their author), though not

a necessary assumption, has overwhelming prohahility in its favour on

the supposition of the genuineness of the Gospel."^ He adds very

naively, however, " But from the standpoint of the latest criticism, we
must ask, in what relation do the two writings stand to each other, if

the genuineness of the Gospel cannot be established ?" Naturally

enough this identity of authorship is very inconvenient to the latest

critics ; and they must get rid of the idea as quickly as possible. But
the latest school of criticism is never at a loss for proofs. The great

similarity in style, tone, notions, and idioms, is changed from an evi-

dence of identity of authorship into a proof that the writer of the

Epistle intentionally imitated the Evangelist. This proof is strength-

ened by the want, in the Epistle, of originality and force. It is unfor-

tunate for Baur that he should have commenced so incautiously by

stating that, assuming the genuineness of the Gospel, the identity of

the Evangelist and the author of the Epistle has overwhelming pro-

hahiUty in its favour.

There is no necessity to follow Baurs argument into detail : he

so completely answers himself. When trying to prove that the two

works had not the same author, he denies that there is any originality

in the contents of the Epistle, or any possibility of discovering a lead-

ing idea (pp. 295-314) ; but when seeking to show that the Epistle was

written in the time of the Montanistic controversy with the West, he

himself brings out tlie leading idea. "The leading thought, from

which the writer of the Epistle starts, is that so long as a man has sin,

fellowship with God is impossible, because sin, as darkness, is opposed

to God the light.—The true Christian must, as the child of God, be

^ Die Johann. Brie/e. Zeller's Jahrb. 18-48.
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absolutely free from sin, must be like God.—But how is this ov-^

a/xaprdveiv possible, if by saying that wc have no sin, we make Goil

a liar? In two ways : 1. By the blood of Christ, which cleanses us

from all sin ; 2, by our loving one another, and through the interces-

sion founded in brotherly love."—Is this " want of meaning"? oris

there any " trouble in finding the leading idea" ? To bring out this

idea. Bain- himself had nothing to do but to copi/ half a chapter from

the Epistle.

Again, Baiir has also (//.^proved the assertion, that there is a

similarity between the leading idea of the Epistle and Montanism.

The division of peccata into remissibilia and irreiuissibilia, he says, is

Montanistic. In fact, Tertullian mentions it (de bapt. 7). But Ter-

tullian expressly appeals, both there and in chap. 19, to the 1st Ep.

of John, from which he obtains this division. Consequently the

"overwhelming probability" is certainly this, that the division passed

from the 1st Ep. of John to Montanism (where it is caricatured), and

not from ]Montanism to John.—Not s6, says Banr; "the 1st Ep. of

John shares in the doctrinal errors of Montanism. The unevangeMcal

character of the distinction between venial and mortal sins is this, that

the possibility of the forgiveness of sins is determined, not by anything

subjective, but by something objective ; . . . and that moral guilt is

judged, not by the moral character, but without any regard to the sub-

jective condition of the sinner, by the outward action alone." This

error Banr maintains (p. 326) that he can find in the 1st Ep. of John.

Two pages before, he writes :
" The author of the Epistle has homicide

especially in his mind ; but as he understands by idolatry, not an apos-

tasy from the true religion by some particular outicard act, but that

idolatrous character which is manifested in sin of every kind, so to the

sin of murder he gives a more general signification, embracing not

merely the outward act, but the inward disposition also."

Thus Professor Banr has taken upon himself the trouble of showing

to the theological public into what absurdities a man is sure to wander,

if he attempts to run through all the stops of the latest critical organ

the " assumption of the spuriousness of the Gospel of John." The

most absurd result of all is this, that it is necessary to assume that there

is a gross deception. "In the whole of the introduction to the Ej)istle,"

says Banr, "and in every point in which the author refers to himself,

how difficult it is to overlook the intentional and most careful effort to

lead the reader to the conclusion that he is no other than the Evan-

gelist !" But whoever is not altogether insensible to the spirit of virgin

purity, to the holy spirit which pervades both the Ej)istle and Gospel

of John, will turn awny with horror from such a thought. It is con-
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ceivable that a man might write with an honourable intention under

the assumed name of a deceased author,—that a " Wisdom of Solo-

mon," for example, might be written long after Solomon's death. In

this case the name Solomon is used simply to denote that the work is

written and the speculation is carried on in Solomon's spirit, and there

is no necessity to suppose that there has been any pia fraus. But

that an author in the second century should have written a historical

book, like the Gospel of John, with the clear consciousness and

obvious intention of relating what never took place as having actually

occurred, and of perverting what really happened to the doctrinal

purposes of a party, and that he should do all in his power to induce

his readers, who would have placed no credit in the real author, to

take him for the Apostle John, would have been a gross and abomin-

able fraud, of which none but a man of the most corrupt mind would

have been capable, and which is in most perfect contrast with the

spirit which pervades the Gospel and Epistle of John. Till figs grow

upon thistles, the genuineness of the Gospel of John will continue

firm and impregnable in the estimation of all who do not rank with

the thistles themselves.

We are far from denying that there are men to whom no one could

demonstrate the genuineness of the New Testament writings. He who

will not believe in the Risen One, will seek with unwearied diligence

for loopholes by which he may escape from the positive proofs of the

genuineness of the Gospel writings and the truth of the Gospel history.

The Gospel still remains to the Jews a stumblingblock, and to the

Greeks foolishness ; and conversion and regeneration still form the

porch to the understanding, even to the literary understanding, of the

Scriptures. The Gospel, as Lange has well said, is so inexorably nega-

tive a critic to everything that springs from the flesh, that the flesh is

stimulated to bring its negative criticism to bear against the Gospel in

return. We neither can, nor would attempt to, demonstrate the laws

of optics to those who have no eyes. But to those who have eyes to

see, we believe that we have been able to produce scientific proofs that

it is only dogmatic grounds which give the least plausibility to any

objection which has been offered to the credibility of the Gospel

history ; that as soon as the doctrinal prejudices of a criticism, whose

proud boast it is to be " without prejudice," are set aside, its historical

arguments fall to the ground ; in a word, that apart from dogmatical

questions, which it is not the province of criticism to entertain, the

Gospel writings and Gospel history are sustained by all the proofs of

their genuineness and truth that could possibly be desired.

There was a time when Teller's Lexicon was admired and
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esteemed by many contemporaries, as much as Zeller's annuals are

now. There Avas a tune when the way in wliich Paulus endeavoured
to brino; the consciousness of the age into harmony with the writings

of the New Test, was lauded as unparalleled in its acuteness. There
was a time when Straicss's mythical hypothesis appeared to shake the

foundations of the world. But now Teller is laughed at ; at the name
of Paulus men shrug their shoulders ; Strauss's mythical hypothesis

has been quietly laid aside as useless by the most kindred spirit, to

make room for the hypothesis of a pious fraud. The time will come
when men will not merely laugh, but shudder at such a hypothesis as

this.

The absurdity of the last has been scientifically proved. A com-

parison of the Epistle to the Galatians with the Acts of the Apostles

has shown us, that so lopg as grammar has a voice in scientific criticism,

the whole foundation upon which the artificial structure of those

hypotheses rests, will be null and void. An examination of the " IIV
passages in the Acts furnished the most conclusive evidence that the

third Gospel, as well as the Acts, was written by a friend and con-

temporary of the Apostles. But apart from Luke and John, we find

in those Epistles of Paul which Baur himself accepts as genuine, the

^ clearest testimony to the historical character of that kingdom of the

supernatural, which the " latest school of criticism" has made such

earnest and futile exertions to evade. Whilst, therefore, on the one

hand, we firmly maintain in the interest of truth, that histoi-ical criti-

cism and modest scientific research will never be suflicient by them-

selves to produce a mathematical demonstration of the positively his-

torical character of the facts of the Gospel, which will satisfy a man
whose heart is hostile to the Gospel,—and whilst, still further, we main-

tain that historical criticism must be content with proving that the only

obstacles to the recognition of the Gospel history are dogmatical and not

historical, and that even they lie in the path of the natural man alone,

—

we are prepared, on the other hand, to aflSrm most positively, that the

hypotheses built up by negative criticism, most especially the last, can

be exhibited in their entire worthlessness and impossibility, without

resorting to the weapons of doctrinal controversy, simply by those of

historical criticism, and arc content to make our appeal to a soujid

understanding alone.
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Chronological Table of tee Events of the Apostolic Age.^

Tear of the
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tion to the above)

—

The Treatises on Christian Doctrine; the Trinity; the Harmony
OF the Evangelists ; the Sermon on the Mount.

Also, the Lectures on the Gospel of St. John, the Confessions,- a

Selection from the Letters, the Retractations, the Soliloquies,

and Selections from the Practical Treatises.

All these works are of great importance, and few of them have yet

appeared in an English dress. The Sermons and the Commentaries on

THE Psalms having been already given by the Oxford Translators, it is

not intended, at least in the first instance, to pubUsh them.

The Series will include a Life of St. Augustine, by Robert Rainy,

D.D., Professor of Church History, New College, Edinburgh.

The Series will probably extend to about Eighteen Volumes. The Pub-
lishers will be glad to receive Subscribers' names as early as possible.

It is understood that Subscribers are bound to take at least the books of

the first two years. Each Volume will be sold separately at (on an

average) 10s. 6d. each Volume.



T. and T. Clarl:s Publications.

LANG E'S
COMMENTARIES ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS.

Messrs. CLARK have now pleasure in intinmtiiig their arranpomente, under
the Editorship of Dr. I'mLii' Scii.\fk, for the Publication of TranslationH of

the Commentaries of Dr. li.\Nt;K and his CullaburaUurs on the Old an<l New
Testaments.

Tin-re .irc now ready (in inipt'rial Svo, double column),

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF GENESIS, One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON JOSHUA, JUDGES, AND RUTH, in One
\\)llUUO.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF KINGS, in One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS, in One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, AND
TILE SONG OF SOLOMON, in One Vnlunio.

COMMENTARY ON JEREMIAH AND LAMENTATIONS,
in One Volume.

Other Volumes on the Old Testament are in active preparation, and will be
announced as soon as ready.

Messrs. Cl.\i:k have already published, in the Fohkiun Thkoloc.ical Linit.Mty,

the Commentaries on St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and the ActB of the

Apostles, but they may be hiul unifurni with this Series if desired.

They had resolved to issue that on St. John only in the imperial Hvo form
;

but at the request of many of their Subscribers they have published it (without
Dr. Schaff's Additions) in Two Volumes, demy 8vo (uniform with the Foker-.n
Theologic.\l Librauy), which will be supplied to Subscribers at KKs. fid.

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN, in One
N'olume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL TO THE
ROMANS. In One Volunir.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL TO THE
CORINTHIANS. In One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL TO THE
GALATL/LNS, EPHESL^S, PHILIPPLA2JS, and GOLOSSL^S. In One
Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSA-
LONIANS, TIMOTHY, TITUS, PHILEMON, and HEBREWS. In One \ m1.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF JAMES, PETER,
JOHN, and JUDE. In One Volume.

The New Te.sLament is thus complete, with the exception of the Conmientary
on the Hook of Kevelation, which is in proj^'ress.

Each of the alx)ve volumes (si.x on the Old and nine on the New Testament)
will be supplied to Subscribers to the Foreig.n Theological Luji:ai!Y and
Ante-Nicene Lini'.AUV, or to Purchaaers of complete sets of Old Ti«tament
(ao far as published), and of Epistles, at 158. The price to others will be I'ls.

each volume.



T. and T. Clark's Picblications.

New and Cheaper Edition of Lange's Life of Christ.

Just ptiUlslied, in Four Volumes, Demy Sro, jn-ice 285. (Subscription price),

THE LIFE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST:

A COMPLETE CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE ORIGIN,

CONTENTS, AND CONNECTION OF THE GOSPELS.

Translated from the German of J. P. Lange, D.D., Professor of Divinity in

the University of Bonn. Edited, with additional notes, by the Kev. Marcus

DoDS, M.A.
_.,.„....,..w^,..^v-

EXTRACT FROM EDITOR'S PREFACE.
' The work of Dr. Lange, translated in the accompanying volumes, holds among books

the honourable position of being the most complete Life of our Lord. There are oth^r

works which more thoroughly investigate the auihenticity of the Gospel records, some

which more satisfactorily discuss the chronological difficulties involved in this most im-

portant of histories, and some which present a more formal and elaborate exegetical

treatment of the sources ; but there is no single work in which all these branches are so

fully attended to, or in which so much matter bearing on the mam subject is brouglit

together, or on which so many points are elucidated. The immediate object of this com-

Drehensive and masterly work was to refute those views of the Life of our Lord which

had been propagated by Negative Criticism, and to substitute that authentic and con-

sistent history which a tmly scientific and enlightened criticism educes from the Gospels.

'We have arrived at a most favourable conclusion regarding the importance and ability

of this work-the former depending upon the pres.^nt condition o theological criticism

the latter on the wide range of the work itself; the singularly dispassionate judgment

of the author, as well as his pious, reverential, and erudite treatment of a subject ine^^^^

pressibly holy. . . . We have great pleasure m recommending this work to oui leaaers.

w^ ovo ir.r.^Lf,.^ nf its value and enormous ransre.'—ZrzsA Lcclesiastical (jcizette.

THE COMMENTARIES, ETC., OF JOHN CALVIN,

IN 48 VOLUMES, DEMY 8vo.

Mfssrs CLAKK beg respectfully to announce that the whole Stock and Copyrights of

Se WOEKS OF CALVIN, published by the Calvin Translation Society are now their

property tnd that this valuable Series 'is now issued by them on the foUowing very

favourable terms :—

Complete Sets of Commentaries, etc., 45 vols., £7, 17s. 6d.

A Selection of Six Volumes (or more at the same proportion) for 21s.; with the excep-

tion of Psalms, vol. 5; and Habakkuk.

Any Separate Volume, 6s.

The Contents of the Series are as follow:—

Commentary on Zechariah and Malachi, 1

vol.

Harmony of the Synoptical Evangelists,

3 vols.

Tracts on the Keformation, 3 vols.

Commentary on Genesis, 2 vols.

Harmony of the last Four Books of the

Pentateuch, 4 vols.

Commentary on Joshua, 1 vol.

ff on the Psalms, 5 vols.

, on Isaiah, 4 vols.

, on Jeremiah and Lamentations, 6 vols.

, on Ezekiel, 2 vols.

, on Daniel, 2 vols.

r on Hosea, 1 vol.

, on Joel, Amos, and Obadiah, 1 vol.

, on Jonah, Micah, and Nahum, 1 vol.
_

, on Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Haggai,

1 vol.

Commentary on John's Gospel, 2 vols.

^ on Acts of the Apostles, 2 vols.

r on Komans, 1 vol.

^ on Corinthians, 2 vols.

, on Galatians and Ephesians, 1 vol.

, on Philippians, Colossians, and Thes-

salonians, 1 vol.

, on Tunothy, Titus, and Philemon, 1

vol.

jr on Hebrews, 1 vol.

, on Peter, John, James, and Jude, 1 vol.










